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FOREWORD

With many national nuclear societies conferences, with ENS TOP and General
conferences, held annually, biannually or at five years intervals, all important aspects relevant
to the safe and reliable operation of nuclear power plant are covered in depth. It was felt,
however, that considerations were from the point of view of large nuclear systems and that the
interests and priorities of the countries with small or medium nuclear systems are not
necessarily identical, partly due to the small size of the system and partly due to the limited
human and material resources.

The conference of Croatian Nuclear Society "Nuclear option in countries with small and
medium electricity grid" was organised with intention to focus on and discuss the specific
needs and interests of the countries with small or medium nuclear systems. In order to achieve
best safety and operational standards these countries with limited human and material
resources must put greater emphasis on their rational and efficient use. For these countries the
world wide developments on innovative reactors' systems and improved concepts for fuel
utilisation and waste disposal are substantial interest. Appropriate selections of reactor
technology, fuel cycle and decommission strategies are of paramount importance. There are
very successful examples of achieving safety and good operational records, so the exchange of
experience and cooperation amongst that group of countries would be of great value. As in the
future of nuclear energy there will be many more countries with only small or medium nuclear
systems, collecting specific experience and cooperation between the like countries will be an
additional value to the now prevailing equipment supplier - national utility relationships.

With over 70 contributions and participants from many countries we feel that
conference has made an useful initial effort to cover the needs and interests of the present and
future countries with small and medium nuclear systems.

To all those who through their efforts and participation made this possible we express
our thanks.

Programme Committee
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FOREWORD

Following the second Annual Meeting of the Croatian Nuclear Society held in
November 1994 there was a feeling that the time was ripe to internationalise our annual
conference. In co-ordination with European Nuclear Society it was decided that the scope
of future international conference would be assembling an international forum for a review
and assessment of nuclear option in countries with small and medium electricity grid. A
particular attention was to be paid to promoting regional co-operation in the area of
nuclear safety, fuel cycle, and waste management.

Authors' contributions include the research results reported in over 70 papers
published in this Proceedings. Papers will be presented at 9 session and 2 poster sessions.

We would like to express our gratitude to over 130 authors and co-authors who
put an extra effort into completing their full camera ready papers and making sure they
reached us on time.

We would also like to thank the reviewers and all those who have helped us with
the organisation of this conference.

On behalf of the Organising Committee we are inviting you to ensure the success
of this International Conference by asking stimulating questions and providing answers
which will serve as guidelines for the future activities within the peaceful application of
nuclear energy.

We welcome your decision to join us in Opatija . We sincerely hope that you will
take home pleasant memories of your stay in Croatia.

Organising Committee
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Comparative assessment of nuclear power
and other options:

the DECADES project

I.F. Vladu
Planning and Economic Studies

International Atomic Energy Agency
Vienna, Austria

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results obtained in constructing and implementing a general
framework for performing comprehensive comparative assessment within the inter-agency
joint project on Databases and mEthodologies for Comparative Assessment of Different
Energy Sources for electricity generation. The project was established in 1992 by nine
international organizations. A short description of the DECADES project objectives,
structure and main components is given.

The technology inventory databases, which are a major part of the project, address all the
levels of different energy chains, from fuel extraction through electricity generation to waste
disposal. These databases support comparative assessment in the power sector, by providing
generic information as well as country or region specific information on existing technologies
and on those expected to enter the market in the next two to three decades.

The paper further touches on the types of assessment that can be carried out using the
methodology and databases developed. It point out in this regard the possibilities and
limitations of comparative assessments performed at the level of power plant, full electricity
supply chain and country or region electricity generation system. Illustrative results are
presented for comparisons performed at all these levels.

Case studies and workshops and seminars are one of the main activities carried out until now
for validation and dissemination of the DECADES Computer Tools. In those studies where it
was considered, nuclear power appeared to be cost effective for reducing emissions of CO2,
SCh, NO» and other greenhouse gases.

Finally, the paper briefly introduce the activities envisaged for the phase II of the DECADES
project which will focus on disseminating the current computer tools, providing training in the
use of the tools, and supporting country studies, and on development of new analytical
capabilities.

The paper concludes with some findings and remarks pointing out the usefulness of the
integrated framework for comparative assessment developed within the DECADES project in
support of decision making.

Keywords: Comparative assessment, technology inventory databases, energy chain, LCA,
electric system expansion planning, health and environmental impacts



1. Overview of the DECADES project

The environmental and health related impacts of different energy systems, including those
associated with the production of electricity, are emerging as significant issues for the coming
decades. This interest is highlighted by the current debate about health effects of pollution,
environmental damages due to acid rain and acidification of lakes, concerns about the ozone
layer and about the safety of nuclear power plants and radioactive waste management, and the
potential risk of global climate change introduced by increasing atmospheric concentrations of
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases.

In order to promote international co-
operation in efforts to meet this interest, the
joint inter agency project on databases and
methodologies fox* comparative assessment
of different energy sources for electricity
generation, called IXEGAIXES, was
established at the end of 1992. Nine
international organizations agreed to join
their efforts towards a common objective,
n a m e l y : to enhance capabilities for comparative assessment of different
electricity supply options and strategies in the process of planning and decision making
for the electricity sector. The part ic ipat ing o r g a n i z a t i o n s
s u r e : the European Commission (EC), the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and
the Pacific (ESCAP), the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD/World Bank), the International Institute for
Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD (OECD/NEA),
the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), the United Nations Industrial
Development Organization (UN1D0) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO).
Other international organizations such as the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) and the World Health Organization (WHO) are contributing to the project within
their area of expertise.

The project is carried out jointly by the participating and contributing organizations that are
sharing information and resources within the framework of their respective programmes of
work, hi the IAEA, the DECADES project is essentially funded by the regular budget.
However, significant additional support has been provided by several Member States through:
information sharing, participation of national experts in meetings at no cost to the Agency;
extra-budgetary contributions; co-sponsoring of DECADES events such as the International
Symposium on "Electricity, Health and the Environment: Comparative Assessment in Support
of Decision Making", held in 1995 at Vienna, and secondment to the Agency of cost free
experts to assist regular staff carrying out specific tasks within the project.

It was recognized that there is a very broad range of topics to be addressed, but that not
everything could be covered in the project, which was defined for some 3 years, taking into
account the limits on available manpower and financial resources. The first phase of the
project focused on four main tasks: establishment of comprehensive databases in support of
comparative assessment studies and an user friendly information system; development of an
integrated software package for comparative assessment of energy chains and electricity
system expansion strategies; review of methodological approaches to comparative



assessment; and carrying out of case studies illustrating the use of databases and tools in
decision support studies for the electricity sector. The schematic structure of the project is
shown in Fig. 1. An outline and general overview of the DECADES project can be found in
[1]- .. _._
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Fig. 1 The DECADES project structure (1]

In order to meet the objective of DECADES, it is necessary to have a comprehensive and
consistent set of information and analytical models that support comparative assessment.
Such a set of data is broad and complex and includes a number of data already compiled and
stored in existing databases. Therefore, it was decided to adopt a modular approach and to
group the information in three main databases addressing respectively the issues of:
technology inventory; dose/response relationships for pollutants; and health and
environmental impacts assessment.

2. DECADES Phase I

In phase I of the DECADES project, the main effort has focused on establishing credible,
reliable and up-to-date technology inventory databases covering all steps in energy chains for
electricity generation by fossil fuels, nuclear and renewable energy sources. The Toxicology
Database (TOXDB) covers dose effect relationships for pollutants released by the different
electricity generating chains. The database on Health and Environmental Impacts of Energy
Systems for electricity generation (HEIES) gives information derived from published studies
on the assessment of impacts from different fuel chain facilities and electricity generation
plants.

2.1 Technology inventory databases



The technology inventory databases provide generic, as well as country and region specific,
information on technologies currently used or expected to be commercially available in the
next two to three decades. Two types of technology inventory databases were established: the
Reference Technology Database [RTDB] and the Country Specific Database [CSDB].

The RTDB, developed and implemented by the beginning of 1995, provides a comprehensive,
harmonized set of technical parameters, economic characteristics and environmental data for
energy chains using fossil fuels, nuclear power, and renewable energy sources for electricity
generation. Already, it has been distributed to a large number of selected users for testing and
evaluation. The structure of RTDB is described in detail in [2].

The technologies stored in RTDB cover all the steps in the energy chain, from fuel extraction
to waste disposal. Schematic diagrams, highlighting the boundaries of the chains, were
established for the different electricity generating chains using fossil fuel, nuclear power and
renewable energy (hydro, biomass, solar, wind, geothermal and waste incineration).
Furthermore, to obtain a higher level of generalization and to facilitate the data collection,
these diagrams were merged into a general one which is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 A graphical representation of a generalized fuel chain [3]
(dotted boxes refer to the back end of a nuclear chain with a closed fuel cycle)

To meet the objective of providing comprehensive information on energy technologies, a
facility (e.g.. power plant, mine, fuel processing unit, etc.) is described in the database by



descriptive textual, schematic or pictorial information as well as numerical data (see Fig. 3).
The numerical data are divided into three main groups: technical performances, economic
characteristics and environmental and other impact data. Each numerical parameter can have
minimum, average and maximum values. A numerical entry has an attached comments field
to be used in describing the assumptions made, the values in original units of measure,
currency exchange rates, categories included in the numerical value, or a qualitative ranking
of the information. Furthermore, a general reference to the source of the data set for a facility
can be given, as well as specific references for individual data items, when different from the
general reference.
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Fig. 3 Characterization of a facility in RTDB and CSDBs

Textual or pictorial descriptive information can be included for technologies, sub-
technologies and facilities as well as for fuels, energy chains as a whole, or for steps in the
chain. Although this information is not essential it does help clarify the basis for the
numerical data. Additional information on RTDB capabilities can be found in [6].

The facilities included in RTDB were selected on the recommendations of experts in the
different energy chains. The basic criterion used for selecting a given facility is that it should
be representative, i.e., either widely used at present or expected to be available for large scale
use in the next decades. The collection of data and checking for consistency for RTDB was
started in 1993. Data collection forms, covering eleven energy chains, were designed and
distributed to different international organizations, institutes and organizations from Members
States of the IAEA, and to individual experts. Special efforts on data collection and checking
were carried out also by the EC, OECD/NEA, IBRD, OPEC etc. As a result of these
activities, data for the major energy chains, containing 280 typical facilities have been
collected.

The Agency has circulated the RTDB for peer review and organized several meetings to verify
the accuracy of the information contained in the database. The user's network provides a
mechanism for further checking consistency, and for complementing and updating the
information. However, owing to the nature of the information provided in RTDB. the
database will require maintenance and updating on a regular basis in order to keep pace with
technological developments.



The Country Specific Databases [CSDBs] are the second type of technology inventory
database developed within DECADES. These databases address the need to store specific
information on the country's existing electricity generating chains and electricity systems as
well as for candidate technologies for electric system expansion. The CSDBs, following the
structure of RTDB and supplemented with data specific to the electricity system (e.g., peak
load forecast, LDC curves, committed additions and retirements, etc.,) were constructed by
more than 15 countries., with technical support from IAEA. In 1995 another 12 countries will
establish new CSDBs.

The CSDBs contain: 2000 facilities, 1000 energy sources and 900 energy chains with over
60,000 numerical entries. At present, the CSDBs include both real facilities and typical
facilities derived by averaging the performance of several similar units. Both types of
facilities might be used for carrying out energy chain comparative assessments or electricity
system expansion studies within the DECADES project or for other applications.

The RTDB/CSDB technology inventories provide a comprehensive set of data and
information for use in comparative assessment of plant characteristics, full energy chain
characteristics and electricity system expansion strategies. The results obtained so far, the
feedback provided by users, and the high interest manifested by institutes, organizations and
universities in Member States are more than encouraging and demonstrate the usefulness of
these databases.

2.2. DECADES analytical framework for comparative assessment

Databases alone, however, are not sufficient for carrying out comprehensive
comparative assessment of electricity generation chains and strategies. Such studies require
analytical tools providing capabilities for analysing energy chains and electricity generation
systems, and for assessing impacts. The levels of comparative assessment addressed in the
DECADES project framework are presented in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Levels of analysis in the DECADES project

2.2.1 Power plant comparisons

Several types of comparison at the power plant level can be carried out using the data stored in
RTDB/CSDBs. Reporting capabilities were developed to permit side by side display of the
data for different facilities in order to allow direct comparisons to be made. The following
section of the paper presents preliminary comparisons of generating efficiency, air emissions
and costs for the different technologies included in RTDB/CSDBs databases.
Figure 5 shows the range of net generating efficiency values for several technologies included
in RTDB. New technologies, with different combustion processes and advanced power



cycles, can exceed the best performance of conventional technologies. Significant
improvements in the generating efficiency are noted for technologies based on gas, while the
expected efficiency improvements for the other technologies appearto be only marginal.

Gas Biomass Solar

at 30

Fig. 5 Comparisons of generating efficiency for RTDB technologies

The generating efficiency data are strongly influenced by the characteristics of the fuel used,
maintenance of the power plant and other local conditions. Plant efficiencies vary from
country to country and in many countries are lower than the values presented in Fig. 3 for
coal, oil and gas technologies. Similar comparisons can be carried out for other technical
parameters such as forced outage or scheduled maintenance. Figures 4 illustrate the CO2
emission factors for the following types of power plants: pulverized coal with flue gas
desulphurization (PC+FGD), pressurized fluidized bed combustion (PFBC), integrated
gasification combined cycle (IGCC), gas turbine combined cycle (GTCC), oil fired steam
turbine (OSB). The plants have the same size (500 MW) and the coal fired plants use similar
fuels.

Fig. 4 CO2 emissions - power plant level
The highest CO2 emissions result from the coal fired options. These technologies show a
considerable range of CO2 emissions as a result of variations in efficiency of power
generation. GTCC has the lowest emissions. The emissions from oil fired units are within the
spread of the natural gas and coal and results, and depend upon the quality of heavy oil used.



The CO2 emissions obtained from the GTCC plant are less that half of those from the coal
options. The emission factors presented indicate a strong dependency on the fuel used,
generating efficiency, on pollution control measures included in different designs, and other
factors.
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Fig. 5 Investment costs - power plant level
(RO- Romania, PK- Pakistan, TR - Turkey, HR - Croatia)

Figure 5 shows the total capital requirements for pulverized coal fired plants, oil steam boiler
plants, gas turbine combined cycle plants and nuclear plants in several countries. As
expected, the total capital requirements vary from country to country, but never by more than
300-400 US$ interval for similar technologies.

Special efforts were made to develop and implement calculation algorithms to support a
modular approach to air pollution abatement technologies. This permits users to analyze the
influence such devices would have on the emissions and costs of a power plant. Calculation
algorithms were developed by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), USA, for seven
abatement technologies: electrostatic precipitators, fabric filters, wet FGD, dry FGD, furnace
sorbent injection, hot SCR and cold SCR. Using these algorithms, a power plant module
containing up to three abatement technologies can be simulated. The module is constructed
using the data stored in RTDB/CSDBs and estimations are made for: capital and overnight
costs, fixed and variable operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, reagent consumption if
any, internal electricity consumption and the impact on electricity generating efficiency of
adding abatement devices to the power plant (see Fig. 6). Furthermore, the effects on
emissions and costs can be estimated at the level of either the individual energy chains or the
complete electricity system.
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2.2.2. Energy chain analysis

It is generally agreed that consideration of the environmental impacts only at the power plant
level is not sufficient. Although in some cases, like CO2 emissions, the power plant is the
major contributor in the energy chain, for other emissions and burdens other steps in the chain
and/or construction or dismantling stages are more important and they should be taken into
account in performing comparative assessment. In DECADES, secondary and other level
processes, e.g., the production of materials used for manufacturing components of an energy
facility itself, are taken into account to a limited extent. In this respect the results of LCA
studies are used to identify the situations where significant modifications occur due to
secondary emissions.

DECADES adopted a modular approach to energy chain representation. Each step in the
chain is considered as a separate module having specific data stored in the energy chain
database. In order to define a step, a specific facility is selected from RTDB or CSDBs.
Additional data such as distance for transportation, lead time for fuel processing for electricity
generation, specific design factors for selected facility, and types of auxiliary energy inputs,
are stored as step definition data. A fuel for the chain should also be selected from the energy
sources database. The coal chain representation is illustrated in Fig. 7. The upper part of the
diagram contains the energy sources, which in this case is bituminous coal, medium volatile.
The rest of the diagram contains the chain steps. The facility selected is shown near each step.
In the case shown, the electricity generation facility is a coal steam boiler using pulverized
coal, and the unit size is 500 MW. The specific mass flows (g/kWh) as well as transportation
distances are indicated on the diagram.

In order to simplify the construction of new chains, a reference or base chain has been defined
in the RTDB for every type of energy source. A new chain, called 'user type', is obtained by
cloning and modifying the reference one. Modifications could include: different facilities for
some steps, different fuel, different transportation distances, etc. The steps not to be
considered in a particular case, such as mining for imported coal chains, could be deleted.
Using the modular description of the chain and the procedure described above, a large number
of different chains can be defined very easily.
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Simple algorithms were developed to compute mass flows of fuel and waste during the
economic lifetime of the power plant and to calculate the levelized electricity generation costs.
In a first pass the calculations are carried out from mining to electricity generation and
modifications in characteristics of the primary energy source are taken into account. In a coal
chain, for example, the preparation step improves the heat value of the coal and reduces the
ash and sulphur content. In a second pass the calculation starts at electricity generation and is
carried out backwards to mining and forward to waste disposal. It is assumed that the energy
chain is in equilibrium i.e. the mass flows of fuel, byproducts and wastes per kWh(e)
generated are constant for a given technology configuration. However, fuel inventories as
well as lead and lag times in the energy chain are accounted for in the cost calculation. One-
time impacts like the initial fuel loading and the waste disposal from decommissioning are
distributed over the electricity generated during the economic life of the plant. For multi-
output steps, such as oil refining, allocation criteria are used.

The methodology presented offers a great flexibility in considering different options in energy
chains and can be used to determine emissions and costs for the full chain. In contrast to other
methodologies which use only one chain defined by average values for a country, the
DECADES approach allows the user to model real life situations and also to study the
sensitivity to modifications of different factors. However, one can construct and assess
several typical chains and then average the emissions and cost obtained.

Direct comparisons of different energy chains are possible using a side by side display,
combined with simple access to emissions, residuals and economic data. Figures 8 illustrates
results obtained for CO2 for a typical liquid fuel chain, several gaseous fuel chains (gas steam
boiler, gas turbine simple cycle, gas turbine combined cycle, steam injected gas turbine),
nuclear and biomass chains. The contribution of the power plant and of the rest of the chain
are presented separately.
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As for the power plant level comparisons, the results obtained using CSDB chains differ from
country to country. Although a lot of chains are based on domestic fuels, a significant number
are based on imported fuels and the mining steps therefore are missing. The situation is
similar for the nuclear chains because the fuel is imported in the majority of the countries
which established CSDBs. In some cases composite transportation steps had to be included,
for example combining sea and land transportation. Some countries also have power plants
that use a mix of fuels (e.g. coal and oil) or that switch from one fuel to another (e.g. oil to
gas) in different periods of the year.

It should be noted that the annual emissions calculations at the energy chain level are done for
an equivalent full power operation of the power plant without taking into consideration the
interactions with other chains and the generation dispatching specific to a real electricity
system. Significant differences may result when such interactions are taken into
consideration.

2.2.3 Electricity system analysis

The software package developed for DECADES is called DECPAC. The primary goal of this
model is to provide analysts and decision makers with an easy to use tool in support of
assessment of different expansion strategies over a period of several decades. It contains three
electric system analysis options, ranging from preliminary analysis based on screening curves,
to sophisticated least cost optimization with dynamic programming. DECPAC has core
features derived from the IAEA's WASP and ENPEP models with database support, an
enhanced graphical interface, improved computation of air emissions and other impacts and
extensive capabilities for presentating results.
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The main elements of DECPAC and the inter-linkage with the databases is presented in Fig. 9.
A detailed description of the model structure and capabilities is given in [5]. Some
fundamental features are:

• the model is integrated with the RTDB/CSDB databases. Information is exchanged
through data access routines. A graphical user interface was designed to create input files
for the model, to control the execution of the sub-modules, and to present the results.
Capabilities to import and export data in the format supported by WASP and ENPEP
models are also included. In this way the user's previous investment in the Agency
planning tools is protected and the exchange of information between RTDB/CSDBs and
other models is ensured;

• the electric system is represented by a mix of chains. Planning studies are constructed
using energy chains stored in RTDB/CSDB databases. Preliminary evaluations of
candidate facilities can be performed through the use of screening curves (annual
production costs versus capacity factor diagrams) before running the optimization model.
In the present representation, the back-end of the energy chains is not considered;

• a least cost expansion plan is devised using simulation methods and dynamic
programming to find the optimum strategy. This function is supported by the Electric
System Analysis Module (ELECSAM). The module can be used for screening purposes
or to perform a full economic optimization. In the screening mode a heuristic algorithm is
used to generate yearly configurations which span a wide range of possible expansion
strategies, and dynamic programming is used to select a low-cost strategy. The
optimization mode uses iterative passes to progressively improve the screening solution
until the optimum expansion plan is found;

• the primary energy supply analysis module (PRENSAM) determines the fuel requirements
based on the expansion plan provided by ELECSAM and calculates the mass flow of fuels
through the front end steps of the chains;

» the Environmental Analysis Module (ENVIRAM) calculates atmospheric emissions,
waste generation and land use over the planning horizon. The effect of installing air
pollution control devices on system expansion, total generation cost and emissions can be
analyzed in detail.

12
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The results of the system expansion plan obtained using screening and optimization modes are
presented in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. For the screening mode, the approximation of new
capacity additions required for peak load over the study period is rough. The optimum
expansion plan, indicated by the optimization mode, smoothly follows the curve of capacity
required in the peak load.
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Fig. 11 Total installed capacity in thermal system- optimization mode

The total system cost is also calculated (see Fig. 12) and a breakdown of the costs is provided
in categories such as: construction, operation, production and energy not served. Additional
graphics for total electricity generation, capacity added, fuel consumption, environmental
control device costs and control device cost effectiveness are provided.
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Finally, air emissions, land requirements and solid waste are calculated, year by year and step
by step, for every energy chain included in the system, and totals for the entire electricity
system are given. As expected (see Fig. 13), the annual emissions of existing plants as well
as for expansion candidate plants follow the capacity factor variations.

Year
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Fig. 13 SO, emissions - all steps in the energy chain (Croatia)

3. Case Studies and training activities

Last but not least in the DECADES programme of work and achievements, more than twenty
country case studies on comparative assessment of alternative strategies and policies for the
electrical power sector have been carried out, supported by the IAEA through a Co-ordinated
Research Programme (CRP). A detailed description of the CRP is given in [7].
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Some twelve scientific teams from different Member States, including Croatia, have been
testing the use of the DELCPAC for carrying out case studies the CRP. For Croatia, the results
and conclusions of the case study will be reported be during this under Symposium.

In those studies where it was considered, nuclear power appeared to be cost effective for
reducing emissions of CO2, SO2, NOX and other greenhouse gases. For example, some studies
showed that, although CO? emission reduction targets could be achieved without nuclear
power, its use would lead to significantly lower costs. The implementation of environmental
protection measures and policies, including more stringent atmospheric emission limits are
likely to increase the costs of fossil-fueled power plants that will have to comply with these
regulations by adding pollution abatement technologies and/or switching to higher quality
fuels(e.g. low sulphur coal) that are generally more expensive. Furthermore, global climate
change concerns are ieading many countries to consider policy such as carbon taxes, that
would affect the competitiveness, and /or limit the use, of fossil fuels for electricity
generation.

In most of the case studies carried out the natural gas combined cycle power plants which are
very attractive from the point of view of generating efficiency (58% or higher), capital
requirements and short construction periods were considered as candidates for electric system
expansion. However, operating experience for 1995 shows problems in the reliability of such
plants. Furthermore, the limited resources of natural gas, the losses of methane during
pipeline transponation as well as the service and technical support problems in developing
countries are additional reasons to be taken into account when considering this option.

Overall results showed that significant reductions of emissions and other environmental
impacts can be achived by improving the efficiency of existing facilities at different levels of
the energy chains including the fuel conversion and transportation steps, or by promoting co-
generation as a very cost effective option in many countries, especially where heat distribution
networks already exist for district heating. The rehabilitation of existing power plants, in
particular by adding pollution control technologies, was often found to be cost effective for
mitigating environmental impacts.

The co-operation that has been established through this CRP, involving experts from different
countries and having different scientific backgrounds, has proven to be extremely valuable
and effective. In particular, the co-operation and exchange of information and experience
between different teams who are confronted with similar difficulties, such as data collection,
technology description, fuel chain definition and comparison, and electric generation system
analysis, resulted in identifying and implementing common approaches for solving such
problems. The participation of experts in the fields of electricity system analysis, macro-
economics and environmental impact assessment led to a recognition of the need to reconcile
various concerns and priorities - e.g., alleviating local and global environmental impacts and
also addressing economic, social and security of supply issues - within a comprehensive
assessment of alternatives. The publication of the final reports from the case studies, after
their completion by mid-1996, will provide guidance to other countries on the use of
comparative assessment in decision support studies.

The dissemination of results to Member States has already begun in the first phase of the
project. One inter-regional workshop on use of the DECADES Computer Tools was held at
the end of 1995 at ANL (USA) and one similar regional workshop for Europe region was held
in 1996 in Poland. Other regional and inter-regional workshops will be held next year in
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Brazil and at ANL. Seminar and workshops were held in Canada, USA, UK, Brazil and
Republic of Korea. The high interest manifested by institutes, organizations and universities
in Member States in participating to these events as well as the number of proposals for
participating in the new CRP at the beginning of 1997 are more than encouraging, and
demonstrate the usefulness of the DECADES tools.

3. DECADES Phase II

The second phase of the DECADES project (1996-2000) focuses on disseminating the
current DECADES Computer Tools, providing user training in the use of the tools, and
supporting country studies, and on development of new analytical capabilities. The
DECADES Computer Tools developed in Phase I are already available for distribution upon
request.

3.1 Development Activities

The development activities in the second phase of the DECADES project, now in progress,
include: 1) enhancement of the current DECADES Computer Tools and development of
new tools which expand the scope of analysis; and 2) completion of a reference book on
methodological guidelines for enhanced electricity system planning for decision making.

The DECADES Computer Tools will be expanded to address more comprehensively the
issues of impact assessment and integration of impact indicators in the decision making
process. Enhancements currently under consideration include an increase in the number of
health and environmental impacts calculated, enhanced capability for regulatory analysis
(e.g. the use of economic instruments such as CCh tax), incorporation of external costs of
energy options (e.g. by monetizing the environmental and health impacts), use of multi-
criteria decision aiding techniques for analyzing quantitative and qualitative environmental
indicators, treatment of demand-side management options, and treatment of multi-fuel units
and combined heat/power systems in the analysis. Also, the most recent version of the
IAEA's WASP model (WASP-IV) will be integrated into DECPAC. This will permit the
analysis of pumped storage projects, give the user more control in defining the plant
maintenance schedule, and allow for the specification of group limitations (e.g. to limit the
operation of a group of plants based on fuel use or pollutant emissions). It is also under
consideration to address energy demand and supply issues outside the electricity sector.

The work on the development of a reference book on integrating economic, social, health
and environmental issues into policy making for the power sector was started during Phase I
of the DECADES project. The effort is led jointly by the IAEA and the World Bank's
Industry and Energy Department, with important contributions by other DECADES
organizations and national experts. This work will be continued during Phase II and the
book is expected to be completed by mid-1997. Issues such as integrated resource planning,
external cost valuation and internalization, and multi-criteria analysis and decision aiding
tools are being addressed. It is intended to help policy makers in designing a comparative
assessment framework adapted to their specific requirements and objectives, and in selecting
appropriate computer tools for carrying out decision support studies.

3.2 Training Activities and Support to Member States
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As the co-ordinating organization for the DECADES project, the IAEA plans to continue
maintenance and updating of the databases and software, and to provide training and support
in the use of these tools. Training workshops will be organized at national, regional and
inter-regional levels and liaison officers and user's groups will be established in order to
promote exchange of information and know-how among the users and to give feedback to
the software developers. Support for comparative assessment studies will be provided to the
Member countries through the Agency's Co-ordinated Research Programmes and Technical
Co-operation Projects. A new Co-ordinated Research Programme entitled "Case Studies on
Comparing Alternative Energy Mixes for Sustainable Development of the Electricity
Sector" will be launched in early 1997 and will extend over three years.

4. Concluding remarks

The methodology presented addresses broad issues in the comparative assessment of energy
chains and strategies, including the creation of comprehensive databases and integrated
analytical models. The results obtained so far within the DECADES project are very
encouraging and demonstrate the effectiveness of the methodological framework developed.
The computer tools have met with very high interest from the Member States, in particular
from developing countries and countries in transition, and several countries are already using
the databases and computer model presented in the paper. This success provides a sound
basis for looking ahead to some possible new directions, expecting that the participating
organizations will support continuation of the project.
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Abstract

The reliable and adequate supply of energy, especially electricity, is necessary not only for
economic development but to enhance the quality of life. Nuclear power is a proven
technology which already supplies about 17% of the world's electricity generation. In 1995,
seven countries produce more than 40% of their electricity from nuclear power plants:
Lithuania, France, Belgium, Sweden, Bulgaria, Slovak and Hungary.

It is quite clear that many countries are heavily reliant on nuclear power and are well beyond
the point where nuclear power could be replaced by some other source, so, nuclear power
remains one of the few technologically proven, economically promising and environmentally
benign energy sources.

An important factor in the continued development of nuclear power is the extent to which
nuclear generated electricity remains economically competitive. Factors such as plant
availability, standardisation of systems, components and equipment, as well as the cost of
equipment to meet safety and environmental regulations play also an important role in
determining the relative competitiveness of nuclear power plants.

Many operating organisations have already achieved impressive results in the reduction of
plant unavailability. The number of nuclear power plants currently operating with annual
availability factor exceeding 85% is increasing. Good performance of some operators should
establish performance targets for operators everywhere.

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has the only international and almost
complete information system, the Power Reactor Information System (PRIS) with nuclear
power plant status and performance data.

This paper presents the current status of nuclear power plants, according to information
contained in the IAEA . It discusses the plant performance indicators available in PRIS and
the improvement trend in the performance of nuclear power plants based on these indicators.
It also presents the future trends of nuclear power focusing in the major nuclear power
producing countries.

1. Current Status of Nuclear Power World-wide

At the end of 1995, according to data in the Power Reactor Information System (PRJS)
maintained by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), there were 437 nuclear
power plants in operation world-wide with a total net generating capacity of 344,442 MW(e).
supplying over 17% of the world's electricity. In 1995, four nuclear power reactors were
newly connected to the grid in India, Republic of Korea, the United Kingdom and in Ukraine
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and two plants were shutdown, one in Canada and one in Germany (see Table 1 - Nuclear
Power Reactors in Operation and Under-construction at the end of 1995 and Table 2 -
Connections to Grid in 1995).

Accumulated nuclear reactor operating experience reached about 7,700 reactor years. World-
wide in 1995. 31 countries were operating or building 476 nuclear power plants for electricity
generation. There were 39 nuclear power plants under construction in the world with a total
generating capacity of 32,594 MW(e), when these plants are brought into commercial
operation in the late 1990's, three additional countries will operate nuclear power plants:
Cuba, Iran and Romania. In Romania, Cemavoda 1 nuclear power plant, which achieved first
criticality on 16 April 1996, is planned to be connected to the grid in 1996.
According to Table 1, the largest contributor to the world installed nuclear capacity was the
USA with 29% oi world capacity followed by France with 17% and the Japan with 11%.
Germany contributed with 6% of the installed capacity, followed by Russia with 5.8%,
Canada with 4.3%, Ukraine with about 4%, United Kingdom with 3.75%, Sweden with about
3% and Korea Rep. with 2.6%. The other states accounted for 44,198 MW(e) corresponding
to about 13% of the world capacity in 1995.

The five largest nuclear electricity producers were the USA (673.4 TW.h), France (358.6
TW.h), the Japan ( 286.9 TW.h), Federal Rep. of Germany (145.14 TW.h) and Russia (99.38
TW.h). In terms of nuclear power's contribution to national electricity production, the list is
headed by Lithuania where in 1995 some 86% of electricity was produced by nuclear,
followed by France with 76%, Belgium with 56%, Sweden with 47%, Bulgaria with 46.4%
and the Slovak Republic with 44%. In 10 additional countries, more than 25% of the
electricity was produced by nuclear power in 1995 (see Figure 1 - Nuclear Share of Electricity
Generation in 1995).

The growth of nuclear power in Eastern and South Asia continued increasing. China has
brought three reactors in operation in the last four years and initiated an ambitious nuclear
program which has expanded its electricity generation capacity at an annual growth rate
exceeding 10% during the last decade. Up to the year 2000 and beyond, China alone is
expected to account for 20% of the increase in world electricity consumption. The prospects
of Japan for nuclear power development are among the most impressive. Japan has brought
twelve nuclear reactors in operation since 1990, increasing its installed capacity from 32
GW(e) to about 40 GW(e, representing an annual growth of 5%. India's program continues
with ten operating nuclear power plants and four units under construction . In March 1995,
Kakrapar 2 nuclear power plant was connected to the grid. In the Republic of Korea nuclear
power is the major domestic source of energy since the country has practically no fuel
reserves. The nuclear power development program of the Republic of Korea continues with
five plants under construction and according to the long-term power development plan, the
nuclear generating capacity will be increased to 23 GW(e) by the year 2006, representing the
construction of additional 18 nuclear units. Yongwang 4 nuclear power plant was connected
to grid in July 1995. Pakistan has one plant in operation and started the construction of a new
plant in 1993.

At present the rate of growth and timing of the construction of nuclear power plants will vary
between countries, but worldwide can be expected to continue at the present level of 3-8
GW(e) per year, increasing to 10 GW(e) per annum or little higher in the next century. Most
of the new additions of nuclear power capacity will be taking place in the Asian countries
including China.
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Although some countries are fast expanding their nuclear power capacity, a few are decided
opponents of nuclear power and several have a wait to see attitude. Currently, a range of
technologies, based on fossil fuel burning, renewable energy sources and nuclear power are
available or under development. Factors that will influence strategies for electricity system
expansion include economics, security of supply, health and environmental impacts.

2. Overview of the nuclear status and future perspectives by region

(a) North America

The USA had 109 nuclear units in operation with a total capacity of 99 GW(e) at the end of
1995. Nuclear power accounted for some 22.5% of the electricity generation in 1995.
However, the future nuclear power programme will be revived only if major issues such as
spent fuel disposal, streamlining of the licensing process and standardization of nuclear power
plant designs are addressed satisfactorily, in order to ensure that the nuclear option will be
viable and economically competitive with fossil fired generation. No new nuclear power
plant has been ordered in the USA since 1978. Although important technical programmes
have been carried out regarding nuclear reactor design, construction and operation, it is
unlikely that new orders will occur before the turn of the century. However, the US nuclear
industry is pursuing the development of advanced light water reactors both for the domestic
market and for export. Last year the US Nuclear regulatory Commission (USNRC) issued
design approval of two 1300 MW(e) advanced reactors: System 80+ of Combustion
Engineering and ASEA Brown Boveri (ABB-CE) and Advanced Boiling Water Reactor of
General Electric (G.E.). The AP-600 of Westinghouse will soon get its design approval from
USNRC. USNRC recently announced that it is ready to start to evaluate design of CANDU-3
which was submitted by Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. (AECL) about 5 years ago for
approval of USNRC to be introduced into the US market.

In Canada, there are 21 PHWRs ( known as CANDU) in operation with a total capacity of
about 15 GW(e). The current share of nuclear power in the total electricity generation is over
17%. In December 1989, Ontario Hydro, the largest nuclear utility in Canada submitted its 25
year energy expansion plan to the government of Ontario for approval. The plan included ten
new 900 MW(e) CANDUs to be built by 2014. However, following a change of government
in September 1990, a moratorium on the construction of new nuclear facilities was introduced.
Due to this fact, any new immediate addition of nuclear power plants in Canada is hardly
foreseen.

(b) Western Europe

France has developed a large and extensive nuclear power programme in order to ensure
security of energy supply and competitiveness since early 1970s. There are 56 nuclear power
plants (54 PWRs and 2 FBRs) in operation with a total installed capacity of 58.5 GW(e)
which supplies about 76% of the electricity in France. A GCR was closed down during 1994.
Around 20% of electricity generated in France has been exported to neighboring European
countries, which seems to continue at least up to the year 2000. Four PWRs are under
construction and it is expected that one around 1450 MW(e) nuclear unit is added every 18
months in the future.

Germany has 20 nuclear units are in operation and no new nuclear power plants under
construction. Advanced European PWR is under development by NPI (Nuclear Power
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International) which is â joint venture company of Siemens (Germany) and Framatome
(France).

In the United Kingdom! 35 nuclear power plants composed with Magnox reactors and
Advanced Gas Cooled reactors (AGR) are in operation which contribute about 25% of the
total electricity supply in the U.K. It has been reported that a remarkable recent improvement
in the performance of AGRs increases their load factors from 40 to 79%.

The other major nuclear power countries in Western Europe such as Sweden, Switzerland,
Spain, Belgium and Finland are not expected to pursue nuclear power programmes strongly at
least in the nearest future. In Italy, the nuclear power programme activities were placed under
a moratorium following the Chernobyl accident in 1986. As a result, the nuclear power plants
that were in operation were mothballed, those under construction were stopped and plans for
additional units were shelved.

(c) Eastern and Central Europe

In most Eastern and Central European countries, operation of nuclear power plants is essential
to supply electricity in those countries, even though certain design modification or back fitting
works are necessary on such reactor types as WWER-440/230 and RBMK.

Ukraine has 16 nuclear units in operation to provide about 38% of the electricity supply of the
country and 5 units under construction. At Chernobyl, three RBMK units are still in
operation, following the destruction of Chernobyl no. 4 in 1986. Because Chernobyl no. 1
and 3 units were raising safety problems and were out of service for repair for most of 1992,
the Ukraine Parliament decided that both units would be closed down in 1993. However, the
Ukraine Parliament reversed its previous decision of closing down these two units in view of
the country's energy crisis since the Ukraine government could not find any other alternative
but to continue to operate these two units to the end of their planned lifetimes. On the other
hand, an IAEA safety review team concluded in March 1994 that the international level of
safety is not being met at these Chernobyl units. At its summit meeting in July 1994, the G-7
put forward to the Ukraine government an action plan for the closure of these units
accompanied by the early completion of three nuclear units under construction with financial
assistance from the international community mainly from G-7 countries.
In the Russian Federation, there are 29 nuclear units in operation which provides some 12% of
the electricity supply of the country. However, some safety concerns are being raised
regarding some of the older units, like the case of Chernobyl units in Ukraine, which would
need substantial refurbishment to enhance their safety. After the Chernobyl accident in 1986,
a moratorium on nuclear power development was adopted in the former USSR. However,
five nuclear units have been brought into operation since then and construction work has
continued, although at a slower rate, on some of the plants. In December 1992, the Russian
government approved a plan for the construction of new nuclear units in the period up to 2010
under which some 17 GW(e) of additional nuclear capacity will be added by that time. After
2010, development and implementation of advanced reactors will take place, including 1000
MW(e) and medium size WWERs, FBRs and district heating reactors. The construction of
new nuclear units would be at a rate sufficient to compensate for the closing down of old
nuclear and fossil fuelled power plants while meeting the electricity demand of the country .

In Kazastan the demand for electricity and heat is driven by the high energy intensiveness of the
industry existing in the country. Sonic 80% of the electricity produced in the country is
generated by coal fired power plants. The BN-350, a 70 MW(e) liquid metal cooled reactor, is
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the only nuclear unit in operation in Kazakstan. The unit is used for potable water production
(10,000 t/d) and process heat supply, in addition to electricity generation.

The nuclear industry of Kazakstan. which was developed when the country was part of the
USSR, includes uranium production, fuel cycle service supply and research facilities. In
particular, the reserves of uranium in Kazakstan are estimated to exceed 400,000 tonnes U and
its annual production capability is over 3,000 tonnes U. The large uranium resources, together
with the availability of qualified manpower and existing industrial infrastructure, offer
favourable conditions for the development of a nuclear power programme in Kazakstan.
Moreover, the construction of nuclear units would help to meet the expected electricity demand
growth without increasing atmospheric emissions resulting from coal burning. The nuclear
programme under consideration includes the replacement of BN-350 by an advanced liquid
metal cooled reactor and the construction of one or two.small size heat and power supply
reactors and two to four 600 MW(e) WWER units. These units of Russian design are tentatively
planned for commissioning between 2005 and 2015.

The situation of other Eastern European countries including Bulgaria, Czech Republic,
Hungary, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia is very similar to that of Ukraine.

(d) Far East

For the rapidly expanding economies particularly in the Far East, nuclear power is an even
more compelling option as alternative fossil fuel resources are either not available or restricted
by transportation and distribution constraints. Due to the importance of the region in terms of
nuclear power in the future, we will present country by country situation.

JAPAN

By the end of 1995, Japan had 51 nuclear units in operation representing a total installed
capacity of some 39 GW(e) and three nuclear units are under construction, with a total capacity
of 4.8 GW(e).

The three additional units under construction, two 1,350 MW(e) BWR and one 1,200 MW(e)
PWR, with a total capacity of 3.8 GW(e), are scheduled for commercial operation in 1996 and
1997.

Japan has a large and diversified programme for research and development in the field of
advanced reactors. Following the commissioning of the Monju prototype, ft is planned to design
and construct a demonstration fast breeder reactor. Research on high temperature gas cooled
reactors is also pursued by the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), which builds a
30 MW(th) high temperature test reactor (HTTR) at Oarai.

In June 1994, the Ministry of International Trade and Industry of Japan (MITI) released its
"long-term energy supply-demand outlook" covering the period up to 2010. Security of supply
remains a driving factor of the Japanese energy policy which is also aiming towards economic
competitiveness and environmental protection. In particular, the MITI outlook reflects the
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets set up by the Framework Convention on Climate
Change (FCCC). As compared to the previous MITI outlook published in 1990. the total energy
demand is projected to grow at a slightly lower rate owing to a reduced economic growth rate
and ambitious targets for energy efficiency improvement aiming towards greenhouse gas
emission reduction.
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The prospects for nuclear power development in Japan are among the most impressive in the
world. The nuclear installed capacity is expected to increase from the currently 40 GW(e) to 70
GW(e) or more in 2010. The nuclear share in total electricity generation is projected to grow
from some 33% in 1995 id 42% in 2010. In the long term, a recent study from the Institute of
Energy Economics of Japan has concluded that, in order to revert to 1990 carbon dioxide
emission level by 2100, Japan will need a nuclear installed capacity ranging from 160 to 300
GW(e).

The competitiveness of nuclear generated electricity as compared to fossil fuelled alternatives is
well established in Japan. The costs of electricity generated by renewable energy sources, i.e.,
geothermal, photovoltaic, wind and biomass power plants and fuel cells, are estimated to be
substantially higher than the cost of nuclear generated electricity.

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

With an economic growth rate of some 10% per year, the Republic of Korea expects a rapid
increase in energy demand. Nuclear power is the major domestic source of energy since the
country has practically no fossil fuel reserves. The nuclear share in total electricity generation is
over 36%. The electricity consumption per capita, some 3 MW»h per year, is rather low as
compared to the level of industrialised countries. Therefore, electricity demand is expected to
grow rapidly during the next decades. The nuclear power programme of the Republic of Korea
aims towards meeting the increase in demand and alleviating the dependence on imported fossil
fuels as well as the environmental burdens arising from fossil fuel burning.

The Republic of Korea has 11 nuclear power plants in operation and five more units are under
construction, three 950 MW(e) PWRs and three 650 MW(e) CANDUs, all of which are
scheduled for commissioning before the end of the century. According to the Government's
long-term plan for power development, the installed nuclear capacity is scheduled to nearly
triple in the coming decade, reaching more than 20 GW(e) in 2006. The nuclear units planned
are 950 MW(e) PWRs and 650 CANDUs. Although nuclear power is generally well accepted by
the population, finding new sites for the additional planned units might raise some issues in a
country which is relatively small.

The nuclear power development programme of the Republic of Korea started in the early
seventies and the first nuclear units were turnkey imports. Progressively, through technology
adaptation and transfer, and national R&D, a comprehensive programme was implemented
leading to the establishment of a domestic nuclear industry. The national utility, the Korean
Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO), has demonstrated impressive efficiency in the operation
and maintenance of its nuclear units. In 1993 and 1994, the average availability factor exceeded
87%, and the excellent project management, in particular during construction, has permitted to
enhance the competitiveness of nuclear generated electricity, which is some 20% cheaper than
the other sources of generation used in the country's electricity system.

The nuclear power R&D programme of the Republic of Korea, carried out by KEPCO and the
Korean Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) in co-operation with foreign companies,
covers advanced reactor development and fuel cycle activities. The development of an advanced
reactor of domestic design is planned to be completed by the end of the century and the first unit
of this type is schedule for commissioning before 2010.

CHINA

China has expanded its electricity generation capacity at an annual growth rate exceeding 10%
durins the last decade. Up to the year 2000 and beyond, China alone is expected to account for
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20% of the increase in world electricity consumption. In order to meet this rapidly increasing
demand, China should build additional capacity at the rate of some 10 to 15 GW(e) per year
during the next two decades. Coal is likely to remain the major electricity generation source in
China, which enjoys large domestic resources, and there is potential for increasing the hydro
power capacity since only 10% of the estimated reserves are exploited. However, nuclear power
offers an attractive alternative option for logistic, economic and environmental reasons. About
80% of the coal reserves are concentrated in the North and Northwest. Demand for more coal
would lead to a large growth in transportation infrastructure, causing an environmental burden
and an energy cost increase. Furthermore, coal burning is giving rise to concerns regarding
atmospheric pollution, especially in densely populated urban areas.

The third Chinese nuclear unit, Daya Bay-2, a 900 MW(e) PWR imported from Western
Europe, was connected to the grid in 1994, bringing the nuclear installed capacity of China to
2.1 GW(e). At present, nuclear power represents less than 1% of the electricity generation
capacity of China which is mainly constituted by coal fired power plants.

The ambitious nuclear programme initiated by China aims towards alleviating power shortages
and environmental burdens. According to the China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC),
more than twenty nuclear units, representing some 17 GW(e), are planned to be commissioned
during the next two decades. Preliminary agreements have been signed early in 1995 with the
French manufacturer Framatome for the supply of two 1,000 MW(e) PWRs, that will be built at
Lingao close to Daya Bay and are scheduled for commissioning in 2002 and 2003. Four to six
additional 1000 MW(e) PWR units are planned in the Guangdong province. At Qinshan, two
600 MW(e) PWR units of Chinese design are under construction and scheduled for
commissioning in 2001 and 2002. These units are intended to be the first in a standardised series
developed and built in China; additional units of this series are planned to be built at Qinshan
and in other provinces of China. In the Liaoning province the construction of two 1000 MW(e)
units imported from Russia (WWER-1000) is planned and design studies have started in co-
operation with the Russian supplier. Agreements have been signed between CNNC and the
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) for the construction of two 700 MW(e) CANDU-6
reactors at Qinshan. Additional CANDU-6 units could be ordered before the turn of the century.
In the Fujian province, where large additional electricity generation would be required to meet
the demand, the construction of nuclear units is estimated to be a viable option provided that
funding mechanisms could be implemented. Nuclear reactors for district and process heat supply
are also being developed. A 200 MW(th) low temperature process heat reactor is planned at
Daqing City in the North-east of China.

3. Future Perspectives

In the short term, the prospects for nuclear power development are fairly clear, since the units
to be commissioned by the turn of the century are already under construction. As described in
the preceding section, at the end of 1995 there were 39 nuclear power plants under
construction in 14 countries with a total capacity of some 32 GW(e).

Projecting future nuclear power development is a somewhat difficult exercise, since a number of
factors which may influence policies, decision making and implementation of programmes
cannot be assessed with certainty.

After the turn of the century, the range of uncertainty regarding nuclear power development is
wider owing to a number of technical, economic, environmental and policy factors. The low and
high nuclear generating capacity projections developed by the IAEA up to 2015 are based upon
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a review of nuclear power projects and programmes in Member States. They reflect contrasting
but not extreme underlying assumptions on the different driving factors that have an impact on
nuclear power deployment. These factors and the ways they might evolve vary from country to
country. The IAEA projections are not predictive and do not reflect the whole range of possible
futures from the lowest to the highest feasible, but provide a plausible range of nuclear capacity
growth by region and world-wide.

In the low case, the present barriers to nuclear power deployment are assumed to prevail in most
countries during the coming two decades. Economic and electricity demand growth rates remain
low in industrialised countries. Public opposition to nuclear power continues, and environmental
concerns such as the risk of global climate change do not become strong driving factors in
energy policies aiming towards switching from fossil to nuclear energy. Institutional and
financing issues prevent the implementation of previously planned nuclear programmes in
particular in countries in transition and in developing countries. There is no drastic enhancement
regarding nuclear technology adaptation and transfer, nor financial support to developing
countries for the implementation of nuclear power projects. Under these rather pessimistic
assumptions, most of the nuclear units under construction would be completed but new nuclear
units would be ordered only in the countries where nuclear power is a major component of
electricity generation mixes, such as France, Japan and the Republic of Korea. Owing to the
large number of units that would be shut down at the end of their scheduled operating lifetime,
the total nuclear capacity in the world would start to decrease after 2010 and would be similar in
2015 to that in 2000, i.e., some 370 GW(e). The share of nuclear power in the world electricity
supply would decrease from about 17% at present to some 13% in 2015.

The high case reflects a moderate revival of nuclear power development, that could result in
particular from a more comprehensive comparative assessment of the different options for
electricity generation, integrating economic, social, health and environmental aspects. This case
assumes that some policy measures would be taken to facilitate the implementation of these
programmes, such as strengthening of international co-operation, enhanced technology
adaptation and transfer, and establishment of innovative funding mechanisms. With these
assumptions, the total installed nuclear capacity world-wide would reach some 515 GW(e) in
2015 and the share of nuclear power in total electricity generation would be some 15%.

In both the low and high cases, the production capabilities of the world nuclear industry would
exceed the demand for new reactors. A higher rate of nuclear power development would be
technically feasible and economically viable in a number of countries. However, a substantive
revival of nuclear power programmes would require policy measures, including a removal of the
de facto moratoria in several countries and the introduction of mechanisms for providing
funding support to nuclear projects in developing countries, which seem unlikely to be
implemented in the short term.

A broad range of factors will influence nuclear prospects in the medium and long term.
Technologies for reactors and fuel cycle facilities, as well as fuel resources, are available to
sustain a large scale deployment of nuclear power world-wide. The barriers to nuclear power
development are more institutional and organizational than technological. The main
prerequisites to a revival of nuclear power are the alleviation of public concerns regarding
safety and waste management, and the establishment of adequate mechanisms for technology
adaptation and transfer as well as financing, that will facilitate the implementation of nuclear
power programmes in developing countries where the need for electricity is the most
important. The nuclear power plants of the present generation ensure already a high level of
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safety based upon built-in redundancy and relying on decades of experience with proven
technology and engineering. Advanced reactors are being designed and developed with new
approaches to address the challenge of increasingly demanding safety requirements by,
inter-alia, utilizing more passive safety systems in order to reduce the probabilistic risk of
accidents and to achieve very low on-site and off-site impacts in the event of a potential
accident.

4. Conclusions

Nuclear power alone will not ensure secure and sustainable electricity supply world-wide, nor
will it be the only means of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, but it has a key role to play in
this regard. The challenge for realising the necessary revival of the nuclear option is to improve
the technical and economic performance of nuclear power plants while enhancing even further
their safety and satisfactorily addressing the issues of waste management and disposal.
Electricity generation costs for nuclear power plants are closely competitive with those for
coal and gas fired plants. However, the economic margin in favour of nuclear power has
declined in recent years primarily because of increases in non-fuel operating and maintenance
costs for nuclear power plants, at least in several countries. Projected costs for plants which
will enter service around the year 2000 or shortly thereafter show that nuclear power should
be able to continue to compete with fossil plants. Whether nuclear power is the cheapest
option will largely differ from country to country and will be strongly influenced by the price
of fossil fuels and by the capital costs. It is essential for the nuclear power to be competitive
that nuclear projects be well managed during construction and operation. In order to further
improve economics of nuclear power, new design on nuclear power plants should lead to
plants that are simpler, easier and cheaper to construct by such application of standardization
and modularization as much as possible since nuclear power projects are capital intensive.

It is expected in the near future that nuclear power projects will continuously be promoted
mostly in Asian countries including China, Japan and the Republic of Korea. However, in
many other regions of the world, safe and reliable operation of nuclear power plants,
convincing solutions of waste storage and disposal problems, a predictable licensing process
are essential prerequisites for.the revival and expansion of nuclear power, which is a viable,
technically proven, economically competitive and environmentally benign technology.
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TABLE 1. NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS IN OPERATION AND UNDER CONSTRUCTION, 31 DEC. 1995
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TABLE 2. CONNECTIONS TO THE GRID DURING 1995
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Figure 1 - Nuclear Share of Electricity Generation in 1995
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Nuclear Option in Countries with Small and Me

Opatija, Croatia, 1996

Radioactive Waste as an Argument against Nuclear Energy

Dr. Emil Kowalski, Nagra, Wettingen

The issue of safe management of radioactive waste is commonly regarded as the

Achilles Heel of nuclear energy production. To add strength to the "unsolved"

waste problem as an argument in favour of abandoning nuclear energy production,

anti-nuclear groups systematically seek to discredit waste management projects

and stand in the way of progress in this field. The paradox in this situation is that it

is exactly in the field of waste management that nuclear energy production allows

ecologically sound procedures to be followed.

Of all the arguments against nuclear energy, the one which tends to stand out is that

the problem of disposing of the wastes produced is as yet unsolved. Moreover, this

unsolved problem is slowly being assigned the status of an unsolvable problem.

The argument has now reached a stage in its evolution where it has an aura of

certainty about it and it is no longer challenged in certain quarters. In terms of

waste management, however, nuclear energy offers environmentally sound

solutions, particularly when compared to the impact of burning fossil fuels.

Criticism Directed at the Wrong Target

In this sense, the dispute over the use of nuclear power is directed at the wrong

target. For three reasons in particular, an unbiased observer would, in fact, tend to

come to the conclusion that the waste situation is an important argument in favour

of nuclear energy. Firstly, unlike the burning of fossil fuels, the process of nuclear
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fission takes place without any introduction of oxygen into the system and there is

therefore no contact between the nuclear fuel and the atmosphere. Radioactive

waste therefore arises in isolation from the human environment and can, in

principle, be treated, transported and disposed of in this condition.

Secondly, the waste volumes generated are small relative to the large amounts of

nuclear electricity produced. This economically advantageous situation means that

the potential for* waste isolation can be exploited to the full. This is not the case for

many other wastes produced by our civilisation, where the quality of the

management procedures is dictated by availability of financial means. Thirdly, the

spontaneous decrease in waste toxicity with time due to radioactive decay makes

isolation easier to realise in a technical sense. The necessary containment times are

long, but they are limited - unlike those for chemically toxic heavy metals which

remain hazardous for all time.

Dilution...

All technological processes produce waste, be it in solid, liquid or gaseous form.

There are basically two strategies for waste disposal, namely dilution and dispersal

and concentration and confinement. In the former case, toxic substances are

reduced to concentrations which are no longer harmful to man and his environment

by dispersal or dilution in air or water. This is imperative in situations where

processes occur in contact with the atmosphere, for example in the case of

incineration. Removal of toxic residues from waste gases using filters or catalysts is

either incomplete (e.g. SO2, NOx) or impracticable (CO2) and the residues

inevitably escape into the atmosphere. The resulting impact on the environment is
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small when taken on an individual basis but, as soon as the cumulative emissions

from a large number of waste-producing activities "overload" the natural

environment on either a local or worldwide scale, the results are high ozone

concentrations, smog, the greenhouse effect and death of the forests. This adverse

impact on the environment cannot be avoided - all furnaces have chimneys and all

(conventional) cars have exhaust systems.

„. and Confinement

The contrasting approach to waste disposal involves collecting the wastes,

concentrating them and isolating them from the human environment for the

duration of their toxicity. No waste substances are introduced into the biosphere

and the environment is affected only if the containment system fails. Using reliable

isolation techniques it is possible, at least in principle, to restrict release rates to a

level where concentrations of toxic substances in the biosphere will be negligible

and any adverse environmental impact can be completely ruled out.

Confinement is basically a preferable approach to dilution, but it does have its price

- it is technically costly and is practicable only in situations where waste volumes

are restricted and arise centrally or at least under controlled conditions, allowing

them to be inventarised and collected. In the non-nuclear field, the confinement

strategy is used mainly for chemically toxic residues.
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The Confinement Potential Offered by the Nuclear Fuel Cycle

The process of nuclear fission is ideal for the handling of its resulting wastes by

confinement as it occurs in complete isolation from the biosphere. In reactor

operations, containment has to be guaranteed under difficult conditions - in the

reactor core the power density is very high (around 50,000,000 W/m^) and extreme

temperature conditions prevail. Three decades of operating experience with over

400 nuclear power plants worldwide bear witness to the fact that containment can

be ensured under these conditions. Even accidents like Harrisburg show that

isolation can be maintained in the worst possible case of core melt-down. The

experience with Chernobyl, on the other hand, shows that reliable isolation requires

a high level of technical competence and cannot be guaranteed if this is in any way

lacking.

It is this risk of containment failing completely a la Chernobyl that is behind the

fear of a repository catastrophe. However, conditioned waste in a disposal facility

represents a completely different set of conditions to those in a reactor. No chain

reaction is possible in the waste, no chemical explosions will occur and the power

density (afterheat) is lower by several orders of magnitude (around 10,000 W/m^

for high-level waste and less than 1 W/m^ for secondary low-level waste).

Technically speaking, containment is relatively straightforward and the waste itself

has no characteristics (radioactivity, chemical aggressivity) which would adversely

affect the isolation system. Only conventional external factors such as mechanical

loading or corrosion could have such an effect on the system.
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Although it may sound somewhat overstated, following claim can nevertheless be

made: Once the radioactivity from the reactor is fixed in the solidified waste, the

real risk is actually past. The fact that the waste from use of nuclear energy arises

in a form which is concentrated and confined is a positive rather than a negative

aspect of this energy source.

Financially attractive aspects

The high ratio of benefit (electricity) to cost (waste), mentioned earlier as the

second argument in favour of nuclear energy, means that the potential for

environmentally sound waste management can be realised to the full. Because of its

high energy yield, nuclear power produces a large amount of electricity for only a

small amount of waste. In a period of one operating year, all the Swiss power plants

taken together produce around 12 m^ of solidified high-level waste; the

corresponding figure for low-level waste (including the concrete solidification

matrix) is less than 1000 m^, which is the volume of a storage hall with dimensions

10 x 20 x 5 m. These figures have to be seen in the wider context of Switzerland's

nuclear power production scenario - the Swiss power plants are responsible for

around 40% of Switzerland's total annual power production, which represents an

enormous economic return.

Keeping the waste in interim storage for longer periods of time is therefore justified

and, during transport, safety measures can be taken which would be economically

unjustifiable in the case of other materials with similar toxicity levels or with a

much higher energy density (explosive chemicals, propellants). Taken together
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with the stability of the inert nuclear waste, this is the reason why we never hear of

accidents during transport of radioactive materials.

A Comparison of Safety Margins

Because of the high benefit to cost ratio mentioned previously, huge sums can be

invested every year in waste management programmes without any noticeable

increase in the price of electricity. The safety requirements which apply to waste

disposal are very strict - the risk perceived subjectively by society in the case of

nuclear energy is very high and society also has to accept the resulting costs of

guaranteeing unusually high levels of safety.

It is interesting to compare the different safety margins involved. In the case of

conventional stimulants or medications, the safety margin between a normal and a

toxic dose is generally considered to be a factor 10 to 30 . For example, the normal

dose for sleeping tablets is 1 to 2 tablets per day and a single dose of 20 to 30

tablets would be toxic. Three decilitres of wine (around 0.03 1 of alcohol)

represents normal consumption but 15 times this amount of alcohol (0.5 I) would

be deadly. The safety margins in the case of radioactivity are somewhat different.

From Nature, we receive, on average, an annual background dose of around 5

millisieverts (mSv), which is a thousand times smaller than the fatal dose of 5 Sv.

The limit (Protection Objective) specified for releases from a repository is 0.1 mSv

per year, which is 50 times lower again than the natural exposure level (effective

design of the repository will in fact ensure that this level dose of 0.1 mSv per year

is never reached). The safety margin in the case of a repository is a factor of

50,000, which is to be understood not as an argument for less strict requirements
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but as evidence of the high standard of waste isolation provided by disposal

facilities.

A False Sense of Time

One common preconception relates to the long-lived nature of radioactive waste.

The phenomenon of radioactive decay should, however, be seen as a positive

feature of the waste because it results in a decrease in toxicity with rime. Short-

lived waste requires to be isolated for a period of several hundred years until it is

no longer hazardous - somehow this concept can be grasped. Long-lived waste on

the other hand has to be contained safely for hundreds of thousands of years - a

period which is alarmingly long! One simple question serves to highlight the

problem: For how long do conventional waste substances remain toxic - for

example lead, mercury or cadmium, all of which we dispose of in near-surface

facilities? The answer is: For all time. The toxicity of these materials does not

decrease spontaneously with time. Safety authorities seek to overcome this

situation by requiring that facilities for disposal of such permanently toxic materials

should remain stable "as long as Switzerland remains a populated country".

This unrealistic perception of time is psychologically understandable: although the

concept of eternity defies quantification, we are somehow more comfortable with

this than with the prospect of a period of a thousand years, which seems to us

longer. Measured on the timescale of geological changes, which occur over

millions of years, containment times of hundreds of thousands of years are

relatively short. It is for this reason that underground repositories in stable
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geological formations are foreseen for radioactive waste disposal. Nature has

shown us repeatedly that, under favourable conditions, materials located

underground can remain isolated from our environment for billions of years.

Permanent supervision?

One argument in particular is now being advanced against the concept of final

disposal, namely that waste should be subject to permanent monitoring and should

also be retrievable, as is the case during the limited period of interim storage. The

insinuation behind this argument is that geological disposal does not allow for any

supervisory measures.

It goes without saying that waste can be emplaced in surface facilities which are

accessible at any time, but in order to guarantee safety in such cases it is essential

to have a system of constant supervision, maintenance, repairing of leaks, etc. If

such measures are not taken, the integrity of the containment facility becomes \

questionable, be it sooner or later. Apart from the ethical consideration that the I

generation enjoying the fruits of power production should also bear responsibility [

for disposing of its own waste, there are also convincing practical reasons why an

obligation to provide permanent supervision should not be created. Contracts \

between generations, such as would be necessary in this situation, would be valid :

for hundreds of years and simply do not exist. Even if we would like to think we t

could expect it of them, we cannot place our descendants under an obligation to \

concern themselves with our waste. How can control be maintained during periods ;
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of social unrest, war or natural catastrophes? And who is in a position to rule out

such eventualities for "as long as Switzerland remains a populated country"?

The point being made here is that a geological repository is safe without

supervisory measures, but that it can be supervised. The safety of long-term

storage, on the other hand, cannot be guaranteed without supervision. An

underground repository can be designed in such a way that active monitoring is

possible over long periods of time and the waste can be retrieved if necessary.

What is important, however, is the aspect of passive containment which ensures

continued long-term safety even in the situation where future generations decide to

dispense with control measures. The decision whether to continue monitoring the

facility or to backfill the caverns and seal the access to the repository can be left to

our descendants with a clear conscience.

Counterproductive Obstacles

It is clear that the nuclear power production creates favourable conditions for safe

management of the waste it generates, and that waste treatment technologies, waste

transport and interim storage all benefit from this state of affairs. The final step of

disposal has not yet been reached in Switzerland and, in this respect, waste disposal

continues to be treated as the scapegoat of nuclear fuel cycle and is opposed on a

political level. This is ecologically counterproductive and prevents full realisation

of the positive potential of the situation.
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ABSTRACT: Power system development and construction planning is based on the expected growth of electricity demand.
In order to make a reliable electricity demand estimate it is of special significance to have appropriate databases on realized
values in addition to the knowledge of corresponding macroeconomic indicators. Disadvantageous structure of the existing
generation plants should be modified to meet electricity consumption growth,. The capacity and energy shortage in the
period after the year 2010 would mainly be met by coal or nuclear power. The choice between these two options will be
contingent upon the offered technical solutions for nuclear and thermal power plants and economic and environmental
aptness of the above mentioned technologies.

1. INTRODUCTION

Planning of development and construction of Croatian electricity system is based on expected
growth in electricity demand. In order to make a reliable, high-quality estimate of electricity
demand, besides knowing appropriate macroeconomic indicators, it is specially important to
have an appropriate data base - historical record of electricity demand in the past.

An overview of electricity demand in Croatia in the last six years, 1990 being the first
considered, is given below.

Figure 1: Electricity demand in Croatia in the period 1990-1995
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Before the war in Croatia electricity demand used to reach the level of 15 billion kWh, now
being lower by 22.5 percent. Regaining the level of 15 billion kWh is expected by the end of
this or by the beginning of next century. This will primarily depend on dynamics of the
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economic recovery of the Republic of Croatia, as well as on the growth of the services
(tertiary) sector share in the gross domestic product.

Net annual electricity demand per capita in Croatia in 1990 was approximately 3000 kWh, and
today it is some 2000 kWh. In countries with high standard of living the appropriate value of
electricity demand is over 4000 kWh per capita.

The maximum peak load of the Croatian electric power reached by now was 2521 MW in
1991. In 1995 it was 2097 MW.

Data on peak load of electric power system has essential role in sizing of individual generating
units, as well as of their construction in total.

Figure 2: Peak load of Croatian electric power system in the period 1990-1995
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At present, the total installed capacity of generating units of Hrvatska elektroprivreda amounts
to 3746 MW. Not included are currently unavailable 650 MW in HEP-financed thermal power
plants in Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. By 1991 these plants used to supply Croatia with
approximately 3.5 billion kWh of electricity, thus meeting some 23 percent of total electricity
needs (demand) in Croatia.

Breakdown structure of available generating capacities by fuel types is given below.

Table 1: Breakdown structure (by fuel types) of generating capacities supplying
electricity for Croatia

GENERATING PLANTS

HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS

THERMAL POWER PLANTS
* Coal Fired
• Fuel Oil and Natural Gas Fired
• Diesel Oil and Gas Driven Generating Sets

KRSKO NPP (50%)

TOTAL

INSTALLED CAPACITY

(MW)

2075

1339
105

1118
116

332

3746

(%)

55.4

35.7
2.8

29.8
3.1

8.9

100.0
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Unfavourable structure of generating capacities is manifested through very high share of
hydroelectric power plants in the system and too high dependence of basic generating units
(thermal power plants) on fuel oil and natural gas, while the share of coal as primary fuel can
practically be neglected. Croatian electricity system is particularly sensitive to seasonal climatic
variations since approx. 7 billion kWh of electricity can be generated by existing hydroelectric
power plants in extremely wet year, and only 3 billion kWh in extremely dry year. The share of
thermal power plants using fuel oil, natural gas and diesel oil as primary fuel in total available
power is as high as 33 percent, while the only coal-fired thermal power plant in Croatia, the
existing TPP Plomin, contributes with only 3 percent. The remaining 9 percent of available
power originates from the NPP Kr§ko.

In meeting the electric energy demand, amounting currently some 12 billion kWh per year,
hydroelectric power plants contribute with more than 40 percent, NPP Kr§ko with approx. 20
percent and remaining 40 percent is the share of thermal power plants together with import of
electric energy.

Figure 3: Structure of Meeting Croatian Energy Demand by Generating Plants per
Fuel Type
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In a year with average hydrological conditions, currently needed 12 billion kWh can be
generated in power plants owned by Croatia, including NPP Krsko. But in case of below
average precipitation, or longer unplanned outage of any of important basic generating plants,
Croatia has to import electricity or to introduce restrictions in electricity supply.
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRICITY DEMAND

Estimate of electricity demand development by the year 2010 is based on the analysis of
electricity demand in economy sectors in the past and assumed gradual growth of the share of
services in gross domestic product, as well as on restructuring of industry towards
technologies consuming less electricity per product unit. Development of electricity demand by
2010 will depend on the rate of Croatian economy restructuring, on the willingness to
introduce economic prices in energy sector, on energy efficiency, as well as on the level of
energy sector organization.

Since those parameters cannot be more precisely defined at the moment, two levels of
expected electricity demand by 2010 are given as higher and lower demand growth scenario. It
is almost certain that actual electricity demand in the given period of time will be within the
range of those two scenarios.

The same criteria are applied for estimation of electricity demand by 2030, but it should be
taken with caution because of too long a period for more precise planning. For the period up
to 2010, the higher electricity demand scenario should be taken as decisive when sizing of
electricity system is concerned. This means that preliminary stage pre-construction activities
for generating plants and transmission facilities should be planned in accordance with the
higher scenario. For the period 2010 to 2030, and regarding predicted electricity demand,
required construction of new power plants should only be given in rough figures, the structure
of new plants reflecting current situation.

Table 2: Maximum Loads and Annual Electricity Demands in Characteristic Years
under Higher (HS) and Lower Demand Scenarious (LS)

Year

1990.

1995.

2000.

2005.

2010.

2020.

2030.

Maximum Load

(MW)

LS

2.421

2.097

2.200

2.615

3.070

3.870

4.950

HS

2.421

2.097

2.435

2.780

3.175

4.160

5.325

Annual Demand

(GWta)

LS

14.749

11.409

12.700

15.000

17.570

23.050

28.100

HS

14.749

11.409

15.260

17.590

20.180

27.100

33.000

Electricity demand growth in the higher scenario (HS) for the period 1995 to 2010 is planned
with the average annual growth rate of 4.0 percent, and for the period 2010 to 2030 with 2.5
percent. In the lower scenario (LS) average annual growth rates for the same periods are 3.0
percent and 2 5 percent respectively.
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3. POWER END ENERGY SHORTAGE

Power and energy shortage in characteristic years, as given in Table 3, is calculated taking into
account generating capacity of the existing power plants and planned electricity demand in the
higher and lower scenario. It is assumed that all existing power plants, including those to be
revitalized (i.e., whose operating life is to be extended), will be in operation till 2010. Power
and energy shortages for the period 2010 to 2030 do not include those that will occur as a
result of shutdown of certain aged facilities.

All existing thermal power plants, including NPP Krsko, are supposed to be shutdown in the
period 2010 to 2030, meaning ending of their operating life. Therefore, the power shortage in
both scenarios should be increased by approximately 600 MW in 2010 and by approximately
1500 MW in 2030. Correspondingly, the energy shortage should also be increased.

Table 3: Power and Energy Shortage in Characteristic Years

Year

1990.

1995.

2000.

2005.

2010.

2020.

2030.

Power Shortage

LS

-

125

525

1.015

2.140

3.195

HS

-

580

1.015

1.540

2.890

4.135

Energy Shortage

(GWh)

LS

-

700

3.000

6.070

11.550

16.600

HS

-

3.260

5.590

8.680

15.600

21.500

4. PROPOSAL OF SOLUTIONS TILL THE YEAR 2010

New generating facilities with approximately 1500 MW of power should be constructed in the
period 1995 to 2010 in order to completely meet planned electricity demand. In selecting the
type of new generating facilities it has been assumed that unfavourable structure of those
existing is to be corrected. Namely, Croatian electricity system is currently based on using
hydro potential and fuel oil, and, to a lesser extent, natural gas. Since there are insufficient
energy sources of these types in Croatia, coal has to be accepted as one of basic energy fuels
for future development.

Coal is nowadays the top fuel in European and world energy sector. Every third kWh of
electricity in the world is generated in coal-fired thermal power plants. Huge world coal
reserves and existence of more than a few independent coal producers guarantee the stability of
coal prices and its main role in electricity generating sector in the world for years to come.
Being a maritime country is a great advantage for Croatia, since almost all major coal deposits
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in the world become accessible by sea transport as the simplest and cheapest mode of coal
transportation.

Particular generating facilities (power plants) that should, according to the present conception,
be built by Hrvatska elektroprivreda by 2010 are given in Table 4.

Besides using coal as basic fuel type for electricity generation, natural gas fired combined cycle
power plants are planned to be built with a primary objective to make use of currently available
quantities of natural gas in high efficiency plants (cogeneration plants). Annual quantities of
natural gas taken in this analysis as available for electricity generation (i.e., 750 million cubic
metres) are considered as upper level Hrvatska elektroprivreda should rely upon. Namely, the
share of electricity generated from natural gas in the total electricity demand in 2005 is above
15 percent. That is the figure that should not be exceeded in an electricity system as it is the
Croatian.

Table 4: Power Plants Selected for Construction

Ord.
DO.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Power Plant

TPP Plomin 2 - completion

TPP on imported coal

Total - coal-fired TPPs

CHPP TE-TO Zagreb - new GCC unit

CHPP EL-TO Zagreb - new GCC unit

GCCP Osijek 3

Total - GCC plants on natural gas

Stor. Sys. Caprazlije

HPP Novo Virje

Storage and HPP Kosinj

Total HPPs

GRAND TOTAL

Net
Capacity

(MW)

198

2x318,5

835

166

105

174

446

150

63

213

1.494

Annual
Generation

(GWh)

1.180

3.820

5.000

1.080

680

1.135

2.895

135

641

426

1.202

9.097

Besides construction of thermal power plants firing imported coal and combined cycle power
plants burning natural gas, three most economic hydroelectric facilities are planned to be built
by the year 2010.
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Table 5: Electricity Generation Structure

Year

1995

2000

2005

2010

Electricity

Demand

(GWh)

11.409

15.260

17.590

20.180

Generation by Power Plants (GWh)

HP

5.164

6.700

7.150

7.750

TPP

(fuel oil)

1.954

2.810

2.140

2.230

TPP

(natural gas)

581

2.100

2.800

2.800

TPP

(coal)

205

1.650

3.500

5.400

KrSko

NPP

2.279

2.000

2.000

2.000

Import

(GWh)

1.226

0

0

0

Available

(GWh)

11.409

15.260

17.590

20.180

Table 6: Comparative relations in Electricity Generation Structure

Year

1995

2000

2005

2010

Electricity

Demand

(GWh)

11.409

15.260

17.590

20.180

Generation by Power Plants (GWh)

HP

45,3

43,9

40,6

38,4

TPP

(fuel oil)

17,2

18,4

12,2

11.0

TPP

(natural gas)

5,1

13,8

15,9

13,8

TPP

(coal)

1,8

10,8

19,9

26,7

Krfko

NPP

20,0

13,1

11,4

9,9

Import

(GWh)

10,6

0

0

0

Available

(GWh)

100,00

100,00

100,00

100,00

Table 7: Fuel Requirements for the Anticipated Electricity Generation Structure

Year

1995

2000

2005

2010

Fuel Oil

(10* tons)

689,0

800,0

610,0

635,0

Natural Gas

(10' m3)

218,0

560,0

750,0

750,0

Imported Coal

(103 tons)

96,0

750,0

1590,0

2450,0

From anticipated electricity generation structure, a rapid growth can be seen of the share of
electricity generated in coal-fired plants. For example, in 1995 this share was only 1.8 percent,
in 2000 it would be increased to 10.8 percent, in 2005 to 19.9 percent and in 2010 to 26.7
percent. This structural change would essentially improve stability and flexibility, as well as
rationality of Croatian electricity system due to the possibility for much better utilization of
storage-type hydroelectric stations.
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5. AN OUTLOOK TO THE POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
ELECTRICITY SYSTEM IN THE YEARS 2020 AND 2030

Under assumption that by 2010 some 1500 MW of power is constructed in new generating
units, and taking into account aforementioned shutdown of aged facilities, the result is power
shortage in 2020 and 2030 as given in Table 8. (For example, in case of the lower scenario
(NS) the power shortage in 2020 would be 2140-1500+600=1240 MW).

Table 8: Power and Energy Shortage in Characteristic Years, Taking into Account
New Construction up to the Year 2010 and Shutdown of Aged Facilities

Year

2020

2030

Power Shortage
(MW)

LS

1.240

2.830*

HS

1.980

3.800*

Energy Shortage
(GWta)

LS

6.050

14.900

HS

10.100

19.800

* Thermal power plants approaching the end of their operating life are less engaged in the system. Therefore,
the power shortage resulting from their shutdown is corrected by the factor of 0.7.

In order to meet the planned electricity demand in the period 2010 to 2020, new generating
units should be constructed having total output of 1240 MW in the lower, and 1980 MW in the
higher demand scenario. Looking cumulatively, for the period 2010 to 2030 new power plants
should be constructed totalling 2830 MW in the lower, and 3800 MW in the higher electricity
demand scenario.

Since currently available data do not allow more precise estimation of electricity demand in the
given period, it is advisable to consider the required new construction, at least for the lower
scenario, in order to understand the complexity of the matter. Namely, it is highly probable that
electricity demand in 2030 will be at least at the level of the lower scenario. That means the
electric power system, as seen from the current perspective, should be sized for that level of
demand. In other words, new generating units having total output of 2830 MW need to be
constructed in the period 2010 to 2030.

5.1. Share of small electricity generating units in covering power and energy shortage
from 2010 till 2030

Besides electric energy conservation, management of electricity consumption and efficiency of
its generation are gaining more and more importance in the recent years at the global level. For
example, small cogeneration units (thermal power plants for combined generation of heat and
electricity), small hydroelectric stations and additional electric energy sources are more
frequently present among electricity generating facilities. That kind of energy policy is in
Croatia at its very beginning. However, expected technological development of appropriate
equipment and consequent drop in prices give rise for assessment that presence of this kind of
facilities will soon become more significant even in Croatia.
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If expected construction of small generating facilities is considered, along with expected
construction of conditionally "bigger" hydroelectric stations of remaining hydro potential, very
reliable assessment can be made that some 300 MW of new power will be constructed in this
type of generating facilities in the period 2010 to 2020, and 600 MW in total in the period
2010 to 2030. The whole rest of the power shortage should be covered by the construction of
large generating units.

5.2. Required number and capacity of large generating units

Considering what has been said earlier, it is clear that 960 MW of power are required in new
generating units in the period 2010 to 2020, and in total 2230 MW for the period 2010 to
2030. Size (i.e. capacity, output) of new units should be appropriate to the size of the Croatian
electricity system at the given time in future, and also to its link with European interconnection
UCPTE. As currently seen, unit size of these new generating units should be approximately
600 MW. Consequently, four units 600 MW each should be built in the period 2010 to 2030.

Fuel type for these new units can only be coal or nuclear fuel. Which one is to be preferred will
depend on the technology level of nuclear and thermal power plants at the time, as well as on
their economic and environmental suitability.

5.3. Site selection for generating units

Some ten years ago Hrvatska elektroprivreda initiated a study "Site Screening, Investigations
and Assessment of Site Suitability for Fossil Fuel Plants and Nuclear Facilities on the Territory
of the Republic of Croatia" that actively involved about fifteen scientific and research
organizations in Croatia. Study surveyed and evaluated the whole territory of the Republic of
Croatia. By application of exclusionary and comparative criteria preferred sites were selected
for particular types of facilities considered. These sites are about to be proposed to the
Croatian Parliament for inclusion in the Physical-planning Strategy (and Programme) of the
Republic of Croatia. Preferred sites for construction of thermal power plants firing imported
coal are situated exclusively along navigable waterways. That is clear because of better
economic effects (such as less costly coal transportation, availability of cooling water)
compared to sites located out of those areas.

Without considering the question of microlocations at the moment, it is highly probable that
the majority of new thermal power plants will be located in the Adriatic coastal area, while new
nuclear power plants could possibly be located also in the hinterland, provided that sufficient
quantities of cooling water become available.

6. CONCLUDING CONSIDERATIONS

This analysis presents strategic commitments of Hrvatska elektroprivreda regarding structure
of electricity generating sources till the year 2010. Being short of any type of primary energy to
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meet even current energy needs, not to mention the future ones, Croatia has to plan her energy
development based on import of energy fuels. Because of her territorial size, geopolitical
position and surrounding, Croatia has to take care not to become dependent on only one fuel
type, meaning that the principle of diversification of primary energy types for electricity
generation should be fully respected. In other words, besides hydro potential, fuel oil and, to a
lesser extent, natural gas - presently the basic fuels of Croatian electricity system, electricity
generation in Croatia should also be based on coal.

Main objective is approx. 90 percent coverage of electricity demand in 2010 by sources located
in the Republic of Croatia, together with the increase of coal-derived electricity share in total
electricity generation from current 1.8 percent to approx. 25 percent. One of objectives is also
appropriate spatial distribution of electricity generating sources. Besides coal as basic fuel type
in 2010, the share of natural gas at the level of approx. 14 percent of total electricity demand
would also be significant.

For the period 2010 to 2030, it is difficult, from the present perspective, to precisely determine
type of fuel that would be predominant, main fuel for the required construction of generating
facilities. According to current assessments, the candidates are coal and nuclear fuel. Croatia
will select the type that becomes preferred at the global level.

It should be specially emphasised that pre-construction activities and construction of new
generating facilities should commence as soon as possible. Namely, the last constructed unit in
thermal power plants (TE-TO Zagreb 3 - 1 2 0 MW) was commissioned back to 1979. NPP
Krsico (316 MW as Croatian half) was put into operation in 1981, and HPP Dale - 41 MW, as
the last constructed hydroelectric power plant, in 1989. Since pre-construction (i.e.,
preliminary and preparatory) activities for new thermal and hydroelectric power plants last
three to five years, and construction itself the same, a new generating facility can be
commissioned in a three years time at best, assuming even that it is already completely
prepared for construction. This means that in the next ten years not a single new generating
facility will be built in Croatia, just as it has not been in the past ten years. Such a long period
without any new generating unit constructed in Croatia has not been since 1945. Unless the
problem related to construction of required generating facilities is not approached urgently and
in a systematic manner, there is a real danger that shortage of electricity becomes a serious
obstacle for further development of Croatian economy.
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ABSTRACT

A small nation planning to make use of nuclear energy technology faces an important question:
Is a nuclear energy programme just buying a reactor and fuel from abroad? The Finnish
experience says no. Making the best economic and technical choices depends on circumstances
and good decisions can be based only on adequate research. Carrying out a successful nuclear
energy programme demands high quality standards and, most importantly, nuclear safety is a
national responsibility. Thorough training of personnel and a deep understanding of the
technology are necessary to meet these challenges. In Finland, comprehensive coverage of
important scientific and technical aspects has been achieved economically by pooling the
resources of all domestic parties having relevant expertise and by extensive international
collaboration.

1 INTRODUCTION

Exploitation of nuclear power demands a large infrastructure, even for a small number of
reactors, and a long-term commitment to safety and waste management. The following Section
2 reviews the history of the Finnish nuclear energy programme, describing the specific
conditions of major influence. Experience until now suggests that the Finnish nuclear energy
programme has been commercially successful. Timely decisions have been made based on
thorough cost and demand estimates and the technical implementation has gone smoothly. A
detailed description of the history of nuclear power in Finland is given by Jauho &
Silvennoinen (1987). Table 1 gives a summary of the Finnish nuclear power plants and Figure
1 provides historical trends of some indicators of varying character.

Successfully carrying out a nuclear energy programme demands deep scientific knowledge and
comprehensive technological expertise. Section 3 reviews the experiences and lessons learned
in Finland stressing infrastructure and technical support. The existence of an independent,
competent, and efficient safety regulatory system is of utmost importance. Section 4 addresses
some aspects of safety regulation, while a more detailed account is given by Vuorinen &
Laaksonen(1996).

Keeping nuclear power plants safe and running economically demands continual attention to
the state of the technology and the expertise of the personnel. Section 5 briefly describes
modernisation projects currently underway at Finnish nuclear power plants. Section 6 closes by
presenting recent trends that may have important ramifications for the future of nuclear power
in Finland.
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Table 1

Plant

Loviisa 1
Loviisa 2

TVO I
TVOI1

Nuclear power plant units in

Owner

1VO
IVO

TVO
TVO

--

Type

VVER-440
WER-440

BWR
BWR

.- *

Vendor

AEE
AEE

ABB Atom
ABB Atom

-inland

Net
capacity
(MWc)

445
445

710
710

Total
2310

Ordering

1970
1971

1974
1975

Start-up

1977
1980

1978
1979

Commercial
operation

1977
1981

1979
1982

Cumulative
load factor
(end 1995)

84
87

89
92

Average
89

2 THERE HAS TO BE THE NEED FOR ELECTRICITY

Finland decided to order its first nuclear power plant in 1969 after a series of feasibility studies.
Behind the decision was an anticipation of strong economic growth in the 1970's, predictions
of even stronger growth in electricity consumption - which actually doubled during the period -
and the realisation that hydropower had been exploited almost to its limit. Also, Finland's
business environment and infrastructure favoured introducing nuclear power production.
Finnish industry was energy and capital intensive. Thus, there was a solid market for base load
capacity. The electricity grid was modern. The industrial infrastructure was strong and
diversified enough to consider a project of this size. Introducing nuclear power production
became the largest technology transfer project ever performed in Finland.

At the time, bilateral trade with the former Soviet Union was important to the Finnish
economy. This was one reason behind the finally political decision to order for Finland's first
nuclear power plant Soviet reactors. Also, Finland had a closed and stable economy with low
economic risk even for such a big investment. Competition for energy production between the
private and public sectors soon led to building a second nuclear power plant, this time with
Swedish reactors.

When the first nuclear reactor with a generating capacity of 440 MW was ordered, the total
installed capacity of Finland was about 4000 MW. Today, the total installed capacity is about
13 000 MW, and nuclear power accounts for 2310 MW of that amount. A country with only
one, or even a few nuclear power reactors, can probably not benefit fully from the economies
of nuclear power production. There must be a need and the possibility to build several.

The current situation in Finland is different in many respects. For one, future growth in
electricity consumption is expected to stabilise at one to two percent per annum. This growth
will come mostly from industry, where the ratio of electricity to heat used in industrial
processes is increasing. For another, the market for electricity in the Nordic countries has been
liberalised. In principle, it is now possible that market forces acting in these countries will
balance electricity production and consumption.
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Figure 1. Some historical trends related to nuclear power in Finland
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Estimating how much electricity Finland will need and deciding how to generate added power
is much more complex today than in the 1960's and 1970's. Yet, energy cost remains
important to Finnish industry. To carry out sound strategic investment planning, industry must
count on assured availability and predictably pricing of electricity. Forecasts show a need for
added generating capacity in Finland soon after the turn of the century. As a result, there have
been several proposals by the industry to build new nuclear capacity. The Chernobyl accident
in 1986 and a lack of political consensus in the 1990's has killed these proposals. The scene is
quiet just now. Later, Section 6 explains.

3 EXPERTISE MUST BE AVAILABLE

The Finnish experience shows that a nuclear energy programme consists of more than just
buying nuclear power reactors and nuclear fuel from abroad. There is a saying that nuclear
power plants run on money and expertise. Nuclear energy is capital intensive, and experience
proves that carrying out a successful nuclear energy programme demands deep scientific
knowledge and comprehensive technological expertise.

Making the best economic and technical choices depends on circumstances, which keep
changing with time. Research must provide government and business decision makers with up-
to-date information on the long-term availability of energy resources, the economics of the
various options, and current and future environmental limits. Further, nuclear energy facilities
must be built and run with the highest of quality standards. To achieve these goals, personnel
must receive systematic and continual training. Theoretical and experimental research must
continue to extend the base of knowledge and expertise. Small countries with limited
resources, in particular, must collaborate internationally and make use of existing information
networks.

In Finland, we strive to preserve at least basic national expertise in all the essential scientific
and technical disciplines important to the safe and economical operation of nuclear power
plants. Pooling the resources of all relevant parties - the utilities, the regulatory authority, the
research institutions and the universities - makes this possible. Also, we rely heavily on
international co-operation in areas such as large-scale experimentation and computer code
development. It helps that Finland has only two power reactor types, and that we can
concentrate on operational safety and waste management.

Nuclear energy R&D in Finland aims to satisfy the following major needs:
- There must be continual improvement in the safety, performance, and economics of the

existing plants. Maintenance and refurbishment planning aims at extending plant lifetime.
- The government policy decision of 1983, with some later amendments, sets the schedule for

nuclear waste management. The amendment to the Nuclear Energy Act in 1994 stipulates
that all waste management activities must occur in Finland.

- The essential infrastructure must be preserved for possible future expansion of nuclear
capacity. International developments in nuclear energy technology are monitored.

Documents and data banks alone cannot preserve scientific and technological expertise. The
expertise resides largely in the experts that have been carefully and painstakingly educated over
the years. There must be stimulating and challenging work for them. Only active research
programmes with ambitious goals and clear targets ensure effective preservation of the
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personal skills of Finland's expert base. Also, the research must couple directly with the
practical needs of the nuclear energy industry and the nuclear regulators.

In their analysis, Jauho & Silvennoinen (1987) estimated that about seven hundred Finnish
students received training in nuclear engineering, in varying depth, during the most intensive
phase of the nuclear power plant construction years. Of these, 170 students earned a
specialised university degree in reactor technology or radiation protection. There is no similar
analysis of human resources today, with all existing nuclear power reactor units running and
the date of site selection for the spent fuel repository approaching. However, the member
statistics of the Finnish Nuclear Society (ATS), Figure l.may allow some conclusions. Most
Finnish experts with university level education involved in nuclear energy technology belong to
ATS, which was founded in 1966. By 1970 and the start of construction of Loviisa 1, the
membership of ATS exceeded one hundred. In 1975, with construction underway for all four
existing nuclear reactor units, there were about 300 members. By the early 1980's, with all
four reactor units running, the number of members exceeded 400. ATS membership has
continued to grow until latest years and is now quite stable at over 600. We estimate that some
450 of current members are actively involved in nuclear energy activities From these, almost
250 work for the utilities, 80 for VTT, almost 50 for regulatory bodies and some 25 for
universities.

There has been a slow decline in the volume of nuclear energy research in Finland for many
years caused by a gradual decline in public funding. In 1995, total nuclear energy research
funding was some FIM 120 million (USD 27 million), which translates to about 170 man-
years. The Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) carried out about two-thirds of the
work.

VTT employs more than 200 researchers with some nuclear energy related expertise. A large
part of VTT's research work in nuclear energy comes from research institutes that specialise in
generic technologies such as automation, materials, and chemical technology. The diverse
research environment of VTT is of benefit for its work in nuclear energy technologies. The
research institutes of VTT, performing a wide range of research, can in many areas share
equipment investment costs with other applications and maintain a larger expert cadre. Also,
the structure of VTT makes it easy to exploit opportunities for applying advances in nuclear
energy technology to other areas. Past examples of this having national significance include
simulation technologies, reliability engineering, fracture mechanics, and non-destructive
testing. Currently, there are also opportunities to apply technologies gained through VTT's
non-nuclear research activities to the nuclear arena. Examples include digital automation
systems and computational fluid dynamics for applications such as in multidimensional flow
and fire simulation.

4 SAFETY ABOVE ALL

Considering the overall volume of nuclear energy activities in the country, the Finnish nuclear
regulatory organisation is quite strong. The competent regulatory body is the Finnish Centre
for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK). The nuclear safety department within STUK
employs some sixty experts in nuclear science, nuclear engineering, and waste management. In
other departments, there are experts responsible for emergency preparedness, environmental
monitoring, and radiation protection. From the beginning of the nuclear power industry in
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Finland there was a specific need for a strong regulatory body. The first nuclear power plant,
Loviisa, has Soviet-designed reactors. The Soviet plant design had to be extensively modified
to satisfy the safety criteria applied in Western countries. Vuorinen & Laaksonen (1996)
describe in detail recent experiences in preserving nuclear regulatory capabilities in Finland.

STUK actively encourages safety improvements to Finland's nuclear power plants. The STUK
philosophy is embodied in a principle referred to as SAHARA, Safety as High as Reasonably
Achievable. Safety and performance improvement projects at Finnish plants have offered
challenging tasks for both utilities and regulators and have served to preserve technical
expertise on both sides.

STUK maintains a comprehensive set of written national regulatory guides referred to as the
YVL guides. The 66 guides now available provide both technical requirements and
administrative guidance. Recently, Finland has also revised its higher level nuclear energy
legislation.

To systematically oversee nuclear power plant safety, STUK applies latest probabilistic safety
analysis (PSA) techniques, including Living PSA. Also, it is beginning to be a standard practice
in Finland to renew the licences of nuclear power plants at ten year intervals. This process
includes comprehensive updating of safety assessments.

In recent years, STUK has increasingly provided regulatory and technical support for the
countries of Eastern Europe. This provides new challenges, gives new insights into the
importance of various issues, and supports preservation of a larger staff and expertise base
within STUK.

5 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

So far Finnish nuclear power plants have run well. On the average, they have now been in
operation for 16 years. Continual renovation and the efforts of trained and experienced
personnel have kept the plants in good condition.

Cost-effective, safe, and environmentally sound energy production for many years into the
future is clearly the main target for Finland's nuclear power companies. To achieve the goal,
the Finnish base of technical expertise in nuclear energy technologies must remain healthy.
Younger scientists, engineers, and technicians must be systematically recruited, trained, and
brought into the system. This not only results in transferring expertise from the current
generation of experts to the next, but also serves to motivate those currently working in the
industry.

Both of Finland's nuclear power plants are undergoing extensive renovation. The main goals
for the modernisation programmes are as follows:
- Review and, to the extent feasible, improve safety features to reflect current requirements in

the spirit of the SAHARA principle
- Further improve electricity production capacity and efficiency
- Identify the factors limiting plant lifetime and eliminate them to the extent possible
- Strengthen the expertise and productivity of company personnel.
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Current modernisation programmes are coupled with the licence renewal. The operating
licences for the plants will expire at the end of 1998.

The guiding principle for the modernisation is to exploit new technical developments and
operational experiences using a cost-benefit approach. Company's own personnel are taking
part in the work as much as possible. To minimise losses in electricity production, plant
modifications requiring shutdown are implemented during scheduled outages for refuelling and
maintenance.

6 SITUATION TODAY

The whole energy market looks very different today than it did when nuclear power first came
to Finland. Today, all the Nordic countries, and possibly soon the whole European Union (EU)
area, will form a single energy market. Trading electricity freely within the EU will remain
limited for some time for several reasons, such as varying taxation laws. Also, the cost of
transporting electricity over long distances will remain a barrier.

Power companies are restructuring in Finland as well as in most other countries. There have
been acquisitions and mergers, and there will be more to come. The companies are growing in
size and becoming more vertically integrated - power production and distribution are
increasingly being handled by same companies. This particular trend favours growth in nuclear
power production: It is easier for big enterprises to make the large investments needed.
Unfortunately, there are other problematic trends.

Building a new nuclear power plant involves an increasingly complicated legal process. A
recent addition is the environmental impact assessment law. This new law increases the legal
burden for licensing all types of power plants. In fact, it increases the burden for non-nuclear
plants relatively more than for nuclear plants. Nonetheless, today it would be nearly impossible
to build a nuclear power plant at a new site.

Gas and coal power are now very competitive. The problem with those technologies is the
growing awareness of the environmental problems associated with greenhouse gases. Despite
major development efforts, the economics of renewable resources for energy production,
except hydropower, remain poor in today's business environment.

Today many power companies are becoming privatised. As investor ownership increases, the
short and medium term profitability becomes more important.

Public opinion has today a strong influence on decision making for energy production.
Although public support for nuclear energy in Finland has now returned to levels seen before
the Chernobyl accident in 1986, Figure 1, this has not been enough to make many politicians
pro-nuclear. The burdensome legal process that accompanies new nuclear power plant projects
and lessons learned in the past discourage industry from new initiatives without the clear
possibility of a positive result.

These obstacles combine to make building new nuclear power capacity very difficult in the near
future. On the other hand, renovations and extending the lifetimes of existing nuclear power
plants arc becoming increasingly profitable choices.
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ABSTRACT The uncertainties of growth in Croatian future energy, particularly electricity demand,
together with growing environmental considerations and protection constraints, are such that Croatia
needs to have flexibility to respond by having the option of expanding the nuclear sector. The paper
deals with nuclear energy as an option for Croatian sustainable economic development. The
conclusion is that there is a necessity for extended use of nuclear energy in Croatia because most
certainly nuclear energy can provide energy necessary to sustain progress.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today, nuclear energy is the only proven energy technology capable of generating large amounts of
electricity without directly (significantly) polluting the environment. (Large hydropower plants can
cause substantial environmental damages, because of emissions of greenhouse gases from the water
reservoirs, and severe problems to local inhabitants through the flooding of areas upstream of the
power plant and changes inflow rates on the downstream side.) Nuclear energy prospects should be
therefore assessed in context of growing electricity demand and greater awareness of environmental
issues. However, in order to make a significant contribution in the implementation of sustainable
electricity supply strategies, nuclear energy should reinforce its competitiveness versus fossil-fuel
based systems and, in the long term, versus renewable sources. (Although there are indications that
technical breakthroughs could reduce significantly the costs of electricity generated by some
renewable energy sources other than hydropower, these options are unlikely to be competitive with
fossil fuels or nuclear power for baseload generation before the second or third decade of the next
century.) Nuclear energy must overcome adverse public perception associated with waste
management, concern about nuclear weapon proliferation, safety standards, and decommissioning
plant. It must demonstrate its favourable track record for safety compared with other section of energy
industry, and convince the public of nuclear's environmental benefits and cost-effectiveness. The
barriers to nuclear power deployment should be alleviated by continuing demonstration that nuclear
fuel cycle facilities can be operated in a reliable and safe manner and that technical solutions already
existing for final disposal of all radioactive wastes can be implemented wherever needed. Such
assurances and environmental concerns offer good prospect for the future of nuclear energy provided
that the industry continues its efforts to demonstrate its desirability to the public.
The paper deals with the present nuclear power controversy and the role nuclear energy has in
resolving the two competing aspirations of Croatia inherent in the challenge of sustainable
development: economic prosperity and environment protection.

2. ENERGY TRENDS AND NEEDS
Energy consumption trends reflect the important role that electricity plays in modernisation efforts
and in total energy use and efficiency improvements; there is a distinct correlation between the trends
of electricity consumption and national economic output in a wide range of countries. (Between 1973
and 1990, the U.S. economy (measured by GDP) grew by amount of 50%. In the same period,
electricity use grew by 58%.) Also increasingly evident is that full participation in the information and
communication age requires reliable source of electricity.
In the early 1970s a fourfold increase in the price of oil alerted the world to the need for more
efficient use of energy. In OECD countries the response to this, including greater use of electricity,
led to a levelling off in demand for primary energy. Between 1973 and 1985 primary energy demand
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3. COAL AND NUCLEAR ENERGY
About 86% of total world commercial energy is provided by fossil fuels, with the rest from hydro
(7%) and nuclear (6%); renewables (other than hydro) provide less than 1%. About 20.0 billion
tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2) are emitted annually from the burning fossil fuels. On a global scale
nuclear power currently reduces CO2 emissions by some 1.8-2.0 billion tonnes per year (relative to
the main alternative of coal-fired generation, natural gas would produce about half as much). The UN
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has comprehensively reviewed global wanning and has
reached a consensus that the phenomenon is real and does pose a significant environmental threat
during the next century if fossil fuels continues even at present global levels. (It is not yet known how
much warming will be caused if we continue and increase our use of fuels containing carbon. It is
also unknown whether this would be harmful. However, our energy future is certainly affected by
whether the global warming turns out to require substantial reduction in burning. Coal, natural gas
and oil all produce CO2 and other pollutants that do not respect national borders. The air pollution
produced by burning fossil fuels in Africa and Far East endangers the future of the entire planet.
China already burns more than a billion tons of coal every year- a third more than it did just 10 years
ago. India's use of coal rose by 66% in 1980s. And South Korea burns twice as much coal as it did a
decade ago. Over the next 50 years, the world's energy supply must double or even triple as these
developing countries struggle to advance.) According to the Panel, to stabilise the CO2 concentration
in the atmosphere at present levels a 50-80% reduction in all emissions would be required. Nuclear
power has a role to play in reducing greenhouse gases. France's CO2 emissions from electricity
generation fell by 80% between 1980 and 1987, as its nuclear capacity increased; German's nuclear
power program has saved the emission of over 2 billion tons of CO2 from fossil fuels since it began in
1961. (At the time of the oil shock France was heavily dependent on overseas supplies of energy.
Since then it has built 56 nuclear reactors in a major program. Nuclear power now provides 76-78%
of its electricity, it has become a major exporter of electricity (4 billion SUS per year), and it now has
a high level of energy independence. Moreover the cost of electricity has declined markedly and per
capita CO2 emissions are half of those of its neighbours. One neighbour, Italy, is the only
industrialised European country without its own nuclear power, but it is also the main electricity
importer, mostly from France.)
Coal and other fossil fuels are required in a much larger volume than the uranium required to produce
the equivalent amount of electricity. A 1000 MWe power station requires 2.3 million tons of black
coal per year or about 25 tons of enriched uranium requiring the mining and milling some 50000 tons
of ore to provide 165 tons of uranium oxide concentrate. If coal is used, considerable energy must also
be used to mine and transport the large volume of it to the power station. In one year a 1000 MWe
coal-fired power station will produce about 7 million tons of CO2, perhaps 200000 tons of sulphur
dioxide (depending on the particular coal), which remains a major source of atmospheric pollution,
20000 tons nitrous oxide, and typically about 200000 tons of solids, mostly flyash containing several
hundred tons of toxic heavy metals including arsenic, cadmium, lead, vanadium and mercury, organic
carcinogens and mutagens which remain dangerous forever. If brown coal is used the CO2 figure is
much higher. (Methods exist for removing sulphur dioxide and nitrous oxide although the cost is high.
Flyash is generally captured and damped in landfill. However there is no economically feasible way
to remove or reduce CO2 from the burning of coal. None of these emissions occur at a nuclear power
plant, where all wastes are contained.) The equivalent sized nuclear plant produces only 20-25 tons
of spent fuel, though this is highly radioactive and requires specialised handling, treatment and
storage. (This spent fuel can be reprocessed however so that 97% can be recycled. The remaining 3%,
about 700 kg, is high-level radioactive waste that needs to be isolated from the environment for a very
long time. This small quantity however, can be converted to a solid, which makes the task more
manageable. Even if the spent fuel is not reprocessed, the yearly amount of 25 tons is modest
compared with the quantities of waste from a coal-fired station.) The nuclear industry is unique in
that it is the only energy-producing industry that has taken full responsibility for the disposal of all its
wastes and pays the full cost of doing so. The combustion of coal also releases radioactive heavy
metals contained in it, while the use of natural gas releases radioactive radon. The amount of
radioactivity released is negligible relative to the natural background radiation levels, but it is often
greater than that which can be expected from routine operation related to a nuclear power station. The
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waste from coal-fired plants can cause environmental and health damage even at the great distance
from the site of a power plant. For example, acid rain caused by the release of sulphur dioxide in
Europe (Italy, Czech, Slovakia, ...) has crossed our national boundaries and caused severe damage to
lakes, rivers and forests in Gorski Kotar.

4. THE ECONOMICS OF NUCLEAR POWER
The difference in fuel requirements between coal-fired and nuclear power stations also affect their
economics. The cost of fuel for a nuclear power plant is very much less than for an equivalent coal-
fired power plant, usually sufficient to offset the much higher capital cost of constructing a nuclear
reactor. Consequently, in practical terms, electricity from nuclear reactors in many regions is
competitive with electricity produced from coal, even after providing for management and disposal of
radioactive wastes and the decommissioning of reactors. OECD projections published in 1993 for the
year 2000 showed nuclear energy cheaper than coal in most parts of the developed world (except UK,
western USA and parts of Canada), Table 1.
Because the cost of raw fuel represents about 40% of the total cost of generating electricity at fossil-
fuelled power plants, sudden price fluctuations on the world market can dramatically influence the
cost of generating electricity from coal, oil or natural gas. With nuclear energy, the cost of the
uranium needed to fuel a power plant represents less than 20% of the total cost of generating a kWh

Table 1. Some comparative electricity
generating cost projections for year 2000

France
Germany
Japan
Korea
UK
USA
Midwest
USA
North-
west
USA
West
Canada

nuclear
3.28
531
537
3.20
4.84-5.16
4.27

437

4.21

2.98

coal
5.06
6.74-8.01
630
4.25
4.68-5.16
4.47

5.13

3.53

2.54-3.82

gas
5.48
-
7.73

4.52
4.77

5.11

4.91

2.82-5.22

of electricity, insulating nuclear energy from
world economic and political upheavals. The
cost of generating electricity has three
components- the capital cost of facility, the
operating and maintenance cost of facility,
and the cost of the fuel itself. Capital cost
figures are highly dependent upon each
electric generating station and the manner in
which it was financed and constructed.
Generally, nuclear plants have the highest
capita] costs while gas turbines have the
lowest. Recently completed nuclear plants
have anomalously high capital costs, ranging
up to 3000 to 5000 $US/kW. The nuclear
industry has a goal to be able to build the new
generation of plants around 2000 to 3000
$US/kW, which can be done with sufficient
discipline on the part of many parties. New
standardised, advanced-design nuclear power
plants promise to produce electricity even

more cost efficiently, making nuclear energy even more competitive with coal, and giving it an even
wider cost advantage over natural gas and oil. Two new standardised designs have been approved by
the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and two more should be approved before the year 2000. Like
their predecessors, they are light water reactors. Because they are standardised, they will be quicker
and less expensive to build, easier to run, and much simpler and safer: whole section will be a snap to
obtain, control rooms will be more user friendly, and the cooling water for the major safety systems in
some designs will rely on the laws of nature, like gravity and natural convection, and less on pumps
and motors. Studies show that these plants will be able to meet safety goals more than 100 times
greater than those of current nuclear power plants. Power company will be able to order them in
medium size (600MW) or large (1350MW).
For 1993, the following figures, Table 2, are from "U.S. Steam-Electric Plants: Five-Year Production
Costs 1989-1993" which was published by the Utility Data Institute in Washington, D.C. They are
for nuclear, coal, oil and natural gas fuelled plants and are "bus-bar costs"; that is, the costs at the
power plant and they do not account for transmission and distribution to the ultimate customers.
Nuclear fuel costs include a charge of 1 $US/MWh to cover high-level waste disposal.

US 1991 cents/kWh, Discount rate 5% for
nuclear & coal, 30 year lifetime, 75% load factor
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Table 2. Costs of Electricity at Power Plant

coal
gas
oil
nuclear

fuel
1.531
2.883
2.609
0.602

operating
0.172
0.236
0.347
0.962

maintenance
0.262
0.332
0.451
0.587

total
1.967
3.402
3.408
2.152

The units on above figures are cents per kWh of generated electricity.

5. THE NUCLEAR ENERGY CONTROVERSY
There are a number of safety and ethical issues raised by the proposed use of nuclear power to meet
future growing energy demand. Energy decisions are no longer the sole domain of governments and
industry. The public must be informed and involved in the key decisions. The Croatian (worldwide)
problems with adverse public opinion on nuclear power need to be addressed by all; today's problems
for nuclear are not national but global. The lack of understanding of the available information, as well
as a feeling that there is no reason to take additional risks, however small, unless there is a need to do
so, remains an obstruction nuclear power orderly development. Power system engineers should
appreciate and be familiar with the issues involved and should well know the arguments for and
against nuclear power. It is worth stressing that engineering is to do with people and their needs.
Therefore technological choices are inextricably enmeshed with ethical and political issues. A
summary of the most repeated arguments for and against nuclear power is given below.
1I) The arguments for:
• Nuclear power offers the only hope for meeting the future world demand and the -world faces the

choice between a nuclear future or decline. The decline may result in political instability and
wars between nations for the control of the few remaining fossil fuel deposits.

• The environmental effects of nuclear power is less damaging than those of fossil fuel power
stations from which the amount of sulphur dioxide emitted will increase if the nuclear programme
is not established. Eventually, the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere may reach such
concentrations that it may substantially modify the climate.

• Nuclear power stations use much, much smaller quantities of fuel than do fossil fuel stations. The
transportation of large quantities of fuel (oil for example) poses considerable environmental
hazards. (Particularly with regard to collisions at sea as already has happened.)

• The risk of serious accident in any single nuclear reactor is extremely small; the hazards posed by
reactor accidents are not unique in scale nor of such a kind as to suggest that nuclear power
should be abandoned for this reason.

(2) The arguments against:
• If nuclear power were to be the main source of world electrical energy the 'fast breeder reactors'

(FBRs) would have to be extensively used as such a programme could not be sustained on the
limited quantities of naturally available U-235. The spread of FBRs among many nations poses
dangers of proliferation of nuclear weapons and a probability of a nuclear war.

• The quantity of radioactive wastes produced would increase. The creation of wastes that will have
to be contained for many centuries is an unfair legacy of risk to our descendants.

• With respect to reactor accidents, although the risks are very small, one can argue that man is
unable to foresee reliably all the failure mechanisms that could lead to serious accidents and
therefore to introduce appropriate safeguards.

• There could be substantial movement of plutonium between different facilities. This would create
the danger of the capture of plutonium by terrorist groups for threat and blackmail against society
because of the potential it offers to illicit groups to construct a crude nuclear weapon. The
problem of safeguarding society from plutonium hazards would require the establishment of
special security organisations that, because of the vast potential consequences of plutonium loss,
would need to exercise toughness and vigilance. There is therefore the fear that adequate security
could be attained only at price of gradual infringement of democratic freedom.

In attempts to regain public acceptance of the nuclear energy production technology, the nuclear
industry has proposed new reactors designs claimed to have increased safety features. Whether the
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remaining risks of nuclear plan^ accidents are acceptable, in future riuclear society, must ultimately be
decided on political and ethical grounds. The public (or at least the opinion-forming part of it) will
need to be satisfied about four frequently expressed worries:
1) Are nuclear reactors safe enough to make a major accident with significant radioactive release

virtually impossible?;
2) Will reprocessing plants be sufficiently safe?;
3) Can the handling and permanent disposal of all nuclear waste be made sufficiently secure not to

endanger future generations?;
4) Will possessions of reactors by more countries, plus increased reprocessing and recycling of

plutonium, lead to a greater likelihood of nuclear terrorism?
The dilemma, for or against nuclear power, could only be overcome by public understanding the facts.
This understanding would lead to public acceptance. But there has to be the will to make this to
happen.
Reprocessing has taken place safely, for instance, in Europe for more than 30 years, mainly in France
and the UK, but also in Germany, and in Belgium where the OECD reprocessing plant of Eurochemic
operated between 1966 and 1974. The choice for or against reprocessing is not simply dictated by the
price of uranium, and certainly not by its short-term price. Namely, reprocessing not only serves the
recovery of valuable material from spent nuclear fuel, but is also a safe and demonstrated way of
packing highly radioactive fission products. Reprocessing is an industrial activity based on advanced
technology. Building a modern reprocessing plant requires huge investments. However, once the
initial investment have been made and charged to past electricity production, reprocessing proves
competitive by reducing import of foreign energy by domestic investment and development of highly
qualified jobs. (The Carter Administration decided not to reprocess nominally on the grounds that if
other countries could be persuaded not to reprocess, the likelihood of nuclear proliferation would be
reduced. So far as we know, not one other country has been persuaded, because the economic
advantages of reprocessing are so great. The Reagan and Bush Administrations wanted to reprocess,
but it would have been politically expensive so they temporised.)
The high-level radioactive waste disposal question has not been resolved because it has neither been
politically advantageous not physically necessary to do so. Used fuel from commercial reactors has
been safely in water-filled pools at the reactor sites. However, several methods for handling these
wastes have been worked out scientifically; schemes for long term storage have been devised, but
lawsuits and politics have prevented any of them from being implemented.
Every country wanting to make bombs has succeeded as far as we know. None has used material
produced in power reactors. (Plutonium produced in RMBK reactors may have been used in the
(former) USSR weapons. For this it was necessary to be able to replace fuel rods while the reactor
was operating, and this made the reactor too big for a containment structure, and this is what allowed
the radioactivity to spread.) Namely, if the fuel rods are kept in the reactor for two years or so
required for economical power generation, much of the Pu-239 atoms produced absorb another
neutron and become Pu-240. It is more expensive to separate the Pu-240 from the Pu-239 than to get
Pu-239 from a special purpose reactor in which the rods are removed after a short time.
A major expansion of nuclear power is ultimately -after some decades- likely to lead to reprocessing
and plutonium recycling and if one assumes today's technology and no stronger international
regulatory authorities than are currently available, the chances of proliferation and especially of
nuclear terrorism would increase. However, this dilemma could well be overcome by developments in
technology and in building international institutions, such as an international plutonium management
system for example, presently under debate. But there has to be the will to make this to happen.
Namely, changing energy, economic and environmental circumstances, and the accumulation of
problems associated with existing nuclear technologies, have brought nuclear energy policy to a
crossroads. This and the end of the Cold War, the disintegration of the USSR, nuclear disarmament
and the plutonium surplus similarly mark a turning point for the non-proliferation regime which is due
for fundamental review and perhaps reconstruction. The institutional and substantive relationships
between the two fields make the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation Of Nuclear Weapons Extension
/Review Conference an ideal opportunity for designing and launching such an international process of
assessment and consensus-building on global strategies for nuclear power. On the other hand, the
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transfer of nuclear power technology has from the very beginning been based on schemes for
international co-operation with built-in checks and controls against the risk of proliferation of nuclear
weapons. The fears which were common that many States would acquire nuclear weapon have not
materialised. Besides, none of the present nuclear-weapon States began with nuclear power. The
weapons came first. Therefore, the conclusion as well might be:
The risk of proliferation and nuclear terrorism exists, but we think we can confidently state that the
development of civilian nuclear power does not significantly contribute to them.

5.1 Risk of Nuclear Power
Nuclear power technology produces materials that are active in emitting radiation and are therefore
called "radioactive". These materials can come into contact with people principally through small
releases during routine plant operation, accidents in nuclear power plants, accidents in transporting
radioactive materials, and escape of radioactive wastes from confinement systems. All of them taken
together, with accidents treated probabilistically, will eventually reduce, our life expectancy by less
than one hour. (By comparison, our loss of life expectancy from competitive electricity generation
technologies, burning gas, oil or coal, is estimated to range from 3 to 40 days.)
The nuclear power plant design strategy for preventing accidents and mitigating their potential effects
is "defence in depth": if something fails, there is a back-up system to limit the harm done, if that
system should also fail there is another back-up system for it, etc., etc. Of course it is possible that
each system in this series of back-ups might fail one after the other, but the probability for that is
exceedingly small. The Media often publicise a failure of some particular system in some plant,
implying that it was a close call on disaster, they completely miss the point of defence in depth which
easily takes care of such failures. Even in the Three Mile Island accident where at least two equipment
failures were severely compounded by human errors, two lines of defence were still not breached;
essentially all of the radioactivity remained sealed in the thick steel reactor vessel, and that vessel was
sealed inside the heavily reinforced concrete and steel lined "containment" building which was never
even challenged. It was clearly not a close call on disaster to the surrounding population. The Soviet
Chernobyl reactor, built on a much less safe design concept, did not have such a containment
structure; if it did, that disaster would have been averted.
Risks from reactor accidents are estimated by the rapidly developing science of "probabilistic risk
analysis" (PRA). A PRA must be done separately for each power plant (at a cost of 5 M $US) but we
give typical results here: a fuel melt-down might be expected once in 20000 years of reactor
operation. In 2 out of 3 melt-downs there would be no deaths, in 1 out of 5 there would be over 1000
deaths, and in 1 out of 100000 there would be 50000 deaths. The average for all meltdowns would be
400 deaths. Since air pollution from coal burning is estimated to be causing 10000 deaths per year,
there would have to be 25 melt-downs each year for nuclear power to be as dangerous as coal burning.
Of course deaths from coal burning air pollution are not noticeable, but the same is true for the cancer
deaths from reactor accidents. In the worst accident considered, expected once in 100000 melt-downs
(once in 2 billion years of reactor operation), the cancer deaths would be among 10 million people,
increasing their cancer risk typically from 20% (the current average) to 20.5%. This is much less than
the normal geographical variation. Very high radiation doses can destroy body functions and lead to
death within 60 days, but such "noticeable" deaths would be expected in only 2% of reactor melt-
down accidents; there would be over 100 in 0.2% of meltdowns, and 3500 in 1 out of 100000 melt-
downs. To date, the largest number of noticeable deaths from coal burning was in an air pollution
incident (London, 1952) where there were 3500 extra deaths in one week. Of course the nuclear
accidents are hypothetical and there are many much worse hypothetical accidents in other electricity
generation technologies; e.g., there are hydroelectric dams whose sudden failure could cause 200000
deaths. Events such as aircraft crashes and explosions are 100000 times more likely to kill 10 people
that operation of 100 nuclear plants would be. It is about 2000 times more likely that 10 persons will
be killed by earthquake and about 60000 times more likely that 1000 persons will be killed by
hurricane than by 100 nuclear plants. The risk of radiation from a nuclear plant lias been compared as
beint: equal to the risk of death by cancer if one were to smoke one-twentieth of a cigarette every
week.
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There are now several thousand reactor years of experience throughout the world, and Chernobyl was
the only nuclear power plant accident that injured the public. That is a good record for a source of
energy.

."• ' . • '

6. NUCLEAR ENERGY FOR CROATIAN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
One of the major requirements for sustaining development is an adequate source of energy. World
reserves of coal are, in theory, large enough to produce the electricity the world shall need for several
hundreds of years. However, it is likely that more and more of the natural resources such as coal, oil
and gas, which are important both as energy sources and raw material for the (chemical) industry, will
be set aside for higher value-added uses, and so will be not available for electricity generation. On the
other hand, nuclear energy has given (the world) a more diverse menu of choices for generating
electricity, protecting from sudden interruptions or price increases in other fuel supplies. (The
renewable energy sources for electricity (solar, tidal, wind, wave, geolhermal, biomass), apart from
hydro power in the few places where it is very plentiful, are not suitable, intrinsic^!!}- or
economically, for large-scale base-load generation. Growing use will however be made of the
renewable energy sources in the years ahead, although the scale of their contribution and economic
attractiveness is still being debate. Renewables will have most appeal where demand is for a small-
scale, intermittent supply of electricity.) Nuclear energy also gives (us) greater flexibility in planning
how to meet growing appetite for electricity, so we will focus on its potential for making Croatia
cleaner and more prosperous. For us it is therefore not a question of coal or nuclear for most
Croatia's electricity, but a combination of both, with as much help as possible from hydro power and
other renewable sources. The principal role of nuclear energy should be in resolving the two
competing aspirations of Croatia inherent in the challenge of sustainable development: economic
development and environment protection.
Sustainable development has been defined as development that meets the needs of today without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. The concept of "sustainable
development" guides the formulation of energy policy: increase the efficiency of energy use, develop
a balanced domestic energy resource portfolio, reduce the economic and security risks of relying on
energy produced in unstable regions of the world, keep country secure by reducing vulnerability to
global energy market shocks, prevent pollution to reduce the adverse environmental impacts
associated with energy production, delivery and use, and invest in science and technology advances.
Croatia's (economic) development will be centred around tourism, transport, the merchant marine,
agriculture and the food industry. These, together with shipbuilding, the oil, petrochemical, chemical,
textile and timber industries, furniture, machinery and electrical machinery, will combine the
backbone of Croatia's economic strength. Our Nation's progress will depend on our ability to use
energy in ways that strengthen our economy, protect our environment, and keep our Nation secure.
We will have to embark upon a sustainable energy policy that will improve our standard of living
today and expand our Nation's opportunities for tomorrow. Although we tend to focus on energy
issues only in periods of energy crises, as a Nation we should be concerned about energy at all times.
Since electricity is the cleanest source of energy at the consumer level, sustainability will call for
increasing the share of electricity in energy supply. Namely, although all energy chains for electricity
generation involve risks and lead to health and environmental impacts, these risks and impacts are low
with state-of-the-art technologies and consequently substituting electricity to direct use of primary
energy sources is, besides its convenience and efficiency for most tasks, beneficial for environment.
Of all the electricity generating technologies, nuclear is the cleanest and least damaging to our
environment. This is true from mining of the uranium ore to final disposal of the wastes. Therefore we
address the role of nuclear energy as an energy source that will secure a stable and safe supply of
electric power without causing significant environmental damages. Besides, we should know that we
could not depend forever on oil, gas or coal to make electricity.

6.1 Benefits of Nuclear Energy
The relations within Croatian energy sector were, and still are, influenced by several processes
originating in global political and economic changes that took place on the territory of Central and
Eastern Europe. The speed of processes and consequences thereof have been considerably increased
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by the war, destruction and occupation of one third of Croatian territory. Several processes could be
identified by the analysis of conditions in the period from 1988 to 1996. The following processes have
had longer or shorter, stronger or weaker impact on the relations within the Croatian energy sector
causing consequently the Croatian energy future uncertain: economic crisis which affected Croatia
(being at that time the part of former Yugoslavia) in the eighties, disintegration of Yugoslavia and
Yugoslav energy sector, the imposed war in Croatia and Bosnia & Herzegovina, uncertain situation
concerning electric power plants in Serbia and Bosnia & Herzegovina built to meet requirements for
the Croatian power industry (650 MW). dissolution of communist system and democratic changes in
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe which commenced in Croatia in the nineties, poor
primary energy sources, a great share of hydro power, the conditions of power system damaged by
the war (the losses for the oil industry amount to 101,8 M SUS and for electric power system 540,3 M
$US), inherited relations in the fields of energetics and economy, economic crisis as direct
consequence of war and transition into market based economy and start of privatisation process.
Although all the above processes constitute the actuality of Croatia, each of them shall have influence
on the relations within energy sector, energy demand, efficiency of investments, development and
rationale use of energy. In order to establish a firm energy system, Croatia should eliminate the
reasons for and resolve the consequences of each of the mentioned processes. The ultimate solution is
market economy which means: the privatisation of economy and energy sector to the maximum
feasible extent, accurate economic relations as regards the prices of various energy forms, proper
legislation and high quality tariff system in the energy sector.
A dramatic drop, in electricity consumption in Croatia was registered in the period from 1988 to 1992
(from 15867 GWh to 11681 GWh), but it was definitely stopped in 1993 (at 11685 GWh). In 1994, a
modest increase in consumption occurred (to 11838 GWh). The data on 1995 (12358 GWh) and
estimated data on 1996 point to the continuance of this positive trend. Energy (electricity) demand in
Croatia in the next few years is highly uncertain but rapid growth is probable. (Expected increase of
electricity production is: 15.26 TWh in 2000, 17.72 in 2000, 22.32 in 2010, 29 in 2020 and 36 TWh in
2030. /More realistic forecasts instructing that the increase should be: 24.0 TWh in 2010, 38.9 TWh
in 2020 and 63.4 TWh in 2030./As a fuel for electricity production could be used: imported coal,
natural gas, nuclear fuel and renewable energy sources.) The rational response to uncertainty is
flexibility. Our advice is therefore to keep the nuclear option open because a balanced energy strategy
requires diversity of energy sources and because nuclear energy offers and provides: a lower cost of
energy, a stable cost of energy, a reliable source of energy, energy and economic independence,
highly skilled work, a major source of work, most technologically advanced industries, benefits to the
environment reducing harmful emissions, ensuring the safe disposal of waste and setting the highest
standards of safety.
Why, then, is there a "dash for gas"? Because the energy (electricity) supply market is driven by
short-term price considerations. Gas-fired stations require less capital investment than nuclear plants
and can recoup their construction costs more quickly. In countries such as France and Japan, for
example, whose governments encourage long-term, strategic investment, nuclear power delivers
energy at low prices.

7. CONCLUSION
All of the various means of generating electricity have a role to play in meeting the rapidly increasing
demand for this form of energy in Croatia. Nuclear electricity is one part of the solution of the energy
equation for today and tomorrow. Without nuclear power Croatia would have to rely almost entirely
on fossil fuels, especially coal, to meet electricity demands for base-load electricity production.
However, nuclear power is intensely controversial. Its proponents argue that it is safe, economic and
the only secure way of obtaining enough energy for global development. Equally "well-informed"
opponents maintain that it is dangerous, uneconomic and unnecessary. This paper examines the
issues raised by nuclear power: we argue that uncertainties about future energy (electricity) needs and
constraints - particularly environmental concerns - and nuclear power economic, as well as safely
advantages, make it important to have the option for nuclear power to become an essential energy
resource. Whatever the future of nuclear energy, even if some withdrawals were to be contemplated,
(worldwide phase-out is unlikely because of the strong support for nuclear energy in many countries).
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in the OECD remain unchanged despite an increase in GDP of 33%. Since 1985 primary energy use
has been rising again and a 50% increase from 1990 to 2010 is forecast. Outside the OECD countries
the picture is different. Total energy demand in the same period increased by 28% and the global GDP
by 42%. During the 1980s fehergy use in the developing countries iricYeased 60%. From 1960 to 1990,
the share of electricity in global energy consumption has grown from 17% to 30% and the annual
consumption of electricity per capita has almost tripled; from 765 to 2225 kWh per person. (The
average Norwegian used over 25000 kWh of electricity in 1992, the world's highest, the average
person in Chad 15 kWh, the world's lowest.) Still, almost two-thirds of the world's population does
not have access to electricity, and, almost, one billion people have no access to commercial energy in
any form- not even gasoline or diesel fuel.
According to the World Energy Council, global consumption of electricity can be expected to increase
between 50% to 75% by the year 2025. (Today, 77% of the world energy production is consumed by
the 28% of the world's population living in the industrial countries. In these countries it is used
between 150 and 300 GJ per person each year, about one-third in form of electricity.) Even with
effective energy efficiency programs in developed countries there will be a global need for much
more energy if people in the less developed countries are to improve their standards of living. A large
part of this increase will be in electricity. For instance, the growth in demand for primary energy in
East Asia to 2010 is likely to be 5% per year, and that for electricity 7-8% per year. In China, power
generation requirements are expected to almost double from 1994 to 2010, with much of this being
nuclear. Electricity is and will be the most widely used and rapidly growing form of secondary energy
because it offers great flexibility of distribution and use, is relatively efficient, very safe for the
consumer, and environmentally benign in end use. All energy conservation scenarios assume the
expended use of electricity.
Any attempt to understand or forecast energy requirements must take account of population growth.
For example, world population is expected to rise to 8.5 billion 2025, with some 90% or more of the
population increase taking place in the developing countries, which already contain 75% of the
world's people. If the whole world eventually uses as much energy per person as the OECD countries
do today, by 2025 energy demand wiH have increased to five times its present level. (The IEA 's World
Energy Outlook predicts that world's demand for primary energy will grow by 50% from 1991 to
2010, driven by world's GDP growth of 70%; that fossil fuels will continue to be the predominant
energy sources; and that world's CO2 emissions will rise by 50% by 2010.)
Total world energy demand grew by nearly 20% in the 1980s; the increase was only 9% in OECD
(developed) countries, but almost 60% in the developing countries. The OECD countries use 53% of
the world's energy, and have just 16% of the global population. Energy intensity (energy per unit of
GDP) in OECD countries has fallen by 25% since 1971, while electricity intensity has increased by
10%. Between 1973 and 1990, the proportion of energy consumed as electricity in OECD countries
grew from 12% to 18%; electricity use grew on average by 3.1% per year while coal and oil use fell.
The 1973 oil embargo proved that nuclear energy was vital to the world's energy security. Between
1973 and 1994, nuclear energy replaced 6.8 billion tonnes of coal, 8.3 billion of oil and more than
1.32 trillion cubic meters of natural gas worldwide in generating electricity. By now, nuclear energy
has acquired a strong position in the electricity generation sector as a mature technology. At the start
of 1996, worldwide 437 commercial nuclear power reactors were in operation in 32 countries
supplying 17% of the world's electricity (coal 39%, oil 11%, natural gas 14% and hydro 19%), 39
were under construction in 14 countries. (In OECD countries nuclear energy produces 23% of all
electricity.) Over 7700 years of operating with commercial reactors has been accumulated, and there
are more than 310 research reactors operating worldwide in 54 countries, and more under
construction. (A survey based on official figures shows that contrary to popular opinion that the only
nuclear growth is in east Asia, Europe has 19 new reactors under construction and 13 of these are
likely to come on line before 2000. France will complete four large (1450 MWe) reactors, and the
other are in central and eastern Europe: Czech /2/, Russia /3/, Slovakia /2/ and Ukraine /2/.) The
world now produces more electricity from nuclear power than it did from all sources in 1956; total
world energy use is now four times what it was in 1950. (Between 1975 and 1992, total electricity
generated world wide on an annual basis increased by 84%. the proportion generated by nuclear by
almost 500%)
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the management of waste and misuse of plutonium will require resolution. (Indeed, the dismantling of
nuclear weapons by the US and Russia is rapidly increasing the amount of fissile material to be used
or rendered safe.) In the meantime, technological developments during the last decade have shown
new ways of improving the safety and security of nuclear fuel cycles by considerably reducing the
probability of core-damage accident with significant radioactive release, the waste problem and
dangers of nuclear terrorism. There has also been progress in the design of simpler and safer thermal
reactors of smaller sizes, suited to a wider variety of countries and utility structures. However, to
prove such possibilities would need substantial effort; this might take many years and cost many
dollars. Such a delay might be acceptable if it would be used to build up the international institutions
likely to be needed if large scale expansion of nuclear power were to take place.
As far as Croatia is concerned, the uncertainties of growth in Croatian energy demand over the next
decades, together with growing environmental considerations and protection constraints, are such that
Croatia needs to have flexibility to respond by having the option of expanding the nuclear sector
and/or the ability to make substantial use of renewable energy resources. Personally, we believe thai
there is a future for extended use of nuclear energy in Croatia. Sooner or later (let it be sooner) the
advantages of nuclear energy will become obvious to everybody. On the other hand, we do not believe
that this will happen automatically. The revival of nuclear option for Croatian energy future is
therefore a great challenge. Convincing is sometimes quite hopeless; a mess of contradictory
information and feelings become dominant. We cannot find the correct words to stress the importance
of public information on nuclear energy. This information should cover not only nuclear technology
but also all aspects of ionising radiation, biological effects of radiation, natural background radiation
and the properties of radioactive materials. We know that very much has already been done and
recognise that it is impossible to teach everybody to understand these matters. In spite of this, we
think that only public understanding leads to public acceptance. There may be a long way to go, but it
is the only possible one that we know. A hundred years ago there was a debate about the acceptability
of electricity. Very many fears had to be overcome before electricity was introduced into society and
fully accepted. Nowadays nobody seriously suggests that we should get rid of it. We can see here an
analogy with the public acceptance of nuclear energy with the one important difference: today's
society is far more open and critical toward controversial issues. That is why entering the public
dialogue and debate is so important. It is the responsibility of the scientific community with the
knowledge about energy technologies to inform of the facts. Then it is public responsibility to become
informed and make decisions based on that information; it is important that any decision be based on
scientific facts rather than dreams or fears. Finally, we all also have responsibility to future
generations to ensure an adequate supply of energy so that they can enjoy a good life, too.
The advice is therefore to keep the Croatian nuclear option open to gain time to find ways of resolving
the identified issues.
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Abstract

Possible scenarios of future electricity production and supply, especially their environmental impact
and social acceptability, have recently been put in the focus of overall interest. This paper analyzes
the air impact and costs of possible developing options, varying the fuel types for future power
plants. Nuclear option has also been taken in consideration. Two categories of costs have been
introduced [I]: internal cost (investment, O&M and fuel cost) and external cost (monetary
equivalent of the environmental damage caused by plant operation).

Main indicators of the Croatian power system

1275 MW 332 MW

2040 MW

Croatian power system, with total available installed
power of 3647 MWel, can be considered small. At
present, more than 50% of total installed power
accounts for hydroelectric and less than 10% for
nuclear power plants (Figure 1). Among thermal
power plants, dominating are conventional and
cogeneration plants, both oil-fired with the possibility
of burning natural gas as an alternative fuel. Apart
from that, natural gas is burned in the only two peak-
load combined-cycle plants.

Figure 1. Structure of the generating facilities in the Croatian electrical power system

Due to the war in Croatia, electricity consumption dropped in the period 1990-1993 from 14,5 TWh
to only 10,5 TWh [2], but afterwards it started recuperating, together with the normalization of the
war issue. In 1995, electricity consumption was about 11,5 TWh.

of the future electrical demand

According to [3], Croatian GNP should rise in the period till 2020 by an average annual rate of 5%, in
order to reach the pre-war GNP in the near future, preferably by the year 2000. Assuming that the
elasticity coefficient between GNP and electricity consumption equals 1, the needed increase rate of
electricity consumption should be 5% per year (Figure 2). Future peak load was estimated
according to the same 5%-increase assumption.
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Figure 2. Electricity consumption in years 2010 and 2020, based on 5% yearly increase rate
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Remark. Elasticity coefficient represents a ratio between relative electricity consumption increase (%)
and relative GNP increase (%). In developed European countries it is proven that elasticity coefficient
is greater than I, even close to 2. Value 1 is taken here as a minimal reasonable value.

Tool for calculation and evaluation

On the basis of electrical demand forecast, projections of the needed new generating capacities, as
well as future developing scenarios have been made. Emission (SO2, NO,, particulates and CO2-
equivalents) and cost calculation for various developing options, that will be considered in the
following text, are made using the EM - The Environmental Manual for Power Development, a
software package recently developed in Germany and coordinated by the World Bank.

The purpose of the EM package is to evaluate environment and cost impacts of different energy
projects and system expansion plans, and to identify environmental control options and suitable
project alternatives. The EM model provides the generic ("built-in") data base in which relevant
information about typical power plants and their supporting infrastructure is included. Generic data
records are a substitute for information on energy options under consideration. Generic records can be
used either unchanged for approximate calculations, or can be adjusted to user's specific situation
for more accurate analysis.

Two time horizons: year 2010 and year 2020

In order to cover both the mid-term and the long-term projections, two time horizons and accordingly,
two developing projections have been analyzed: the first one till the year 2010, and the second one till
2020. Only additional power plants needed till 2010 (i.e. 2020) are observed, that is emission and
cost calculations have been made for additional capacity only. Further, it was assumed that none of
the existing plants will be retired till 2020, although some of them are already close to the end of their
life-time. Each developing projection consists of several options that differ in the shares of fuels for
future power plants. Fuels under consideration are low-sulfur coal (1% sulfur), natural gas and
nuclear fuel. It is important to point out that no fuel restrictions in the future have been assumed.

Each option assumes the same hydroelectric power of 184 MW, which is taken as a fixed capacity. It
refers to two HPPs with best chances to be realized, but are not necessarily the only possible hydro-
projects. Anyhow, new exploitable hydro-potential in Croatia is very limited, so any additional
hydroelectric plant would not influence much on the need for thermal power plants.

Characteristics of the candidate generation units are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of the observed generation units in future developing scenarios

PLANT TYPE

HYDRO - big

HYDRO-medium

NUCLEAR-PWR

COAMowS/+ECT

GAS - combined cycle

Capacity

(MW)

140

44

600

300

200

n
%
-
-

33

37

46

Investment1

(US$/kW)

2000

2500

2400

1200 + 275= 1475

700

O&M cost1

(US$/kWa)

40

50

80

30+17 = 47

14

Fuel Price'

(US$/MWh in)

-

-

1,7

7,2

16,2

(USS/GJ)

-

-

0,47

2,0

4,5

ECT = emission control technology
' Investment and O&M cost data were taken from the EM generic data base, while fuel price from [4]

It is important to emphasize that emissions from the observed plants are all in compliance with
European Union's (EU) air standard, that is, equipped with appropriate emission control
technologies. The investment needed for desulfurisation (wet scrubber) is 263 S/kW, and for DeNOv

device (SNCR) 12 $/kW, which makes altogether around 275 $/k\V of extra investment to meet the
existing EU regulations.
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Developing strategies till the year 2010

By the year 2010 Croatia will need another 2000 MW of electrical power and 12 TWh of electrical
energy. In Table 2, there are listed four options of the new installed power regarding the used fuel:
gas, coal-gas, coal and nucl-coal-gas option. Their names suggest the dominant fuel in each option.
For instance, option 1 (called gas) includes maximal installed capacity in gas CC plants (eight units,
200 MW each, which makes 1600 MW of gas plants), while the rest accounts for one coal unit (300
MW) and two hydroelectric plants (together 184 MW). Option 4, called nucl-coal-gas, assumes one
nuclear plant with rated capacity of 600 MW, while the remaining power demand is met by two gas
units (400 MW) and three coal units (900 MW). Although the last, nuclear, option is rather unrealistic
for such a short period, because of numerous reasons (one of them being public opinion disapproval),
it was included just for comparison.

Table 2. Structure of the new generating capacities till 2010 in MWel, regarding !he fuel used

^^~---\^^ Option
PLANT TYPEr~~-\^^

gas TPJP

1 (gas)

140 + 44

8x200

1 x300

0

2 (coal-gas)

140 + 44

4x200

4x300

0

3 (coal)

140 + 44

2x200

5x300

0

4 (nucl-coal-gas)

140 + 44

2x200

3x300

1 x600

Results of the EM calculation - airborne emissions (SO2, NOX, particulates) and greenhouse gases
(represented by the CCVequivaients) - are given in Figure 3. Particulates are given in a ten-time
enlarged scale, while CC^-equivalents in a 1000-time reduced scale, in order to fit the same graph.

25000

t/yr nucl-coal-gas

t/yr
xO,1 t/yr

x 1000 t/yr
Figure 3. Airborne emissions and greenhouse gases for the 2010 scenario

gas

As expected, the gas option is the most environmentally sound, while the coal option causes the
biggest pollution. Since the nuclear option includes considerable share of coal plants (900 MW, see
Table 2), it turned out to be the second best regarding the pollution. (Nuclear plants themselves do not
cause any airborne emissions or greenhouse gases on the electricity generation level). It is confirmed
once again that nuclear plants, apart from gas-fired plants, are best available solution for cutting down
CO? emission. This fact is significant because there still exist no commercially justified direct
methods for reducing CO? emission from a power plant.
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Costs, expressed annually, are observed over a 30-year period (Figure 4). Real costs, called internal,
include investment, operating and maintenance (O&M) and fuel cost. External costs are proportional
to the level of pollution and represent equivalent monetary value of environmental damage due to
construction and operation of the observed plants. Both internal and external costs are observed in
annual values with an interest rate of 8%.

(Internal cost) External cost

gas coal-gas coal nucl-coal-gas

Figure 4. Internal and external costs of the generating capacities added till 2010

Although the gas option has the lowest internal as well as external costs, uncertainty of future natural
gas supply and dependence on import make the gas developing strategy unreliable. .If external costs
would be incorporated in the price of electricity, that is if they would stop being a virtual category,
the coal option would definitely turned out the most expensive. One should keep in mind that low-
sulfur coal (1% sulfur) has been used, and all needed emission control devices implemented.
External costs would naturally be much higher if this was not the case.

Developing strategies till the year 2020

Assuming that electricity consumption will continue to grow with 5% escalation rate after the year
2010 as well, Croatian electricity grid will need to expand quite rapidly: additional 4500 MW and 27
TWh/yr (with respect to the present state) will be needed to meet the electrical demand in the year
2020. Since nuclear option should by ali means be taken in consideration till 2020, options 1-4
include one or more nuclear power plants, while only the last option is completely non-nuclear (see
Table 3). For example, option 1 assumes as much as 4 nuclear plants, 6 gas CC units and 3 coal
plants, which is 2400 MW in NPPs, 1200 MW in gas and 900 MW in coal plants. As in every option,
there is 184 MW of hydroelectric power also included. Options 2 and 4 both include 2 nuclear units,
but differ in the share of coal and gas. Option 3 assumes only one nuclear plant and approximately the
same capacity in coal (1800 MW) as in gas (2000 MW).

Table 3. Structure of the new generating capacities till 2020 in MWel, regarding the fuel used

^~~"~~-\_^^ Option
PLANT T Y p 1 t \ _ _ ^

HPP K '

gasPP

1 (nucl-max)

140 + 44

6x200

3 x300

4 x 600

2 (nucl-gas)

140 + 44

10x200

4 x 300

2 x 600

3 (nucl-coal-gas)

140 + 44

10x200

6 x300

1 x 600

4 (nucl-coal)

140 + 44

4x200

8x300

2 x 600

5 (no-nucl)

140 + 44

9x200

9x300

0

As shown in Figure 5, the no-nuclear option (5) causes highest emission levels, even twice as high
compared to nucl-max option (1). The effect of coal share is obvious: the wider usage of coal, the
hi»her emissions.
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Figure 5. Airborne emissions and greenhouse gases for the 2020 scenario
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costs rise with the number of nuclear plants, while external costs act the other way round
they are proportional to emissions. Altogether, total costs are lower for "nuclear-friendly"

1600
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.Figure 6. Internal and external costs of the generating capacities added till 2020

no-nucl

To find out how big would be the investment needed for emission control technology (ECT) only, one
should multiply the specific ECT cost (275 US$/kW) by projected capacity of coal plants. (Only
coal plants request mitigation measures, whereas gas plants are already in compliance with EU air
standard, and need no additional ECT.) For example, if the coal units were represented by as much as
1500 MW (like the coal option in the 2010 scenario), an investment of some 400 million US dollars
would be needed to equip them with appropriate emission control devices. Roughly speaking, about
15% of investment, i.e. of annual internal cost accounts for emission control, which certainly is a
considerable expenditure.

Figure 7 indirectly shows the effect of imposed control measures and air standards on further
emission trends. Here, total emissions in years 2010 and 2020 are presented, obtained as a sum of
1990-measured value and average additional value, resulting from our two developing projections.
Ever growing emission trends indicate it will be practically impossible to "freeze" emissions
(especially CO2) at some level and keep them constant after a certain point in the future. As a result of
strict regulations for SO2, it will on average rise by some 0,6% yearly, even though the electricity
production will rise at a rate of 5% per year. Unlike that, NON and CO2 emissions will grow by some
6% per year. This means that SO2 emission control is not only much more efficient than NOX control
(wet scrubber abatement factor is more than 90%, while SNCR abatement factor is only 50%), but
also that imposed IIU regulations are more restrictive for SO2 than for N'OX.
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* measured, [5]
" in compliance

with EU standard

1990* 2000 2010" 2020"

Figure 7. Emission trends based on average pollution level in the future

year

Given values in Figure 7 reflect a state where all new plants are equipped with sufficient ECT, but the
existing plants do not have any ECT implemented. Although adding emission control in the existing
coal and fuel-oil plants would help reduce emissions increase rate, more effective measures would be
orientation towards nuclear plants as well as demand side management.

Conclusion

Assuming the 5% increase rate of electricity consumption in Croatia, several developing options till
the year 2010, i.e., 2020 have been created, regarding the possible primary resources: low-sulfur
coal, natural gas and nuclear fuel. Air emissions are proportional to the share of coal plants, since
coal plants are major polluters. Hence, any non-nuclear option cause higher emissions than the
nuclear option, because electrical demand has to be met by coal and gas plants. Till the year 2010, the
most environmentally and financially acceptable would be the gas option, with the domination of
combined-cycle (CC) plants. However, further intense increase of electrical demand in the period
2010-2020 would request a very large number of gas CC units, that would in turn not only enlarge the
costs of the gas option but also cause location problems. Apart from that, there is an open issue of
future gas supply and trying to reduce dependence on fuel import, all of that not being in favour of
predominant usage of gas.

In favor of nuclear plants speak zero emissions on the plant level (supporting infrastructure as a part
of the nuclear energy chain has not been considered), which means that NPP can be the solution for
cutting down CO2 emission. One of the reasons against the nuclear option is high investment needed.
However, if environmental damage would have to be paid for (in form of external costs), it turns out
that the cheapest would be exactly the nuclear option. Taking all the pros and cons in consideration, it
would be necessary and reasonable to include at least one nuclear power plant in the long-term
construction plan (till 2020).
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Abstract

Whilst general public accepts the operation of western designed nuclear power stations
as safe, waste management and decommission still figure as open problems, although such
views are not in agreement with technical and economic status of these operations. A concern
with imagined problems can have the effect of neglecting the real ones.

In considering the long term development of nuclear energy the real problems can be
associated with the wide use of plutonium and multiplication of national reprocessing and
enrichment installations. Nuclear proliferation safety could be retained and developed through
establishment of international nuclear fuel centres. Their operation would be particularly
beneficial for small or medium nuclear countries.

Several arguments are given why it is not premature to initiate a study which would
identify and analyze the problems of establishing an international nuclear fuel centre. Central
Europe could be a region which could be served by one of such nuclear fuel centres.

Introduction

With present 440 or so nuclear reactors in operation, nuclear energy participates with
about 15% in world electricity production and with about 6% in total energy production. What
can we expect in future, in view of the fact that fossil fuels, particularly coal are, CO2 emitting,
that gas and oil are scarce and that solar electricity is still too expensive. Twenty years for an
energy system is a close future, so let us have a look up to year 2050. Energy systems in the past
have required 60-70 years for a significant structure change. There is no reason to expect much
shorter periods in future, as the unit sizes have gone up, as have the lifetimes of power stations.
By the year 2050 no new energy source, which we do not know today, could give a significant
contribution. Nuclear fission was discovered in 1939, and in close to 60 years it has reached the
share of 6%, respectively 15% in energy production. Nuclear fusion is not yet there where
fission was in 1942, when the first chain reaction was sustained in Chicago pile. Well considered
forecasts of energy consumption for the year 2050 estimate it larger by a factor between two and
three above the 1990 rate, which was about 13.0 TWy.

This increase would result both from the population growth and from the consumption
increase, particularly in the developing countries of the world. An increase by a factor of two, i.e.
at the lower limit of forecast, implies very serious measures to control the population growth and
to improve the energy use efficiency. This is the optimistic view of future developments. Without
such measures extrapolations of prevailing trends lead to an increase of energy consumption by a
factor of 3, to over 40 TWy by the year 20501'1.

In view of the efforts that would be required to keep the consumption at the lower limit,
the more likely increase will be somewhere between the factor of two and three. In the year
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1994 energy consumption and production of 13.4 TWy, fossil fuels, oil, gas and coal contributed
with 10.2 TWy, hydro power and nuclear with 0.8 TWy each. Assuming an increase by factor of
2.5 by the year 2050, should it be covered by fossil fuels, it would mean a trebling of their
consumption.

Regardless of resource problems, which certainly would be very real for gas and oil,
such an increase of fossil fuel consumption could not be accepted from the environmental point
of view. World is running out of environment faster then out of the resources.

No serious study of the environmental effects of fossil fuel and biomass energy, such as
greenhouse effect, air pollution, deforestation could accept their threefold increase. The burden
on environment would be intolerable. What could be the acceptable alternative to fill the gap if
fossiJ fuel use increase must be restricted? Solar energy is, no doubt, attractive from the
environmental point of view. However, should solar energy reach a share of 15% in total energy
production, when it would start to be a significant contribution, it would have to multiply present
contribution by many thousand times. Rate of increase in the past decade does not give a ground
for optimism about reaching this goal. Without discussing sources which could give only a
marginal contribution, such as the waves or wind energy, one must consider nuclear energy. It is
environmentally benign, and, unlike solar energy, it is already technically and economically
viable source. Nuclear fission is available in time to reduce the burden on environment by
sharing in the energy production increase that would otherwise have to be covered by fossil
fuels. If the nuclear share could reach 20-30% of the total energy production, it would be a
significant contribution towards control of CO2 emission, though not enough without other
measures to cut CO2 emission. Even if solar and nuclear could together supply 40% of the
energy needs at the level of 30 TWy by the year 2050, a large increase of fossil fuel use would
still be required to cover the rest.

Real problems of long term nuclear development

Rather than argue for a obviously necessary larger share of nuclear by 2050, we want to
discuss what would it mean to increase nuclear share in energy production by about 4 times from
the present share of about 6%. A the 2050 energy production level and the nuclear share of
about 25%, about ten times the present number of nuclear reactors would be needed, that is
some 4000. Looking at the nuclear fiiel required, with open fuel cycle, these 4000 reactors
would for their life time require close to 20 million tones of uranium. We can immediately
conclude that the present utilisation of uranium cannot be adequate for the nuclear energy use on
such a scale121. Uranium and plutonium recycling offer a modest improvement, whilst preserving
essentially the same reactor technology. More radical solution, which can increase uranium
utilisation by a large factor, are breeder reactors. In both cases fuel reprocessing and plutonium
use become the obligatory links in the nuclear energy production chain. With 4000 reactor
distributed in many more countries than today, a similar trend can be expected with reprocessing
and enrichment installations. To those who follow the nuclear disarmament process this would
be an undesirable development. Production and traffic in plutonium present a risk from the
nuclear proliferation point of view. Even though five nominal nuclear powers, USA, Russia.
China, UK, and France, did not reach this status through the path of peaceful use of nuclear
energy, it is accepted that the technologies used in nuclear power production can be also used to
produce nuclear explosives. This applies primarily to reprocessing of spent fuel and to uranium
enrichment. These fuel cycle operation were identified as proliferation sensitive in the 1979/81
International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation, 1NFCE. Annual amount of spent fuel from 4000
reactors would contain several hundreds of tons of plutonium, a quantity sufficient for many
thousands of the Hiroshima size bombs.
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Tables 1. and 2. be|low give the reprocessing and enrichment installations outside of five
nuclear weapon countries.

Unfortunately, the possibilities to abuse peaceful technologies, arising from the
possession of respective installations, have not remained only the theoretical ones. Nuclear
explosives have been produced by South Africa, India, Israel, their production attempted by
North Korea, Pakistan and Iraq.

Country
Argentina

Brazil
Germany

Japan

Netherlands
Pakistan
Rep. of
South Africa

Iraq

Type
Diffusion
Diffusion
Jetnozzle

Centrifuge
Nozzle

Chemical
Centrifuge
Centrifuge
Centrifuge
Centrifuge
Centrifuge
Centrifuge

Helikon

Helikon

Capacity in

Plant
Pilcaniyeu 1
Pilcaniyeu 2

Resende
Urenco D

Steag
Hyuga

Nyngyo-Toge (P)
Nyngyo-Toge(D)
Rokkasho-Mura 1
Rokkasho-Mura 2

Urenco N
Kahuta

Pelindaba

Valindaba

operation, total: 2

Capacity SWU/y
20000

100000
10000

530000
50000

2000
50000

200000
600000
900000

1200000
5000

10000-20000

300000

357 000 SWU/y

Status
operation

constr.
constr.

operation
operation
operation
operation
operation
operation

constr.
operation
operation

out of
operation
operation
destroyed

Table 1. Enrichment installations outside of nuclear weapon countries
(about 4000 SWU required for one Hiroshima size bomb)

Country
Argentina
Belgium
Brazil
Germany

India

Italy
Japan
North Korea (DPRK)
Israel

Plant
Ezeiza

Mol
Sao Paulo

WAK

Kalpakkam 1
Tarapur
Trombay

Kalpakkam 2
Saluggia

Rokkasho Mura
Yong-ding

Capacity t/y
5

100

40

125
100
50
100
10

800
80-100 (estimate)

Status
operation 1989
operation 1974

construction
oper. 1971, shut

down 1990
operation 1986
operation 1977
operation 1985

construction
operation 1983
operation 1997
operation 1997

operation

Table 2. Reprocessing facilities outside of nuclear weapon countries
(about 2 tons light water reactor spent fuel contain plutonium for one Hiroshima size bomb)
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When this was happening with about 400 reactors in operation, and with the largest part
of their number in the posession of the nuclear weapon countries, it must be rather clear that the
real problem of the long term nuclear development is how to reconcile the need for plutonium
use with the requirement of nuclear proliferation safety.

We are all aware that in order to gain public confidence nuclear power must be shown to
be safe, economic and environment friendly. However, looking at the longer time scale, nuclear
power must be also sustainable, or else the very large development efforts would not be justified.

Sustajnability requires reprocessing and plutonium use. We must therefore add a
criterium of proliferation safety to those three mentioned before, if we want to gain and preserve
the public confidence in nuclear power.

It must be understood that the nuclear the disarmament process of five nuclear weapon
countries, now in the stage of implementation of START 1 and START 2 agreements, is
essentially dependent on proliferation safety. Furthermore, in parallel with the reduction of
nuclear arms level, conditions of proliferation safety will have to be increasingly stringent. At the
very low armament level, aimed at after the START 2 implementation, a clandestine production
of even few bombs would be a serious setback for the disarmament process.

A peaceful use of nuclear energy must not be seen by the public as an obstacle to nuclear
disarmament. If such perception developed, it would be a serious problem for nuclear energy
development.

However, when we look at the installations listed in the tables 1. and 2., and when we
recal the unfortunate experience of their use and abuse, it is difficult to be optimistic about the
future when perhaps 4000 reactors would be in operation, served by a correspondingly larger
number of national reprocessing and enrichment installations. Clearly, the continuation of past
practices into the future could not be acceptable, of else the world might be faced with the
choice between the nuclear disarmament and the nuclear energy.

Perhaps a more likely outcome of the uncontrolled spread of proliferation sensitive
installations would be a stalemate in disarmament process and a discouragement of the nuclear
energy development outside of the nuclear weapon countries. A group of present and future
small and medium nuclear countries would be the looser in such development.

Small and medium nuclear countries in the long term development

We can therefore understand that the interests of small and medium nuclear countries are
not necessarily identical with the interests of large nuclear countries. Large nuclear countries,
particularly nuclear weapon countries, will not be prevented in the use of nuclear energy even if
disarmament process was stalemated. Small and medium nuclear countries should in that case
expect problems in obtaining proliferation sensitive technologies or services. We are considering
here a future, of 25 to 35 years, when these technologies and services will be required.

What should be the long term policy of small and medium nuclear countries to assure the
unhindered nuclear development?

Technical measure which can help are those that could postpone the need for the fuel
reprocessing. Reactors at present in operation have not been optimised for fuel utilisation. With
fast breeders in sight, plutonium content in spent fuel was considered a valuable feature. Reactor
cores and fuel cycle could be redesigned for burning maximum amount of plutonium in situ.

A long term way to stop the multiplication of national reprocessing and enrichment
installations would be the establishment of international nuclear fuel centres. That would be an
efficient break of the connection between peaceful use of nuclear energy and its military abuse.
For the small and medium nuclear countries international nuclear fuel centres would mean
security of fuel services, without other conditions then those from international agreement such
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as NPT. From the economy point of view international nuclear fuel centres have been
considered by IAEA in 70-ties'31. Economy of scale offered by large international installations
would be an additional attraction to small and medium nuclear countries, where national
installations would be too small for economic operation. Of course, the most important wider
gain would be in the creation of proliferation safety required for progress to very low levels of
nuclear armament. Compared with this gain the enormous problems of creation of such centres
and of closing or internationalizing of existing national ones, appear worth tackling.

The question could be asked is it not too early to consider international nuclear fuel
centres, when the need for them could be expected around the year 2030 or so. There are
several reasons why the study of the problem is not premature.

First is the disarmament argument. If the implementation of START 1 and START 2
agreement goes according to schedule, by 2003 the level of nuclear arms of two nuclear
superpowers would be reduced to 3000 - 3500 warheads each. Next stages, after 2003, going
well bellow this level, would be increasingly dependent on proliferation safety. A commitment by
non nuclear weapon countries to abandon the national enrichment and reprocessing installations
would be very helpful at that stage.

Secondly, an early discussion, and perhaps agreement in principle, about the building of
international nuclear fuel centres could discourage planning or constructions of national
installations, thus easing the problems of introduction of international nuclear fuel centres when
the time for them comes.

Small and medium nuclear countries can only gain through these centres, from the point
of services security and economy and by contributing to conditions for nuclear disarmament.
This group of countries should thus have the initiative in discussing and developing the concept,
as the interest of large nuclear countries are not necessarily the same. An useful starting point, to
identify the problems and approaches, could be a study coordinated by IAEA of a regional
nuclear fuel centre for Central Europe.
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ABSTRACT

During the early days of commercial nuclear power, many countries looking to
add nuclear power to their energy mix required large plants to meet the energy
needs of rapidly growing populations and large industrial complexes. The
majority of plants worldwide are in the range of 1000 megawatts and beyond.
During the 1970s, it became apparent that a smaller nuclear plants would appeal
to utilities looking to add additional power capacity to existing grids, or to
utilities in smaller countries which were seeking efficient, new nuclear
generation capacity for the first time.

For instance, the Westinghouse-designed 600 megawatt Krsko plant in Slovenia
began operation in 1980, providing electricity to inhabitants of relatively small,
yet industrial populations of Slovenia and Croatia. This plant design
incorporated the best, proven technology available at that time, based on
20 years of Westinghouse PWR pioneering experience.

Beginning in the early 1980s, Westinghouse began to build further upon that
experience - in part through the advanced light water reactor programs
established by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) — to design a simplified, advanced nuclear reactor
in the 600 megawatt range. Originally, Westinghouse's development of its
AP600 (advanced, passive 600-megawatt) plants was geared towards the needs
of U.S utilities which specified smaller, simplified nuclear options for the
decades ahead. It soon became evident that the small and medium sized
electricity grids of the international markets could benefit from this new reactor.
From the earliest days of Westinghouse's AP600 development, the corporation
invited members of the international nuclear community to lake part in the
design, development and testing of the AP600 — with the goal of designing a
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reactor that would meet the diverse needs of an international industry composed
of countries with similar, yet different, concerns.

HISTORY OF AP600 DEVELOPMENT

Westinghouse embarked upon the AP600 program in 1985 as a means to
revitalize nuclear power in the U.S. Reactor size was fundamentally the
outgrowth of surveys of U.S. utilities conducted by EPRI in the mid-1980s and
verified recently. Much of the technology was driven by what the utilities were
looking for in the next generation of plants. To control operation and
maintenance costs, the utilities wanted a simple plant that is easy to run and easy
to maintain. Other issues of concern to the utilities were construction schedule
and licensing certainty.

In 1989, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) initiated a design certification program to develop and
commercialize advanced light water reactors (ALWRs) for the next round of
power plant construction. Westinghouse accepted their challenge and formed an
international team to develop a design that would satisfy the standards set by
DOE. In 1996, that program between government and industry continues to
nurture the development of advanced, simplified technology culminating in a
simpler, more forgiving, and less costly reactor.

The AP600 design strikes a balance between the use of proven technology and
new approaches. The result is a greatly streamlined plant that can meet safety
regulations and reliability requirements, be economically competitive, and
promote broader public confidence in nuclear energy. When its comprehensive
test program was completed at the end of 1994, the Westinghouse AP600
became the most thoroughly tested advanced reactor design ever reviewed by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

THE AP600 TEAM

The AP600 has been influenced since its conception by the participation of the
DOE, which considers the AP600 an integral part of America's national energy
strategy; EPRI, one of the nuclear industry's premier institutions; and two
industry teams from the U.S. — the Advanced Reactor Corporation (ARC) and
the ALWR Steering Committee.

Westinghouse designed the first commercial nuclear power plant more than
30 years ago and has been the leader in continued development ever since. More
than half the world's nuclear electricity is produced by reactors built to the
Westinghouse design.

The AP600 team reflects this experience, but also embraces the talents and
historic accomplishments of numerous electric utility companies, engineering,
architectural, and construction firms, plus the academic community.
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A cornerstone of the AP600 Program has been the involvement of the nuclear
utilities worldwide; the participation of 20 nations in addition lo the U.S. has
been an invaluable asset. The contributions of these countries range from
contributing module analysis and design; participating in overall plant
engineering; component engineering and testing; plant layout and detailed design
work on balance-of-plant; and the support of plant layout efforts. The joint
efforts of engineers from many nations ensure the capability of the AP600 to
meet small- or medium-sized electricity generation needs worldwide. In
addition, the AP600 - with its simplified systems, enhanced safety margins and
lower costs — is designed to be more understandable and acceptable to the
general public.

UTILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW, SIMPLIFIED PLANTS

Through the very broad participation of numerous countries, the wealth of
information that has been generated worldwide relating to nuclear power plant
safety and operations has been focused in the EPRI's ALWR Utilities
Requirements Document (ALWR URD). The purpose of the URD is to present
a clear, complete statement of utility desires for their next generation of nuclear
plants, and to this end, it consists of a comprehensive set of design requirements
for future plants.

These requirements are grounded in the proven technology of over 30 years of
commercial U.S. and international experience, while incorporating new features
that ensure a simple, robust, and more forgiving design. Since the inception of
the AP600 program, incorporation of the requirements from the ALWR URD
has been a key design goal.

BUILDING ON PROVEN TECHNOLOGY TO PRODUCE
ENHANCED DESIGN FEATURES

The overall AP600 plant design follows in the decades-long tradition of
Westinghouse two-loop, 600 MWe PWRs, which have operated with average
lifetime availabilities that are 20 percent higher than the national U.S. average
for operating plant availability. The core, primary components, instrumentation
and controls, and natural, passive safety systems are all based on technology that
has been proven in service, or by rigorous testing. The ALWR URD uses the
large experience base from existing LWRs to minimize the risk to the plant
owner, provide confidence relative to credibility of costs and schedules, and
avoid the need for a plant prototype. This philosophy has been strictly followed
from the beginning of the AP600 Program.

Design margins contribute significantly to plant safety through the avoidance of
plant challenges. And, a fundamental AP600 design principle is that ample
margins be included in the design as a means of ensuring plant reliability and
tolerance for off-normal conditions. The low-power density core of the AP600
reactor will provide substantial margin between the fuel operating conditions and
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the experimentally established limits for ensuring fuel rod integrity. Similarly,
corrosion protection measures and thermal design margins for the AP600 steam
generators will increase the margin for primary to secondary plant pressure
boundary integrity. The AP600 pressurizer has a 30 percent greater volume,
which will contribute to the safety margin by providing the capacity to sustain a
wide range of off-normal plant transients without approaching conditions that
call for protective actions; for example, in case of a full load rejection, no
pressurizer relief will be needed in order to prevent the primary system pressure
from reaching the reactor trip setpoint.

Simplification is the key technical concept that drives the safety and economics
of the AP600. These simplified, passive systems depend on the reliable natural
forces of gravity, natural circulation, convection, evaporation, and condensation
instead of AC power supplies and motor-driven components to achieve naturally
safe systems. This new approach to safety simplifies plant systems and
equipment, operation, inspections, maintenance, and quality assurance
requirements by greatly reducing complex components, especially those most
subject to regulation. The AP600 will use 50 percent fewer valves, 80 percent
less safety-grade pipe, 70 percent less control cable, 35 percent fewer pumps,
and 45 percent less seismic building volume than other conventional reactors.

Natural, passive safety systems, which rely on natural forces, provide the
ultimate safety function of the AP600. They offer a simple method for meeting
the same basic PWR safety functions that have traditionally been provided by
active safety systems. The principal safety functions of primary coolant
inventory control, liquid reactivity control, reactor residual heat removal, and
fission product containment will be met with safety systems designed to use
natural driving forces rather than rotating active equipment. The simplicity of
these innovative safety systems, together with their diversity from the active,
normally operating systems, will enhance the defense-in-depth approach to plant
safety.

The AP600 design provides for multiple levels of defense for accident
mitigation. The first level of defense uses the normal AP600 nonsafety systems.
These simplified nonsafety systems automatically actuate to provide a first level
of defense to reduce the likelihood of unnecessary actuation and operation of the
safety-related systems.

The AP600 safety system for primary coolant inventory control uses gravity
injection and nitrogen pressurized accumulators to provide primary coolant
makeup for core cooling and reactivity control in the event a pipe rupture or
other accident causes reduction in primary coolant volume. This system actuates
automatically if the reactor proiection'system detects reduced coolant inventory
and requires only a change in valve positions to achieve its safety function.
Pumps, AC power sources, and operator realignment of equipment are not
required for this system to achieve its safety function.
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The AP600 safety system for reactor residual heat removal uses a natural
circulation heat-exchange loop connected to the reactor and located inside
containment. Using the natural circulation process to drive coolant flow, this
system transfers heat generated in the reactor to a water pool heat sink inside
containment. Heat entering the water pool results in steaming to the containment
that is cooled by an evaporative cooling process on the outside of the steel
containment vessel. This simple, naturally driven system, designed to withstand
full system pressure, serves the same function as a conventional emergency
feedwater system.

The AP600 steel containment vessel prevents radioactive releases to the
environment and serves as the heat transfer path for reactor residual heat
removal in the event of postulated accidents. Heat removal from the
containment is by evaporative cooling of the outside of the steel vessel. This
process is established by gravity flow of water onto the outer surface of the
vessel and by the natural convection of outside air ducted by air baffles over the
vessel outer surface. This system serves the same function as conventional
systems with pumps, heat exchangers, and cooling towers.

Advanced digital, microprocessor-based instrumentation and control (I&C)
technology that Westinghouse has been developing since the late 1970s will
provide many benefits to the AP600. Westinghouse digital I&C systems
simplify and improve many aspects of plant operation, safety, and maintenance.
They increase availability. They help to attain higher levels of productivity.
They even help cut costs.

A digital, multiplexed control system takes the place of hardwired analog
controls and cable-spreading rooms, accounting for a significant decrease in
control cable (80 percent less control cable than current nuclear plants). I&C
components feature built-in diagnostics and board level repair. Most faults can
be repaired quickly by swapping a printed circuit card or instrument module.
Other AP600 I&C features that enhance safety and reliability are: train
separation, self-diagnostics, and equipment monitoring.

PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT (PRA)

PRA is a powerful design tool and is one of the most significant technological
advances in nuclear power today. Its great value lies in the capacity to dovetail
plant safety and performance. Instead of sacrificing performance for safety, the
use of PRA techniques in plant design allows a much better understanding of
safety, while at the same time and from the same data, mechanisms to attain
better capacity factors for the life of the plant.

Nuclear Electric's Sizewell B, a Westinghouse-designed plant now operating in
England, is the first commercial LWR to use a complete PRA as a design tool.
PRA has also been an integral part of the AP600 design process, being used to
probe the design for features that could be improved from a risk standpoint.
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Not only has PRA been an effective design tool, it also demonstrated that the
AP600 design meets safety goals set by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and EPRI, with a core damage frequency of 3.4E-7 per year
for at-power, internal events, using all AP600 systems. The AP600 is not overly
dependent on operator actions, non-nuclear safety systems, or any one passive
safety system. The passive safety systems in the design back up other passive
safety systems, which are in turn backed up by active non-safety systems,
creating an effective redundancy and diversity in plant protection.

AP600 TEST PROGRAM

Because an AP600 has not yet been built, the performance of these safety
systems has to be assessed through detailed analysis using validated safety
analysis computer codes. These computer codes predict the behavior of AP600's
passive safety systems under a vast array of conditions. The AP600 design team
had to develop a test program that would provide data to compare to these
models, thus ensuring that the codes predict the way that the plant performs in
transient situations.

When its comprehensive test program was completed at the end of 1994, the
Westinghouse AP600 became the most thoroughly tested advanced reactor
design ever reviewed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

AP600 technology is supported by almost three years of rigorous testing, at a
cost of $22 million USD to date. The test program is the single most visible
portion of the AP600; it is a global effort, with the cooperation of the
government, industry, and academic world. The results of the test program
verified the performance of those tested components and systems unique to the
plant whose operation is essential to the natural, passive safety concept upon
which the AP600 is based. Of the tests, the two most critical involved testing of
the passive containment cooling system and testing of the passive core cooling
system.

Passive Containment Cooling System (PCS) Tests

The water distribution tests, which supported heat transfer testing, were used to
establish water coverage on the vessel dome and walls, which ranged from full to
partial coverage. When testing was completed, the results verified the design of
the water delivery and distribution system on the containment dome.

The Westinghouse Science and Technology Center (STC) in the U.S., was
prepared for the next phase of testing, which modelled and measured the effects
of the internal heat transfer mechanisms, effects of non-condensables, and
transient conditions similar to those that may be encountered in a severe accident
scenario. Again, testing verified the computer codes.
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The AP600 wind tunnel tests took place at both the University of Western
Ontario's boundary layer wind tunnel, and the National Research Council of
Canada's high speed wind tunnel. These lests were used to develop air baffle
wind loads and have shown that the shield building air inlet\outlet configuration
results in positive wind-induced cooling air flow. Results at high Reynold's
numbers have confirmed test scaling. Testing was also performed on the effects
of site terrain, with equally successful results.

Tests completed earlier at STC — bench wind tunnel experiment, water filrn
formation test, heated plate test, and the air flow path resistance test - have all
supported the results of the PCS tests mentioned above, verifying the AP600
containment integrity.

Passive Core Cooling System (PXS) Tests

Engineers constructed a complete one-quarter scale model of the AP600 at
Oregon State University for the exhaustive scaled low-pressure test sequence.
These tests investigated the behavior of__the entire AP600 safety system
performance with emphasis on the long-term cooling behavior. . Experiments
simulated the transition into long-term cooling with sump injection. Small
breaks included cold leg/hot leg, cold leg balance line, direct vessel injection
line, and pressurizer balance line. The combined integral systems tests
demonstrated that the core was adequately cooled at all times during all loss-of-
coolant accidents (LOCAs).

These tests were conducted using the SPES test loop at the SIET facilities in
Piacenza, Italy. This series of 13 tests, covering a range of small-break LOCAs,
complemented the low-pressure tests conducted in Oregon. Conducted at 1/395
power and. volume scale, this series comprised the extensive integral systems
testing of AP600. The SPES-2 facility consisted of a full-height, full-pressure
simulation of the AP600 primary and passive core cooling systems.

A core makeup tank test facility was built at the Westinghouse Waltz Mill site.
This series of tests investigate the thermal hydraulic behavior of the core makeup
tank under a wide range of conditions including heat up, heat transfer, steam
condensation, drain down, and mixing.

Testing of the in-containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST) and sparger
was completed as part of the automatic depressurization system test conducted at
the VAPORE facility in Casaccia, Italy. It demonstrated the sparger
performance and resulting IRWST loads. This testing took place in two major
phases, totaling 21 steam blowdowns and 24 steam and water blowdowns.

The AP600 test program also comprises extensive component design testing.
All of the tests performed had one result in common the tests showed that the
computer codes for AP600 are accurate and under all predictable circumstances
the AP600 will react as its designers had planned.
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DESIGN CERTIFICATION AND FIRST-OF-A-KIND ENGINEERING

The Design Certification Program related to AP600 is directed toward the goal
of official certification by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. This
certification will replace the need for the Regulatory Commission. This
certification will replace the need for the individual plant licensing process
formerly required in the United States. Westinghouse has been submitting all
required documentation, test results and reports to the U.S. regulatory authorities
— with the goal of attaining final design approval in 1997.

On June 26, 1992, as part of the AP600 design certification program,
Westinghouse met the NRC's deadline for submittal of the AP600 Standard
Safety Analysis Report (SSAR) and probabilistic risk assessment report
Westinghouse submitted the Inspections, Tests, Analysis, and Acceptance
Criteria (ITAAQ in December 1992. The ITAAC is a new, formal part of the
licensing process that enables the design to be certified prior to construction; it
provides the means to ensure, during construction, that the plant technology is
true to the criteria that have already been certified. It is the final chapter in
standardization, and the last chance for an intervenor to halt plant operation.

The highly technical certification process will continue through much of 1996.
When Westinghouse has resolved all the issues to the NRCs satisfaction, they
will issue their final safety analysis report. This action will document the NRC's
acceptance of AP600 safety, and at that point, the AP600 will be saleable in
international markets.

ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES

Plant capital cost — coupled with maintenance and operating expenses — have
been major concerns of utilities worldwide during the past two decades. The
advanced, simplified technology of the AP600 reduces traditional PWR capital,
operating, and maintenance costs by eliminating equipment that is expensive to
purchase, operate, maintain, and which is subject to regulation. For a single
600 MWe unit, the AP600 can be built (in the US.) at a capital cost of
$1500/kW (1993 U.S. dollars), 27 percent lower than a conventional 600 MWe
unit, and $1365/kW (1993 U.S. dollars) for a twin unit, 9 percent lower than a
single AP600 unit. Economies of scale prove that multiple AP600 units can be
more economically constructed.

In addition to capital reductions, the AP600's low power density core, with an
increased total weight of fuel loading, but lower enrichments, can achieve a fuel
cycle cost saving of 14 percent. Similarly, the standardized, simplified passive
design with the removal of redundant active safety systems and increased plant
availability can lower operating costs by an estimated 30 percent, representing a
savings of nearly 25 percent over the current industry average.
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Westinghouse is also participating in the First-of-a-Kind Engineering Program
(FOAKE), one of the building blocks of the U.S. ALWR Program. The goal of
FOAKE is to complete engineering of the design in sufficient detail to define
firm cost and schedule estimates in preparation for construction. Currently,
Westinghouse is 70 percent complete with the FOAKE Program undertaken for
AP600.

CONCLUSION

As the need for power increases and the consequences of burning fossil fuels and
dependence on imported oil and gas become better understood, the world is
realizing the necessity of reviving the nuclear power option. Simplicity, proven
safety, and modular construction techniques make the AP600 the leading
technology for small and medium electricity grids.

In a future where the demand for electricity will increase as countries accelerate
their economic progress, the AP600 advanced, simplified plant, with its proven
technology, extensive testing, and government and utility support, is the best
option with global applications for achieving safe, cost-competitive, reliable, and
environmentally sound power generation.

Westinghouse plans to be ready to support worldwide needs for environmentally
sound growth in electric power generation with more clean, safe, economical
nuclear power plants.
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Abstract - The paper describes the main aspects related to the definition of main controls required to operate
an ISIS-type nuclear power reactors. ISIS is a PWR-type intrinsically safe nuclear reactor designed by
ANSALDO, based on density lock concept; it presents, between the other safety functions, self-depressurization
and core cooling capability for unlimited time.
Due to its specific characteristics, the ISIS reactor required the development of new control philosophy (if
compared with actual nuclear power reactor) with the implementation of new control functions, for instance the
density locks hot/cold interface locations control. This paper describes the main control functions implemented,
their rationale, as well as the dynamic simulation performed to verify the adequacy of controls definitions.
The dynamic simulations here described refers to a step-wise power ramp of 100-90-100 (% of nominal power)
and to a power ramp of 100-50-100 with a slope of 5%/min; the results obtained have shown the ISIS capability
to perform such operational transients, despite its innovative design was mainly focused on intrinsically safe
behaviour.

1. Introduction
The ISIS (Inherently Safe Immersed System) has been conceived and developed by
ANSALDO in recent years starting from 1987 as an innovative reactor with easily
understandable inherent safety features [1]. It is an integrated PWR-type reactor, completely
immersed in a large pool of cold borated water, which builds up on the density lock concept
originally proposed by ABB ATOM for the PIUS plant and embodies innovative ideas for
enhanced passive safety. Despite its innovative conception, the ISIS reactor components are
mainly based on proven technology derived from the ANSALDO experience in the field of
both LWRs and LMFBRs.
The size of the reactor is small: 200 Mwe, in order to make it suitable to small electricity grids
and to non-typical nuclear use, like district heating in isolated areas.
The ISIS addresses the following main safety targets:
• Reactor configuration to provide defence, primarily by prevention, against accidents with

potential severe core damage.
• Self-depresurization of the Primary System, scrubbing effect of water pools and absence of

significant Reactor Containment pressurization, under all accident conditions, to eliminate
the risk of significant radioactive releases to the environment.

Many studies have been performed with the purpose to evaluate the safety characteristics
related to such type of passive nuclear reactor [2],[3],[4]; all the analyses have shown a very
promising plant behaviour even under not anticipated accident conditions and using very
conservative assumptions.
In addition to safety analyses, further studies were performed to evaluate the operational
characteristics of such new concept on nuclear reactor, identifying the new control function to
be implemented and verifying by computer simulation the performance of the systems. This
latest activities are the object of this work.

2. Plant Description
The Inner Vessel (fig. 1), which encloses the circulating, low boron concentration, pressurized
hot water of the Primary System, is immersed in the highly borated pressurized cold water of
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the Intermediate Plenum. The Inner Vessel is provided with Wet Insulation to limit heat
losses towards the Intermediate Plenum in normal operation.
The Reactor Vessel, which is the essential part of the pressure boundary, encloses the
Intermediate Plenum and contains the Integrated Components of the Reactor Module.
The Reactor Vessel is immersed in the cold borated water of a large Reactor Pool at
atmospheric pressure. The Reactor Vessel is not insulated, this allows heat transfer to the
surrounding water of the Reactor Pool under accident conditions.
The Pressurizer upper portion performs the pressure control function; the lower portion
contains cold water and provides additional heat transfer surface to the Reactor Pool under
accident condition.

Figure 1 - ISIS Plant Arrangement

2.1 The primary System
The Primary System of the ISIS reactor is of the integrated type (fig. 2), with the Steam
Generator Unit (SGU) housed in the Reactor Vessel, to which feedwater and steam piping are
connected.
Within the Reactor Vessel, an Inner Vessel provided with wet metallic insulation separates the
circulating low-boron primary water from the surrounding highly borated cold water.
Hot and cold plena are hydraulically connected at the bottom and at the top of the Inner Vessel
by means of open-ended tube bundles, referred to in the following as Lower and Upper
Density Locks The Inner Vessel houses the Core, the Steam Generator Unit and the Primary
Pumps.
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Figure 2 ISIS Components Arrangement

Outstanding feature is the complete immersion of the Pressure Boundary, made up, for each
module, of a Reactor Vessel and of a separated Pressurizer with interconnecting Pipe Ducts, in
a large pool of cold water.
During normal operation, the heat generated in the core is transferred to the SGU via the water
circulated by the Primary Pumps, which are located at the top of the Inner Vessel. In case of
unavailability of this heat transfer route, the cold and highly borated water of the Intermediate
Plenum enters the Primary Circuit from the bottom, mixes up with the hot primary water, shuts
down the reactor and cools the core in natural circulation. The same process, by heating the
intermediate plenum water and the Pressure Boundary metal, activates the natural heat transfer
route towards the Reactor Pool, which contains approximately 6.000 cubic meters of cold
water.
The water inventory in the Reactor Pool is large enough to allow the water itself to remain
below the boiling point after removal of the decay heat for about a week.
Cooling down of the plant pool is guaranteed, anyway, for an unlimited time, by two loops
provided with water-air heat exchangers in natural circulation, sized to reject to the
atmosphere, at steady state, approximately 2 MW and thereby capable to prevent the pool
water from boiling.
Similarly to the PIUS reactor concept, the shut down and cooling functions of the core are
carried out, in any condition, by the highly borated cold water of a plenum, which is
hydraulically connected to the primary system by means of density locks.
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However, unlike the PIUS, the intermediate plenum of ISIS contains a relatively small
inventory of cold water (approximately 300 cubic meters per reactor module) at primary
system pressure.
The description of the main characteristics of the major reactor components can be found in

[1].

3. Main Control Systems Philosophy
The operation of ISIS reactor is based on the balance of three pressure heads:
1. the elevation heads provided by the cold water in the inner vessel pool between the upper

and the lower density locks
2. the elevation heads provided by core and riser with the associated pressure drops.
3. the pressure heads deriving from the balance of head provided by the primary pumps minus

the pressure drops in the steam generator and downcomer
Those three pressure heads must be continuously balanced by the control system in order to
assure proper reactor operating conditions; if the pressure heads provided by the primary
pumps, for example, decreases, some cold borated water will enter the primary system
thorough the lower density lock, and on the contrary if the pressure heads provided by the
primary pump increases some hot water will leave the primary system through the lower
density lock.

In this context, the basic control philosophy that has been identified, is to operate the reactor
maintaining constant the core outlet temperature, at any power level (in the range of interest of
control); this is done with the purpose to minimize the actions requested to the primary pumps
which have to compensate all the temperature change in the riser. Since the plant is not
provided with control rods and the steam generator has quite a low heat capacity, the fastest
way to introduce or extract reactivity from the core is to change the average moderator
temperature by acting on the steam generator feedwater flow. It means that a power change
request is transmitted to the feedwater control system that firstly changes the feedwater flow
and consequently the core inlet temperature and the reactor power changes according to the
feedwater flow variation.

The core outlet temperature tends to remain almost unchanged by itself, but any deviation from
the design value is adjusted by inserting or extracting Boron from the core, in order to match
the reactivity balance and to report the average core temperature at the programmed value.
The steam flow is changed by the steam pressure control system that acts on steam flow
control valves to maintain the steam line pressure even when feedwater flow variations occur.

Temperature variations of primary system causes some water to enter or leave the primary
system through the two density locks. The lower density lock control acts in such a way
(changing the primary pumps rotational speed) to avoid any flow through the lower density
lock as well as the upper density lock control system acts in such a way (injecting or extracting
flow in the riser) to avoid any flow through the upper density lock.

Fig. 3 shows the location, in terms of sensors and actuators, of the mentioned control systems,
i.e.:

Feedwater and Reactivity Control System ( FRC );
Primary Pressure Control System ( PPC );
Secondary pressure Control System ( SPC );
Lower Density Lock Control System ( LDC );
Upper Density Lock Control system ( UDC );
Boron reactivity Control system (BRC ).
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Figure 3 - ISIS Reactor with the main controls

In particular, the LDC system performs the task to maintain constant the hot/cold interface
position (known by measuring a set of water temperatures in the pipes of the lower density
lock itself: the interface is maintained at a temperature which is the average between the
intermediate pool temperature and the core inlet temperature). The variation of the
temperature in the middle of the density lock, with respect to the above defined variable set-
point, acts on the primary pumps rotational speed, varying the primary flow and, finally,
readjusting the hot/cold interface.

Similarly, the UDC system controls the hot/cold interface location in the upper density lock,
maintaining the mean section of the density lock at a constant temperature, intermediate
between the riser and the intermediate pool temperature. The aim is to avoid inlet of borated
water to the primary system and to control the primary system inventory, by injecting or
extracting water from the primary system through a control valve.

It is to be noted that the control schemes proposed , as a first approach, are quite "classical",
being formed by P-I Controllers, Lag filters, non-linear elements like deadbands, etc.

4. Results of simulation of manoeuvres
After the first functional definition of the control loops, their identification in terms of transfer
functions and their individual basic assessment by means of a quite complete JS1S reactor
model, built using the RELAP5/Mod3 computer program [5], the same non-linear model has
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been utilised to simulate typical load-following transients, which allow a significative validation
of the overall control scheine and of the integrated control loops behaviour.

4.1 Step-wise power m|n6euvre 100-90-100% of nominal (tower
In Fig. 4 the requested power and the turbine power are plotted; the latter matches exactly the
set-point within about 3 minutes from the step request..
The FRC system operates in such a way to increase or reduce the power exchanged in the
Steam Generator (S/G), and the SPC system varies the steam flow to maintain a constant
pressure at the S/G outlet. The results of these actions are illustrated in Fig.5: feedwater flow
and steam flow ( controlling parameters ) move as the power.

In Fig. 6 the core inlet and riser temperature are shown: the second is almost constant and the
BRS is not activated; the core inlet temperature firstly increases, due to the feedwater
decreasing, introducing negative reactivity in the core, then decreases, as the feedwater
increases, to introduce positive reactivity in the core.

Pressuriser pressure and level show limited variations and, being controlled in a similar way as
a typical PWR does, are not illustrated. More interesting is the behaviour of the flow through
the two density locks ( lower and upper ). The first is shown in Fig. 7 and remains a very
stable, due to the suitable variations of primary pumps rotational speed ( Fig. 8 ), which is
consistent with the behaviour of primary system temperatures. The second ( Fig. 9 ) shows,
instead, some oscillations, such to cause some borated water to enter the primary system ( this
fact causes the mismatch that can be noted between the initial and final, steady-state, value of
many parameters (temperatures and main pumps speed ). An optimisation of the UDC system
logic should be performed to better cope with this step transient.

4.2 Power ramp 100-50-100% of nominal power
The power ramp variation at the rate of 5%/minute is suitably performed ( see Figures 10 and
11). The control systems act as in the previous transient, but, being larger the power span to
be covered, also the BRC system is requested to operate, actuated by the riser temperature
variations outside a fixed deadband ( Fig. 12 ); the core inlet temperature varies, as before,
according to FRC system action. The resulting core boron concentration is illustrated in
Fig. 13: the system is activated for boration and deboration.
Also during this transient, the lower density lock presents a very stable behaviour, while the
upper one presents some oscillations in correspondance with primary system cooldown or
heatup processes: this causes the unwanted inlet of some borated water into the primary
system.

5. Conclusions
The results reported show that the control philosophy adopted for the ISIS Plant is adequate to
perform typical plant manoeuvres in the range 100-50% of nominal power.
Specifically, it has been shown as the plant, even if not provided with reactor control rods, is
able to perform power changes as fast as the larger common PWR reactors using feedback on
reactivity provided by change of moderator temperature.
The lower density lock hot/cold interface location is controlled with a limited adjustment of the
primary pumps rotational speed (less than 2% ), such that the plant safety is not impaired.
Some further adjustment of control logics and parameters is required, in particular for UDC
system, that the analyses have shown to be critical. Also the more typical pressuriser control
(PPC) needs optimisations.
Recent analyses have confirmed that the defined control scheme is also suitable, with limited
modifications, to cover plant conditions below 50% of nominal power. Also a complete plant
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startup from cold conditions has been simulated, showing satisfactory results and an overall
required time of about 10 hours.
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Abstract
Specific requirement* to nuolear power units for small-size and medium-size electrioity grids
are under consideration. Among the main requirements are as follows: compliance of power
unit output with the grid stability, enhanoed NPP reliability and safety, competitiveness of the
power generated.

As it b shown in the report , Simplified Vessel-type Boiling Water Reactors (SVBWR) meet
the totality of the requirements imposed on.

Design and main characteristics of SVBWR-type VK-300 reactor and two-unit NPP with such
reactois being developed by RDIPE are described.

VK-300 and NPP safety problems including ones for underground NPP layout are under
consideration.

INTRODUCTION
Nuclear power units for small-size and medium-size power grids should meet a
number of specific requirements. Nuclear power unit capacity should be chosen
on the basis of both operational conditions specific for base load, and
conditions for assuring power grid stability. It is clear that, for small-size and
medium-size power grids both these conditions result in NPP capacity
restriction to a great extent. For example, 250 - 300 MWe power units meet the
outlined requirements for a number of outermost Russian regions with relatively
small power grids.

Since in general case power unit capacity decreasing will result in increasing
specific cost for NPP construction, one should strive for decreasing NPP power
production cost as low as possible to provide competitiveness of the generated
power. First of all low cost of the technology may be assured by equipment
design as simple as possible, and main equipment cost as low as possible, high
reliability of tho equipment, low needs in maintaining and repair.

Small-size and medium-size power grids impose requirements on nuclear power
unit to accommodate load swings, and be manoeuvrable, among with
requirements to operate under base loads.

Power generating stations of small-size and medium-size grids are very often
placed in populated areas, that results in more stringent requirements to NPP
safety up to providing guaranteed safety for population and environment.

In a number of cases nuclear power source is specified with requirements to
provide users both with power and low-temperature heat for district heating and
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process heat. In cases like this, conditions to provide stability and reliability of
the heat supply system, and to place nuclear power units close to settlements are
addod, that imposes additional requirements to power plant safety.
It is clear that, a nuclear power unit for small-Bizc and medium-size grids
should meet all the requirements being imposed on power nuclear reactors of
new generation.

As was noted by a number of researchers, simplified vessel-type reactors with
natural convection of boiling water (SVBWR) may satisfy completely all the
above requirements imposed on nuclear power units for small-size and medium-
size grids.

Specific features of such reactors arc as follows:

• reference to new generation reactors of passive type;
• relatively low parameters of gas at the outlot from the reactor (pressure of 7

MPa and temperature of 285 C, as a rule), which permits simplifying the
design of the vessel and solving tho problem of the core dewatcring in case
of the vessel loss of sealing;

• favourable physical characteristics of the reactor assuring feasibility of the
principle of inherent safety mainly at the expense of negative feedback
between reactivity of the reactor and its power, fuel temperature and steam
content, owing to which upgraded safety is attained and reactor power rate
control is simplified essentially;

• one-circuit flowsheet and all-mode natural coolant circulation in the reactor
under any operation conditions, which permit simplification of the structure
to the maximum extent, dispensing with certain equipment, like steam
generators, pressurizers, circulation pumps, and assuring a reliable heat
removal under all operation conditions, including accidents.

• "mildness" of influence on a containment in case ofaccidents;
• minimum scope of works related to maintenance and repair.

VK-300 REACTOR

VK-300 nuclear power reactor presented herein is a simplified vessel-type
boiling water reactor designed by RDIPE specifically for small-size and
medium-size power grids.
When developing the reactor facility, specialists proceeded from the requirement
of NPP featuring upgraded safety, that would be in excess of regulatory
requirements concerning safety, that are in effect in Russia at the moment.
Provided the regulations require that melting or grave damage of the core may
occur with the probability not exceeding 10~s 1 /reactor year and reactivity
release beyond the plant boundaries - not more than I0'7/rcactor year, the
values 10*' and \0'9, respectively, were laid down in the design. The first value
is attained at the expense of coolant localization in safety vessel and its return
to the reactor, and the second one - at the expense of the lack of contact
between the air in the plant compartments and atmospheric air, as well as
sorption of radioactive products on the walls of the plant compartments and
special backfills in case of beyond the design basis accidents.
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A number of additional approaches was made use of in the reactor design
suggested, as compared with conventional structures for BWR and SBWR,
which impart properties 6f upgraded safety:

1) increaso in desten margins as regards fuel element power, which assures
nonsurpassing the maximum fuel temperature of 1200 *£. As a result, fission
products remain in fuel matrix;

2) absence of holes in the reactor vessel below the core top;

3) availability of safety vessel;

4) use of passive means of reactivity absorption;

5) availability of passive (not requiring operator's attendance) systems of
heat removal, assuring cooling down of the core actually without any time
restrictions in any design basis emergency situation, by means of water tanks
and automated relief valves;

6) physical separation of equipment in safety systems;

7) availability of gas activity suppressing facility at exhaust of turbine ejector.

.. Approaches approbated in the course of more than 30-years of the VK-SO
reactor operation, are put at the basis of the design of the VK-300 simplified
vessel-type boiling reactor. The reactor core comprises 151 fuel assemblies. Each
fuel assembly consists of 222 rod fuel elements, including 12 rods containing
burning out absorber in the form of O2O3, permitting a considerable reduction
of burnup reactivity margin compensated for by mobile CPS actuators. Fuel
assembly also contains 7 absorbing elements that fonn rigid enough structure of
CPS cluster actuator. The fuel element is of the rod type with cladding made of
zirconium-niobium alloy 0.8 mm thick and resistant to external pressure (at 9.0
MPa and 330 *C). Fuel is sintered pellets of 4% enriched uranium dioxide.
Dimensions of the fuel pellet are identical to those used in the WWER-1000
reactor fuel elements. CPS controllers are of the cluster type. Each controller
consists of 7 rod absorbing elements from boron carbide of 1.4 g/cm3 density,
23 mm in diameter, enclosed in corrosion-resistant shell, placed in water-filled
fuel assembly tubes.

CPS actuators are extracted from the core upward. Their stroke is 200-300 mm
longer than the core height.

Multiple circulation circuit has conventional modification: it incorporates
upflow and downcomcr sections communicating in the top and bottom parts.
Draught section is manufactured as a group of individual draught tubes; at the
outlet from them coolant flow, depending of the phase state, is divided into two
flows: steam is directed to the steam space, while water in the state of saturation
- to the downcomer. If solely common draught section was employed, steam
would have occupied two thirds of the volume and total height of the reactor
would have had to be increased to create water reserve sufficient for the core
flooding maintaining under conditions of the primary circuit loss of sealing. The
use of individual draught sections reduces their volume, as well as volumetric
part of steam in the above-core space, increases water reserve in the reactor
and, naturally, driving head of circulation. A chamber 900 mm high has been
envisaged between the core and individual draught sections, designed for
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maintaining constant pressure between top and bottom parts of the core and
smoothing over interchannel instability of circulation.

Steam separation is realized by gravity in cyclone separators fixed on external
perforated panel, as well as in the top part of the vessel above the separators.
Owing to the two-step steam separation mentioned, a high specific steam load
on the vessel transverse cross section is formed, being equal to 90 kN/m2.
Steam humidity at the outlet from the reactor docs not exceed 0.15 in terms of
mass. Basic specifications of the VK.-300 reactor are given below:

Power, MW:

thermal 750

electric (in the process of operation in condensation mode) 240

district Ijoatlng power, MW 465

System of heat removal one-ciroult

Coolant water

Coolant circulation natural

Steam parameters at the outlet from reactor pressure, MPa 7

temperature, *C 285

flow rate, t/h 1370

Peedwator temperature, *C 190

Reactor vessel dimensions, m

outer diameter 4.58

height 10.8

Fuelling in terms of uranium, t 32.2

Uranhim enrichment, % 4.0

Time interval betwoen refuelling, yean 1.5

Lifetime (ef), days 1824

Uranium average burnup, MW day/kg 44.4

NPP SAFETY

Upgraded safety of the NPP is first of all assured by inherent properties of self-
protection characteristic of the VK-300 reactor, which are mainly achieved at
the expense of negative feedbacks (between reactor reactivity and its power,
uranium temperature and steam content), as well as owing to increasing the
design margins for critical characteristics, including linear power of fuel
elements and fuel temperature, reaching 240 W/cm and 1200 *C, respectively
(compared to 400-450 W/cm and 1900 *C for up-to-date PWR and WWER).

The approved structure of the reactor core assures passive decrease of its
reactivity with a decrease in the amount of coolant, as a result of boiling up or
leakage, for instance.
Flowsheets of emergency cooling down of the core in case of accidents
involving failure of heat removal are shown in Flg.2. For the case of emergency
shutdown of steam-turbine facility or a short-time break in auxiliary electric
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power supply, an emergency feed pump with turbodrive has been envisaged,
which is to operate using the primary circuit steam (see Fig. 2, a)
Heat removal from the reactor in case of other accidents at NPP is realized by
passive systems in the following way:

• in case of total blackout, steam is condensed in downcomer heat exchanger-
condenser and the condensate returns by gravity to the reactor (sec Fig. 2,
b), i.e. reactor cooling down is realized by passive means (water from
emergency cooling down tank);

• in case of loss of scaling in the reactor vessel or pipelines of the primary
circuit, steam-water mixture formed within safety vessel is directed to
bubbler-localizcr (mixing type heat exchanger), where it is condensed and
cooled at the expense of bubbling (see Fig. 2, c). A tlirottling device has
been envisaged at the outlet from the safety vessel to restrict the rate of
steam-water mixture escape and to maintain the core under water. On
levelling of pressure in the emergency cooling down tank and in the reactor
vessel, water is drained to the vessel by gravity.

Availability of a complex of passive systems of emergency heat removal from the
core lifts in principle the problem of envisaging measures for the case of the
core melting, owing to low enough (approximately 2'10~7 per reactor year)
probability of the occurrence. Nevertheless, the possibility is to be taken in
consideration in today's reactor engineering. For the case, in the lower part of
the safety vessel (under the reactor vessel bottom) a trap for molten fuel has
been envisaged, which is a refractory steel container, fusible plug being installed
in its upper part (see Fig. 2, d). When melt falls on the plug, it melts, letting
the melt inside the trap. The trap has double walls, the space between them
being filled with water. When melt gets into the trap, natural circulation of
water from the trap water jacket over the pipelines into a surface type heat
exchanger, located in emergency cooling down tank, starts spontaneously.

Fitting out of nuclear power unit with a facility containing carbon sorbent at a
low temperature is envisaged for assuring radiation safety of NPP. The facility
plays the role of a protective barrier in the way of radioactive products release
to the atmosphere (like steam generator in two-circuit reactors), but it has an
advantage, which is pronounced m the fact, that gaseous fission products (Kr,
Xe) are trapped in it prior to formation of solid fission products from them (Sr,
Cs, Ce), the latter, by precipitating on the surfaces of the equipment and
primary circuit pipelines in the BWR reactors, impede maintenance works. In
the course of experimental testing conducted at the VK-50 the purification
factor of the facility reached 300 (and maybe even higher). It permits predicting
releases of radioactive products to the atmosphere at the level of 0.04-
0.07 GBk/MW (c) day, which is commensurable with releases of the two-circuit
reactors. The value agrees with operational indices of the best BWR of latest
modifications.

In a number of scientific centres NPP underground siting is under
consideration as a way to enhance NPP safety to a great extent. Siting of
Krasnoyarsk nuclear complex NPP under ground, in principle, permits assuring
a guaranteed (deterministic) safety of NPP for the population and environment
due to use of rock masses for protection against external effects, localization of
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radioactive releases and dissipation of considerable amount of heat during
accidents.

Analysis of a representative (maximum credible) severe accident, its scenario
being presented in Fig. 3, has demonstrated that rock masses enclosing NPP
play the role of indestructible containment, while radioactive products arc
localized in underground compartments of NPP, never being released to the
atmosphere in the amounts exceeding the standards. Feasibility of reliable
operation of NPP with vessel-type boiling reactor in alternating mode,
corresponding to changes in electric peak loads, which is important for self-
contained power systems, is confirmed by a series of special experiments at the
VK-50 [2]. The results of the experiments suggest that the reactor can cope
successfully with sudden changes in the loads, reaching 25% of the rated power.

PROJECT REALIZATION

The essential experience in the development of reactors with boiling water
available andlong-tcrm successful operation of the VK-50 reactor permit
dispensing with a great scope of experimental studies to substantiate approaches
used in the design and concentrating on finishing off certain components and
systems of the VK-300 reactor (relief valves, cut-off devices, emergency cooling
systems, etc.), using the VK-50 reactor ̂ and off-reactor benches. Accordingly,
the project of the VK-300 and NPP, on its basis can be developed and realized
in a short time period. Safety reinforced concrete vessel is the only element of
the structure that has not been used in practice of national reactor engineering.
A 1/3 actual size model of the vessel was tested under 10 MPa and temperature
of 300 'C on research bench at Oidroproekt Institute [3] as far back as 1980.
Underground NPP with two VK-300 reactors is now under development for
Krasnoyarsk Mining and Chemical Complex in Russia.
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1 - top part

2 - CPS drive

3 • separator group

4 - rated water level

5 • steam duct

6 - feedwater duct

7 - plug

8 - CPS drive tie-rod

9 • reactor vessel

10 • draught section

11 • reactor core basket

12 - reactor core

13 • boron solution supply duct

Fig. 1. VK-300 reactor
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xi -open
M - close

a) in case of emergency shutdown of turbine facility and thort-tlmo
break in auxiliary electrio power supply of NPP;

b) in case of prolonged break In electrio power supply, loss of
reactor sealing in bottom part, rupture .of pipelinesJn the primary
circuit boyond safety vessel;

c) hi case of loss of sealing in the reactor top part or pipelines of tho
primary circuit inside the safety vessel;

d) in case of the core melting;

1 - reactor,

2 - safety vessel;

3 - turbine;

4 - roducing-coollng device;

5 - steam turbine facility condenser;

6 - feed pumps;

7 - emergency cooling down tank;

8 - major condonser;

9 - water-water heat exchanger,

10 - water-air heat exchanger,

11 - cut-off valvos;

12 - surface type heat oxchanger;

13 - mixing type heat oxchanger;

14 - trap for molten fuel with a water jacket;

Fig. 2. Basic diagram of the core emergency cooling down
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N

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Event

Loss of scaling of the top part of reactor vessel or main steam
pipeline

Pressures in reactor vessel and in the safety vessel arc equal

Valves providing water pass from emergency cooling down tanks
to reactor failed to open

The core draining started

Active part of steam-zirconium interaction started, the core
destruction process begins

The valve communicating safety vessel volume and reactor
compartment volume has opened and gas pipeline valve in the
tank closed

Membrane between reactor compartment and reactor hall has
broken

Steam explosion in the reactor vessel occurred

The reactor vessel bottom has been melt through and corium
entered the cooled fuel trap

Pressure of steam-gas medium in NCOP compartments
dropped to the atmospheric one

Time, s

0

2-20

700

1145

1200

1322

2900

6200

8000

120000

Fig.3. Scenario of a representative beyond the design basis accident
at the VK-300 reactor facility
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ABSTRACT

In this article the comparison of operation costs between US NPP's and Kr§ko NPP
are shown. The purpose of this article is to show that overall operation cost of KrSko
NPP is comparable to operation costs of other US NPP's and even lower than average
cost of US nuclear plants.

The overall operation cost is divided in three categories of costs:
a. fuel expenses
b. maintenance cost
c. operation cost

These costs' categories are grouped in to following groups:
a. fuel cost
b. maintenance cost
c. operation and maintenance cost
d. operation, maintenance and fuel cost (overall operation cost)

The data used for US NPP's represent the costs for year 1994.

Using classical statistical methods, a cost distributions are calculated as well as fit
functions, correlation factors and other values as mean, median, standard deviation etc.
which are useful to show us position of financial efficiency of producing electricity in
Krsko NPP. The results are shown graphically and where that is not possible, by
tables. Final conclusion is that overall operation cost in Krsko NPP is better than
expected, that means lower than statistical evaluation has predicted.

SAZETAK

U ovom clanku prikazana jc usporedba troskova izmcdu nuklearnih elektrana iz USA i
Nuklcarnc clcktranc Krsko. Namjera nam je bila da pokozcmo da su ukupni troskovi
pogona NE Krsko komparabilni pa cak i nizi od prosjecnih ukupnih troskova pogona
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nuklearnih elektrana iz USA.

Ukupni pogonski troskovi podijeljeni su u tri kategorije troskova:
a. troskovi za gorivo
b. troskovi odrzavanja
c. pogonski troskovi

Ovi su troskovi grupirani u slijedeée troskovne grupe:
a. troskovi za gorivo
b. troskovi odrzavanja
c. pogonski troskovi i troskovi odrzavanja
d. pogonski troskovi, troskovi odrzavanja i troskovi za gorivo (ukupni

pogonski troskovi)

Podaci koristeni za nuklearne elektrane iz USA predstavljaju troskove za godinu 1994.

Kori§tenjem klasicnih statistician metoda, izracunate su distribucije troSkova, trend
funkcije, korelacijski faktori i ostale vrijednosti kao sto su mean, median, standardna
devijacija i dr. §to je korisno kao pokazatelj financijske efikasnosti proizvodnje
elektricne energije u NE Krlko. Rezultati su prikazani graficki, a tamo gdje to nije
bilo moguce prikazani su tabelamo. Konacan zakljucak ove analize je da su ukupni
pogonski troäkovi za NE KrSko povoljniji od ocekivanih, sto znaci nizi od predvidenih
statistickom obradom troskova elektrana iz USA.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Very often, the question appears: Is the KrSko NPP efficient in electricity production?
The answer is not easy to be given. What is(are) the criteria for such evaluation? Just
simple calculation of specific overall cost of electricity production ($/MWh), or cost per
installed MW ($/MW). Well, in this article the parametric approach is applied. Yes,
some calculations are done to find out what is the specific cost for each cost groups
(a. fuel expenses, b. maintenance cost, c. operation and maintenance cost and d.
operation, maintenance and fuel cost) as well as for maintenance cost and for
operation cost. The parameters used here to compare the results are nominal electric
power (installed power), net production and capacity factor.

Capacity factor is defined as:

(REG - PEL - UELJxlOO
REG

Capacity factor =

where: REG is the Reference Energy Generation
PEL is the total Planned Energy Losses
UEL is the total Unplanned Loses

2.0 BASIC STATISTIC CALCULATION

In Table 1, the overall data for US NPP's and NE Krsko arc shown:
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Table 1, Costs data
Utility

CONSUMERS POWER CO

OMAHA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT

ROCHESTER GAS AND ELECTRIC
CORP

WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORP

VERMONT YANKEE NUC POWER
CORP

NORTHERN STATES POWER CO

1ES UTILITIES, INC

CONNECTICUT YANKEE NUC. POWER

n>
fll'U NUCLEAR CORP
nOSTON EDISON CO.

CAROLINA POWI-R * ' L I G H T
COMPANY

CONSUMERS POWER CO.

NLHKASKA PUBLIC POWER DIST

CPU NUCLEAR CORP

NliW YflkK KOWIiR AUTHORITY

FLORIDA POWER CORP

MAINE YANKEE ATOMIC POWER CO

TOLFDO EDISON CO

CAROLINA POWER A LIGHT
COMPANY

SA1.TII CAROLINA ELECTRIC A C.AS

1LI.INOS I'OWI-k CO

N1--W YORK POWER AUTHORITY

(IINSOLIUATHD 1-DISON CONY

GULF STATES UTILITIES CO

WISCONSIN I'UBLIC SERVICE CORP

DFTROIT EDISON CO

TrNNI'SSEE VALEY AUTHORITY

KUKLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC .4 GAS

NORTHERN STATES POWER CO

LOUISIANA POWER 1 LIGHT CO

WASHINGTON PUB PWR SUPPLY SYS

NORTH ATLANTIC ENERGY CORP

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC CO
WOLF CREEK NUCLEAR OPER. CORP

UNION ELECTRIC CO
CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUM CO

SYSTEM ENERGY RESOURCES INC
FLORIDA POWER A LIGHT CORP

COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO

COMMONWEALTH KlttSON CO
VIRGINIA liLECTRIC * POWER CO

FLORIDA POWER A LIGHT CORP

Unfilled
Poww

75
502
516

535

563

569
597
600

650
673
769

812
S36
.171
883
890
920

925
951

954

9.15
1013
1013
1036
104.1
1094
1152
1170
1136
1200
1200
1203
1216

1236
1236

1253

1373
1520
1657
1657

1695
1700

Not 0«s«nliM

367202

3243754
3442397

3905514

3807429

4090964

3591845
3820359

4273430
4302276
4298139

4277655
40559.19

• 6496251
32395(13
5757957
5909950

6704963

6330664

6027680
605379.1
19843.13
6.1.18596
4288269
7523901
517.1415
7581354
7647814
7701392
8229241

5739173

7707698
4572700
3306401

3323933

5199752
8564369

9417796
6978924
7273768

II188018
11579055

2775234

291125885
14227865

1.1854214

21095425

19264727

23449793

29415526

29785376

2267390.1
21616131

I98S3O45
20714067

37059235
25719000
32744330
24250850
63328214

29557932

31777586

59653221
10261667
31980238

52629627
30993901
60483460
904.11242
44376419
36090439
44424936
27413274
48991409

26019765
23741033
50704109

74862280
53902687
65554390
41789685
40927944
56972064
79550129

ill
7865063
10022092
16715237

I8IS7I20

25409876

12390431
18650047
27706121

52511194

23024411
25967928

32476863
18969713
27808830
42850333
49051461
28602418

19730086
24620330

28184371
25113384
37426667
43204994
75019967
16393399
40464334
34056413
35893355
22526062
42310146
45671278
35159949
44252503
30519214

33694613

57120425
23921729
49407177
53537170
63142973
57501988
61651114

22992519
71435315
65161841

53685146

67358558

-55624144
59619849

789RO94I

116272264
100652330
78888689

77096459

73952S62
88651053
126217333
100994323
65715138

88742206 .

77092836

83070793
96134197
119428333
102357423
146407982
76660493
117416764
106650090
112631329
76803157

98105972
109710948
101446098
104831693
93412042
S6996400

195529794

108888972
152821206

I727I2315
185287174
110962287

157089217

mm
25767753
100461200
79389706

72539361

884539S3

74888871
83069647
108396467

146057640
123326238
100504819

96979504
94666928
125710270
151936333
133738654

89965988

152070420

106650768

114848379
155787417
129690000
134337711
199037610
107654293
177900224

197131332
15700774*
112893597
142530907
137124222
150437508
130151458
122153080
137700509
270392074

162791659
218375596
214502000
226215117

167934351
236639346

H
7.6
8.9
4.1

4.8

5.5

4.7

is
7.7

7
5.3
5

4.6
5.1

5.7
7.9
5.7
4.1

9.4
4.7

5.3
9.9
5.2
4.6
12.3
4.1

11.7
11.9
5JI
4.7
5.4
4.8
6.4
5.7

3.5
5.7

14.4
6 3
7

6
5.6
5.1

6.9

|i#p
ffiffRt

li
21.4

3.1
4.9

4.6

6.7

3
5.2
73

123
5.4
6

7.6
4.7

4 3
13.2
8.5
4.8

2.9
3.9

4.7
4.1

18.9
6.3
17.5
2.2
IS

*J

4.7

2.9
5.1
8

4.6
9.7

3.7
IS
11

IS
52
7.7

8.7
5.1
5 3

Ml
62.6

22
18.9

13.7

17.7

13.6

16.6
20.7

27.2
23.4

18.4

18
18.2
13.6
39

17.5
11.1

13.2

12.2

13.8
15.9
60.2
14.9
34.1
10.2
22.7
14.1
14.7
10

11.9

19.1
13.2
22.9
11.2

9.9

37.6
12.7

16.2
24.7

25.2
9.9
13.6

(HP
70.2
31

23.1

18.6

23.2

183

23.1
28.4

34.2
28.7
23.4

22.7

233
19.4
46.9
23.2
15.2
22.7

16.8

19.1
25.7
65.4
19 J
46.4

14.3
34.4
26

20.5
14.7

17.3
23.9
19.5
28.6

14.1
15.6

52
19

23.2

30.7

31.1
IS

20.4

fulor

55.9

73.3
76.1

83.3
77.1

S2.1
687

72.(,

75.1
72.4

63.3

. 60.2
55.4
85.1

•41.9

•73.3
73.3
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Some calculations are done to find the basic statistic values of cost:

Variable

Installed Power
(MW)

Electricity
Production

(MWh)
Specific Fuel

Cost ($/MWh)
Specific

Maintenance Cost
(J/MWh)
Specific

Operation &
Maintenance Cost

($/MWh)
Specific Overall
Operation Cost

($/MWh)
Capacity Factor

Descriptive Basic Statistics
Valid
No.
of

data

70

70

70

70

- 70

70

70

Mean Value

1515.49

89405556

6.27

6.40

18.10

2437

67.89

Median

1244.5

7704545

5.70

530

14.90

21.95

71.75

Mininum

75

367202

3.50

2.20

7.90

12.80

2Z40

Maximum

4210

23568918

14.40

21.40

62.60

70.20

87.20

Standard
Deviation

758.85

4735887

2.14

3.69

10.05

10.98

1338

Standard
Error

90.70

566046.8

.26

.44

1.20

131

1.60

In Table 2, the data for Krsko NPP are given:

Kr&o NPP
1995

KrsTco NPP
Plan for

1996

Installed
Power
(MW)

664

664

Electricity
Production

(MWh)

4568500

4060000

Specific Fuel
Cost

($/MWh)

3.48

4.24

Specific
Maintenance

Cost
($/MWh)

2.72

3.96

Specific
Operation &
Maintenance

Cost
($/MWh)

19.98

19 5

Specific
Overall

Operation
Cost

($/MWh)
23.47

23.74

Capacity
Factor

84.12

(plant life
average)

78.16

3.0 ADVANCED STATISTIC CALCULATIONS

The data of all before listed US NPP's are used to calculate the trend line using
minimum squared method. In the following figures the data and trend lines are
shown.
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Figure 2
NET GENERATION vs. SPECIFIC FUEL COST
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Figure 3
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Figure 10
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Figure 11
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In Table 3. the comparison between real and predicted costs are given:

Predicted (parameter:
installed power)

Predicted (parameter
average year capacity

factor)
Predicted (parameter:
average year energy

production)
NEK 1995

NEK Plan 1996

Specific fuel cost
($/MWh)

6.49

5.83

6.66

3.48
4.24

Specific maintenance
cost ($/MWh)

7.09

4.46

7.79

2.72
3.96

Specific operation &
maintenance cost

($/MWh)
21.22

12.80

22.83

19.98
19.5

Specific overall cost
($/MWh)

27.73

18.63

29.50

23.47
23.74
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In Figures 14 - 18, the data distribution and correspondent normal distribution are
shown.

Figure 14 Figure 15
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

As shown in Figures, in some cases the very good correlation is achieved. That is
evident in Figure 11: Specific Maintenance Cost Vs. Capacity Factor, Figure 12:
Specific Operation and Maintenance Cost Vs. Capacity Factor and Figure 13: Specific
Operation, Maintenance and Fuel Cost Vs. Capacity Factor. For correlations shown in
above mentioned Figures the relatively high correlation coefficient is calculated. In
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other Figures the correlation factors are very low and one can say that there is no
correllation between two values shown in each of that figures. That means, that the
specific fuel cost, specific operation and maintenance cost and specific overall cost not
depends on net production (Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5). That is not really true, because
there are some correlations but these data and fit curve (linear regression) are shown
slightly horizontal characteristic. However, there are some trend of data and in
accordance to this conclusion, it can be said, that if the absolute net production is
lower, than the specific costs are higher.

The same conclusions can be made for correlations between specific fuel cost, specific
maintenance cost, specific operation and maintenance cost and specific overall cost
versus installed power.

For correlations between specific costs and capacity factor, one can say that
correlations are greater. Of course, if the capacity factor is higher then the specific
costs are lower.

In this article, we have no intent to figure out what are the reasons for such
operation and other costs neither for USA NPP's neither for Krsko NPP. This article
present only the quantitative relations and show (what is evident from Table 3) that
the specific operation, maintenance and fuel costs as well as overall operation cost of
Krsko NPP are comparable and in some cases lower than costs of nuclear power
plants from USA.
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ABSTRACT

The Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant contributes a significant share to the Bulgarian Electric
Power System's balance of energy and power. The concentration of such large electricity
generation capacity in one power plant, as well as the use of turbogenerators with unit
capacity of 1000 MW provokes certain difficulties. Sudden tripping of a very large generator
on minimum load causes heavy disturbance to the electric power system.

The present paper addresses the measures aimed at decreasing the power deficit, respectively
the system disturbance and to avoid a major power system failure that could be initiated by
tripping of a large nuclear turbogenerator. An evaluation is made of electric control systems
and governors, their characteristics and behaviour. Participation of large nuclear
turbogenerators in primary frequency control, voltage and reactive power regulation is
described. Analyses are illustrated by authentic records of transients during nuclear units
tripping.

INTRODUCTION

The Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant consists of six nuclear energy blocks. The electrical
output of the first four units is 440 MW each (two generators, 220 MW each) and the last
two are of 1000 MW capacity (one generator, 1000 MW), which is the largest unit capacity
in Bulgaria's EPS. Thus, Kozloduy NPP with 3760 MW of installed electrical capacity
represents about 29% of the total installed electrical capacity of Bulgaria. Table 1 shows the
installed generating capacity by different types of electric power plants and Table 2 - the
participation of Kozloduy NPP in covering the energy balance of Bulgaria for the past few
years.
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It is evident that the total generation of Kozloduy NPP is not only increasing, but also the
percentage of nuclear generation is growing against the total electricity generation in
Bulgaria.

Table 1
Installed

Capacity 1996
MW

%

Thermal
Power Plants

6684
52.11

Nuclear Power
Plants
3760
29.31

Hydro Power
Plants
2381
18.56

Total

12835
100

Table 2
Year

1992
1993
1994
1995

Total electricity
generated

GWh
35569
37902
38104
42003

Kozloduy NPP

GWh
11552
13895
15334
17261

%
32.5
36.7
40.2
41.1

The unit capacity of the last two nuclear generators of 1000 MW each is also relatively very
high compared to the total capacity of Bulgaria's electric power system. Under maximum
load it is about 12-13%; under minimum load, however, it could reach 30%.

The reasons to pay special attention to the 1000 MW units' operation from the EPS and
dispatching perspective, are as follows:

1. Participation of nuclear units in primary frequency control.
2. Participation of nuclear units in transients, damping of oscillations, etc.
3. Participation of nuclear units in secondary voltage control
4. Emergency control of the EPS in case of an outage of a 1000 M W unit:

1. PARTICIPATION OF NUCLEAR UNITS IN PRIMARY
FREQUENCY CONTROL

Primary control maintains the balance between generation capacity and demand (electric
load) within the electric power system using turbine governors. To achieve maximum effect
from primary frequency control the primary control reserve should be distributed among
maximum number of generating power units in Bulgaria's EPS, including nuclear units.

The automated turbine control system (ASUT 1000) of the 1000 MW generators ensures
excellent performance of the unit according to the UCPTE recommendations [1], with
regard to dead band and droop. Whenever frequency variations occur in the EPS, the unit
behaviour meets specific requirements with respect to response time and amount of primary
control reserve. It is unsatisfactory, however, with respect to the period of maintaining the
primary control reserve. This is due to configuration and the regulating law of ASUT 1000,
keeping the turbine input steam pressure in a narrow range in order to avoid disturbing of
the nuclear reactor.
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The turbine control system behaviour is one and the same, either in decreasing the frequency
or in its increasing. Fig. 1 shows the response of a 1000 MW nuclear turbogenerator during
tests on the Bulgarian EPS,(separate operation) on 02/10/1995. The increase of the frequency
is provoked by switch-off of hydroturbirie 216MW (pumping mode).

The initial decrease of output electrical power of the 1000 MW generator is followed by an
increase of steam pressure measured at the turbine input. About 15 sec. after the process
start, when the frequency is steel high, the electrical power reaches the initial level and
continues to increase to compensate the exchange of steam pressure.
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With the objective of improving turbine control system settings, a technical feasibility study
on the nuclear and thermal potential and capabilities of nuclear units in terms of primary
frequency control is in progress.

2. PARTICIPATION OF NUCLEAR UNITS IN TRANSIENTS,
DAMPING OF OSCILLATION, ETC.

The nominal field current of 1000 MW nuclear generators is 7000 A. Their excitation
systems are selfexcited, brushless, with AC rotating exciter and rotating rectifier. The time
constant of the excitation system is about 0.64 sec. In order to make the excitation system
faster, the AC rotating exciter frequency is 150 Hz.
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An additional step in this direction is to use the first derivation of the measured stator voltage
- dUt/dt, together with the main regulation error signal AUt on the automatic voltage
regulator structure. The two regulating channels could be tuned separately, making the
regulating system flexible. This feature of the voltage regulator is important due to the
necessity of tuning coordination between 1000 MW and 220 MW nuclear generators,
connected to one and the same 400 kV busbar.

For damping of the synchronous oscillations, the automatic voltage regulator includes also
PSS channels. The PSS law is:

where:

Vs = Wf (K,Af + K2df/dt) + Wif K3dlf/dt

Vs - PSS output
f - generator terminals frequency
If - generator field current
Wf - transient function of frequency measuring device
Wif - transient function of field current measuring device
KiJC2,Kj -tuning factors

This way of voltage regulation is satisfactory not only for large nuclear generators, but also
for the transient and steady state stability of the whole area.

3. PARTICIPATION OF NUCLEAR UNITS IN SECONDARY
VOLTAGE CONTROL

Electrical node of NPP Kozloduy is one of
the most important nodes in Bulgaria's
EPS, concentrating powerful
turbogenerators and a lot of HV overhead
lines - 110, 220 and 400 kV. It is also the
border substation, including two 400 kV
and one 220 kV tie-lines to the EPS of
Romania.

The broad capabilities of large nuclear
turbogenerators are very useful for
maintaining the voltages in the node. The
P/Q area is enough spacious in both half
directions - over-excitation and under-
excitation - fig.2. The under-excitation
limiter (included in the automatic voltage
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regulator too) ensures secure operation under minimum load of the electric power system,
when voltages increase and the generator absorbs reactive power.
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A project on secondary (voltage control and coordination between settings of 220 MW and
1000 MW generator's voltage regulators is in progress.

4. EMERGENCY CONTROL OF THE EPS IN CASE OF AN OUTAGE
OF A 1000 MW NUCLEAR UNIT

In order to prevent the separation of the Bulgarian power system from the interconnected
power systems, non-spreading of disturbances to neighbouring power systems and fast
redressing of the generation-consumption balance in case of separate operation of the
Bulgarian power system, a centralised emergency control system is set up for load shedding
in case of emergency trip of a 1000 MW nuclear unit.

4.1. Working Principle and Operation

Automatic tripping of a unit loaded more than 50% PnOm or its active power unloading with
AP > 500 MW is considered as an emergency trip of a 1000 MW unit. In order to avoid EPS
disturbances Kozloduy NPP has set up a special protection scheme which produces a
shedding signal.

This command is transmitted by HF channels at 60 msec, transmission time from Kozloduy
NPP to Varna s/s. hi case of emergency unloading or trip of a single 1000 MW unit, the
automatic control system of Kozloduy NPP operates on the principle of adaptive load
shedding subject to the condition prior to the emergency situation.

The burden of the condition prior to the emergency event is defined according to the
preceding active power of a 1000 MW unit and the balance of the Bulgarian power system
that is the total of the active power of tie-lines. In order to increase the load, shedded during
the night minimum of the EPS, the automatic tripping is foreseen of the units (2x216MW) at
the Chaira pumped-storage hydro power plant, which operate in pumping mode. Total
shedding load is calculated according to:

P I =
 PINTER + PioooMWunu - PPUMPS

Where PINTER is the sum of electric power exchanges either with Ukraine and Moldova or
with UCPTE.

To measure the above values TELEGYR at Kozloduy NPP, Varna s/s and other border
substations respectively, are used. TELEGYR at Varna s/s calculates and sets the automatic
control devices. The information at the outlet of the telemechanical system is updated within
4-5 sec.

The total volume of 550 MW load shedding is divided into three steps - 200 MW, 200 MW
and 150 MW. Such load shedding is accomplished by sending the signals produced by the
governing part of the emergency control system by HF channels to the substations where
load shedding takes place.
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To improve safety of the system the following modifications have been planned:

* shifting the logic part of the emergency control system at Kozloduy NPP, in order to
improve its reliability and speed of the signal transfer;

* improvement of operating reliability of the emergency control system by means of double
transmission of signals for load shedding by HF channels;

4.2. Bulgarian EPS Behaviour During Sudden Tripping of 1000 MW Units

During the spring of 1996 two sudden nuclear units trippings occurred in NPP Kozloduy.
At that time the Bulgarian EPS operated in parallel with EPSs of Romania, Yugoslavia,
Greece and Albania. The fault causes, the observed records of primary and secondary
frequency control and the main EPS characteristics are summarised in table 3 and described
hereafter.

table.3
Date
Time
Tripped units
Fault cause

Electric load of Bulgarian EPS, MW
Electric load of Interconnected EPS, MW
Power deficit, MW
Initial frequency, Hz -
Maximum frequency drop, mHz
Time for frequency increase back to 50 Hz
Shedded load, MW
Maximum imported power, MW
Time for decreasing the imported power back to
schedule
Bulgarian EPS droop S, %
Bulgarian EPS Regulating energy MW/Hz
Shown in fig.

24/05/96
04:51:50
1x1000 MW
a turbine oil
measuring
device gave a
false output
signal
2695
14268
854
49.929
-371
13min30sec
256.8
701
15min

8.3
650.35
3

01/06/96
01:41:24
1x1000 MW
a400kV
disconnector
switch on
HVSG failed

3108
15349
896
50.097
-320
4min 55 sec
246.3
503
9min 30 sec

13.6
455.86
4

An analysis of the results is important not only for Bulgarian EPS but also for interconnected
power systems, and leads to the following conclusions:
* All observed cases of large generator trippings are under unfavourable conditions for the

Electric Power System, i.e. minimum load, nevertheless they do not cause a big
disturbance for the interconnected power systems

* Maximum imported power from the neighbouring countries is 500 and 700 MW
respectively. The duration (time for decreasing the imported power back to shedule) is
not more then 15 minutes.
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The primary and secondary control operated correctly which is visible from the results
about the system droop and the frequency behaviour on the time diagrams.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Participation of large nuclear units in primary frequency control, according to
UCPTE recommendations, is important, for countries with small or medium
electricity networks. It will also guarantee the reliability of electric
interconnection, based on adequate functioning of all electric power systems
operating in parallel.

2. Excitation systems and automatic voltage regulators of 1000 MW nuclear
turbogenerators are designed to ensure stable operation in steady-state and under
transient conditions.

3. The broad capabilities of large nuclear generators are useful for maintaining the
voltages in the electrical node and the surrounding area.

4. In order to avoid big EPS disturbances provoked by sudden tripping of a large
nuclear unit in countries with small or medium electricity grids, special defence
mesures should be taken, including centralized load shedding. In Bulgaria's EPS
this kind of load shedding is adaptive to the switched-off generation capacity and
to the electric load conditions.
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Abstract
Based on materials of the GTDC symposia and workshops, the paper

discusses the situation with power supply of countries and world regions with small
and medium power networks. A proposal is made on the use of low power NPP for
such regions. Characteristics of modular gas-turbine high temperature gas cooled
reactors are presented, which can be used as a basis for development of
environmentally friendly and safe NPP for power production.

1. Introduction
GTDC, with the focus on analysis and dissemination of advanced scientific and

technology knowledge for establishment of equal opportunities all over the world,
among other activities held a discussion of two subjects, closely associated with the
topical area of the present conference.

These are:
1. "HTGR. Modular High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactors. Option for Future

Nuclear Power Generation", GTDC Workshop, July 13-14,1995, Vienna.
2. "Options for Electric Power Generation and Distribution in Developing

Countries, GTDC Symposium, November 13-15, 1995, Trivandrum, Kerala,
India.

Upon the GTDC's request, this paper presents basic results of these
discussions.

2. Peculiarities of Power Supply of Countries and World Regions with
Small and Medium Power Networks.

Development and integration of power networks is the natural avenue for
integration of the power industry. At the same time, for economic reasons local
power networks still exist and will remain in existence in many world regions, which
networks operate independently, or only slightly linked to major centralized power
networks.

About 1/3 of the Earth population, or 2 million people are presently out of
access to centralized electric power sources.
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In the most part of developing countries and in remote areas of industrially
developed countries local networks cover consumers with the net load no more than
1000 MW(e). The use of high power NPP is not considered for such power networks.

In this connection, in terms of the wide spread in local conditions of power
supply, options of using nuclear power sources in such power networks can be
implemented based on nuclear power plants of power level from 5-10 MW(e) to 500-
600 MW(e).

In Russia, the power production is integrated in an Electric Power Grid (EPG),
which includes 69 regional power systems. Their integration provides for reliable
power supply to consumers practically over the entire territory of Russia with
spinning reserve of generating capacity reduced to 5-6%, allows to combine loads in
different time zones, save fuel through optimization of supervisor load curves for all
electric power plants, concentrate unit capacities of power-generating units.
Automatics that serves the entire system allows maximum use of the electric power
line capacity with minimum costs of electric power transmission.

Out of 202.5 GW (1993) of installed capacity of the Russian Federation electric
power industry, including 11.2 GW of the Eastern power system that operates
separately, only 0.92 GW fell on autonomously operating small power systems,
regions and electric power plants. [3].

On the whole, the zone of decentralized power supply occupies about 2/3 of
the Russian territory, and is characterized by its population of minority nations,
whose life standard is tens of years behind that of communities in industrially
developed countries. Along with this, it is precisely these areas where mineral
deposits are located, which mining is hindered by the lack of necessary conditions
and infrastructure - power supply, communications, transport.

The similar situation comes about in other countries of vast territory.
The regional nonuniformity in infrastructure development results in the fact that

even in developing countries with relatively high level of the power industry
development there exist power systems of relatively low power (up to 2-3 GW), for
which low and medium power NPP can be considered.

In China, where centralized electric power supply is not available for 93 million
people, such systems are located on the south and east of the country, with the
installed capacity (for power systems) being 4.231 GW in Guangxi province, 4.083 in
Yunan, 3.254 GW in Guizhou, 1.057 in Hainan, 2.865 GW in Xinjiang, and 0.177
GW in Xizang [4]. And the major part of installed capacity in such countries falls on
hydroelectric plants and diesel plants that occupy the variable part of the load curve.
In this case possible power of base-load power systems can be as high as 0.5-1.0
GW in such systems. Based on a demand for reserving and on possible pace of
development of power systems with account for decommissioning of obsolete power
units, unit power of power plants to be put in operation lies in the range between 50
and 150-200 MW.

Considerable irregularity in location of power systems is characteristic of
Indonesia, where more than 2/3 of power sources fall on the Java region, with about
30 GW to be installed by the year 2011.

In India, even in the regions with NPP already put into operation, according to
conditions of development of power systems, the share of base-load nuclear power
units in the region power supply lies at a level of 5-10%. Analysis made by experts
showed that the availability of such nuclear sources with electric power transmitted
through 200 kV lines allows to ensure steady operation of a power unit and network
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even when electric power* lines are shut off due to their overloading or failure in the
vicinity of a NPP. In view of this, India focused on NPP with reactors of 235 and 500
MW electric power [5]. f •*

The key issue of advisability of commissioning a nuclear power unit in such
countries consists in its competitiveness with locally available power sources, such
as coal, natural gas, petroleum products. System studies carried out at KFA (Julich,
Germany) indicated that, in view of high capital costs, nuclear power sources fall into
an optimum plan when economic conditions are characterized by a relatively low
discounting rate. Thus, for example, at a discounting rate of 6% in Indonesia the
optimum plan for the period of 2004-2011 includes NPP with the combined power of
about 11 GW, and at the rate of 10% NPP do not get into the plan [6].

Power supply of many countries and individual world regions with small and
medium power networks is accomplished, as a rule, through the use of organic fuel.
Thus, foe example, capacities in the remote regions of Russia are mostly based on
the use of diesel fuel.

There is an alternative way to provide power supply of such regions on the
basis of low and medium power NPP. Economic indicators of low power reactors are
of course lower than those of large power units, which successfully compete with
conventional power in the world.

However, in terms of sharp growth of prices for organic fuel over the last years
and high transportation costs of said fuel, low and medium power reactors might
prove to be competitive with respect to power plants based on organic fuel.

One of possible reactor types that could be used as a basis for power supply of
such regions, are high temperature reactors with helium coolant (HTGR) that are
characterized by high safety and self-protection with respect to different accidents.

Basic features and advantages of HTGR are determined by the use of helium
coolant, fuel elements on the basis of particles of uranium compounds with multi-
layer protective coating, and graphite as the core structural material. These factors
provide for high level of safety, and allow to achieve in HTGR high coolant
temperatures at the reactor outlet, which fits well a direct gas turbine cycle that
ensures high power conversion efficiency.

Interest in low and medium power HTGR was noted at a workshop held by
GTDC in 1995, attended by IAEA and countries involved in development of HTGR.

3. Concepts of Medium and Low Power HTGR.
Experimental reactors and NPP with HTGR built and operated in Germany,

USA and Britain attested to high efficiency when using such reactors for electric
power production, excellent performance of fuel on the basis of coated fuel particles,
high level of nuclear and radiation safety [7].

The present state of activities on HTGR and development prospects in this field
were discussed at the GTDC Workshop in July 1995, Vienna. The Workshop was
attended by representatives from the countries (Germany, Japan, USA, Russia,
China) where HTGR activities are pursued, representatives of IAEA and some
countries which may shows interest in the use of such reactors.

At the present time a number of countries in the world, including Japan, USA,
Russia, China, Germany, etc. go on with the efforts to master technology of the
second generation modular HTGR. A considerable scientific and technology
potential for development and deployment of reactors of this type have been
created, extensive research activities have been carried out to develop fuel elements
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on the basis of coated fuel particles, test the equipment components, validate safety,
and so on.

A number of developing countries, such as Indonesia, Venezuela, etc. express
their interest in HTGR as a source of electric and thermal power with the aim to save
organic fuel.

Near-completed construction of the 30 MW(t) HTTR experimental reactor in
Japan, and initial stage of construction of low power 10 MW(t) HTR reactor in China
should be noted as good points in development of this technology.

A broad range of issues relating to the HTGR technology was discussed at the
GTDC Workshop.

New concepts of the modular type HTGR were considered, that are
characterized by inherent safety and low impact on the environment. High nuclear,
thermal and chemical steadiness intrinsic in this reactor type provides for its
resistance to various severe accidents, precludes the core meltdown and fuel
element burning at accidents with air or water ingress in the core. This is due to high
stability of fuel elements made of fuel particles with multi-layer protective coatings,
including that on the basis of silicon carbide.

Different fuel element designs (spherical and prismatic) used in HTGR in
different countries were considered.

The important feature of fuel elements on the basis of fuel particles is the
possibility of a long-term storage of the spent fuel discharged from the reactor
without radiation effect on the environment.

Technical-and-economic indices of HTGR with steam turbine and gas turbine
cycles were discussed at the Workshop. It was demonstrated that the cost of power
production and capital costs of power for HTGR with gas turbine could be made not
higher than for reactors of the WER type. The previously operated systems used
the steam turbine cycle, mastered by the industry, which provided higher efficiency
of nuclear plants with HTGR (~38%) as compared to light water reactors, but did not
take full advantage of the high temperature potential of helium coolant at the reactor
outlet. The HTGR advantages can show up to a greater extent with the use of a
closed gas turbine cycle, allowing to achieve higher plant efficiency (~48%), and to
provide for further increase in the safety level and reduction of capital costs as
compared with the steam turbine cycle.

The use of the gas turbine cycle is discussed in conjunction with HTGR of
different power levels.

600 MWft) HT-MGR (Russia. USA. France)
A conceptual design of this reactor is being jointly developed by Russian and

American specialists within the frames of an Agreement concluded between
MINATOM and General Atomics in 1995. Recently the project was joined by
Framatome.

The GT-MGR presents a block-structured modular system, consisting of a high-
temperature helium reactor and a gas turbine (Figure 1).

The reactor and gas turbine system components are housed in steel vessels,
connected to each other by a coaxial gas pipe.

The annular reactor core contains fuel elements of a prismatic shape, based on
fuel particles with refractory protective coatings that ensure retention of radioactive
fission products up to high temperatures (< 1600°C).
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Helium, which is used in the GT-MGR reactor as the primary circuit coolant, is
an inert working medium that does not undergo any phase transitions in the process
of the power system operation. This allows to go to considerably higher coolant
temperatures (800°C arid above) compared to other reactor types.

At these temperatures thermodynamic cycle of the helium turbine is much more
efficient than that of steam turbines, conventional for the power industry, and the
GT-MGR plant can ensure thermal efficiency of about 50%.

Table 1 presents main parameters of the reactor system.
The GT-MGR is versatile with respect to the fuel cycle due to the use of coated

fuel particles and low neutron absorption in reactor materials (graphite, helium). It
can use uranium, thorium, as well as power or weapons-grade plutonium [8].

An essential advantage of the GT-MGR is the high level of nuclear safety. It
stems from the negative temperature reactivity coefficient of the core. In addition, the
GT-MGR reactor has a unique feature - it is capable to withstand full loss of coolant
without meltdown of the core. Low power density in the core and the appropriate
modular design provide passive, with no additional systems for emergency
shutdown, dissipation of residual heat in the ambiance without damage to the fuel
elements.

The GT-MGR is well adapted for batch production in terms of engineering
works, which ensures high quality workmanship when fabricating the modules,
characteristic of articles produced by the Russian atomic and aircraft industry. Batch
production of the modular reactors is an essential factor allowing to reduce costs at
NPP, for with a batch of 10-12 reactors the costs decrease by more than one half as
against the first unit. The simplicity of the GT-MGR principle schematic assures
reliability. The inherent safety features of the GT-MGR, based on passive removal of
residual heat and relatively slow transients, establish good prerequisites for
favorable acceptance of power systems of this type by the public.

200 MW(t) MHTGR-GT (Russia)
Design development of MHTGR-GT (200 MW) has been carried out in Russia.

The MHTGR-GT presents a nuclear plant consisting of a high-temperature gas
cooled reactor, and a closed cycle gas turbine system. All of the key reactor
components are enclosed in a pressurized steel vessel. The reactor has a cylindrical
core made of spherical fuel elements.

Design features implemented in the reactor system, along with reactor
materials used allow steady-state operation with helium temperature at the reactor
outlet lying in the range from 850 to 950°C. Figure 2 gives general view of the
reactor.

Two alternative layouts of the reactor combined with the gas turbine plant were
considered:

- with a direct cycle, and turbines, compressors and heat exchange equipment
accommodated in a single power vessel (Figure 3);

- with an indirect cycle, and power and heat exchange equipment enclosed in
separate vessels (Figure 4).

The first alternative is preferable in terms of compactness and leak-proofness,
but the second one has a simpler and more reliable design, and is easily accessible
for maintenance and repair.

At the stage of the pilot plant fabrication, the layout with the indirect cycle and
850°C at the reactor outlet was taken as a basis.
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Table 2 presents main parameters of the plant with the MHTGR-GT reactor.
The plant employs a more efficient cycle with a two-stage intermediate cooling

of the compressors.
The gas turbine system is made according to a 2-shaft schematic, wherein the

driving turbine, high-, medium-, and low-pressure compressors and the start-up
electric motor are arranged on a high-speed shaft (15,000 rpm), and the low-
pressure power turbine and electric generator - on a low-speed shaft (3,000 rpm).

HTTR (Japan)
The HTTR is a high-temperature gas cooled reactor of 30 MW thermal power,

designed for experimental purposes (Figure 5).
The reactor is enclosed in a metal vessel, connected to an intermediate high-

temperature heat exchanger and auxiliary water cooling system by a gas pipe.
The core of diameter 2.3 m consists of hexagonal graphite blocks, wherein

cylindrical compacts of particle fuel are located. Several bunches of control rods are
located both in the reflector and the core.

It is proposed to operate the reactor with helium temperature at the reactor
outlet between 850 and 950°C.

Table 3 presents main parameters of the HTTR reactor.
Construction of the HTTR reactor started in 1992 at JAERI premises. At the

present time installation of equipment and systems is near completed.
Physical start-up of the reactor is scheduled for 1997.

HTR-10 (China)
The HTR is an experimental high-temperature gas-cooled reactor with

spherical fuel elements (Figure 6). The reactor and steam generator are
accommodated in steel vessels connected together by a coaxial gas pipe.

The cylindrical core is loaded with 27 thousand spherical fuel elements, that
are charged and discharged at regular intervals. Average burn-up is 80,000
MWday/t.

The reactor is furnished with two control and shutdown systems: control rods
and poison spheres of small size.

Table 4 gives main parameters of the HTR-10 reactor. It is proposed to
operate the reactor in two phases: with the helium temperature at the reactor outlet
of 700°C, and up to 900°C.

Presently the HTR-10 reactor is being constructed not far from Peking. It is
anticipated critical experiments will be done in 1998.

The purpose of the experimental reactor is to validate high level of safety, and
to produce electric and ,in particular, high potential thermal power for use in different
branches of industry (oil, coal, metallurgy, etc.).

10 MW(t) HTGR (Russia)
The HTGR-10 is a high-temperature gas cooled low power reactor, intended

for deployment of an autonomous nuclear plant for power supply of remote areas on
the North of Russia.

The peculiarity of these areas is low density of population and wide
dispersion of small communities (5,000 people). For the most part, populated
localities account for 600-2,000 people. It is unfeasible to establish a centralized
system of power supply to these areas. The total installed power of power sources in
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hardly accessible areas of the Russian North is currently 1,200 MW. Coverage of
this power through the use of diesel fuel is not economically expedient.

In this connectidh proposals are being considered in Russia on the use of
nuclear power sources for power supply of this areas. Trade studies were performed
for power sources based on different types of reactors (water-water, gas cooled,
thermionic, etc.), with high safety being the major requirement for nuclear power
sources intended for the Arctic areas, which would guarantee reliable protection of
the environment from radioactive contamination in the absence of sufficiently
qualified operating personnel.

Performed analysis showed that to a considerable extent these requirements
are met by the HTGR design with the core of uranium-graphite fuel elements based
on fuel particles with multi-layer protective coatings of pyrolitic carbon and silicon
carbide.

The HTGR-10 reactor is executed with an intermediate circuit. And combined
gas and steam cycles. The NPP schematic is presented in Figure 7.

The core consists of spherical fuel elements and is accommodated in the
steel power vessel of diameter 3,250 mm and height 7,650 mm. At the bottom a
special device for discharge of fuel elements at the end of life is provided. Helium
circulation is accomplished through the use of two blowers, mounted on the vessel
side sleeves. The reactor design is shown in Figure 8.

Table 5 presents main parameters of the plant.
The NPP of this type can satisfy the demand for power supply of more than

50% of major communities in the remote northern areas of Russia.

4. Conclusion
The HTGR reactors still remain the most promising reactor type for NPP, in

spite of the failure to commercialize them in a number of countries (USA, Germany).
The positive experience of their safe and reliable operation gives grounds to expect
that an ecologically friendly reactor is feasible that would meet more stringent
present-day requirements on protection of humans and the environment from
exposure to radiation.

Construction of pilot HTGR-type reactors in Japan and China, joint design
activities on HTGR with the gas turbine cycle in USA and Russia, efforts undertaken
by these and other countries under the aegis of IAEA bear witness to the continuing
desire of developed countries to introduce this promising reactor technology.

There is also a potential market for the use of modular type HTGR in
economics of small and developing countries.

Along with this, a number of key issues on mastering the technology of the
new generation reactors shall be solved for successful implementation of the HTGR.
In this respect it is important to combine experience and efforts of the countries
involved in the HTGR activities. Despite the differences in design concepts and
specific design features chosen for HTGR in different countries, there is a vast area
of common tasks and problems which solution is advisable through vigorous
international cooperation. IAEA is making an important contribution to consolidation
of a number of countries in the field of HTGR. The International Club established by
GTDC in 1995 is an important forum that joins leading HTGR specialists from
different countries at the non-governmental level.
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Development and implementation of an international project on the modular
type HTGR with participation of a number of countries which possess the technology
could be a real step forward in this field.
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Table 1
Main Parameters of GT-MGR-600

Parameter Value
Reactor power
Helium temperature in the reactor: inlet/outlet
Helium pressure in the primary circuit
Number of fuel blocks in the core:
- in plan
- along the height
Average power density
Fuel element type
Fuel
Reactor vessel diameter
Turbo-generator
Shaft speed
Bearings
Number of turbine stages
Number of compressor stages
Intermediate cooler
Generator asynchronous.
Diameter of the turbo-generator vessel
Electric generator capacity
Net capacity
Net efficiency

600 MW(t)
490/850°C
7.0 MPa

102
10

6.5 kW/l
prismatic

UO2 (PuO*)
8.5 m

single-shaft vertical
5160 rpm
magnetic

9
11/15

1
50/60
8.0 m

298 MW(e)
296 MW(e)

48%

Table 2
Parameters of the Plant with the MHTGR-GT-200 Reactor

Parameter

Thermal power of the reactor, MW
Temperature
- at the reactor outlet, °C
- at the reactor inlet, °C
Helium pressure in the reactor, MPa
Core dimensions, height/diameter, m
Average power density, MW/m3

Fuel type and size, mm
Fuel
Enrichment in U-235, %
Diameter of the reactor vessel, m
Turbo-generator

indirect
215

850
400
7.5

9.0/3.0
3.0

sphere 0 60
UO2

8.5
6.0

2-shaft

Cycle

Shaft speed, rpm 15,000/6,000 (3.000)
Number of turbine stages
Intermediate cooler
Helium temperature ahead of the turbine, °C
Maximum helium pressure in the GTS, MPa
Generator capacity, MW(e)
Housekeeping power, MW(e)
Net power, MW(e)
Plant efficiency

4/7
2

810
7.7
99
5.5

93.5
0.435

direct
215

950
490
7.5

9.0/3.0
3.0

sphere 0 60
UO2
8.5
6.0

single-shaft
6,000

8
1

950
7.5
105
2.0
103

0.479
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Table 3
Main Parameters of the HTTR Reactor

Parameter Value
Reactor thermal power, MW 30
Helium temperature, °C
- at the outlet 850/950
- at the inlet 395
Fuel UO2

Fuel element type prismatic block
Reactor vessel steel
Number of cooling loops 1
Pressure in the primary circuit, MPa 4
Container type steel
Reactor life, yrs 20

Table 4
Main Parameters of the HTR-10 Reactor

Parameter Value

Reactor thermal power, MW
Core volume, m
Average power density, MW/m3

Helium pressure, MPa
Helium temperature, °C
- at the inlet

- at the outlet
Helium flow rate, kg/s
Fuel
Fuel enrichment. %
Diameter of the spherical fuel element, mm
Number of fuel elements in the core, pcs
Mode of loading
Average bum-up, MWday/t

10
5
2
3

250/300
700/900
4.3/3.2

UO2

17
60

27,000
at regular intervals

80,000

Table 5
Main Parameters of the Autonomous NPP with the HTGR-10 Reactor

Parameter Value
NPP power, MW(t) 20
Number of reactor units 2
Reactor power, MW(t) 10
Temperature of the helium coolant, °C
• at the core outlet 850
- at the core inlet 300
Pressure in the reactor, MPa 1.0
Fuel element type and size, mm sphere 0 60
Fuel enrichment in U-235, % 21
Fuel bum-up, MWday/t 95,000
Average power density in the core, MW/m3 1.98
Life of one load of the core, effective years 11.3
Secondary circuit coolant air
Air temperature in the heat exchanger, inlet/outlet, °C175/800
Working air pressure, MPa 1.0
Power system gas-steam-turbine
Power of the gas turbine, MW(e) 3.4
Power of the steam turbine, MW(e) 3.9
Net efficiency, % 35
NPP lifetime, yrs 40
Annual electric power production, MW/h 64-106

Annual replacement of diesel fuel 15,000
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NUCLEAR LITERACY - HUNGARIAN EXPERIENCES
Esther Toth, Lauder School Labor of RAD Foundation

George Marx, Atomic Physics Department, Eotvos University
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract: The operation of nuclear power plants and the related environmental sentiments
make basic nuclear education to a precondition of modern democratic decision making.
Nuclear chapters of the curriculum used to treat the topics in historical and descriptive,
thus less convincing way. The question arises: how to offer nuclear literacy to the youth
in general, to show its empirical aspects and relevance to citizens.

Introduction
In traditional physics text books the nuclear chapter introduces the discovery of ra-

dioactivity with historic sentences, bearded pictures and with the well-known figure where
n goes loft, ft goes right and 7 goes straight forward. The poor students, learning these
things may ask: "How should I decide for or against nuclear power if I know a goes left
or if I know when Rutherford was born?"

In Hungary nuclear power has been used since erly 1980's. Therefore in the National
Curriculum nuclear physics has been focused at nuclear power as well. In Hungary we
try to teach nuclear physics based upon the binding energy of nuclei, or even more based
upon the changes of the energy of nuclei. In this structure nuclear physics consists of three
chapters in the school book:

I. Experimental discovery of nuclei and neutron (Rutherford's, Chadwick's,
etc., experiments by computer simulation)

II. The experienced short range of nuclear forces and the constant density
of nuclei lead to the droplet model for heavy nuclei (mapping the energy
valley: energy per nucleons versus the number of neutron and of protons)

III. Applications of the droplet model (radioactivity as "cooling" of nuclei,
fusion, fission; natural and artificial radiations, health effects, reactors,
power plants, bombs)

To create nuclear literacy needs a good curriculum for schools. But it needs also
something more: school experiments and students' experiences. How to introduce nuclear
literacy as not a remote tale but relevant to people? This paper tells you a real story
happened with Hungarian pupils and students and their parents and grandparents and
other relatives.

First Step

Nuclei don't age, their decay is as random as traffic accidents. Tell your students to
stand up asking them to throw a coin every time when you clapp. Who get numbers have
to sit down again. Count the people standing after each clap. By this simple game you



can simulate the randomness of radioactive decays to introduce the half life time (or better
the halving time).

In the 80-es it was easy to buy vodka, bedsheets and guns from the Soviet soldiers
in Hungary. Even Geiger tubes were very cheap. For the tubes my students built the
electronic counter. From 1982 more and more Hungarian schools owned simple Geiger
counters, many of them connected to a very simple school computer. Once upon a time
there was a country (G.D.R.) what produced cheap isotope generators for schools: it was
just a small plastic pill containing 137Cs. (It is a direct product of fission, one of the
cheapest radioactive isotopes.) From this pill one can extract 137Ba (the daughter element
of 137Cs after a /?-decay) easily by simple basic solution. The 137Ba has a short half life
time of 2.5 minute with 7-decay. So it was an ideal tool to demonstrate the half-life time
during a lesson period. Voila: The decay followed the coins' law, halving and halving with
some superimposed fluctuations. Of course, before or after the measurement of 137Ba
activity the teachers had to measure the radiation background in the classroom. It was a
good opportunity to speak about the presence of radiation everywhere in nature.

In Hungary the nuclear chapter is taught usually in grade 12, in March. On a sunny-
windy morning in the Spring of 1986 I took the small Geiger counter and the Sinclair
Spectrum computer and brought them to the class. The experiment went well. The stu-
dents were enthusiastic, listening to the clicks. The background radiation of that beautiful
morning was 40 counts in a minute. - The nuclear chapter was over, students begun to
prepare themselves for maturity exam: numerical problems, paper, pencil.

Second Step

Early morning on Tuesday, 29 April 1986 all of my students waited for my arrival at
the science lab. They demanded: "Please, let's measure the background again!" I did not
listen to the radio that morning, I did not understand their reason for asking: announcing
the arrival of the "radoactive cloud" from Chernobyl. But it took only two minutes to
prepare the equipment, and we measured the background again. The students went crazy
when they read 120 counts in a minute! - "Three times higher! Let's open the window! Let
more radiactivity come in!" - But the activity of the fresh air was only 36 counts/minute.

Today I already know the reason: the lab was not used in the last four days. Closed
windows, closed doors. Radon gas from uranium containing bricks of the walls was able
to leak out, it's concentration together with its 7- and ^-active daughters climbed higher
than normal in the unventillated room. But in those Chernobyl days I forgot this.

The Hungarian physics teachers should be proud of the smallness of the impact caused
by Chernobyl in Hungary. Many students, alumni and parents came to the schools those
days, not only to ask about the opinion of their physics teachers, but also to see whether
the Geiger counter showed any contamination on lettuce leaves, spinach, shoes soles, or
other surfaces. Many of my sudents and I too lived on a very healthy diet that time: we
had learnt from our experiments that the fallout of Chernobyl can be washed off with
water from the surface of the vegetables.

In those months of 1986 the number of artificial abortions went up by thousands in
several European countries. Not so in Hungary! Some months later healthy, nice babies
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were born to the former students of the Hungarian physics teachers. This is a kind of
nuclear literacy in the most vital sense.

The measurement of the soil raioactivity after Chernobyl was very interesting for three
years. But slowly the fallout decayed, it was not so interesting any longer, Chernobyl was
not a news any more.

Third Step

In 1989 I read a short article in the of 29 September issue of Newsweek. It was about
radon in homes.

I have learnt at the Budapest University that by using a vacuum cleaner one can
collect dust from the air on a layer of medical gauze. If there are any radioactive particles
in the air, they stick to the dust, and with the help of a Geiger counter one can detect some
surplus decays on the gauze. I did not believe that our simple Russian Geiger tube and
home made electronics would be able to show any result but tried it together with some
of my students. We closed the windows of a lab for a day. Next morning, on 5 October we
took a sample from the air of the lab by a vacuum cleaner. The background on the clean
gauze was 200 counts/5 minutes. The dirty gauze (after 30 minutes of sipping) showed
7200 counts in the first 5 minutes. We measured the sample five by five minutes through
4 hours. And a beautiful decay curve came out with forty minutes half life time. But
students have inquiring minds!

We took a sample on the same day at noon time from the open window, from the
fresh air. In the first five minutes there were 2100 counts on the gauze. The students were
satisfied, I was satisfied: our hypothesis about the uranium rich brick was verified. But in
October the students learnt about statistical physics, so an idea was born in their mind:
the radon has high molecular mass, thus according to the barometric formula much more
radon should be present in the basement of the school.

Next morning they came earlier again. They took the dust sample from the air of
the basement: 12 800 counts in the first five minutes! Happiness, satisfaction. But luckily
there are students every time who doubt. "Just for checking, we should take a sample
again in the window ... " It was done. And a new surprize came: 6900 counts in the first
five minutes. Why it is so high in the fresh air? We checked the Geiger counter, we had a
huge discussion, and at the end one of the students called the Meteorological Institute by
phone. They said: no power plant exploded, nothing interesting happened since yesterday
only the air pressure went down. This was the reason why more radon was sucked out
from the wall, came up from the soil. And this was enough for my students to propose a
new venture.

Dozens of students organized a radon monitoring team in the school. They measured
the radon concentration and the meteorological data day by day. They even wanted to
know what happens at night. Once they organized a four day survey (day and night) taking
sample every hour. (Imagine their poor teacher! 96 hours without sleeping.) Spring time
they repeated the day and night experiments through 8 days. Fortunately next year a small
group of students invented an automatic system for the day and night measurements. That
year was easier for their teacher.
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FVom the two years measurement of these the students learned a lot. They were willing
to learn nuclear physics earlier than required by the school curricula, just because they
wanted to join the radon group. They were happy when they discovered that the radon
concentration climbed after 11 hours of rapid pressure drops. They discovered the early
morning peaks, the role of wind, cloud, fog and smog, even the influence of the,weekend
traffic pollution.

Later on some of the Hungarian high schools created a network on radon monitoring.
We organized students' conferences where each school reported their work. One of the
schools examined the building materials, another one the soil activity around their school,
another the radon concentration in the water supply. One student team found correlation
between the earth quakes and the radon peaks in their school basement. A country school
discovered a jump in radon concentration upwards after technicians used bottled gas for
welding. In the schools the morning resultg was pinned on the wall of the school corridor
everyday. The students spoke about radiation, they were familiar with radioactivity in
their school, sometimes in their home. They have learnt to live toghether with natural
radioactivity - experiencing it every day. This was also a kind of nuclear literacy. And it
was not in an emergency, it did not required bombs or Chernobyl. It's just Nature around
us.

Fourth Step

At the end of the nuclear chapter of the Hungarian secondary school physics we give
a questionaire to the students to estimate their own radiation dose.

Calculate your radiation dose/year!

Cosmic rays at sea level 0.30 mSv
+0.015 mSv/100 m up mSv

If your home made of
wood: +0.35 mSv
conrete: +0.5 mSv
brick: +0.75 mSv
stone: +0.7 mSv mSv

FVom the ground 0.50 mSv
FVom food, drink 0.25 mSv
FVom air 0.20 mSv
Flight: 0.004 mSv/ 100 km mSv
Color tv: 0.02/hour/day mSv
Medical X-ray

arm-leg: 3.00 mSv
lung: 1.00 mSv
stomach: 3.00 mSv
tooth: 0.20 mSv mSv

Nuclear plants
1 hour/day at the plant: 0.002 mSv
1 hour/day 2 km far from the plant: 0.0002 mSv
1 hour/day 10 km far from the plant: 0.00002 mSv

mSv
SUM: mSv



Usually my students' sum is about 1.5 - 2.0 mSv/year without the medical X-ray.
(The average extra dose in Hungary in 1986/87 because of Chernobyl was less then 0.5
mSv.)

Prom the dose sheet you can see that the two third of the natural radiation is generated
by radon and its daughters. Creating this sheet I used the data given in other countries.
In Hungary we had a very poor statistics on radon. The so called average Hungarian radon
activity concentration was calculated from surveying 122 houses, and it has been given 55
Bq/m3. (1 Bq/m3 means 1 decay per second in a cubic meter.) The a-radiation of radon
but mainly the a-, (3- and 7-radiation of the radon daughters effect our biochemistry.
Most of the sources say that living in a place of 40 Bq/m3 during a year means 1 mSv
dose in average.

Fifth Step

Like many countries all over the World, Hungary is now learning to be a democracy.
One year after the free elections (1992) two old women complained to the mayor of

a North*East Hungarian village: they had difficulties with breathing in their bedrooms.
Their home was flooded with carbondioxide of natural origin coming from the soil. The
mayor - elected by an 80 % majority of the village - declared an emergency situation in the
two houses, asked for the help of the Member of the Parliament representing the region,
and alerted both the Civil Defence and the Government Health Office. Within a month
the government gave the equivalent of 100 thousand US Dollars to the village for survey
and mitigation operations from the National Catastrophe Fund. An Operating Committee
was created to co-ordinate the work of 33 different institutes. Research was done in a small
part of the village showing the CO2 exhalation, the foundations of the two houses were
reconstructed in nine months at a cost equal to the value of the farmer houses themselves.
A happy ending, isn't it? - But where is any democracy in this story? Breathing problems
due to carbondioxide can be recognized even by dictators, and if they have enough money
available to solve the problem in this way they can even show spectacular results. People's
gratitude will be garanteed.

In this village not only carbondioxide but also radon enters the houses. In many
countries there are laws setting a limit for radon concentration in homes, this limit varies
from 150 to 400 Bq/m3 from country to country. Experts agree that living in a house having
a concentration 400 Bq/m3 through a year is equivalent to receiving a 10 millisievert dose.
This is about the highest dose per year a worker received in the Hungarian nuclear power
station.

The problem can be solved without any lesson in democracy in a country where there
is a law setting an upper limit for radon in buildings, and offering financial support for
the survey and for mitigation. (Whether the law was made in a democtratic way or not:
is another question.) But in Hungary the law speaks only about artificial radioactivity.
Unfortunately human biochemistry does not know whether an ionizing particle originated
in an artificial or natural radioactive source. What should be done in our small North-East
Hungarian village when we find dozens of houses with radon concentration above not only
400 Bq/m3 but 1000 Bq/m3?
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The first question is how to identify the high radon level houses. In a totalitarian
regime it is easy to do. You should convince one person: the Leader of the community
that the survey is important; he will order measurement for the whole village, he will even
find financial support for that. Or he might not. But in the latter case you know that
there is nothing to do. In a democratic society it is much more complicated.

First of all you have to teach some nuclear physics to the elected leaders of the vil-
lage on a level where they understand enough to convince themselves of the necessity for
exploration of the radon levels in the village. The leaders are not physicists, they are
farmers, miners or workers in the nearby brick factory. They are much more interested in
unemployment problems, they are much more interested in the condition of the roads or
in the new telephone network of the village, and of course, in local gossip and in their own
prestige. This is understandable: the next election is approaching. Most of the leaders
are old enough to have forgetten all the physics learned in school, and anyway no nuclear
physics had been taught to them. In our village we were lucky: at least the mayor -
originally an electrician - was ready and able to learn about radon. The other members
of the village council smiled at his efforts, so he needed continuous mental support and/or
pressure from us to find and to implement possible solutions.

The occurence of radon in this village was discovered by physicists. The radon problem
in living rooms is a new one in Hungary. Previously no one bothered about it. We had
greater problems. Physicists working in this field now became excited. But they are
also human beings, they have to survive, they have to buy more modern equipment and
provide scholarships for graduate students. They live also in the market. They asked for
financial compensation for their survey. When - due to the lack of legal obligation - the
government's aid was over, they withdrew from the village. In those days no one knew the
percentage of the houses heavily affected by radon. It is a question whether a physicist
has a moral obligation to continue such a work without compensation and to convince the
local or national authorities about the necessity of this work, or whether he has to wait
for a contract from the authorities. In the case of our Hungarian village the physicists
who started the work declared that the village had to be surveyed, and they waited for a
financial contract from the mayor. But the Hungarian state budget is in deficit.

In Hungarian high schools we have been teaching nuclear physics for a month since
1984. At the end of 80- 's a school network was created in Hungary to measure radon
in the air. Students and their teacher learned the technique for measuring radon. They
found differences between different buildings, between different towns, between different
seasons, but never found very high concentrations of activity in living rooms. They learnt
from books that in some countries the radon activity is unacceptably high, they learnt
the risk of radon exposure, they read about how the houses have been protected in other
countries. The radon work for these students and their teachers was active and interesting
but without real responsibility. Then on 15 March 1992 a phone call came from that small
North East Hungarian village ... Some people thought that perhaps school teachers and
their students could do also some useful work.

At long last we - students and teachers - had found a place where there is high radon
activity in real living rooms, not only in books. At first it was not easy to enter the houses.
Before our arrival at the village a crowd of whitecollar people invaded it, and they were
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so busy that they had no $im§ to inform the people about their work, about the nature of
radon, about the data measured in the homes. Radon was a menacing mystery. When we
arrived at the village I asked the local physics teacher for permission to speak to the pupils
about the nature of radoii. I offered simple charcoal absorbers which the children could
take home so that after a week they could find out the radon level in their own roqmi The
pupils went home, they informed their parents and asked them to let them bring home
the charcoal absorbers. My students from Budapest assisted me. They had to take a very
serious exam after a special course of nuclear physics, and only then they were allowed to
join the radon expedition to the village. We discovered that higher radon concentrations
occured not only in the places where people from the research institutes worked before
but also elsewhere in the village. Together with the students we decided to make an
extended survey of the village. So far, we have measured the radon activity concentration
using CR-39 alpha track detectors in the majority of the houses. The bulk of the work
of the evaluation of the detectors was done by students and their teachers of the Lauder
Yavne School in Budapest. Local students helped in communication with the local people.
The Atomic Physics Department of Eotvos University checked our work continously with
more complex methods. NRPB from England helped to calibrate our detectors. All the
work was done with youthful enthusiasm and interest, without any financial state support.
Now we have thousands of data on the spacial and seasonal distribution of radon activity
concentration. What should we do with these data?

Sixth Step

Mitigation There are several possible ways of reducing the radon level in a living room.
The simplest way is to ventilate the room, especially in the evening before you go to bed.
In the case of high activity this is not enough. In such cases some reconstruction of the
building is needed: the method will depend on the structure of the house. To change
living habits (e.g. moving to a less affected room or ventilating regularly in the evening)
or to change the structure of the building needs the co-operation of the inhabitants and
it needs money. How can one obtain the co-operation of the people, who never attended
high school? How can we create money for mitigation in a poor evolving democracy where
there is no Big Brother to watch and help us? These have become the key questions.

We — students and their teachers - have decided to give the data to the house owners
directly, and simultaneously we explained them the data. This means that we had to
teach people in each house with high activity how to ventilate their rooms. The Operating
Commettee spent more than three years still discussing about the "ultimate solution" for
all the houses. It means that there are children who live in more than thousand Bq/m3

in more than four years. Together with the students we have rejected their method. We
believe more in democracy.

Our recipe is very simple indeed. We try to teach the citizens as well as the leaders
of the village how to live with radon. When we have measured a home we give the data
to the citizen. In the most affected houses we introduce the inhabitants to measurement
techniques: we teach the people how to read the data directly from continuously operating
equipment. In this way they experience personally the beneficial effect of ventilation. We
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explain the meaning of the results and try to answer ail their questions. We try to find a
solution for reduction of the radon level by thinking together with the inhabitants. We
also share our doubts with them. So the people feel they are involved in solving the radon
problem. They feel their opinion is important, they have to make decisions. They learn
democracy: decision making based upon a shared understanding of information.

Uptill now five house were mitigated in this way. And the costs of these mitigations
are very low, of course. More knowledge, more grasped information helps to solve problems
at low cost.

National Survey Prom 1994 September we created a national network in Hungary. In
more than two hundred villages the physics teachers and their students asked for detectors.
They distributed them in homes for two-three months, then sent back to us for evaluation.
This school network measured the radon level in 9000 homes in three seasons in the last two
years. My students traveled village to village, taught the local students on radioactivity,
introduced simple experiments demonstrating the radioactivity is present everywhere. We
found some places where the radon level was extremly high. A group of my students
became specialists in mitigation. We have never asked for financial compesation. My
students and myself got a much greater prize for our heavy work in Matraderecske and
in other places than any official respect or money would: My students have learnt that to
know physics means responsibility for others. To learn nuclear physics means responsibility
for others' future.

The many data of radon level in homes make different researches possible. One of the
most interesting to find out whether there is any risk of cancer caused by high radon level,
and if so, what is the critical level of radon. Another interesting thing is that radon is
varying not only daily and seasonly, but also year by year. For example in the Winter of
1996 in the meaasured homes the radon level was much higher than in the Winter of 1995.
The long, cold and snowy Winter in 1996 gave a surplus dose of 0.5 mSv (in average) in
our homes! In three months! Because of Chernobyl the surplus dose for a Hungarian is
0.5 mSv in his/her all life, not in three cold months!

I believe, because my young students believe, that our effort will not only decrease
the highest radon level, but it will increase the democratic spirit as well. On the other
hand many students in Matraderecske, in the neighbouring villages and all over in Hungary
become nuclearly literate during this field work. When someone asked them what would
be their first action if another Chernobyl were happen, all the children's answer was very
simple:-"Measure it."
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Abstract

A brief history of public acceptance of nuclear energy in Slovenia is given. While informer
Yugoslavia a problem of public acceptance virtually did not exist because of undemocratic
social system, it grew larger and larger with the process of democratization in late eighties.
The first democratic government in Slovenia had to abandon its original idea for an early
closure of the nuclear power plant Krsko. In 1995 and 1996 there were two attempts to
organize the national referendum about the future of the plant. The lessons learned from the
public debates in recent years could help other countries entering the nuclear program to
prepare and implement efficient public information strategy.

Introduction

Nuclear Energy is today faced with a strong opposition in practically all 30 countries with
nuclear power plants around the world. International environmental groups are performing
additional pressure. This fear from nuclear is so strong, that the expansion of nuclear energy is
almost completely halted in the western world. It is very difficult to find a simple reason for
such a resistance to nuclear technology and to remove it by suitable actions. For the
democratic country like Croatia, which intends to construct the first nuclear power plant on its
territory, this could be the hardest problem. While all the technological problems could be
successfully resolved on the level of technical professionals, the problem of public acceptance
requires a complex management in the area of sociological sciences.

Brief History of Nuclear Public Acceptance in Slovenia

In Former Yugoslavia

In former Yugoslavia, where the Krsko nuclear power plant was constructed as a joint venture
of republics Slovenia and Croatia, the problem of public acceptance of nuclear power virtually
did not exist. Freedom of speech was practically not existing, and all the decisions were made
at the top of the only ruling party. Since nuclear energy issues did not exist in public media,
the public was not much concerned with them. For example, the poll from early 1986, before
the Chernobyl accident, showed that 80.2 % of population did not consider the Krsko NPP to
be a major problem, 15 % were against its operation, and 4.8 % did not have any opinion1.
The similar poll in 1987 has shown a considerable influence of the Chernobyl accident:
53.7% people considered the Krsko NPP not to be problematic, 42.3 % were against, and
only 4 % did not care2.
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With the emerging democratization Krsko NPP became the focal issue for several new
political options in late eighties. One of the first signs of emerging opposition was the
conference about energy and environment. Number of eminent professionals from the energy
field and future green politicians openly expressed themselves against this kind of energy
production. They were successful enough that in 1987 the moratorium on further expansion of
nuclear power was accepted by Yugoslav and Slovenian Parliaments.

The new Green Party became very strong about two years before the independence of
Slovenia. Green politicians have based their political success on the program of immediate
closure of Krsko NPP. The presence of anti-nuclear issues in the media was very high, while
nobody has defended it. The results could be seen from the public opinion poll in 1990, when
only 46.9 % of people did not consider the Kr§ko NPP as a problem, 50.4 % were against it,
and 2.7 % were undecided3.

From the First Democratic Government to the year 1995

At the first democratic elections in 1990 the Green Party won 12% of votes. The first
DEMOS government (DEMOS was the alliance of non-comunist parties before the first
democratic elections in Slovenia) had even a minister for energy from that party. One of their
loudest immediate promises was the shutdown of the KrSko NPP, which has been planned for
the year 1995. The Ministry for Energy has ordered a study, which was supposed to become
the professional background for the premature shutdown4. Although the results were not at all
supporting the shutdown, they have been interpreted also in different ways and have
contributed to the controversy.

The activity of the first democratic government culminated with the proposal for the national
referendum about the future of KrSko NPP. The proposal was sent into the parliamentary
procedure in January 1992. But it has never come to the Parliament agenda, because it was
rejected already at the level of Parliamentary Committee for Economic Development and the
Committee for Environmental Protection. The year 1992 represented also the end of the first
government, after which the majority of nuclear opponents became the opposition.

The new government, in power until today, was never openly against nuclear power, although
it has never publicly supported it neither. Following the bad results at elections in 1992, the
Green Party split in 1993 because of internal disputes. The leading Liberal Democratic Party
(LDS) in 1994 adopted one part of the split Green Party, which formed the so called
Ecological Forum of LDS. Thus some elements of the termination of nuclear program have
been brought into the program of the largest Slovenian party.

The period from 1993 to autumn 1995 resulted in a relative weak anti-nuclear activities in
Slovenia. This resulted in an improved public image of the nuclear energy. It can be seen from
Figure 1 that the percentage of people supporting the continued operation of KrSko NPP rose
from the lowest point in 1993 (44.6 %) to 54.8 % in 1995.
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Figure 1: Public opinion about further operation of Krsko NPP in Slovenia

Request for Referendum in Autumn 1995

In October 1995 the most active anti-nuclear member of the Parliament managed to collect 37
signatures of his fellow parliamentarians from different parties supporting the request for the
national referendum about the shutdown of the Krsko NPP in next ten years. Under the
Slovenian legislation such a request is mandatory for the Parliament if it is signed by more
than 30 members oftotal 90 parliamentarians. Therefore in thirty days the Parliament was
obliged to set the-date for the referendum and start the preparations activities.

This request was a surprise for most of nuclear professionals and also for general public. The
media were suddenly full of news about the Krsko NPP. In the beginning most of published
information were negative, prepared by the nuclear opponents. From the media it could be
understood, that this action of Parliament members surprised also the leaderships of major
political parties.

Once again the nuclear opponents started their campaign using the stories about the danger of
nuclear energy, its high costs, low costs of replacement thermal energy and the terrible
heritage our generation will leave to our grandchildren. They disqualified the competent
institutions in advance by doubts in their objectiveness. By them, the operators of the Krsko
NPP should not make any public statement, because their task was supposed to be only the
production of the electricity and not the long term energy supply of Slovenia. On the other
hand the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Authority should not say anything in favor of nuclear
power, since it was supposed to take care only about the nuclear safety. The State Secretary
for Energy should also not be in favor of nuclear, since he has to treat all the energy sources
equally.
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The opponents neglected or very easily bypassed any role of Croatia as co-owner of the plant
in decision about its future. They claimed that in the case ot success of referendum Croatia
would have to abandon the plant without any right for compensation, since that would be
proclaimed as the shutdown from safety reasons. According to the original agreement between
Croatia and Slovenia that is the only reason because of which Slovenia could shut down the
plant without the prior agreement from Croatian side. Soon after such statement was made
Croatia made clear, that it did not recognize any safety reason for closure and would not
consider the possible positive outcome of the referendum as such.

Few days after the announcement of the request for the referendum the Nuclear Society of
Slovenia prepared the briefing sheet with the summary of its views to nuclear energy and
premature shutdown of the Krsko NPP. It was made public on the press conference on
November 8, 1995, which was very well accepted by the media. All the major newspapers and
broadcasting corporations have published our statements. Special attention was given to the
information about the costs of such undertaking.

The opponents were surprised by the appearance of the Nuclear Society which was before
little known in public. They could not disqualify it like other government institutions and had
to enter into the public debate. Their often irrational claims were loosing ground confronted
with the factual data offered by the professionals.

After approximately three weeks, only few days before the period of 30 days ran out, nine
signers of the referendum request withdrew their signatures after the strong pressure from
their party leaderships. With less than 30 signatures left the request became void and the
Parliament did not have to take it into consideration.

Activities in Spring 1996

In the beginning of March 1995 a new action of nuclear opponents was announced. They have
collected 200 signatures of citizens under the request to the Parliament to allow the collection
of another 40.000 signatures of Slovenian voters asking for national referendum. This
procedure was actually started on March, 17. The organizers had to collect these signatures in
the period of two months.

The opponents based their campaign on the tenth anniversary of the Chernobyl accident and
on the support from foreign and international organizations. Already in January they started a
series of semi-public round tables, to which also nuclear professionals were invited. These
activities culminated with the strongly publicized public round table on April 9, 1996, in
convention Centre Cankarjev dom.

A strong support from Greenpeace and Austrian organization Global 2000 was present. The
Greenpeace information bus was touring Slovenia, press conferences were held regularly,
printed material was distributed, Internet was used. The organizers even promised a reward to
those signing the referendum request.

Nuclear and energy professionals repeated their stands from last fall. In number of public
statements and in debates on radio and TV our view of nuclear energy became quite well
known.

The action of opponents failed almost as a disaster. After two months they collected 2463
signatures, which was only 6 % of necessary 40.000.
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Lessons Learned

Analyzing the dynamic history of public acceptance of nuclear energy in Slovenia one could
conclude that general public in Slovenia has an attitude to nuclear energy, which is very
similar to the attitudes in other countries. Nuclear energy is not considered as other industries
like chemical or air transport, where associated risks are usually forgotten and /only the
benefits are apprehended. Nuclear has a special status considered to be something extremely
dangerous, mysterious, expensive, terribly Earth polluting, but also as something we should
somehow try to live with at least until we do not accumulate enough funds to get a
replacement. The fear from it is always present, although almost nobody really knows what to
be afraid of.

It is paradoxical that after forty years of nuclear energy exploitation, when 15 % of all
electrical energy in the world is produced in NPPs, the public mistrust is almost completely
blocking further development.

We, nuclear professionals, must have done something wrong? Limiting my analysis only to
the situation in my country. I believe that one of the crucial mistakes we have made was the
restriction of information. We have considered ourselves something special and usually did
not want to discuss technical matters in public. In former Yugoslav system this was also
maintained by a political structure, which has kept a control over important social issues for
itself. Thus it was considered among nuclear professionals that public information is not
something that should be done by us, but that somebody else has to do that and ask us only for
help about technical matters. Since there was nobody else there, there was practically no
public information. Such general ignorance and misunderstanding of strait technical matters
represented the best environment for manipulations by opponents.

The new democratic social environment with the absolute freedom of speech was much better
and much faster understood by nuclear opponents than by professionals. Today everybody can
make any public statement. Much too often the important decisions in society are made
primarily based on the impact in the media. The politician in power is first considering the
public opinion mirrored in the media and only secondly the long term technical expertise. In
order to remain in power after next elections, which is his prime goal, he has to follow the
short term needs of voters. In the case of nuclear issues, the voters could be easily
manipulated by the one sided reporting by active opponents, since technical professionals are
much too often still reluctant to publicly express our views.

The opponents have also another advantage: they have no problems in publicly expressing
untruth or false facts, while technical professionals are trained to always have factual
background for our statements. For example, the green politician can easily say in public, that
there exist numerous studies confirming the impact of Kj§ko NPP to human health. Although
it is a fact, that such studies do not exist, and although such a statement would be immediately
replicated, the effect would be there: most of the people will consider Krsko NPP as a
permanent threat to their health.
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How to Gain the Public Acceptance of Nuclear Energy?

There is no easy answer to above question which is crucial especially in countries like Croatia,
which would like to proceed on with the nuclear program. A comprehensive strategy of public
information should be developed and implemented ahead and in parallel with other activities
of nuclear program development. The prime goal should be the return of nuclear industry to a
"normality", to get the public to understand the associated risks and apprehend the benefits.

• The main goal of information strategy must be the introduction of enough knowledge about
nuclear matters to the average citizen so that he or she will understand the risks and
benefits, would be able to make decisions based on facts and would be less prone to
irrational claims of opponents.

• The whole strategy must be based on clear and simply defined final messages, that should
be brought to common understanding of every person. For the Kr§ko NPP there are at least
two:

=>NPP is good for environment, there is practically no pollution during normal
operation, it does not contribute to global warming.

=> Electricity from KrSko NPP is cheaper than any possible replacing energy.

• The extensive and comprehensive information programs should be established based on
following actions:

0 Attractive and understandable printed material should be prepared and widely
distributed.

0 Information centers should be established with simple exhibits, multimedia and
interactive involvement of the public.

0 Nuclear energy should be explained in media regularly, but not too frequently in order
not to get negative impact.

0 Public should get trust into the institutions and persons, that are appearing in media and
should recognize them as sources of reliable information.

• All information actions should be targeted to opinion makers and wider, especially younger
public. It is worthless to invest anything to change the mind of opponents.

• Basic knowledge about nuclear energy should be introduced into the curriculums of
elementary and high schools.

• The strategy for (counter) action in crisis situations should be prepared, where crisis is
either some unwanted event in the nuclear object anywhere in the world or attack by
opponents.

0 The final message, which should be brought to the public, must be clearly known to all
taking active part in media.

0 Possible statements by opponents should be anticipated in advance. Proper answers
should be prepared.

0 Everything said must be based on facts and must be easily proven by simple logic.
0 Attacks by opponents to the personal integrity of persons appearing publicly, although

based on untrue facts, should not be answered in a similar way. Much more efficient is
diversion of the debate to the factual problems.
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• Something like Nuclear Lobby should be established. In the past of our previous common
country lobbying was considered as something negative and was also used by nuclear
opponents as one of the negative arguments. However, in democratic social systems
lobbying is legal and very effective option, ft is the powerful tool for influencing the
opinion makers.

• The organization of information and educational activities must be done from one point,
otherwise the actions might become too much uncoordinated and even counter productive.
Different solutions in different countries (Informationskreis Kernenergie in Germany,
British Nuclear Industry Forum in Britain etc.) show that there is no general rule, suitable
for all environments.

• Each industry organization in nuclear field should take care for its good public image. If
the monopolistic companies like Post or Telecom find it useful to invest in public
advertising, it must be also necessary for nuclear companies, although they do not sell to
everyone on an open market.

Conclusion

This brief summary of the history of public acceptance of nuclear power in Slovenia could
give some idea about the importance of this subject for any nuclear country. The answer to the
simple question "How to gain public acceptance of nuclear energy?" is far from being simple.
The proposals in the final chapter could be primarily a guideline to action, which must be well
planned, managed, and started well in advance of technical decisions connected with the start
of nuclear program in the country.
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Abstract:

NIMBY (Not In My Back Yard) syndrome has become a major problem in the field of
environmental planning. Also in Slovenia. Agency for Radwaste management was
established by the Slovene government in 1991. Our main objective is to provide the final
disposal of radioactive waste in Slovenia. Overcoming the NIMBY syndrome is therefore
the primary aim of Agency's PR (public relations) strategy.

Agency's public relations strategy was prepared in 1993. After very unpleasant experience
with NIMBY syndrome in local community where one of the potential locations for low
and intermediate level repository was identified the strategy was renewed in 1994. It is
devided into two parts: information and education. The first one includes providing
information to the media, surveys of press clippings, interviews, press conferences, public
opinion polls and publishing articles. Agency's first task in the field of education was to
prepare different materials like: leaflets, Agency's newspaper and videos. Materials were
distributed to various target publics. There is also a special program of lectures for
youngsters. All those activities and projects have been successfully realized within the last
year.

Plans of PR activities for this year are focused on informing the local community about
remediation of temporary storage of radioactive waste near village Zavratec. Other new
projects are also under preparation like: new leaflets, presentation on Internet, journalist's
guide to radwaste management, most frequently asked questions and answers.

NIMBY SYNDROME AS OUR COMMON PROBLEM

NIMBY syndrome in well known. As in Germany, USA or other countries it is present in
Slovenia, as well. Agency for Radwaste Management was seriously faced with NIMBY
syndrome during the third phase of she selection for low and intermediate level radioactive
waste (LLLW) repository in 1993. The residents of Kalisevct, where one of the five
potential sites for LH.W was identified, showed strong pubHc opposition to the project

That event was the major reason that the Agency has taken a decision to renew the public
relations strategy.

DEFINING NEW PR STRATEGY

In the first step we have focused our attention to the analysis of NIMBY syndrome in
Slovenia. Several case studies and pubb'c relations strategies of Agencies for radwaste
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management in other countries were analyzed. The results of analyses have shown that
some of key importance public relations tools were not applied appropriately or were not
used at all. Since the media did not get (enough) information from the Agency, they found
other sources of information by contacting green opinion makers, environmental groups
and other people. All that distorted news, mixed with emotions, were spread to the general
public. The inhabitants of Slovenia could not get complete notion on peaceful use of
nuclear energy on the basis of these reduced information.

Due to this basic communication problem the skeleton of Agency's public relations
strategy was defined and made of the following three parts: communications, education
and negotiations. Each part of this PR strategy is addressing and transferring the
information on radioactive waste management to various target publics.

COMMUNICATION

Communication activities are addressed to the general public. There are several PR tools
that could be used to reach the general public, however well trained and skilled team is
needed to use them. At the Agency serious efforts have been made to prepare our team for
professional PR work including public appearance and crisis communication training.

We have also decided to make our own press clipping. Daily surveys of media are of a
great importance as they allow analysis of press and electronic media and enable quick
response to false or misguided information if they appear.

The analysis of press clipping showed that establishing the strategic partnership with media
can represent very useful and efficient way to present the relevant information to target
publics. We have contacted the editors of central Slovenian media and offered them more
information from the Agency RAO. The answer was positive, and that was the green light
for starting publishing articles on radioactive waste management in the most popular
Slovenian media. Soon after the Agency started a continuous publishing of different
issues on radioactive waste management, journalists found us as a reliable source of
information. That was positive indication for us to continue the policy of open door to all
publics.
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Figure 1.: Published articles on radioactive waste management in Slovenian media
from 1994 to July 1996
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On special occasion when an important decision or achievement is to be pronounced press
conference is organized.

Public opinion polls have also been performed. Public opinion polls are certainly
quantitative and qualitative indicators for measuring the efficiency and results of the PR
work. Last year's public opinion poll showed that general Slovenian public got distorted
information on radioactive waste management but they have expressed interest to get
more information on this issue. That was initial inquiry that will be compared to the results
of this year's public opinion poll among target publics. The comparison will show the
efficiency of various PR tools and activities.

EDUCATION

Education activities are strong support to wider communication programs and have
specific target publics: primary and secondary schools, political parties, media, experts and
ecological groups. The main objective of diverse educational programs is to inform and
educate target publics on radioactive waste management through various publications,
exhibitions and lectures.

For that reason Agency has prepared several different publications. With Pristop
Communication group, designers and nuclear experts from Nuclear Training Centre at
Joief Stefan Institute the fist number of Agency's Newspaper and a series of four leaflets
have been published in September 1995.

Three to four numbers of the Agency's newspaper are published per year. Each number is
dedicated to specific topic: the first number presented the Agency's main objectives and
working plans, the second the European experience on handling and disposing radioactive
waste and the third one the remediation project of temporary storage near Zavratec. Every
number is printed in 1500 copies and distributed free of charge to the target publics.

The first four in series of Agency's leaflets have presented the following topics: Radiation,
Radioactive Waste Disposal, Low and Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste Disposal and
High Level Radioactive Waste. Each leaflet was printed in 10 000 copies. Due to the
great demand among target publics the leaflets were reprinted in next few month. We are
planning to continue publishing leaflets with new topics. There are two new leaflets in
preparation: Transport of Radioactive Waste and Radioactive waste in Slovenia.

All our publications are written in clear and simple language, supported by many
photographs and illustrations as well as modern visually attractive graphic design. In order
to meet the standards of young generations it is very important that the publications are
not only technically correct but also visually attractive to the users.

To support information on radioactive waste also visually, we have started to translate
videos of foreign Agencies for radioactive waste management In cooperation with SKB
from Sweden we have translated last year three video films on Swedish experience on
managing nuclear waste. Videos were produced in 200 copies and distributed free of
charge to Slovenian primary and secondary schools. This year Agency has translated and
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published ANDRA's video about French approach on disposing low and intermediate level
radioactive waste.

In 1995 Agency RAO together with Nuclear Training Centre Milan Copic prepared
exhibition on radioactive waste. Introduction to this exhibition is 45 - minute lecture with
basic information on radioactivity, radioactive waste and disposal of radioactive waste.
The exhibition consists of panels, model of surface low and intermediate level waste
repository and some other exhibits like normal and compacted waste drums, mock - up of
fuel element and others. About 5000 visitors, mainly from primary and secondary schools,
visit the exhibition every year.

NEGOTIATIONS

Negotiations are important and necessary part of the PR strategy as the final decision
about acceptance of radioactive waste repository should be made by the local community.
Communication with local community is complex and delicate project that involves several
target publics from both sides, those who are for and those who are against the project.
Specific interests of different groups should be taken into account

The most important step is to involve into the project all target publics that are directly or
indirectly related to the local community from the very beginning. The representatives of
local community should know the objective of the project and all the circumstances. That
gives a project manager a possibility for backward information about local habits, wishes
and demands. All that information decrease chances of future crisis situations.

However other local residents, opinion makers, media, politicians and other target publics
you find important and influent in the community, should be well informed, as well.
Personal contacts with local residents can be of great help.

A project where all elements and PR tools including negotiations, has to be applied, is the
remediation project of temporary storage of radioactive waste near Zavratec, which is
taking place this year.

Radioactive waste was stored near Zavratec in 1961. That year an accident that has
occurred at Oncological institute in Ljubljana in which several rooms and some equipment
have been contaminated by the content of radium applicator. Radioactive waste from
decontamination was transported and stored in an old abandoned Italian barrack near
village Zavratec. Media "rediscovered" storage in the eighties. Since then it is the subject
of many discussions and claims of local community to remediate the site. In 1995 the
Slovene government confirmed the Agency's remediation program of this temporary
storage. Agency RAO, responsible for the project, carefully prepared the plan and
immediately established the contacts with local authorities.

Negotiations with local community started in the early stage of the project. The initial aim
of negotiations was to calm down the emotions and to recognize the community's
demands. After that negotiations continued on the compensation to the local community.

Local authorities agreed with Agency's proposal that the project will be realized in two
phases. In the first phase there will be the activity measurements and sorting of radioactive
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waste. In the second phase the decision, where the waste will be stored, will be taken on
the basis of measurements results and the remediation concluded. This step is planned for
next year.

Negotiations on compensation to the local community were terminated by conclusion that
the state will financially support the construction of municipal water supply system for
village Zavratec. The initial activities started this year.

The results of negotiations and the project were presented to general public by several
press releases. The special edition of Agency's newspaper was prepared and distributed to
the residents of Zavratec. Public presentations of the project for the city council of Idrija,
where village Zavratec belongs, and residents of Idrija have also been organized. Detailed
presentation in Zavratec took place just before the project started.

Special care has been paid to inform local residents about the project and about
radioactive waste management. Such approach seems to be the best to cure the fear and
the best way to build trust

In September 1996 the activity measurements and sorting of stored radioactive waste
material in storage will begin. It is planned that the Agency will open local information
office in Zavratec. In Zavratec press conference will be held and after that the journalists
will be invited to the site where measurements will be performed.

CONCLUSION

Overcoming NIMBY syndrome is our and other civil nuclear institutions major task for
the future. Many things should be done to give relevant information to various target
publics. Agency is planning to continue with PR activities. Journalist's guide to radioactive
waste management, several new leaflets, video film about remediation project in Zavratec,
most frequently asked questions and answers, presentation on Internet and others are
under preparation. We believe that such approach to the public is the only way to
gradually reduce and overcome NIMBY syndrome.
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ABSTRACT

Some of basic elements related to public participation in hazardous and radioactive waste
management in Croatia are underlined in the paper. Most of them are created or led by the APO-Hazardous
Waste Management Agency. Present efforts in improvement of public participation in the field of hazardous
and radioactive waste management are important in particular due to negligible role of public in
environmentally related issues during former Yugoslav political system. For this reason it is possible to
understand the public fearing to be deceived or neglected agein. Special attention is paid to the current APO
editions related to public information and education in the field of hazardous and radioactive waste
management It is important because only the well-informed public can present an active and respectful factor
in hazardous and radioactive waste management process.

INTRODUCTION

During the past four decades, hazardous and radioactive materials have became
increasingly common in industrial societies. These materials are used for a variety of purposes
and processes by the nuclear power industry, hospitals and medical institutions, among others.

The idea of sustanable development includes the obligation to manage hazardous and
radioactive waste in such a way that it makes no problems to the coming generations.
However, things are not sosimple and clear when the realization of this idea is attempted.
There seems to be acceptabie solution for radioactive waste disposal, though technical and
financial aspets are relatively. The main problem is public acceptance.

The hazardous and radioactive waste disposal facilities belong to the so-called
"controversial facilities": although the public can theoretically accept them as environmental
protection related facilities, everyone refuses the siting of such a facility in his vicinity
("NIMBY effect"). As it is known, this attitude of the public, which represents one of the most
decisive factors in the entire radioactive waste management policy, has been derived from both
the lack of information and doubts about available given information. In order to solve the
problem , the activities of all participants involved in the radioactive waste management (e.g.
citizens, companies, scientific institutions, authorities, ecologic groups and institutions ) should
be open to public. All these participants should be involved in programmes which will enable
them to make respectable decisions. But public confidence cannot be acqiured without
importial and honest information.
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APO-HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT AGENCY

APO-Hazardous Waste Management Agency is publicly owned national agency established
to organize and perform activities related to the hazardous waste management in the Republic of
Croatia and to assist the governmental bodies in the implementation of the enviromental protection
policy.

APO was established on June 2nd" 1993 as the result of the re-registration of the "Croatian
Radwaste Management Agency" founded by Croatian Electric Power Industy on July 2nd 1991,
following the proposal by the Goverment of the Republic of Croatia.

APO basic goals are:

A. to work out an efficient system related to the management of hazardous waste;
B. to develop all technical prerequisities for the construction of low and intermediate level

radioactive waste disposal facilitiy (site, technical solution, licenses, transporation and the
like);

C. to support govermental bodies in developing national infrastructure for the hazardous
and radioactive waste;

D. to inform and educate the public and to work on environmental awareness-raising,
especially in optimal use of raw materials, saving and protection of environment from
hazardous waste;

E. to organize special enviromental actions in order to inform public on particularly
unconscientious polluters and dangerous industries.

F. to establish prerequisities related to the integration of Croatia into world wide
tendencies, international conventions and norms for systematic management of
hazardous waste.

The people working at former Croatian Radwaste Management Agency (now the APO)
have been aware of considerable public resistance to most activities they had been dealing with since
the very beginning of their operation. Honest information and permanent education of the public
have been accepted as the Agency's high priorities. For this reason the Agency made an agreement
with the Institute for Applied Social Researches in Zagreb to perform the Agency's operating
programme concerning relations to the public. Achievement of desirable but realistic ecological
image of the Agency in the public was chosen as a goal of the project first phase.

The change of the Agency's name was also a public relation issue. The former name of the
Agency, i.e. "Radioactive Waste Management Agency" had been criticised by competent expert
groups, in particular due to the following reasons:

A. it can provoke negative reactions in the public; and
B. it is not valid anymore after the Agency extended its scope of activities.

Besides these reasons the former name was additionally not suitable to be expressed as an
acronym. Hence, in co-operation with the Psychology Department at the Faculty of Philosophy in
Zagreb, the Agency has organized a public-opinion poll which was expected to give us the list of
most desirable names for the Agency. Among numerous options twenty proposed names were
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subsequently subjected, to expert discussion attended by representatives of governmental
institutions, NGOs and media, as well as sociologists and psychologists. As result the name "APO -
Agencija za posebni otpad", i.e. Hazardous Waste Management Agency has been accepted. Thus,
the Agency acquired a new name through considerable involment of the public in June 1993, exactly
two years after it had been founded.

The APO - Hazardous Waste Management Agency has drafted and started the following
modes of comunications with the public:

A. permanent co-operation with mass-media in order to give continous, full, precise, timely
and honest information to the public;

B. well-organized research of public opinion related to environmental issues;
C. various sponsorships referring to environmental protection;
D. public participation in improving all activities of the Agency;
E. building trust with environmental groups;
F. close collaboration with respective scientific and research institutions and expert groups;

Number of activities are intended to support our public image: the APO is an independent,
unprofitable, ecologically interested, competent agency, fully capable to manage different hazardous
waste in accordance with the latest achievements in the field.

For this reason the APO started following activities;

• The issuing publications which would help the public to improve its education and information
levels in this field. We started publishing booklets written by eminent experts in relevant fields.
Final form of the booklets was defined in accordance with recommendations given by
sociologists. The authors were required to be impartial, giving to the reader an objective and
comprehensive information on the issues important for creation of competent decision-making
background:

"Energy Generations Option and Limitations in Croatia";
"Glossary of Nuclear Terms"
"Radioactive Waste: What is It? How Does It Generate? How to Manage It?"

• Issuing bulletins. The APO recently started the issuing of the bulletin "APO-News" which
informs on the current operations of the APO but also gives the most important information
on respective events in the world.
These bulletins and publications are distributed free.

• Recording video tapes for public information and education (distributed freely
especially in schools):

"Environmental Hazards in the Zagreb Area - Case Study Zagreb";
"A Comprehensive System for the Management of Waste Oils"
"Radioactive Lighting Conductors and Fire Alarm System"

"Selection of Sites for the Disposal of Low and Medium level Radioactive
Waste in the Republic of Croatia"
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• Organizing coferences, round tables and lectures by domestic and foreign experts which are
referring to activities of the APO.

• Tours for particular groups (experts, journalist) to facilities of interest in Croatia and abroad,
aimed at geting acquainted with relevant experiences and practicese in the world.

• Sponsoring environmentally related project. Particular attentation is given to school projects,
and environmental protection projects of NGO. The APO has very good relationship with
environmental NGO in Croatia.

• Informing mass media about all relevant activities of APO. All current APO projects of interest
are presented to the public trough press conferences, TV-programmes, discussions with
journalists, experts debates, interviews, etc. All employees are always ready to give relevant
information to the journalists respecting our slogan " no question must remain without an
appropriate answer"

• Establishment of Information (Visitor) Centre. Each country which leads systematic policy of
public informing and public involment-into the site selection for controversial facilities, has
developed well-organized information centre aiming to inform the public about the relevant
facility, world experiences in the field etc. The APO has planned to open our centre before the
end of the year.

• Elaboration of incentive strategy and programmes to local communities . There is a very limited
exprience in incetive policy in our country. The APO has organized drawing up of the legal act
of incetive for local communities where controversial facilities will be sited. It is expected that
the Government of Republic of Croatia will pass the act.

Working actively to informing and educate the public, and through its readiness to
communicate with all the media, the APO has acquired confidence of the public and we can
promise that from now on no important facility will be built without public involvement.

CONSLUSION

We are aware that building trust with the public is a very tiring and long-term process which
should be carefully planned and performed. World practice shows that public involvement in
hazardous waste disposal facility issues is treated as a high-priority task. Although every single
country creates its own programme of public participation in concerning issues, general methods
and approaches to programme implementation are basically same or similar. Due to special
sensitivity of the public to most of environmentally related programmes and its fear to be deceived
again - which has been caused partially also by non-honest attitude of some politicians in former
Yugoslav political system - current and forthcoming projects should be performed in close and full
participation of the public. For this reason the APO - Hazardous Waste Management Agency as
well as similar organizations are required to organize comprehensive and realistic educational
programmes, promoting the public into respectful party, expected to be competent for decision
making in any of numerous sensilive issues related to waste management specially hazardous and
radioactive waste. It is supposed to be the most acceptable approach which contributes to
improvement of mutual confidence and respect between experts and the public. At the same time it
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is also a prerequisite for implementation of better and more efficient environmental protection
programmes. It is obvious that such a positive tendency cannot be maintained without creation and
performance of an honest, correct, synchronous and complete public information programme.
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Abstract
Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) has designed and manufactured nuclear steam generators since the
beginnings of the nuclear era in the 1950's. This paper describes how the B&W recirculating
steam generator design evolved, the operating and maintenance history of the design, and the
evolution of design and manufacturing methods into replacement steam generators for non-B&W
reactors.

Introduction
Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) has designed and manufactured nuclear steam generators since the
beginnings of the nuclear era in the 1950's. Steam generators have been provided for nuclear
propulsion systems in both military and commercial applications. Once-through steam generators
have been provided for B&W designed Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR's) in the US and
Germany, and more than 200 recirculating steam generators have been provided for CANDU
reactors around the world.

Since 1988, B&W has supplied 26 replacement PWR recirculating steam generators for non-
B&W PWR's. These steam generators are provided exclusively by B&W's operations in Canada,
with design based on the well proven recirculating steam generators developed for the CANDU
system.

Design Evolution
The B&W recirculating steam generator designs evolved with the development of the CANDU
heavy water reactor system. Within the CANDU engineering hierarchy, the reactor design and
the overall system engineering are performed by Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. (AECL). Many
of the components, such as steam generators and heat exchangers, are designed by component
specialist companies such as B&W, to suit general specifications issued by AECL.

B&W first introduced the "lightbulb" type steam generator in the Pickering A reactors, which
have now been operating for more than 25 years. Most of the Pickering A steam generators have
never had a single tube plugged.
Over the years, the B&W steam generator has evolved in several crucial areas:
-tubing materials and specifications
-tube support design and material selection
-steam water separator design
-maintainability features
-manufacturing methods

B&W has worked closely with owners and plant designers in the areas of water chemistry and
plant operating cycles, and has provided input to industry organizations (eg. EPRI) on plant water
chemistry recommendations.

Table 1 is a summary of the design, manufacturing, and operating experience of B&W's
recirculating steam generators.
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TABLE 1
OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH B&W RECIRCULATING STEAM GENERATORS

Reactor

Pickering 1
Pickering 2
Pickering 3
Pickering 4
Pickering 5
Pickering 6
Pickering 7
Pickering 8
Bruce 1
Bruce 2
Bruce 3
Bruce 4
Bruce 5
Bruce 6
Bruce 7
Bruce 8
Kanupp
Gentilly 2
Pt.Lepreau
Cordoba
Darlington 1
Darlington 2
Darlington 3
Darlington 4
Cernavoda 1

Wolsong 2
Wolsong 3
Wolsong 4
Cernavoda 2

Millstone 2
Ginna

Catawba 1
McGuire 1
McGuire 2
St. Lucie 1
Byron 1
Braidwood 1

#of
SG's

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

2
2

4
4
4
2
4
4

Tubes/ Tube
SG

2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200
1335
3550
3550
3550
4663
4663
4663
4663
3530

3530
3530
3530
3530

8523
4765

6633
6633
6633
8523
6633
6633

Mat'l

M-400
M-400
M-400
M-400
M-400
M-400
M-400
M-400
1-600
1-600
1-600
1-600
1-600
1-600
1-600
1-600
M-400
1-800
1-800
1-800
1-800
1-800
1-800
1-800
1-800

1-800
1-800
1-800
1-800

1-690
1-690

1-690
1-690
1-690
1-690
1-690
1-690

Tube
Supp's

CS-L+
CS-L
CS-L
CS-L
CS-B
CS-B
CS-B
CS-B
CS-B
CS-B
CS-B
CS-B
CS-B
CS-B
CS-B
CS-B
CS-L
SS-B
SS-B
CS-B
SS-L
SS-L
SS-L
SS-L
SS-L

SS-L
SS-L
SS-L
SS-L

SS-L
SS-L

SS-L
SS-L
SS-L
SS-L
SS-L
SS-L

Separ- I
ators t

IMP
IMP 1
IMP 1
IMP 1
IMP :

IMP :
IMP :
IMP :
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
GXP 1
GXP 1
GXP
GXP
IMP
GXP I

GXP :
GXP :
CAPI :
CAPI :
CAPI :
CAPI :
CAP2 :

CAP2 :
CAP2 :
CAP2 :
CAP2 :

CAP2 :
CAP3 :

CAP3 .
CAP3
CAP3
CAP2
CAP3
CAP3

Vffg.
ype

**

1

>
)
)
>

1
I
I
I
J
J
*

i
$

*

$
J
3
3

3
3

3
3
3
3
3

Circ.
Ratio

5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.2
5.2
5.2
5.2
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.5
5.7
5.7
5.7
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0 "
5.9

5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7

4.5
5.4

5.8
5.8
5.8
4.4
5.8
5.8

T-hot
(C)

294
294
294
294
294
294
294
294
304
304
304
304
304
304
304
304
294
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309

309
309
309
309

314
3 1 6 -•'

325
325
325
315
320
320

Start

1971
1971
1972
1973
1983
1984
1985
1986
1977
1977
1978
1979
1985
1984
1986
1987
1972
1982
1982
1983
1992
1990
1993
1993
1996

1997
1998
1999
1999

1992
1996

1996
1996
1997
1997
1997
1998

Tubes
Plugged*

115 (P)***
3
1
0
1913 (P)
4
0
21
46
1861 (SPC)
35
51
84 (F)
13
26
19
1
1
39
10
0
0
0
1
0

_

-
-
-

0
0

-
-
-
-
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Footnotes to Table 1: ' "-\\
*Tubes plugged thru end 6f 1994 (Ref. 1). Note that B&W has never used sleeves.
+ Tube support types are:
CS-L Carbon steel lattice grids
CS-B Carbon steel broached plates
SS-L Stainless steel lattice grids
SS-B Stainless steel broached plates

**Manufacturing methods are:
1. All tubes are installed in the SG, and the entire tubed SG lower section is put into a stress

relief furnace, simultaneously heat treating the tubes and the vessel.
2. The vessel is separately heat treated. The tube U-bends are separately stress relieved by

electric resistance. The tube expanded region is heat treated with the vessel vertical, but
upside-down in conjunction with the head-to-tubesheet weld stress relief. ("LIV", or
Local Inverted Vertical stress relief, unique for M-400 tubing)

3. The entire lower steam generator shell, tubesheet, and primary head assembly is
manufactured and stress relieved. Then the wrapper, tube supports and tubes are added.
The tubing has no exposure to the effects of local stress reliefs. This has been B&W's
exclusive manufacturing method since 1982.

***Plugging Causes are:
(P) Pitting..note that the large number of tubes plugged in Pickering Unit 5 was due to under-

deposit chloride pitting^t ttibS support plates. Pickering Units 1-4 used lattice grid tube
supports while Units 5-8 used broached plates. The broached plates experienced sludge
buildup which had not been seen in the lattice grids. Pickering 5 suffered the pitting
problem, but the problem was solved by extensive chemical cleaning. Chemical cleaning
was also done on Units 6-8 before a repeat could occur. Only now, after 25 years of
operation, Units 1-4 are receiving their first chemical cleans.

(SPC) Support Plate Cracking..This refers to OD cracking of the tubing at support plate
locations. Note that this has been an issue only at Bruce Unit 2. Unit 2 at Bruce was
subjected to a very large ingress of lead in 1986. In 1991, tube leaks started to appear,
and the root cause was determined to be lead cracks initiating under deposits at tube and
U-bend supports. Note that again, the tube supports are broached plates. The U-bend
supports at Bruce are "scallop bars", which create a crevice adjacent to the tube. The lead
contamination is severe enough in Unit 2 to have prompted Ontario Hydro to shut down
and mothball Unit 2 at the Bruce plant in 1995. Unit 2 may be refurbished in the future,
but refurbishment would involve replacement of the steam generators. All of the steam
generators at the Bruce plant have experienced varying degrees of sludge buildup in the
broached tube supports. This was a major contributing factor to B&W's decision to go
back to lattice grid tube supports on newer steam generators.

(F) Fretting at U-bend supports. Again, the Bruce units use "scallop bar" U-bend supports.
AH subsequent B&W steam generators use stainless steel flat-bar U-bend supports. The
flat-bars provide comparable vibration restraint without creating crevices adjacent to the
tubes. B&W uses some of the most conservative criteria for design against vibration and
fretting in the industry. The fretting at Bruce Unit 5 appears to be largely an isolated
occurrence specific to that unit.

In summary, the design to-day uses stainless steel lattice grid tube supports, stainless steel flat
bar U-bend supports, and either alloy 800 (CANDU steam generators) or alloy 690 (PWR steam
generators) tubing. B&W is now on its 3rd generation of CAP primary separators. All of the
previous generations worked well, but the 3rd generation CAP has equally good performance
with higher overall capacity and lower pressure drop. The separators are further described later
in the paper.
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The operating history of the B&W steam generators has been very good. All units have achieved
specified operating parameters (steam pressure, flow, moisture carryover, etc.) without exception.
Tubing performance has been excellent, particularly among the lattice grid steam generators. The
majority of tube failures have been in 2 reactors only: Pickering 5 (chloride pitting under
deposits in broached plates) and Bruce 2 (lead-induced cracking under deposits in broached
plates).

Replacement Steam Generator Design
When the CANDU steam generators had become a mature product, and their reliability had
proven itself to be higher than that of typical PWR steam generators (see Figure 1), B&W
conducted an assessment of PWR steam generator's problems, worldwide, and discovered that
there were 45 different failure mechanisms causing problems with steam generators (see Figure
2). B&W began developing replacement steam generator designs which addressed all of these
problems. Some steam generator problems are, of course more detrimental than others, but even
the smallest problems were targeted for elimination. The following is a summary of the key
developments and optimizations which went into the evolution of the B&W design for PWR
replacement purposes.

Tubing Material
The steam generators being replaced in PWR's around the world are almost exclusively those
with mill annealed alloy 600 tube material. The main weakness of mill annealed alloy 600 is
susceptibility to stress corrosion and intergranular cracking. Candidate materials for replacement
SG's included alloy 600 with thermal treatment (TT), alloy 800, and alloy 690 (TT). Alloy 600,
even with thermal treatment, is still somewhat susceptible to stress corrosion cracking, and to
pitting. On the positive side, alloy 600 has the highest thermal conductivity of the 3, and strength
equivalent to the best of the 3, in unmodified condition. Alloy 800 has good operating results in
the field, both in CANDU and PWR applications. However, in the laboratory, it can be shown
to have low resistance to both chloride and caustic stress corrosion cracking (SCC). Alloy 800
was first selected for steam generator applications because it will not crack in pure water (eg
primary side) conditions, whereas the only alternative at the time (1970's, only alternative was
alloy 600) was susceptible to primary SCC. Alloy 800 has further disadvantages in a replacement
situation of having the lowest thermal conductivity of the three candidates, and the lowest
strength in unmodified (ASME basis) condition. Alloy 690 has intermediate conductivity, can
be produced with the highest strength of the three materials, and has excellent resistance to all
forms of SCC and intergranular attack. The growing volume of experience with this alloy around
the world is proving it to be a good choice. B&W selected alloy 690 for replacement steam
generator applications. B&W then refined the specifications of alloy 690 to get optimum
corrosion resistance, and worked with all tube vendors to find a way of producing alloy 690
tubing to the B&W specification. The tubing being produced for the B&W replacement steam
generators has been shown to be more resistant to SCC than "standard" alloy 690 (Ref. 2).

Tube Supports
After going from lattice grid to broached plate, and back to lattice grid tube supports, B&W was
in the unique position of being the only supplier with extensive experience in both types of
supports. B&W was also in a unique position of being able to do side-by-side comparisons of
the two at the Pickering Generating Station, where the older 4 reactors use lattice grids, and the
newer 4 reactors use broached plates. The comparisons clearly show that:
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lattice grids have lower flow resistance, and therefore promote higher circulation lattice
grids provide superior vibration/fretting resistance and are less likely to damage tubes
during assembly due to the nested nature of how the tubes are held.

• lattice grids are much higher in strength. The B&W lattice grid steam generators now
being produced do not use any tierods, and yet will survive any accident condition.

• very importantly, lattice grids are much less susceptible to accumulating sludge. Sludge
buildup in the flow areas of broached plates has been a major problem at the Bruce plant,
the Pickering 5-8 reactors, and has been experienced in PWR units with broached plates
as well. The problem is not solved by using stainless steel broached plates, as shown by
the PWR experience. The problem is, however, virtually eliminated by using lattice grids.
Some buildup has been seen in Pickering reactors 1-4 in lattice grids after 25 years of
operation without chemical cleaning.

B&W settled quickly on offering only lattice grid tube supports, along with flat-bar U-bend
supports, which have been used on all CANDU units subsequent to Bruce (see figure 3). The
material chosen for the bars is type 41 OS stainless steel, due to its corrosion resistance, strength,
and very importantly, its expansion coefficient. Using a material for the bars which has the same
expansion coefficient as carbon steel (shell, wrapper, etc.) allows a closer fit of the bars to the rest
of the structure, which enhances the total strength of the integrated lattice grid structure for in-
plane loading such as seismic loads.

Separators
B&W has been involved in research and development of steam-water separators for more than
50 years. Table 1 shows that B&W has constantly kept developing new and better separators, and
is currently offering the CAP-3 primary separator, plus the high capacity GXP secondary
centrifugal separators. (See Figure 4). B&W subjects each separator type to extensive laboratory
testing prior to use in the field. Each separator type is tested full scale, in steam and water, at full
flow and pressure, to simulated loads at least 33% higher than the maximum load the separator
will ever see in operation. If the steam generator is to deliver uprated power, the testing is done
to at least 33% flow beyond uprated conditions. In the testing program, measured outputs are
carryover, steam carryunder in the recirculated water, pressure drop, and any sensitivity to water
flow or water level variations. The first field tests of the CAP-3 separators (Ginna RSG's, New
York State) will be performed in September/96. Field tests of the CAP-2 separators at Millstone
2 (Connecticut) showed average moisture carryover of 0.023%. The CAP-3 separators are
basically the same as CAP-2's, but modified to allow higher peak steam flow and have lower
overall pressure drop. With the volume of laboratory testing done on the CAP-3's, B&W is
confident of field results equal to or lower than the Millstone results

Circulation Ratio and 3-D Flow
From Table 1, it is apparent that almost all of the B&W steam generators have circulation ratios
of 5 or greater. High circulation ratios are beneficial in that they promote high sweeping flows
throughout the steam generator, to keep surfaces clean. High circulation ratios also eliminate the
potential for dryout regions in the upper tube bundle by suppressing maximum local qualities.
Using high circulation ratios requires having well proven vibration technology and established
separator technology. B&W has both technologies. At a circulation ratio of 5, there is 4 times
the massflow of water as there is of steam entering the separators. The B&W separators are
capable of handling high water flow along with high steam flow. For the vibration technology,
B&W developed and proved the technology using smaller tube sizes, and so the use of the larger
stiffer PWR tube sizes is relatively straightforward. The tube size comparison is as follows:
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CANDU tube sizes:
Pickering, Bruce, Kanupp 13 mm OD
CANDU 6 (Pt. Lepreau, Wolsong, Cemavoda, etc), Darlington 15.9 mm OD

PWR RSG's:
Millstone, Ginna, St. Lucie 19 mm OD
Catawba, McGuire, Byron, Braidwood 17.5 mm OD

For the separator water flow sensitivity tests, at full steam flow, simulated circulation ratios of
up to 10 are used to prove that the separators are insensitive to high water flows.

Pressure Boundary and Maintainability Features
Pressure boundaries are designed to minimize the number of weld seams, but at the same time
take into account overall project economics. As attractive as it is to use an all-forged shell,
B&W's steam generators have all ended up as plate shells for simple cost considerations. B&W's
pressure boundaries are made from a range of ultimate strengths of materials, considering overall
vessel weight and economics. The maintainability features include:

• multiple large handholes above the tubesheet for water lancing purposes
• large primary manways (up to 508 mm)
• preinstalled nozzle dam rings suitable for very rapid installation dams.
• numerous inspection ports in the secondary shell allowing viewing and even lancing of

tube supports
• extra handholes for inspection of U-bends and feedwater headers
• permanent access ducts through the separator assemblies
• manways situated for the most rapid and convenient access to the separators (often in the

secondary head of the steam generator).
• permanent nitrogen recirculation provisions for wet layup
• all bolting set up for automatic multi-stud tensioners
• manway support arms for ease of maintenance
• permanent marking of the tubesheet face with tube row and column numbers, legible from

remote CCTV monitors
• no tierods, blowdown headers, or other obstructions to water lancing. Once the handholes

are open, lancing can start immediately. (The blowdown header is recessed in the
tubesheet. B&W does not use lane blockers).

Manufacturing Method
The unique feature of the B&W manufacturing method is that the entire lower pressure boundary,
including the primary head, is assembled, welded, and stress relieved prior to tubing. Other
manufacturers leave the primary head off the vessel until after tubing, and then perform a local
stress relief of the head to tubesheet weld. This local stress relief can reduce the corrosion
resistance of certain tube alloys at the point along the length of the tube which is only heated to
an intermediate temperature. This is particularly true for alloy 800. B&W developed this
manufacturing method for CANDU steam generators with alloy 800 tubing, and has carried it
over to the alloy 690 PWR units as well. The local stress relief can also weaken the tube-
tubesheet expanded joint. In the B&W method, both of these risks are eliminated. B&W's
manufacturing method has been developed with the close co-operation of the engineering office
and shop, which are both at the same location in Canada. The method has now been proven on
more than 40 steam generators for both CANDU and PWR applications.
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Conclusions
Babcock & Wilcox has been in the nuclear steam generator business since the 1950's, and has
evolved a state of the art design of steam generator which has gained widespread acceptance for
both CANDU and replacement PWR applications. The design is supported by the operating and
maintenance experience of over 200 steam generators produced to date by Babcock & Wilcox.
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Three Steam Generator Replacement Projects in 1995
Consortium Siemens Framatome is Well Prepared to Contribute its Experience
to the SGR at the KrSko NPP

by Richard Holz, Siemens AG, D-91050 Erlangen, Postfach 32 20, Germany, and
Guy Clavier, Framatome S.A., F-7110 Chalon sur SaCne, 1, avenue de Verdun, France

Since the companies Siemens AG and Framatome S.A. joined their experience and efforts in
the field of steam generator replacements and formed a consortium in 1991, the following
projects were performed in 1995: Ringhals 3, Tihange 3 andAsco 1. Further projects will
follow in 1996, i. e., Doel 4 andAsco 2. Currently, this European consortium is bidding for
the contract to replace the steam generators at the KrSko NPP and hopes to be awarded in
1996.

An overview of the way the Consortium Siemens and Framatome approaches SG replacement
projects is given based on the projects performed in 1995. Various aspects of project
planning, management, licensing, personnel qualification and techniques used on site will be
discussed

Planning, Engineering Phase of the Project

Very exact and detailed planning is required for such a project because plant downtime due to
the replacement must be kept as short as possible (minimizing electricity production outages),
because the procedures involved are complex and varied, and because local companies are to
be included in the effort.

Country-specific and international codes and standards (e.g., ASME, DIN, ISO or IAEA) can
be readily applied owing to the experience Siemens and Framatome have had with them over
many years. The quality management system employed by Siemens and Framatome has
been certified by numerous institutions in Germany, France and abroad.

Project Structuring

As the first step toward efficient processing, the entire project is broken down into job pack-
ages, the most important of which are listed below. The structure of the projects is of funda-
mental importance to subsequent phases of the project. The project team is formed based on
this structure (with the appointment of the specialists required), and project schedules (en-
gineering schedules) are prepared which embrace the entire preparatory phase up to the com-
mencement of work at the plant.

The most important job packages for a steam generator replacement are:

• Design, design calculation and licensing activities

• Disposal of radioactive waste, general decontamination

• Decontamination of the reactor coolant lines

• Optical survey of the reactor coolant lines

• Machining of the reactor coolant lines
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• Steam generator transport and rigging

• Fit-up and alignment of the reactor coolant lines

• Welding of the reactor coolant lines

• Activities at the primary and secondary piping systems

• Civil engineering (opening of the containment, construction of the storage facility,for old
SGs and other buildings)

• Replacement of thermal insulation

• Radiation protection (ALARA considerations)

• Risk analysis, licensing

• Temporary facilities, site infrastructure

• Scaffolding, radiation shielding

• Construction of steam generator mock-up, qualification of personnel and equipment
using the mock-up

Putting the Project Team Together

All specialists required for the individual job packages form an organizational unit under the
coordination of a project manager who becomes their direct superior for the duration of the
project and coordinates all activities within Siemens and Framatome. Processing of projects
in this manner has proven extremely effective for the following reasons:

Communication and information pathways are short and the number of interfaces is
minimized, allowing the team to respond rapidly to special customer requests.

Efficiency is high because there is a direct link between work activities and the decision-mak-
ing process within the team.

Motivation is high and team members identify with their assigned task because they are only
involved in a single project.

Project Schedules

Project schedules are prepared for all job packages. They have a standardized arrangement
and contain the following sections:

• project preparations,

• design, engineering, licensing

• order processing and manufacturing,

• qualification of personnel and equipment,

• site planning, and

• preparation for work at the power plant

These schedules are an important basis for high-quality project processing. They are used to
coordinate the activities of all participants, including subcontractors, and are presented along
with a monthly status report to the customer so that he is always fully informed and integrated
into the project.
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Each schedule contains approximately 100 activities. These activities are included in
condensed form in a higher-level schedule (the main engineering time schedule).

Documentation for Work at the Power Plant

One of the most important planning steps is a complete visual inspection of the steam genera-
tor during one of the refueling outages prior to replacement. This inspection also includes the
secondary piping, the steam generator support structure and the reactor coolant line. All
potential interferences must be recorded, the rigging paths measured and openings checked by
using mock-ups. In preparation for this visual inspection, a plant walkdown list is drawn up
showing all activities which must be performed during the plant outage prior to replacement
of the steam generators.

The "general work sequence plan" is the main document for all activities on site. It lists in a
logical sequence all work that is to be performed. It includes approximately 15,000 activities
indicating the steps involved in each, and makes reference to all applicable documents such as
drawings, work procedures, system descriptions, etc.

Another important document is the inspection plan which is the official quality management
document. It contains all necessary inspection steps and is prepared in accordance with pro-
ject-specific requirements and country-specific standards which regulate all activities con-
cerned with quality management, nondestructive examinations and other tests and also spe-
cifies who shall witness each (Consortium, the supplier, the customer, the licensing
authority).

A site schedule is prepared for the replacement work. Independent of their association with
the job packages, the required activities are planned chronologically and incorporated by the
customer into the overall outage planning. The site schedule comprises about 6,000 separate
activities, with one hour being the smallest unit of time assigned.

The site schedule and the general work sequence plan are also used in resources planning, i.e.,
in deciding which personnel, equipment, and machinery to use, and in estimating radiation
dose.

Personnel Training

Experience with such replacement projects has shown that personnel training contributes
enormously to optimum performance in terms of work quality, meeting deadlines, and mini-
mizing the radiation exposure of the personnel. Hence, comprehensive theoretical and practi-
cal training programs were developed for the most important work steps. Consortium and
subcontractor employees are given specialized training for the tasks and conditions of the
steam generator replacement at hand.

All personnel training programs are performed using a full-scale mock-up of the lower
section of the steam generator (primary channel head with a section of the reactor coolant line
and the steam generator nozzles) including the interferences in this area.

Training and qualification are performed for the following main activities

• welding of the reactor coolant line,

• cutting and machining of the reactor coolant line,
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• decontamination of the remaining ends of the reactor coolant line

• mounting of special shielding devices,

• video inspections inside the reactor coolant line and the primary channel head.
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Design, design calculation, licensing

In SG replacements the tasks of special importance are design and design calculation. These
activities apply for temporary equipment (such as SG rigging, devices for piping, etc.) and for
permanent plant equipment including all related modifications (such as rerouting of piping,
thermal insulation, steel liner of containment opening). Piping design covered rerouting of
feedwater and auxiliary feedwater, adaptation of instrumentation piping, main steam, blow-
down, reactor temperature detection, drain, sampling. Design calculation basically covered
analyses of structural, seismic and fluid dynamic data.

In parallel with basic engineering, the safety of all activities leading to modification of plant
equipment or activities introducing a specific risk, such as handling, rigging, transportation,
waste handling, is evaluated for review by the licensing authorities. These evaluations are in
accordance with 10CFR50.59.
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Ringhals 3, in Sweden

At Ringhals 3 the Siemens Framatome Consortium joined forces for the first time. Particular
to Ringhals 3 were:

• The necessity of cutting an opening into the reactor building wall for removing the old
SGs and bringing in the new ones.
The opening was 6m x 7m. This "door", a 140 metric ton block of concrete, had to be
handled 15m above ground. Cutting the concrete and subsequent closing off were both on
the critical path, a tight 44-day schedule for the SG replacement.

Hoist

Transport
saddle.

Trailer

Auxiliary hoisting unit

Lifting attachment

Rail

\ •7-—7—[[ i t • » J ' " '

1
 fc #*>»* r +

Rigging Inside/Outside Containment of Steam Generators at Ringhals 3

• SG handling kinematics, especially adapted to cylindrical shape of the Ringhals SG
cubicles which tightly and at full length "imprison" the steam generators.
This was possibly the most spectacular aspect of the SGR. It meant removal of the old
SGs from their cylindrical cubicles and bringing in the new ones without destroying
existing civil work structures and staying within the 390 metric tons, maximum load
capacity of the polar crane. This required an aerial ballet that involved pivoting the SGs
from a vertical position to a horizontal position and a rotation of up to 180° as the
clearance between the SG outlines and the concrete cubicles was only 20 cm. Due to the
loading limit of the polar crane and the lifting height required additionally, an extra gantry
crane was constructed and mounted on traveling crane beams.

Remaining operations including techniques for working on the reactor coolant system did not
pose any particular problems. Operational delivery, the transfer of responsibility for activities
within reactor building from the Consortium to the customer Vattenfall took place on August
9, 95 - five days earlier than required under the contract. Reconnection to the Swedish power
grid was on August 29, 95, 90 days precisely after insertion of the shutdown control rods.
Overall collective dose for the SGR was 1290 mSv constituting the best performance to date
for a steam generator replacement.
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Tihange 1, in Belgium

The real challenge was not only in the replacement as such, but also in the work environment
as for this second 10-year in-service inspection at Tihange 1 other work was scheduled, such
as:

Reactor vessel inspection
Inspection of bolts of reactor internals and replacement of 10% of them
Replacement of all pressurizer heaters
Overall replacement of reactor protection system
Replacement of .turbine low-pressure rotors
Renovation of cover gasket of equipment hatch in reactor building.

Besides this, numerous other maintenance tasks and modifications were called for after
20 years of operating Tihange 1. The SGR scope was similar to that of an EDF NPP in
France. Nevertheless, the new steam generators from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries in Japan
for their installation required special interface management. The very different design of the
horizontal SG supports (a system of swiveling tie rods under tension) called for special
methods during disassembly and reassembly.

Scheduled overall duration of SGR was 38 days counting from start of cutting primary piping
to primary and secondary systems' readiness for refilling - all work was on the critical path.
In this especially tight schedule and under difficult working situations, Framatome and
Siemens completed the assigned tasks in 33 days to the satisfaction of the customer. The unit
was reconnected to the Belgian power grid on September 16,96 -just 93 days after
shutdown.

Asco 1, in Spain

In the January '93 contract with Asociacion Nuclear de Asco (ANA) the Consortium had
agreed to provide a turnkey project, with a very large scope of supply which included major

civil work inside the reactor
building on account of size and
positioning of SG cubicles.

During the outage other major
tasks were performed. ANA
replaced the LP turbine, elim-
inated temperature-measuring
bypasses of the reactor coolant
system, installed a digital mea-
suring system of SG levels and
implemented the concept "Leak
Before Break".

Prior to the SGR, the Con-
sortium
• constructed a "mausoleum"

for storing the old steam

generators on site,
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• installed a laundry facility in the auxiliary buildings

• constructed a decontamination workshop

• installed a new waste-compacting machine and

• constructed an access building for use during the SGR

At Asco 1 an opening was cut into the SG bunker facing the equipment hatch which produced
four concrete blocks weighing a total of 310 metric tons. The "conventional" steps of SG
handling and work on primary piping posed no particular problems and went much faster than
expected:

• Bringing in and positioning three new SGs in 4.5 days,

• Welding the primary system in only 8 days.

After rebuilding the SG cubicles and completing work on the secondary piping, reactor pit
and polar crane were returned to the operator's control one day earlier than originally sched-
uled. Total dose rate for the outage was 2,440 mSv which exceeded our objectives by far and
resulted from the protective measures taken.

Replacement of steam generators in Asco 2 is currently (August 96) under way, and is sched-
uled to be finished in October 1996. Ambitious objectives resulting from SGR in Asco 1 are
now being integrated into SGR in Asco 2.

Work Performed on the Reactor Coolant Pipes during the SGRs in Ringhals, Tihange 1
and Asco 1

The work performed on reactor coolant pipes is one of the most important tasks of the SG
replacement and was quite the same for all three projects. The objective of all the activities
on reactor coolant pipes is to obtain the required fit-up tolerances between the new SG and
the existing loops with the following requisites:

• Perform 2-cut method without replacing elbows.

• Minimize residual stresses after welding

• Reduce accumulated radiation dose

• Optimize the schedule

Optical survey

The optical survey was performed by applying a combination of photogrammetry and
industrial optical technique using electronic theodolites. The process was previously proven
in terms of accuracy, reproducibility, radiation exposure and speed of use.

This technique was also used during previous outages to determine the geometry of the exist-
ing reactor coolant pipes which allowed machining the new SG nozzle during the manufactur-
ing phase.

Cutting/Machining
Specifically developed portable machines were used

- for cutting old SG nozzles. This machine was designed with a cutting wheel to keep chips
from entering the pipe.
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- for machining of pipe elbows at a position previously determined by optical measurement
to obtain a fit-up tolerance of less than 1 mm.

Welding

Main target of the activities performed on the reactor coolant pipes was to achieve a proper
fit-up of the new steam generators to the reactor coolant pipes and to minimize the residual
stresses after welding. This was achieved by using a special installation sequence and the
GTA narrow gap welding technique.

The special configuration of the welding edge in connection with the equipment provides the
following advantages:

• Smaller weld volume which resulted in reduced welding time,

• Remote-controlled, TV-monitored process contributed to a reduction of the accumulated
radiation dose.

• Due to sequence of weld fabrication lower residual stresses were produced in the welds
(length allowance for shrinkage), thus residual stresses in piping system were minimized.

Decontamination

The purpose of this process is to reduce radiation dose in the area of reactor coolant pipe
ends, and to achieve local cleanliness of pipe interiors there. This process was performed in
two steps:

Blasting by electrocorundum to remove the oxide layer, followed by blasting with glass beads
to improve the superficial stress conditions and to smoothe the surface. Use of a closed-
circuit system with subatmospheric pressure prevented abrasive particles and dust from
escaping into the atmosphere (aerosol build-up is avoided) keeping radioactive waste build-up
to a minimum.

Steam Generator Replacement - Duration and Dose Applied

1.326 mSv Duration of shutdown: 97 days

1.290 mSv

<^Duratk>n of shutdown: 93 days>

33 d
Duration of shutdown: 90

mm 44 days

From first cut* OH
'ready for hydrotest

June '95 £ Ju ly '95 ^ A u g u s t ' 9 5 ^ Sept . ' 95 ^ O c t o b e r ' 9 5
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UPRATING AND MODERNIZATION OF KRSKO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
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Abstract

In fce next few years KrJko Nuclear Power PUnt (NEK) will change steam generators. In addition to steam generator replacement, the power
increase (uprating) and modernization program will be undertaken to optimize plant performance with the most economic benefit over the planned
operating period for Ate plant In tois article, tte activities related to power uprating are described, Le. bow power uprating reflects on the auclear
and therroo-hydraulic reactor core design and safety analyses. The design calculations and safely analyses will be performed to determine if
adequate margin exists for operation at tie proposed power and temperature conditions. These analyses will also identify any plant modification*
that are required or operating limitations that might be imposed during operatic* at uprated power conditions. This includes also revision of
design, licensing and operating documentation that are affected by the change in operating conditions.

1. Introduction

The present plugging level of steam generators (SG's) in the NEK plant is about 13 percent
(average for both SG's). Detailed safety analyses1-1 have shown that plant can operate at full power
up to 21 percent plugging level. However, maintaining the SG's present plugging level is very
expensive and time consuming. Therefore, it was decided to replace the present SG's with new
SG's with better technical performances which will allow plant power increasing (uprating) from
1882 MW(t) to 2000 MW(t). The SG improvement lies not only in the choice of a corrosion-
resistant new material (Inconel 690 TT), but also in the selection of improved heat transfer
characteristics of the SG's (change the SG tubes bundle array from a square pitch to a triangular
pitch) to allow a proposed power uprating. The proposed program intended to support power
uprating and SG replacement (SGR) is divided in three phases.

The first phase of the program, aiming the feasibility of power uprating, taking opportunity of the
future SG replacement, is already finished. The Uprate Feasibility Report1 has been shown that
proposed power uprating could be achieved without requirements for large hardware
modifications of the plant systems and components. However the new safety analyses are
necessary to demonstrate plant safety, verify normal operation performance (including fuel
management flexibility), and confirm the mechanical integrity and lifetime of systems and
components.

The objective of the second phase is to demonstrate the capability of the NEK plant to operate
under new operating condition defined in the first phase. In this phase, limiting safety analyses,
mechanical designs, and functional requirements will be identified and reanalyzed at the uprated
power conditions. These analyses also will identify any plant modifications that are required or
operating limitations that might be imposed during operation at uprated power conditions. These
activities will be included in an Engineering Report that summarizes the effort performed, results
and conclusions, and recommendations to resolve all issues at uprate conditions.

The third, implementation phase of the program will include completion of all remaining work as
well as documentation of the work performed during the program. This phase will include a
review and analysis as necessary of any remaining safety issue, mechanical design and systems
operations that is affected by the change in operating conditions. It will include also revision of
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design, licensing and operating documentation that are affected by the change in operating
conditions.

In this article the main activities regarding nuclear, thermal-hydraulic, fuel management and safety
analyses related to plant power uprating and SGR are described. Also the activities related to safety
and auxiliary systems verification and nuclear steam supply systems (NSSS) and components
structural analyses are shortly described.

2. NSSS operating parameters

The plant operating parameters which are used as a basis for the evaluations in the Uprate
Feasibility Report3 are given in Table 2.1, where they are compared to the parameters of the
original design.

Table 2.1: NSSS operating parameters related to power uprating

Parameters

NSSS Total Power [MW(t)]
Reactor Power [MW(t)]
Thermal Design Flow [m3/s]
Reactor Coolant Pressure [MPa]
Reactor Coolant Temperature [°C]
Zero Load Temperature [°C]
Core Outlet [°C]
Vessel Outlet [°C]
Core Average [°C]
Vessel Average [°C]
Vessel/Core Inlet [°C]
Steam Temperature [°C]
Steam Pressure [MPa]
Steam Flow [ton/s]
Feedwater Temperature [°C]
Gross Electrical Output (MW(e)]

Original
Design

1882
1876

12.011
15.5

291.7
325.9
324.3
307.8
305.9
287.5
279.2
6.34
1.029
221.1
664.4

Power
Uprating

2000
1994

12.011
15.5

291.7
328.2
326.7
309.2
307.2
287.8
280.6
6.48
1.103
223.9
706.8

Table 2.1 presents preliminary NSSS operating parameters. The set of best estimate NSSS
operating parameters will be finalized in the first step of the implementation phase taking into
account final steam pressure and steam flow calculated by the SG supplier based upon the final
reactor coolant average temperature (TAVO), the best estimate reactor coolant flow and the best
estimate SG performance data. A new best estimate reactor coolant flow will be derived based
upon pre-replacement plant measurements and best estimate pressure loss data for the new SG at
0 percent tube plugging. A minimum measured and thermal design primary flows with uncertainty
will be deducted which will be used in the accident analyses.

It should be also emphasized that accident evaluations consider a NSSS power of 2040 MW(t),
reflecting the impact of the 2 percent uncertainty on calorimetric power measurement.
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In addition, the concept of an operating window will be considered for new uprated operating
conditions through the performance of critical analyses. This window is intended to provide
boundaries considering various limitations such as:

- turbine wide open valve characteristics
- SG limits (heat transfer, moisture carryover, hot leg temperature, primary/secondary

pressure difference)
- core protection limits (Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB), linear power

density)
- protection system limitations
- the maximum percentage of SG tube plugging to be considered, etc.

3. Description of the activities

Power uprating results in an apparent decrease in plant safety margins with respect to the design
criteria (Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), DNB, linear power density, etc.). Hence, an analysis
of the nuclear, thermal-hydraulic and fuel rod design as well as the limiting accidents with respect
to these criteria has to be carried out, using improved methodologies and computer codes
compared to those used in the original design, in order to demonstrate adequate safety and
operating margins.

A prerequisite for uprating the power level to 2000 MW(t) NSSS output without large
modifications in safety systems is to use a less restrictive decay heat curve than in the current
Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR)' analyses. For most accident analyses, the more realistic
decay heat curve (ANSI/ANS-5.1, version 1979 + 2a) will be used, except for those accidents
where 1001150.46, Appendix K, explicitly requires the use of ANSI/ANS-5.1, version 1971 plus
20%).

3.1 Fuel activities

The nuclear fuel currently used in NEK plant is Westinghouse Standard 16x16 fuel with
VANTAGE 5 characteristics: high burnup (about 45 GWD/MTU), axial blanket and Integral Fuel
Burnable Absorber (IFBA). Since one objective of fuel management is to keep feed (fresh) batch
size for each cycle at minimum, the fuel management will have to change to accommodate the
extra energy production in the core at the uprated conditions. Increased enrichments, from the
present average 4.0 percent to about 4.5 percent U-235 and, discharge burnup (~ 50 GWD/MTU
for fuel assembly and ~ 60 GWD/MTU for fuel rod) will be required. In order to give priority to
maximizing the corrosion resistance and operating temperature range, change of Zircaloy-4
cladding with ZIRLO™ cladding is under consideration. In any case, corrosion analysis will be
performed for uprated conditions for representative power histories to determine the maximum
coolant temperature conditions allowable with respect to clad and guide thimble corrosion criteria.
Also, detailed fuel rod design analyses for the uprated conditions will be performed to establish
the feasibility of the proposed fuel operation at the uprated core condition. Design criteria which
will be addressed include: fuel rod internal pressure, clad stress/strain, clad flattening,
corrosion/hydrogen pickup, clad fatigue, and fuel rod growth. Input data for fuel rod design will
be generated during core nuclear design.

Additional goal of power uprating analysis is to keep the fuel management flexibility at present
level or to improve it This means that total core peaking factor, FQ, and nuclear enthalpy rise hot
channel factor, F ^ should have the current values (FQ = 2.34, FaH = 1.53 (without uncertainty))
or higher. Preliminary analysis has shown3 that uprated cores can be designed to meet the current
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peaking factors limits. For power distribution, moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) control
and to maintain the boron concentration in reactor coolant at acceptable levels, EFBA burnable
absorber will be utilized.

3.2 Nuclear design

For the purpose of nuclear design analyses, a detailed three-dimensional 12 and 18 month
equilibrium cycle core models will be developed using the appropriate licensed computer codes.
Using these models, a detailed shutdown margin (SDM) calculation will be performed to
determine if adequate SDM exists at the uprated conditions. Preliminary analysis has shown' that
this will only be possible if the steamline break (SLB) accident is performed to lower the current
SDM requirement of 2000 pern. For operational modes 3 (hot standby), 4 (hot shutdown), and
5 (cold shutdown), the variable shutdown margin in Technical Specification5 will be verified by
analysis of uncontrolled boron dilution accident to specify the amount of boron required to ensure
that there is 15 minutes available for the operator actons before a loss of shutdown margin occurs.
In addition, all reload safety analysis checklist (RSAC) parameters will be evaluated to determine
if limits can be met at the uprated conditions.

The following is a list of RSAC calculations which will be performed for the power uprating and
SG replacement program:

- MTC calculations
- Kinetic calculations
- Rod ejection calculations
- Dynamic dropped rod calculations
- Rod control cluster assembly (RCCA) misalignment calculations
- SLB calculations
- Shutdown margin
- ¥M calculations

As already mentioned, two equilibrium cycles (12 and 18 months) and low leakage fuel
management strategy will be used. In order to keep the reactor vessel neutron fluence at
acceptable level, the radial neutron leakage will be minimized by locating as many low reactivity
fuel assemblies (one or two cycles depleted) in peripheral locations as possible while still satisfying
peaking factor limits.

The current NEK operating strategy, constant axial offset control (CAOC) with a ± 5% delta flux
band width, will be also used at the power uprate conditions. Therefore, representative axial power
shapes will be generated for the equilibrium cycle and the LOCA FQ envelope will be verified using
representative shapes. The chopped cosine design axial power distribution for normal operation
will be verified using these representative axial power shapes and the axial offset penalty functions
in the over temperature delta temperature (OTDT) protection setpoints will be verified or
modified. This work will be performed for the highest RCS TAVG and lowest RCS flow in the
operating window.

3.3 Thermal and hydraulic design

In the current NEK USAR the thermal and hydraulic design and analysis has been performed using
WRB-1 correlation' and Improved Thermal Design Procedure (ITDP)7. To maximize the margin
to the DNB ratio (DNBR) limits, the limiting DNBR for uprated conditions will be determined
based upon WRB-1 or equivalent DNB correlation and statistical combination of plant parameters
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and correlation uncertainties, using the approved statistical thermal design procedure such as
Revised Thermal Design Procedure (RTDP)' or equivalent. To support the RTDP methodology
application, a plant specific uncertainty analysis of the reactor power, reactor coolant flow,
primary coolant temperature and pressurizer pressure will be performed.

Core limits and axial offset limits will be generated for the OTDT reactor trip. Dropped rod limit
lines and the maximum allowable F ^ for rod misalignment will be calculated to determine whether
the DNB design basis can be met at the uprated conditions.

To determine the maximum allowable F ^ (the target value is 1.60 (without uncertainty)), valid
for the complete operating window, the following procedure will be used: First, at the operating
point with the low reactor coolant system (RCS) flow and high RCS TAVG in the operating
window, the maximum F ^ will be obtained by an iterative process using the following scheme:

- Assume a high F ^
- Generate core limits
- Generate core protection diagram
- Perform the limiting DNB accident analyses (spectrum of rod withdrawal at power

(RWAP) at limiting power level and complete loss of reactor flow)
- If margin to DNBR is to high or to low, choose next guess for F iH, and repeat the

same cycle.

After that, starting from maximum F ^ determined in above iteration process, and assuming a
constant minimum DNBR, a similar calculation will be done at three additional operating points
in operating window, each time by performing the analysis of the RWAP accident. Then, a
diagram of variable F ^ = f(RCS flow,TAVO) can be derived by linear extrapolation. This would
thus maximize the F ^ limit not only at the low RCS flow/high TAVO point, but also throughout the
operating window, and would also ensure roughly constant DNBR margin and constant operating
margin in the operating window.

3.4 Safety analyses

All the analyses performed in the scope of uprate and SG replacement will be done in accordance
with R.G. 1.70, Rev. 3. We do expect that a majority analyses will be repeated and some minor
portion only evaluated. USAR, Chapter IS will be rewritten and the scope of information and data
presented will be as in the SNUPPS plants.

From the scope of safety analyses of most interesting ones are large break LOCA (LB-LOCA)
accident and DNB transients. As was already stated, the power uprate can be achieved by better
performance of new SG's and using new approved less conservative methods to show the available
margins in limiting physical parameters (LOCA, DNB, peak cladding temperature (PCT), etc.)

For LB-LOCA the dilemma is wether 10CFR50.46 limits can be respected by applying old
Appendix K requirements and models. The option that is available is so called Statistical Best
Estimate methodology for LB-LOCA analysis, either based on strict new Appendix K (1988
revision) requirements, or using so called SECY 83-472' approach. The new evaluation model
according to SECY 83-472 consists of using the best estimate computer code associated with the
most probable values of the plant parameters, so called realistic model, augmented only with the
required features of old Appendix K. In the SECY-83-472 approach, a PCT is calculated at a 95
percent probability level with 95 percent confidence (95/95 PCT). Another calculation is
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performed in which all of the features required by old Appendix K are incorporated into best
estimate code. The PCT calculated using this model would serve as the licensing basis calculation
provided the results was higher than the 95/95 PCT calculation and remained below 1204 °C
(2200 °F) limit. According to SECY 83-472 guidelines, the licensing PCT calculation should be
performed with the nominal values of the plant parameters since their uncertainties have already
been accounted for in the 95/95 PCT calculation. Moreover, a statistical assessment of uncertainty
is not intended to have been done every time the method is applied.

Under the revised regulation, 10CFR50.46 Appendix K (1988 revision), the 95/95 PCT calculated
by the best estimate methodology can be used for licensing basis. Prerequisite for this approach
are:

- Specific code uncertainties has to be developed by comparing the code prediction to
a wide range of experiments which test the code models and correlations over the
range of thermo-hydraulic conditions expected in a postulated LOCA.

- Development of a methodology to address the uncertainties in the plant parameters
(which are set at their "best estimate" levels), the accident boundary conditions, and
the accident initial conditions. A so called "bounded" approach was adopted and
accepted by European Safety Authorities to support plant licensing.

Which methodology will be applied for NEK plant is not yet decided. In any case, in order to
demonstrate that the existing ECCS meets regulatory requirements at the proposed operating
conditions, LB-LOCA analyses will be performed in order to determine the maximum acceptable
value for FQ (the target value is 2.45) resulting in PCT of i. 1204 °C. The limiting break discharge
coefficient and limiting power shape will be analyzed in the frame of the verification of new
operating conditions, and the best estimate RCS TAVO and the lowest RCS flow will be addressed.
Also, the hydrogen production and accumulation, being impacted by the uprating, will be
reanalyzed.

Small break LOCA (SB-LOCA) will be reanalyzed for the spectrum of break sizes using the
corresponding licensed computer code. A skewed to the top axial power shape, maximizing linear
power in the upper regions of the reactor core will be assumed. The goal of this analysis is to relax
or delete the third line segment of the K(z) curve. The analysis will be performed for the limiting
RCS TAVO, assuming the lowest RCS flow.

In order to firmly demonstrate acceptability of the power increase, it is also necessary to reanalyze
the non LOCA accidents. The analysis of DNB related accidents is already described, and for non
DNB accidents, the limiting heatup accidents (feedwater line break and loss of main
feedwater/station blackout) will be analyzed to verify that the respective acceptance criteria are
met. At the same time, this will demonstrate the adequacy of the existing auxiliary feed water
(AFW) system capacity.

To evaluate the radiological consequences for the uprate conditions, mass inventories, mass
releases and fission products source terms will be determined, incorporating the revised feedwater,
main steam and SG mass inventories. The dispersion and offsite doses will be calculated for the
several major accidents (LB-LOCA, main steam line break (MSLB), SG tube rapture (SGTR),
etc.). For each accident, a conservative (licensing basis) and realistic case will be analyzed,
including iodine spike sources.
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3.5 Plant operating maneuverability justification

Using the best estimate plant operating parameters, the full load rejection transient, the ±10% step
load change and the ±5%/min. ramp load change will be analyzed for both beginning of cycle
(BOC) and end of cycle (EOC), at the highest RCS TAVO and lowest RCS flow in theoperating
window, in order to verify that for these transients the adequate margin are maintained to the
various reactor trip setpoints and opening of the pressurizer and secondary power operated relief
valves (PORVs) and safety valves. The control system setpoints will be adjusted if required to
improve plant operating maneuverability for the uprated power conditions. The acceptance criteria
for these transients are that there should be no reactor trip and no actuation of the primary and
secondary PORVs.

3.6 Safety and auxiliary systems verification

The increase of plant rated power also results in a reduction of the margins concerning design
criteria related to the capacity of the RCS, the secondary system and the containment. The main
reason for this reduction is that the primary-side energy to be removed by the engineered
safeguard systems, actuated under accident conditions (ECCS, pressurizer and SG safety valves,
containment spraying, etc.) will in fact be increased. For all safety and auxiliary systems the detail
evaluation, and if required also the analyses, will be performed to show that these systems are
capable to assure the capacities used in the transient and safety analyses. If the existing system
performance assumed in the analyses will not be adequate then the possible modifications will be
proposed and during the SG replacement program also implemented in the field.

3.7 NSSS systems and components structural integrity analysis

Structural integrity analyses and evaluations will be performed to demonstrate that the short and
long term structural integrity of the various components of the NSSS (reactor vessel, reactor
internals, control rod drive mechanism, pressurizer, reactor coolant pump, reactor coolant piping
and auxiliary class 1 lines) and containment are not adversely impacted during operation at uprated
power conditions and with new SG's. These evaluations will address any changes in hydraulic lift
forces as well as any changes in component temperature distribution during steady state and
transient conditions. Critical (sensitive) zones in the NSSS components will be identified for which
the new operating conditions are believed to modify significantly the component stress and/or
fatigue usage factors, such that they may become limiting. Consequently, both stress limits and
fatigue criteria will be addressed to demonstrate that the NSSS components remain in compliance
with the regulatory codes, standard and design bases for the new operating conditions. The design
stress reports will be revised, if required.

For NEK plant a leak-before-break (LBB) feasibility study has been performed for the reactor
coolant loop piping. This study will be completed and updated for new SG's and new operating
window. It is expected that this study will essentially demonstrate that no break can occur in the
reactor coolant loop piping but at most a leak which can be detected in due time. The application
of LBB methodology allows to eliminate considerations of dynamic effects associated with a LB-
LOCA.

Containment building pressure and temperature response to both MSLB and LOCA accidents will
be evaluated. Due to higher power (energy) level and possibly increased primary system inventory,
LOCA mass and energy releases will have to be recalculated. It is expected that the use of new
models for calculation of the mass and energy releases and the use of a more realistic decay heat
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curve wiU compensate for the penalties on containment peak pressure due to power uprating and
replacement SG's.

The changes in neutron fluence and thermal transients resulting from the proposed uprating are
expected to affect reactor vessel integrity. Consequently, overall reactor vessel integrity, and
heatup and cooldown curves will be revised.

4. Licensing activities

The documents which will be prepared and included in the license process are the summary report,
revised USAR and revised Technical Specifications. However, as we expect a large amount of
questions raised by the licensing authority about the safety analyses, especially in case of change
the methodology of analysis compared to those of the current USAR, technical descriptions and
validation reports for models and methods and referenced documents will have to be probably
included to support licensing process. We hope that all licensing issues will be addressed and
solved in due time with the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration, and that the plant restart
after power uprating and SG replacement will be authorized.

5. Conclusion

The uprating and modernization of NEK plant which, according to present plan will be undertaken
by year 2000, is presented. It is believed that new safety analyses will demonstrate the possibility
of 6.3 percent power increase after replacement of SG's, and that the overall investment will be
cost-effective.
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ABSTRACT
Steam generator tubing integrity is very important factor for reliable and safe operation of
NPP. Several different types of tube degradation mechanisms were experienced in SG
operation. To avoid possible tube rupture and primary-to-secondary leak, the EC examination
of tubing should be performed. Different eddy current techniques may be used for detecting
defects and theirs characterization. A comparison of the data analysis results with pulled tube
destructive metallography results can provide valuable insights in determining the capability of
existing technology and provide guidance for procedure or technology improvements.

1. INTRODUCTION
Worldwide experience has shown that the steam generator is one of the most critical
components in nuclear power plants. Damages to the tubes and tube walls may result in
unplanned shutdowns, prolonged maintenance and even replacement of steam generator. In
order to determine steam generator tubing condition, eddy current testing should be
performed. Scope of inspection is in accordance with National Regulative which are based on
results of previous inspections as well as on the worldwide experience for particular type of
steam generator. In comparison with other methods such as ultrasonic inspection or leak
testing, there are many advantages of eddy_current examination such as:

• fast data collection
• absence of contact media
• remote controlled process
• high reliability of the system
• permanently stored results
• low radiation doses for working personnel

Variety of degradation mechanisms requires advanced eddy current techniques to be applied in
order to assure reliable detecting and sizing of defects. Confirmations of EC data analysis
results may be obtained by performing destructive metallography on tubes pulled out from
steam generators.

2. DEGRADATION MECHANISMS ON SG TUBES
Steam generator operation has experienced several types of degradation mechanisms that can
be divided as follows:

CHEMICAL MECHANISMS
IGA/SCC
Pitting
Thinning
PWSCC

MECHANICAL MECHANISMS
Wear
Fatigue
Impingement
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IGA/SCC - Intergranular corrosion is degradation occurring under symbiotic actions of a
susceptible material, corrosive environment and stress. The corrosion process is generally a
function of temperature. Intergranular corrosion assumes different forms with several major
morphologies having been characterized
Intergranular attack is a term used to describe a morphology characterized by a uniform or
relatively uniform attack of grain boundaries over the surface of the tubing. For IGA, stress is
generally not a strong contributor to its formation. It is often refereed to as volumetric IGA
when it occurs over a relatively large extent exhibiting three dimensional features. If localized
but three dimensional, it is sometimes refereed to as pocket IGA. IGA finger is a two
dimensional form of intergranular corrosion in which stress is believed to play a strong role.
In stress corrosion cracking the morphology consists of single or multiple major cracks with
minor to moderate amounts of branching. Cracks propagate for the most part intergranulary,
i.e., along grain boundaries, in steam generator tubing.
SCC is typically modeled or described as a two dimensional discontinuity with a length and
depth. The cracking can be axial, circumferential or bi-axiaJ depending on the stress state of
material. Simple SCC is used to describe the case where a single crack is present whereas
multiple SCC describes situations where more than one crack is present. Many variations or
hybrid forms can be imagined such as the case of multiple SCC with variable depth or the case
of shallow volumetric IGA with SCC or IGA fingers.
IGA/SCC may be found on many locations in the tube: tube sheet crevice, expansion
transition, sludge pile and tube support plates.

Pitting - It is corrosion process in which degradation is driven by local galvanic differences in
the tubing. Pitting occurs by dissolution of surface material with no preferential grain boundary
attack. Because pitting is driven by small and localized galvanic differences, a given pit does
not trend to grow to the large volumes. Pitting has occurred on both legs of the steam
generator and for the most part it is confined to the central region where sludge effect is more
pronounced

PWSCC - It is simply defined as stress corrosion cracking that occurs on the tube primary
side As with secondary side SCC, it requires a susceptible material and a source of stress. It
typically occurs at changes in tube geometry such as expansion transitions, dents, or sections
of tubes that have been stressed (i.e., inner row U-bends)

Thinning - It may be defined as volumetric loss of tube material. It is a surface attack which
proceeds by the dissolution of the tube material. Thinning caused by all-solids phosphate
secondary side water chemistry is often refereed to wastage. It can be found in sludge pile
region as well as at lower support on cold leg side.

Wear - It may be defined as the volumetric removal of material caused by the mechanical
action of one material in contact with another. Wear cuts across grains nondiscriminantly,
leaving a surface similar in appearance to one formed by general corrosion. The forcing
function for tube wear is generally secondary side fluid flow which causes one object to vibrate
against other Tube wear tends to assume somewhat regular and predictable shapes which are
depend on the geometry of the object vibrating against the tube. It has been experienced at
AVB's and at baffle plates in preheater section of SG.

Impingement - It is a form of erosion (material loss) caused by suspended solids and/or liquid
droplets hitting a surface Its occurrence is unique to once-through units and it is believed to be
caused by flow-induced impingement of micronsized particles against the tube wall The source
of particles is debris lefl in manufacturing process and it is distributed throughout the SG
secondary side
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Fatigue - Corrosion fatigue is caused by alternating stress cycles produced by tube vibration
often accelerated by corrosion processes occurring concurrently with the applied stress.
Conditions contributing to the likelihood of fatigue cracking include: lack of adjancet AVB;
tube locked at upper support and sufficient high secondary-side flow velocities.

The impacts of degradation mechanisms on plants of various NSSS vendors are presented in
Figure 2.
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Thinning Pining IGA/SCC PWSCC Wear Fatigue Impingement

Figure 2. Tube degradation in PWR steam generators

Intensity of particular degradation mechanism acting depends of several factors such as:
0 water chemistry
0 operating conditions
0 location of tube in tube bundle
0 location of defect on tube
0 tube material properties
0 SG manufacturing process

Considering morphology, the defect may be recognized as cracks (IGA, PWSCC), volumetric
loss of material (wear, thinning) or mixed defect (pitting). This classification is important from
the analytical point of view, because depending of tube defect the most suitable method to
evaluate structural integrity for damaged tube has to be used.

Shapes of cracks found on SG tubes:

a)

tube
axis

b) c)

\

i)
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3. EDD Y CURRENT EXAMINA TJON OF SG TUBES

SG tubing are usually examined by eddy current method. The method is based on appearance
of eddy currents in test object due to electromagnetic induction developed by alternating
current flow in primary coil. Because of discontinuity in tube wall, the conductivity will change
and affect the flow of eddy currents. Consequently, coil voltage and phase change will occur,
providing determination the size of defect.

The most common eddy current technique applied for SG examination is standard bobbin coil
technique. Bobbin probe consists of two coils wounded on probe body, electrically connected
opposite to each other. Remote controlled manipulator is used to locate probe in front of
desired tube, insert the probe in tube and withdraw by long flexible shaft. Data recorded during
withdrawing are analyzed in order to find possible defect. Volume and depth of detected
indication may be determined by comparison with artificial defects on calibration standards
(Fig3)

20X

Figure 3. Determining the depth of detected indication

Besides standard tube's inspection by using bobbin coil probe, which provides limited amount
of data concerning tube's damages, nowadays the other kinds of EC probes become also very
interesting because in some cases these new probes enable additional information about
parameters of degradation. These techniques provide a possibility to define shape and
orientation of defect as well as it's sizing (length and width). This additional information that
much more accurately describes nature of tube damage might be used :

• to confirm damage found by bobbin probe
• to enable new, better, less conservative plugging criteria
• to detect damages in tube areas where bobbin probe does not give satisfactory

results
Especially, new techniques are sensible to circumferential cracking, which are hard to find with
bobbin probe
These new techniques consider application of following type of probes:

* rotating probe - It may have 1, 2 or 3 coils of different orientations. Probe body is rotated
while pulling so whole circumference is examined.

* array probe - It is probe with multiple coils (mostly pancakes) distributed around the tube
interference. Each individual coil has a limited field of view, but composite array coil field
provides complete circumferential coverage.

* plus point probe - It contains two coils wounded in shape of sign "+". It is used as rotating
probe.

Advantages and disadvantages of mentioned eddy current techniques are given in Table 1.
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EC
bobbin

plus
point

array

3 coil
MRPC

Advantages
• high speed of data collection
• determining depth of damage
• sensitive to axial cracks
• durability of probes

• orientation of crack can be determined
• high sensibility to circumferential cracks
• possibility of detection more cracks in

the same tube's axial location if
applicable

• good visual presentation of cracks
• high data acquisition speed
• sensibility to axial and circumferential

cracks
• orientation of crack can be determined
• possibility of detection more

cracks in the same tube's axial
location if applicable

• orientation of crack can be determined
• length and width of crack can be

determined
• sensibility to axial and circumferential

cracks
• possibility of detection more cracks in

the "same tube's axial location if
applicable

• good visual presentation of cracks

Disadvantages

• less sensible to circumferential
cracks

• found damage can not be sized
• if there are more cracks on the

same tube's axial location it can
not be distinguished

• slow data acquisition
• depth measurement is not

reliable
• probes are not durable

• less sensible to deep cracks
which are not wide and long

• depth measurement is not
reliable

• probes are not durable

• slow data acquisition
• depth measurement is not

reliable
• probes are not durable

Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of different eddy current techniques.

4. COMPARISON BETWEEN METALLOGRAPHY AND EDDY CURRENT
RESULTS
Tubes removed from operating plants represent an extremely valuable resource for
understanding of degradation mechanisms acting. A comparison of the original in-plant analysis
results or a detailed review of the eddy current data under laboratory conditions with results
obtained from destructive metallography can provide valuable insights in determining the
capability of existing technology and provide guidance for procedure or technology
improvements. Improvement of eddy current techniques may include, selection of probe types;
selection of examination frequencies and establishing data analysis procedure for particular
degradation. Knowledge derived from results of comparison provides direct feedback on the
success of particular analysis practices and may be used as a good analyst training tool. Pulled
tubes, by their very nature, include damage mechanisms grown under proto-typical plant
conditions There are no specimen credibility issues often associated with fabricating artificial
defects in the laboratory. Of equal importance is the automatic inclusion of the effects of
secondary-side environmental condition, such as interfering deposits, sludge, etc., which while
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often unknown, are almost impossible to replicate exactly under laboratory conditions. Since
eddy current data used for correlation was acquired prior the tube removal, the detrimental
effects of tube distortion caused by tube removal forces are also eliminated. In the case of
significant discrepancy between eddy current data results and metallography results, reanalysis
was done in order to define appropriate data analysis procedure. A scatter plot of eddy current
measurements versus actual depth for different degradation mechanisms are shown on Fig. 4.
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Figure 4 Eddy current accuracy for different degradation mechanisms
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Recommendations for determining particular types of degradation

IGA/SCC Bobbin coil differential and absolute mode analysis techniques are used for
detecting caused by this type of degradation. For expansion transition region the
rotating probe should be used because of possible circumferential cracks.

Pitting Both conventional and special purpose bobbin coil technology has to be used to
examine tubes for pitting. In presence of copper narrow groove bobbin coils
used in conjunction with high frequency mixes have in some instances been
shown to be effective in providing an improved detection and sizing capability.

PWSCC It is recommended to use rotating probe technique for diagnosing both axial and
circumferential cracking modes. If bobbin coil is applied, the data should be
very carefully reviewed because of possible occurrence of circumferential
cracking.

Thinning This type of degradation mechanisms may be reliable detected by standard
bobbin coil technique.

Fatigue The examination should be accomplished with 8x1 array probe because of
U-bend length.

Wear Bobbin coil data acquisition and analysis techniques are normally used for wear
scar detection. For sizing, special wear scar calibration standards are used with
signal amplitude or voltage used to estimate wear scar depth.

Impingement Bobbin coil technique is appropriate method for determining this type of
defects.

5. CONCLUSION
Considering SG operation experience related to tube bundle integrity, it is obvious necessity
for better understanding of degradation mechanisms acting. This may be very useful in order
to decrease the rate of tube deterioration and even avoid progress of new defects in further
operation.
Examination of SG with different eddy current techniques may significantly help in determining
the morphology of defects. Eddy current techniques are under permanent development with
aim to assure the most accurate information about defect. This information provides possibility
for performing different types of structural integrity evaluation (analytical, numerical and
experimental) in order to improve reliable and safe SG operation.
Considering results of destructive metallography performed on tubes pulled out from SG the
unvaluable knowledge may be derived. It may be used for further SG maintenance as well as
for further improving of examination techniques.
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Abstract : The development of eddy current "+Point" probing technique makes possible to
meet demands of finding small cracks in difficult parts of steam generator tubing, such as top
of tube sheet and sleeved part of tube. Another application of "+Point" probe is surface
examination of weld or other rough surfaces. This article will present way of detecting
direction of cracks as well as on site inspection experience.

The appearance of circumferential cracking in nuclear power plant steam generator tubes has
been increasing in recent years. Even, many of the cracks were discovered as result of actual
tube leaks. These tube leaks required unscheduled plant shutdowns to be fixed. So, improving
of the minimum level of detection was reason for new development emphasis to be placed.
Initially, multiple-coil surface riding array coils were used for detection of circumferential
cracking in most difficult parts of steam generator tubing (where bobbin coil is not giving
satisfactory results).
The following drawing (Figure 1.) presents standard bobbin coil and multiple coil array probe.

Figure 1.

Next, the most significant step in development of such probe was design of rotating probes.
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Figure 2. illustrates rotating probe inserted into tube and cross section view of rotating probe.

Figure 2.

During helical scan of tube, presented on Figure 3. this probe gives better results.
Figure 3.

360

tube
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axial step

Figure 4.
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Figure 5.

For this purpose, a new algorithm in analysis
software was developed, i.e. line scans were
joined by accomplishing probe rotation, so two
dimensional presentation (C-Scan) of tube
circumference was can be obtained on analysis
screen (Figure 4.).

Further, to standard pancake coil, on probe body
were additionally mounted two linearly wounded
coils. On was more sensible for axial, and one
for circumferential cracking, as it is shown on
following drawing.

However, even with all these improvements,
undetected cracking still occurred. The main
problem that remained in many cases, is to detect
and discern cracks clearly from other larger
signals generated by expansion transitions, top of
tubesheet interfaces, magnetic and conductive
deposits. These conditions was reason for
detectable cracks to remain unreported what
resulted in unplanned plant shutdowns.
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It was clear that additional improvements were required. The entire eddy current system had
to be considered, but for this kind of development focus was on probe design.
The main goal was to increase minimum detection and minimize interference caused by
expansion transitions and top of tubesheet. Therefore, +Point rotating probe was designed.
Why?
Figure 6.

Software for rotating probe already provided advanced analysis tool.
With standard 3-coil rotating probe, this software was not sufficient
because interfering signals were.much larger that signals which
indicates cracks. Therefore, idea was to improve quality of data input
t 0 analysis software, meaning to provide data less influenced by lift-
off, support structures, geometry changes and deposit signals. Solution
found in +Point coil configuration is illustrated on Figure 6..
The design consists of two coils differentially paired electrically, and
physically oriented to generate two eddy current flow paths at 90° to
one another. With this coils configuration, lift-off and magnetic effects
due to geometry changes were significantly reduced, while the
interruption of each of the two eddy current paths made
circumferential and axial crack orientations clearly distinguishable
from each other.

What is difference between eddy currents flow with +Point coil if it is compared to bobbin
and pancake coil ?
As eddy currents flow in the same plane in which the coil generating them is wound
(conventional bobbin coil case), it would generate eddy currents parallel to the direction of
circumferentialy orie-nted crack.
Figure 7.

Because of little distortion
of eddy currents caused by
circumferential crack, there
is no detection.
Pancake coil is wounded to
generate eddy currents in
circular path that can be
distorted by all axis of
cracks - what is desirable
effect. However, conven-
tional absolute technique is
highly sensitive to geometry

\

Recommended probe diameter.
(nominal tube 10 -0.045)

Nominal tube ID+0.015 —

T
Rotational
direction

0.115 Primary pancake test coll
+ Point coil

O.OSO High-frequency shielded coil Pancake test cofl

No. 3 coil No. 2 coll
changes, lift-off and
deposits, causing cracks to
be less detectable.

The +Point coil(s) generates axial and circumferential eddy currents to provide multi axis
crack detection possible. But, more important is suppression of unwanted influence of noise
signals what is achieved by operating them in a differential configuration.
Example of +Point probe head is given in Figure 7.. This probe consists of two pancake coils
(one conventional one shielded) and +Point coil. Presented probe is designed for top of tube
sheet examination.
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Although +Point probe is big improvement, some influences from transition signals and
deposits still remained in eddy current data, but not nearly as badly as with absolute pancake
coil.
Nevertheless, these signals still have potential to detect smaller crack indication signals.
Advanced algorithm available in eddy current data analysis software is one of solutions. With
the raw data containing interfering signals available software algorithm became much more
effective.
In the USA during actual field application of +Point probe, several tubes were pulled out of
various steam generators, and analyzed destructively.
Results showed that rotating +Point coil technique is better than all previously used eddy
current techniques, especially in critical steam generator regions as expansion transitions, top
of tubesheet, sleeve attachment welds and U-bends where large signal interference occurs.

The following will be illustration of all mentioned before. All presented figures are plotted
from data acquired by METEC on inservice inspections and showed in C-Scan form.
Figure 8.

Figure 8. presents ASME calibration
standard obtained by conventional 3-
coil rotating probe. For this purpose is
used pancake coil on 400 kHz. ASME
calibration standard (plotted part)
consists of through wall hole, 80%,
60%, 40% and 4x20% flat bottom
holes (example, 60% means that hole
depth is 60% of tube wall thickness).

Figure 9.

Figure 9. gives the same, just obtained
by using +Point probe. It may be
noticed that signal indicated by
damage is going up and down what
indicates that damage has volumetric
nature (what really hole is).
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Figure 10.
Part of rotating probe calibration
standard with 4 flat bottom holes and
two circumferential notches is
presented on Figure 10. obtained by
pancake coil.

Figure 11.

Figure 11. gives the same data
acquired by +Point probe.

Figure 12.
Real data from steam generator,
collected in region of top of tubesheet
by using probe head with two pancake
coils and +Point coil (schematic is
given in previous text) is the following
presented (Figure 12.). C-Scan is
plotted from pancake coil data. As it is
visible, geometry change signal is
interfering with circumferential crack
(not deep) signal. Crack is detectable,
but it is not clearly visible and might
happen to remain unreported.
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Figure 13.

Figure 14.
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But, if the same crack is reviewed by
using +Point data presented on next
figure, it may be said that crack is easy
detectable. Signal is going up, what
indicates that circumferential crack is
present.

The following two figures illustrate
data from the same tube (top of
tubesheet location) acquired by 3-coil
rotating probe, i.e. way of examination
of top of tubesheet as it was till +Point
probe was designed.
Figure 14. gives pancake coil data
(this data should be the same as on
pancake coil on +Point probe head
data showed before).

Figure 15.
Figure 15. gives data collected by coil
wounded to detect circumferential
cracks. Both coils recognize
circumferential crack located on the
top of tubesheet, but detectability can
not be compared with detectability
provided by +Point coil data (where
presence of circumferential crack is
obvious).
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Figure 16.

Figure 17.

Figure 18.

As mentioned in previous text,
+Point probe gives also better
results in sleeve inspection. For this
purpose standard +Point probe is
improved to enable covering of
larger geometry changes of tube
(tube diameter variation). This
probe is called GPP (Gimbaled
+Point Probe). On probe head in
this case is mounted only on +Point
coil. Before +Point probe, for sleeve
inspection is used I-coil probe. This
probe did not give satisfactory
results, and indications on parent
tube where sleeve was installed
were not visible.

Example of I-coil data from Sleeve
calibration standard is given in
Figure 16.. Presented part of
calibration standard contains two
parent tube through wall holes, two
60% and two 20% flat bottom holes.
As visible, I-coil hardly detected
only through wall holes and 60% flat
bottom holes.
If this data is compared with data
acquired by GPP probe presented on
Figure 17., may be said that GPP
probe gives much better results.

The following two figures gives data
acquired by GPP probe on real
sleeves installed due to indications
initiated on top of tubesheet location.
On Figure 18. is presented sleeve
which covers large parent tube
circumferential crack. It shall be
noticed that signal is going up what
indicates presence of circum-
ferentialy oriented crack.
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Figure 19.
Figure 19. presents sleeve on
other tube where +Point probe
detected two parent tube cracks.
First one is on the top of tubesheet
and it is circumferential (crack
signal is oriented up). The other
one is located on tube outside
tubesheet. As visible this crack
signal is going down what
initiates that crack is oriented
circumferentialy.
Considering the fact that main
problem of I-coil is lift-off
interference, and that this problem
is satisfactory resolved with GPP
probe the difference between this
two probes is more than obvious.

The other, very important application of +Point probe (not related to steam generators) is
surface examination which requires scanning over a raised weld, where similar signals
interference has to be overcome. Some residual magnetism, existed in the welded region, is
causing large permeability signals, and the weld rough geometry creates lift-off interference.
Requirements to detect and distinguish transverse ad longitudinal cracks leads to +Point probe
which proved to be the best solution.

INETEC apply improved +Point probe for weld examination in penetration tube to sphere
joint in Reactor Vessel Head, where this probe is giving satisfactory results.
When using surface probe (not rotating) eddy current signals are the same as when using
rotating probe inside tube, with difference that C-Scan (two dimensional presentation) can not
be performed.

Conclusion : Every non-destructive testing technique consists of a set of compromises
between variables such as minimum detection, characterization of tube damage, production
rate requirements, available technology and ultimately costs. The emphasis on improvement
on any of them changes according to requirements required by operating experience. In
nuclear steam generator in-service inspections, the +Point technology resulted from
development initiated by particular requirements of industry being served.
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SUMMARY

In the early seventies, all thermal-hydraulics codes were based on
the Homogeneous Equilibrium Model (HEM), represented by three
conservation equations; mixture mass, momentum, and energy. Various
means were utilized to solve the resulting system of equations:
finite differences in FLASH, SATAN, RELAP3 and RELAP4, method of
characteristics in BLOWDWN2, loop momentum method in RAMONA and
NORCOOL, and others. As the result of the seminal works of
Delhaye, Boure and Ishii at Grenoble, France, the world came to
regard HEM as too restrictive and the Two-Fluid model came-into
fashion, first featuring a six and later, a seven-equation model.
After a lengthy polemic at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) concerning the ill-posedness of the Two-Fluid
equation set, it behove the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL)
to first derive a successful numerical schemes to solve such
equation sets, starting with KACHINA (multi-dimensional, multi-
phase, multi-component) and ending with TRAC. Soon thereafter
RELAP5 code was developed at INEL and CATHARE at Grenoble.

The most complex code available to the USNRC is COBRA/TRAC wherein
the reactor vessel is handled multi-dimensionaly by COBRA-TF and
the rest of the system, one-dimensionaly, by TRAC-PF1. COBRA-TF
considers four fluid fields: two for liquid ("droplets" and
"pools"), one for vapor and one for the non-condensible gas. A
version of COBRA/TRAC was adopted by Westinghouse and a version of
TRAC (TRAC-GE) by General Electric.

Experience and comparisons with test data have recently forced us
to wonder whether the ability to "compute" while considering great
many complexities, ran ahead of the ability to competently define
various interactions between fluid phases and components that such
complex codes require. The long running times are also a problem
that needs to be resolved.

More recent trends in the treatment of thermal-hydraulics in Power
Plant Simulators and in Plant Analyzers will also be discussed.
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each time step. The Two-Fluid designation is now a misnomer.

Time averaging results in a set of closure equations which involve
the extent of the interface between the fluids, and transfer laws
for mass, momentum and energy across that interface. To quote
M.Ishii®, one of the pioneers in the theoretical formulation of the
two fluid model, "the development of the closure relations for the
macroscopic two-phase, two-fluid flow formulation presents one of
the most difficult problems ever encountered in fluid mechanics and
heat transfer." He attributes this difficulty to the existence and
motion of the.interface, to lack of understanding of the internal
and the external scale effects, to the large number of variables
involved, to the unavailability and incompleteness of detailed two-
phase flow instrumentation techniques, and to the lack of
experimental data over sufficient parameter ranges in terms of
system scales, properties and operating conditions.

To further quote Ishii: "Because of the macroscopic nature of the
two-phase flow formulation, the development of the closure
relations is forced to be strongly empirical. This implies that, in
many cases, little data base exists to extend the existing
correlations. Therefore, a prediction of two-phase flow in new or
hypothetical situations has often been very difficult and
unreliable. __ It is important that a researcher knows the
limitations of the model used and the ranges of data base for the
closure relations applied. Unfortunately, this aspect has been
frequently neglected by practicing engineers.1*

Originally, most of the available closure laws were postulated on
the basis of observations of steady two-phase flow in small pipes.
Since it is impossible today to directly measure all the variables
contained in these laws, their behavior is deduced from
measurements of the mixture behavior, utilizing the mixture.models
to interpret those measurements. A set of flow regimes (again
mainly observed in small pipes where multidimensional effects play
insignificant role) are then used to define the interface density
and the exchanges of mass momentum and energy, between each fluid
through the interface. When applied to the reactor coolant system
geometry one encounters many ad-hoc relations, with coefficients
that are adjusted to provide the best agreement with measurements.
In addition, that process seems to be very much dependent on the
spatial resolution adopted for the numerical solution of the
macroscopic conservation equations.

Many changes in the empirical closure relations and/or their
coefficients have been made to seek better agreement with more and
more test data covering different geometries and different
scenarios. They are reflected in the numerous versions of the same
code (e.g. RELAP5/Mod 3/Version 80), leading to a very extensive
IF-THEN interrogatories when addressing the issues of the local
flow regime, interfacial area, and interfacial exchange
coefficients.
These changes and "improvements" have not yet led to codes which
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can reliably predict all the important parameters, regardless of
the type of transient and system geometry. The reason lies in the
above quoted statements by Ishii.

The well known safety codes such as TRAC and RELAP5 were originally
developed to analyze the large break LOCA (LBLOCA). Because the
thermohydraulics during LBLOCA is driven by strong pressure
gradients which minimize the influence of approximations in the
closure laws, the exhaustive sensitivity and uncertainty studies
have shown their ability to predict the peak clad temperature
within 100 degrees C. However, the influence of the adopted
closure laws becomes much more important in situations where
thermohydraulics is mainly driven by buoyancy, flow resistance, and
heat transfer and where thermal stratification plays a very
significant role. In these situations the duration of the transient
could last hours, or even days, rather than tens of seconds,
thereby placing large demands on the power of the computing
hardware.

Numerical analysts have found that Relap5/Mod3 is stable and
convergent as long as the ratio of the mesh size to hydraulic
diameter is not less than 0.5(4). However, in order to address
thermal stratification in vertical vessels (e.g. CMT in the SPESS
facility) and to counter the deleterious effects of numerical
diffusion, the analysts, using the same code, were forced to
subdivide them into very small spatial increments (e.g. 10 cm)<5),
grossly exceeding the above mentioned limit yet being able to
produce acceptable solutions.

Thermal stratification can also occur in horizontal pipes and can
have pronounced effects (through the role it plays in steam
condensation) on the intermittent loop flow as seen in the OTIS,
MIST, and PACTEL facilities. Different intermittent flows were
observed within different primary coolant loops in multi-loop
facilities such as MIST and PACTEL. This was not even considered in
the Quantitative Code Accuracy Evaluation of the International
Standard Problem No.33<6) and yet a large scatter in the differences
between code calculation and test data was observed. This indicated
not only the effects of different coefficients in the closure laws
but also the effects of the code Users in selecting nodalization
and other options.

When it comes to larger vessels containing heat exchangers, such as
IWRST in AP600, or fuel rods (in reactor core), natural circulation
causes multi-dimensional flows. -Thermal stratification within
piping, when it affects vapor condensation, may also call for
multi-dimensional models.

The following list enumerates some of the issues that ought to be
addressed to further improve the quality of code predictions:

(a) Fundamental research needs to be conducted on reliable
closure laws, preferably at Universities and basic research
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facilities. That research may also lead to changes in the
structure of the balance equations and it may even result in
additional field equations; for example one that would
dynamically describe the evolution of the liquid/vapor
interface, to replace the current need for postulating
discontinuous flow regimes.

Due to the empirical nature of closure laws, the use of the
large scale special effects test data in formulating the
closure laws has, thus far, been the preferred approach.
This, on the other hand, leads to inconsistencies when
analyzing transients in smaller scale test facilities.
Clearly, closure laws must not be dependent on the test
facility scale, nor on the computation mesh size.

(b) Very small nodes/cells in multi-dimensional models would
contain either the contiguous liquid with or without
vapor/gas bubbles, or contiguous vapor/gas field, with or
without liquid droplets, thus alleviating the problems in
defining the "flow regime" and interfacial transports. It
is possible that temporary presence of the "flat11 interface
could be ignored. The resulting computation effort, however,
is likely to be unacceptably large for integral system
analyses.

(c) Would the addition of one droplet field solve problems in
modeling of two-phase flow? This droplet field would
address the average droplet size while, in reality,
there is a large variation in size. While the small droplets
offer the largest interfacial area, larger droplets carry
most of the momentum and may be traveling in different
direction and with different velocity.

(d) Higher order finite differencing may be necessary to remove
problems with numerical diffusion and damping^. This would
further exacerbate the computer running time.

(e) Current Best Estimate codes run very slow, on
supercomputers. Multi-dimensional models, even where such
are deemed very desirable, are currently shunned for
transients that last hours or more. The use of parallel
computer architecture, together with faster processors,
could be the answer. That, however, may take a long time to
implement and would limit the code use to those having the
requisite hardware.

(f) There are other problems that have not yet been resolved
with multi-dimensional modeling of two-phase flow. For
example, junctions between pipes and vessels, where widely
different mesh sizes (and shapes) meet. How to account for
"hydraulic losses" at such junctions ?

(g) In most computer codes, except CATHARE 2, the non-
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condensible gas is assumed to be ideally mixed with vapor.
When, however, the non-condensible gas has a molecular
weight much different from that of vapor (e.g. hydrogen and
nitrogen) it could greatly affect vapor condensation rates
at contact surfaces with liquid. It appears that this
problem is being addressed in the CATHARE 2 code*8*.

(h) Multi-phase or multi-component flow through TEEs, when
piping is modelled one-dimensionally, especially when the
liquid level is passing through, is currently based on
empirical relations derived from tests data^ obtained with
small scale test facilities and scaling laws for such
situations do not exist.

While the development of Best Estimate codes has proven to be
costly in the past, their validation/assessment may turn out to be
even costlier. In the paper on Overview of CSNI Separate Effects
Tests Validation Matrix^, 187 test facilities are listed with 67
phenomena to be examined, utilizing 2094 tests. And these are only
the separate effects tests! Building and running test facilities
is, however, even more costly and all efforts should be made to
utilize their data. One should conclude, therefore, that there
must be sufficient reasons, and sufficient resources, with the
necessary scientific breakthroughs, before embarking on the new
line of Best Estimate codes.
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3.0 MIXTURE MODEL

The mixture (or diffusion) model that could be useful for reactor
safety analyses, especially for situations requiring real time (or
faster) computation capabilities, can be expressed in terms of only
five field equations: the mixture continuity, momentum and energy,
plus the diffusion equations for vapor and for the non-condensible
gas. The diffusion equations are actually the vapor and gas
continuity equations in which the gas velocity is expressed in
terms of the mixture velocity and the drift temrlQ). As in the two-
fluid model, vapor and non-condensible gas are assumed to be at the
same temperature and to flow with the same velocity. The
assumption is made that, depending on the local void fraction,
pressure and fluid temperature, either the liquid is at saturation
temperature while the gaseous components could be superheated, or
the gaseous phase is at saturation temperature corresponding to the
partial pressure of vapor while the liquid could be subcooled. A
constitutive equation is required for the term representing the
vapor generation or removal rate in the diffusion equation.
This simplest form of the mixture model requires the smallest
number of closure equations and they are on firm footing.

With two rather than one energy equation there is no need to employ
the switching algorithm for computing phasic temperatures and none
are constrained to be at saturation. The vapor generation/removal
rates are then computed in the same way as in the two-fluid model
rather than through a separate constitutive relation. This,
however, introduces at least some of the difficulties associated
with closure equations in the two-fluid model, and convergence
difficulties as the local void fraction approaches unity.

In the mixture model's momentum equation the phasic mass flow rates
are expressed in terms of either mixture mass or mixture volumetric
flow rate and the drift term. After solving for the mixture flow
rate, the drift flux relations are employed to parse the mass flow
rates of each fluid component. Drift flux relations contain
empirical data for the parameter which accounts for lateral
distribution of void (Co) in the one-dimensional flow channel, and
for vapor drift with respect to the mixture velocity (V^) . These
data are functions of the flow regime and can even account for
counter-current flow limitation. Our knowledge of these empirical
data is well established because of the ease with which the two-
phase flow measurements, which are of integral rather than local
(microscopic) nature, are interpreted using the mixture model.

The strong points of the drift flux based mixture model are that
(a) it is supported by a wealth of test data, (b) it does not
require unknown or untested closure relations concerning mass,
energy, and momentum exchanges between phases, and (c) it is much
simpler to apply. The drift-flux based mixture model theoretically
applies only to situations in which the phases are strongly
coupled. However, even when the phases are locally weakly coupled
(as in horizontal, separated flow) the relatively large axial
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dimensions of the System usually provide sufficient interaction
time to extend the usefulness of the mixture model to most of the
engineering applications.

Two types of the mixture-based codes will be briefly mentioned:
In one type, exemplified by RETACT, APROS and HIPA, the system is

subdivided into regions or zones (e.g. the primary coolant
system, the secondary sides of each steam generator, steam
lines, etc.) and their global pressures are found either by
direct solution of the global mass and energy or through an
iterative process. This important simplification can be
justified by the small spatial variations of pressure as
compared to the magnitude of the region's global pressure. The
local fluid properties are assumed to be functions of the
local enthalpy and the global pressure. The regions are
subdivided into loops and appendices and finally into "cells".

The mass balances are combined to derive an integral
expression for the local volumetric flow rate within each
closed loop. This is being referred to as the "loop momentum"
model.

In the second type, exemplified by HYDR0NET-5eqDF, the system is
subdivided into
(a) Networks: the first network is the primary coolant

systems; the second the steam system including the
secondary sides of each steam generator, steam lines,
turbine, condenser, and feedwater systems; etc.
Each network is comprised of a number of "nodes" inter-
connected with either "links" or "leaks".
Networks communicate either through heat transfer or
through fluid sources or sinks.

(b) Nodes: pressurizer, each plenum, each TEE, etc.
Local pressure, void fraction, enthalpy, etc. are
computed for each node. Liquid levels are tracked.

(c) Links: each pipe and other flow passage (e.g.
reactor vessel downcomer, core channels).
The pressure in each link equals the arithmetic mean
of the pressures in the bounding nodes, or specified
boundaries. If the flow passage is very short it is
modeled as a "leak".

(d) Segments::axial subdivisions within each link.
Fluid properties (thermal and caloric equations of state)
within each segment are computed based on the local
segment enthalpy and the link pressure. Constitutive
relation is used for the local vapor mass generation rate
in nodes and in segments. This allows for consideration of
the local thermal non-equilibrium. Liquid levels are
tracked.

Each node and each link segment can contain one or more "heat
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slabs". Heat conduction equations are solved implicitly in
some situation, semi-implicitly in others.
The fluid dynamics computation is implicit within each
network, thus allowing computation time increments larger than
the fluid transport time across any segment. Code formulation
was optimized for computation with parallel processors.

These mixture models are ideally suited to Plant Analyzers since
they can compute severe transients several times faster than real
time, with the currently available, inexpensive work stations.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Many impressive comparisons between the two-fluid-based safety
codes, and data, have been made in the United States and other
countries, especially when the thermohydraulic processes are
strongly driven. Simpler models, however, may do equally well in
those situations and this should not be overlooked since they are
much more economical to run and are more amenable to extensive
"what if" plant safety examinations.

The five-equation mixture models have shown ability not only to
address most of the severe transients but also to give good
comparisons with data obtained either in test facilities or in
plants during severe transients. When the physical situation
involves strongly multi-dimensional flow fields, global empirical
correlations designed to bypass the need for multi-dimensional
models, can be easier accommodated within the mixture models.
Finally, some of the plant analyzer codes are already provided with
good Graphical User Interfaces.

It is clear that there will always be a need for the existence of
the advanced Best Estimate code which embodies the latest knowhow
and uses the latest technology. However, the remarks given at the
end of Section 2 call for a cautious approach in deciding on the
course of action.

In the meantime, it may be cost-effective to closely examine the
performance (by comparisons with test or plant data, not some Best
Estimate code) of some of the existing mixture model codes that are
very fast running and have good graphical user interfaces. One
could establish a wide range of transients for which such codes
would, by consensus, give acceptable Best Estimates.
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ABSTRACT

Main aspects of the cooperation between the Republic of Croatia and the F.R. of
Germany in the field of NPP safety research are overviewed in the paper. The GRS system
code ATHLET developed for the analysis of anticipated and abnormal plant transients, small
and intermediate leaks as well as large breaks in light water reactors is now being available at
the University of Zagreb. A very comprehensive ATHLET standard input data set for the NPP
Krsko has been established. This data set was validated by calculation of the event ' Main
Steam Isolation Valve Closure1 that occurred at the PWR NPP Krsko in 1995 and comparing
the resulting characteristic parameters with the corresponding measured data.

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Republic of Germany is supporting the safety research of NPP-s in many
countries with small or medium sized electricity grids. In the most cases bilateral contracts
make it possible that these countries are provided with a number of research tools (including
complex computer codes) which are needed for this work. Parallel to it, the education of
experts from these countries is enhanced in order to make them able to use these codes in
proper way. One of these codes playing an important pan within the bilateral cooperation
agreement with a number of countries is the overall modular GRS system code ATHLET1.
This code has been developed for the simulation of the thermal-hydraulic behaviour of nuclear
or conventional units. It consists of a series of standard modules (e.g., nuclear kinetic,
thermofluiddynamic, heat conduction and heat transfer modules). A very attractive part of the
code is the 'General Control Simulation Module (GCSM)1, a special high level simulation
language which allows the user to calculate directly the large variety of possible balance-of-
plant (BOP) actions during different accident situations.

Already for many years, sponsored by the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), a close and very fruitful cooperation between the representants (University of Zagreb,
Josef Stefan Institute at Ljubljana) of the former Yugoslavia and the F.R. of Germany existed.

'The dcvclopmenl ;iml validation of the system code ATHLET is sponsored by llic Gemun Federal Minisicr for
Education. Science. Research and Teclmolouv (BMBF).
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In the end of 1995 this cooperation has been renewed, now settled between the Republic of
Croatia and F.R. Germany. It makes it possible to apply (among other codes) the code
ATHLET for the safety research of the PWR NPP Krsko.

Hence, at the University of Zagreb a project has been started with the aim to establish
in a first step a very generally applicable ATHLET input data set (called 'standard input data
set') in order to be able to calculate the most characteristic parameters of the Krsko NPP for a
variety of transient and accident situations. The primary and secondary circuit of the plant will
be simulated by a 2-loop representation, the natural-circulation U-tube steam generator of a
special Westinghouse type (i.e., with a preheater) being described by the ATHLET
components too. The most important control systems will be described by applying the GCSM
language. Because of the very comprehensive input data set extensive tests with respect to the
validation of such an input data set have been and will still be necessary.

The validity of the established ATHLET input data set for the NPP Krsko will be
demonstrated by a posttestcalculation of the event 'Inadvertent closing of the main steam
isolation valve1, which had been observed at the PWR NPP Krsko in 1995. In a series of plots
comparisons between measurements and ATHLET calculation of the characteristic parameters
on the primary and secondary side will be presented.

ATHLET MODEL OF THE KRSKO NPP

The ATHLET nodalization of the Krsko NPP is shown in Figure 1. Some aspects of
the developed nodalization are summarized below. The core active region is represented by six
control volumes (pipe 111 in Figure 1). The primary loops are modeled by a combination of
pipe and branch components. The U-tube steam generators are assembled with standard
ATHLET elements. The main features of the nodalization of the steam generator secondary
sides are summarized in Table 1. The numbers in parentheses refer to the second loop (loop
without pressurizer)

COMPONENT

FEEDWATER
SYSTEM

SG INLET

DOWNCOMER
RISER

SEPARATOR
SEP. OUTLET

HYDRAULIC
ZONE
UPPER PART
DOWN PART
AUXILIARY
FEEDWATER
UPPER PART

DOWN PART
ANNULUS
RISER LOWER
PART

RISER UPPER
PART

NODE
NUMBER
402 (502)
404 (504)
406(506)

407 (507)

415(515)
409(509)
411(511)
413(513)
417(517)
419(519)

421 (521)
423(523)
425(525)
•427(527)
431(531)

COMPONENT

STEAM DOME

STEAM LINES

MSIV VALVE
RELIEF VALVE
SG SAFETY
VALVES

STEAM 1 -II-ADER

TURJ3. TRIP V.
TURBINE

HYDRAULIC
ZONE
SEPARAT.OUTL
STEAM DOME

NODE
NUMBER
429 (529)
435(535)
451(551)
453(553)
455(555)
457 (5V7)
459(559)
461(561)
498(598)
482 (582)
484 (584)
486(586)
488 (588)
492 (592)
494(594)
601
603

604
605

Table 1 NPP Krsko nodalization: correspondence between code model nodes and
hydraulic zones for the secondary system
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Thermofluid objects are used in combination with corresponding heat structures (pipe walls,
pressurizer heaters, heat exchanger surfaces and the internal components). All heat structures
were modeled with the assumption that there are no heat losses to the containment, i.e.,
boundary heat structures were presented only as a heat capacity. The nuclear heat power
generation is simulated by a point kinetics model. ,
The right choice of the nodalization of the secondary system as well as of corresponding
control systems plays a considerable role with respect to the complexity of their behaviour
(feedwater control, separators, steam lines, steam header, turbine).
Various balance of plant (BOP) actions (actuated by control or protection systems) are
described using the basic module GCSM (General Control Simulation Module). The following
list of the modeled control and protection systems has been included in the input data set.
- Reactor Trip, Turbine Trip, Safety Injection System
- Pressurizer Pressure Control (heaters, relief and safety valves, spray)
- Pressurizer Level Control System
- Steamline Break Protection
- Feedwater Line Isolation
- Steam Generator Level Control System.

ANALYSIS OF INADVERTENT CLOSING OF THE MAIN STEAM
ISOLATION VALVE IN NPP KR^KO

The ATHLET input data set for the NPP Krsko (the 'standard input data set1) has been
tested by calculating the event 'Inadvertent closing of the main steam isolation valve1 starting at
nominal power (1882 MW(t)). The reactor core was at beginning of life (BOL), 12th fuel
cycle. The analysis has been performed for 18 % U-tube plugging.
An inadvertent closing of the Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) in the first loop (loop
without pressurizer) occurred due to an electrical failure in the circuit controlling the position
of the valve. As the turbine steam mass flow remained constant after MSIV closure, the total
amount of steam was exhausted from the second steam generator causing the pressure in the
steam line in the second loop to decrease. The setpoint for the Safety Injection (SI) actuation
due to the low steam line pressure (P < 4.218 MPa) was reached very fast (after less than 3 s)
because of the setpoint curve which is described by a proportional-integral-derivative PID
control element with the derivative component being dominant. The SI activation causes an
immediate reactor scram which in turn leads to turbine trip and to isolation of the main
feedwater line. Immediately after primary MSIV closure, the secondary MSIV was closed too,
due to the signal 'high steam mass flow1.
The first 900 seconds of the event were simulated by the presented ATHLET
posttestcalculation, the results being plotted in the Figures 2 to 9.
During the start-up phase the turn-in process into steady state lasted for 400 s, giving a first
insight into the validity of the entire input data set, particularly of the simulation of the control
systems. The setpoint value for the steam generator collapsed water level (narrow range) at
nominal conditions is 60 % what differs from the value at the beginning of the calculation (67.8
%). The steam generator water level is shown in Figure 4. The steam generator water level
achieved the reference value in approximately 50 s after a corrective action performed by the
steam generator level control system (i.e., feedwater control system). Later on, all the
parameters on the primary as well as on the secondary side were stable and constant. The
feedwater mass flows (Figure 5) reached 30 % of the nominal flow at the up-side (i.e., 153.5
kg/s) and 70 % of the nominal flow (359.67 kg/s) at the down-side of the steam generator,
respectively which fined well to the reference values. Measured data for feedwater mass flow
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were not available. The transient was initiated by closing the MSIV in the first loop (valve 498
in Figure 1). The isolation of the first steam generator causes an immediate pressure increase
on the secondary side of the affected steam generator. The steam generator pressure is shown
in Figure 2. The pressure increase is limited by the relief valves (valves 482 and 582 in Figure 1
for the first and second loop, respectively) opening at 7.917 MPa and closing at 7.521 MPa.
The second steam generator was isolated (by closing the main steam isolation valve 598 in
Figure I) very soon after MSIV in the first loop was closed due to the signal 'high steam mass
flow1 causing the pressure to increase in this loop, too. The main feedwater was isolated after
reactor scram signal actuation decreasing to zero in 10 s. Twenty seconds after SI signal,
auxiliary feedwater (21.5 kg/s per loop, fills 406 and 506, respectively (Figure 1)) was
activated.
Differences in the secondary pressures when comparing calculated values with measured can
be stated due to the fact that in the calculation the relief valves open periodically, while in the
experiment no secondary system relief valve action was observed. The measured steam mass
flow from the first steam generator (a small constant value till the end of the transient) after
MSIV closure and turbine trip could not be explained.
On the primary side the temperatures (Figure 8 and 9) decrease after reactor scram causing the
outsurge out of the pressurizer, and consequently a drop in the pressurizer water level (Figure
7). The pressurizer pressure (Figure 6) decreases, too, despite of pressurizer heaters activation.
The observed differences between calculation and measurement after reactor scram (primary
system pressure, pressurizer water level and primary temperatures) are due to the cooling of
the secondary system through the relief valves. Steam generator safety valves did not open.
Safety of the NPP Krsko was not endangered during all the phases of this event.

CONCLUSION

An ATHLET 'standard input data set1 for the PWR NPP Krsko established on the basis of a
very detailed geometry and heat conduction structure was presented in the paper The
importance of the right modeling of the accompanied control systems has been pointed out.
The ATHLET input data set has been validated on the event 'Main steam line isolation valve
closure' that occurred at the NPP Krsko in 1995. After 400 s start calculation the steady state
conditions could be described in a satisfactory way. The transient calculation has put heavy
demands not only on the right modeling of the thermohydraulics but also on almost all active
control systems. Despite of the mentioned differences in pressurizer pressure and water level
associated mainly to the lack of informations with respect to the control circuits of the primary
as well as of the secondary loop, it can be stated that all main events and the responses of the
control systems were well predicted in the analysis.
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Figure 2. Steam generator pressure
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with preliminary results of the application of UMAE (Uncertainty Methodology based
upon Accuracy Extrapolation) uncertainty procedure to the Uncertainty Methods Study (UMS) proposed by
OECD/CSNI. The UMAE allows the evaluation of the error made by a system thermalhydraulic code when
predicting a nuclear power plant transient scenario. The UMS is an international activity proposed with the
aim of comparing the basic assumptions and the results produced by five uncertainty methodologies. The
transient adopted as 'he object of the analysis is a small break LOCA performed in the Japanese Large Scale
Test Facility (LSTF) previously adopted for International Standard Problem 26. The analysis of ten
experiments performed in differently scaled facilities have been used as a basis for extrapolation of the
accuracy. The hypothesis at the basis of the methodology and the main steps are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Evaluation of accident evolution in nuclear power reactors is the main goal of the researches in the

field of thermalhydraulics (see, for example, (I, 2]). Industrialized countries have invested billion of dollars

in this field including calculating safety margins as well as designing and optimizing normal and emergency

operating procedures. Emergency Core Cooling Systems are required in water cooled reactors to provide

emergency cooling of the core during accidents following a break in the primary cooling system. The

increase in fuel rod temperature, if allowed to proceed without effective intervention of the ECCS would

lead to cladding rupture and radioactivity releases to the containment.

For a power plant to receive an operating licence, the owner is then required by the control authority

to demonstrate the effectiveness of ECCS in maintain the core refrigerated. The Appendix K of the Rule 10

CFR Pan 50 stated the constraints to be respected for U.S. reactors.

In 1974, when initial licensing procedures where established, computer codes had limited capabilities in

simulating the phenomena occurring in the course of an accident. To ensure that the calculations would be

conservative calculations restraints were provided.

A huge experimental activity then started in all the industrialized countries to investigate both the

single phenomena occurring during incident and the global plant performance. Separate effect facilities and

integral effect facilities where realized and a vast amount of data collected. At the same time development

has started of improved computer codes able to calculate accurately all the plant variables important for

safety. The combination of experimental research and availability of computer codes validated to perform

realistic accident simulation led the NRC to revise the rule of acceptance of ECCS [3. 4].The revised rule

retains the acceptance criteria based on peak cladding temperature, cladding oxidation and hydrogen

generation but allows ihe use of best estimate codes in evaluating these parameters. If best estimate codes

are applied the rule then requires that the uncertainty in the calculations be quantified with a high degree of

probability and uncertainty be including in comparing the results with the limit imposed by 10 CFR part SO.

Different methodologies for uncertainty evaluation have been developed and applied (see for

example [5]) to date. The University of Pisa developed a methodology named UMAE based on the

extrapolation of the accuracy of code calculations of experiments performed in scaled facilities to get the

uncertainty associated with analysis of full scale plants.

The CSN'I recently proposed an Uncertainty Method Sludy (UMS) in order to gain insight into

differences between features of the methods. European research groups participate at the study using
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different methodologies. The present paper deals with the participation of University of Pisa. After a

presentation of the methodology and the study, the hypothesis at the basis of the application of the

methodology are explained and discussed.

2. OUTLINE OF THE U MAE

The fundaments of the methodology are discussed into detail in papers available in literature (e.g.

refs. [6, 7]) and can be drawn from the considerations 1 to 6 below, related to test facilities and codes. It is

assumed that both are representative of the state-of-the-art. The facilities are "simulators" of the reference

reactor and codes are based on the "six balance equations model" and must be considered as "qualified" [8].

1) the direct extrapolation of experimental data is not feasible; nevertheless, the time trend of significant

variables measured during counterpart tests in differently scaled facilities are similar: this fact must be

exploited;

2) phenomena and transient scenario occurring in larger facilities, being nearly constant the other

conditions (design criteria, quality of the instrumentation etc.), are more close to plant conditions than

those recorded from smaller facilities;

3) qualified codes are an indispensable tools to predict the plant behaviour during nominal and off-

nominal conditions;

4) the confidence in predicting a given phenomenon by the code must increase when increasing the

number of experiments analyzed dealing with that phenomenon.

5) the uncertainty in the prediction of plant behaviour cannot be smaller than the accuracy resulting from

the comparison between measured and calculated trends; furthermore, accuracy (uncertainty) must be

connected with the complexity of the facility (plant) and of the considered transient;

6) the effects of user and nodalization must be included in the methodology.

The basic idea is to get the uncertainty from considering the accuracy. The main problems to

achieve this are connected with the availability of experimental data that must be 'representative' of plants,

with the quantification of accuracy and with the justification of any relationship between accuracy obtained

in small dimensions loops with the accuracy in the plant calculation, i.e. uncertainty.

Two main aspects have to be considered at a preliminary level to judge the realism of the accuracy

extrapolation [9]: from the experimental side the design of the facilities, the boundary and initial conditions

of the experiments, the suitability of the instrumentation, the quality of the recorded data have been

evaluated together with the similarity of the phenomena; from the code side, the general qualification

process, the capability to simulate the relevant phenomena identified, the qualification of the nodalization

and of the code user have been independently assessed. The use of calculated and measured data related to

similar tests, especially with the help of the code, directly led to the achievement of quantities connected to

the uncertainty. "Dispersion bands" and "extrapolated" plant behaviours were previously defined and

evaluated [9].

The UMAE procedure aims at calculating the uncertainty and making use of an experimental data

base, involves the razionalization of the various steps including the use of statistics in order to avoid or

minimize the expert judgement at the various levels. Generic experiments in integral facilities and related

calculations can be processed by the UMAE, provided the availability of data base related to a reasonable

set of individual phenomena that envelope the key phenomena foreseeable in the selected plant scenario. A

simplified flowsheet of the UMAE is reported in Fig. 1.

The way pursued to evaluate the data base and the conditions to extrapolate the accuracy are

synthesized hereafter.

Evaluation of the specific data base: the specific data base is constituted by the signals recorded during the

considered experiments and by the results of the code calculations. Each test scenario (measured and
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calculated) should be divided into 'Phenomenological windows' (Ph.W) [1]. In each Ph.W. "Key Phenomena'

(K. Ph.) and 'Relevant Thermalhydraulic aspects' (RTA) must be identified. K.Ph. characterize the different

classes (e.g. Small Break LOCA, large break LOCA, etc.) of transient and RTA are specific of the assigned

one; K.Ph. are always applicable; RTA and K.Ph. qualitatively identify the assigned transient. In order to get

quantitative information each RTA must be characterized by 'Single Value Parameters' (SVP, e.g. minimum

core level), 'Non-Dimensional Parameters' (NDP; e.g. Froude number in hot leg at beginning of reflux

condensation), Time Sequence of Events' (TSE, e.g. time when dryout occurs) and 'Integral PArameters'

(IPA, e.g. integral or average break flowrate during subcooled blowdown).
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Fig. 1: Overview of the scaling methodology.

Fig. 2: Possible trends from scaling analyses: extrapolation of measured data and code accuracy.

The extrapolation of the accuracy is achieved through the use of statistics [10]. The assumptions the

accuracy extrapolation is based upon are discussed in 4.3. The ratios of measured and calculated values of

SVP, NDP, TSE, and IPA are reported in diagrams like that shown in Fig. 2 assuming that they are
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randomly distributed around the unit value. This is also justified by the huge number of variables affecting

the considered parameters. In this way 'mean accuracy' and '95th percentile accuracy' are derived and they

are applicable to the plant calculation. The measurement errors, the unavoidable scaling distortions and the

dimension of the facility are directly considered. It should be noted that only one calculation, performed

with a qualified Analytical Simulation Model (ASM in Fig. 1), is necessary to get the reference plant

scenario. '

3. UMS DESCRIPTION

The CSN1 proposed the Uncertainty Method Study in order to gain insight into differences between

features of the methods by comparing the different methods, step by step, when applied to the same

problem, comparing the uncertainties predicted for specified output quantities of interest, comparing the

uncertainties predicted with measured values. Another important aim of the study is to inform those who

will take decisions on conducting uncertainty analyses, for example in the light of licensing requirements.

The study is carried out performing a complete uncertainty analysis on a transient actually simulated

in an experimental facility: the test SB-CL-18 [11] carried out in LSTF was selected as reference. The test is

a Small break LOCA in cold leg with accumulators available. The test was previously selected as ISP 26, as

a consequence a quite detailed documentation is available regarding both facility layout and boundary and

initial conditions of the experiments. The availability of the experimental values will be considered only for

the final comparison of the results derived by the methodologies. The transient experimental data will be not

used in deriving the uncertainty. For example the trend of the break flowrate will be not used for tuning or

for the enstabilishement of the range of variability of the flow multiplier during the analysis. The study

includes a step by step comparison of the methods including comparison of assumptions, uncertainty

identification and prioritization, choice of the sources of data, expression of the uncertainties, extraction of

the information from the data base, extrapolation to the transient of interest, comparison of the results with

each other and with measured values. In this frame attention was pointed out to the clarification and

discussion of hypothesis and assumptions of the various methodologies.

The following organizations participate in the study using different methodologies: GRS (Germany)

using GRS method [12], CEA (France) using IPSN method [13], ENUSA (Spain) using CSAU methodology

[14], AEA (United Kingdom) using AEA Technology approach [15] and University of Pisa (Italy) using

UMAE [8]. The study will allow to drawn conclusions about the suitability of the methodologies applies to

the proposed problem.

4. HYPOTHESYS AT THE BASIS OF UMAE APPLICATION

4.1 Sources of uncertainty in code applications

The application of the UMAE is performed taking as reference an experimental database consisting

of ten experiments carried out in differently scaled simulators of pressurized water reactors. The starting

point is the assumption that the input uncertainties are coming from:

generically unqualified user;

imperfect knowledge of boundary conditions;

nodalization inadequacies;

code modelling inadequacies.

The user influence on predicted results was evident in some applications of the available

thermalhydraulic codes [16]. In most of the ISPs, different participants using the same code version

produced rather different results. In the application of the second generation codes in principle the effect of

user choices should be strongly reduced. However experience with large number of ISPs has shown the
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dominant effect of the code user on the final results and the goal of reduction of user effects has been not

achieved.

An example of the effect of uncertainty in boundary conditions is reported in [17]. Heat losses in

steam generator secondary side are considered and the effect upon dryout conditions is addressed. These

boundary conditions may have low importance for full-size plants, but represent inherent and relevant scale

constraints that are specific of all small scale test facilities. They should be carefully considered, when

extrapolating test results to full-size plant code calculation aiming at uncertainty evaluation.

Examples of nodalization inadequacies, that can not be a priori excluded in the development of a

model for experimental facilities, are reported in [18, 19]. The development of a nodalization implies some

choices in the representation of the parts of the system that can strongly affect the results, though these are

correct in principle. For example in ISP 18 analysis [18], the nodes subdivision in the connection zone of the

cold leg to the reactor pressure vessel appeared critical for the results provided by the code. In the analysis

of SPE-4 a similar situation occurs. Minor changes in the simulation of the connection of accumulators to

downcomer causes large differences in the calculated coolant inventory lost [19].

Effect similar to those listed before can not be excluded a priori, though a qualified nodalization is

available, when a plant calculation is performed. This kind of problems is strongly linked with the user

experience. If a blind calculation is done, the evaluation of the uncertainty associated to potential

nodalization limitations must be taken into account.

Error bands predicted by uncertainty methodologies in the time trends of relevant quantities in

relation to nuclear plants accident scenarios depend heavily upon the adopted code. A generally qualified

code may fail in the representation of a specific phenomena [20]. This situation occurred, for example in the

application of UMAE methodology to loss of feed water transient in PWR. The code deficiency in the

considered case, lies on the predictability of top down quench in a passive structure. The rod temperature

was strongly affected by this lack of code capabilities. In this case a procedure was set up to overcome code

deficiencies connected with lack of suitable model leading to the definition of biases to be added to the

uncertainty predicted by standard application of UMAE [19]. All the above sources of uncertainties are

taken into account in the application of UMAE when considering the extrapolation of the calculation

accuracy.

4.2Suitability of the selected data base

The data base needed for UMAE application in the present study includes ten experiments

performed in differently scaled simulators. All the transients selected are small, break LOCAs having

common characteristics:

the experiments have essentially the same initial conditions as the reference one (ISP 26 in the present

case);

the experiments have similar boundary conditions, e.g. break area over facility volume;

the experiments have been performed in qualified facilities simulating the same type of reactor; the

scaling and design criteria of the facilities have been in deeply checked [21];

the experimental data base is sufficiently qualified;

most of the measured phenomena are the same as expected in the reference transient;

independently qualified nodalizations have been used;

all the calculations were acceptable from a qualitative point of view;

all the code calculations produced a quantitative accuracy evaluation result, satisfying the condition AA

< 0.4 [22], i.e. the calculations are acceptable.

A comparison of the initial and boundary conditions of the experiments included in the data base is reported

in Table 1.
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Information about the transient behaviour is given in Table 2, reporting the imposed sequence of the

trips, and in Figs. 3 to 6. The experimental primary pressure is reported Versus some variables of interest. In

particular primary pressure is reported vs. scaled to LSTF primary mass (Fig. 3), vs. cold leg temperature

(Fig. 4), vs. secondary pressure (Fig. 5) and vs. heater rod temperature (Fig. 6).
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Table 1: Boundary and initial conditions for the selected transients.

The calculated values for the reference scenario (ISP 26) is also reported. In all the figures the reported

trends relative to the plant to which extrapolation is done (LSTF in the present case) are calculated values.

The experimental data, that available in the present application, are generally unknown if application is done

with respect to plant conditions. These experimental data are not used in the frame of the UMAE

application. The scaled primary mass (Fig. 3) calculated in LSTF test is in good agreement with the

experimental data also if the mass depletion occurs at a slightly higher pressure. Fig. 4 reporting primary

pressure versus cold leg temperature shows again a similar trend for these quantities in the various

experiments and in the calculation. Some oscillations in the curve relative to LSTF are due to the position

where the cold leg temperature is calculated, owing to the vicinity of the accumulator injection point. The

secondary pressure calculated for Lstf is higher that the experimental values in the other facilities (Fig. 5).

This is a direct consequence of the larger scaling factor of the Lstf: the heat losses in the larger facilities are

lower thus causing a slower pressure decrease in the secondary side. Finally the heater rod temperature is

bounded by experimental data (Fig. 6).
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The information in Figs. 3 to 6 constitutes a further example of data analysis in the frame of UMAE.

Essentially this representation aims at demonstrating that:

a) selected phenomena expected in the target scenario do not differ from those recorded in the available

data base;

b) the range of involved parameters is the same in the target scenario and in considered data base.
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Fig. 5: Primary pressure vs. secondary pressure. Fig. 6: Primary pressure vs. rod temperature.

4.3 Assumptions for accuracy extrapolation

In the application of the methodology some assumption have been done [8]. If the following
conditions are fulfilled, accuracy in predicting single value parameters (SVP), nondimensional parameters
(NDP), integral parameters (IPA) and time sequence of events (TSE) can be extrapolated:
a) the design scaling factors of the facilities are suitable;

b) the test design scaling factors of the experiments are suitable;

c) the experimental data base is qualified;

d) the nodalizations and the related users are qualified;

e) the relevancy thermalhydraulics aspects (RTA) are the same in the experiments if counterpart or similar

tests are involved; otherwise, the same RTA can be identified in different experiments;

f) the RTA are well predicted by the code at a qualitative and a quantitative level. In this case the FFT

based method [22] (I.e. the method used to quantify the accuracy that is based upon the use of the Fast

Fourier Transform), must produce an 'AA' < 0.1 and 0.4 for pressure and for the ensemble of (around 20)

time trends that characterize any considered transient.

g) the RTA are the same in the plant calculations "facility Kv scaled" and in the experiments;

parameter ranges (SVP, NDP, TSE and IPA), properly scaled are also the same. This must be interpreted in

various ways depending on the availability of counterpart tests.
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h) in the plant calculation realistic conditions, phenomenological windows and key phenomena are the

same as in the experiments; SVP, NibP, TSE and IPA may be different. The reason for this are understood.

The listed conditions are considered necessary and sufficient for accuracy extrapolation.

The meaning of suitable in item a) has been discussed in different papers (see for example [23]).

The facility suitability has been defined on an international ground (e.g. SOAR on TECC, ITF Code

validation Matrix) and well known and "assessed" facilities are considered: each of those has beenanilized

for at least one ISP. In addition time preserving scaling laws and design criteria are used (full pressure, full

height, full linear power, etc.). The experimental database has been assessed in international activities (for

example data relative to International Standard Problems) and in the frame of specific activities carried out

[21]. In the same frame the nodalizations and the user have been qualified [24, 25].
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Table 3: Quantitative evaluation of the accuracy by FFT method for the selected tests.

The point e) has been verified for counterpart tests considered in the analysis [25] and for the other

experiments. The condition is fulfilled if experiments characterized by similar boundary and initial

conditions are selected. The quantitative evaluation of the accuracy is reported in Table 3. In the present

case a test (LOBI BL-06) does not fulfil the specifications requested for applicability of UMAE (condition

f)). The calculation should be repeated in order to be completely consistent with this statement. The

conditions g) and h) are only implicitly addressed in the present application and must be directly verified in

the case of nuclear power plant application.

CONCLUSIONS

The hypothesis at the basis of the UMAE methodology have been presented. The source of

uncertainty that hare considered in the application of the methodology in the frame of UMS have been

pointed out and discussed: the uncertainties deriving from user qualification, boundary conditions

uncertainties, inadequacies in code models and nodalization are sources of uncertainty considered in UMAE

methodology.

The criteria used in the selection of the database have been explained together with an attempt to

handle the database in a synthetic way. When experiments characterized by similar boundary and initial

conditions are selected the hypothesis for UMAE application are fulfilled. The application to UMS

confirmed this statement.

The various assumptions considered in the step relative to accuracy extrapolation have been

reported and their implementation explained. The need of suitable experimental data from assessed
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facilities, of qualified users, codes and nodalizations and of a methodology for code accuracy quantification

was stressed. The results of the application [26] confirmed the validity of UMAE methodology.
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Abstract

In this paper the coupling model of QUABOX/CUBBOX code with ATHLET code
and the present status of coupling are presented. The verification and validation process to be
performed at Gesellschaft fiir Reaktorsicherheit and Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing, University of Zagreb is described and discussed. As demonstration preliminary
results for simulation of boron dilution transient with the QUABOX/CUBBOX-ATHLET
coupled code system are given.

1. Introduction

The reactor safety analyses in standard safety reports are normally performed using
point kinetics models with region-averaged thermal-hydraulic parameters and predetermined
reactivity coefficients. Therefore, it cannot take into account the spatial variations of thermal-
hydraulic conditions in the core. There is a need for more realistic modelling of accident
conditions for transients with strong coupling between neutronics and thermo-fluiddynamics.
This can be achieved only by coupling 3D neutronics codes to system codes. Work has been
performed at GRS to couple the system code ATHLET to 3D neutronics code
QUABOX/CUBBOX. In the next two sections the computer codes QUABOX/CUBBOX and
ATHLET are described. The coupling of these two codes is presented in Section 4. The Q/C-
ATHLET coupled version will be verified and validated in the frame of bilateral cooperation
project between Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit and Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing, University of Zagreb. The verification and validation program, as well as
preliminary results of simulation of a boron dilution transient with the QUABOX/CUBBOX-
ATHLET coupled code system are given in Section 5.
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2. The QUABOX/CUBBOX Computer Code

The QUABOX/CUBBOX computer code is developed at GRS and constantly
improved. It solves two group neutron diffusion equations for steady state and time-dependent
problems in three dimensions using a coarse mesh method based on a polynomial
approximation of spatial neutron flux distributions, achieving high accuracy for a nodalization
corresponding to fuel assembly size in radial plane and an axial mesh size of 20 to 30 cm. The
static solution is obtained by solving an asymptotic time-dependent problem with adaptation of
criticality conditions by ^search or adjustment of boron concentration.

The time-dependent neutron diffusion equations are solved with up to six groups of
delayed neutron precursors by a direct solution using a matrix decomposition scheme, which
allows to solve a series of one-dimensional implicit equations. The time-integration method is
stable without limitation of maximum time-step size by numerical stability. A frequency
transformation method is implemented using values of mean frequencies for prompt neutron
groups and delayed neutron precursors.. An option is available to calculate those frequencies
by solving averaged point-kinetics equations.

The homogenized two-group cross-section data and the dependency on feedback
parameters are described in a very flexible manner by interpolating from polynomial expansions
or from function tables.

The full 3D reactor core model QUABOX/CUBBOX-HYCA consists of this 3D
neutronics model and a parallel coolant channel model describing coolant flow in the channel
by a ID solution of conservation equations of mass, energy and momentum for single and two-
phase flows including a drift-flux correlation, and describing the average fuel rod by solving
radial heat conduction equations.

The code has been validated by static and transient nuclear benchmark problems
(control rod ejection, control rod bank withdrawal), by extended code comparisons for
different reactor types, and by comparison with data from nuclear power plant measurements
during startup and operation (e.g. critical boron concentration, reactivity worth of control
rods, reactivity equivalents, power density distributions).

3. The ATHLET Code ,

The thermal-hydraulic computer code ATHLET (Analysis of THermal-hydraulics of
LEaks and Transients) is being developed by the Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und
Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) for the analysis of anticipated and abnormal plant transients, small
and intermediate leaks as well as large breaks in light water reactors.

The aim,of the code development is to cover the whole spectrum of design basis and
beyond design basis accidents (without core degradation) for PWRs and BWRs with only one
code. The main code features are: advanced thermal-hydraulics, modular code architecture,
separation between physical models and numeric methods, pre- and post-processing tools and
portability.

The code development is accompanied by a systematic and comprehensive validation
program. A large number of integral experiments and separate effect tests, including the major
International Standard Problems, have been calculated by GRS and by numerous institutions in
Germany and abroad.

The ATHLET structure is highly modular, and allows an easy implementation of
different physical models. The code is composed of the following basic modules for the
calculation of the different phenomena involved in the operation of light water reactor.
Thermo-fluiddynamics module (TFD), Heat Transfer and Heat Conduction module (HECU),
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Neutron Kinetics Module (NEUKTN), General Control Simulation Module (GSCM), together
with the numerical integration method for solving the system of the ordinary differential
equations called FEBE (Forward-Euler, Backward-Euler).

ATHLET offers the possibility of choosing between different models for the simulation
of fluiddynamics. In the current code version, the basic fluid-dynamic option is a five-equation
model, with separate conservation equations for liquid and vapour mass and energy, and a
mixture momentum equation, accounting for thermal and mechanical non-equilibrium, and
including a mixture level tracking capability.

The spatial discretization is performed on the basis of a finite-volume approach. It
means, the mass and energy equations are solved within control volumes, and the momentum
equations are solved over flow paths-or junctions-connecting the centers of the control
volumes. The solution variables are the pressure, vapor temperature, liquid temperature and
mass quality within a control volume, as well as the mass flow rate at a junction.

A full-range drift-flux model is available for the calculation of the relative velocity
between phases. The model comprises all flow patterns from homogeneous to separated flow
occuring in vertical and horizontal two-phase flow. It also takes into account countercurrent
flow limitations in different geometries.

The simulation of the heat conduction in structures, fuel rod and electric heaters is
performed within the basic module HECU. The heat transfer package covers a wide range of
single phase and two-phase flow conditions. Correlations for critical heat flux and minimum
film boiling temperature are included; A quench front model for bottom and top reflooding is
also available.

The nuclear heat generation is generally modelled by means of the neutron kinetics
module NEUKIN. For the simulation of electrically heated rods or for a simplified, straight-
forward representation of a reactor core the total generated power as a function of time can be
optionally given.

The generated nuclear reactor power consists of two parts: the prompt power from
fission and decay of short-lived fission products, and the decay heat power from the long-lived
fission products. The steady state part of the decay heat and its time-dependent reduction after
a reactor scram are provided in form of a GCSM signal. The time dependent behavior of the
prompt power generation is calculated either by a point-kinetics model or by an one-
dimensional neutron dynamics model. An input-specified fraction of the total power is assumed
to be produced directly in the coolant. The remaining power determines the temperature
distribution in the fuel rod, and the heat flux through the cladding surface.

The point-kinetics model is based on the application of the well-known kinetics
equations for one group of prompt and for six groups of delayed neutrons. The reactivity
changes due to control rod movement or reactor scram are given by a GCSM signal. The
reactivity feedback effects for fuel temperature , moderator density and moderator temperature
are calculated by means either from dependences given by input fables or with reference
reactivity coefficients. If the boron tracking model is switched on, the reactivity feedback due
to changes in the boron concentration will be also taken into account.

The one-dimensional model solves the time-dependent neutron diffusion with two
energy groups of prompt neutrons and six groups of delayed neutrons. The active core zone
can be subdivided into zones with different materials. A reflector zone is also considered. The
model includes the coarse-mesh spatial approximation of the neutron flux by means of second
order polynomials. It also accounts for moderator and Doppler reactivity feedback by
temperature and density dependent cross sections. Control rod movement and reactor scram
are simulated by means of local changes of group cross sections as a function of rod position.
Libraries of effective cross sections for several types of light water reactors are also available.
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In general, major plant components (e.g. pressurizer, steam generators) can be
modelled by connecting thermo-fluiddynamic objects and heat conduction objects via input
data. Simplified, compact models for those components are also available as special objects.
Additional models are provided for the simulation of valves, pumps, accumulators, steam
separators, single ended breaks, double ended breaks, fills and leaks and boundary conditions
for pressure and enthalpy. The simulation of balance-of-plants systems within ATHLET is
performed by the basic GCSM module. GCSM is a block-oriented simulation language for the
description of control, protection and auxiliary systems.

4. Coupling of QUABOX/CUBBOX and ATHLET Codes

As a general strategy to couple 3D neutronics models to the system code the two
basically different approaches of coupling seem to be reasonable:
1. Coupling of 3D neutronics models to the system code which models completely the
thermal-hydraulics in the primary loop including the core region,
2. Coupling of 3D reacor core models describing neutronics and thermal-hydraulics in the core
region to the system code which models only the thermal hydraulics in the primary loop
exclusive the core region.

For the coupling of the 3D neutronics code QUABOX/CUBBOX and system code
ATHLET the first approach has been chosen and an interface to Q/C has been implemented in
the system code ATHLET.

The interface structure is designed in a very general way, corresponding to the main
tasks of coupled calculations.
1. Reading input data consisting of the input data of independent codes and an additional part
describing the relation between fluiddynamic channels and core loading.
2. Data exchange between fluiddynamic system code and neutronics, namely the transfer of
power density distribution and feedback parameters between models.
3. Controlling for static solutions the iterations between fluiddynamics and neutronics to obtain
steady state conditions.
4. Controlling for transient calculations the synchronization of time integration by determining
time-step size and the sequence of calculational steps.
The neutronics code is adjusted to these main tasks.

The additional input defines the relation between fuel assemblies in the core loading and
the flow-channels. Therefore, the relation can be defined very flexible by grouping of fuel
assemblies or by one to one correspondence. Also the axial mesh width in neutronics and
thermalhydraulics calculations may be different, this will be taken into account in the step of
data exchange.

The main physical parameters which are exchanged between fluiddynamic models and
neutronics are the power density distribution (It is the result of the neutronics calculation and
must be transferred to fluiddynamics) and the distributions of fuel temperature, the coolant
density and coolant temperature, as well as the boron concentration ( These parameters are the
result of the fluiddynamic model including the boron transport model and must be transferred
to neutronics).

In static calculations the calculation of parameters in fluiddynamics and neutronics is
performed iteratively till steady state conditions are reached. In transient calculations the
solution of fluiddynamics and neutronics is done subsequently accepting a delay of one time-
step between power density values and feedback parameter values in solving equations. This
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does not affect the accuracy of solution, as long as time-step size is small relative to the time-
constant of the fuel.

5. Verification and validation of the QUABOX/CUBBOX-ATHLET Coupled Code
System

The developed code system has to be verified and validated. The verification process is
to assure that the code systems are giving results that are correct within the context of the
modeling used in the code systems. The validation process is to gain confidence that the
modeling is sufficient to represent the physical situations (i.e., the transients and the accidents)
that are of interest.

The next step will be to verify the coupled code on different computers. A sensitivity
analysis on number of coolant channels in the core will be performed. It is also planned in the
period of the next years to validate the code extensively by analysis of relevant plant transients
and accidents.

Within the frame of bilateral cooperation between GRS and Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and Computing (FEEC), University of Zagreb the coupled code system
QUABOX/CUBBOX-ATHLET is transferred to Zagreb. It is installed on IBM work station
and checked by running a test problem. The coupled code system is also successfully converted
to PC.

In the current phase of the coupled code development calculations are performed for
defined test problems. The objective of results presented is mainly the demonstration of
successful solution of a typical problem from the intended field of application. A test problem
for which results will be presented was defined using a one-loop presentation of a PWR with a
quarter core model. The core loading and the nuclear data were taken from the NEA 3D LWR
reactor core transient benchmark. The boron dilution transient was calculated for this plant
model. Results for time dependencies of core power, boron concentration, core pressure, core
mass flow, and core coolant inlet and outlet temperatures are shown in Fig. 1, Fig.2, Fig.3,
Fig.4., and Fig.5., respectively.

6. Conclusion

The system code ATHLET developed and applied in GRS for plant transient and
accident analysis has been coupled with 3D neutronics code QUABOX/CUBBOX for
modeling LWR conditions. Additional verification and validation process will be performed in
the frame of the bilateral cooperation project between Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit and
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb. Preliminary results for
simulation of boron dilution transient with the QUABOX/CUBBOX-ATHLET coupled code
system are obtained.
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ABSTRACT

Environmental qualification (EQ) of equipment important to safety in nuclear power
plants ensures its capability to perform designated safety function on demand under
postulated sendee conditions, including harsh accident environment (e.g. LOCA, HELB).
The computer code GOTHIC was used to calculate pressure and temperature profiles
inside NPP KrSko containment during limiting LOCA and MSLB accidents. The results of
the new best-estimate containment code are compared to the older CONTEMPT code using
the same input data and assumptions. The predictions obtained by both codes are very
similar. As a result of the calculation the envelopes of the LOCA and MSLB pressures and
temperatures, as used in FSAR/USAR Chapter 6, can be used in EQ project

INTRODUCTION

Electrical equipment ages in service and its capability to perform within its specification
(especially in harsh environments) is deteriorated. Since the environment is a potential for
common cause failures, the purpose of equipment qualification is to demonstrate the capability
of safety-related equipment to perform its safety function in aged conditions and under extreme
conditions after design bases event (DBE). Equipment qualification is one of the steps in
licensing process according to the US regulatory documents and standards (10CFR50.49, RG
1.89, NUREG-0588, IEEE-323).

To achieve EQ we have to:

1. determine equipment operating requirements and associated environments,
2. use this data to establish qualification requirements,
3. qualify equipment by test an/or analysis.

Qualification process alone depends on:

• type of equipment,
• location of equipment,
• service conditions under which equipment must perform its safety function,
• duration of harsh environment.
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Service conditions are the actual environmental, physical, mechanical, electrical and process
conditions experienced by equipment during service. Equipment need to be qualified for
operability under all potential service conditions. Accident conditions must be defined to
demonstrate equipment performance under harsh environment. Normal and abnormal
conditions are typically defined as part of the plant design basis. Normal condition can also be
determined by in-plant measurements. The principal environmental conditions typically
addressed for both normal and accident conditions are:

- temperature,
- pressure,
- relative humidity,
- chemical spray,
- submergence,
- radiation,
- vibration and seismic motion

Normal plant environmental conditions are defined as those temperature, pressure, humidity
and radiation conditions that occur during normal plant operation, including anticipated
operational occurrences. Normal conditions are those for which the plant is designed.
Abnormal conditions (anticipated operational occurrences) can be caused by plant or system
transients, equipment or system failures, or DBEs producing conditions not severe enough to
be considered harsh conditions. In abnormal conditions equipment must be capable of
performing as required during normal conditions. A harsh environment conditions can be
defined as the environment where there is a significant increase above the normal plant
environmental conditions during and following Design Basis Accident (DBA) or High Energy
Line Break (HELB). Harsh environmental parameters are limiting for environmental
qualification of electrical equipment. Those accidents producing harsh environmental
conditions involve pipe break in the reactor coolant system or other plant process systems.
However, other accidents can produce harsh environments: e.g., rod ejection, radioactive
waste processing system failures.

Two EQ parameters are of primary importance in this analysis, pressure and temperature.
Thermohydraulic computer codes are used to define mass and energy releases resulting from
pipe breaks and the resulting temperature, pressure, and humidity transient levels in affected
plant areas, both inside and outside containment. The calculated environmental conditions can
differ significantly for different plant design and location within the plant. Those computer
codes use conservative assumptions maximising the release of mass and energy to the
environment and minimising the transfer of energy and cooling to the environment. The
assumptions result in the conservative temperature, pressure and steam conditions used for
equipment qualification. System thermohydraulic codes, such as RELAP4, RELAP5,
RETRAN, CATHARE, ATHLET, etc., are acceptable and approved to be used for defining
maximum mass and energy release during LOCA, MSLB and HELB. According to those
results, a calculation of environmental parameters (temperature, pressure), in the various plant
locations, can be performed using codes CONTEMPT, CONTAIN, GOTHIC etc. The results
of such calculations are temperature and pressure envelopes for all transients in specified
location.

The pressure and temperature in NPP Krsko containment during limiting LOCA and MSLB
accidents are determined as part of NPP Krsko EQ project. According to DOR Guidelines and
NUREG-0588 requirements limiting pressure and temperature values used in design of the
containment (FSAR Chapter 6.2) can be used as parameters for the qualification of the
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electrical equipment in the containment. In NPP Krsko case SATAN-V and LOCTA computer
codes were used to calculate mass and energy release during LOCA. The calculation has been
repeated for different bfeak locations and sizes, and Double'Ended Pump Suction Guillotine
(DEPSG) with minimum Safety Injection (SI) was selected as limiting LOCA case. For the
purpose of mass and energy release determination during MSLB, Westinghouse used simple
computer code FLASH-4. Mass-energy releases for the MSLB include the forward flow from
the ruptured steam generator and reverse flow from the non-faulted steam generator until
isolation. The assumption of Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) failure + maximum Auxiliary
Feedwater (AFW) flow was selected as limiting case for MSLB. The FSAR calculation of
containment pressure and temperature transients, for both accidents, was accomplished using
the CONTEMPT-LT computer code. Existing LOCA and MSLB profiles from USAR 6.2 are
compared to results of GOTHIC calculation performed for the same containment mass and
energy input, and with the same assumptions.

MODEL OF THE PLANT

GOTHIC (Generation of Thermal Hydraulic Information for Containments) code is
sponsored, approved and licensed by Electric Power Research Institute. The code is developed
by Numerical Applications, Inc., Richland Washington using experience gained in COBRA-TF,
COBRA-TRAC and COBRA-NC series of codes. The intention was to develop best estimate,
efficient and qualified code for analysis of PWR, BWR and general confinement buildings
(containments), both steady state and transient, for nuclear power plant design and operation
analysis, for equipment qualification and for licensing issues. The code solves conservation of
mass, momentum and energy equations for multiphase (vapor phase, continuous liquid phase,
droplet phase) multicomponent (water, air, H, noble gases) compressible flow. Constitutive
relations predict interaction between phases for nonhomogenous nonequlibrium flow. Heat
structures are modeled as ID unheated or ID, 2D, or 3D heated structures. All hydraulic
volumes use 3D or lumped or mixed approach. It is possible to simulate operation of
engineered safety equipment (pumps, fans, valves and doors, vacuum breakers, spray nozzles,
heat exchangers, heaters and coolers). Version 3.4e of the GOTHIC containment analysis
package was used in calculation of NPP Krsko containment. The idea was to check calculation
performed earlier with computer code CONTEMPT-LT. The same assumptions and input data
as described in FSAR/USAR Chapter 6 were used.

The GOTHIC models used for calculation of LOCA and MSLB accidents are the same.
The number of active systems and heat and mass input to the containment depends on the
selected scenario. The model of the NPP KrSko containment is shown in Figure 1. The
compartment number 1 represents inside volume of the actual containment. The compartment
number 2 represents annulus. Conservative estimation of compartment initial conditions
(calculation is sensitive to net free volume, initial compartment temperature and humidity), and
of structural heat transfer (number and surface area of heat sinks and value of heat transfer
coefficient) were used in analysis. Due to the uncertainties, conservative assumptions of
temperature and water volume added during accident were used (Refueling Water Storage
Tank (RWST), service water). Models of spray system and Reactor Containment Fan Coolers
(RCFC) were tuned to NPP Kr§ko specific requirements (conservative signal delays, design
flows and heat removal capacities according to single failure criteria). The same heat structures
as described in FSAR Chapter 6 are used in the model (number, geometry and material data).
In LOCA case RCFC units (1 RCFC unit for min. SI and 3 RCFC units for max. SI option) are
active starting from 45 s. Spray system is activated at 84 s and recirculation is initiated after
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3600 s. Part of the water is removed from the containment sump to simulate RHR operation.
In MSLB case RCFC units were active from 45 s and spray system was active from 96 s.
Duration of LOCA analysis is 1 day and duration of MSLB analysis is 1800 s.

Figure 1. GOTHIC model of NPP Krsko containment

RESULTS

The containment pressure vs. time calculated using computer code GOTHIC 3.4e is
shown in Figure 2. for LOCA case and in Figure 3. for MSLB case. The pressure used in
FSAR/USAR Chapter 6 is labeled as PRl and calculated pressure is labeled as PRIG, in both
cases. The time of both LOCA peaks is almost the same for FSAR/USAR and for GOTHIC
case. The pressure reached during first peak (blowdown) is very similar (slightly lower in
GOTHIC results). The second peak and values of the pressure between peaks are lower as
calculated by GOTHIC. The heat transfer coefficient used in GOTHIC code is interpolated
between peak of the Tagami correlation and Uchida correlation used after end of blowdown.
The transition region used in CONTEMPT code is very small and that means less effective heat
transfer coefficient causing higher pressure and temperature in that region. The part of the
difference is caused by different RCFC models used in both codes. In last part of the accident
pressure calculated by GOTHIC is higher. The time of MSLB peak pressure is again almost
the same for FSAR/USAR and for GOTHIC data. Peak pressure calculated by GOTHIC is
slightly lower, but at the end of accident pressure in the GOTHIC case decreases slower.
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The temperature of the containment atmosphere has profile similar to the pressure
profile. The comparison of the temperatures for the FSAR/USAR and for the GOTHIC results
in case of LOCA is sho\yn in Figure 4. The same values for MSLB accident are shown in
Figure 5. The label TV1 is Used for FSAR/USAR atmosphere temperature and label TL1 is
used for FSAR/USAR sump water temperature. The labels TV1G and TL1G are used for
corresponding GOTHIC values. The difference between FSAR/USAR data and GOTHIC
results is higher in case of LOCA. Lower values of atmosphere temperature near the second
peak are caused by the same factors as was the case with pressure data. The vapor
temperatures for MSLB accident are very similar. The sump water temperatures are always
higher in GOTHIC case. That is caused by GOTHIC calculation scheme based on liquid, vapor
and droplet phases. The droplet condensation model deliver condensate at higher temperature
to the water pool in containment sump.

The difference in calculated heat transfer coefficients for CONTEMPT and GOTHIC
calculations are shown in Figure 6 For LOCA and in Figure 7 for MSLB accident. Label
HT.COEF means FSAR/USAR and HT.COEF.G means GOTHIC results. In case of LOCA
peak value of the Tagami correlation is the same, but starting value is lower in GOTHIC case.
The heat transfer correlation used in GOTHIC uses interpolation in transition region between
Tagami and Uchida correlation. The heat transfer coefficient change in CONTEMPT code is
realized immediately after blowdown peak. The difference between FSAR/USAR and
GOTHIC values calculated during MSLB is small. Heat transfer coefficient used in GOTHIC.
decreases slower in later part of the accident and that means higher vapor temperature
calculated by GOTHIC code.

CONCLUSION

The pressure and temperature data used in design of the containment are recalculated
during EQ project. The results of the older CONTEMPT code and new best-estimate
containment code GOTHIC are compared using the same input data and assumptions. The
predictions obtained by both codes are very similar. Generally speaking peak pressure and
temperature values are greater in CONTEMPT case, that means more conservative, but in later
phase of the accident GOTHIC calculates higher values. Based on this analysis the envelope of
the LOCA and MSLB pressures and temperatures, as described in FSAR/USAR Chapter 6,
can be used in EQ project.
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Figure 2. Containment pressures used in FSARAJSAR and calculated by GOTHIC
code, LOCA case

Figure 3. Containment pressures used in FSAR/USAR and calculated by GOTHIC
code, MSLB case
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Figure 4. Containment atmosphere and sump temperatures used in FSAR/USAR and
calculated by GOTHIC code, LOCA case
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Figure 5. Containment atmosphere and sump temperatures used in FSAR/USAR and
calculated by GOTHIC code, MSLB case
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Figure 7. Heat transfer coefficient used in FSAR/USAR and calculated by GOTHIC
code, MSLB case, containment shell
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Abstract

"BETHSY" is an integral test facility, whose purpose is investigation of PWR accidents
transients. The test 6.9c or now called OECD - ISP 38 was performed. Electrical core power
was at 0.5% of nominal value (138 kW) and loss of the Residual Heat Removal System during
mid-loop operation was considered. At the beginning of the test the level of the liquid is at
horizontal axis of the Hot Legs.. The main purpose of the work is simulation of transient with
computer code RELAP5 and the validation of input model and transient results. The geometry
of the facility and initial condition with transient scenario were calculated for the test specified.

1. INTRODUCTION

"BETHSY" is an integral test facility located at the Nuclear Center of Grenoble, whose
purpose is the investigation of PWR accidents transients. The test 6.9c or now called OECD -
ISP 38 was performed on April 14. 1992. It consisted in a loss of the residual Heat Removal
System during mid-loop operation while the pressurizer and the Steam Generator No. 1
manways are open 121. Calculation was performed by RELAP5/MOD3.2 on DEC Alpha
3000/600 computer under VAX-VMS operating system.

"BETHSY" design aims to satisfy the need for an adequate representation of the
commercial reactor in order to be able of simulating most of accident situations of interest
while minimizing the distortions of relevant physical phenomena. The selected reference
Nuclear Power Plant is three loop, Framatome PWR 900 MWe (2770 MW thermal) and scaled
down "BETHSY" facility includes all the corresponding circuits and systems, which are
important in case of accident or transient as far as thermohydraulic aspects are concerned /I/.

Six important choices have been made which characterize indeed the general design of
"BETHSY" facility (Figure 1). They concern :

• number of loops
• rated pressure of both the primary and secondary side
• maximum core power level
• maximum flow rate of primary pumps
• general scaling factors
• connected auxiliary circuits and systems
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Figure 1: Model "BETHSY"

2. INITIAL CONDITION
The test presents a loss of Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) during mid-loop

operation, while the pressurizer and steam generator No. 1 manways are open. The core power
was at 0.5% of the nominal value, the wall and fluid temperatures were 100°C. The secondary
systems were full of air. When the core cladding temperatures reaches 250°C a gravity feed is
actuated on Cold Leg No. 3. And the transient is stopped when the mixture level in the reactor
pressure vessel reaches the Hot Leg No. 1 nozzle (at 9044 s when the Hot Leg No. 1 void
fraction is 0.8) (Figure 2).

w»y

730m n

Figure 2 : Initial condition
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3. MODELING "
The input model used was prepared first for Test 9.1b and arranged for

RELAP5/MOD3.1 and transformed to RELAP5/MOD3.2 later. The Test 9.1b was
recalculated with new input model. The main change concerns P/D (pitch/diameter) of the heat
structures, if it were possible. Numbers of heat structures were changed at the core. Small
geometrical changes were made, especially at the primary system for example VI19, V121,
V123, V125, V131, V133, V141, V143, V147, V151 and V153

Pressure distribution along the loops was checked for steady state at 300s and results are
satisfied with measured values (Figure 3).

7?

•g-VSkilf

1-Sfctf

I
a.

Pressure drops - Loop No. 1

Drop through VI33
Drop through VI31

— Measured values

20 3D

Lengh of volume

Figure 3 : Pressure distribution through Primary Loop No. 7

Test 9.1b has been computed and some results are shown on Figures 4, 5 and 6. At all
figures are shown measured values in comparison with calculated ones.

On Figure 4 is shown break discharged mass. Last 40 minutes calculating values increase
little slower then in the Test, but main physical phenomena happened at the right time during
the first 100 minutes of the test.

ISP-27: T9.U - c«melnji N.9c REUP5/X0D3.2 ISP-27: T9.!b - jtomelriji T5.9c REUP5/U003.2
11X1)11: Vrcik 4isekir(c4 a i t s (k() SC2 1U111 Umt ptcimrt (UP«)

>• II

Tine (BID)

Figure •/ : Time-integrated break mass flow -
1NTQMB

Figure 5 : Steam Generator No. 2 steam dome
pressure - SG2
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Figure 5 shows pressure in the Steam Generator No. 2 steam dome. Computed values
are almost the same as measured through the transient.

Figure 6 presented clad temperature in
the core. Loop seal is well presented in
comparison with measured values' and
deviation are not significant.

AJ1 three figures show conditions at the
system. The results are in satisfactory
agreement with experiment. Conclusions
could be, that the input model is well
prepared, verified and validated.

Some differences in geometry has been
introduced to Test 9.1b input module to
satisfy Test 6.9c conditions. Diaphragm with
diameter d = 16.7mm and length l=67mm is
included injunction Jl 12-01 between
volumes VI11 and VI12.
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Figure 6 : Clad temperature - TMAX

Some of the systems, which is need to be excluded are :
• condenser
• main feedwater
• auxiliary feedwater
• level control
• accumulators
• low pressure safety injection
• break

Three new elements were included into system. They are very important for the Test
6.9c and we have been very careful at the preparation. Those systems are :

• pressurizer manway
• SG manway
• gravity feed or safety injection

Both manways has the same elements and the same shape. Every manway consist of
three single volumes, three single junctions, one valve and one time dependent volume. Valve
simulate opening of the manway in one second after beginning the transient. Time dependent
volume is added to simulate the atmospheric conditions, temperature is Tlt = 373K and air

pressure p,, = lbar. It is huge volume (V = 100m3). Manways are presented by diaphragm
with diameter d = 41mm .

The manway models were tested separated before implantation in "BETHSY" model.
The test results were satisfied with experimental data for certain condition.

Pressurizer manway model is located at the top of the pressurizer on the top of volume
V203-10. Manway is 669mm above the top of the pressurizer and there is in junction J242
added diaphragm. Nodalization of the pressurizer manway is on Figure 7.
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Figure 7 : Nodalization of pressurizer manway

Steam Generator No. 1 manway is connected to the top of volume V662-0] (Figure 8).
Diaphragm is modeled as single junction J672 at elevation 7.699m above the bottom of the
reactor vessel. Figure shows three positions of SG manway. One is according to the
experiment (EL=7.968m), 1. calculation (preliminary - EL=7.943m) and 2. calculation (last -
EL=7.699m).

V652-03 (ifiorcdae leg I)

experiment 7.968

L calculation 7.942

V67I V673 V675 TOV677

Icfjaiabon

J67O

<.(B9

J672 J674

diaphragm d = 41 mm motor valve 676

V662-0l(iraamliatelegl)

Figure 8 : Nodaliiation of Steam Generator No. 1 manway

Safety injection (gravity feed) has similar configuration as break model. It consist of one
time dependent volume and one time dependent junction. Gravity feed injection was modeled
in the same way as was modeled safety injection for Test 9.1b. The injected flow depend on
pressure in the Cold Leg No. 3 P+BF3B with the following relation

^gravity fecd(kg/s)

2.40. E5
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The average temperature of gravity feed injection is 38°C(±2°C). It is started when the

temperature of heated rods exceeds 250°C and remain in operation after core temperature is
decreased.

All initial and boundary condition for Test 6.9c (mid-loop operation) was applied on
verified input model for Test 9. lb.

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Some characteristic variables on the Figure bellow. On each Figure are shown three curves :
measured values (EXPER.), preliminary results (TT=3) and improved numeric results (TT=7).

Change between two calculation was made with the control option on card 201, which has
format ssdtt. Values used are ss=00 and d=0. The word t± was changed. Preliminary results
use value tt=3 which specifies semi-implicit or the nearly implicit advancement scheme. The
heat conduction and hydrodynamics use the same time step, and the heat conduction/transfer
and hydrodynamics are advanced separately. New results were performed with value tt=7. It
specifies similar features as tt=3. in addition, specifies the implicit advancement of the heat
conduction/transfer with hydrodynamics. When using the implicit coupling, the heat
conduction time step must be the same as the hydrodynamic time step.

The volume V23 1 and junction J232 representing artificial pressure control were moved
from the top of the pressurizer to the top of reactor vessel. The main reason was to high
pressure in pressurizer what caused the water flow from Hot Leg No. 1 to other parts of the
primary system. That decreased coolant inventory in Loop No. 1. The mass flow in junction
J232 was not approaching to zero in steady state run.

Figure 9 shows core cladding temperature at elevation 3.6m. It start to increase at 3000s of
transient for preliminary calculation, what is nearly 2000 seconds earlier than at experiment.
With changed numeric t± for 3 to 7 the results are significantly improved (Figure 9). The core
over heating started rising approximately at the same time as in the test.

OECD - ISP-38: Test 6.9c, RELAP5/M0D3.2
TCM26: Core cladding 3.600m (K)
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Figure 9 : Core cladding temperature 3.600m - TCM28
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Core overheating is strongly corrected with core level and reactor vessel coolant
inventory (Figure 10). Shortage of water has caused rising the temperature. High temperature
switch on safety injection early in transient.

OECD - ISP-38: Test 6.9c, RELAP5/M0D3.2
MYESSEL: Vessel coolant mass (kg)
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Figure 10 : Vessel coolant mass - M VESSEL

Complete primary coolant mass inventory is presented on Figure 11 and curves shows
how the mass has first decrease and after the safety injection was switch on increase. The total
mass is 1090 kg at the beginning of the transient. Total mass is almost 300 kg greater than
measured compared to the Test for the preliminary results but in very good agreement with
improved numeric (tt=7).

OECD - ISP-38: Test 6.9c, RELAP5/M0D3.2

MCP: Primary coolant system mass (kg)
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Figure 11 : Primary coolant system mass - MCP

Comparing Figure 10 regarding reactor vessel inventory and 11 complete RCS inventory
can be calculated that course of the variable for different calculation and not similar as
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expected. Larger deviation is observed at preliminary calculation of reactor vessel inventory
(tt=3). When complete RCS coolant inventory is correct and the same time wrong vessel
inventory mass redistribution of liquid in the system.

Steam Generator No. 1 manway was moved down for 0.24m for preliminary calculation. It
was located in the middle of volume 652-03 modeled as a cross junction (Figure 8) for
preliminary calculation. In the second calculation was moved to the top of the intermediate
Cold Leg No. 1 pipe volume V662-01.

The flowrate through the SG No. 1 manway has been low at preliminary results, but when
the volume V231 and junction J232 were moved, the flowrate was similar to measured values
(Figure 12). Only at the beginning of the transient there are some significant differences
between calculated and measured values.

OECD - ISP-38: Test 6.9c, RELAP5/M0D3.2
MSGMT: Time integrated SG manway total mass flowrite (kg)
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Figure 12 : Time integrated SG manway total mass Jlowraie - MSGMT

Total mass flowrate through the pressurizer manway has been satisfied all the time, at the
preliminary and final calculation (Figure 13). There is a little differences, but all together the
results are satisfied.
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Figure 13: Time integrated pressurizer manway total mass flowrate - MPRZMT

The upper head and guide tube preliminary pressure drop shows large value already at the
beginning of the transient. Due to this discrepancy pressure loss coefficients were reduced in
junction 145-02, 151-01 and 153-01.

The last Figure 14 shows mass error. The mass error was 570kg at the end of the
transient compare to initial mass inventory 1090kg is more than 50%. Improved results shows
us mass error only 189kg of 1090kg or 17.5% of initial mass. That is three time less then at the
preliminary calculation.

OECD - ISP-38: Test 6.9c, RELAP5/M0D3.2
MERROR: Mass error (kg)
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Figure N : Mass error - MERROR

We intend to improve our model of "BETHSY" facility with renodalization of the upper
plenum and upper head of reactor vessel and to add heat structures in the volumes around the
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pumps. This consider the volumes VI45 in VI47 which are to long in comparising with
detailnies of other part of the system.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Few problems were met modeling the Test OECD-ISP 38. One of them was water flow

through Steam Generator No. 1 manway. It is not correct especially during first 1000s of
transient time. The next was overheating of the core and problems with wrong redistribution of
water around the primary system. The last problem was mass error, which is 17.5% of the
initial coolant inventory.

Noticed were long elements in the upper plenum and upper head of the reactor vessel.
We intend to improve our model, especially volumes V145 (guide tube) and V147 (vessel
outlet), which are to long in comparising with nodalization of other part of the system.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the authors discuss insights gained from evaluating changes to plant
design and operational practices. Evaluation of a change is performed in order to provide an
answer to two fundamental questions: what is the impact and is the impact acceptable? In
order to determine "the acceptability of an impact," the risk-based technologies today provide
various ranking schemes. They are based on the existing IPE studies or PSA models and use
of standard risk importance measures.

In "ad hoc" applications of risk importance measures, the specific nature of the analyzed
change is often neglected. This paper attempts to capture the most common problems in the
application of importance measures, and defines the limits of this application.

The authors' position is that the use of risk importance information as the sole basis to
accept or reject a change is inappropriate. However, a "change analysis" can very effectively
be supported with ranking results, after the basis for the rank is meaningfully established.

INTRODUCTION

Risk Management is the underlying foundation for regulatory and operating practices in
the nuclear industry. During the past 20 years, a gradual transition has been made in processes
for both characterizing and managing risk. This transition has involved the increased use of
quantitative measures of risk, applying PSA and reliability technologies.

Risk-based technologies are becoming an essential element in evaluating safety and
economically initiated changes and improvements in the nuclear industry. In the United
States, guidelines for the application of risk-based techniques are being developed for both
generic and specific applications. In this phase of development it is very important to fully
understand the nature and limits of the risk-based techniques.

Today, PSAs are most commonly used to evaluate the risk importance of changes in
plant design or operations. Risk importance is measured by the change in a risk characteristic
(Core Damage Frequency or Large Early Release Frequency), and those measures are known
as risk importance measures. There are three primary importance measures regularly used in
today's PSA applications.
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Some of the challenges associated with importance measures have already been
identified in recent applications. For example, it is difficult to conduct a probabilistic
evaluation of changes to any safety parameters not explicitly included in the PSA models, or
to safety parameters associated with the shutdown mode of operation, mitigation of external
events, or containment performance. Changes in plant operating configurations, including
scheduled and unscheduled equipment outages, can also influence importance ranking, as can
model assumptions and limitations. In addition to these challenges, there are other limits when
applying importance measures. These issues will be discussed in this paper.

First, the paper will discuss the basic ranking philosophy and principles in evaluating
changes. Second, the three primary risk importance measures will be defined. Third, the
limitations and challenges associated with their applications will be identified, and
acceptability of different measures will be discussed. The discussion will be supported by a
simplified example.

CHANGE ANALYSIS

The term "change analysis" is introduced because most PSA applications intend to
support an evaluation of potential changes to plant design and operational practices. In order
to realistically evaluate a proposed change, the "before" and "after" change conditions need to
be established and adequately evaluated.

Fundamentally, the "change analysis" needs to provide answers to two basic questions:
1) What is the impact of the change? and 2) Is the impact acceptable?

In answering those questions, both deterministic and probabilistic insights need to be
considered. Some of the steps in a consistent "change analysis" are given in Figure 1. These
steps are illustrated with examples from the ongoing processes in existing regulations.

In Step 1, it is necessary to determine an evaluated factor or process and define the
proposed change. Examples of the proposed changes to the existing regulations are numerous.
They include MOV Tests, Maintenance Rule, Changes in Technical Specifications, and
Inservice Testing and Inspection. In Step 2, an affected risk variable is selected and the effects
of the change on that variable are established. It is suitable to select a risk variable modeled in
the PSA in order to simplify the next step. The major and most difficult step in "change
analysis" is to find a way to establish the connection between the selected variable and the
evaluated change. For example, connecting component unavailability with frequency of
inservice testing or inspection is not, in any way, a straightforward task. In Step 3, the risk
characteristic to be used as a measure of the change is selected. The most commonly chosen
risk characteristic is Core Damage Frequency (CDF) or Large Early Release Frequency
(LERF). The connection between the risk variable and the risk characteristic is usually already
defined in the PSA model. Occasionally, minor modification of the PSA model may be
required. In Step 4, changes in the selected risk characteristic are evaluated, and, in Step 5,
evaluation results are compared with the acceptability criteria. The acceptability criteria can •
be application-specific and predefined by the regulator.

A realistic "change analysis" is essential for any PSA application to risk-based
regulations. The evaluation of the change can be performed based on either probabilistic or
deterministic principles, but the most complete insights can be gained by combining these
two.
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'Change Analysis" Steps

l(a) Define Evaluated Factor or Process

l(b) Define Change To Be Analyzed

1
2(a) Determine Effected Risk Variable

2(b) Establish Connection Between
Change and Risk Variable

Examples

Inservice Testing

Jnservice Inspection

.Change in Test/Inspection
Frequency

Active or Passive Component
Availability
Initiating Event Frequency
Change in Component Standby and
Demand Failure Rate or
Out-of-Service Time

3(a) Choice Risk Characteristic

of Interest

3(b) Determine Connections Between
Risk Variable and
Risk Characteristic

1
4) Evaluate Change in Risk

Characteristic

I
5) Confirm/Select Acceptability

Criteria

Core Damage Frequency (CDF)

.Large Early Release Frequency (LERF)

ESA Model

(Modification may be required)

Change in CDF

Change in LERF

PSA Application Guide

New Regulation

Figure 1: Change Analysis With Examples

IMPORTANCE MEASURES

Today, PSAs are most commonly used to evaluate the risk importance of changes in
design, operations, or plant conditions. In most cases, the affected risk variables are system or
component availabilities, human performance, and test and maintenance efficiencies. As
defined in Figure 1, Step 4, risk importance is measured by the change in a risk characteristic
(CDF or LERF).
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Three primary importance measures used in today's PSA applications are: Risk
Achievement Worth (RAW), Risk Reduction Worth (RRW) and Fussell-Vesely (FV). Risk
Achievement Worth applies to cases in which the change includes the impact which can lead
to equipment unavailability. Risk Reduction Worth is a direct measure of the maximum
possible reduction in CDF that can result from making a given plant equipment perfectly
reliable. Fussell-Vesely importance measures .the influence of the normal equipment
performance on the baseline CDF. The most commonly used importance measures are defined
in Table 1.

Table 1: Most Commonly Used Importance Measures

IMPORTANCE
MEASURE
Importance Measure
Definition

Importance Measure
Value Definition

Importance Measure
Equation
Relationship with
other Importance
Measures
Importance Measure
Description

RAW
Risk Achievement

Worth
Factor increase in risk,
assuming equipment is
guaranteed to fail
Risk with u=l divided
by Base Risk

R(u=l)/R(base)

1 -FV(l- l /u)

RAW identifies as most
important equipment
which, if failed, would
lead to the greatest
increase in risk

RRW
Risk Reduction

Worth
Factor reduction in risk
assuming equipment is
guaranteed to succeed
Base Risk divided by
Risk with u=0

R(base)/R(u=0)

1/(1-FV)

RRW identifies as most
important the equipment
which, if made perfectly
reliable, would lead to the
greatest reduction in risk

FV
Fussell-Vesely

Factor contribution of
equipment to risk

Sum of cutsets
containing equipment
divided by Base Risk
[R(base) -
R(u=0)]/R(base)

1-1/RRW

FV identifies as most
important the equipment
which contribute most to
the total risk
(similar to RRW).

u = Unavailability of equipment
R = Measured Risk (for example, Core Damage Frequency)

For the equipment with unavailability u, CDF can be expressed as:

CDF = F * u + S*(l-u) + I,
where,

u = equipment unavailability
F * u = cutsets which include failure of the equipment

F = cutsets which include challenge frequency and backup trains
for the equipment

(1-u) = equipment availability
S * (l-u)= cutsets which include success of the equipment, and
I = independent cutsets (do not include the equipment).
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In this case, importance measures can be expressed as:
RAW = (F + I)/CDF0,
RRW = CDFo/(S + I), and
FV = (F - S) * u/CDF0,

where
CDF0 is the baseline CDF.

Expressed in deterministic terminology, equipment with a high challenge frequency and
small redundancy (large F values) has high RAWs. This same equipment would have a high
FV and RRW if its unavailability were high. In other words, with the same challenge
frequency and degree of redundancy, less reliable equipment has a higher FV or RRW.

RAW, RRW, and FV are illustrated in Figure 2, where CDF is plotted as a function of
equipment unavailability (Reference 6).
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of Equipment X
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Achievem
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Risk
Reduction

1.0

Unavailability of Equipment X

Figure 2: Graphic Illustration of the Most Commonly Used Importance Measures
Every specific application requires a "change analysis," to determine an appropriate

importance measure for the analyzed change. Once the importance measures are selected and
calculated, an acceptance criteria needs to be established. Acceptability of an importance
measure should also be based on the characteristics of change. For some applications, the PSA
Application Guide (Reference 4) recommends quantitative criteria from NUMARC 93-01
(Reference 5). Table 2 provides a summary of those criteria.
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Table 2:Quantitative Acceptability Criteria for Importance Measures (from Reference 5)

RISK IMPORTANCE MEASURE
Risk Reduction Worth (RRVV)
- System Level
- Component Level

Fussell-Vesely Importance (FV)
- System Level
- Component Level

Risk Achievement Worth (RAW)
(Component/Train Level)

CRITERIA

>1.05
> 1.005

>0.05
>0.005

>2

In NUREG/CR-4377 (Reference 1) different applications are modeled, resulting in
different importance measures. Those applications (importance of a safety system, a
surveillance test, a maintenance action, a pre-operational test, an equipment wearout, etc.)
guided the introduction of today's major importance measures.

CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH THE APPLICATION OF IMPORTANCE
MEASURES

Some of the challenges associated with applications of risk importance measures have
already been identified in recent applications. For example, it is difficult to conduct a
probabilistic evaluation of changes to safety parameters not explicitly included in the PSA
models, or to safety parameters associated with the shutdown mode of operation, mitigation of
external events, or containment performance. Changes in plant operating configurations,
including scheduled and unscheduled equipment outages, can also influence importance
ranking. Other basic challenges are listed below:

• If sequences containing failure of equipment are truncated in the final PSA quantification,
the use of the remaining sequences may not be accurate for calculating importance values.

• The importance measure values are based on the baseline model, and are calculated
assuming all model assumptions remain constant.

• The importance measures do not account for changes in initiating event frequencies and
do not rank initiating events.

• Since many plant activities are likely to affect several pieces of equipment the "group"
importance would be more appropriate than an importance of a single piece of equipment.

When applying an importance measure, three major criteria should be considered:
1. A complete change analysis should be performed, including selection of the

right importance measure for the specific problem.
2. The limits of the selected importance measure should be understood.
3. The appropriate acceptability criteria should be established.

This section discusses the limits of the most commonly used importance measures. A
few common challenges are discussed below.
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Sensitivity to Other Contributors
CDF, used to determine importance measures, can be expressed as the sum of the

unique combinations of failure leading to core damage, known in PSA as cutsets, or, because
repetition is not allowed, as minimum cutsets (MCSs). Based on the values of those MCSs
which compose the CDF, two extreme cases can occur: 1) The CDF value is uniformly
distributed through all MCSs; or 2) the CDF value is strongly dominated by a few MCSs
(outliers). Both of those cases can present challenges in determining importance measures,
especially FV importance.

In the first case, if CDF is equally distributed among the minimal cutsets, all equipment
is expected to have a small FV importance. In other words, no equipment will be calculated to
be important. This problem is often referred as "lack of coverage."

In the second case, the other extreme will occur. Outliers will strongly dominate CDF,
so that nothing else will be calculated to be important. For example, in a plant where Loss of
Offsite Power (LOSP) contributes 90% to CDF, any equipment needed to mitigate other
events will not be shown to be as important.

Obviously, both the above cases will not result in a realistic importance ranking. Those
issues are illustrated further in the next section.

Preservation of Defense-in-Depth
One of the defense-in-depth principles is redundancy. Because of the degree of

redundancy in a nuclear plant, much of its equipment's importance is not revealed through
importance measures. For example, if only one injection line is needed for satisfactory
makeup, none of the injection lines in a four-loop plant will appear as important. Having all
four injection lines classified as "not important" is obviously seriously jeopardizing the
"defense-in-depth" concept. An-•analyst should keep this in mind when determining the
importance of redundant equipment. The overall effects should be assessed. This, also, will be
illustrated further in the next section.

Relationship to Change
It is the opinion of the authors that the relationship of importance measure to change

does not receive the appropriate attention in today's use of importance measures. The criteria
given in Table 2 can be misleading. These criteria are given for the most common importance
measures, but they are not universally applicable. They are applicable only to specific
problems and only when combined criteria are used. An analyst should not make an explicit
choice to use any of the importance measures without a detailed analysis of the problem, as
described in the first section. For example, in Reference 1, it shows that the correct measure
for assessing the importance of corrective maintenance is Birnbaum importance (not discussed
in this paper), while the correct measure for assessing the importance of a surveillance test is
Fussell-Vesely importance. Those are two completely different importance measures. Before a
correct importance measure is selected, it is essential to understand the change to be
evaluated.
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EXAMPLE OF IMPORTANCE MEASURES LIMITATIONS

Limitations of the importance measures use, discussed in the previous section, are
illustrated on a simplified example presented here.

Simplified for the example, CDF of a plant will be expressed as a sum of three major
MCSs:

CDF = MCS1 + MCS2 + MCS3
The first MCS1, presents contributions from the transient events, where feedwater mitigating
function is essential:

MCS1 = TRAN * FWA * FWB * AFW * F/B
where,

TRAN = Transient Event Frequency (assumed 2/year)
FWA = Unavailability of Feedwater Train A (assumed 1E-2)
FWB = Unavailability of Feedwater Train B (assumed 1E-2)
AFW = Unavailability of Auxiliary Feedwater (assumed IE-1)
F/B = Unavailability of Feed and Bleed (assumed IE-1)

The second MCS2, presents contributions from the LOCA events; where it is assumed that
operator action to switch from injection to recirculation phase, dominates risk:

MCS2 = LOCA * OPRE
where

LOCA = LOCA Events Frequency (assumed lE-2/year)
OPRE = Error Probability (HEP) for operator action to switch

to recirculation (assumed 3E-4)
The third MSC3 presents a contribution from Loss of Offsite Power events, where emergency
diesel generators and turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater provide mitigating functions:

MCS3 = LOOP * RE * DGA * DGB * AFW
where,

LOOP = Loss of Offsite Power Frequency (assumed 1E- I/year)
RE = Recovery of Offsite Power (assumed 1E-2)
DGA = Unavailability of Diesel Generator A (assumed 2E-1)
DGB = Unavailability of Diesel Generator B (assumed 2E-1)
AFW = Unavailability of Auxiliary Feedwater (assumed 1E-1)

The values given above define the base case in the example. For the illustration, two more
cases are analyzed. They are defined in Table 3. Two importance measures, Fussell-Vesely
and RAW, are calculated for feedwater systems and the operator action, for all three cases.
The results are discussed below.

Case A illustrates "the basic plant" case. The CDF is essentially uniformly distributed
among MCSs. Since there are only three MCSs, all equipment is calculated to be important,
based both on FV and RAW criteria. If the number of MCSs was higher, with the same*
uniform distribution, it would probably result in all equipment being calculated to be "not
important."

Case B illustrates "the plant" where no credit was given to recovery of offsite power. In
this case, LOSP events strongly dominate CDF and only the AFW System is calculated as
important by both importance measures. Operator action OPRE, event with extremely high
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RAW, still shows low FV importance, because of the low human error probability. The
applicability of only FV importance measures is questionable.

Case C presents "the plant" where the "presumably conservative" value is used for the
human error probability (OPRE = 3E-2). In this case, LOCA events strongly dominate CDF
and only OPRE shows as important. All feedwater systems (FWA, FWB, AFW and F/B) are
"not important." (If all of those systems were analyzed together, the corresponding RAW will
be 6500)

Cases B and C illustrate problems with "sensitivity to other contributors." Case C also
illustrates the problem with "lack of preservation of defense-in-depth." This example is
designed to "speak for itself." It illustrates that small differences in assumptions can lead to
completely different importance ranking. Full understanding of the analyzed change and limits
of importance measures is necessary.

Table 3: Example Importance Measures: Three Cases
EVENT Case

A
Case
B

Case
C

FV
A

RAW
A

FV
B

RAW
B

FV
C

RAW
C

TRAN
(i/yr)

2.0 2.0 2.0

FWA 1.0E-02 1.0E-02 1.0E-02 0.005 1.5 0.007 1.6
FWB 1.0E-02 1.0E-02 1.0E-02 0.005 1.5 0.007 1.6
F/B 1.0E-0I 1.0E-01 1.0E-01 0.005 1.0 0.007 1.1
LOCA
(l/yr)

1.0E-02 1.0E-02 1.0E-02

OPRE 3.0E-04 3.0E-04 3.0E-02 0.007

LOSP
d/yr)

1.0E-01 1.0E-01 1.0E-01

RE 1.0E-02 1.0 1.0E-02
DGA 2.0E-01 2.0E-01 2.0E-01
DGB 2.0E-01 2.0E-01 2.0E-01
AFW 1.0E-01 1.0E-01 1.0E-01 0.020 1.2

MCS1
(l/yr)
MCS2
(l/yr)
MCS3
d/yr)

2.0E-06

3.0E-06

4.0E-06

2.0E-06

3.0E-06

4.0E-04

2.0E-06

3.0E-04

4.0E-06

CDF I 9.00E-06 I 4.05E-04 I 3.06E-04

I" I Corresponds to change in the
parameter

Corresponds to the importance
measures above Reference 5

acceptability criteria (see Table 2)
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CONCLUSION

Change analysis must be used when considering changes to existing practices.
Importance measures and ranking can provide useful input to decision making, but only when
the right importance measure is selected for the analyzed process and, when applicable, the
limits of the importance measures are understood and considered.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the authors will discuss a modern approach in applying PSA models in
risk-based regulation. The Blended Risk Approach is a combination of traditional and
probabilistic processes. It is receiving increased attention in different industries in the U.S.
and abroad. The use of the deterministic regulations and standards provides a proven and well
understood basis on which to assess and communicate the impact of change to plant design
and operation. Incorporation of traditional values into risk evaluation is working very well in
the blended approach. This approach is very application specific. It includes multiple risk
attributes, qualitative risk analysis, and basic deterministic principles.

In blending deterministic and probabilistic principles, this approach ensures that the
objectives of the traditional defense-in-depth concept are not compromised and the design
basis of the plant is explicitly considered.

INTRODUCTION

Since the 1980s, when the U.S. commercial nuclear plants committed to produce
plant-specific Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSAs) in response to Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Generic Letter 88-20, PSA had been used as a powerful analytical tool that
provided a different means to evaluate the safety of a plant. The PSA models today are
regularly used to evaluate the risk significance of different plant configurations, or to
determine the risk acceptability of changes to plant design and operation. PSA methods have
been applied successfully in several regulatory activities and have proven to be a valuable
complement to deterministic engineering approaches.

In this paper, the authors will discuss two main approaches in using PSA models in
risk-based regulations: the Quantitative PSA Approach and the Blended Risk Approach.

The Quantitative PSA Approach is the most common PSA application. This approach
is the most straightforward and best when applied to the events explicitly modeled in PSA.
When it is necessary to consider deterministic principles or when a costly modification of
PSA logic models is required, the Quantitative PSA Approach may not be the most effective
way to address the problem. In this case, a blended approach to risk evaluation is an attractive
alternative.
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Viewing the PSA numerical base as the only tool in evaluating risk significance of
different events could lead to difficult evaluations with questionable results, especially if the
analyzed events are not explicitly related to PSA parameters. In this process, it should not be
forgotten that the numbers are not the real target of a PSA analysis. The most important
insights come from the understanding of the PSA logic models and relative contributors to
risk. The Blended Risk Approach preserves those insights and provides a way to gain
sufficient risk insights with less costly, and less uncertain, methods. The Blended Risk
Approach also preserves basic deterministic principles and ensures they are not jeopardized.

First, the paper will discuss the quantitative approach and problems associated with its
application. Second, more attention will be given to the new blended approach to risk
evaluation. This approach will be illustrated using an application in risk-based regulation.

QUANTITATIVE PSA APPROACH

Today PSA models are most commonly used to provide a quantitative risk measure of
the change in plant design and operational practices. They can also provide an importance
rank of the different equipment and configurations. In order to provide a consistent approach
in selecting important processes and equipment, the "PSA Application Guide," (Reference 1)
provides quantitative criteria for decision making.

Quantitative acceptability criteria for changes impacting CDF are illustrated in Figure
1, taken from Figure 4-1 of Reference 1. The acceptable change in CDF is based on the
plant's existing baseline mean CDF: if the baseline CDF is above lE-4/year, no increase in
CDF is acceptable without further evaluation; if the baseline CDF is below 1 E-4/year, the
maximum acceptable change in CDF can be expressed as a function of the baseline CDF.

1000.0%

u.
Q
u

DCea

5

100.0%

10.0%

1.0%

0.1%

Further Evaluation

Required
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Unacceptable

Non-Risk-Significant
(Acceptable) • " • - • • •

I .OOE-06 1 .OOE-05 1.00E-04

Baseline Mean CDF(/yr)

1.00E-03

Figure 1: Quantitative Acceptability Criteria for Change in Plant Design
Operational Practices

(from Reference 1)

and
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The problem with this quantitative approach is that, in decision making, it makes a
comparison between different plants' CDFs and, therefore, PSAs. This comparison is very
questionable because PSAs are not performed based on strict and predefined conditions and
criteria. Different utilities use different methodologies, different logical structures, different
databases, different human factors, etc. Examples of uncertainties in PSA models are given in
Table 1. Because of these uncertainties, comparing two CDFs without a detailed PSA
evaluation is not possible, and a quantitative criteria based on the CDF absolute value is
difficult to accept.

Table 1: Examples of Uncertainties in PSA Models

Uncertainties Based on Qualitative and Quantitative Information
1 Completeness

• What was not modeled, such as spatial events.
• What is not considered, such as the possibility of design deficiencies
• What was limited in scope, such as data analysis and Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

2 Logic Modeling
• Key assumptions
• Level of detail
• Recovery Actions
• Limits of the selected model

3 Quantification
• Failure rate model approximations, such as standby, demand, and operating characterizations.
• Applicability of data, either plant-specific or generic.
• Human error probability
• Processing simplifications or truncations.

A relative risk significance can quantitatively be measured by the risk importance
measures. The problems and limitations of this approach are discussed by the same authors in
Reference 14. - • " "

BLENDED RISK APPROACH

The Blended Risk Approach, as a combination of traditional and quantitative
processes, is defined below:

1. It uses design basis and other deterministic regulations and standards to
provide a proven and well-understood basis on which to assess and communicate the impact
of potential change.

2. It is more based on the logic structure of PSA, than on the numbers. This logic
structure includes the failure combinations causing undesired events or success paths
preventing undesired events. In other words, this logic structure is based on the information
contained in the fault trees and event trees. The quantitative insights can be used, but are not
essential for this approach.

3. In combining deterministic and probabilistic insights, this approach ensures
that the objectives of the traditional defense-in-depth concept are not compromised and that
the design basis of the plant is explicitly considered.
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This approach also introduces the qualitative risk approach to the area of risk-based
regulation. Qualitative risk approaches are well known in non-nuclear industries and are
receiving increased attention in the U.S. and abroad. They will be discussed in the next
section.

The basis for the current, mostly deterministic regulations, lies in a fundamental
philosophy: defense-in-depth. Two primary forms of defense-in-depth are barriers and
redundancy. In Table 2, a few simple rules are defined which, when applied, provide
assurance that the defense-in-depth principles are maintained for any PSA application.

Table 2: Rules Used to Incorporate Deterministic Principles

RULE

Preserve Barrier
Defense-in-Depth

Preserve Frequency
versus Redundancy
Relationship

Preserve Low
Potential for
Dependent Failures

Preserve
Deterministic Margins

DETERMINISTIC
EVALUATION

A change should not increase the
chance of systematic coupling of
RCS & containment
performance (coincident failure
of both RCS and containment, or
the bypass of one of those
barriers)
The loss of redundancy due to
change should be considered in
combination with the frequency
of challenge

Dependent Failures include
common cause failures, support
system failures, certain human
actions, and spatial effects. In
order to avoid undermining
redundancy, a change should not
significantly increase the
potential for dependent failures.
The impact of change on
component reliability, should
include explicit consideration of
component performance
margins. A deterministic margin
includes thermal margin, flow
rate margin, test performance
compared to acceptance criteria,
etc.

PSA EVALUATION

Both Core Damage
Frequency and Large Early
Release Frequency should be
considered. The qualitative
approach should confirm that
performance of both barriers
is not effected.
The PSA sequences already
include frequency of
challenge and redundancy.
A qualitative approach
should be based on a
different redundancy level
for a different frequency of
challenge. Single failure
criteria should be preserved.
New dependent failure
mechanisms, introduced by
the change, and change
effects on support systems
and human actions should be
evaluated on a case-by-case
basis.

PSA evaluations are not
explicitly applicable. Past
performance of the
component should be
evaluated.
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EXAMPLE OF BLENDED RISK APPROACH APPLICATION

The difference between a traditional quantitative PSA approach and a blended PSA
approach will be illustrated using one of the ongoing applications in the risk-based regulatory
framework. Inservice inspection (ISI) is an especially difficult problem to address as a risk-
based application. Proposed changes to ISI require a change in the ASME Code Section XI
inspections performed on Class 1 and Class 2 piping. The new proposed inspections are to be
distributed only to risk-important locations. The new distribution is expected to lead to a
significant reduction in the number of inspections required. The change is expected to affect
pressure boundary failure (PBF) likelihood, but it is not clear how and to what degree. The
difficulties in applying the PSA approach are summarized as three basic problems:

Problem No. 1: There is a large uncertainty in values for pressure boundary failure
probabilities.

Problem No. 2: There is limited knowledge from which to understand the ISI impact on
pressure boundary failures.

Problem No. 3: There is limited, or no explicit modeling of pressure boundary failures
in PSA.

Problems 1 and 2 involve the ability to establish a connection between evaluated
change and PBF. The affected risk variable is PBF probability, which is very low, with a
large uncertainty range. The PBF probability is the function of various stochastic factors,
such as stress or flaw distribution. The existence of flaws and the probability of ISI detecting
them are both concerns of uncertainty. A negligible number of "defects" have been detected
in the current Section XI Program.

Also, connecting the risk variable to CDF or LERF is difficult because PBFs are not
explicitly included in the PSA. PBFs are implicitly included in some initiating event
frequencies. The basic problem is in defining real consequences of PBFs on different piping
locations. Those consequences are unique for this type of failure, because of the spatial
effects and failure-specific recovery actions.

There are two different approaches being developed in the U.S. in an effort to define
risk important piping locations for the redesign of the ISI program. One of them uses a PSA
quantitative approach (Reference 6), and attempts to quantitatively address all difficulties
described above. The other approach uses the blended approach described here (Reference 3,
4, and 5).

The blended approach to ISI evaluation includes relative rankings of PBF likelihoods
and consequences, organized in a risk matrix, which is an essential tool in qualitative risk
analysis. The PBF likelihoods are grouped into three PBF categories, consequences are
grouped into four consequence categories. Based on these, the risk matrix shown in Figure 2
is constructed. Different risk regions are defined on the matrix. They correspond to the
different inspection policies to be defined.

The categories for PBF likelihood are selected based on the presence and type of
degradation mechanisms the piping is susceptible to. This factor is considered not only to
have a preeminent effect on PBF likelihood, but also to be one that actual inspections could be
aimed at.
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Pressure
Boundary

Failure
Category

Large

Small

None

Consequence Category

None

*

Low | Medium | High

High Risk Region

Medium Risk Region

Low Risk Region

Figure 2: Risk Matrix

The PBF likelihood categories are as follows:
"None": No degradation mechanism is present
"Small": One or more degradation mechanisms are present which are likely to result in a

small leak (for example, thermal fatigue, corrosion cracking, cavitation...)
"Large": One or more degradation mechanisms are present which are likely to result in a

large leak (for example, erosion-corrosion, or any other mechanism in
combination with water hammer)

Consequence evaluation is based both on PSA evaluation and deterministic rules from
Table 2. Pipe break can result in various consequences: initiating event, loss of system or
train, degradation of containment integrity. Deterministic and Probabilistic "importance
measures" used in this evaluation are given in Table 3. This approach makes it possible to
establish importance measures for initiating event or containment performance, which is not
possible with the traditional PSA approach. The categories for consequences are as follows:
"None": The PBFs which do not affect safety functions
"Low": The PBFs which do not significantly effect the plants' defense-in-depth, and

result in a conditional core damage probability lower than 1E-6.
"Medium": The PBFs between "low" and "high" category
"High": The PBFs which significantly jeopardize the plant's defense-in-depth, and

result in a conditional core damage probability higher than 1E-4.

A similar risk matrix is being used in Sweden for ISI Evaluation. However, their consequence
categories are very different and are based on the pipe size and plant systems. Also, PSA was
not applied.
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Table 3: Consequence Importance Measures

CONSEQUENCE OF
PRESSURE BOUNDARY

FAILURE

INITIATING EVENT

LOSS OF
TRAINS/SYSTEMS

EFFECT ON
CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY

DETERMINISTIC
"IMPORTANCE

MEASURE"

Redundancy of Unaffected
Mitigating Systems

Frequency of Challenge
versus Redundancy of
Unaffected Mitigating
Systems.
Exposure Time to
Challenge is also a Factor
Number of Containment
Barriers

PROBABILISTIC
"IMPORTANCE

MEASURE"

Conditional Core Damage
Frequency, Including Both
Direct and Indirect Effects
of the Failures
Core Damage Probability,
with a Loss of the
Trains/Systems for a Given
Exposure Time.

Conditional LERF

CONCLUSION

Abraham Maslow once said, "If your only tool is a hammer, you may view every problem as a
nail." In the present world of risk-based regulation, we must not view any of the complex
applications as "a nail"; we must, instead, search for new tools. The Blended PSA Approach
offers an alternative to standard PSA applications. It blends the principles of deterministic
and probabilistic evaluation, in order to provide an enhanced quality and robustness to the
risk-based applications.
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Abstract: Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) can provide safety status information for a
plant during different configurations; additional effort is needed to do this in real time for on-
line operation. This paper describes an approach to use PRA to achieve these goals.

A Risk Assessment On-Line (RAOL) application was developed to monitor maintenance (on-
line and planned) activities. RAOL is based on the results from a full-scope PRA,
engineering/operational judgment and incorporates a user friendly program interface
approach.

Results from RAOL can be used by planners or operations to effectively manage the level of
risk by controlling the actual plant configuration.

Keywords: Probabilistic Risk Assessment, on-line risk monitoring, maintenance

1. Background and Introduction

A Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) provides valuable information regarding Nuclear
Power Plant (NPP) sensitivity to various events. The results of a PRA can be used to identify
and prioritize the importance of different hardware, human actions and operating procedures
to plant safety.

PRA models the way accidents occur, and progress at a NPP. The analyzed accidents are
those leading to core damage. Each way the accident can occur is presented by an accident
sequence. Each accident sequence consists of an initiating event and mitigating systems
failures that lead to core damage.

A plant-specific PRA provides a whole spectrum of results: the core damage frequency, the
rank of dominant accident sequences, component/system failure contributions and human
error contributions (operation, test and maintenance). Initiating event contributions, and
individual sequence contributions are also known. The information contained in the PRA can
be used as a very effective tool for Risk Management.
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Here we will discuss how a plant-specific PRA, with some modification and adaptation, can
be used to supply additional information for assessing new plant configurations.

When a safety engineer knows the expected systems configuration (from the current plant
state and the maintenance schedule), it is possible from the PRA to evaluate the impact of this
configuration on the plant Core Damage Frequency (CDF), i.e., plant safety). PRA can also
provide a list of currently operable equipment most important to safety in the analyzed
configuration, and prioritize the restoration of inoperable equipment. Prioritization of
different equipment can simply be achieved by a relative comparison of impact on the plant
CDF.

For this purpose, it is necessary to have a living PRA model that is updated on a regular basis,
and which can be quantified in a minimal amount of time. There is also a need to modify
existing PRA models for this specific application with fast requantification capabilities.
Possible solutions to this problem are discussed below:

1. Current PRA models are based on a combination of event trees and fault trees, which can
differ significantly in size and level of detail from plant to plant. Linked fault trees and
large event trees are two extremes in PRA methodologies. Quantification of the full PRA
model provides the most accurate results, but is time consuming. The PRA model needs
to be properly optimized to gain results in time for an appropriate solution. With the right
optimization, accurate results can be achieved with a reasonable number of accident
sequences.

2. Less resource-intensive solutions can be achieved by using minimal cut sets instead of the
complete PRA model. This is certainly a more incomplete and less accurate solution, but
with a carefully chosen set of minimal cut sets, it can result in a very acceptable and
dramatically faster solution.

3. The simplest solutions can be achieved by using a relevant systems and components
matrix for the same purpose. This matrix is derived from the original PRA model and
relevant elements (systems and components) are determined from an operating standpoint.
The application of this method is very limited, because multiple combinations can not be
accounted for.

The solution presented in this paper, Risk Assessment On-line (RAOL) application is a mixed
approach between matrix and cut-set methods. The method is more flexible than the matrix
solution, but simplicity is still preserved. The application and results of RAOL are discussed
below.

2. Application description and results

This application was originally developed as a spreadsheet solution for the Maine Yankee
(MY) NPP. RAOL is the modified version, developed with Microsoft (MS) Visual Basic. In
this version, the interface between user and data/results is significantly improved.
Presentation of results is also optimized.

This application was developed primarily to monitor on-line maintenance activities. It is
based on results from a full-scope PRA with importance measures, engineering/operational
judgment, and industry experience. The purpose of this application is to generate
instantaneous and cumulative risk information for various potential plant configurations'. This
knowledge can then be used by planners/operators to effectively control plant configurations
acceptable level of risk.
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This specific application is an innovative, simplified approach, yielding valuable results for
different configurations in the MY NPP. Using this application can improve the
understanding of the basic principles and problems in a risk monitor approach.

This application is not designed to supersede any other plant control. It is intended to be used
in conjunction with existing plant Technical Specification (TS) and Administrative Controls.

An on-line maintenance safety assessment can be performed:

• For scheduled activities identified during daily maintenance planning meetings.
® When equipment failures occur which may alter the results of the assessment performed at

the daily maintenance planning meeting.
« Before authorizing unscheduled maintenance activities that may alter the results of the

assessment performed at the daily maintenance planning meeting.

RAOL can be used as a tool to assess the safety implications of long range maintenance
schedules when they are being developed.
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Figure 1. System Status Tab: Screen with current plant configuration.

The RAOL was developed for the MS Windows 3.1 and MS Windows 95 operating system
environment, using MS Visual Basic 4.0 professional version as programming language. For
all database operations the MS Jet database engine is used primarily with a MS Access
database format. By using the database engine, it is possible to reach virtually all other
database formats (dBASE, Open Database Connectivity client-server databases, etc.). This,
for example, is very

forimportant Dialog for updating SUL table

communication with the
maintenance schedule
database. (Table 1
shows the RAOL
database table
headings.)
The assessment process
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is designed to estimate the instantaneous risk associated with any given configuration of
systems, sub-systems and trains and the cumulative risk that results from that configuration.
Figure 1 shows Key Safety Functions (KSF) and systems included in the model.

Table 1. RAOL database tables headings:

Key Safety Function Table:

KSF ID KSF

EventType Table:

Event ID EventType ESubType

SYS Table:
SYSJD DescPC

Cycle Table:

Cycle

DescSUL Usage

StartDate

SubsNo Sub!

ONLSAMver

Sub2

Password I

Sub3 Sub4

Password2

KSFJD NOTES

Password3

RIL (Cumulative Risk Log) Table:

ConfigStart PlantMode MaxOT PlantScore ConfigDuration CalcType

SUL (System Unavailability Log) Table:

SYSJD Subsys PlantMode EventJD OOS_Time BiS_Time OOS_Hours WorkOrder Notes LogType

To do this calculation, the model uses a Risk Achievement Worth (RAW) derived from the
Maine Yankee PRA as a weighting factors to assess the importance of various out-of-service
configurations. The instantaneous risk is evaluated and the cumulative risk is constrained by
a maximum outage time for the existing configuration.
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A description of how one system is evaluated will explain the level of complexity that is
incorporated in this model. A RAW value for SYS9 (Auxiliary Feedwater) is combined with
the following systems: SYS6 (Component Cooling Water), SYS8 (Emergency Feedwater -
EFW), SYS28 (Alternate Shutdown Sys.), SYS29 (EFCV Air), and all External Events
(Seismic, Fire. Weather). SYS9 directly has impact on the state of Heat Sink (KSF 2). The
impact of the SYS9 also depends on the status of the other systems, for example: SYS7 (Main
Feed), SYS 10 (Steam Dump and Turbine Bypass), SYS 11 (Condensate System), SYS25
(115kV Off-site Power), SYS 26 (Service Water), and SYS32 (Switchgear Ventilation).
Table 2 shows complexity of these relations. . •'

If, during the process of evaluating the various system/train requirements for each KSF, it is
determined that a cross train situation exists, then the model ensures that the assessment
reflects this condition. This requirement is applicable to any cross-train condition, whether it
is prohibited by TS, or not. This function is designed to evaluate cross-train conditions that
are not specifically identified by the KSF quantification model. For example: Train A of High
Pressure Safety Injection and Train B of Containment Spray; AC Distribution Bus A and
Train B of Low Pressure Safety Injection; or Emergency Diesel Generators IB and EFW train
A. This function provides a message and color code.

Table 2. Example of system and external event dependencies:

SYS-9. Number of Auxiliary Feedwater Trains Available (1,0):
@MAX(@IF(S8<=1 * S9=0, 58.1,

@IF(S9=0 * (EE1=2 + EE3=1 + EE2=2), 3.5*3-1,
@IF(S9=0 * EE3=2, 3.5*6-1,

@IF(S9=0 * (S6<2), 4.79,
@IF(S9=0, 2.5, 0)))),

SS28, SS29)

S # - SYS; 58.1, 4.79, SS# - RAWvalues; EE - external event; 0,1,2 - SYS state

With these interrelations, most configurations are precise or conservative for the configuration
analyzed; however, the calculated result could be somewhat non-conservative for certain
extremely rare configurations. The same applies for the cross-train situation.
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Figure 4. Risk Log Tab: Screen with plant safety history.
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The RAOL program is fully applicable only to a full power operation. Figure 3 shows the
application tab where the final plant status is evaluated. Figure 4 shows the tab where the risk
history log is presented.

The RAOL program has three protected user levels. It is possible to compute current actual
risk and perform separate "what if analysis to explore operating strategies and outage
options. The plant can use the collected equipment unavailability data as feed back into the
living PRA model.

The current plant configuration can be changed through the System Status 1 and 2 tabs (see
Figure 1). If equipment is either going out of service or, is being restored, it is necessary to
fill in the dialog entries in Figure 2. The risk profile can be seen from the Cumulative Risk
Log tab (Figure 4). The current plant status is visible from the Plant Status tab (Figure 3).
Finally various types of reports can be also generated from the System Unavailability Log
(SUL) and Cumulative Risk Log (RIL) database tables (see Table 1).

The preliminary response from the MY NPP is very encouraging. The main RAOL positive
sides are described as: easy-to-use user interface, display complies with plant terminology,
and plant user does not have to understand PRA concepts and terminology to use the program.
After using RAOL. MY plans to decide on its future development for a more comprehensive
use.

3. Conclusion

RAOL is an application that evaluates a plant configuration (actual or planned) and provides
information including: instantaneous and cumulative risk of core damage, recommended
Allowed Outage Time (AOT), important components, and summary reports.

This application can be a valuable tool for use by plant operators and maintenance planning
personnel to operate the plant safely. RAOL can be used to plan and execute safer planned
and unplanned equipment outages during plant operation. It is also possible for this
application to demonstrate compliance with those aspects of the Maintenance Rule that
require maintenance to be more "risk aware".

With good initial results, further development of this application can continue in additional
important directions: addressing and- balancing all the risk factors (initiating events, core
damage, and containment failure), incorporating additional PRA Level 2 results, expanding
operating modes (shutdown), and making the model more accurate by using minimal cut-sets
or a modified PRA model.

Some of these directions are not really related to the limitations of RAOL application. One
example is expanding covered operating modes.
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1.0 Abstract

Severe accident sequences resulting in loss of the core geometric integrity have been found to have s small probability of
occurrence. Because of their polential consequences to public health and safety, an evaluation of the core degradation
progression and the resulting effects on the containment is necessary to determine the probability of a significant release of
radioactive materials. This requires assessment of many interrelated phenomena including:steel and zircaloy oxidation, steam
spikes, in-vessel debris cooling, potential vessel failure mechanisms, release of core material to the containment, containment
pressurization from steam generation, or generation of non-condensable gases or hydrogen burn, and ultimately coolablilty of
degraded core material.

To asses the answers for the containment event trees in the sense of weather certain phenomenolgical event would happen or
not the plant specific deterministic analyses should be performed. Due to the fact that there is a large uncertainty in the
prediction of severe accidents phenomena in Level 2 analyses (containment event trees) the combination of probabilistic and
deterministic approach should be used. In fact the results of the deterministic analyses of severe accidents are treated in
probabilistic manner due to large uncertainty of results as a consequence of a lack of detailed knowledge.

This paper discusses approach used in many IPEs, and which assures that the assigned probability for certain question in the
event tree represent the probability that the event will or will not happen and that this probability also includes its
uncertainty, which is mainly result of lack of knowledge.

2.0 Events and uncertainty

In deterministic analyses of severe accidents we are dealing with a number of uncertainties
among which the most important are:

uncertainty in measurement;
uncertainty in the state of knowledge of systems or processes;
uncertainty associated with modelling of a process ora system;
inherent randomness in process

All processes that we consider in probabilistic analyses contain different kinds of uncertainty.
Looking just at events trees (either on Level 1 or Level 2 PSA) we can distinguish two
categories or types of events.

In the first category of events the outcome results are mainly affected by the randomness
inherent to the process. As an example of this type of events we can refer to known question
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weather the pressurizer safety valve would or would not close after its actuation on high
pressurizer pressure. Repeated experiment will not give always the same result (full closure).
Due to that the best approach is to describe the outcome of such event with the probability
distribution.In the second category of the events the outcome is deterministic but still
uncertain for other reasons. As an example let us take the reactor vessel failure. Here
obvious outcomes are: reactor vessel will or vessel will not fail. If our knowledge of
phenomena, our modelling and our knowledge of the data were perfect, then we would know
the outcome with certainty. Due to current knowledge of the physical and chemical process
which are going on during and after the molten material relocation to the lower head, we are
not in the position to give the exact answer with certainty. The failure probability of such
events is best represent by confidence level that the outcome is failure.

Described event categories of events are not fundamentally different - the difference resides
in the degree of randomness. In Probabilistic Safety Assement (PSA) Level 1 majority (if not
all) of events are of the first type. Most if not all events in Level 2 analysis are of the second
type.

3.0 Probability distributions

In the PSA analysis which includes the uncertainty analysis, individual events are presented
with probability distributions. The distribution for a particular event expresses the probability
density as a function of relative failure frequency. A relative failure frequency also a
probability , such as is obtained by dividing the number of trials that fail by the total number
of trials. Thus the random variable on the horizontal axis represent the frequency of or
probability of failure , and the vertical axis represents the probability density associated with
that frequency of failure. The median failure frequency is the value which has probability of
0.5 of occurrence and the mean failure frequency is average value (see Fig.la).
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Figure la. and lb. Log-normal and double delta distribution

The two categories described above are modeled with different distributions. The first type
(affected mainly by randomness) are modeled by continuous distributions such as lognormal
distributions is. The relative failure frequency can take any value between 0 and 1. The
second type of events are modeled by discrete distribution such as "double delta" which
reflect the fact that the relative frequency can have values of only 1 or 0 (see Fig. l.b). In this
distribution the area under left hand delta represents the probability that the failure frequency
is 0 (probability that the events occurs), and the area under right hand delta the probability
that the failure frequency is 1 (the probability that the even does not occur). The mean failure
frequency value of a double delta distribution is equal to the probability that the failure
frequency is 1 (the only part of the distribution contribution to the calculation of the mean -
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average value is delta at failure frequency 1). The median value of the distribution is either 1
or 0 , whichever has the larger probability of occurrence [2].

4.0 Advantages of selected distributions

In PSA the lognormal distribution is used extensively to represent the first category of events
described above. Examples are the probability of failure of component or structures due to
internal pressure or ground acceleration. Main advantage of lognormal distributions are the
following:

it is mathematically very traceable. It is relatively straight forward to
convolute two distributions or to generate from the family of distributions a
single composite distribution which can be used for the developing the point
estimate failure probabilities
it is fully described by only two parameters. The best estimate value (50th
percentile) can be defined by upper and lower bound (5th and 95th percentile
values respectively).

Let us take an example and show the practical meaning.

For a lognormal distribution the probability density function is defined with the following
equation

f(x) =

where x is random variable . Parameters a and <|>, mean and standard deviation of the
corresponding normal distribution, are related to mean(u.) and variance (a2) of lognormal
distribution by the following relations:

and

Values of a and <]> have to be known in order to generate the probability density function f(x).
Solving the upper relations for a and <{> gives:

and
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a = \n( , 7 ) = In // - —

The lognormal distribution can be calculated either from a and § or from u. and a.
Knowing the density functions/ft:), we can calculate the probability as

Having a and <)) or u. and a. we can generate a table of probabilities as a function of x. On the
opposite, if we have such a table of probability as a function of x, we can calculate the
parameters a and (|> as follows

a = \n(X50) 7

and

X50

1.645

where X50 is the x-value fora probability of 50% and X05 is the x value for a probability of
5%.

One of the advantages of using the lognormal distribution is that it is relatively straight
forward to generate from the family of distributions a single composite distribution which
can be used for the developing the point estimate failure probabilities. Let us take an example
such as the failure of the primary system. For different modes of failure which depends on
temperature (creep failure, brittle or ductile failure) the analysis can provide the parameters
for lognormal distribution which best describe the probability of failure versus internal
pressure. To generate the composite fragility curve the following equation can be used

= i - t\a - PJP^P.failttrr tt4 thv prrxmrr /*
m-0

where we are multiplying the probabilities of all different modes of failures at the selected
value of pressure.

Second advantage mentioned above is that it is relatively straight forward to convolute two
distributions for the purpose of developing the point estimate failure probabilities. To get the
probability of a component or a system failure probability one should convolute two
probabilities - load and capacity probability distributions.
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The load distribution is constructed based on detail consideration of phenomena doing
specific analysis using different tools such as MAAP or MELCOR. Since it is distribution it
contains information both the expected value of the load (usually represented by a mean of
the distribution; for example pressure, temperature...) and also the associated uncertainty in
this value (represented by the spread of the distribution - quantified via standard deviation or
variance).

The capacity distribution is outcome of the capacity analysis of the component or system
under consideration and is also presented in the form of probability distribution (failure
probability versus parameter in consideration).

The final value of the failure probability (s single value) is then the result of the convolution
of the load and capacity distributions. Let us take as example the creep failure of the primary
system. If the probability density function b(T) describing the load on the primary pressure
boundary in terms of peak temperature T for a given accident sequence, then the associated
cumulative distribution function is given by

B(TX) = \b(T)dT 10

where BfT^) is the probability that the peak temperature is less than or equal to Tx.
We can similarly expressed for the capacity

r,
C(TX) = \c(T)dT

where the C(7y is probability that the primary system will fail at the temperature less tan or
equal to Tx.
With given distributions the probability that the primary system would fail at the temperature
Tx is determined by

p(T,)xC(T,) 12

where
p(Tx) - probability that the highest temperature in the primary system is Tx

C(Tx) - probability that at the given temperature Tx primary system would fail
First term is obtained from the probability density function of the load. The probability that
the peak pressure lies in the interval delta T around Tx is

limA,->« = (b(TJxM) 13

The second term is the probability that the temperature Tx causes primary system failure and
is defined as

>» (b(T,)ATxC(T,)) .14

and the total probability of failure of the primary system is the integral over all temperatures
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Figure 2. Convolution of two distributions

As described above we can get the single value for the probability of primary system failure
as a result of high temperature (so called creep failure). The result 0.05 means that at the
given set of severe accidents which most contribute to the core melt frequency, there is a 5%
probability that the primary system would fail due to high temperature - creep failure, or that
there is a 95% probability that the system would not fail. These probabilities contain the
uncertainties in the two input distributions and express our confidence to each of the two
outcomes.

5.0 Conclusions

It is evident that there is still a large uncertainty in predicting the outcome of a severe
accident scenario. It is also true that in the PSA analysis, in particular Level 2 analysis, to be
able to quantify the outcome, the deterministic plant specific analyses shall be used (using
such tools as are MAAP or MELCOR). Due to that and the current state of knowledge of the
processes which are going on during the severe accidents, and the models which are
incorporated into such analytical tools, it is necessary that uncertainties are adequately
treated and reflected in the final results. For this reason that the following shall be done:

• one should perform parameter uncertainty and sensitivity analysis for all
key phenomena (such as quenching the core, exvessel cooling, hydrogen
explosions, etc.)

• the results of such plant specific uncertainty and sensitivity analyses shall
be used as an input to further processing - assignment of single value of
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probability used in the quantification.

This paper presents mathematically very traceable way of assignment of a single value of
probability as and answer to the event tree questions concern with certain phenomenological
events.
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Abstract

The selected set of risks associated with reactor shutdown in PWRs are outlined and discussed
(e. g. outage planning, residual heat removal capability, rapid boron dilution, containment
integrity, fire protection). The contribution of different outage strategies to overall core damage
risk during shutdown is assessed for a particular basic outage plan. The factors which increase
or minimize the probability of rector coolant boiling or core damage are analyzed.

1.0 Introduction

The risks during reactor shutdown, refueling and startup are not negligible, therefore the premise
that reactor shutdown inherently means "safe" is false. The events in the nuclear power plants,
their investigation and evaluations regarding shutdown risk clearly show that the core-damage
frequency for shutdown operation can be a substantial fraction of the total core-damage
frequency.

The findings related to shutdown risks can be divided into following categories:
a) outage programs and planning,
b) conduct of outage,
c) residual heat removal capability,
d) rapid boron dilution,
e) containment integrity,
f) fire protection during shutdown,
g) electrical equipment.

The main focus is on the conduct of outage which comprises: a) the appropriate technical
specifications and abnormal operating procedures applicable during the shutdown, b) the plant
and hardware configurations such as fuel off-load, venting of the RCS, on-site and off-site
electrical power supply and instrumentation.

The selected items such as defueling versus fuel shuffle, electrical diesel generator window
timing, reduced inventory, RHR sump isolation and operator response were quantified in the
Probabilistic Shutdown Safety Assessment. These results are presented and discussed.

The operator training is very important although in the above classification has not been pornted
out as separate finding. It could be included in the conduct of the outage, but the preparedness
of the operators to cope with the abnormal situation during the shutdown is invaluable. The
proper training can not be limited solely to simulator training, because some situations require
the appropriate actions which should be taken outside the control room.
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2.0 Outage Programs and Planning

The longest time the reactor is in shutdown is during the outage, therefore special attention
should be devoted to outage programs. Programs for conducting the outage should comprise:

prudent, practical and well-documented safety principles and practices.
organization dedicated to updating and improving the program,
strong technical input to the program from onsite nuclear safety review group (e. g.
meticulous review and safety evaluation of important modifications, review of new
procedures),
controlled program manual,
training on the program and program manual.

In some cases safety is based upon individual approaches rather than being clearly defined in
a management directive. Good safety principles include:

minimized time of reduced inventory (e. g. midloop operation),
introducing additional pathways of adding water to reactor coolant system,
increase availability of different support systems with shortening the maintenance time
or selective scheduling ( maintenance performed on one support system at the same
time).

Certain areas require more in depth consideration during the outage, such as instrument air,
steam generator availability, d. c. power supply systems, gravity feed and use of firewater.

One interesting safety practice is "train outage" concept, which consists of removing one entire
train out of service, all maintenance work is performed on that train (e. g. on valves, pumps,
instrumentation, power supply, electrical motors, mechanical supports), but the other train
remains operable (no work is allowed on it). Other safety practices can be summarized in the
following:

no single failure of an active system or component will result in loss of residual heat
removal,
add one injection system or train to that required by technical specifications,
provide as many important systems as possible (e. g. power supplies, batteries, pumps),
always have at least one emergency core cooling system available.

2.1 Conduct of Outage

Practices at conducting outages, which proved valuable in U.S. plants [1], are:
place personnel with operations backgrounds into key positions and areas for planning
and conducting outages - the organization during the outage should be changed that way
to emphasize the operations experience for outage positions at all levels,
conduct team meetings immediately after completing significant tasks,
protect critical equipment (e.g. by roping off the areas of the operable train and/or
identifying the operable train in each daily plan),
rely on the people experienced in previous outages, which applies to the utility personnel,
and to subcontractors as well,
use of task forces to reinforce the work on critical path tasks or near-critical path tasks,
introducing periodic reviews during outages (e.g. specialized meetings, outage schedules
regularly updated, critical path scheduling).

2.2 Residual Heat Removal Capability

The statistics of loss of shutdown cooling in U.S. plants [1] showed that about 60 percent of the
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events in PWR plants could be attributed to human error and abbut 16 percent are related to
equipment problems. Loss of shutdown cooling could be due to the loss of RHR flow or due to
the loss of intermediate or ultimate heat sink or both.

The regulatory requirements can in general be divided into two categories: design requirements
and operational requirements. The regulatory design requirements are contained in general
design requirements, the primary source of operational requirements are technical specifications
for individual plant, therefore the technical specifications for shutdown modes are presented in
T a b l e !

Table 1 : The technical specifications of the PWR in the low power and shutdown modes are
mode dependent (for the four-loop plant)

hot standby

hot shutdown

cold shutdown

reactor coolant
loops required

2

RHR loops required

*

any combination of two loops

*
2

steam generators

*

*

if two S/G are filled to at
least 17% of the normal
level, then two S/G and

one RHR loop is
acceptable comination

For the Krsko NPP (two loop Westinghouse PWR) the technical specifications for residual heat
removal can be summarized:
(a) in mode 3 (hot standby):

* if the reactor trip breakers closed: both reactor coolant loops shall be operable,
* if the reactor trip breakers open: at least one reactor coolant loop shall be in operation
(i.e. reactor coolant loop with its associated reactor coolant pump and steam generator)

(b) in mode 4 (hot shutdown):
at least one of these combinations shall be operable and one of the loops shall be in
operation:

* two reactor coolant loops
* two RHR loops
* anyone reactor coolant loop and anyone RHR loop.

(c) in mode 5 (cold shutdown) with reactor coolant loops filled:
* at least one RHR loop shall be operable and in operation and one additional RHR loop
shall be operable,
* at least one RHR loop shall be operable and in operation and the secondary side water
level of at least one steam generator shall be greater than 35% narrow range.

(d) in mode 5 (cold shutdown) with reactor coolant loops not filled:
* two RHR loops shall be operable and at least one RHR loop shall be in operation.

(e) in mode 6 (refueling):
* water level above thelop of the reactor vessel flange is greater or equal to 7 m: at least
one RHR loop shall be operable and in operation,
* water level above the top of the reactor vessel flange less than 7 m: two RHR loops
shall be operable and at least one RHR loop shall be in operation.

Some of the references (e. g. [1]) support the premise that current standard technical
specifications for PWR reactors are not detailed enough to address the risk significance of
reactor coolant system configurations used during cold shutdown and refueling operations.
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Safety margin during the shutdown is related to time it takes to uncover reactor core. The
proposal to improve the technical specification would include the sensitive conditions, such as
midloop or reduced inventory.

Decay heat in PWR during startup and shutdown is removed through steam generators by
dumping steam to condenser or to atmosphere. The boiled off water is replaced with the auxiliary
feedwater (AFW) system. Due to the high reliability of the AFW system the losses of decay heat
removal capability during the startup and shutdown transition modes are not frequent. But, there
are many more events with the loss of decay heat removal during shutdown and refueling.

Maintaining high reliability of the decay heat removal the following should be addressed:
if the procedures specify the use of steam generators or ECCS as the alternate methods
for removing decay heat. The steam generator availability shall be maintained and a
clear flow path through the containment sump shall be planned for,
core temperature can not be obtained from readings of the RHR instruments if RHR
pumps are not running,
alternate residual heat removal methods:
* in most PWRs the drain path between the refueling storage tank and the RCS

can be established - the elevation difference between the RCS and the RWST
determines the actual amount of water, which can be provided to RCS,

* gravity drain from the accumulators can provide gained time in terms of hours if
the event happens few days after shutdown. Due to limited amount of water this
flowpath is negligible in terms of long term cooling.

* reflux cooling requires that the steam produced by core boiling reaches
condensing surfaces of the steam generator U-tubes.

Studies (NUREG/CR-5820, referenced in [1]) have been performed to determine the core
uncovery due to the failure of the hot-leg nozzle dam with the manway on steam generator
removed. The assumed pressure to cause nozzle dam failure was 25 psi. The results showed:

* RCS peak pressure is insensitive to decay heat level or to the time of loss of RHR
system following shutdown,

* at the use of steam generators for RHR the RCS peak pressures approach 80 psig with
initial RCS water level above the top elevation of the hot leg. At these levels the liquid
(i.e. reactor coolant) fills the U-tubes high enough to prevent residual heat removal until
pressure difference reaches 80 psig or sufficient primary to secondary temperature
difference is established.

* the loss of the RHR system with the initial RCS water level above thetop of the hot leg
and using steam generators as the alternative means of decay heat removal may cause
high enough pressure to jeopardize the integrity of temporary boundaries in the RCS

* the failure of RCS temporary boundaries and loss of the RHR capability in the first 7 days
after shutdown may leave very little time to prevent core uncovery (i.e. about 30 to 90
minutes)

Generic Letter 88-17 [2] recommendations, besides training, procedures improvement and
administrative controls, require:

two independent, continious temperature indications that are representative of the core
exit conditions whenever the reactor is in midloop operation and reactor head is located
on top of the vessel,
at least two independent, continious reactor coolant system water level indications
whenever the RCS is in a reduced inventory condition,
at least two available or operable means of adding inventory to the RCS in addition to
the pumps that are a part of the normal decay heat removal systems.
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2.3 Rapid Boron Dilution

The concern related to rapid boron dilution is fuel damage due to the power excursion caused
by the slug of diluted water passing through the core. In general this process can be split into two
stages:
(a) unborated or diluted water enters the primary system, which is normally borated. This diluted
water is then assumed to accumulate without significant mixing.
(b) the startup of a reactor coolant pump pushes the slug of diluted water through the core.

The review and analysis of rapid boron dilution events indicates that core damage may occur
for assumed extreme sets of parameters (e. g. reducing boron concentration in a slug from 1500
ppm to 750 ppm - [1, p.6-20]) and may occur with a frequency of the order 10E-5 per reactor
year. The boron dilution accidents can be avoided by using of appropriate procedures
anticipating the possibility of dilution in various situations and to prevent the inappropriate
starting of the pumps until mixing is carried out.

2.4 Containment Integrity

The containment integrity has to be addressed during the shutdown due to the following:
for Westinghouse four-loop PWR the loss of RHR during midloop can lead to boiling in
8 minutes, and the reactor vessel level can reach the top of the active fuel in 50 minutes
since the boiling began,
the retention factor of the containment is substantial [1]: the estimated dose from a core
melt two days after shutdown with an open containment is approximately 800 Sv to the
thyroid and 2 Sv whole-body at a one mile distance from the plant. A closed containment
assuming 24-hours holdup and design leakage can reduce the dose to 2 mSv to the
thyroid and to 10 microSv whole-body.

It is important that the working conditions in the containment can become extremely degraded
after the loss RHR:

the air temperature in the containment can rise from 20°C to 75°C in approximately one
hour (the air at about 80 °C is hot enough to burn the lungs,
boiling of reactor coolant would release dissolved fission products into the containment
atmosphere and high radiation alarms would be actuated. It is very likely that people
could have been evacuated before performing any operation required to close the
containment, if the reactor coolant is not cleaned as required.

Therefore, the licensee has to address the containment work environment if it is planned to close
the containment while steam is being released into containment.

2.5 Fire Protection during Shutdown

The potential fire could damage one or both trains of decay heat removal systems during
shutdown. This situation could further deteriorate the plant's ability to remove decay heat. An
increase of fire hazards during the shutdown should be noted and properly addressed. These
fire hazards can include temporary wiring, transient combustibles (e.g. plastic sheeting, wood
scaffolding, lubricants, cleaning goods, paper and rubber products) and increased welding
activities. The most of the documents related to fire protection does not reflect the specific
requirements during shutdown (e.g. Standard Review Plan, 10 CFR 50 - Appendix R). The fire
protection personnel in the plants are usually overloaded with paperwork related to maintenance
or modifications during outage, therefore the fire prevention activities are minimized.
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2.6 Electrical Equipment

During the outage the unusual electrical lineups exist and the equipment unavailability due to
maintenance is high, therefore it is likely that single failure can disable two trains at the same
time. The ac power is vital to the most of systems to be in operable status and the practices to
provide the ac power in shutdown can be [1]:

provide one emergency diesel generator (EDG) and one source of off-site power,
always have three sources of power, one of which is EDG,
have both EDGs operable when in midloop operation,
allow both EDGs to be out of service when the fuel is off-loaded,
for midloop operation: two EDGs and two off-site sources or at least one EDG and two
off-site sources,
have at least three separate ac power sources available to vital buses any time two RHR
pumps are required operable.

3.0 Probabilistic Safety Shutdown Analysis - Selected Cases

Some cases of a Probabilistic Safety Shutdown Analysis for a particular power plant [3] are
addressed in this section to outline the importance of assessing the shutdown risk to achieve
outage plan with minimal risk to the population.

Base case represents the typical outage and all other cases are just variations of this base case.
The ratio between the RCS boiling risk and the core damage frequency is 0.0138, therefore the
boiling in the RCS is approximately 70 times more likely than core damage. The leading
contributor to RCS boiling risk is loss of running RHR pump, which becomes of lesser
importance at core damage, because the core damage takes more time, thus allowing for the
repair of the RHR pump. The leading contributors to core damage frequency are simple RHR
isolation event (loss of suction), loss of offsite power/SBO event and loss of ac bus to running
RHR pump.

Very important factor to core damage risk during the refueling period is RCS vent. If the large
RCS vent is opened, the fill and spil mode of gravity feed from the RWST is enabled, thus
reducing the core damage risk for 60%.

(a) Case #1: Defueled Reactor Vessel versus Fuel Shuffle
same as the base case except:
* flooded up window is extended to only one long window,
* EDG work will be coincident and non coincident with the fuel movement.
the dominating initiating event to core damage risk is loss of ac bus to runnung RHR
pump, because it is assumed, that only one dc train was available before the loss of ac
bus. The core damage frequency is approximately 60% larger in the fuel shuffle case
than at the defueled reactor vessel.

(b) Case #2: EDG Work Window Timing
the work on EDG is prolonged for 14 days (e.g. for 4 days on the EDG #1, and for 10
days on EDG #2). The EDG outage is performed consecutively, because the technical
specifications do not allow coincident outage.
the increase of the core damage frequency in this case is negligible - only 4%, what
would have been different in case the typical outage had not comprised defueled reactor.

(c) Case #3: Reduced Inventory
these case is split into two:
#3a - entrance to midloop condition is delayed for 3 days,
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#3b - duration of the first midloop condition is prolonged for 3 days.
Case #3a decreases core damage frequency for 50%, which suggests that the entrance
to midloop condition i$ very sensitive to the time after shutdown of reactor (i. e. to the
decay heat produced ih the reactor).
Case #3b increases core damage frequency for 50%, what brings us to the conclusion
that 6 days of extra midloop operation has equal risk for core damage as all the activities
performed during typical outage.
the leading contributors to core damage are the same in both cases (#3a and #3b): loss
of ac bus for running RHR pump, loss of offsite power/SBO event and simple RHR
isolation event.

(d) Case #4: Operator Responses
ranking the operator actions in terms of their contribution to core damage risk had been
performed and the results are in the following order: isolation of RHR (LOCA event in
RHR), implement gravity feed from the RWST, initiate alternate decay heat removal,
makeup to the RCS for LOCA events (using SI or charging - this was quantified
separately, although could be included into alternate decay heat removal),
the non response to the above actions actually contributes to core damage frequency
and is in all cases at least one order of magnitude larger than in anyone of the previous
cases. This results reflect the importance of the operator prompt and efficient response,
thus appropriate training resources should be provided.

4.0 Operator Training

The shutdown risk issues should be reflected in the training program for a specific outage and
for the operator licensing program.

The outage training program shall be completed before the outage and can comprise:
new or revised procedures for the outage,
refresher on the abnormal procedures which are related to the outage (e.g. alternate
means of decay heat removal),
use of specific equipment: fuel handling tools, principles of instrumentation operating
only in shutdown modes, communication between the reactor building and control room.

The operator licensing program shall include standards for the initial examination of at least one
job performance measure related to shutdown and low-power operations and for the
requalification exam test the shutdown and low-power operation shall be comprised.

5.0 Conclusions

The shutdown risk can contribute a substantial fraction of the overall core damage risk, therefore
it has to be properly addressed.,The steps have been taken to determine initiating events and
to quantify the risk contribution of each event, but it does not seem that this issue is concluded.
The NPP personnel must pay attention round-the-clock to the fact that "shutdown does not
automatically mean safe". The Nudear Safety Committee in each power plant is in the forefront
to boost the Safe Shutdown Program, which considers the outage planning, shutdown risk
studies and administrative controls. Enough support has to be given to the teams reviewing
events during the shutdown. Action plans to prevent consecutive similar events have to be
determined and implemented as a separate program or in the framework of "operating
experience feedback program". Indoctrination of the NPP personnel, and even more important
for the subcontractors, has to be performed for the workers of all ranks. The workers have to be
stimulated for their active and effective contribution to safety. The incidents during shutdown still
happen [4], although many actions have been taken to prevent them, therefore during the
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shutdown the personnel should be aware of specific risks and to be on watch for them all the
time.
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SUMMARY

A) Review of tools for monitoring plant safety equipment
reliability and readiness, before an accident

Performance indicators for monitoring the risk and reliability
performance and for determining when degraded performance
alert levels are achieved.

B) Brief reviews of tools for use during an accident:

Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs>,
prepared by plant designers and/or Utilities, for use by
plant operators.

Emergency Response Data System (ERDS). USNRC
Installed in the USNRC emergency response center, to provide
the Reactor Safety Team, on-line, with a set of important
plant data as they are being measured during an incident.

Reactor Safety Assessment System (RSAS)
A real-time expert system, developed to help the USNRC Reactor
Safety Team, at the Emergency Response Center, make its
assessment during nuclear power plant incidents.

Computerized Accident Management Support
To provide more extensive support than the existing Safety
Parameter Display System (SPDS). Relies on fast running plant
analyzers and other computerized tools.
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1.0 MONITORING PLANT SAFETY. BEFORE AN ACCIDENT: RISK-BASED
ANALYSES OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) of a nuclear power
plant provides a tool for a quantitative assessment of
technical specifications (TS) requirements, or their
changes, to risk contribution. The computed core damage
frequency can be taken as the measure of risk(1).

- Risk contributions associated with an Allowed Outage Time
(AOT), either single event risk or the yearly risk, possibly
from interactions of- multiple AOTs.

- Preventive Maintenance (PM):

* Risk-based scheduling (power operation viz. shutdown).
Shifting PM to shutdown periods may not be the best
strategy.

* Risk impact of maintenance schedule, where multiple
components may be taken out of service at a time
and at pre-defined frequency.

- Surveillance Test Interval
The test-limited risk increases with the test interval
while the test-caused risk decreases. Hence, a minimum in
the total risk can be found at some specific test
interval.

- Comparative Analysis of Operating and Shutdown Risks
When a safety system enters a Limiting Condition for
Operation (LCO), Tech.Specs allow for one of two -
alternatives: a) continuous power operation and
repair of the failed equipment within the defined
AOT: LCO operating risk, or b) shut down the plant
to complete the repairs: LCO shutdown risk.

- Managing Plant Configuration
Probabilistic safety assessments (PSAs) provide an
effective tool to identify risk implications of plant
configurations, and to avoid or reduce the likelihood of
occurrence of those that are the risk-significant.

According to Ref.l, the risk associated with plant
configurations resulting from simultaneous outages of
multiple components is similar to that associated with
the outage of a single component.
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2.0 EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

They are based on two concepts w:

- The Optimal Recovery, based on diagnosed events of the
type that were previously analyzed, and

- Critical Safety Function Restoration.

In the Optimal Recovery path the plant operators are first
asked to undertake a set of verification steps (e.g. is the
reactor tripped, is the turbine tripped, is safety injection
(SI) actuated, etc), before attempting to diagnose the event
and proceed with the prescribed (optimal recovery) guidelines
for that event. In the case of PWRs, the Optimal Recovery
guidelines are consolidated into four basic categories:

* Reactor trip (with no accident) E-0
* Loss of reactor coolant E-l
* Loss of secondary coolant E-2
* Steam generator tube rupture. E-3

Guidelines for each of the basic categories are subdivided
into several sub-guidelines (ES-series). Furthermore,
Emergency Contingency Action guidelines (ECA-series)
supplement the above for the low probability or unique event
scenarios.

If, however, results of any of the initial verification
actions are negative or while attempting the event diagnosis,
the operators are asked to ascertain that Critical Safety
Functions are satisfied, by checking the Safety Parameters
Display System (SPDS). The latter is based on automated checks
of plant status and comparisons with setpoints. If SPDS
indicates that all critical safety functions are not
satisfied, operators are directed to the Function Restoration
Guidelines, consolidated within six categories (FR-series),
before proceeding with the Optimal Recovery guidelines:

* Maintenance of subcriticality,
* Maintenance of core cooling,
* Maintenance of heat sink,
* Maintenance of reactor coolant system integrity,
* Maintenance of Containment integrity, and
* Control of reactor coolant inventory.

By making sure that the Critical Safety Functions are not
violated the plant safety is maintained while efforts are
being made to accurately diagnose the event and undertake the
Optimal Recovery steps.

The reason for this brief description is to provide the basis
for the below described efforts in automating the written
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guidance and in accelerating the process to pinpoint the
actual cause of the abnormal plant behavior.

3.0 EMERGENCY RESPONSE DATA SYSTEM (ERDS)

The purpose of ERDS is to provide, in the event of an
emergency, direct real-time transfer of data, from the
affected nuclear power plant, to the USNRC Operations Center.
The aim is to encompass 110 nuclear power plants located
within the United States.w The following is the listing of
data that would be transmitted, from a PWR plant, at intervals
ranging from 15 seconds up to 15 minutes, depending on the
plant computer capabilities:

PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM:
Pressure
Hot Leg Temperature
Cold Leg Temperature
Core Exit Temperature
Subcooling Margin
Pressurizer Level
Charge/Makeup Flow
Reactor Vessel Level(if available)
Reactor Coolant Flow
Reactor Power

SECONDARY COOLANT SYSTEM:
Steam Generator (SG) Levels
SG Pressures
Main Feedwater Flows
Auxiliary Feedwater Flows

SAFETY INJECTION:
HPSI Flows
LPSI Flows
Borated Water Storage Tank Level

CONTAINMENT:
Pressure
Temperatures
Hydrogen Concentration
Containment Sump Levels

RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM:
Reactor Coolant Radioactivity
Containment Radiation Level
Condenser Air Removal
Radiation Level
Effluent Radiation Monitors
Process Radiation Monitor Levels.
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METEOROLOGICAL:
Wind Speed
Wind Direction
Atmospheric Stability.

In the NRC Operations Center, the information is stored in a
raw data file and processed for display on work stations and
transfer to a 72-hour archival file. The plant remains on-line
until the plant management and the NRC agree that the
emergency is over.

4.0 REACTOR SAFETY ASSESSMENT SYSTEM tRSASl

The plant data, received through ERDS at the USNRC Operations
Center, are used by the Reactor Safety Team, and others. One
function of the Reactor Safety team is to assess current and
projected core and containment status. A real-time expert
system, called Reactor Safety Assessment System (RSAS) was
developed to help the team make its assessment during nuclear
power plant incidents***. Functions of the RSAS include:

* Monitoring the Critical Safety Functions (CSF) status

* Controlling the availability of success paths needed
to restore and maintain CFSs

* Analysis of the effects of safety-related support
system failures, on the success paths availability

* Determination and prioritization of data required from
the plant under emergency, to complete the core and
containment status assessment. If data received via
ERDS are not sufficient, additional data are requested
via the secured phone line

* Identification of critical conditions which indicate
the imminent degradation of safety-related systems.

RSAS is a practical implementation of the Goal Tree Success
Tree (GTST) methodology as a knowledge base of the expert
system. It requires, however, a large amounts of data about
the plant being considered and such data would have to be
updated each time plant equipment changes are made.

In order to minimize the huge task of collecting such data for
110 nuclear power plants, RSAS has defined about four types of
data, reflecting the types of plants. This simplifies data
entries for plants that belong to the same type.
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5.0 COMPUTERIZED ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

5.1 As designed for the LOFT test facility(5)

A Kalman filter was used to generate estimates of the current
plant state vector, x, based on a set of diverse
measurements, y, which are usually noisy, and a set of
finite-difference equations that model the most important
aspects of the plant dynamics. The state vector would
include such variables as fuel and cladding temperatures,
which would allow estimation of the non-measured
variables such as DNB ratio and Linear Heat Generation
Rate. They are compared with their limiting setpoints and
used by the Optimal Controller to control the plant, and
by the Plant Protection System.

A non-linear (yet highly simplified, single-phase) LOFT model
included: reactor kinetics, core heat transfer, a very
simple primary loop (5 nodes), pressurizer, steam
generator, air cooled condenser, condensate receiver, and
feedwater supply. Prior to their use in the Kalman
filter, each non-linear equation is linearized by
expansion in a Taylor series about some steady-state
operating point and retaining only the first order term.

The linear LOFT model input vector was comprised of the
following elements:

- Control rod reactivity,
- Volumetric primary loop flow,
- Demanded main steam valve position,
- Demanded feedwater valve position,
- Demanded condenser fan blade pitch,
- Average core coolant boron concentration.

5.2 As investigated at Dvnatrek. Inc. under USNRC Contract®

A set of plant measurements, Y^, that are considered to be
trustworthy, are continuously supplied (by the plant
computer) to the Plant Analyzer Controller (PAC). The
PAC computes continuous changes in Boundary Conditions,
Uc, to the Plant Analyzer (running in real time) in such
a manner that the same plant variables, computed by the
Plant Analyzer,Yc, track,-as closely as possible, their
measured values, Y^.

Since the plant analyzer used in this research considered only
the primary coolant system and the secondary sides of each
steam generator (SG), the boundary conditions provided by the
PAC to Plant Analyzer involved:

- Main or auxiliary feed flow rate to each SG,
- Steam flow rate leaving each SG exit nozzle,
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- Pressurizer heater power and/of pressurizer spray flow
rate,

- Reactor control rods total reactivity,
- Correction to each SG heat transfer rate,
- Letdown or charge flow rate,
- Combined flow area of the currently (fully or

partially) open safety and motor operated valves within
the pressurizer,

- Flow area of all ruptured tubes in the steam generator
experiencing increase in radioactivity in the secondary
side,

- Flow area of any primary coolant pipe break,
- RPM for each primary coolant pump.

When tracking is successful, then it is assumed that other
plant variables that are not measured (or cannot be measured,
such as fuel clad temperatures, the rates of change of
mass and energy) can be accepted as valid and used for a
variety of displays and plant protection strategies.
This activity is similar in the intend but not in its
method, to that of the "Tracking Mode Simulator"
mentioned in section 5.3 below.

Since the Plant Analyzer (at least the one used in this
project) provides very complex, non-linear relationships
between inputs and outputs that are not amenable to the direct
application in the control algorithm, an Internal Model is
defined which forecasts or estimates Ym based on a series of
the previously computed inputs, Uc, and outputs, Ye, and the
model parameters. The model parameters are first initialized
through an "identification" process and thereafter, during the
transient, updated recursively, utilizing the Kalman filter.

Hence, the Plant Analyzer Controller is comprised of two
parts:

(a) Internal Model (adaptive) Parameter Estimation
Module, and

(b) Predictive Control Module which minimizes the
difference between Y^ and Ym.

Several MIMO (Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output) and SISO
(Single-Input-Single_Output) controllers were utilized by
the PAC, chosen in such a manner that their domains of
action have minimal impact on those of the others.

The RETACT code, developed at Dynatrek," Inc. was used as the
Plant Analyzer and its outputs were graphically displayed
in the manner which was deemed to be most comprehensible
and informative^. The display superimposed, and
constantly updated, numerical values of pressures, flow
rates and temperatures of constituents, temperatures of
fuel, pumps rpm, etc., over the diagram of the RCS and
SGs. Color coding indicated the void fraction and liquid
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level distributions. In addition, a table displayed
numerical values of mass and energy of all sources
"sinks", such as breaks, valves, SI, letdown, etc.,
including their overall sums.

This was yet another attempt to greatly accelerate the
diagnosis of the incident, thereby directing the operator to
the Optimal Recovery path and allowing him to track the
efficacies of the remedies.

Tracking ability was found to be a function of the number and
quality of the available plant data. After vapor appears
within the primary coolant loop hot leg then, since void
fractions are not measured, tracking ability was greatly
diminished.

5.3 As part of the OECD HALDEN Reactor Project***

A Computerized Accident Management Support, CAMS, is being
developed, currently containing the following modules:

- DATA ACQUISITION. Operates as an interface between CAMS and
the plant.

- SIGNAL VALIDATION. Based on Artificial Intelligence
application to signal validation, using the neuro-fuzzy
techniques. Needs a large amount of experimental data.

- TRACKING SIMULATOR. For signal validation and for state
estimation, the latter providing information on plant
data that cannot be measured (see 5.2 above). Currently
employs the APROS computer code to model a BWR plant r^-with
very few plant data being tracked (cladding temperature,
relief valve flow, steam and water leakage inside
containment).

- STATE IDENTIFICATION. Identifies state of the plant, e.g.
presence of steam, water leakage within containment, steam
flow through relief valves, etc., the status of the
critical safety functions, and availability of safety
systems, utilizing the same type of the inference engine as
that mentioned above in connection with RSAS.

- PREDICTIVE SIMULATOR. To test out the proposed strategies.
Must run faster than real time. Presumably using the 3-
equation version of the APROS code. The co.de is initialized
using data computed by the tracking simulator.

- PROBALILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT. Computes the Core Damage
Frequency (CDF), based on the pre-calculated results of the
level 1 Probabilistic Safety Assessment.
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- MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE. Features process-oriented
pictures, diagrams, reference plots, etc.

There are plans f&r additional modules, Such as the STRATEGY
GENERATOR, and the CRITICAL FUNCTION MONITOR.
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ABSTRACT. As the outcomes of the newly introduced safety philosophies, new and more strict
safety design requirements for nuclear installations arc expected to be introduced. New in-depth
defence measures should be incorporated into the design and operation procedure for a nuclear
installation, to compensate for potential failures in protection or safety measures. The new
requirements will also apply to licensing of NPP's operation as well as to licensing of nuclear sites,
especially for radioactive waste disposal sites.

This paper intends to give an overview of possible impacts of new internationally agreed basic safety
standards with respect to NPP and related technologies. Recently issued new basic safety standards
for radiation protection are introducing some new safety principles which may have essential impact
on future licensing requirements regarding nuclear power plants and radioactive waste installations.
These new standards recognise exposures under normal conditions ("practices") and intervention
conditions. The term interventions describes the human activities that seek to reduce the existing
radiation exposure or existing likelihood of incurring exposure which is not part of a controlled
practice. The other new development in safety standards is the introduction of so called potential
exposure based on the experience gained from a number of radiation accidents. This exposure is not
expected to be delivered with certainty but it may result from an accident at a source or owing to an
event or sequence of events of a probabilistic nature, including equipment failures and operating
errors.

1. Introduction

Internationally accepted basic safety standards for protection against ionising
radiation are global frames for any use of radiation sources for peaceful purposes.
These basic safety standards are formulated by the International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP) composed of high level experts and/or scientists in
radiation protection and related areas. This body, taking into account the newest
scientific data regarding the impact of ionising radiation on man and his environment,
has published in 1991 new set of recommendations. Principal base for these new
recommendations are elaborated from the recently finished radioepidemiological
studies of the somatic and genetic effects of several cases of large populations being
exposed to ionising radiation. The most important among these cases were 40-year
surveys of the survivors and their descendants of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki nuclear
bombing in 1945. Based on these data, as well as on many other, thoroughly
investigated cases, a set of new and more restrictive recommendations was prepared.
In other words the new recommendations take account of the new biological
information and trends.
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Based on these ICRP recommendations 1,2 International Basic Safety Standards for
Protection against Ionising Radiation and for the Safety of Radiation Sources 3, were
prepared by a group of the international specialised agencies, namely FAO, IAEA,
ILO, OECD/NEA, PAHO and WHO. These Basic Safety Standards, among some
other tasks, highlighted the importance of national regulatory authorities in full and
proper implementation of internationally agreed standards.

2. New Approach of ICRP-60 and ICRP-64

So far radiation safety philosophy was based on so called system of dose limitation.
With new scientific information on biological effects of radiation, including those on
the risk of radiation-induced cancers, the system of dose limitation became
inadequate, and was therefore replaced by "system of radiological protection". The
conceptual framework of radiological protection introduces the idea of source-related
and individual-related assessments and it distinguishes between a "practice" which
causes exposure, and "intervention" which decreases exposure. Furthermore it
outlines a basic system of protection for occupational, medical and public exposures.

The third main issue introduced into new basic safety standards is potential exposure.
It is not expected to be delivered with certainty but it may result from an accident at a
source/installation or owing to an event or sequence of events of a probabilistic
nature, including equipment failures and operating errors. Examples when this is
important are probability of exposure in radiation accidents and disposal of radiation
materials.

New basic safety standards cover all people who may be exposed to radiation,
including those in future generations who could be affected by present practices and
interventions. It is therefore evident that some additional and new requirements will
be needed in the process of construction, use, service and/or deposition of radiation
sources.

3. New Regulatory Requirements

The new basic safety standards will in any case have some impact on nuclear
regulatory activities, primarily on design requirements and licensing procedures. Even
these basic safety standards do not entail any obligation for States to bring their
legislation into conformity with them, nor are they intended to replace the provisions
of national laws and regulations, or standards in force, they have so far been accepted
by more than 100 States. It will take some time to introduce these new safety
standards into national legislation and practices. Being aware that most of nuclear
installations have life-time of 30 or more years it become evident that in planning
process for any new installation these new standards should be taken into account.
Evenmore, one should consider how this will reflect on the presently operating
nuclear installations as well as on the need for their re-licensing. Manufacturers of
nuclear installations and related components will also be faced with the required
safety improvements.
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Wilh regard to the newly recommended dose limits a large number of operating
licences need to be reviewed and harmonised wilh new lower values. Care should be
taken keeping in mind that new ICRP recommendations give 20 mSv per year
averaged over defined periods of 5 years for occupational exposure, and 1 mSv per
year for public exposure. It is assumed that the application of these new dose limits
will have no effect on most of operations. However it could make some difficulties,
for example, in the process of maintenance, control, replacement, etc. in highly
radiation areas. Particularly vurnable will be further use of "jumpers" in these
processes. These new standards may also have some impact on the safety
requirements regarding decommissioning and dismantling of some installations.

As mentioned above the present radiation safety philosophy distinguishes two
radiation safety regimes: practices and interventions. Practice is any human activity
that introduce additional source of exposure or exposure pathways or extends
exposure to additional people or modifies the network of exposure pathways from
existing sources, so as to increase the exposure or the likelihood of exposure of
people or the number of people exposed. Intervention is described as any action
intended to reduce or avert exposure or the likelihood of exposure to sources which
are not part of a controlled practice or which are out of control as a consequence of an
accident. The practices to which these new standards apply include all activities
involving the production of radiation sources, the use of radiation and radioactive
substances in industry, medicine, research etc., the generation of nuclear power
including the entire cycle of related activities including radioactive wastes. On the
other hand situations that may require intervention include chronic exposure to
naturally occurring sources of radiation, radioactive residues from past activities and
events, emergency exposure situations. Basic safety standards give detailed
description on how radiation safety procedures need to be managed in both cases and
what are requirements and responsibilities of operators and of regulatory authorities.
It can be assumed that a couple of years will be needed for national competent
authorities to introduce these requirements into their practices.

The introduction of potential exposure principle will require additional studies and
data for each of possible accidents and overexposures. The safety levels associated
with sources of potential exposure is usually established by the designers or operators
of the installations and then judged by competent governmental organisations/
regulatory authorities. This is not a simple process and requires a serious assessment.
There are two complementary techniques available to assess that an adequate level of
protection against potential exposures has been achieved. These techniques are
known as deterministic assessment and probabilistic assessment. Both methods are
needed to ensure that an adequate level of safety has been achieved and that no major
contributors to risk are overlooked. Usually deterministic methods are applied first
to provide safety with appropriate safety margins in systems where scenarios leading
to potential exposure are identified. As a second step probabilistic methods are then
applied to identify weaknesses in the safety systems which otherwise might have been
overlooked by the deterministic approach. These procedures are of special interest for
complex installation such as radioactive mines, nuclear power plants, radioactive
waste disposal facilities.

Most of operating installations which do not have the potential of nuclear reactors for
causing large off-site public exposure and extensive off-site releases do not have
operation centralised. Since processes and procedures are subject to frequent changes
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these situations are often more susceptible to human error. Experience gained so far
indicated that the workers themselves have a greater potential for exposure than the
public in the vicinity of the installation. Therefore the emphasis in these safety
analyses should be placed on assessments of human reliability, well-developed
operating procedures, training and management surveillance.

Disposal of radioactive waste is a very specific case which leads to a radiation source
which may extend over extremely long periods. As illustrated by ICRP this poses
methodological problem connected with the assignment of probabilities to events and
processes for potential exposure assessment. It need to be pointed out that assessment
methods are still being developed and have not yet reached the same degree of
maturity as, for example, PSA for nuclear reactors. Estimates of potential exposure
will, to a great extent, depend on estimated probabilities for each scenario and critical
event sequence within each scenario. Examples of such scenarios are early failure of
waste containers or failure of the release delaying properties of the geological
structure of the repository.

ICRP-64 precisely describes principles for regulatory activities in the context of
potential exposures. It includes establishing a duty on the operating management to
conduct assessments of the expected frequency and possible consequences of events,
such as accidents and major errors of design and operation, that might give rise to
doses substantially higher than those in normal conditions. The second step includes
regulatory review. Depending on the likely scale of the problems posed by the events
giving rise to potential exposures, the regulatory authority should establish a
procedure for reviewing operator's assessments. Compliance with risk limits and
constraints has to be judged from the results of assessment of the quality of the
design, operation and maintenance of the facility and equipment and the quality of
the management arrangements. Taking into account all these newly formulated safety
recommendations and requirements relevant national authorities need to foresee
relevant actions to ensure. their smooth implementation. Among these actions
principal tasks are: up-dating the relevant regulations, providing an adequate training
on these new basic safety standards to regulatory staff and to operators of relevant
installations and development of safety assessment practices. Also, they need to
consider which installations should undergo re-licensing procedure in light of the new
safety requirements.

Manufactured or important nuclear equipment need then to be checked whether their
design and performance meet safety requirements.
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1. Abstract
Bohunice Nuclear Power Plant generation represents almost 50 % of the Slovak Republic electric power
production. Due to such high level of commitment to nuclear power in the power generation system, a
special attention is given to safe and reliable operation of NPPs.

Safety upgrading and operational reliability improvement of Bohunice V-l NPP was carried out by the
Bohunice staff continuously since the plant commissioning. In the 1990 - 1993 period extensive
projects were realised. As a result of "Small Reconstruction of the Bohunice V-l NPP", the standards
of both the nuclear safety and operational reliability have been significantly improved. The
implementation of another modifications that will take place gradually during extended refuelling
outages and overhauls in the course of 1996 through 1999, is referred to as the Gradual
Reconstruction of the Bohunice V-l Plant. The general goal of the V-l NPP safety upgrading is the
achievement of internationally acceptable level of nuclear safety.

Extensive and financially demanding modification process of Bohunice V-2 NPP is likely to be
implemented after a'completion of the Gradual Reconstruction of the Bohunice V-l NPP, since the year
1999. With this in mind, a first draft of the strategy of the Bohunice V-2 NPP upgrading program
based on Probabilistic Safety Assessment consideration was developed.

A number of actions with a general effect on Bohunice site safety is evident.

All these activities are aimed at reaching the essential objective of Bohunice NPP Management - to
ensure a safe, reliable and effective electric energy and heat generation at the Bohunice site. .

2. Energy Strategy of Slovak Republic

2.1 General Overview

The Updated Energy Strategy of Slovak Republic (Ministry' of Economy of SR) provides an analysis as
well as a solution, at a substantially higher level, of ways to meet the power demand by the year 2010
and of distribution of sources within the Power System as far as the stability, dynamic performance, and
operational economy are concerned. The primary energy resources demand forecast is based on the"
expected development of the Slovak economy and is expressed in terms of the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) development. It also evaluates the fulfilment of international obligations of the Slovakia in the
field of environmental protection.

The power generated by the nuclear power plants represents almost 50% of the Slovak Republic electric
power generation. Due to such high share of nuclear power sources in the overall power generation
system, a special attention is given to a safe and reliable operation of the existing NPPs. Therefore, a
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gradual reconstruction of the Bohunicc V-l NPP is essential to maintain their operational service life.
Commissioning of the Units 1&2 of the Mochovce NPP (WWER 440/V-213) becomes a key
environmental issue and a strategic concern for meeting the future power demand.

Strategic target of the Energy Policy is a supply of fuel and energy for all consumers. The following
restrictions should apply:

• safe and reliable operation of all power sector energy resources

• acceptable international safety level of nuclear power plants

* minimised power generation costs and ecological impact

• safe and reliable power transmission to the consumers

* efficient power consumption in the process of power generation, transmission and utilisation.

2.2 Current Power Production Base of Slovak Republic

The development of power production base staicture in the former Czechoslovakia back to the sixties
can be described as follows:

* increase in the proportion of the thermal power production sector in the 60-ties and 70-ties

• beginning of a nuclear energy deployment in the 70-ties with an extensive development in the 80-ties
at Bohunice and Dukovany sites

* growing power consumption up to the year 1990 followed by a decrease in the beginning of the 90-
ties due to economy transformation process. .

The 1990-1995 Slovak Republic power production and consumption diagram highlights the following:

* indispensable role of the nuclear energy sector in power production base represented almost by a
50% permanent share in the power generation

• increased power generation from hydro power sector in 1993 as a result of a successful
commissioning of the Gabcikovo Hydro-Power Plant

• permanent decline of power generated in the thermal power production facilities

* distribution of electric power sources in Slovakia in 1995:

* Nuclear energy 42%

* Thermal energy
* Hydro energy
• Others
• Imports

23%
19%
11%
5%

Current status of the main power producer in Slovak Republic - Slovenske elektrarne (SE), Joint Stock
Company, production facilities:

* fossil fuel thermal power stations at NOVAKY (ENO) and VOJANY (EVO) Unit 1 are
approaching the end of their operational service life. To keep these plants operational would require
extensive reconstruction,

* EVO Unit 2 power plant's service lifetime will expire in the year 2005,

* certain part of the hydro power plants installations have reached the end of their operating Life and a
their capacity depends on hydro-geological conditions.
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2.3 Energy Sector Development Forecast

In order to make a power demand forecast, knowledge of the most likely future development of the
relevant macroeconomical parameters, such as the gross domestic product (GDP), the structure of the
economy, the purchasing power parity and the Slovak currency exchange rate is essential.

The power consumption is affected primarily by the rate of the GDP development. In GDP
development forecast, an average annual growth rate of 2,89% is expected until the year 2010, what is a
figure within the range (2,4 to 3,8%) of the anticipated world economy growth rate (an actual 1994
growth rate was 4.8% and 1995 - 7.4% in Slovakia). The branch structure development over the 1995 -
2010 period assumes a slow decline of the share of industry in the GDP generation.

In the power sector, several alternative power generation studies have been produced. The first
alternative assumes a completion of four units of the Mochovce NPP (4 x WWER 440/V-213) and
complementing the lacking electrical capacity by the combined-cycle resources and by imports. The
second alternative assumes a substitution of the Mochovce NPP Units 3 and 4 capacity (2x 440 MW)
by a thermal power plant fluid-technology-boiler combined cycle. Both alternatives equally assume
implementation of the planned refurbishment of the Vojany and Novaky.

The Energy Strategy of the SR by the year 2005 assumed in the basic alternative a completion of the
Mochovce Nuclear Power Plant, a gradual reconstruction and backfitting of the existing NPPs,
gradual decommissioning of the Bohunice V-l NPP as well as Novaky Units 3 and 4, along with an
increased use of the hydro-power potential and a significantly higher usage of natural gas for power
and heat production.

All studies show a capacity shortage in power production system in Slovak Republic. Any delay in the
commissioning of the Mochovce NPP as well as in reconstruction of other power sources that have
reached the end of their service life brings us fast to the date when the system operation becomes
unreliable. Thus the commissioning of all four nuclear units at Mochovce becomes a key issue from the
point of view of both environmental protection and power production in the future. The economic
viability of the completion Mochovce units has been assessed and confirmed by several studies, despite
relatively high costs of the project.

2.4 Involvement of SLOVENSKE ELEKTRARNE in International Co-operation
in Power Distribution

The energy systems of the Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic and Slovak Republic have been
interconnected within the East European energy system - Central Dispatch Organisation (CDO PES)
since 1962. Due to an energy deficiency in the former Soviet Union countries in 1993, the CDO PES
was split up into three unsynchronized operating systems.

Establishment of a regional club of energy systems of the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and
Slovak Republic named CENTREL on 11 October 1992 in Prague allowed an increased co-operation
within this group and development of mutual contacts with West European countries associated in the
Union for Co-ordination of Production and Transmission of Electricity (UCPTE). A catalogue with
technical and managerial measures, to be implemented in CENTREL to meet the goal - the
synchronised operation of the UCPTE + CENTREL systems, was issued. A schedule of demanding
efforts to meet the set of conditions until the year 1997 was prepared .

A status review of the measures implementation in September 1993 and positive results opened a
potential for an accelerated interconnection of the energy systems by year-end 1995. After a successful
testing preparation the UCPTE General Committee in Zurich issued on 28th September 1995 an
agreement to synchronise the both grids. Final connection of the Western and Central European energy
systems, the UCPTE and CENTREL on 18 October 1995, was done two years ahead of schedule and
since that time it works on high level of reliability.
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3. Bohunice NPP Safety Upgrading Program

3.1 General strategy ;

Currently there are four operating units at BOHUNICE Nuclear Power Plant :
• BOHUNICE V-l Plant - Units l&2, WWER 440/V 230 , commissioned in 1978/1980
• BOHUNICE V-2 Plant - Units 3&4, WWER 440/V 213 , commissioned in 1984/1985
These units cover the base load range of the Slovak Power System load diagram and represent the most
stable power sources in the system. In order to achieve the maximum safety level, reassessment of the
safety level of the Bohunice V-I and V-2 units has been carried out with respect to international
standards and philosophy of safety. The operation of the Bohunice V-l and V-2 plants has been rated
by the Slovak Republic Nuclear Regulatory Authority (SR NRA) as safe and reliable.

A number of international and IAEA missions took part in the safety evaluation of the Bohunice V-
1&V-2 NPPs since 1990. Suggestions and recommendations of these missions were accepted by the
utility and Bohunice NPP management, and a number of them have already been implemented.

General safety upgrading strategy approach at Bohunice NPP takes into account deterministic as well as
probabilistic principles, although the probabilistic approach gains the more significant role in recent
years. On the basis of combination of both approaches prioritisation and scope of measures to be
implemented are taken.

3.2 Bohunice V-1 Plant nuclear safety upgrading

Period since the commissioning until the end of 1993

Safety upgrading and operational reliability improvement was carried out by the Bohunice NPP staff
continuously since the plant commissioning. By now, more than 1000 minor or major modifications
have been implemented, either by the NPP maintenance staff or by the contractors.

In the 1990 - 1993 period, the following extensive projects have been realised:
* successful annealing of Unit 1&2 reactor pressure vessels during 1993 annual refuelling outages,

carried out jointly by the BOHUNICE staff and the SKODA company
* installation of a large number of diagnostic systems on technological equipment
• development of Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) study in co-operation with the Electrowatt.

Based on findings of several international and national safety assessment missions invited by Bohunice
NPP in 1990 -1991. the CSKAE (Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission) issued a Decision
No.5/91 dated 11th January 1991. This decision lists 81 safety upgrading measures to be taken in
different areas. These improvements are referred to as the "Small Reconstruction of the Bohunice V-l
NPP". As a result of the "Small Reconstruction", a total cost of which was 2,0 bil. Sk ($ 67 mil), the
standards of both the nuclear safety and operational reliability have been significantly improved and the

core damage frequency has been decreased from 1,7 .10 /year down to 8.8.10 /year.

Current status of the upgrading and plans for the future
In the period of the Small Reconstruction the development of a Safety Report for the Gradual.
reconstruction has been completed. Based on this report the SR NRA issued the Decision No. 1/94
(24th February 1994), in which requires 59 upgrading measures in different areas to be addressed. The
development of Basic Engineering of the Gradual reconstruction has been contracted to the Siemens
AG.

By the Gradual Reconstruction the Bohunice NPP intends to fulfil the following targets:
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a) deterministic targets:

* coping with the new defined maximum DBA (LOCA 2 x O 200) by a conservative approach, and
coping with BDBA (LOCA 2 x O 500) using the Best Estimate method

* the confinement leaktightness and accident localisation system must assure that dose equivalents
(50 mSv for the whole body and 500 mSv for thyroid) are not exceeded in the monitored vicinity of
the power plant during DBA LOCA 2 x 0 200, and 250 mSv for the whole body and 1500 mSv
for thyroid during BDBA LOCA 2x<t> 500 using the Best Estimate method

* seismically upgraded engineered safety features to withstand 8° MSK-64 (250 cm/s horizontally
and 130 cm/s vertically)

b) probabilistic targets:

* safety systems must have failure probability less than 10° / year

* Core Damage Frequency (CDF) lower than 10"^ / year

* the failure probability of the reactor trip system should be less than 10"̂  / year

The substantial upgrading of the following systems and areas are addressed :

* integrity of reactor coolant system
* modifications of the emergency core cooling system including residual heat removal in case of a

seismic event and provisions for a sufficient boric acid concentration in the reactor coolant system
(separation to 2 x 100 % ) primary side Bleed and Feed

* confinement integrity and installation of isolation valves at the confinement boundary pipes
* confinement strength at maximum overpressure during LOCA 2 x O 500 mm
* backfitting of the accident localisation system to cope with accidents within the confinement
* hydrogen monitoring and hydrogen recombinators inside the confinement
* backfitting of the confinement venting system
* modifications of the sprinkler system (separation to 2x100 %)
* building up the essential service water system for safety related systems
* electrical systems (motor-generators, diesel-generators, emergency power supply system, internal

consumption power supply, power transmission, redundancies of switchboards and consumers...)
* secondary' side Bleed and Feed (emergency feed-water pumps and the steam generators steam dump

systems)
* significant seismic upgrading of the technological equipment
* fire protection improvements
* modifications of the ventilation systems.

These measures are provided through contract with the consortium REKON signed on 27th April 1996
and other Czech, Russian and Slovak companies. Consortium REKON was established on 30th
November 1995 and consists of Siemens AG company and Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute
Tmava.

The general time frame of the Gradual reconstruction is as follows: Basic Engineering of individual
systems should have been completed by Siemens by May 1996, detailed design and reconstruction of
individual systems will follow. The implementation of the modifications will take place gradually
during extended refuelling outages and overhauls in the course of 1996 through 1999, which is the*
origin of the term Gradual Reconstruction. A 65-member team of Bohunice NPP technicians were
selected for a full-time program preparation and implementation, with support of 8 co-operating
specialists in the project on a pan- time basis. The total estimated cost of this extensive upgrading
program is 5.5 bit. Sk (IXO mil. $ ). . •

By implementation of the above measures achievement of an internationally acceptable nuclear
safety level at the V-l NPP is anticipated.
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Results of Bohunice V-l NPP safety upgrading

* As a result of Small Reconstruction nuclear safety level and the operational reliability has been

improved with the CDF decreased from 1,7 .10 /year down to 8.8 .10 / year.
* A significant reductions of the 24 hour hermetic zone leakage from 5 000 % to 87 % (Unit 1) and

93 % (Unit 2) were achieved in collaboration with Power Installation Research Institute (VUEZ)
Tlmace (Slovak Republic)

* Extensive Reactor Pressure Vessel Integrity Evaluation Program has been implemented in co-
operation with the Nuclear Research Institute Rcz (Czech Republic) and Nuclear Power Plants
Research Institute (VUJE) Trnava (Slovak Republic).

* Successful annealing of Units 1&2 Reactor Pressure Vessels has been carried out during the annual
refuelling outage in 1993 by the Bohunice staff and the SKODA Plzeii company, with the technical
and scientific support by the Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute Trnava and the Nuclear
Research Institute Rez. Herewith a long period of engineering and managerial efforts since 1985
with total costs of $ 3.5 mil has been completed. To approve the results of the RPV annealing a
bulk sampling program is in progress. In co-operation with Rolls-Royce, Ltd. Co. and Nuclear
Power Plant Research Institute Trnava the schedule of RPV bulk sampling during 1996 refuelling
outages is prepared.

3.3 Bohunice V-2 Plant nuclear safety upgrading

Since the commissioning of Bohunice V-2 NPP more than 300 hardware modifications and software
improvements have been carried out. As a main result of first comprehensive program for safety
enhancement, developed in 1986 and updated in 1987, is implementation of following measures:

* additional operation display system,
* redundant in-core monitoring system,
* pressuriser relief valve,
* SG level control valves and feedwater outlet collector,
* reactor coolant system seismic reinforcement,
* redundant electrical power supply of the 4-th safety system,
* new logic of Emergency Diesel Generator start up and loading,
* replacement of generator and 0.4 kV breakers , DC batteries , emergency electrical power

supply, 6 kV and 0.4 kV electrical protections and penetrations,
* fire protection improvement,
* new Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System - ESFAS ( 1 train ),
* high pressure air compressors replacement.

Probabilistic approach has become a basis for any further upgrading considerations also at V-2 NPP. It
is based on PSA studies produced by Bohunice experts in co-operation with the Nuclear Power Plants
Research Institute Tmava and RELKO, Ltd. The PSA methodology was reviewed, approved and
highly valued by the IAEA Peer Review Mission in January 1995 in terms of the input database and in
terms of technical approach. Calculated CDF based on Unit 3 PSA model is 6,41. 10̂ * / year. This
result in accordance with the PSA studies of Dukovany NPP and Paks NPP (Hungary) taking into
account the fact that PSA studies of both of these plants do not include internal fires (turbine hall) and
internal floods initiating events. Implementation of symptom-oriented emergency operating procedures
(EOP) and emergency feed water system modifications should decrease the CDF to 7,84 . I0*5 / year.
The strategic probabilistic goal of the Bohunice V-2 NPP safety upgrading program is to reach the
CDF value of 107year.

There arc two lines of safety upgrading process of Bohunice V-2 NPP running:
* short term program (1996 - 1999)
* long term program (1999 - 2004)
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Short term program represents modifications with lower costs, which is possible to implement while
Gradual Reconstruction of V-l NPP is running. Following projects are prepared:

* seismic reinforcement of technology
* N]g monitoring system

* emergency feed water improvement
* fire protection improvement
* post accident monitoring system
* in-core monitoring system improvement
* RPV, SG venting-system
* ECCS sump protection
* radiation monitoring system

improvement
* chemical regimes monitoring

improvement

* refuelling machine reconstruction
* steam and feed water lines integrity

evaluation
* main components residual life time

evaluation

* safety system qualification
* PSA level 2
* PSA for shutdown mode
* risk-monitoring system
* I&C modernisation
* Life time management

Long term program includes extensive and financially demanding modifications. This process is under
preparation and is going to be implemented after the completion of the Gradual Reconstruction of the
Bohunice V-l NPP since the year 1999. With this in mind, a rough schedule of the Bohunice V-2
NPP upgrading program is as follows:

lth. period New safety evaluation of the Bohunice V-2 NPP - safety deficiencies
and prioritisation of measures

2nd. period Preparation of Upgrading Safety Design

3rd. period Project realisation and implementation of modifications

identification

Within the fust period major steps carried out to date are:

* development of a Updated Safety Analysis Report after 10 years of commercial operation, currently
under final redaction

* IAEA Safety Review Mission (Sept. 1994) reviewing core design, system analysis, component
integrity, I&C, electrical systems and accident analysis

* safety assessment of Dukovany and Bohunice NPPs by ENAC completed in-1996 within a PHARE
Nuclear Safety Regional Program for Slovakia and Czech Republic

* development of PSA level I

First step towards reassessing of the safety of WWER 440 V-213 design has already been done by the
issuing of the report IAEA-EBP-WWER-03 Safety Issues and Their Ranking for WWER 440 Model
V-213 NPPs. April 1996. This report provides deterministic means to prioritise safety issues brought to
light by the operation of V-213 NPPs or disclosed by numerous missions and audits or internal reviews
at Eastern European countries. It should be noted, however, that the first impulse to address the known_
weaknesses was launched by the V-213 operators themselves. Consequently, all safety issues are
perceived as real ones and the operators have expressed commitment to solve them.

The second period has been started recently by the elaboration of the first draft of the strategy of
gradual safety upgrading of V-2 NPP, prepared for the plant top management. As already stated, the
main goals coincide with safety issues as ranked in the IAEA report.

Two activities, very important from the point of view of safety, deserve mentioning. First of them is the
development of symptom oriented EOP with Dukovany NPP in collaboration with Westinghouse
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Energy Systems Europe (WESE). This project is in the final stage and should be finished in 1997.
Second 2 years project, also with WESE as the main contractor . is a Beyond Design Basis Accident
Analysis and Accident Management, launched in February 1996. The project is funded by European
Commission under the PHARE Nuclear Safety Regional Program for Slovakia, Czech Republic and
Hungary. Bohunice V-2 NPP is for this project a lead reference plant. This project is expected to set up
the needed analysis base for the development of plant specific Accident Management Guidelines for V-2
NPP. This PHARE project takes a lead role in Severe Accident Management programme development
for the V-213 reactors.

In recent years the frequency of different audits and missions to V-2 NPP has significantly increased.
As an example, by the end of the year 1996 V-2 NPP hosts IAEA OS ART and WANO Peer Review
missions. Both missions are expected to provide valuable findings which will be used as a basis for
adoption of further software improvements as the most cost-effective measures.

3.4 Common Safety Related Actions at Bohunice NPPs

As a result of all the above projects a number of actions with a general effect on Bohunice site safety
is evident:

* Quality Assurance Program - the implementation is planned for the 1995 - 1998 period

Personal Training Program - in co-operation with the Nuclear Electric Pic. and funded by the UK
government

* Multifunctional simulator - development of a simulator with international co-operation with
CORYS, Belgatom and Siemens, funded by the European Commission

* Installation of a number of diagnostic systems (LBB)

* AKOBOJE Site Security System - implemented by CEGELEC-TERMATOM

* Teledosimetric system - monitoring of the 15 km radius area around the Bohunice site

The schedule for the implementation of nuclear safety upgrading measures at the Bohunice V-l and
V-2 NPPs have to take into account the requirement of a uniform distribution of costs and human
resources at Bohunice site in the future. The Bohunice V-l Gradual Reconstmction is currently the first
priority. Major investments in V-2 NPP are realistic after its completion in the 1996 - 1999 period.

4. Conclusions
Safety studies have shown that the basic design of WWER 440 reactors sounds good and provides large
safety margins in terms of reliability of the first three barriers, fuel, cladding and primary system
boundary Installation of different sophisticated diagnostic systems and high engineering skills of the
Bohunice staff, supported by IAEA and western donors, which took part in many training courses given
by top US and European companies provides additional safety enhancement. Assessments have
discovered deficiencies, but current safety upgrading program of Bohunice V-l NPP addresses most of
known safety issues and brings the plants to the internationally acceptable level of nuclear safety.
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Abstract

NEK management has undertaken a set of actions to improve the ability to provide
equipment, spare parts and material needed to support operation and maintenance of the
Kxsko plant. These actions are necessary due primarily to the fact that NEK is more and
more confronted (increasing trend) with the issue that suppliers of safety-related equipment
and spare parts have decided not to pursue the nuclear portion of their business, inch
specific QA systems and qualifications.. The purchase orders imposing these requirements
are no longer accepted. In order to continue to obtain the necessary materials at the
required quality level, a "Commercial Grade Item" (CGI) procurement and dedication
program has been developed based on similar practices in the USA.

Introduction

CGI procurement is a process whereby parts are bought without imposing Appendix B
Quality Assurance requirements on the supplier, and then dedicated for use in safety-
related applications. The dedication process involves 1) based upon the required safety
function, an engineering evaluation to identify critical characteristics of the item and
specification of acceptance criteria; and 2) quality control activities to ensure the item(s)
supplied meets the acceptance criteria specified.

The key to implementation of an effective program at NEK is to take advantage of the
lessons learned in the USA. and implement those practices which were most effective,
while avoiding those which were of limited value. There are two elements to developing
such a program: 1) use of appropriate criteria for safety classification of parts within
safety-related components; and 2) use of a dedication process: which optimizes CGI
dedication efforts by selecting the minimum set of critical characteristics necessary to
reasonably assure that the item received is the item ordered. Each of these elements, and
the options available to NEK, are discussed in the article.
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Background

In 1988, Electrical Power Research Institute, USA (EPRI) published "Guidance for the
Utilization of Commercial Grade Items in Nuclear Safety-Related Applications, NCIG-07"
(NP-5652) in response to a growing industry concern over an effective methodology to
ensure the proper dedication of CGIs to be used in safety-related applications. This
guidance received industry-wide acceptance.

Since the issuance of NP-5652, several industry and Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) activities have occurred which have indicated the need for further clarification and
guidance regarding the implementation of the process for dedicating commercial grade
items for safety-related applications. In 1994, "Supplemental Guidance for the Application
of EPRI Report NP-5652 on the Utilization of Commercial Grade Items" (TR-102269) was
developed by EPRI's Plant Support Engineering (PSE) at the request of its member
utilities.

Being a member on EPRI's-Plant Support Engineering module, NEK was able to
understand and implement the guidance and the supplemental guidance and to develop its
own "Program for the Procurement and Dedication of Commercial Grade Items" (ED-10)
in 1995., under strict directives of NEK internal policies and objectives as presented in
MD-1 ("NEK policies and objectives"), and other applicable programs e.g. Procurement
Program (PD-1), Design Modifications Control Program (ED-1), Quality Assurance
Program (QD-1), Quality Control Program (QD-2), etc.

Policy

NEK's policy for utilizing commercial grade items in safety-related applications fully
complies with USA Code of Federal Regulations 10CFR50, Appendix B "Quality
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants" requirements,
and current industry guidance as provided by the EPRI. Commercial grade items shall be
procured in lieu of a basic component under one of the following circumstances:

• The supplier of the item cannot furnish the item under a nuclear quality assurance
program meeting the full intent of 10CFR50, App. B.

• The original supplier can no longer furnish the item and a suitable alternate
replacement can only be furnished as a commercial grade item.

• Delegating the acceptance of a finished commercial grade item either to an original
equipment supplier, a third party organization, or the nuclear steam system supplier is
more costly then NEK dedicating the item under NEK 10CFR50, Appendix B program.

In order to comply with 10CFR21 "Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance", all
commercial grade items shall be dedicated prior to their use in safety related applications.
The scope of this policy and the application of the procedures discussed in NEK Program
ED-10 ( "Program for the Procurement and Dedication of Commercial Grade Items") apply
to current and future procurements
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Procurement process

NEK procurement process involves various parties inside NEK (TO, ING, NAB, SKV) and
outside NEK (Vendors, Manufacturers, Agencies, Regulatory bodies etc.) participating in
different procurement scenarios (Basic component procurement, commercial grade item
procurement, augmented quality item procurement, NSR item procurement etc.). In order
to provide proper item each time and to prevent degradation of designed safety and
reliability of the NEK plant this process is subjected to strict compliance with 10CFR50,
Appendix B and NEK Quality Assurance Program (Criterion's III, IV and VII).

In order to maintain the configuration control of the NEK plant the two basic elements
necessary for effective procurement were established:

• Accurate technical and quality requirements specified in order to assure properties or
attributes of importance are imparted to the item.

• Acceptance criteria determined in order to provide reasonable assurance that the
technical and quality requirements have been met.

Two more items were identified that enhanced the procurement process quality:

• Training of personnel on items such as applicable NRC Regulatory Guides, Generic
Letters, Information Notices and Bulletins; NUMARC (Nuclear Management and
Resources Council - now Nuclear Energy Institute, NEI) Comprehensive Procurement
Initiative; plant-specific licensing commitments, plant design bases, configuration
management; and EPRI guidance.

• Communication within utility (e.g. communication between design engineering
procurement engineering, quality assurance and control, maintenance, purchasing);
with the various suppliers; and with industry organizations. Sharing information is
essential for success.1 ~"

Six steps of procurement process, corresponding to EPRI NP-6629 ("Guideline for the
Procurement and Receipt of Items for Nuclear Power Plants", NCIG-15), are addressed in
the NEK procedural requirements and responsible parties identified as follows:

• Identification of needed item - maintenance (TO) and modifications (ESD)
• Establishment of technical and quality requirements - engineering (ESD)
• Selection of the procurement scenario and supplier - engineering (ESD/QSD)
• Determination of the acceptance criteria and methods - engineering (ESD)
• Preparation and placement of purchase order - purchasing (NAB)
• Item acceptance - quality assurance/quality control (QSD)

The procedure ADP-1.1.007 ("Equipment, parts, materials, services procurement process")
sets for the administrative mechanisms for the procurement of equipment parts, materials,
services for the Krsko Nuclear Power Plant to ensure that applicable regulatory
requirements, design bases, and quality assurance requirements are included or referenced
in procurement documents. This is accomplished through implementation of the developed
procedures.
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The document structure given bellow relates to Engineering Service Division.

MD-1 NEK Policies and Objectives
QD-1 Quality Assurance Program
PD-1 Procurement Program
ED-1 Design Modifications Control Program
ED-10 Program for the procurement and dedication of commercial grade items

ADP-1.1.007 Equipment, parts, materials, services procurement process
ADP-1.2.006 Engineering in the procurement process

ESP-2.200 Procurement of Materials and Services
ESP-2.201 Component/Spare Parts Classification
ESP-2.202 Replacement Items Technical Evaluation
ESP-2.203 Inter-Utility Transfer of Material
ESP-2.204 Standardization of Equipment, Parts and

Materials Descriptions
ESP-2.205 Establishment of Shelf Life Criteria
ESP-2.206 Procurement, Management and Use of ASME

Code Material, Parts and Components
ESP-2.207 Specification and Dedication of Commercial

Grade Items
ESP-2.617 Engineering Services, Material and

Equipment Technical Specifications

There are five key elements providing overall assurance of item performance that have
been identified in NEK procurement process procedures:

• Design and equipment qualification, 10CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion III,. Assures
suitability for application per ANSI N45.2.11 (American National Standard - Quality
Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power Plants)

• Supplier's product controls. Assures items are manufactured/assembled in accordance
with the design

• Technical evaluation, 10CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion IV. Assures correct
requirements are specified.

• Acceptance, 10CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion VII. Reasonably assures the item
received meets specified requirements.

• Post receipt and installation quality controls. Monitors the normal operation and
performance of the item.

Commercial grade item

In order to properly describe the process of commercial grade items utilization in NEK
nuclear safety-related applications we must understand the definition of the term CGI
(commercial grade item) and the background for that definition.
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Commercial Grade Item as defined in 10CFR21 Rev.l 1978 is an Item satisfying ALL
three criteria:
• Not subject to design or specification requirements that are unique to nuclear facilities;

and
• Used in applications other than nuclear facilities; and
• Is to be ordered from the manufacturer/supplier on the basis of specifications set forth

in the manufacturer's published product description (for example Catalog).

Commercial Grade Item as defined in 10CFR21 Rev.2 1995
• A structure, system or component, or part thereof that affects its safety function, that

was not designed and manufactured as the Basic Component.
• CGI's do not include items where the design and manufacturing process require many

in-process inspections and verifications to ensure that defects or failures to comply are
identified and corrected (i.e. one or more critical characteristic of the item cannot be
verified).

Commercial Grade Item as clarified by Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI, former NUMARC)
• An item is a commercial grade item if its critical characteristic can be verified during

dedication process.

NEK has accepted NEI clarification and specifies commercial grade item as an item whose
critical characteristic can be verified during dedication process and which imposes no
nuclear specification, catalogue shopping and general use by industry.

Critical characteristic

Critical characteristic are those important design, material, and performance characteristic
that, once verified, will provide reasonable assurance that the item will perform its
intended safety function.

In order to properly select the critical characteristics, the safety classification of that item's
designed function has to be determined.

NEK original plant classification of structures, systems and components was based upon
codes applicable at the time of construction (ASME, ANSI, IEEE etc.) and that was
transferred into plant documentation and licensing commitments. At that time part
classification issues were not specifically addressed. NEK procurement process was
primarily "Like for Like" from Westinghouse or Original Equipment Manufacturer and
conservative in imposing technical and quality requirements.
Recognizing the need to classify parts not only in accordance with manufacturing codes
(e.g. ASME) but also based upon the actual function within the plant and especially to
prevent that substandard, fraudulent and counterfeit items are installed in nuclear power
plants, NRC issued Generic Letters 89-02 "Actions to improve the detection of counterfeit
and fraudulently marketed products" and GL 91-05 "Licensee Commercial Grade
Procurement and Dedication Programs". Guidance for the USA utilities to make the
required enhancements to their procurement processes was provided by NUMARC's
"Comprehensive Procurement Initiative".
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Having most of the nuclear safety equipment with USA origin, NEK adopted the same
concept and , among others, developed procedure ESP-2.201 "Component and Spare Parts
Classification" utilizing the EPRI NP-6895 (NCIG-17) "Guidance for Classification of
Systems, Components and Parts, Used in Nuclear Power Plant Applications" which
introduces the functional based safety classification at NEK.

The process of selecting critical characteristics based on the functional safety classification
of items is performed through a technical evaluation process. As a part of procurement
process technical evaluation is based on EPRI NP-6404 (NCIG-11) "Guidance for the
Technical Evaluation of Replacement Items in Nuclear Power Plants" and transferred to
NEK procedure ESP-2.202 "Replacement Items Technical Evaluation". Two types of
critical characteristics are determined during technical evaluation process: Critical
Characteristics for Design (CCD) and Critical Characteristic for Acceptance (CCA).

Identify required
item

Perform functional
safety classification

<jSafety-related^> No >• Procure non safety

Identify critical
characteristic

Select acceptance
method(s)

Procure item as
basic component

Technical eveluation - CCD's

Acceptance process - CCA's

Procure item as
commercial grade
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Dedication

Dedication is an acceptance process undertaken to provide reasonable assurance that a
commercial grade item to be used as a basic component will perform its intended safety
function and, in this respect, is deemed equivalent to an item designed and manufactured
under a 10CFR Part 50, Appendix B, quality assurance program. This assurance is
achieved by the purchaser through identifying the critical characteristic of the item and
verifying their acceptability by inspections, tests or analysis.

Commercial Grade Item

Technical Acceptance
Evaluation Process

Dedicated Commercial
Grade Item

Item Purchased as a Basic Componrnt
to 10CFR50, Appendix B Requirements

NEK Procedure ''Specification and Dedication of Commercial Grade Items" (ESP-2.207)
sets for the NEK acceptance process practices through the following methods:

• Special tests and inspections Method 1
• Commercial grade survey Method 2
• Source verification Method 3
• Supplier/item performance record Method 4
• Combination of two or more of the four methods

These are four different ways to verify critical characteristic as developed by EPRI and
endorsed by NRC. Because of lack of historical data Method 4 is currently not
recommended as an acceptance process at NEK but it can be used for sampling plan
optimization when commodity items are purchased as CGI and are subject to a statistically
based dedication acceptance process.

The dedication of the commercial grade item should not be mixed with the qualification
process. The dedication process serves to verify that the item received is the item required
(purchased). The qualification process serves to demonstrate and verify that the item will
perform it's designed function.
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Conclusion

NEK has several reasons for the utilization of commercial grade item procurement and
dedication in its procurement cycle. These are:

• Nuclear vendor drops qualification
• Original parts not available - replacement parts are offered non qualified
• Discrepancies between Manufacturing and Operations codes/standards
• Reduced cost and lead time
• Falsified/Fraudulent items and documents

Development of tools (procedures, methodologies and computer applications) and
personnel training programs present NEK investments into the future when the CGI
procurement will have no alternative because qualified parts and suppliers will not be
available. In this early phase the following limitations are to be considered when applying
the Commercial Grade Dedication process:

• Simple items
• Qualified product not available
• Not above but all NEK requirements can be met:

- Identified critical characteristic (including seismic) can be verified against known
acceptance criteria

- Test/inspection equipment and qualified personal is available
- Significant cost reduction

• Purchasing to specific application
• Available resources

A survey performed by "Elektroinstitut Milan Vidmar", Ljubljana; within the Slovenian
industry and research institution laboratories has shown that significant resources for
inspections and tests are available but some additional effort will be needed in order to
generate and approve necessary specific procedures.

Acceptance criteria are often vendor proprietary data so information exchange of NEK with
US Utilities, NUPIC and EPRI memberships as well as vendor surveys performed by NEK
itself will be of increased importance for the successful implementation of CGI dedication.
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Abstract: In order to improve safety and reliability of nuclear power plant components, the existing
examination methods are permanently developed as well as the new methods of examination are
implemented. For the same reason, beside referent requirements, complementary NDE methods are
utilized. Some examination methods techniques are not required to be used by referent safety codes
and standards but they are frequently practiced as additional prevention to the cOomponent failure.
This article presents the state of the art methods and techniques currently applied for examination of
the reactor vessel base material, clad and weld materials.

1. INTRODUCTION

The most important task of every utility operating a nuclear power plant is the continuos keeping of
the desired safety and reliability level. This is achieved by the performance of numerous inspections
of the components, equipment and system of the nuclear power plant in operation and in particular
during the scheduled maintenance periods at refueling time. These inspections are primarily of a
preventive nature.

Periodic nondestructive inservice inspections (ISI) provide most relevant criteria of the integrity of
primary circuit pressure components. The task is to reliably detect defects and realistically size and
characterize them, thereby allowing for discontinuously monitoring of eventual defect initiation or
growth.

For reason of limited access, minimizing radiation exposure to examination personnel,
reproducibility and consistence of the NDE data obtained, these examinations are performed by use
of mechanized equipment.

In the folowing, equipment, techniques and experience with some of most important examination of
a Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) are presented.
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2. REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL EXAMINATIONS

2.1. CONTACT EXAMINATION RVISI TOOL

The scope of these examinations is concentrating on areas selected by criteria like material
properties and fabrication (e.g. weld areas) or operational considerations (like higher stresses
at nozzle inner radii).

The ISI scope includes all shell, flange and nozzle welds as well as the nozzle inner radii and
selected areas (e.g. core region) where contact examinations is required (Fig. 1). With these
requirements and other applicable criteria and factors like inspection reliability, inspection
time, ALARA, plant(s) specific and good engineering judgment Reactor Vessel Contact
Examination Tool (RVISI Tool) with 6 (six) ultrasonic End Effectors has been developed.

The RVISI Tool represents the latest application of most advanced robotics technology. The
ultrasonic end effectors are delivered to work point in RPV by the 5 - axis carriage. The
carriage travels along and rotates about the sectional vertical center column.

The change of probe system or probe arrangements is performed within several minutes using
remote docking long handled, delivery and coupling tool.

2.2. EXAMINATION TECHNIQUES

In order to achieve the necessary defect detection capability, multiply probe system are
utilized, combining different techniques respectively angles of incidence. Three angle beam
probes (45 and 60 degree pulse-echo shear waves probes and 45 and 70 degree transmit-
receive longitudinal wave focused probes) oriented in four directions, generally two parallel
and two perpendicular to the weld provide maximum coverage in the circumferential and
axial directions to examine the weld and adjacent base material volumes (Figure 2.). These
probes are used primarily for detecting flaw indications and assist in the sizing and
characterization of such indications. The shear wave probes will interrogate for flaw
indications in the material range from 25 mm below the inner diameter surface to the outer-
diameter surface. The longitudinal wave dual (70, 0 and 45 degree) probes are designed to
detect inner diameter surface, near surface and root flaws indications. A 0-degree, single
element probe is also used to verify that no internal laminar reflectors affect the angle beam
examinations (Example Fig. 3). Other probes such as 45-degree, transmit-receive, longitudinal
wave probes are available to accurately size flaw indications using state-of-art amplitude
independent sizing techniques (Fig. 4).
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REACTOR VESSEL CONTACT EXAMINATION TOOL:

SHELL END EFFECTOR
LOWER HEAD END EFFECTOR
NOZZLE BORE END EFFECTOR
NOZZLE INNER RADIUS END EFFECTOR
LIGAMENT END EFFECTOR
CORE SUPPORT LUGS AND DISTRIBUTION RING END EFFECTOR

Figure 1.
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2.3. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM

Above mentioned considerations have to be supported by an adapted concept of data
acquisition and processing systems. As a principle, all available ultrasonic signals are stored
(as raw data) on optical disks and processed with no respect to recording level. For that
purposes the Ultrasonic Data Recording and Processing System (UDRPS) was designed and
represent the highest speed data acquisition and signal processing system employed in
ultrasonic examinations of RPV.

Data acquisition UDRPS version 2 main characteristics are as follows:

• commonly acquires 8-10 channels of data - with possibilities for 15 channel acquisition.

• high speed a/d with 0.13 Mbytes/sec to maximum of 4.4 Mbytes/sec throughput.

• state of art Digital Signal Processing chips (DSP) performed in real time.

• digitizing up to 160 MHz (real time)

• hp 9000 series 720 workstation rise architecture.

• storage medium 51/4" optical disc (lGBytes), or 12" optical disc (5GBytes)

• complete wave form capture for capabilities in analysis or extremely low amplitude defect
secondary responses.

In summary, UDRPS permits accurate identification of the indications along with
characterization, location and sizing thereby improving the reliability of the examinations.
UDRPS calculate the location of an individual target return from time of flight and transducer
position angle. The location is transformed and displayed in the coordinates of the material
inspected. Sizing is performed interactively using scaled orthogonal or perspective views of
sound field images displayed on a color graphic monitor (Fig. 5).
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2.4. VISUAL EXAMINATION OF RPV

Beside an ultrasonic examinations of RPV RV-ISI Tool is equipped with special
monochromatic video camera for visual examination of entire interior of RPV (Fig. 7). For
same purposes Mini Rower Submarine may be applied including foreign object search and
retrieval.

The RV-ISI Tool also provides possibility for performing other activities as a samples
removal. The RPV boat sampling has been successfully performed at Kozloduy NPP prior and
after annealing (Fig. 8). It has been demonstrated that annealing is capable to restore the
properties of VVER-440 type steel to a large extent.

- RV-ISI TOOL - VISUAL END EFFECTORS

- MINI ROVER SUBMARINE - FOSAR (FOREIGN OBJECT SEARCH AND
RETRIEVAL)

Figure 7.
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2.4. EDDY CURRENT EXAMINATION OF RPV

In addition to the ultrasonic examinations of the reactor pressure vessel clad material the
complementary eddy current examination technique has been developed for the detection of
the surface breaking flaws. The probe design provides minimized effect of the magnetic
permeability variations as well as reduces the effect of lift off. These effects are obtained by
involving magnetic biased driver - pickup type of probes containing two sets of coils placed
perpendicularlly each to other. In order to provide reliable flaw detection and cappabilities of
distinguising flaws from permeability variations the probes are designed to work in frequency
range from 50 to 250 kHz.

3. CONCLUSION

The technical approach for an effective ISI technology is based on a large effort of continuos
research and development work and implementation into practical application on the site.

The experience gained provides considerable feedback for the subsequent and continuos
improvement of the entire system.

This approach for RPV examinations is following the same philosophy with regard to the
solutions for the various components; techniques with high detection sensitivity, realistic
sizing and characterization, multichannel UT - instruments for versatile utilization, data
acquisition and processing with state-of-art data display, modular manipulator design for
examinations and remedial actions.

NEXT PAQE(S)
Ittf t BLANK
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ABSTRACT

Radioactive waste generation began in Spain during the 1950's, in association with the first
applications of radioactive isotopes in industry, medicine and research. Spain's first nuclear
power plant began its operations in 1968. At present, there are in operation some one thousand
installations possessing the administrative authorization required to use radioactive isotopes
(small producers), nine nuclear groups and a tenth is now entering the dismantling phase. There
are also activities and installations pertaining to the front end of the nuclear fuel cycle (mining,
milling and the manufacturing of fuel elements).

Until 1985, the research center Junta de Energia Nuclear (now CBEMAT) rendered radioactive
waste removal, and subsequent conditioning and temporary storage services to the small
producers. Since the beginning of their operations the nuclear power plants and fuel cycle
facilities have had the capacity to condition and temporarily store their own radioactive wastes.

ENRESA (Empresa Nacional de Residuos Radiactivos, S.A.) began its operations in the
second half of 1985. It is a state-owned company created by the Government in accordance
with a previous parliamentary resolution and commissioned to establish a system for
management of such wastes throughout Spain, being in charge also of the dismantling of
nuclear power plants and other major installations at the end of their operating lifetimes.

Possibly the most outstanding characteristic of ENRESA's evolution over these last seven
years has been the need to bring about a compromise between solving the most immediate and
pressing day-to-day problems of operation (the first wastes were removed at the beginning of
1986) and establishing the basic organization, resources, technology and installations required"
for ENRESA to operate efficiently in the long term.
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REFERENCE FRAMEWORK

Before going on to describe the technical activities carried out to date, I feel it would be of
interest to comment, albeit briefly, on the fundamental aspects serving as an operational basis
for the management system, more specifically those relating to; the definition of responsibilities
and the way in which they are shared among the different participating agents and
organizations; the setting up of the financing system; the process of planning and implementing
strategies and activities; organization and human resources; and the generation, transfer and
acquisition of the technology required for performance of the company's different technical
activities.

* Assignment of the responsibilities and areas of competence of the organizations participating
in the different phases of radioactive waste management (central, regional and local
administrations, the regulatory body, the waste producers and ENRESA) has been gradually
accomplished by way of a set of standards that in turn have gone to drawing up the applicable
legal framework, which will be completed over the course of the next few years. Interfaces and
the sharing of responsibilities between the different waste producers (small or large) and
ENRESA have been established via specific contracts.

Activities carried out by ENRESA in relation to nuclear safety or radiological protection are
subject to supervision and control by the Nuclear Safety Council, Authority independent from
the State Administration which periodically reports to the Spanish Parliament.

*In order to carry out radioactive waste management it is necessary to have access to the
financial resources required to cover the costs of the different activities involved. The
financing system set up rests on the following basic principle: "The waste producer should bear
the costs associated with safe management thereof".

In keeping with this principle, a system has been set up which has two main sources of
financing:

-The small producers pay ENRESA for each service rendered, in accordance with a previously
established tariffing system.

-In the case of the nuclear power plants, a percentage fee has been established on electricity
sales, the aim being for each plant to generate throughout its operating lifetime sufficient funds
to cover the costs associated with management of all the radioactive wastes produced by it and
with its eventual dismantling and decommissioning.

This system guarantees availability within the country of the necessary financial resources.

-The planning of management strategies and the scheduling of the major activities are
important actions that must be approved by Government and broadcast for the information of
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the different political groups, and where applicable for debate. In keeping with this premise,
the Royal Decree authorizing the creation of ENRESA imposes upon the company the
obligation to draw up during the first six months of every year an Annual Report describing the
actions taken during the previous financial year, and a revised version of the General
Radioactive Waste Plan in force for Government approval, if the novelties and modifications
included are sufficiently important to make this advisable. The Government then informs
Parliament of the revised Plan.

ENRESA drew up the First General Radioactive Waste Plan, which was approved by the
Cabinet in October 1987. The fourth Plan is currently in force and was approved in December
1994.

Among the other activities included are those relating to site evaluation, waste collection,
transport and disposal strategies, the dismantling and decommissioning of nuclear installations,
etc., as well as the corresponding economic and financial aspects.

-The objectives underlying the organizational framework of ENRESA are efficiency and agility,
this suggesting the need for a small structure limited to the basic and essential functions of
planning, establishing of specifications, management and control of projects and operations,
and the generation and assimilation of technology. The company's operations are based on a
corporate information system developed in-house and on a rigorous quality system.. This
organizational model has the effect of multiplying efforts, through the participation of
engineering, services and construction companies, research centers and universities in the
activities directed by ENRESA, and of increasing efficiency as a result of the specialization of
these external organizations in different areas. ENRESA currently has a highly qualified staff
of 250 people, of whom 140 work in the company's head offices.

-In order to make performance of its technical activities possible, ENRESA has had to establish
appropriate mechanisms for technology generation and assimilation. In the case of short-term
activities, the mechanism normally used has been technology transfer and acquisition and direct
support from Spanish or foreign companies capable of participating. As regards longer term
activities, an ambitious R&D program has been set up, the aim of which is to share research
efforts with other companies and organizations, the work being carried out by Spanish and
overseas research bodies and universities. In this respect, I feel it is important to underline the
positive attitude of frank and open collaboration in the field of technology that has been shown
to ENRESA by most of the organizations in charge of radioactive waste management in
different countries, especially the members of the European Community, this being favoured in
part by the continuous dialogue and scientific and technological interchange promoted by the
Community's research program.

-In going over the basic aspects conditioning the company's technical and operating
performance, I should like to mention the importance of achieving a level of public acceptance
sufficient to allow the different activities involved in radioactive waste management to be
carried out. Communication and public information activities have always played an important
role, accompanying and in preparation for technical activities. In many cases the results of these
efforts have been positive, facilitating the acquisition of the permits and authorizations required
for subsequent technical activities. Nevertheless, success has not always been forthcoming, and
in certain cases we have had difficulty in putting our message across, in particular in relation to
certain R&D activities which, in view of their harmless nature, we had not imagined would
require overmuch effort in communication.
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LOW AND INTERMEDIATE LEVEL WASTES

The key aim in the management of low and intermediate level wastes is their final disposal.
The disposal conditions and orients all the other tasks involved in the management process:
Both the typology of the wastes and their conditioning will be defined by the acceptance
criteria to be met by the conditioned waste packages in order for them to satisfy the safety
requirements applicable to final disposal.

Following evaluation of the different alternatives available, near-surface disposal with
engineered barriers was chosen as the method best covering Spanish needs. The way in which
the producers are to prepare their wastes, and the acceptance criteria these must satisfy in
order to be removed are specified in the contract drawn up between each producer and
ENRESA. In the case of the small producers, who do not possess conditioning facilities the
criteria refer mainly to the way in which the wastes are separated and presented to ENRESA,
while for the nuclear power plants having the capacity to treat and condition their wastes the
requirements contemplate the characteristics to be met by each type of conditioned waste, and
refer to due compliance by the plant of the waste treatment and conditioning procedure agreed
on with ENRESA. The process of waste acceptance and verification of quality is completed by
way of a checking system based on audits and destructive and non-destructive control tests
carried out in laboratory.

The El Cabril Facility

The keystone on which the entire low and intermediate level waste management system rests is
the new facilities at El Cabril.

El Cabril is located in the north-west of the province of Cordoba, some 130 kilometers from
the capital, in an area of very low population density and to the south of the central zone of the
Iberian Massif, in a region of moderate seismicity. The facilities are located on a geological
formation of gneisses and mica schists of a thickness of more than 300 meters. The site
characterization process, which lasted five years, included important research efforts that have
allowed detailed knowledge to be gained of the area. To describe these tasks in detail would be
beyond the scope of this paper; suffice it to say that more than 100 boreholes were made and
that the characterization and modeling process included perforating some 8,000 meters.

The project got under way at the beginning of 1986, construction began in January 1990 and
authorization for start-up was received in October 1992.

The Spanish contribution to the project and to construction of the facilities is estimated at 95%
of the total. Special mention should be made of the collaboration provided by the French
agency ANDRA during the phase of preliminary engineering, and of the consulting services
provided by TECHNICATOME for the project developed by INITEC.

The El Cabril Center has two main areas, one for waste disposal and the other for conditioning -
and for the auxiliary buildings, including the waste quality verification laboratory.
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Disposal system

The installations have been projected in such a way as to allow for the disposal of low and
intermediate level wastes. In this respect they have to meet two fundamental objectives: on the
one hand to ensure immediate and deferred protection for both human beings and the
environment, and on the other to allow the site to be used freely and without radiological
limitations after a maximum period of 300 years. It is this limitation that distinguishes the short-
lived low and intermediate level wastes that may be disposed of near the surface from those
other categories which have to be disposed of deep underground.

The disposal system is made up of a set of multiple barriers, within which the waste packages
are immobilized by means of mortar and stored inside concrete containers measuring 2.25 x
2.25 x 2.20 meters, the whole constituting a block weighing some 24 tons.

These containers will be piled in 28 cells, distributed between two platforms. Each cell houses
320 containers and measures approximately 24 x 19 x 10 meters.

The base slab of each of these platforms, on which rest the disposal cells, constitutes the main
element of the overall assembly. Its functions are to provide mechanical support and to collect
whatever water that could hypothetically enter the system by filtration, channeling it to a
network of pipes installed in accessible galleries located beneath the storage structures, this
constituting a control network..

Even though in the disposal near the surface the waste retrievability is always possible, the
system employed at El Cabril, without cutting containers, complies with the Regulatory
Authorities requests about easy retrievability.

It is foreseen that the capacity of the disposal facilities constructed will be sufficient to meet
Spain's needs until the year 2010 (approx.). As of December 1995 some 5200 m3 of
conditioned waste were already disposed of at El Cabril, thus representing a degree of
occupation of 12% of the installation available capacity.

Waste conditionine

The operations carried out in the Conditioning building may be grouped into five major areas:

*Wastes from small producers. Among the main systems are those used for classification,
crushing, segregation and packaging of the wastes, and a 50 kg/h incinerator for the treatment
of biological and organic wastes.
*Compactable wastes. A 1,200 ton drum compactor has been installed which provides average
volume reduction factors of more than 3.

* Conditioned wastes. Wastes arriving on site already conditioned in a solid matrix as well as
compacted wastes are introduced in the concrete containers to be transferred to the mortar
injection station placed in the container handling area.
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""Inorganic liquid wastes. The liquid wastes which may be expected to arrive on site are
aqueous solutions having low levels of activity and concentrations. Following analysis, these
liquid wastes are incorporated in the immobilizing mortar used to fill in the spaces between
drums inside the concrete containers. This serves not to reduce the capacity and, since the
amount of water required for preparation of the mortar is much higher than the expected
quantity of liquid effluents, altos the zero release objective to be met.

""Injection of mortar. Following positioning of the cover plate all the concrete containers are
transferred to the immobilizing mortar injection station. Following the setting process the
containers are transported to the disposal cells.

Both the waste conditioning systems described above and the disposal systems, including the
one used for positioning the containers in the cells, are remotely controlled from the control
room by means of programmable automata. The only exception to this is the handling of
certain wastes from the small producers with very low contact dose rates, and operation of the
incinerator.

Conditioned waste quality control laboratory

This facility is used for the performance of tests designed to determine the characteristics of the
different types of waste packages, using active test specimens and actual packages, and for the
technical verification of some of the packages arriving at the Center.

It is foreseen that this building will be used also for the performance of research and
development tasks aimed at optimizing the waste solidification process.

DISMANTLING

Curiously, among the first tasks that ENRESA has had to address have been those relating to
the dismantling of installations, such as the Vandeilos 1 nuclear power plant, a 500 MWe
graphite-gas unit that operated from 1973 to 1989, the Andujar Uranium Mill, which generated
1.2 million tons of tailings during its operational lifetime, from 1959 to 1981, and other less
far-reaching interventions relating to installations associated with the front end of the fuel cycle
and small research reactors.

With respect to the Vandellos I nuclear power plant, ENRESA has already submitted the
Decommissioning and Closure Plan to the Safety Authorities in 1994, and the detailed
engineering project is nearly completed now. The dismantling authorization is expected for the
end of 1996. The main immediate objectives for this project can be summarized as follows:
- Dismantling of the nuclear power plant to level 2.
- Release 80% of the site.
- Maintain the remaining 20% as a restricted area with a new building to be constructed for the
reactor box.
- Complete the dismantling program in 5 years.
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In 1986, ENRESA was commissioned to dismantle the disused Andujar uranium mill arid to
undertake reconditioning of the tailings dykes generated during the operational lifetime of the
facility.

This project, including environmental evaluation and the safety study was performed under the
direction of ENRESA by INITEC, with consulting in certain specific areas from Jacobs
Engineering (the engineering firm for the US Department of Energy's UMTRA project), The
licensing process, with its corresponding stipulations regarding public information allowed the
works to begin in 1990, following issuing of the necessary permits by the central and local
administrations.

The tasks of demolishing, decontaminating, dismantling the mill and the remodeling of the
dykes and positioning of the covering layers are in an advanced stage of development have
been completed in mid 1994. It resulted in the definitive stabilization of the dykes and factor 20
reduction in radiological impact, despite the fact that the initial situation was, in any case,
within the limits established by the applicable standards.

HIGH LEVEL WASTES

In view of the evolution in perspective of the uranium market, the Spanish Government
decided in 1983 not to reprocess the irradiated fuel from light water nuclear power plants.

This decision implies the need to increase the long-term capacity for temporary storage of
spent fuel, until such time as this material may be transferred to a future geological disposal
facility, In this respect, appropriate agreements have been reached between ENRESA and the
nuclear plants in order to increase the storage capacity of these installations, using the
technology best suited to the characteristics of each. As a result of these agreements, re-
racking has been completed in the spent fuel pools of both groups of the Almaraz and Asco
plants, this having increased the storage capacity of the four groups to such an extent that their
needs will be covered practically to the end of their estimated operating lifetime. The feasibility
analysis for the rest of the nuclear power plants has also been performed. This process of
increasing the capacity for temporary storage will continue in the future, through re-racking or
through the use of metallic casks, either for storage (some of which have already been
constructed in Spain) or for storage and transport (through licensing process with the US NRC
and the Spanish Nuclear Safety Council). Also, the preliminary design of a centralized interim
storage facility for spent fuel with capacity to store the whole generation of the Spanish nuclear
power plants, started in 1995. Once the final revision of this preliminary design be completed,
the detailed engineered design will begin.

These solutions allow sufficient time for development of the geological disposal program for
long-lived wastes. This program, initiated in 1987, includes three main activities:

1. Gaining of geological knowledge with a view to identifying salt, granite and clay formations
possibly suitable as hosts for the geological disposal facility. This task should culminate
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tentatively in the next decade with presentation to the Government of a set of candidate sites
(foreseeable from one to four) which, because of their interest, might be characterized.

2. Establishment of an ambitious R&D program, aimed mainly at providing the technical
capacity required to design, license and construct the geological disposal facility within the
established schedule.

In order to carry out this research Program, ENRJESA is based on the collaboration of research
centers and universities, Spanish as well as foreign, mainly from the E.C. countries. To give
an idea about the size of the works it may be useful to know that the number of researchers
involved in the different projects is close to 300.

3. With a view to orienting and prioritizing the activities referred to in the previous two points,
a basic design has been drawn up for a geological disposal facilities in a granite, clay and in salt.
This work has been especially useful in two ways:

-For updating of available knowledge regarding the main parameters of the waste disposal
facility and its safety.

-For underlining the parameters having the greatest impact on the safety and cost of such a
facility.

CONCLUSIONS

Since ENRESA began its activities, now eleven years ago, the following
main results have been achieved:

T h e establishment and start-up of the low and intermediate level waste management system
(waste acceptance criteria and laboratories for their verification, waste collection and transport
systems and facilities for conditioning, temporary storage and disposal), which is capable of
managing the wastes belonging to these categories forecast for production in Spain up to the
year 2010.

T h e capacity to temporarily store spent fuel on site at the operating nuclear power plants is
being increased, practically to the end of these plants' operating lifetime. This is being
achieved through the re-racking of spent fuel pools and the use of metallic casks, depending on
the technical possibilities of each plant.

This increase in the capacity for temporary storage of spent fuel will allow work to progress
over the next two decades on geological prospecting and technology development, prior to
construction of a geological disposal facility. All these tasks are being carried out in
accordance with the established program,, initiated in 1987, which is requiring important
technological, financial and communication-related efforts.
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The financial, technological and waste management means required for dismantling of nuclear
installations at the end of their operating lifetime have been established; thus, for example, the
works involved in dismantling and tailing dyke remodeling at the disused uranium mill in
Andujar were completed. The engineering project for the dismantling of the Vandellos I
nuclear power plant is going ahead according to schedule, and was submitted to the
Authorities during the first half of 1994, the starting of work being expected for the end of
1996.

This overall set of results represents an appreciable improvement in Spain.s capacity to solve
environmental problems and a substantial reduction in the potential risk associated with the
existence of radioactive wastes.
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ABSTRACT - The problem of radioactive waste management is both scientifically and
technically complex and also deeply emotional issue. In the last twenty years the first two
aspects have been mostly resolved up to the point of safe implementation. In the Republic of
Slovenia, certain fundamentalist approaches in politics and the use of radioactive waste
problem as a political marketing tool, brought the final radioactive repository siting effort to a
stop. Although small amounts of radioactive waste are produced in research institutes, hospitals and
industry, major source of radioactive waste in Slovenia is the Nuclear Power Plant Krsko. When
Krsko NPP was originally built, plans were made to construct a permanent radioactive waste
disposal facility. This facility was supposed to be available to receive waste from the plant long
before the on site storage facility was full. However, the permanent disposal facility is not yet
available, and it became necessary to retain the wastes produced at the plant in the on-site
storage facility for an extended period of time. Temporary radioactive storage capacity at the
plant site has limited capacity and having no other options available NPP Krsko is undertaking
major efforts to reduce waste volume generated to allow normal operation.

This article describes the Radioactive Waste Compaction Campaign performed from
November, 1994 through November, 1995 at Krsko NPP, to enhance the efficiency and safety
of storage of radioactive waste. The campaign involved the retrieval, segmented gamma-
spectrum measurement, dose rate measurement, compaction, re-packaging, and systematic
storage of radioactive wastes which had been stored in the NPP radioactive waste storage,
building since plant commissioning.

INTRODUCTION

The Krsko Nuclear Power Plant is a 2 loop Westinghouse-designed PWR nuclear electric
generating station located by the Sava river, just outside the town of Krsko in the Republic of
Slovenia. Krsko NPP, since startup in 1981, has supplied electric power to the republics of
Slovenia and Croatia providing 15 to 20 % of total electricity generation. As a normal
byproduct of the generation of electric power by a nuclear power plant, wastes from plant
processes are generated. Some of these wastes contain radioactive materials resulting from the
normal operations of a nuclear steam supply system, and must be stored in a safe and efficient
manner in order to protect the public and plant staff from exposure to radioactive materials.

The Krsko project was originally supposed to be the beginning of a very ambitious Yugoslav
nuclear program. At that time, during the seventies, the radioactive waste management policy was
also of general Yugoslav interest, concern and responsibility. When the construction of nuclear
facilities was banned in 1987, the radioactive waste policy became a problem of republics of
Slovenia and Croatia because these two republics owned the only nuclear power plant. According
to the agreement between the governments of Croatia and Slovenia, a Project team, responsible for
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preliminary activities and preparation of all necessary documents and licences for the construction of
final repository for low and intermediate activity waste, was established within the organisation of
NPP Krsko. During six years of Project team existence a conceptual design for shallow ground and
tunnel type repository was prepared, together with preliminary safety assessments for both types of
repository - to name just a few among more than ninety documents produced. Preliminary screening
was performed, based on available geological, seismic, hydrogeological and other relevant data
defining suitable candidate macro locations for the final repository according to recommendations of
the International Atomic Energy Agency combined with methods successfully implemented
elsewhere. Preliminary results have indicated that suitable locations for final repository are available
in both Republics.

In January 1991, the Slovenian Republic Administration for Nuclear Safety issued "Guidelines for
the Low and Intermediate Level Radwaste Repository Site Selection in Slovenia". According to the
Guidelines, the site selection procedure is executed in four steps taking into consideration forty
three criteria. In February 1993 the second step results were reviewed and public announcement
was made for thirty-six potential locations covering the total area of 896 hectares situated in eastern
and north-eastern parts of Slovenia. It should be noted that the public reaction after the
announcement was much milder as compared to the reaction after the presentation of the first step
results in June 1990. Despite considerable effort the Project team was never publicly accepted.
Unfortunately, radioactive waste management was understood in Slovenia as an exclusive problem
of the nuclear power plant, instead of being discussed and resolved within the scope of waste
management at the state level. For this reason in 1993 the Slovenian government founded the
Radioactive Waste Management Agency, reporting directly to the government. As a result of the
third step of the selection process, five most suitable locations were identified and presented to the
public provoking strong disapproval within the local communities where the locations have been
identified. At that point the siting process was stopped and it is not expected to resume any
activities in the near future. When the level of ecological consciousness of Slovenian people
becomes high enough to understand the obligation to dispose of waste, including the radioactive
waste, in a controlled manner, the process will continue with detailed investigations of candidate .
sites. The direct prerequisite for such a development is the clear standpoint of the Slovenian
Government, Assembly and ecologists, indicating the firm intention to build the repository as a part
of changing the attitude towards surroundings. Temporary radioactive storage capacity at the plant
site has limited capacity and having no other options available, NPP Krsko is undertaking major
efforts to reduce waste to allow normal operation. Among many other activities, supercompaction
of existing waste was one of viable options.

KRSKO RADIOACTIVE WASTE SUPERCOMPACTION CAMPAIGN

Waste types and quantities

The types of wastes stored at NPP Krsko include the concentrate from evaporation of plant
process waste liquids (EB); used process filter cartridges (F); used protective clothing, gloves, _
and rags-compressible wastes (CW); depleted ion exchanger resins used in water purification
systems (SR) and previously supercompacted waste (SC). Continuous operation since the
commissioning of the plant had, by November 1995, resulted in the production of 9924 55-
gallon and 617 85-gallon storage drums containing radioactive wastes.
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TABLE I NPP Krsko radioactive waste classification

Waste Type
EB
CW
0
SR
F

Total

1982-89
5220
2087
246
766
65

8384

1990
522
180
3
65
21
791

1991
279
94
0
0
0

373

1992
382
207
0
39
1

629

1993
213
192
0
82
19

506

1994
133
132
0
0
19

284

1995
397
415
3
43
26
881

Total
7146
3304
252
995
151

11848

Note: In 1988 and L9.89, a quantity of 1924 standard 55 gallon storage drums containing compressible wastes
were supercompacted and placed into 617 overpacks

Krsko Radioactive Waste Storage Facility

The Krsko Radioactive Waste Storage Facility is a seismically qualified 1470 m2 building
located within the protected area of Krsko NPP . Construction is of steel-reinforced concrete,
with 1 meter thick outer walls and 60 centimeter thick inner dividing walls. The roof slab is 1
meter thick except for the slabs above the entrance compartment, which are 60 centimeters
thick. The facility is built on a reinforced concrete base pad, and is designed to withstand
predicted potential earthquakes and extreme weather conditions.The waste storage areas
interior to the building consist of six corridors 4.17 meters wide and in excess of 7 meters high.
A second level of storage area is provided, supported on steel beams which are in turn
supported on steel plates bolted to the dividing walls spaced at 0.5 meter intervals. The facility
is continuously monitored for airborne radioactivity, and contamination surveys are regularly
performed in accordance with the Krsko site radiological control program. Prior to
performance of the compaction campaign, the existing 55-gallon waste drums were stored, in
two tiers 5 layers deep, horizontally on the concrete floor and on steel shelving. The steel
shelving was supported by steel plates bolted to interior walls. Access for inspection and
monitoring within the storage matrix was difficult.

Modifications to the Storage Facility

The storage facility was modified to accept the new TTC (overpaek container) and an
overhead crane added to transport them.The saddles used in the old storage configuration to
support horizontally placed drums were removed since the new containers specially designed
for the supercompaction campaign are stored in a vertical position. For the second level of
waste container storage, the steel support structure required only minor modifications to
accommodate the additional weight of the compacted wastes. Steel grating was installed on the
steel support beams, and horizontal steel restraint structures were added in each compartment
to provide additional stability for the new containers. Steel ribs were added to the support
beams to prevent sliding of the grating during any seismic event.

Extended Storage Requirements

Construction of a new radioactive waste storage facility, in addition to the existing one, was
considered, but the licensing process for construction of a new building would take
considerable time, and the new facility would thus not be available before the current facility
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was completely full. Thus, NEK decided to explore techniques for more efficiently utilizing the
available space in the existing storage facility.

In addition, the drums in use were not suitable for long-term storage in a temporary facility,
and were also not suitable for off-site transportation or for permanent disposal. Thus, it was
decided to repackage the existing filled drums into superior, specially designed containers or
"overpacks". These containers had to be suitable for extended temporary storage,
transportation to the final waste repository, and to facilitate handling for permanent disposal.

By 1995, the Radioactive Waste contained in the storage building occupied approximately
94% of the available storage space. With the plant designed to operate until the year 2023, the
remaining storage space would be inadequate. However, it was determined that by
supercompacting and repackaging the 8600 drums containing solidified evaporator
concentrated compressible waste, it would be possible to gain enough space for 3000
additional drums.

Waste Volume Reduction

In 1988 and 19S9, a quantity of 1924 standard 55 gallon storage drums containing
compressible wastes were supercompacted using a large mobile "supercompactor" owned by
Westinghouse Electric Corporation.. The compressed drums, referred to as "pucks" were
placed into 617 overpacks (85 gallon steel drums) and returned to storage in the storage
building. Additionally, tests were performed in order to determine the efficiency of the
supercompactor when used to compact drums containing evaporator concentrates solidified in
vermiculite cement. Due to the porous nature of the vermiculite cement, and the high
compaction power of the mobile supercompactor, the tests showed that these drums could be
reduced in volume by up to 50%. Thus, it was decided by NEK management to use waste
compaction technology to address the lack of storage space and to meet the requirements of
volume reduction.

Tube Type Containers (TTCs)

Use of the 85-gallon overpacks, which were used for storage of the compacted waste drums
resulting from the 1988-89 compaction tests, was determined to be impractical. These
overpacks are not qualified to contain weight greater than 500 kg. The Tube Type Containers
(TTCs) were thus specially designed for use in the Krsko radioactive waste facility, and were
produced on the basis of NEK specifications. The TTCs are qualified as IP-2 transportation
package per IAEA Safety Series No. 6, "Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive
Wastes" (IAEA, 1985, amended 1990). The TTCs are made of steel, 2700 mm high, with an
internal diameter 640 mm, wall thickness of 2 mm, bottom and top closure cap thickness 2.5
mm, and total weight, including waste, of 2500 kg. The height of the TTCs was chosen to
optimize their placement in the storage building, and to contain from 4 to 10 pucks depending
on the type of waste and the volume reduction achieved or 3 standard 55 gallon waste drums if
repackaging is needed. Calculations addressing different types of overpacks showed that the
use of these specially designed overpacks would dramatically reduce the volume of the stored
wastes following the supercompaction campaign.
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Fig 1. TTC

The TTCs are qualified for use for extended temporary
storage, and for later transportation to a final disposal site.
As part of the qualification procedure, they were subjected to
a severe regime of stacking and drop tests. Each TTC is
coated, interior and exterior, with qualified primer and paint.
These coatings ensure that moisture from outside cannot
enter the container, and that any trace corrosive material
(boric acid) will not corrode and degrade the container walls.
In addition, these coatings provide a high degree of fire
resistance.

Before the start of the TTC filling operation, a measured
quantity of desiccant material was added to the bottom of the
TTC. The same desiccant material was also used to fill the
voids during the filling process and to cap off the remaining
empty space on the top of the TTC. This ensures that the
pucks inside the TTC's are securely immobilized, while at the
same time absorbing any residual moisture. After a TTC has
been filled with pucks of compacted waste, the closure lid is
welded to the body of the TTC. Welding of the closure lid of
filled TTCs was performed on a specially designed base
table, which turns on interior ball-bearings. The welder
stands behind lead shielding to minimize the radiological
dose received while welding the closure lid, and the TTC
turns in place, allowing the welding to be performed in
minimum time and with minimum manipulation by personnel.

SUPER COMPACTION CAMPAIGN EQUIPMENT

The Westinghouse/Scientific Ecology Group (SEG) Mobile Supercompactor used for the
campaign is a 1000 ton hydraulically operated press contained in one standard 12 m truck
trailer, along with its equipment: a hydraulic power unit, a waste drum loading system, an air
filtration system, a liquid collection system, and a compacted drum unloading crane.

To facilitate handling of the overpacks used for the compaction campaign, a 4 Ton Electric
Overhead Traveling Crane was provided. This crane conforms to FEM 1.001 (3rd Edition
1987) rules for hoisting appliances. Crane rails to support the equipment were installed
permanently in the 6 storage cell ceilings. The crane itself is constructed and installed so that it
can be removed from one storage cell, and then installed in another. This provides the
capability to quickly recover any overpack or drum which may be damaged, and to facilitate
repackaging and replacement within the new storage configuration.

In order to facilitate the loading of the overpacks and prevent dropping the overpack or
contents, a loading platform was built for the campaign. The platform was designed to
accommodate six (6) overpacks, thereby allowing the platform operator to select an overpack
based on partial fill and compacted drum size. The platform was equipped with a hoist capable
of picking up a compacted drum at the compactor exit conveyor and lift them to the top of the
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platform, there to be lowered into the selected TTC. Sufficient working space is available to
permit the lowering of uncompacted drums into the overpacks should that be desirable.

A conveyor system specially designed for use with the platform was also installed. This
included a loading conveyor where the drums to be compacted were deposited by the forklift,
to be fed by gravity to the compactor loading arm. A special interlock built into the system
allowed only one drum at a time to roll into the loading arm, allowing the next drum to take its
loading position once the loading arm was lowered. At the exit end of the compactor, a gravity
type conveyor system was installed. This conveyor, completely enclosed to prevent the spread
of airborne contamination, ran from the compactor unloading chute to just below the overpack
loading platform where the compacted drums were picked up by the platform lifting hoist. A
system of drip pans was also provided to prevent spills of liquids onto the compacting area
floor when drums containing liquids were ejected from the compactor.

COMPACTION CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES

In order to ensure proper identification of the contents of the existing drums prior to
compaction, drums were inspected, weighed, and scanned using a segmented gamma
spectrometer. The segmented gamma spectrometer was chosen for use in the supercompaction
campaign in order to provide state-of-the-art measurement technology, capable of categorizing
the wastes much more accurately than the standard external dose rate measurements employed
at most commercial nuclear stations. The gamma spectrometer was used on all but a few
drums during the campaign, and scanning of each drum took approximately fifteen (15)
minutes. The remaining drums were above the weight limit for the scanning equipment, and so
were measured using the standard practice of external dose measurement.

Using the segmented gamma spectrometer, the radiological (isotopic) content of each drum
and dose rate measurements were taken, and the data from each drum recorded. These
measurements provide a detailed record of the contents of each TTC, and the data necessary to
calculate, in advance, the dose rate which will result when several pucks are placed into a TTC.
Once the weight, activity and dose measurements had been determined and recorded, drums
were sorted by these criteria for compaction. Drums identified as containing spent ion
exchanger resins or filters were separated and not compacted. The scanning of all waste drums
handled during the campaign was performed by NEK personnel in accordance with the NEK
Radiological Protection Procedures.

The first radioactive waste storage drum was compacted, with representatives of the Slovenian
Safety Authorities present, on November 3, 1994. The compaction operation was interrupted
due to a hydraulic system failure in the supercompactor, which was returned to the
Westinghouse European Service Center in Belgium for repairs. Repair work was completed on
March 21, and the unit was immediately returned to Krsko.

Operations resumed on March 27, 1995. At the end of the campaign, a total of 8770 drums
had been compacted. These include 7135 drums containing evaporator concentrates, and 1635
Compressible Wastes drums. In addition, 387 drums containing filters and spent ion exchanger
resins were repackaged into TTC overpacks without being compacted, and 766 of these were
relocated to shielded storage positions without being repackaged (Fig. 2).A total of 1745
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TTC's were used for the campaign. The final volume reduction achieved was 27% of the
original volume(Fig. 3).

7135 EB DRUMS
IN 1417 TTCs

72%

1635 CW DRUMS
IN 207 TTCs

16%

767 R&F DRUMS
387 R&F DRUMS RELOCATED
REPACKAGED 8%

IN 129 TTCs
4%

Figure 2 Radioactive waste by type after supercompaction
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Figure 3 Volume reduction by type after supercompaction

Radiological Controls

Health Physics coverage was performed by the NEK Health Physics department. Monitoring,
dose assessment, and radiological controls were performed in accordance with Krsko
radiological control procedures. An ALARA study was performed prior to the start of the
campaign, which provided estimates of doses expected for each member of the campaign staff.
Due to extra measures taken by Krsko Health Physics and the campaign staff the actual total
dose accumulated during the campain (238.81 mManSv) was substantially lower than
originally estimated dose (514.31 mManSv).

Each member of the campaign crew was provided with presentations and instruction prior to
the start of the project. Each member's responsibilities and duties were explained, along with
requirements of site procedures for radiological control and personnel monitoring. By
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systematically storing the drums within the storage matrix, dose rates resulting from handling
were reduced, and the remaining resin/filter drums could be stored separately in cell D where
they are shielded by filled TTC's. TTCs containing waste with higher dose rates were placed
interior to the storage matrix, so that high activity TTCs are surrounded by the lower activity
TTCs which provide additional shielding. This resulted in a considerably reduced dose rate at
the boundaries of the storage matrix in keeping with ALARA principles. The dose rate in the
access areas of the radioactive waste storage building varies from zero to 50 (iSv per hour. In
the accessible areas in front of the storage cells, the highest dose rate in any area accessible by
personnel is 150 u.Sv per hour.

Records Keeping and Traceability

Project records were kept on printed paper and in a computerized data base. These records
show the exact number of drums compacted, their type, weight, dose rate, final TTC location,
and the TTC location in the storage building. Records were kept during the performance of the
campaign by the QC/Record Keeper, who recorded each drum location in the TTCs, the drum
and TTC numbers, and ensured documented TTC desiccant fill and lid welding verification.
The location of each closed TTC within the storage building was recorded, as were dose rate
measurements on contact, at 1 meter, and at 2 meters.

Gamma spectrometer data were used to calculate predicted dose rates from filled TTCs. When
the fill was complete, predicted and actual dose rates were compared to ensure accuracy. Logs
were kept of the activities on each shift.

CONCLUSION

The Radioactive Waste Compaction Campaign was performed from November, 1994 through
November, 1995 at Krsko NPP, to enhance the efficiency and safety of storage of radioactive
waste. The campaign involved the retrieval, segmented gamma-spectrum measurement, dose
rate measurement, compaction, re-packaging, and systematic storage of radioactive waste
which had been stored in the NPP radioactive waste storage building since plant
commissioning. The final volume reduction achieved was 30% of the original volume.
Additional storage space was provided for at least five years of normal plant operation.

In addition to the reduction in volume, the compaction campaign brought additional benefits.
By placing the supercompacted drums into new type container with thicker walls, superior
stability is achieved, which diminishes the probability of handling accidents during storage,
transportation and final disposal activities. During the supercompaction campaign a more
precise estimate of types and quantities of radionuclides contained in wastes was achieved
using a direct segmented gamma-spectrum measurement, and by a combination of external
dose and gamma-spectrum measurements.
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ABSTRACT

Radioactive waste is generated in Croatia from various nuclear applications as wei! as
from the Krsko NPP (Slovenian and Croatian joint venture facility). The national programme on
radioactive waste management is aimed at straightening existing infrastructure, establishing new
(more transparent) system of responsibilities and development of new legislation. The siting of
LL/ILW repository is important segments of the whole radioactive waste management cycle. The
status and efficiency of the radwaste management infrastructure in the country have the signifi-
cant influence on all the activities related to the project of repository construction - from the very
first phases of preliminary planning and background preparations to advanced phases o? the pro-
ject development.

The present status of the Croatian national radioactive waste infrastructure and its influ-
ence on the repository project are presented. The role of national legislation and institutional
framework are specially discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Croatia is faced with the changes and establishing new and modern infrastructure in
almost each of the segments of its systems e.g. economy, finance, production, environmental pro-
tection etc. As a part of these efforts, substantial changes and improvements have to be under-
taken In radioactive waste management. Although Croatia is not typical "nuclear country" it
faces problems of handling and disposal of considerable quantities of radioactive waste. There
are two main sources of radioactive waste in Croatia: from medicine, industry, research and sim-
ilar institutions and low and intermediate level (LL/IL) waste from nuclear power plant (NPP)
Krsko. The latter could come as a surprise. There is no nuclear power plant on the territory of
Croatia itself. However, as a part of former Yugoslavia, Croatia financed construction of nuclear
power plant Krsko with neighboring Republic of Slovenia on Slovenian territory. As a result of
joint ownership, Croatia uses half of the electricity produced by the NPP Krsko, but on the other
hand, Croatia is obliged to repose half of all the generated wastes.

The construction of the final repository for the LL/IL radioactive waste in the Croatia
may become necessary solution. The Croatian Hazardous Waste Management Agency was
established in 1991, with the prime task of preparing preliminary proceedings related to the con-
struction of LL/EL radioactive waste repository in Croatia. Final decision, particularly not the one
whether to build two separate or just one repository for both the countries, should still to be made.

Since the status and efficiency of the radioactive waste management infrastructure in
the country have the strong influence on all the activities related to the repository project, from
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the first steps to all of the further project phases, special emphasis is placed on the new radiation
protection and radioactive waste management low and future regulatory framework.

2. BASIC INTRODUCTORY FACTS

2.1. SOURCES, QUANTITrES AND TYPES OF WASTES

2.1.1. LL/EL RADIOACTIVE WASTE FROM KRSKO NPP
During normal operations of Krsko NPP five types of LL/EL radioactive waste are gen-

erated: spent ion-exchange resins, evaporator bottoms, compatible waste, spent filters from
HVAC system and undefined types of wastes. The waste is processed in the Krsko radioactive
waste process unit, placed into 55 gal steel drums and stored in the Krsko temporary storage.
Since Krsko temporary storage has been almost full and since this is threatening NPP produc-
tion, supercompaction campaign has been carried out in 1995. During the campaign almost 90%
of the existing drums were supercompacted and put into the new overpacks. The overpack is steel
tube type container (TTC), licensed as EP-2 IAEA package type. At the same time, storage recon-
struction has been made and detailed characterisation of each drum before compacting, includ-
ing radionuciide inventory, has been done.

It has been estimated that overall quantities of LL/ EL waste generated by NPP Krsko
will be approximately 18 000 m3 both from routine production as well as from decommission-
ing and dismantling process (2).

2.1.2. RADIO ACTIVE WASTE FROM VARIOUS NUCLEAR APPLICATIONS
Radioactive waste is also generated in various nuclear applications: during diagnostic

and therapeutic procedures in medicine, measurement and processing techniques in industry,
from research and similar activities as well as from replacements of radioactive Lightning rods
and smoke detectors.

According to available data, some 500 institutions are authorized to handle radiation
sources in Croatia.

The total amount generated up to now is about 80 m3 having initial gross activity
approximately 2.3xl03GBq (3). Represented radionuciide are: ^.i^Eu from lightning rods,
24IAm from smoke detectors, l92Ir, ^Sr, 85Kr from measurement and processing industry, 137Cs,
60Co and 226Ra (around three hundred needles and/or tubes) from medical applications.
The total quantity of waste generated from all of these sources does not exceed 6 m3 annually.

2.2. RADIOACTIVE WASTE HANDLING PRACTICE

2.2.1. LL/ELW HANDLING PRACTICE AT THE KRSKO NPP
All activities regarding NPP KrSko LL/EL radioactive waste are performed at NPP site.

Waste is not subjected to any external activity and all the processes and procedures are in the
scope of responsibility of the NPP and Slovenian governmental bodies.

2.2.2. HANDLING PRACTICE FOR THE RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL AND
RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN CROATIA
As mentioned earlier, there are 500 institutions in Croatia, authorised to use radioactive

materials (RAM). Requirements for handling, storing and responsibilities in waste management
have been defined by legislation (5). Supervision under the Code provisions is taken by the
Sanitary Inspectorate.

In practice, there are three ways of dealing with the radioactive waste apart from the one
generated by NPP Krsko:

Short-lived waste is stored at the place of origin, until its activity falls to the background
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level. Thereafter it is considered to be common waste.
Spent radiation sources are delivered back to the producer, mostly out of Croatia.
Radioactive waste with long-lived radionuclides is transferred to one of the two tempo-

rary storages in the country until the final repository will be in operation.
Both of the storages are located in Zagreb, at two national research institutes. They are

routinely used for the last 35 years.

3. STATUS OF THE NATIONAL RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
INFRASTRUCTURE

3.1. BACKGROUND

There are two important factors regarding radioactive waste management in Croatia.
First one is an old, but defined system, especially when it comes to legislation and waste man-
agement procedures. System is result of western technology nuclear facility construction under.
the supervision of IAEA and international community. This made Croatia adopt international
regulations, standards and QA procedures. Furthermore, years of work on the radioactive waste
problem have resulted in accumulation of experience and knowledge on radioactive waste man-
agement. On the other hand existing radioactive waste management system is also old (from
national legislation to the infrastructure framework) so it cannot accomplish all the needs
required by the modern European standards.

The approach to the radioactive waste problem in Croatia should be evaluated having
in mind some particular facts:

• there is a great enthusiasm, although not always accompanied by so high efficiency, in
meeting the requirements facing Croatia as independent country;

• based on the years of experience some radioactive waste management "know-how"
could be found in Croatia as well as acceptable level of "safety culture";

• there is a regularly updated registry of all the radiation sources used in Croatia, main-
tained by the Ministry of health;

• there are two interim radioactive waste storages as provisional solution, covering coun-
try's needs (for non Krsko waste) for the next decade;

• the greatest producer of LL/EL radioactive waste is Kr§ko NPP which is sited outside
the Croatian territory;

• radioactive waste management is not high priority issue for the country, at the moment;
• financially, radioactive waste management is mainly supported by the national elec-

tricity company, and occasionally by the state through research contracts;
• most of the organisations/institutions involved in the radioactive waste management are

currently Ln transition phase - regarding their organisational form, role and positions.

3.2. LEGISLATION

Preliminary procedures on establishing radioactive waste repository are guided by
existing law as well as by regulations covering management of radioactive waste and radioactive
materials. Also, there is a number of others laws and regulations which could strongly influence
implementation of repository project.

3.2.1. RADIOACTIVE MANAGEMENT LEGISLATION
The basic regulations are:
Radioactive waste management strategy has been prepared as the "roof" legal document
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iew years ago (drafted in 1992 and updated in 1994 (4)), but it has not passed through the
Parliament procedure yet. It's main orientation is LL/IL waste. The state policy regarding spent
fuel (HLW) is to keep it on the NPP site, for at least 50 years after decommissioning the NPP.

"The Law on Ionising Radiation Protection and Special Safety Actions in Nuclear
Energy Implementation" (1), issued in 1984;

Seventeen different Regulations and Codes of practice (5) have been derived from this
basic law.

"Code of Practice on conditions for siting, construction, operational test working,
putting into operation and operation of nuclear facilities", issued in 1988, and "Code of Practice
on Methods of Collecting, Account, Processing, Storing, Final Disposal and release of
Radioactive Waste Substances in the Environment", issued in 1986/1988, being the most impor-
tant for the reviewing subject. Waste categories, activity limits, definition of a repository as a
nuclear facility, and other basic definition and management requirements had been outlined in
these regulations.

"Law on Health Protection" (6) with several articles covering important parts of the
radioactive waste and RAM handling, i.e. foreseeing establishment of the National Agency for
Radiation Protection (NARP);

"Law on the Transport of Dangerous Goods" (7), issued in 1993, with several articles
covering RAM and radioactive waste transport issue.

In 1995, new "Code of Practice on the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Road" have
been issued, with special part concerning transport of the RAM.

Although laws and regulations covering radioactive waste and RAM management have
been, based upon the generally accepted practice, all the is now undergoing an amendment
process and entirely new drafts have been prepared or are under preparation.

3.2.2. OTHER IMPORTANT LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Group of regulations covering general environmental protection, nature and species

protection, water and air protection, such as:
Strategy of the environmental protection,
Law on environmental protection,
Codes of practice for preparing environmental impact assessment studies
Law on the water protection
Law on nature protection,
with numerous Regulations and Codes of Practice derived from the basic laws.
These issues have to be taken into account in planning the repository, during the siting

process, in planned disposal technology, counting emission levels for the facility, etc.
Group of regulations covering general facility planning, construction, project designing,

responsibility, etc. such as:
Law on physical planning
Law on using Land for Construction
Construction Law
Regulations and Codes of practice derived from the basic laws
Group of regulations covering general safety, workers safety, fire protection, etc. :
Law on safety and health protection
Codes of practice on working conditions, emission levels in working premises, etc.
Law on fire protection.

3.3. INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

Croatian national radioactive waste regulatory framework is rather complicated. This
creates difficulties for the repository project.
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Beside the Regulatory Body (national authority for radiation protection and radioactive
waste management) there are several other ministries responsible for some of the radioactive
waste repository project scope - the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Planning, Construction
and Housing, the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the State Directorate for the Environment.
Additionally, there are several other institutions involved in the radioactive waste management.

3.3.1. REGULATORY BODY - RESPONSIBLE MINISTRIES
The Regulatory Body for the Radiation Protection and Radioactive Waste Management

in Croatia have been organised through sections of two ministries and one state directorate: the
Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Economy, and the State Directorate for the Environment.

However, there is no permanent body for co-ordination of all the activities, what leads
to overlapping of responsibilities thus reducing the efficiency.

Ministry of Health - Sanitary Inspectorate section, is the competent national authority
for radiation protection issues, including many aspects of radioactive waste management.
Ministry is the responsible body for issuing all types of licenses and permits for using, handling,
transport, export-import and all similar activities with RAM and radioactive waste.

Due to the lack of the qualified staff, the Ministry of Health has authorised three addi-
tional institutions to perform some parts of specific regulatory tasks.

Ministry of Economy - Nuclear safety department, is the competent national authority
for nuclear facility siting, construction, start-up, operation and closure, including affairs related
to the planned LL/TL radioactive waste repository in Croatia.

State directorate for Environment (SDE) The competence of the SDE is directed to
issues related to radioactive waste repository siting from the viewpoint of potential environmen-
tal damages, environmental restoration actions, cleaning of contaminated sites, environmental
impact studies, etc.

Ministry of Planning, Construction and Housing The Ministry has responsibility for
several phases of the repository project work out -during the siting process (to include the poten-
tial sites into the Regional Plan of Croatia), than during the design period (defining scope of the
project design documentation, issuing facility construction conditions), and finally during con-
struction (issuing construction, use and working permits).

Ministry for Internal Affairs, Ministry for National Safety and Ministry for Foreign
Affairs, have certain responsibilities in some specific radioactive waste management activities,
such as transport of radioactive waste, import-export, release of effluent, transport and facility
safety plans, etc.

Problems which all the ministries have in common are the permanent lack of expert
staff, as well as very limited budgeting for the regulatory tasks. The consequence is that single
person in the Sanitary Inspectorate deals with all aspects of radiation protection and radioactive
waste management. Nuclear safety is covered with only two persons in Ministry of Economy's
Nuclear Department.

3.3.2. OTHER INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED IN THE RADIOACTIVE WASTE MAN-
AGEMENT
National operational organisation
The radioactive waste management agency responsible for establishing and imple-.

menting an efficient radioactive (as well as hazardous) waste management system (APO-
Hazardous Waste Management Agency). It is also authorised by the Government to organise and
perform some specific environmental restoration and human health protection actions.

National research institutes
There are two national research institutes — "Ruder Boskovic" institute and Institute

for Medical Research and Occupational Health which are authorised to perform personnel
dosimetry and radiological monitoring programmes. Two existing temporary radioactive waste
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and RAM storages in Croatia, have been sited at those Institutes.
Designated handling and transport companies
Few private companies have been authorised for performing some specific radioactive

waste activities, i.e. the import and transport of radiation sources, maintaining and repair of spe-
cial equipment and some other tasks; They have an important role in aLI in situ actions where the
handling with radioactive materials (and waste) inside and outside the country is needed.

Users of radioactive materials - producers of radioactive wastes
According to avajJable data, there are over 500 institutions, with more than 5 000 oper-

ating persons, authorised to handle radiation sources in Croatia. Besides hospitals, medical lab-
oratories, research institutes and industrial facilities there are a lot of different companies and
institutions dealing with RAM and radioactive waste. Apart from few companies authorized spe-
cially for transport, there are almost twenty users of radioactive sources authorized for RAM
transport for their own purposes, mainly companies certified for different measurements - geo-
logical, leakages, strength of pipes etc., some of them operating radioactive sources in the field.
All of them have yearly or half-yearly licenses issued by the Ministry of Health, but they do not
need special permit for every field activity. In addition, some 50 000 ionising smoke detectors
are distributed in 950 buildings, and more than 600 ionising lightning rods (protectors) have been
installed on 320 buildings.

4. CROATIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE REPOSITORY - PROJECT STATUS

Croatia has been working on the LL/EL radioactive waste repository project for sever-
al years, preparing preliminary proceedings and backgrounds for the repository construction.
During this period "first steps" have been undertaken in all of the main activities - from siting
procedures and repository design to the very important issue of public acceptance.

There is a list of actions which have been finished so far:
the organisation and management
• a special agency has been established as a central managing and execution organi-

sation of the project;
• a preliminary schedule has been prepared for the project implementation, with the

proposed duration for each of the phases and role of involved organisations.
the siting process
For siting, two stage process has been applied, with stepwise approach, based on veri-

fication of each of the steps. Siting process started with the entire territory of the country, and it
will terminate with few candidate sites only. It has been based on the implementation of both
exclusionary and comparative criteria (11). So far:

• criteria for the site selection process have been prepared by the group of experts,
those criteria were verified by Croatian Government, passed through the Parliament
procedure, and presented to public,

• potential sites (42), according to exclusionary criteria, have been identified and pub-
lished.

the inventory of the radioactive waste
• characterisation of LL/EL radioactive waste in the temporary storages in Croatia is

under way. Characterisation and radionuclide inventory for KrSko's waste have
been done.

repository design / safety assessment
• conceptual/ preliminary designs for both disposal types (tunnel and subsurface),

including assessments of the investment costs have been prepared (8), (9), "
• new designs, according to new KrSko's radioactive waste packaging, are under

preparation,
• preliminary safety assessment study has been made based on preliminary project
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design and generic parameters of the disposal site(10),
public acceptance
A lot of efforts have been put into creation of positive climate in public in terms of

understanding, readiness and acceptance of the fact that the problem of radioactive waste has to
be solved responsibly, and that repository, although an unpopular facility, has to be sited in some-
one's neighbourhood.

Among various activities we would like to point out following:
• a proposal on Legal Act on Incentives for the local community (at the repository site)

has been prepared, but Act has not passed the Parliament procedure yet,
• actions aimed at raising up the overall level of knowledge about hazardous (includ-

ing radioactive) waste,
• continuos dialogue with the press, providing full, complete, constant and honest

information to the public.

4.1. OTHER RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT PROJECTS IN THE
COUNTRY

Apart from the repository project, there are some other radioactive waste management
projects in the country. Those are creating and maintaining the inventory of waste, encouraging
public relations and education, recovering radiation sources from war affected areas of Croatia,
defining potentially radioactive contaminated areas in Croatia, preparing risk assessments stud-
ies for such areas, etc.

5. INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE AND CO-OPERATION

The importance of international contacts and co-operation as well as international assis-
tance in executing particular phases of the repository project have been recognised at the very
beginning of the project. Trying to use the best experience from the world radioactive waste
management community we have developed broad contacts with IAEA, as well as radioactive
waste management institutions in the developed countries.

The co-operation has been mainly aimed at getting technical assistance in the particular
repository project phases - such as evaluation of the siting criteria, public relation strategy, pre-
liminary project designs evaluation, etc. However, transfer of "know-how" through fellowships,
scientific visits, working groups, attending conferences etc., has been very important part of the
international assistance.

6. CONCLUSIONS - OUR POINT OF VIEW ON THE MAIN ISSUES

All the activities related to the repository project from the very beginning have been
mainly influenced by the status and efficiency of legislative infrastructure framework, and not
only by radioactive waste management infrastructure itself.

Effective background infrastructure (in financing, environmental protection, planning,
general communication with public etc.) as well as transparent governmental policy towards
nuclear sector, have very important role in the work out of repository project.
Development of the radioactive waste management infrastructure in the future requires:

• establishment of the legal system as transparent as it can be (i.e., clear framework of
duties and responsibilities among involved ministries and responsible bodies),

• setting mechanism of the national radioactive waste programme financing, "
• encouraging and strengthening all kinds of public relations and education;
• full support to other radiation safety related actions,
• developing even better contacts with international radioactive waste management

community.
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Abstract

Cost and success of decommissioning and dismantling nuclear power plants or other nuclear
facilities are very much related to the chosen strategy and their implementation in practice.
The strategy to be developed depends on the specific boundary conditions in a certain country
and plant. Inadequate planning and equipment considered too late cause delays in the
project performance and improvisations with financial and radiological consequences.

For the development of a decommissioning strategy for a nuclear power plant broad
experience from past D&D-projects is very important. That experience is very helpful in
assessing the importance of the many factors which determine the success or failure of
strategic decisions. Tools for the systematic recording and investigation of the needed
measures and expenditures are available, eg. the decommissioning cost program STILLKO-2,
which has been established as standard tool.

1 Introduction

Cost and success of decommissioning and dismantling nuclear power plants (NPPs) or an
other nuclear facility are very much related to the chosen strategy and its implementation in
practice. The strategy to be developed depends on the specific boundary conditions in a
certain country and plant, eg. the presence of intermediate and final storage facilities, financial
provisions, substitute energy, the situation at the site, conditions in the plant, capacity for
planning, available techniques and know-how for dismantling.

2 Objectives

The strategy for decommissioning especially aims to the choice of commencement and of a
decommissioning alternative. The strategy should specify in addition the kind and extension
of preparatory measures to be implemented already during regular operation, in order, to make
later decommissioning and dismantling easier and cheaper.
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During the development of the decommissioning strategy problem areas should be identified
and concepts for solutions should be worked out in an early stage. This is important
especially for countries with one or few NPPs only, because measures for infrastructur and
international cooperation have to be installed well in advance.

3 Structure of decommissioning

Between final shut down and the establishment of the "green field" the NPP has to pass
several phases (Fig. 1). The duration of these phases are of course different, as well as the
corresponding requirements for safety. In consequence.the cost rates decrease in this phases
continuously but depending on the details of the selected decommissioning alternative.

4 Factors effecting decommissioning alternative

Factors that are important for selecting the appropriate commencement and the best
alternative for decommissioning include:

4.1 Energy policy

NPPs are normally designed for an operating time of several decades (eg. 40 years). The
decision to retire a NPP is generally made for economical reasons by the plant owner. The
plant economy is determined by a number of aspects like regulatory demands, existing
national infrastructure, cost of substitution energy etc.. Although the operation time can often
be extended well beyond the design life time by refurbishment and upgrading measures, at
some point in time it becomes finally, technically and economically advantageous to
decommission the NPP.

4.2 Legislation and regulatory framework

The competence of the National Atomic Act and international guidelines for nuclear safety
do not end with the final shut down of the plant. They rather remain applicable until it can
be proved that the plant presents no further risk to the environment. This risk decreases by
five or more orders of magnitude after the removal of the spent fuel and the highly
radioactive operational waste from the NPP.

At that time neither criticality nor leakage of large amounts of highly radioactive liquids or
gases can arise. Therefore, the regulatory framework on-site should be modified at that time
to less restrictive, specially suited regulations for decommissioning. Former operational
regulations and working procedures inadequate for decommissioning should be ommitted in
any case. For instance, the decrease of the clearance levels by a factor of ten may lead to a
50% increase in verification effort required for the unrestricted release of material out of the
controlled area /I/.

Experience have shown too that the radiation exposure during dismantling will be minimal,
not more than a few percent of the radiation exposure during reactor operation. Further
reduction of the exposure limits could result in a strong increase of the decommissioning
expenditures.
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4.3 Scope of decommissioning

- Situation at the site

It is very important with respect to the performance and the cost whether the
decommissioning will be executed on a single unit or on a further operated multi-unit site.
For decommissioning a single unit a quick straight foward dismantling is much more suitable
than for a multi-unit site where the remaining staff can be utilized for dismantling measures
whenever available.

- Conditions in the reactor unit

Some defined systems and devices in the unit have to be in such a condition that they are
available for decommissioning. Space and radiological situation inside the unit should allow
to install new equipment and transportation routes.

- Planned or unforeseen decommissioning

Unforeseen or unprepared decommissioning causes a dead time in the beginning of up to five
years or more. Realizing that the stand-by cost of a large NPP could be in the range of 100 -
150 MDM/a (for Germany) it is obvious that this cost will finally accummulate to a
significant amount of the total decommissioning cost.

- Availability of planning capacity

Inadequate planning and equipment considered too late cause delays in the project
performance and improvisations with financial and radiological consequences.

- Availability of techniques and know-how

Safe and effective dismantling techniques and special decommissioning know-how are
essential to avoid failures and ill-fated attempts during performance of dismantling.
Procedures for decommissioning are often rather different from procedures in an operating
plant.

4.4 Waste management

One of the most important aspects of decommissioning is the waste management strategy, ie.
treatment, handling and intermediate and final disposal of radioactive material. Main issues
of the waste management strategy are the management of the spent fuel and control rods and
the management of the decommissioning waste.

Especially the planning, licensing and construction of a storage facility needs a lot of time, so^
it is necessary to develop appropriate strategies timely already during the operation time of
the nuclear facilities. The selection of an appropriate strategy for intermediate and/or final
repositories should be made before or at the latest in connection with the development of the
appropriate decommissioning strategy, because there is a significant impact on the boundary
conditions of a decommissioning.
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The post-operational period between final shut down of the reactor and removal of the spent
fuel elements out of the reactor unit turns out to be a very important cost driver. The moment,
the spent fuel is removed out of the reactor unit determines the start of the on site measures
for dismantling. Moreover from this moment on significant simplifications in operation (eg.
shifts, cooling) are possible and therefore the operating costs may be reduced due to less
stringent requirements for safety and security.

Volume and cost of the other radioactive waste to be disposed is determined by the treatment
and conditioning methodes and techniques.

4.5 Future use of site

If a future use of other nuclear facilities is foreseen on the site, adeferred dismantling of the
decommissioned unit might be favourable. In connection with the operation of the other units
the surveillance of the decommissioned unit could be facilitated. Units on sites with several
decommissioned reactor units could be dismantled with reduced cost due to sharing of
dismantling equipment.

4.6 Financial provisions

In the case that no provisions for later dismantling were made, decommissioning measures
must be delayed. In consequence, the total costs increase.

5 Measures to reduce expenditures

In order to reduce the expenditures for decommissioning, the planning for decommissioning
should start already early during final operation periode. Therefore the following items
should be taken into account:

- Early removal of older spent fuel and of operational waste out of the reactor unit

- Reducing spare parts stock

- Updating documentation of the plant's status

- Evaluating the as-operated situation of the plant

- Conceptual planning for decommissioning

- Check up licensing requirements and procedures, developing a licensing concept

- Providing treatment and conditioning capacity

- Providing storage capacity for remaining operational waste and decommissioning waste

- Providing capacities for fuel reprocessing and final disposal of spent fuel.
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After final shut down at the latest the following measures should be started:

- Detailled planning of decommissioning measures

- Elaborate proposal for decommissioning licence

- Develop on-site operational procedures for decommissioning

- Disposition of staff, personal provisions

- Removal of obsolete substances and filter contents, rinsing of components and systems

- Removal of spent fuel from the reactor
A pre-requisite for economically sound strategies for decommissioning is the existence
of an infra-structure required for spent fuel removal from the reactor. It is of secondary
concern whether the spent fuel will be delivered to the reprocessing plant, to an inter-
mediate storage facility, or whether it will be disposed off directly. In Germany, for
example, there is a significant cost benefit for the direct disposal of spent fuel. This might
certainly be true for other countries with access to a direct disposal facility.

- Treatment and conditioning of operational waste
Operational waste should be segregated, treated and conditioned to reduce the waste
volume and the cost for disposal.

- Disposal of operational and decommissioning waste from the reactor unit
The arising wastes should be disposed off directly. A more or less long-lasting intermediate
storage increases the cost. On the other hand, a small portion of the stored waste
will be releaseable only after a storage time of perhaps three centuries, due to the slowly
decaying radionuclides such as Ni63, Nb94 or Ni59 111. Nevertheless, intermediate storage
could be usefull for highly activated internals of the reactor pressure vessel if these internals
exceed the radioactivity limit values (eg. decay heat) of the final repository. After the
intermediate storage of these highly activated components the activity and the cost decrease
substantially.

6 Conclusions

For the development of a decommissioning strategy for a nuclear power plant broad
experience from past D&D-projects is very important especially for conceptual planning, cost
calculations, planning for performance and licensing and for the management of waste. That
experience is very helpful in assessing the importance of the many factors which determine
the success or failure of strategic decisions. Tools for the systematic recording and
investigation of the needed measures and expenditures are available, eg. the decommissioning.
cost programm STILLKO-2 (Fig. 2, 3) 131, which has been successfully established as
standard tool for all NPPs in Germany and many abroad.
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Fig. 1: Schedule of decommissioning phases (deferred dismantling)
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THE APPROACH TO THE POWER PLANT DECOMMISSIONING OPTIMISATION CONSIDERING

THE EXISTING OR PLANNED NATIONAL WASTE MANAGEMENT AND STORAGE POLICY

TLBOR KRAJC, JAN T1MUL3AK, EDUARD HLADKY

DECOM SLOVAKIA LTD., TRNAVA, SLOVAK REPUBLIC

ABSTRACT

DECOM SLOVAKIA Ltd. is involved in numerous decommissioning studies in the stage of
future decommissioning design and performance preparation. Thus, the basic project study for
decommissioning of V-l NPP in Jaslovske Bohunice (reactor type: V-230) and NPP Paks
(reactor type: V-213) was elaborated during years 1991-93 in co-operation with further
companies (Energoprojekt Prague, EBO-NPP Jaslovske Bohunice, VUJE - Nuclear Power
Plant Research Institute Tmava, NPP Paks). Recently, the works on V-2 (EBO-NPP),
Mochovce NPP and partly on EDU-NPP Dukovany decommissioning project studies are
commenced.

Several decommissioning option were analysed in performed studies, the estimation of
decommissioning materials and wastes volumes and the estimation of pertaining radiation
exposure parameters were accomplished as well.

The analysis of available and/or future planned technological procedures and equipment
sufficiency from the point of view of RAW quality and amounts produced by
decommissioning works was elaborated, too.

The estimation of corresponding cost was based on selected NPP decommissioning option,
determined scope of work and technological procedure determined for individual principal
work.

INTRODUCTION

The nuclear power plant VI has been built up at the site Jaslovske Bohunice in the Slovak
Republic. It has been equipped by two pressure water reactors (type WWER-440, CIS
construction) with output of 440 MWe for each reactor. The peculiarity of this nuclear power
plant operation affecting duration of this NPP decommissioning is, that the radioactive waste
arising from the NPP operation have been conditioned only, but not fixed.

Conceptual design studies with the aim to analyse technical, economic and safety aspects of
the various NPP-V1 decommissioning options have been elaborated in the frame of the NPP
future decommissioning preparation. The results of analysis will serve as one of basic
documents for owner's decision how to advance in this field.
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The studies consider options of NPP decommissioning from technically the most pretentious
one, like the decommissioning to the third stage according the to IAEA classification (i.e.
unrestricted site use), to the simplest one (i.e. closing with surveillance).

The following five options were analysed :

1. Total NPP dismantling after final shutdown (third stage according IAEA classification)
2. Safe enclosure of the reactor cavity with each reactor separately
3. Safe enclosure for parts of the reactor building ("hermetic area") for each unit separately
4. Safe enclosure of the whole reactor building
5. NPP closing under surveillance (first stage according IAEA classification)

• Options 2, 3, 4 are options for NPP decommissioning into second stage with various
extent of equipment in a safe enclosure.

• 70 years is assumed as a duration of safe enclosure (closing under surveillance) for all
options.

• The final goal for each option is dismantling to " a green field" after time of the safe
enclosure (the third stage).

• The process of the VI -NPP decommissioning was divided into three or four basic phases

Phase of final shutdown is equivalent for all options of NPP decommissioning, independently
on the chosen variant.

ASSUMPTIONS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT FOR THE ANALYSIS

Characterisation of the NPP's initial state, before start of decommissioning, was made as a
first step in the course of the study elaboration. Initial state of the NPP was characterised in
detail on the basis of its design documentation, data from operation and on a prognosis of
NPP's further performance (supposed operation without significant faults or an accident). In
addition to the basic data on individual technological systems and operational areas
(localisation, amount and kind of material, surface and so on) components of the NPP's initial
state characterisation are data on surface contamination of equipment and buildings, on
radiological situation in individual rooms and on average values of gaseous and liquid
effluents during operation. Particular attention have been paid to the determination of
expected radioactive products inventory.

The next step was the determination of fundamental activities which have to be carried out in
individual decommissioning phases. The survey of this considered activities is introduced in
Table 1.
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Table 1: Fundamental activities in individual decommissioning phases

Phase Performed activities

Final shutdown
- final unit's shutdown (adjustment of fuel charging scheme)
- fuel transfer from reactor into a fuel storage pool
- drainage of operational matters (particularly coolant from the

primary circuit)
- primary circuit's decontamination
- conditioning of produced radwaste
- preparatory adjustment of systems taking into account their limited

extent of following operation

Lead time (preparation)
to safe enclosure
(options 2, 3, 4)

- pre-dismantling decontamination of technological equipment and
rooms

- dismantling of equipment (it depends on a safe enclosure extent)
- post-dismantling decontamination
- demolition of buildings outside the safe enclosure
- realisation of auxiliary systems for the safe enclosure
- formation of required barriers (adjustment of safe enclosure building)
- treatment, conditioning, transport and storage of waste (radioactive

and non- active)

Lead time (preparation)
to dismantling of
technological systems
(option 1)

- pre-dismantling decontamination
- preparation of an auxiliary systems for dismantling
- dismantling
- post-dismantling decontamination
- treatment, conditioning, transport and storage of waste

Safe enclosure
(options 2, 3,4)

- performance and maintenance of equipment (ventilation, drainage
system etc.)

- check of barrier's state
- radiological control
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Total dismantling
(option I)

- pre dismantling decontamination of equipment
- dismantling
- post dismantling decontamination
- decontamination of building's surfaces
- demolition of buildings
- treatment, conditioning, transport and storage of waste (radioactive

and non-active)
Total dismantling
of safe enclosure
(options 2, 3, 4, 5)

- dismantling of equipment
- post dismantling decontamination
- decontamination of building's surfaces
- demolition of buildings
- treatment, conditioning, transport and storage of waste

(radioactive and non-active)

At the same time, the expected activities have been specified and the following initial
preconditions have been defined:
a) Vl-NPP decommissioning will be carried out simultaneously by V2-NPP operation
b) Firstly, the technological processes and equipment already existing on site will be used

for treatment and conditioning of radwaste from Vl-NPP decommissioning. The specific
character of waste will require additional techniques (high pressure compaction and
melting of metallic materials).

c) The majority of radwaste from Vl-NPP decommissioning final disposal is envisaged in
final disposal facility for low and intermediate level activity waste in Mochovce (i.e. that
RAW will comply with established criteria).

d) Special deep disposal facility construction is envisaged for high level waste not disposable
in regional disposal facility.

e) Significant amount of radwaste from Vl-NPP decommissioning will be suitable for free
release into environment (exemption from control for unrestricted use). The following
limits have been used for free release of materials:

- specific activity: <0,l Bq/g for beta gamma
- surface activity: 0,4 Bq/cm2, for beta, gamma

0,04 Bq/cm2 for alpha
f) Material with specific activity 0 , 1 - 3 Bq/g is designated for disposal on a communal

controlled storage site

g) Price level of 1990 - 1991 was used for cost estimates of individual decommissioning
phases, discount is not taken into account.

A detailed "scenario" i.e. sequence for performing of single accounted activities within every
option or phase of NPP decommissioning have been developed.
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The following technological processes have been taken into account in the "scenario":

Decontamination of technological equipment and operational areas will be performed by
common technological procedures and technical means using:

Dismantling of technological equipment will be performed, in dependence on dismantled
equipment, by using the known technologies, resp. technical means, including remotely
controlled manipulators (particularly for reactor dismantling).

Current processes and technical means are supposed to be used for demolition of buildings.

Primary liquid radioactive wastes (waste water) will be treated by using of the operational
equipment. Two bituminization plants, each of capacity 120 dm3.h~' are considered to be used
for liquid radioactive waste treatment. Cementation capacity approximately 500 dm3.h"' is
supposed to be as a complementary technology. The fragmentation, low pressure compaction,
high pressure compaction, incineration, remelting are the considered technologies for solid
radioactive waste treatment
Processing of non-active waste arising from demolition is considered by using a mobile
recycling plant (fragmentation - size reduction, compaction, shredding).

For transport and disposal of RAW the drum of 200 dm3 volume, fibre-concrete container,
ingots from melting and suitable transport container (transport for disposal) are considered.

The characteristic parameters have been determined for each particular activity considered
within a given "scenario" of NPP decommissioning.
Total characteristic parameters for a given option have been obtained by summarising of all
introduced parameters for all activities within a given option. In addition to this fundamental
time relations have been determined between single activities and total time schedule have
been developed for realisation of a given option.

COMPARISON OF OPTIONS

Basic characteristic parameters determined by the described way for all five considered
options of VI-NPP decommissioning are summarised in the Table 2.
Parameters in the Table 2 practically characterise each option. But they are not sufficient for
complex comparison and choice of the most convenient option, because they do not
characterise other important facts such as:
hazard of radiological accidents, radiological consequences of eventual accidents,
requirements for technical means, availability of technical means, continuity of manpower
utilisation etc.

Besides this, it is necessary to realise, that not all aspects, which have to be considered during
the final choice of the most convenient decommissioning option, can be unambiguously
quantified. Those are the reasons why a process of multi-attribute analysis was used while
seven kinds of attributes were determined: safety, ecological, technical&economic, possibility
for realisation, RAW amount, legislative.
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The performed evaluation gives a result, that the most convenient Vl-NPP
decommissioning option is the option No. 3. - starting the dismantling and building
demolition immediately after final shutdown except the hermetic areas, which will be in the
safe enclosure during 70 years period and they will be decommissioned only after this period.

On the basis of results of "Vl-NPP decommissioning design study" the option No.3. has been
accepted as a base of Vl-NPP decommissioning strategy. The extent of safe enclosure
(duration: 70 years) involves the following technological equipment (systems) of Vl-NPP:
reactor, steam generators, primary circuit piping, main circulating pumps and main isolation
valves of the primary circuit, pressuriser system, spraying system, emergency makeup
system of the primary circuit.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PRODUCTION

The treatment and conditioning of RAW arising from preparation of safe enclosure will be
carried out using the available technologies according the type of waste. Conditioned
radioactive wastes will be transported in suitable transport containers to the near surface
disposal at Mochovce site.
Safe enclosure decommissioning would be carried out most likely in the second half of 21st
century. The approaches to RAW management and also the technological means at that time
can be considerably different as ones at the present time. Whatever prediction is very difficult
and uncertain. From these reasons and with regard to comparison, the same approaches and
using the same technological equipment are considered as in the period of the preparation of
safe enclosure.
Non-radioactive wastes which will not be usable will be stored on the controlled municipal
storage site.

Final shutdown
The same final shutdown activity is supposed for all analysed options. Activities associated
with the safe reactor shutdown and cooldown, with the fuel campaign finishing, with the spent
fuel discharging from the reactor into the spent fuel pool and with the successive transient to
the subsequent decommissioning phase are performed during this phase. Duration of the final
shutdown phase is supposed about to be 3 years.
Operational radioactive waste accumulated during the whole operation of the NPP-V1 will
begin to be processed after supposed shutdown of the reactor.

Lead time to decommissioning of the NPP-V1
This second phase of the NPP-V1 decommissioning (lead time to decommissioning or safe
enclosure and safe enclosure itself) includes the following main activities: fuel transport out of
the unit, necessary decontamination, preparation of auxiliary premises for decommissioning,
dismantling of equipment which will not be in the safe enclosure, demolition of unnecessary
buildings and parts of buildings which will not be included in the safe enclosure, creation of
barriers for safe enclosure, check and contingent maintenance of barriers during safe
enclosure. In addition to this, the accumulated RAW are processed during this phase (like
during the phase of final shutdown).
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The NPP decommissioning
During this phase the total dismantling of the NPP will be performed, i.e. decommissioning to
the 3rd stage according to the IAEA classification and release of the site for other unrestricted
use.

DOSE EVALUATION

Only the influence of external exposure was considered when evaluating the staff dose
because it was supposed that special measures will be taken to limit the internal contamination
of staff to a minimum during all activities. The contribution of individual activities to the total
dose is evident from the Table 3.

CONCLUSION

The NPP-V1 decommissioning RAW represent an important problem which has to be
regarded when preparing the basic policy of RAW management in the Slovak Republic.

Total quantity of RAW arising from the NPP-VI decommissioning is higher than the quantity
of RAW produced during the whole operation period.

Time delay of reactor decommissioning according to the option with safe stored hermetic area
does not cancel the problem of necessary deep disposal of arisen RAW. On the other hand it
occurs apparent that without built-up deep disposal facility it is not possible to realise the full
site release in any of the NPP-V1 decommissioning option.

Until a deep disposal facility is built-up, each option of the NPP-V1 decommissioning has to
be finished by a temporary reactor safe store at the site of given NPP or elsewhere.

A final date of VI-NPP final shutdown have not been determined till now. Elaborated
documentation and continuing activities in this field represent good base for the timely and
complex preparation of VI-NPP decommissioning. First of all, the following items are
considered:

• the provision of necessary financial means,
• the provision of necessary technical means,
• the solution of social aspects,
• the treatment and safe disposal of RAW arising from decommissioning,

by taking into account the last knowledge and experience from the similar NPP
decommissioning abroad.

On the second hand the experience gained up to the present time from elaboration of the VI-
NPP decommissioning documentation will be effectively utilised during preparation of the
basic programme for V2-NPP and constructed Mochovce NPP decommissioning in
accordance with IAEA recommendations.
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Table 2. Basic parameters characterising the Vl-NPP decommissioning according to
considered options

Parameter
Total decontaminated
surface [m2]
Quantity of liquid RAW
(concentrate) [ m3]
Quantity of solid RAW from
dismantling [t]
Quantity of radioactive steel
from demolition [t]
Quantity of other RAW
from demolition [m3]
Quantity of material released
into the environment [t]
Total working capacity [man-day]

Total collective dose
equivalent [mSv]

Total costs [mil. Sk]
- incl. the cost for operation
of protective storage [mil. Sk]

Total duration of
decommissioning [years]

Option
No.l

345 760

1 820

9 580

135

747

21 500

679 770

42 983

6 223,2

0

19

Option
No. 2

245 990

1 820

9 580

118

747

21500

554 350

16 383

6 166,9

19,6

89

Option
No. 3

333 650

1 870

4 660

91

555

25 600

546 692

3 126

6 523,3

203

94

Option
No. 4

345 760

1 280

3 960

69

432

25 240

520 725

1759

6 208,6

274

94

Option
No. 5

31061

910

2 830

125

26 370

498 636

611

6 848,9

1253

95

Table 3. Expected values of collective dose equivalent during the period
of preparation of safe enclosure and the decommissioning of safe enclosure

Type of activity

Pre-dismantling decontamination
Dismantling
Post-dismantling decontamination
Conditioning of liquid RAW
Conditioning of dismantled material
Transport and disposal of RAW
Other activities
Equipment dismantling (including reactor)
Transp.& treatment/conditioning of dismantled material
Post-dismantling decontamination
Treatment/conditioning of liquid RAW
Transport and disposal of RAW
T o t a l

KDE [man.mSv]
Preparation

phase
231
1540
205
59

385
53

220

2693

Decommiss.
phase

220
1940
560
60
60
50

2890
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NPP KRSKO DECOMMISSIONING CONCEPT
M. Novsak, K.Fink, J. Spiler

NPP Krsko, Slovenia

ABSTRACT - At the end of the operational lifetime of a nuclear power plant (NPP) it is
necessary to take measures for the decommissioning as stated in different international
regulations and also in the national Slovenian law. Based on these .requirements Slovenian
authorities requested the development of a site specific decommissioning plan for the NPP
KRSKO.

In September 1995, the Nuklearna Elektrarna Krsko (NEK) developed' a site specific scope
and content for decommissioning plan including the assumptions for determination of the
decommissioning costs. The NEK Decommissioning Plan contains sufficient information to
fUlfill the decommissioning requirements identified by NRC, IAEA and OECD - NEA
regulations. In this paper the activities and results of development of NEK Decommissioning
Plan consisting of the development of three decommissioning strategies for the NPP Krsko and
selection of the most suitable strategy based on site specific, social, technical, radiological and
economical aspects, cost estimates for the strategies including the costs for construction of
final disposal facilities for fuel/high level waste (fuel/HLW) and low/intermediate level waste
(LLW/ILW) and scheduling all activities necessary for the decommissioning of the NPP
KRSKO are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Decommissioning, as defined for nuclear facilities, is a set of activities taken at the end of the
facility's operating life to ensure the continued protection of the public from any residual
radioactivity or other potential hazards present in the facility. Dismantling of the retired nuclear
power plant was always considered a part of the successful implementation of a nuclear
energy. Until now more then 70 nuclear facilities were decommissioned in various countries
worldwide. Based on the accumulated experience, decommissioning of nuclear power plants is
considered technically matured undertaking. The legal and technological framework for plant
decommissioning is already in place and tested, although further improvements and
enhancement are expected in the future.

SELECTION OF DECOMMISSIONING STRATEGIES AND SCENARIOS

The development and selection of appropriate strategies for the decommissioning of the NPP
Krsko is executed in two steps:

- The selection of basic strategies based on international standards and experiences

- The definition and selection of scenarios within the strategies, considering '
exemption levels, occupational exposure limits, waste management etc.
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The main criteria for the selection of an appropriate decommissioning strategy for the NPP
Krsko are the international definitions and experiences given in Table I.

Table 1: International Decommissioning Strategies

IAEA Definitions
Stage 1

Stage 2
Stage 3

Systems and components are closed, all barriers are kept in a state appropriate
to the remaining hazard
Systems and components which can be easy dismantled are removed
All radioactive inventory is removed, the residual contamination has been
reduced below regulatory limits

US Decommissioning Strategies
DECON

SAFSTOR

ENTOMB

Immediate removal of the complete radioactive inventory, the residual
contamination has been reduced below release limits
Removal of the radioactive inventory after a safe storage period of 30 to 50
years, the residual contamination has been reduced below release limits
Enclosure of the radioactive inventory in a monolithic concrete structure for a
period of 100 to 300 years, after entombment the enclosed components are non-
radioactive

German Decommissioning Strategies
Immediate
Dismantling
Later
Dismantling

Immediate removal of the complete radioactive inventory, also the buildings are
removed
Removal of the radioactive inventory after a safe storage period of 30 years,
also the buildings are removed

Every strategy include some more aspects of the national conditions and requirements of the
Republic of Slovenia and the technical, radiological and economical influences. This aspects
are valid for all decommissioning strategies and called "scenarios". The legal requirements and
licensing basis for the NPP Krsko decommissioning plan are presented in the law of Republic
of Slovenia supported by international guidelines, standards and industry practice. Regulatory
rules are needed to control the impacts of decommissioning to the environment and define
acceptable limits to man and society. Regulations exist or are still under development to
control these effects. International recommendations for exemption levels are given in the
IAEA Safety Series No. 89 and the EC Radiation Protection No. 43. Detailed site release
criteria or specific exemption levels in terms of radioactivity contents have so far not been
established in most countries. Hence most decommissioning plans are still based on
assumptions in this respect.

Protection of workers is an important consideration particularly in keeping with the principle of
"As Low As Reasonable Achievable" (ALARA) for exposure reduction. The regulatory dose
limits for the.workers at nuclear power plants are similar in most countries and corresponding
to the ICRP recommendation of 50 mSv/year.
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In the Republic Slovenia the Agency for Radwaste Management is responsible for the
establishment of the general strategy for fuel/HLW- and LLW/lLW-management. Regarding
the spent fuel management an overview of the international practice and an analysis of the
existing possibilities in Slovenia have been completed resulting in some studies. The conclusion
provided by these studies was that at present the reprocessing of the spent fuel from NPP
Krsko is not considered as an optimal solution for a country with such a small nuclear program
as ii ii HI î .cpu'u!ic of Slovenia. The direct disposal of spent fuel and with this a deferred
solution has been recommended.

The decommissioning gives rise to a considerable amount of radioactive waste. At nuclear
power plants most of this is usually low-level waste, but a comparatively small amount of
intermediate-level waste (e.g. Rx vessel internals) is also produced. One of the most important
factors affecting decommissioning strategies and costs are the treatment, handling and final
disposal of the radioactive materials and waste.

Based on the specific radiological and economical conditions and requirements of the Republic
of Slovenia, the following three strategies are selected:

• STRATEGY IMMEDIATE DISMANTLING (SID) - The SID gives a result depending on
the highest level of radioactivity and dose rates. The site is useable as fast as possible.

• STRATEGY LATER DISMANTLING (SLD) - The SLD shows the influence of the
radiation decay to the dismantling work. The SLD includes a safe storage period of some
decades. In this period an operating expenditure is necessary. Comparing the SLD to the
SID lower cost for the dismantling are assumed (based on the lower level of radioactivity)
but the expenses during the safe enclosure period are additional to the dismantling cost.

• STRATEGY ENTOMBMENT (SET) - The meaning of the SET in this study is to use the
advantage of a decay period of some decades preventing the operating expenditure of the
SLD. The entombment is terminated after the same time like the SLD safe enclosure period.
The difference to the SLD is spending more expenditure on the preparation of the
entombment than on the preparation for the safe enclosure but to prevent the operating
expenditure in the decay period.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

A cost calculation is understandable and repeatable if the boundary conditions and assumptions
are well defined. For this purpose the main assumptions (in addition to already given
statements) are listed below:

• The decommissioning of the plant is planned for the year 2023.
• At the beginning of decommissioning activities all systems and installations on site necessary

for the execution of decommissioning are in an operable condition.
• Parts and materials exposed to neutron radiation during operation are activated and

contaminated. All other non-activated parts and materials from the controlled area are
assumed to be contaminated unless control measurements reveal that there is no
contamination above the release limits.

• Requirements pertaining to licensing procedure are based on the US NRC 10 CFR
Regulations and Slovenian laws.
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• In the strategy "Later" Dismantling" a common license for the preparation for safe enclosure
and for the safe enclosure period itself is applied. The same holds true for the preparation of
entombment and the entombment period.

• The documents to be submitted for obtaining the license represent the total plan for the
decommissioning. After the issue of the license a detailed documentation of the
decommissioning phases according to the supervisory proceedings of nuclear law is
submitted to the authorities.

• The demolition of the controlled area buildings is executed after the decommissioning of the
controlled area. All other buildings are demolished parallel to the decommissioning
activities.

• The non-radioactive concrete arising from the demolition of buildings can be recycled.
Foundations are also removed. As much as possible of the non-radioactive concrete is used
to fill up the pits.

• For the purpose of the study is assumed that the work is carried out by the plant personnel
as much as possible. For other tasks external Slovenian companies are taken into account.

• The price level of the estimated cost is Dec. 31, 1995.
• The exemption levels are assumed based on the recommendation of the European

Commission (EC Radiation Protection Recommendation No. 43).
• The occupational dose limits are regulated in Slovenia based on the "ALARA" principle.
• The spent final disposal is in a deep geological repository with a depth of about 500 m.
• The spent fuel is packaged in copper/steel canisters like the Swedish model. The costs for

the construction of the final repository for spent fuel are estimated on the calculated
Swedish and the German repository costs. For storing the Krsko fuel a five year operating
period of the final disposal is estimated. The final disposal is closed after the Krsko fuel are
stored.

• For the theoretical case "no final disposal is available at the time of decommissioning the
Krsko plant" a cost sensitivity analysis for a temporary storage period is generated like
follows: The fuel elements are dry packaged in cast iron casks (e.g. German CASTOR cask)
and stored in a external storage facility. For the temporary storage a period of 20 years is
assumed. At the end of the temporary storage period the fuel elements have to be
repackaged into final disposal canisters. After re-packaging of the fuel elements the cast
iron casks are decontaminated and can be reused or recycled. The interim storage facility is
decommissioned after the final disposal of the fuel elements.

• Operational LL-/IL-waste and treated operating media are packaged in 200 1 drums and
TTC's, solid decommissioning LL-/IL-waste in 10 foot container, treated liquid
decommissioning LL-/IL-waste in 200 I drums and TTC's and decommissioning secondary
LL-/IL-waste in 200 1 drums and TTC's

• To reduce the amount of intermediate level waste to be stored the Rx-internals, the Rx and
the high contaminated components will be stored on site for a period of 60 to 100 years. At
the end of the storage period the components can be handled and cut manually, expensive
remote controlled techniques are not necessary.

• One near surface disposal for LLW/ILW and one deep geological disposal for fuel/HLW are-
assumed

• Two near surface disposals for LLW/ILW and two deep geological disposals for fuel/HLW
(Slovenia and Croatia) are assumed for sensitivity analysis purposes

The amount of labor necessary for decommissioning and dismantling of the plant is calculated
by STILLKO 2 for each working package. On the basis of the assumed local radiation levels,
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the required number of personnel in the controlled area and the required duration, the total
exposure to radiation of the personnel is determined.

RESULTS

Based on definitions of strategies and scenarios, the costs for the three decommissioning
strategies are calculated as absolute values (Table 2). The price level for the calculation is Dec.
31, 1995. For all three strategies the cost for planning and construction of the final repository
is estimated at 293 MioDM and the post-operational fuel handling cost at 1 52.8 MioDM.

Table 2: Main Results

Total cost
Cost in the POP
except fuel
LL-IL-Waste repository: planning, con-
struction and operation cost
Melting facility: planning, construction
and operation cost
Waste managemeni LLW/ILW
including decay storage
Decommissioning cost
Duration of decom. activities
Total duration including storage
Man-power of decommissioning
activities (except External Pre-
paration for final disposal)
Expected occupational exposure-
for decommissioning activities

Immediate
Dismantling-

295.0 MioDM
74.0 MioDM

71.0 MioDM

12.2 MioDM

49.1 MioDM

88.7 MioDM
13.75 year
95.5 year

5075 man-year

8.2 Sv

Later
Dismantling

339.0 MioDM
74.0 MioDM

71.0 MioDM

12.2 MioDM

22.7 MioDM

159.1 MioDM
6.4 year
96 year

5258 man-vear

2.4 Sv

Entombment

244.5 MioDM
74.0 MioDM

71.0 MioDM

12.2 MioDM

8.2 MioDM

79.1 MioDM
10.4 year
163.7 year

4178 man-year

2.7 Sv

The results of the mass distribution with respect to the individual decommissioning strategies
have shown that the radioactive LL-/ILwastes are in each case less than 4% of the total mass.

Related to the radiological and safety aspects the- following advantages are given:

- The surveillance and the supervision of the decay storage in the SID gives a better confidence
as the entombed concrete block in the SET. The safe enclosure period generates the highest
expenses because the building structures, the systems and components remain in the original
state and have to be maintained.

- All decay storage periods can be terminated if technical, economical or political requirements-
are satisfied. In such a case the expenses of the SID decay storage are the lowest because only
the stored components have to be removed. The termination of the safe enclosure period and
of the entombment period need a lot of additional expenses and the advantage of this strategies
(using the nuclear decay) is lost.
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- The expected occupational exposure for the personnel is observed the highest with the SID
and the lowest with the SLD.

Risks in Costs nnd Sensitivity Analyses

The cost calculation for the decommissioning of the NPP Krsko is based on some assumptions
for the decommissioning strategy and the decommissioning scenarios. Since the project is far
away in the future it is probable that the designed conditions do not occur in the supposed
form. For the most important assumptions the risks in cost are shown in Table 3. below:

Table 3: Risks in costs

Risk Factor
Temporary storage of fuel
Two repositories (Slo/Cro)

Temporary storage of LL-/IL-
waste
Two repositories (Slo/Cro)

Contingency in fuel disposal
cost
Contingency in LL-/IL-waste
disposal cost
Longer decay storage period
Longer safe enclosure period
Recycling not possible after
decay storage period
Wages

Assumptions
100 Castor Casks,20 years storage
60% of calculated costs for one re-
pository and then doubled for two
separate repositories:
- planning: from 57 to 68,4
MioDM
- construction: from 220 to
264 MioDM
- operation: from 16 to 19,2
MioDM
- total: from 293 to 351,6 MioDM
Planning, construction and
operation
80% of calculated costs for one re-
pository and then doubled for two
separate repositories:
- planning: from 14 to 22,4
MioDM
- construction: from 50 to 80
MioDM
- operation: from 7 to 11,2
MioDM
- total: from 71 to 113,6 MioDM
+ 50 o/o of total costs (293
MioDM)
+ 50% of total costs (71 MioDM)

Increase from 80 to 120 years
Increase from 80 to 120 years
Disposal as low level waste

10% increase

Additional Cost
225 MioDM
59 MioDM

12 MioDM

43 MioDM

146,5 MioDM

35,5 MioDM

16 MioDM
8 MioDM
0.8 MioDM

5.8 -8.5 MioDM
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The above mentioned possible risks in the estimated costs give a good example how important
are the boundary conditions of a decommissioning project relating to the costs. The sensitivity
analyses are considering the cost categories with the strongest influence on the
decommissioning costs.

From this point of view it is recognizable that the decision about a final repository is the most
important factor. It is necessary to decide about this point as early as possible to minimize the
elements of uncertainty relating to (order of list has no reference to importance), e.g.: number
of repositories, type and size of the repository, necessary cutting of dismantled components,
casks and containers, radioactive inventory of casks and containers, dose rates at surfaces of
parts to be disposed off (e.g. containers or complete components, other acceptance
requirements of the-repository.

CONCLUSIONS

In the NIS study three decommissioning strategies for the decommissioning of the NPP Krsko
are defined and described. The feasibility on the state-of-the-art is shown for all three
strategies, so for the recommendation of an optimal strategy now following criteria have to be
taken into account:

Radiological and safety aspects
Costs and economical aspects and
Political aspects.

All calculated strategies and scenarios are optimized to minimize radioactive waste generation.
This will be provided by using mechanical cutting techniques to avoid aerosols, using only
mechanical decontamination techniques to avoid acids and other agents as liquid secondary
waste, dismantling of complete components as large as possible, utilizing the decay of the
radionuclides before the components are disposed. The costs and economical aspects are
discussed relating to manpower, duration, social effects and site aspects.

Taking into account the total costs and the total manpower there are no big differences in the
results. But in the SID and in the SET the finances are needed earlier then in the strategy SLD
(after the 80 years of the storage period). In the SID and SET the decommissioning activities
are carried out by the NEK personnel using the experience and the procedures of the former
operation. So the staff of the NPP Krsko could be employed for a period of more than 15 years
after the final shut-down. The site of Krsko is useable earliest in the SID and the SET except
the storage building respectively the remaining entombment concrete block. The operating
costs of the safe enclosure period are the highest of all three strategies. Additional risk in the
operating costs is given if more maintenance activities would be necessary.

Based on the calculation results of this study one repository for all wastes (fuel/HLW and
LLW/ILW) is recommended available prior to the commencement date of decommissioning.

FINALLY, TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION ALL THE ABOVE MENTIONED
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IMMEDIATE DISMANTLING STRATEGY SEEMS TO
BE THE MOST FEASIBLE OPTION FOR THE NPP KRSKO DECOMMISSIONING.
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ABSTRACT

Multilateral international agreements have defined the framework of behavior and
cooperation in various fields and aspects of peaceful use of nuclear energy. Thus, obligations
have been defined in the following areas: nonproliferation of nuclear weapons, physical
protection of nuclear material, liability for nuclear damage, nuclear safety, early notification
about a nuclear accident and assistance in case of nuclear accident. Obligations regarding
radioactive waste management should be defined soon.

This paper gives a review of obligations from particular agreements with a special
emphasis on those which are being realized through mutual cooperation of concerned
countries and are important for safe use of nuclear energy.

1. INTRODUCTION

The short history of nuclear energy usage very efficiently shows its international impact
through import and export of nuclear materials and equipment, their international transport,
but most of all through the fact that consequences of nuclear accident do not stop at borders;
Nuclear risk is international one.

Those facts have initiated comprehensive worldwide nuclear cooperation among
countries. Today we can speak about a network of international agreements (treaties,
conventions) whose aim is to minimize hazardous effects of ionizing radiation as a natural
attendant of nuclear technology. The most important agreements from the safety point of view
are:

- CONVENTION ON THE PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL (1980)
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- CONVENTION ON EARLY NOTIFICATION OF A NUCI.I;AR ACCIDENT (1986)

- CONVENTION ON ASSISTANCE IN THE CASE OF A NUCLEAR ACCIDENT OR

RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY (1986)

- CONVENTION OF NUCLEAR SAFETY (1994)

- CONVENTION ON THE SAFETY OF RADOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT (IN

NEGOTIATION)

The International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna (IAEA) plays various significant roles in
facilitating their implementation, and for all of them the Director General of IAEA has a
depository function.

Besides those, safety-related conventions, the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons (1968) and the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage
(1963) also have an important role in international nuclear co-operation. Regarding the third
party liability there are also, so-called, Paris Convention and Joint Protocol.

This article concentrates mostly on the nuclear safety aspects of international nuclear
co-operation reviewing the provisions of particular agreements.

2. CONVENTION ON PHYSICAL PROTECTION
OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL

The Convention on Physical Protection of Nuclear Material was opened for signature
on March 3, 1980, and entered into force on February 8, 1987. As of July 1995 there were 53
parties to the Convention (52 States and EUROATOM). The Republic of Croatia has become
party of this convention by notification of the succession in September 1992 with effect of
October 1991.

Nuclear material for the purpose of this Convention means plutonium (except that
with concentration of plutonium-238 more then 80%), uranium-233, uranium enriched in
isotope 235 and 233, mixture of uranium isotopes as occurring in nature other than in the form
of ore or ore-residue and any material containing one or more of the foregoing (Art. 1). Annex
II as a part of the Convention classifies each type of nuclear material according to its quantity.

The Convention shall apply to nuclear material used for peaceful purpose while in
international transport and while in domestic use, storage and transport (Art. 2). Each State
Party shall take appropriate steps to ensure that certain category of nuclear material is
protected at the levels described in Annex I for storage and transportation (Art. 3).

Article 4 talks about obligations of the State Party not to allow exporting, importing,
transiting or inland transporting of nuclear material before receiving assurance that it will be
protected. Receiving the assurance means to cooperate with other countries involved in certain
international transport. Therefore Article 5 defines that State Parties must identify and make
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known to each other (directly or through IAEA) their central authority and point of contacts
having responsibility for physical protection of nuclear material.

Cooperation of State Parties (mutual or with states that are not parties) is very
important for recovery and response operations in the event of any unauthorized removal
(theft, robbery), use or alteration of nuclear material or in the event of credible threat thereof.
State Parties shall also co-operate and consult with each other with a view to obtain guidance
on the design, maintenance and improvement of system of physical protection of nuclear
material in international transport.

Regarding Article 5 IAEA periodically reviews a list of contact points, as provided by
States, Parties or non Parties, and distributes it to all States and relevant international
organizations. The last one is referenced as "phyprout.wpf 1996-07-04".

The Convention also talks about confidentiality (Art. 6) and punishment of the offenses
(Art. 7-14),

3. CONVENTION ON EARLY NOTIFICATION
OF A NUCLEAR ACCIDENT

The Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident was adopted by General
Conference of IAEA at a special session in September 1986 and entered into force on October
27, 1986. 72 states and three organizations had as of July 31, 1995, consented to be bound by
the Convention.he Republic of Croatia has become party of this convention by notification of
the succession in September 1992 with effect of October 1991.

This Convention shall apply in the event of any accident on facilities or activities from
which a release of radioactive material occurs or is likely to occur and which has resulted or
may result in an international transboundary release that could be of radiological safety
significance for another State. The referred facilities and activities practically include all kinds
of nuclear facilities as well as all kinds of activities with radioisotopes (Art. 1). In the event of
an accident State Party shall forthwith notify, directly or through IAEA, those States which are
or may be affected and IAEA of the nuclear accident, its nature, the time of its occurrence and
its exact location and promptly provide the States and IAEA with such available information
relevant to minimizing the radiological consequences in those States (Art. 2). The information
to be provided are defined in Art. 5.

The cooperation between the states is here related to the early notification and prompt
information about the accidents. In order to fulfill that, the most important are competent
authorities and points of contacts in each State Party. Therefore, each State Party shall make
known to the IAEA and to the other State Parties its competent authorities and point of
contact responsible for issuing and receiving the notification and the information. IAEA shall
maintain an up-date list of such national authorities and points of contact and shall provide it
to State Parties and Member States (Art. 7).
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The Convention encourages State Parties to. in furtherance of their mutual interest.
where deemed appropriate, conclude bilateral or multilateral arrangements relating to the
subject matter of the Convention (Art. 9). Many countries, neighbours and others, did it with
intention to prepare and install more precise and full structure which shall give and accept the
information regarding nuclear accidents. The Republic of Croatia is currently preparing
arrangements with Slovenia. Hungary and Italy.

4. CONVENTION ON ASSISTANCE IN THE CASE
OF A NUCLEAR ACCIDENT OR RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY

The Convention on Assistance in the Case of Nuclear Accident or Radiological
Emergency was also adopted by General Conference IAEA at the special session in September
1986 and entered into force on February 28, 1987. The Republic of Croatia has become a
party of this convention by notification of succession in September 1992 with effect of
October 1991. As of July 31. 1995 - 68 States and three organizations had consented to be
bound by the Convention.

The States Parties shall co-operate between themselves and with IAEA in accordance
with the provisions of this Convention to facilitate prompt assistance in the event of a nuclear
accident or radiological emergency in order to minimize its consequences and to protect life,
property and environment from effects of radioactive releases. To facilitate such cooperation
States Parties may agree on bilateral or multilateral arrangements. IAEA should use its best
endeavors to promote, facilitate and support such cooperation between States Parties (Art. 1).
Furthermore, the Convention deals with provision of assistance (Art. 2), direction and control
of assistance (Art. 3), competent authorities and point of contacts (Art. 4), functions of IAEA
(Art. 5), confidentiality and public assessments (Art. 6), reimbursement of cost (Art. 7),
privileges, immunities and facilities (Art. 8), transit of personnel, equipment and property (Art.
9), claims and compensation (Art. 10), termination of assistance (Art. I I) and other
conventional provisions.

IAEA periodically revises a list of points of contacts and competent authorities for the
early notification and assistance conventions, so called EMERCON list, and distributes it to all
States and relevant international organizations. The last one was distributed by the IAEA letter
referenced asN5.55.2 Circ. from January 17, 1996.

5. CONVENTION ON NUCLEAR SAFETY

The Convention on Nuclear Safety was adopted on June 17, 1994, opened for
signature on September 20, 1994 and will enter into force on October 24, 1996. The Republic
of Croatia deposited the instalment of ratification of the Convention on April 18, 1996. Up to
July 26, 1996, 24 other States did the same.
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The objectives of this Convention are: to achieve and maintain a high level of nuclear
safety worldwide through the enhancement of national measures and international cooperation
including safety-related technical cooperation; to establish and maintain effective defenses in
nuclear installations against potential hazards in order to protect individuals; to prevent
accidents with radiological consequences and to mitigate such consequences should they occur
(Art. 1). The Convention shall apply to the safety of any land-based civil nuclear power plant
including facilities on the same site which are directly related to the operation of the nuclear
power plant (Art. 2-3).

As obligations the Convention stipulates practically all the safety fundamental
requirements known from safety series IAEA No. 1 10 (Art. 7-19: legislative and regulatory
framework; regulatory body; responsibility of license holder; priority to safety; financial and
human resources; human factor; quality assurance; assessment and verification of safety;
radiation protection; emergency preparedness; siting; design and construction; operation).
Each Contracting Party shall submit for review a report on the measures it has taken to
implement each of obligations of the Convention (Art. 5). For reviewing the reports
Contracting Parties shall hold review meetings with opportunity to discuss the reports
submitted by other Contracting Parties (Art. 20), and adopt and make available to the public a
document addressing issues discussed and conclusions reached during the meeting (Art 25).

The review itself is going to be so called peer review - exchange of opinions between
experts, colleagues, in various fields. The report and peer review system is something new in
international law practice, oriented more towards co-operation among Contracting Parties, far
from any confrontation as in some other multilateral agreements.

6. CONVENTION ON THE SAFETY OF
RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

This Convention is still under discussion by a Group of Legal and Technical Experts
formed pursuant to the decision of IAEA General Conference. The work of the Group resulted
in the Fourth Working Draft (June, 1996) which is going to serve as the basis for discussion at
the fifth meeting of the Group scheduled for November 1996. The Group agreed that the
Convention on Nuclear Safety should be the model for a "sister" convention on radioactive
waste safety, meaning that practically all the requirements known as fundamental principles of
radioactive waste management (IAEA Safety Series No. I l l -F) will become mandatory. State
Parties will report on implementation of those requirements and mutually review the reports
on review meetings.

It is still uncertain whether the convention will include the spent fuel management and
military source waste. The most interesting topics in further discussion will also be:
transboundary movement of radioactive waste, discharges of radioactivity as well as sealed
sources treatment.
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7. CONCLUSION

International orientation in using nuclear energy today is arranged by numerous
international agreements. Among these, a group of so called safety related conventions has
major significance; it covers physical protection of nuclear material, early notification in case
of a nuclear accident, nuclear safety and safe management of radioactive waste. By
implementing those conventions the states which are parties to them try to enhance measures
for prevention of nuclear accidents, or mitigation of their harmful consequences. These
agreements determine frameworks and means of mutual cooperation of states parties.

Cooperation, particularly regional one and cooperation between neighbouring
countries, is the only way of creating conditions for further safer usage of nuclear energy.
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Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), through the sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Energy,
has been implementing a number of cooperative programs related to nuclear reactor safety with
countries located in Central Europe. This technical cooperation was initiated in 1991, has increased
in scope, and is expected to continue within the limits of the available funding. Currently, programs
are active in the following countries: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Lithuania, and the Slovak
Republic. This paper will provide an overview of the programs in each country; in addition,
activities related to transfer of technologies in the areas of nuclear reactor analyses and operating
power plant staff training facilities will be described in detail.

One of the first programs initiated by BNL involved the development and implementation of a
computer system for the analysis of reactor transient events for the staff of the Committee For
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy located in Sofia Bulgaria. This computer system, known as the
Nuclear Plant Analyzer (NPA), included a workstation platform, the RELAP5/MOD2 computer
software, graphics software for the development of animated output displays and interactive input
devices, and a computer model for a VVER-440/V230 reactor (representative of Kozloduy Units 3
and 4). The NPA system is used for the training of power plant personnel, the development and
verification of reactor operating procedures, and the analysis of various anticipated operational
occurrences and accident scenarios. This cooperative program with the Bulgarian specialists has
included training in the theory and application of the RELAP5 computer code, training in the
development of NPA displays and interactive initiators, joint development of the computer model
for the Kozloduy power plant, and technical assistance in the analysis of various reactor transient
occurrences. More recent program accomplishments include the development of a VVER-1000
reactor model for use with the RELAP5 code and the NPA system. This model was completed by
two Bulgarian specialists working with BNL staff in the U.S. and will be used for staff training,
procedure verification, and transient analysis of the Kozloduy WER-1000's.

Based on the success of the Bulgarian NPA program, plant analyzer programs were initiated in
Slovakia and Lithuania. In Slovakia, an NPA representing the WER-440/V230 located at Bohunice
is operational at the Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute, Trnava. This computer system was
developed jointly by BNL and Institute technical specialists and has been used for reactor analyses
and power plant procedure verification. In addition, as part of a current cooperative program, the
WER-440 reactor model is being used as part of the development of an advanced training simulator
for the Bohunice power plant staff.

Similarly, in Lithuania an NPA has been implemented for the RBMK-1500 reactor located at the
Ignalina power plant site. This system is currently being used by the technical specialists at the
Lithuanian Energy Institute to support Ignalina plant operation

In summary, this paper will describe the technical activities in each of the Central European
countries where BNL has implemented reactor safety related programs for DOE. This description
will include accomplishments, current programs, and future plans.

* Full contribution not received before September 18, 1996
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Abstract

Medical service is a prerequisite for work license of nuclear installation. Every nuclear

installation incorporate in their safety procedure also medical emergency plan. Usually the

medical emergency plan consists of several degrees of action: 1. First aid, 2. First medical

treatment, 3. Treatment in regional hospital, 4. Treatment in special institution (centre for

radiation medicine).

This paper discusses organization and activities of Centre for Radiation Medicine and

Protection - Clinical Hospital Centre Zagreb. The Centre has admission and triage unit,

decontamination section, observation room and laboratory, dosimetry and radiotoxicology

unit, clinical ward and haematology unit. The Centre is equipped with whole body counter,

shielded bath tub, alpha, beta and gamma counters and dose estimation software. The expert

teams of medical doctors, health physicists, radiochemists, technologists and nurses are

always on call by a pager system.

The Centre has developed close collaboration within the University Hospital, with the Institute

for Radioprotection in Fanteney-aux-Roses, France and with the IAEA. The Centre is

organized according to the internationally accepted regulations, with high level educated staff

and all needed facilities for diagnosing and treatment of overexposed and contaminated

persons. It can therefore offer help in case of accident also to the neighboring countries in.,

education, sending expert teams in case of accident and hospitalization of overexposed

persons.
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In case of nuclear accident medical assistance has an important role. Nuclear accidents

can influence on health not only of the professionals who work with radioactive sources but

also of the population living near nuclear installation and, in case of bigger accidents like

Chernobyl, of the population of great regions. We should also keep in mind that uncritical

use of radioactive sources in diagnostic and therapeutic procedures in medicine can also have

bad influence on the health.

On time detection of radiation injuries, which can be classified as 1) external irradiation 2)

contamination and 3) combined radiation injuries is very important for adequate treatment.

On the national level institution which can manage with overexposed persons should be

recognized. Medical preparedness is only one step in the emergency plan. Each country

should have its own emergency plan in case of nuclear accident, adopted laws, regulations

and rules of particular country. As an example, the emergency plan consists of following

parts:

1. Emergency Co-ordination center

2. Mobile emergency teams

3. Evacuee reception center

4. Public relations center

5. Emergency radiological laboratory

6. Sampling and survey teams

7. Hospital receiving irradiated and contaminated persons

When nuclear accident happens, the first step is first aid. It should be provided by

appropriately trained personnel. Medical personnel from suitable medical centers should also

be readily available according to the emergency plan of the nuclear facility. First medical aid

should be given by medical staff of nearby hospital and is primarily directed at preventing

traumatic injuries from threatening life. It may also include some assessment of contamination

and performance of limited contamination.

Definitive medical care requires hospitalization, medical examination, treatment and

assessment of dose. Medical treatment may be required on the outpatient basis or in the

hospital according to the radiation exposure and injuries involved.
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In case of accidents influencing not only on-site but also off-site population, the extent to

which medical care will be required depends on the size of accident, the level of doses

received and the number of persons affected. If the great number of persons needing medical

treatment are involved, medical care may be difficult and may be less effective in comparison

with the case when only a few persons are affected and can be treated carefully in special

medical facilities. In case when great number of persons are involved, for example more than

several hundreds, first aid should be performed by personnel of emergency services

organization (Civil Defence, Red. Cross, police or other personnel adequately trained). In

such cases medical staff should divide the population into three categories:

1. Persons believed to be free of injuries or radiation exposure

2. Persons with signs of radiation sickness, who should be sent for appropriate treatment.

3. Persons with any radiation sickness and contaminated injuries, who have to be

transported to special clinics.

In our opinion regional hospitals should have emergency plan in case of nuclear accident. In

such plan it must be clearly defined room, equipment and personnel which will be involved

in treatment of overexposed persons. The staff should be properly trained to be competent

to recognize overexposure and contamination and treat this people to the certain level. In our

opinion whole body exposure over 1 Gy must be treated in specialized institution. In case of

severe injuries including trauma, bums, bleeding, obstruction of air-ways, acute radiation

syndrome (ARS) and severe contamination patients should be immediately transported after

first medical aid to the specialized institution for radiation injuries which, are incorporated in

bigger hospital centers with all other needed clinics.

On the national level should exist a list of physicians qualified to treat patients for radiation

sickness and a list of medical support personnel.

Medical staff in the country needs to have:

1. A list of medical facilities situated in their own country and neighboring countries

2. A list of possible centers for specialized treatment.

3. Transport facilities and means of access to them

4. Stocks of commonly used medicaments and chelating substances.
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As an example of such kind of institution, in the following part of this paper

Emergency Center for Radiation Injuries in the Clinical Hospital Center - Zagreb, University

of Zagreb will be described.

An annex building of additional 1500 sqm of room space was constructed next to the

Department of Nuclear Medicine and equipped to serve as a highly specialized Emergency

Center. It consists of four levels used as follows: in the ground floor there are admission and

first triage rooms, decontamination section, observation room and laboratory for taking

biological samples; in the basement there are units forin-vivo dosimetry, cytology and

radiotoxicology; the first floor is entirely dedicated to hematology, especially bone marrow

transplantation with six sterile chambers, having special air-conditioning and ventilation and

all the comfort needed for the patients in isolation; the second floor is organized as a small

clinical ward with six single-bed separation room.

The Center has a specially built Canberra Accuscan shadow-shielded whole body counter

(with NaI(Tl) and HPGe detectors), decontamination rooms with showers, special shielded

bath tub, alpha/beta and gamma counters, whole body scanner, adequate software support

and, even a specially shielded low-temperature mortuary. The expert teams comprising

medical doctors, health physicists, radiochemists, technologists and nurses are always on-call

by a pager system.

Sequence of actions in case of accident are as follows. The first actions after an accidents has

happened are to be taken by the radiation protection personnel at the nuclear power plant.

This will include: first aid, first decontamination (if patient's general condition permits it),

organization of the attended transport and notifying our Medical Emergency Center. The

nurse on duty will fill prepared forms with patient and accident data and immediately call the

medical "doctor who is going to be the head of the expert team and the person in charge for

all activities connected with the acceptance and triage of the patients. At the same time she

will notify the health physicist, technologists and nurses as specified by written procedures.

If there is only one or two not very badly injured persons, the team on duty will manage to

handle them, but in the case of more patients or more severe and combined radiation injuries,

the head of the team will summon all the needed personnel of the Department and make

immediate contacts with other departments of the Clinical Hospital Center Rebro. This means
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that the burns are going to be treated by a specialist for burns and other surgical cases by a

highly qualified surgeon, specialist in that field. In some complicated situations the head of

the team (named the coordinator) will, after consulting the health physicist too, ask for advice

or practical help from other institutions in the town, or even out of the country. The Center

has developed a very good collaboration with L;Institute de Protection ei de Surete Nucieaire

located in Fontenay-aux-Roses (Paris) and IAEA.

In our opinion such kind of institution can serve not only injured persons in accidents on

national level but also on the regional level. These institutions have to be recognized by IAEA

and WHO authorities and can also serve for treatment of patients from neighboring countries.

In case of our institution that would be Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia,

Albania, Bulgaria and Hungary. Collaboration with other countries can be established directly

or through IAEA and WHO.

Our Institution has developed close collaboration with IPSN Fonteney-aux Roses. We have

convention of collaboration signed by director of IPSN and Clinical Hospital Center Zagreb.

We can offer similar convention of collaboration to the countries in our region.

The Center is organized according to the internationally accepted norms and regulations,

including all services essential to offer high level professional medical help to the workers

and other persons who could get incidentally irradiated, contaminated and/or injured during

an accident at the NPP. According to the detailed written procedures, the qualified teams are

able to handle most of the emergencies that could result as a consequence of such a case, but

if needed, the help is granted by the departments of the Clinical Hospital Center Rebro as

well as by other institutions in Zagreb and, even, outside of the country.
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First discussions in 1978 between Framatome and Chinese authorities about the
supply of an NPP were successfully concluded in 1986 by the signature of the supply
contracts (nuclear islands, conventional islands, nuclear fuel assemblies, and project
management assistance) for the Daya Bay NPP. Since then teams of engineers and
technicians from Framatome and other French companies, and from relevant Chinese
institutes and agencies have gotten to know each other better and have deepened their
relationships.

China and France have extended their cooperation into even stronger links, through
the following cooperation agreements, all of them aiming at the Chinese goals
referred to above :

- signature in May 1991 by CNNC and Fragema - a joint subsidiary of Framatomc
and Cogema - of a cooperation agreement relating to the development of PWR fuel
fabrication at Yibin (Sichuan) on the basis of Daya Bay 17x17 AFA fuel. The first
fuel assemblies resulting from this cooperation were sent to Daya Bay in January
1995 as part of the first reload;

- signature in April 1992 by CNNC and Framatome and NPI (Joint subsidiary of
Framatome and Siemens) of a cooperation agreement relating to the transfer of
Daya Bay nuclear island technology, first implemented through a Work Order No.
1, providing documentation, computer programs, and technical assistance to the
Chinese design institutes - Beijing Institute of Nuclear Engineering (BINE) and
Nuclear Power Institute of China (NPIC) - in their respective work on Qinshan
Phase II. Further cooperation within the same framework with these institutes is
being finalized through a second Work Order. EDF has been participating in these
activities;

- acceptance by Framatome - in the contract signed on October 25, 1995, for the
supply of two nuclear islands for Ling Ao - that a significant part of the major
equipment will be made in Chinese factories to improve their capabilities for
producing such components and completely master related techniques long term;
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- signature in October 1995 by Framatome and China Guangdong Nuclear
Power Holding Corporation Ltd, together with the contracts for supply of nuclear
islands and nuclear fuel assemblies, of tehnology transfer agreements enlarging the
access of the relevant Chinese entities to the Framatome nuclear fuel and nuclear
island technologies;

- signature in October 1995 by EDF and the Ling Ao Nuclear Power Company
Ltd of the project consultancy contract. At the same time, EDF signed a
technology transfer agreement regarding overall project management, plant
operation & maintenance, and other fields.

Technology transfer agreements arc already contributing to the development and
mastery by Chinese institutes and factories of the design, manufacture, construction,
commissioning, and ooperation of NPPs equipped with PWRs, based on the French
designs and technologies. They are also progressively paving the way toward
standardization and serialization of the Chinese nuclear energy program. This was
first reflected in the Chinese decision to base the Ling Ao NPP project on wide-
ranging technical duplication of the Daya Bay NPP and on the newly issued Chinese
regulations, codes, and technical standards, as applicable.

Toward a Chinese NPP standard in Guangdong province

Guangdong is one of the fastest developing provinces in China and consequently has
fast-growing electricity needs. Far from Chinese coal mines, it has limited
hydroelectric resources, and therefore is committed to developing a consistent
nuclear power program, provided that the nuclear kWh price remains competitive
with that of the modern fossil-fired kWh.

Two 985-MWe PWR units have been in operation at Daya Bay since 1994 and the
contracts for two largely identical units at nearby Ling Ao were signed on October
25, 1995, and are now being implemented.

These two orders illustrate the commitment of Guangdong province to the
development of nuclear power, to contribute to meeting its energy needs. Further,
the Ling Ao site is capable of accommodating two more units and another site has
been investigated an approved by the authorities - the Yangjiang site, 160 km west of
Macao. The latter site is capable of accommodating about 6000-MWe of generating
capacity (six twin three-loop units or four separate four-loop units). The Guangdong
client and authorities are now in advanced planning for the next two units, which
should be priority built at Yangjiang. The nuclear islands of the first two units built
at Daya Bay were based mainly on the French standard used to build the 34 thrce-
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loop 900-MWe PWRS in operation in France. They benefited from all the
improvements, design, construction & operating experience feedback, and support of
safety analyses drawn from these French units. They benefited too from the
improvements implemented in the 20 four-loop 1300-MWe PWR units operating in
France - improvements such as to the reactor coolant pumps, the steam generator
tube bundle design & materials, the heavy equipment manufacturing technologies,
etc. Such experience feedback also resulted in a 5% increase of the reactor output
power. The nuclear islands built at Daya Bay arc therefore called M310, to
emphasize their upgradings in safety, technology, and power as compared to the
French three-loop PWR units.

The two units to be built at Ling Ao arc based on the Framatomc M310 standard
(which incidently was offered for the Prevlaka NPP bid in 1987) but already
incorporate additional proven component designs and technologies derived from the
four-loop 1450-MWe PWR units (N4) such as the in-core systems technology, the
steam generator separator and dryer technologies, etc.

These Ling Ao units will take into account the Chinese regulations, codes, and
technical standards and broader participation of Chinese engineering capabilities and
Chinese industry involvement through a significant "localization" program, thus
resulting in a first step toward creating a truly Chinese NPP standard.

This demonstrates the flexibility and adaptability of the Framatome standard in
incorporating new technological features, evolutions in safety standards and codes,
and the precious feedback from over 700 reactor-years of operating experience with
French-designed three-loop PWR units.

It is clear that - by reference to the successful French nuclear energy program based
on standardized nuclear units - significant technical, industrial, and economic
benefits are expected by the Guangdong authorities and client from standardization
and serialization of the nuclear power units to be built at Ling Ao and Yangjiang.

The responsibilities of Chinese project mangagement and engineering teams and
Chinese industry participation will be further increased and additional steps toward a
Chinese standard will be progressively implemented. This engineering and industrial
capability will later provide a sound basis for the development of Chinese four-loop
PWR units derived from the most modern French four-loop PWRs experience, and
later on, from the new French-German European Pressurized Reactor (EPR)
currently developed by NPI.

The experience in regional cooperation gained from the Chinese program is used by
Framatome together with its Siemens partner for the completion project of the
Mochovcc NPP in Slovakia, which was granted this year to our consortium.
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THE IMPACT OF NPP KRSKO STEAM GENERATOR TUBE PLUGGING ON
MINIMUM DNBR AT NOMINAL CONDITIONS

Slaven Lajtman
NPP Krsko Engineering Service Division

Vrbina 12, 8270 Krsko, Slovenia

Abstract

Typically, steam generator tube plugging (SGTP) both decreases the reactor coolant
system (RCS) flow rate and the heat transfer surface area of the steam generator. At a constant
thermal power and vessel outlet temperature, as tube plugging increases, the vessel average
temperature, vessel inlet temperature and steam generator secondary side steam pressure
decrease.

This paper presents the analysis of impact of SGTP on Minimum Departure from
Nucleate Boiling Ratio (MDNBR) at NPP KrSko (NEK), using the Improved Thermal Design
Procedure (ITDP), WRB-1 correlation, and COBRA-III-C computer code. No credit was given
to high plugging percentage region power reduction resulting from turbine volumetric flow
limitations.

MDNBR is found to be decreasing with increasing plugging, but not under the limiting
values.

1. Introduction

During the departure from nucleate boiling (DNB), the poor heat transfer on the fuel
surface results in high temperatures and subsequent fuel failure. Therefore, one of the main
criteria for avoiding the loss of fuel integrity in a pressurized water reactor (PWR) is ensuring
that the fuel avoids DNB with 95 % probability at a 95 % confidence level (95/95 criterion)
during Condition I and II occurrences.

As a consequence of higher pressure losses, SGTP decreases the RCS flowrate. At a
constant thermal power and reactor vessel outlet temperature, as tube plugging increases, the
vessel average temperature and vessel inlet temperature decrease.

After reaching 18 % SGTP level, NPP KrSko continued to operate with 100 % power and
the same vessel outlet temperature. The basis for this was given by Westinghouse's WENX-89-
06 - NPP Kr§ko -18 Percent Steam Generator Tube Plugging Margin Analysis (ref. [3]).

Among others it presented the use of ITDP and the new improved WRB-1 correlation for
DNB analysis at 18 % SGTP level. However, since the "Design No Plugging" situation was
originally analyzed (FSAR, ref.[l]) only by means of Standard Thermal Design Procedure
(STDP) and W-3 correlation, it gives no comparison of different SGTP levels. Here it is given
partially, by presenting only the steady state MDNBR calculations for SGTP levels between 0
% and 24 % using the same ITDP and WRB-1 correlation. The computer code used is.COBRA-
III-C.
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2. Improved Thermal Design Procedure (ITDP)

Improved thermal design procedure considers uncertainties in plant operating parameters,
nuclear, thermal and fuel fabrication parameters. They are statistically combined to meet the
already mentioned 95/95 criterion.

Unlike standard thermal design procedure (STDP), in the ITDP the uncertainties are
considered prior to the very MDNBR calculation, since they are incorporated in limiting DNBR,
not in the final result. Therefore, ITDP enables the use of nominal values of input parameters at
their nominal or best estimate values. The resulting MDNBR is interpreted in terms of limiting
DNBR, above which it has to be under any Condition I and II occurrences.

In the scope of this paper is performing only a fraction of ITDP. It does not include the
process of developing limit DNBR, nor it's usage for setting reactor protection limits. Limit
DNBR from reference [2] is used here as a criterion.

3. Calculation of MDNBR at Nominal Conditions

This section gives the point to which all the different plugging levels MDNBRs will be
compared, since it presents the MDNBR calculation at nominal conditions as they appear in table
4.4-1 of the NPP Krsko USAR (ref. [2])

Reactor core model described in reference [9] was used to calculate the NPP Krsko
Minimum DNBR at nominal conditions. To follow the ITDP, nominal values of nine main
design parameters presented in Table 1 were used. Conservative, so called "fixed values", were
used for the rest of parameters.

DNBR DESIGN PARAMETERS

PLANT OPERATION PARAMETERS

Primary coolant flow rate, mVs /loop

Core bypass flow, %

Core power, MW,

Inlet temperature, °C

System pressure, bars

5.83

3.0

1876

287.1

155.13

NUCLEAR & THERMAL DESIGN PARAMETERS

F "H< r o d >

F^H (assembly)

1.435

1.372

FABRICATION PARAMETERS

FE

AHl

Fuel rod pitch and bowing, cm

1.0

1.91

Table 1 - DNBR Design Parameters
(As per references [2] and [5])
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Further, as required by ITDP, this calculation is based on the minimum measured flow,
which is verified by measurements to be conservatively less than true nominal flow.

The results of NPP Krsko MDNBR calculation are presented in Table 2.

NPP KRSKO MDNBR CALCULATION RESULTS

DNBR for thimble channel at nominal conditions 2.70

DNBR for typical channel at nominal conditions 2.76

Table 2 - NPP Krsko MDNBR Calculation Results

4. Steady State DNB Calculations for NEK SGTP Levels Between 0 and 24%

As previously mentioned, the original DNB analysis for 0 % plugging (FSAR, ref. [1])
was done using the old STDP. The switch to the new ITDP performed for 18 % plugging (ref.
[3]) left no means of comparison, since the design thermal-hydraulic parameters used for
MDNBR calculation (Table 4.4-1, both in FSAR and USAR) changed not only due to plugging,
but also due to the changed methodology. This is observable in the case of the vessel/core input
temperature and especially primary coolant flow rate. Most of the main design parameters are
input into ITDP analysis with their nominal or best estimate values. Only for the flow its
conservative, "minimum measured" value is entered.

What's more, reference [4] excepts the same minimum measured flow value for 24 %
plugging. Figure 2.1 from the same reference presents both calculated best estimate flow curve
and expected (extrapolated) measured flow curve, which is, for the conservativity reasons, some
2.5 % below. It also suggests the same minimum measured flow over the full plugging range
from 0 % to 24 %. This is doubtful, since it would mean 8 % of conservatism at 0 % plugging.
If the ITDP was used in the moment when FSAR analyses was conducted, the minimum
measured flow would probably be on the mentioned expected measured flow curve. Another
confirmation for this thesis is the fact that this curve at the 24 % plugging point has almost
exactly the value of nominal minimum measured flow.

As a consequence, this calculation was performed with the assumption that the minimum
measured flow, as input parameter to ITDP follows the expected (extrapolated) measured flow
curve from Figure 2.1 in reference [4].

Comparison of references [1] and [2] shows that core inlet temperature decreased from
288.6°C at 0 % plugging, to 287.1°C at 24 % plugging and nominal minimum measured flow.
It is assumed that the decrease rate follows the decrease of flow rate, so the individual values for
different plugging percentages could be calculated by the following formula:

T =T +Qx QU3X(T -T
inX in24.3 f) _ / } \ inO in24.i

^ 0 ^24.3

It should be noted that this formula, based on Figure 2.1 from reference [4], matches 24.3
% plugging (and not 24.0 %) to nominal minimum measured flow (Q24 3).
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Based on this, Figures 1 and 2 graphically presents the change of primary coolant flow
rate and inlet temperature with plugging level used in steady state MDNBR calculations for NPP
Krsko SGTP levels between 0 and 24%.

6.2 -,

S.t

Figure 1

Primary coolant flow rate as function of plugging

2W-i

211.5 -

o

217.5 "

217 -

Figure 2 - •.

Reactor inlet temperature as function of plugging
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In reference [4], due to NPP Krsko turbine volumetric flow limitations, a reduction of
power for higher plugging levels is involved. Since the processes outside the reactor core are out
of this paper scope, it is neglected, and full power reactor operation for all SGTP levels is
assumed.

5. Calculation Results and Conclusions

Figure 3 presents the results of the MDNBR calculation for NPP Krsko SGTP level
between 0 and 24 % using ITDP, WRB-1 correlation and COBRA-III-C computer code.

2.85-,

2.7 4

Figure 3
MDNBRs as function of plugging

Legend

Thimble Typycal

10 12 14
Plugging, %

20 22

Table 3 presents the same results for three most significant points (0 %, 18 % and 24 %
plugging).

MDNBRs FOR 0 %, 18 % & 24 % PLUGGING

PLUGGING
[%]

0

18

24

MDNBR

thimble ch.

2.794

2.732

2.703

typical ch.

2.855

2.789

2.757

limit MDNBR

thimble ch.

1.52

typical ch.

1.54

change to 0 % [%]

thimble ch.

-

-2.22

-3.26

typical ch.

-

-2.31

-3.43

Table 3 - MDNBRs for NPP KrSko SGTP levels of 0 %, 18 % and 24 % plugging
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The results indicate a decrease of MDNBR of-2.22 % for thimble channel and -2.31 %
for typical channel at 18 %, and -3.26 % for thimble channel and -3.43 % for typical channel
at 24 %. But, even for the worst plugging conditions of 24 %, the values are above the values
from the section 3. of this paper, calculated for the present USAR (ref. [2]) input parameters
values. This is consequence of USAR DNBR analysis usage of the inlet temperature and coolant
flow values that arc slightly more conservative than the ones used here. The plugging up to 24
% would only "spend" the whole overconservative part of margin hidden in present nominal
"minimum measured flow".

Also, for the full plugging range from 0 % to 24 % the results are above the limit DNBR
values, which are 1.52 for thimble channel, and 1.54 for typical channel.

Of course, full picture would be available only after the full ITDP analysis, including
determination of new limit DNBRs, transient analysis and analysis of reactor protection limits
over the SGTP range between 0 % and 24 %.
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Development of Krsko Severe Accident Management Database (SAMD)

I. Basic, R. Kocnar
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Abstract
Severe Accident Management is a framework to identify and implement the Emergency Response Capabilities that
can be used to prevent or mitigate severe accidents and their consequences. Krsko Severe Accident Management
Database documents the severe accident management activities which are developed in the NPP Krsko, based on the
KrSko IPE (Individual Plant Examination) insights and Generic WOG SAMGs (Westinghouse Owners Group Severe
Accident Management Guidances).

Introduction

The USA NRC has indicated that the development of a licensee plant specific accident management
program will be required in order to close out the severe accident regulatory issue (Ref. SECY-88-147).
Generic Letter 88-20 ties the Accident management Program to IPE for each plant. The SECY-89-012
defines those actions taken during the course of an accident by the plant operating and technical staff to:
1) prevent core damage, 2) terminate the progress of core damage if it begins and retain the core within the
reactor vessel, 3) maintain containment integrity as long as possible, and 4) minimize offsite releases.

Purpose of Krsko SAMD

Identification and documentation of those KrSko plant specific severe accident management features which
result from the IPE investigations are basis for future development of Severe Accident Management
Guidance (SAMG) at NPP KrSko. Overview of Generic WOG Severe Accident Management is presented
on Figure 1. The development of the KrSko plant specific Severe Accident Management Database was
intended to fulfil this objective in following sub-tasks:

assessing the identified dominant accident symptoms (KrSko IPE Insights), high level and specific
strategies against the generic WOG SAMG material and ensure that these accident sequences
would be covered by the generic material (if not. identify when additional high level strategies
would be required), and

assessing the applicability of the Generic WOG SAMG strategies for applicability to NPP KrSko
identification of plant specific severe accident management strategies (equipment and lineups) that
can be used.

The KrSko SAMD will contain inquiry capability to sort the data base entries according to accident
sequence (i.e., type of accident initiating event, status of plant systems/equipment and phase of severe
accident), the plant systems/ equipment required to implement the severe accident management activity and
the type of benefit to be achieved from the implementation of the severe accident management activity.
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Subtask 1 - Assessing the Krsko IPE Insiphts

IPE Level 1 Insights
The dominant core damage sequences from the Krsko Level 1 IPE were grouped and assessed following
the criteria set out in the NUMARC 91-04 Severe Accident Issue Closure Guidelines.
The NUMARC 91-04 defines following Functional Accident Sequences:

IA Accident sequences involving loss of both primary and secondary heat removal in the
injection phase

IB Accident sequences involving loss of both primary and secondary heat removal in the
recirculation phase

IIA Accident sequences involving an induced LOCA with loss of primary coolant makeup or
adequate heat removal in the injection phase

IIB Accident sequences involving an induced LOCA with loss of primary coolant makeup or
adequate heat removal in the recirculation phase

II1A Accident sequences initiated by a small LOCA with loss of primary coolant makeup or
adequate heat removal in the injection phase

MB Accident sequences initiated by a small LOCA with loss of primary coolant makeup or
adequate heat removal in the recirculation phase

1IIC Accident sequences initiated by a medium LOCA with loss of primary coolant makeup or
adequate heat removal in the injection phase

HID Accident sequences initiated by a medium LOCA with loss of primary coolant makeup or
adequate heat removal in the recirculation phase

IV Accident sequences involving a failure of reactivity control

VA System s LOCA outside containment with loss of effective coolant inventory makeup

VB Steam generator tube rupture with loss of effective coolant inventory makeup

The insights and strategies should be read within their context when considering them for implementation
in the plant specific Severe Accident Management Guidelines (SAMG).

Beyond 24 hours Insights
During the evaluation of the accident sequences in the Level 1 KrSko IPE, it was found that a number of
these would not lead to core damage within 24 hours of the initiating events. The MAAP (Modular
Accident Analysis Program) program has been used in the KrSko IPE to determine the success criteria for
the accident sequences. A best estimate definition of core damage is used. Based on these analyses core
damage for a number of sequences does not occur before 24 hours. Such sequences were identified
following the Loss of Essential Service Water, Loss of Component Cooling Water and Station Blackout
initiating events. These accidents were not further considered in either the Level 1 or Level 2 IPE of KrSko.
The closure of these issues from a regulatory point of view is via the implementation of Severe Accident
Management.

IPE Level 2 Insights
The most important part of the IRE insights gathering involved the assessment of the level 2 IPE. The
severe accidents considered as initiators for the Level 2 analysis are given by the plant damage states. The
containment event tree considers the severe accident phenomena, their timing and their conditional
probabilities. The result of the containment event tree quantification is a set of release categories and the
fraction of severe accident sequences ending up in each. This task involved identifying the relevant severe -
accident sequences as represented by the plant damage states, identifying the symptoms of these accident
sequences, evaluating the resultant severe accident phenomena and their symptoms, and assessing their
impact on the fission product boundary. Accident management strategies (for mitigating the releases) based
on the identified symptoms were identified and assessed toward applicable WOG SAMG generic strategies.
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High priority Severe Accident Management insights obtained from sensitivity and phcnomcnological
evaluation
Three sensitivity cases are presented which investigate the impact of various accident management
measures on the Krsko risk profile. These sensitivity cases were chdsen after the base case results were
known and investigate the impact of introducing three potential containment performance improvements:

case I investigated the impact of allowing water to flood the reactor cavity for low pressure (non-
dispersive) sequences;
case 2 investigated the effect of installing a filtered vent system (assumed to operate with 100%
reliability);
case 3 investigated the effects of implementing both of above.

Although implementation of SAMG does not require the backfitting of special equipment only case 1 has
been considered as reasonable improvements. High level Severe Accident Management activities which
could be applicable based on wet-cavity design are presented in Table 3.5-2.

Subtask 2 - Assessing of the Applicability of the Generic WOG SAM Strategies

This tasks involved assessing the applicability of the Generic WOG SAMG strategies for applicability to
NPP Krsko. The WOG material provides different strategies by which each high level strategy can be
implemented. Generally, a strategy is a method that can be used to recover from or mitigate a specific
challenge during a core damage accident. For the SAMG development, the term strategy was further refined
to include three elements: an action (or set of actions) to be taken, a challenge that is to be mitigated and
the equipment that will be used. The plant specific assessment was done in the following steps:

identification of general strategy for each WOG SAMG and conclusion of applicability to NPP
Krsko;
evaluation of NPP Krsko specific system for strategy implementation ( system, component and its
characteristics and required support systems);
NPP KrSko specific instrumentation evaluation.

The last two steps are typically done in table form. The table contains a suggested list of equipment that
can be used to implement the applicable strategy. It was necessary to assess the list of equipment for
applicability and define other means for achieving the high level strategy (The table supplied in the generic
document gives only a very limited list since this is very plant specific). The unusual or unproceduralised
lineups are also allowed (for example using mobile fire water pumps for injection into the
Steamgenerators). It was only necessary to identify the means. The detailed assessment of each lineup in
terms of flowrates, operating limits, special operator actions etc. will be done during the full
implementation phase of the SAMG. Table 3.5-0 contains a shortly matrix of SAMG guidelines and the
main actions, equipment and purposes that comprise the strategies contained in each guideline.

Conclusion

It can be concluded that almost all the strategies that came out as a result of the NEK 1PE are already
addressed in the generic Severe Accident Management Guidelines and they will be covered by development
of KrSko plant specific SAMG in near future. There are some plant specific findings - insights that have
to be addressed as additional strategies during the conversion of the generic Severe Accident Management
Guidelines to the plant specific. Those plant specific findings can mainly be implemented as additional
Cautions or Notes during development of NPP KrSko plant specific SAMG.
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Figure 1
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Table 3.5-0
Strategics Contained within Each TSC SAMG Guideline

Guideline

SAG-I

SAG-2

SAG-3

SAG-)

SAG-5

SAG-6

SAG-7

SAG-8

SCG-I

Title

Inject into the SGs

Deprcssurize the
RCS

Inject into RCS

Inject into
Containment

Reduce Fission
Product Releases

Control
Containment
Conditions

Reduce
Containment
Hydrogen

Flood
Containment

Mitigate Fission
Product Releases

Strategy

Action

Inject into SGs

Dcprcssurizc SGs

Dcprcssurize the RCS
directly

Dcpressurizc SG

Inject into RCS

Inject into containment

Depress urize
containment

Dump steam

Reduce RCS injection

Operate auxiliary
building ventilation

Operate containment
heat sinks

Burn hydrogen

Pressurize containment

Reduce hydrogen

Inject into containment

Deprcssurize
containment

Dump steam

Reduce RCS injection

Operate auxiliary
building ventilation

Equipment

• High pressure feed paths (MDAFW,
TDAFW: MFW, or SFW)

• Low pressure feed paths (condensate
pumps, firewater pumps, or service
water pumps)

• SG PORV or steam dumps

• Pressurizer PORV or auxiliary
pressurizer spray

• RCS head vent or letdown

• SG PORV or steam dumps

• CCP, SI pumps, or RHR pumps using
a variety of flow path line-ups from the
RWST, containment sump, VCT, or
BAT.

• Recirculation
• RCPs

• Containment spray pumps
• Gravity drain of RWST

• Fan coolers
• Containment sprays

• Steam dumps and condenser

(See SAGS)

• Aux building ventilation

• Fan coolers
• Containment sprays

• Various sources to initiate a spark

• Stop heat sinks
• Open RCS valves

• Recombiners

• Containment spray pumps
• Gravity drain of RWST

• Fan coolers
• Containment sprays

• Steam dumps and condenser

(See SAG-3)

• Aux building ventilation

Purpose/Function

• Maintain RCS integrity
• Maintain containment integrity
• Establish heal sink
• Reduce fission product releases

• Maintain RCS integrity
• Maintain containment integrity
• Establish core cooling

• Establish core cooling
• Reduce fission product releases
• Maintain RCS integrity

• Maintain RCS integrity
• Maintain containment integrity
• Establish core cooling
• Reduce fission product releases

• Reduce containment releases
• Reduce auxiliary building

releases

• Reduce SG releases

• Reduce auxiliary building
releases

• Reduce auxiliary building
releases

• Maintain containment integrity
• Reduce fission product releases
• Preserve equipment and

instrumentation

• Maintain containment integrity

• Maintain RCS integrity
• Maintain containment integrity
• Establish core cooling
• Reduce fission product releases

• Reduce containment releases
• Reduce auxiliary building

releases

• Reduce SG releases

• Reduce auxiliary building,
releases

• Reduce auxiliary building
releases
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Table 3.5-0
Strategies Contained within Each TSC SAMC Guideline

Guideline

SCCi-2

SCG-3

SCG-4

Title

Dcpressurizc
Containment

Control Hydrogen
Flammability

Control
Containment
Vacuum

Strategy

Action

Dcpressiirize
Containment

Vcm Containment

Pressurize containment

Isolate potential
ignition sources

Vent Containment

Pressurize containment

Add non-condensable
eases

Equipment

• Containment Ian coolers
• Containment spray pumps

• Various pathways (mini-purge system,
hydrogen purge system, containment
atmosphere monitor, or hydrogen
control system)

• Stop containment heat sinks
• Prcssurizcr PORVS

-

• Various pathways (mini-purge system,
hydrogen purge system, containment
atmosphere monitor, or hydrogen
control system)

• Stop containment heal sinks
• Open pressurizer PORVs

• Instrument air
• Nitrogen to accumulators

Purpose/Function

• Maintain containment integrity

• Maintain containment integrity

• Maintain containment integrity'
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Table 3.5-1: Level 1 Severe Accident Strategics Based on NUMAfcC 91-04 Screening

Functional
Accident
Sequence

IA

IIA

MB

IIIB

me

HID

VA

VB

Severe Accident Strategy

inject into the primary system

depressurize primary system

flood the containment to cover debris in the reactor pit and mitigate MCCI

establish decay heat removal from the containment

control hydrogen recombiners

inject into the primary system

depressurize primary system

flood the containment to cover debris in the reactor pit and mitigate MCC1

establish decay heat removal from the containment

control hydrogen recombiners

inject into the primary system to cover core debris in the vessel and the reactor pit
using alternative sources (including replenishment of the RWST)

flood the containment to cover debris in the reactor pit and mitigate MCCI

establish decay heat removal from the containment

control hydrogen recombiners

inject into the primary system to cover core debris in the vessel and the reactor pit
using alternative sources (including replenishment of the RWST)

flood the containment to cover debris in the reactor pit and mitigate MCCI

establish decay heat removal from the containment

control hydrogen recombiners

inject into the primary system

flood the containment to cover debris in the reactor pit and mitigate MCCI

establish decay heat removal from the containment

control hydrogen recombiners

inject into the primary system to cover core debris in the vessel and the reactor pit
using alternative sources (including replenishment of the RWST)

flood the containment to cover debris in the reactor pit and mitigate MCCI

establish decay heat removal from the containment

control hydrogen recomhiners

mitigate fission product releases by isolating the break, flooding the break location for
fission product scrubbing, or filtering the nuclear auxiliary building air before release

mitigate fission product releases by injecting into the steam generator to cover the
break location for fission product scrubbing, dumping steam to the condenser rather
than the atmosphere

depressurize primary system for high pressure cases

inject into the primary system to cover core debris in the vessel and the reactor pit
using alternative sources (including replenishment of the RWST)

flood the containment to cover debris in the reactor pit and mitigate MCCI

establish decay heat removal from the containment
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Table 3.5-2: High priority SAM insights obtained from sensitivity and phenomenological evaluation

Phenomenology
or Sensitivity

Case

Sensitivity 1:
Wet Cavity

External vessel
cooling

Debris
coolability

: Insight

NEK is the plant with the dry cavity
design - Wet cavity would significantly
reduce the releases (the percentage of
the basement penetration would .
decrease from 12.3% to 3.9% and the
percentage of no containment failure
would increase from 33% to 47%)

In case of NEK vessel is not flooded
from outside - due to dry cavity design
- the external flooding of the reactor
vessel is recommended

In low pressure vessel failure cases the
debris will not be cooled by overlying
water (no water in the cavity due to dry
cavity design) and significant MCCI in
the cavity is expected

Severe Accident Strategy

Make the cavity wet - allow water to
enter the cavity.

Make the cavity wet - allow water to
enter the cavity.

Make the cavity wet - allow water to
enter the cavity.

Applicable SAMG

If the appropriate change in the design will be
done then in the SAMG SAG-4 (Inject into
containment) there is the consideration of the
flooding of the reactor cavity as discussed in
Chapter 2.2 (SAG-4).

If the appropriate change in the design will be
done then in the SAMG SAG-4 (Inject into
containment) there is the consideration of the
flooding of the reactor cavity as discussed in
Chapter 2.2 (SAG-4).

If the appropriate change in the design will be
done then in the SAMG SAG-4 (Inject into
containment) there is the consideration of the
flooding of the reactor cavity as discussed in
Chapter 2.2 (SAG-4).
SAMG SAG-3 (Control hydrogen
flammability) and SAG-7 (Reduce containment
hydrogen) also address this issue.
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Abstract: Fuel management is one of the key processes to determine plant economy. It is

particularly demanding in situations where a single reactor produces a large share of the total

energy within the grid. In this paper, the scope of relevant services is described. The impact of

fuel manager's independence of the fuel vendor on the plant's performance and economy is

discussed. A few selected examples are shown where independent reviews of the fuel vendors

proposals have generated substantial benefits.

Introduction

A good practice in m-core fuel management (ICFM) should enable the operator not only to safely

operate the plant and efficiently utilize the fuel, but also to take advantage of the competitive

situation in the marketplace. Of course, to accomplish this task the fuel manager must be in the

position to perform the necessary investigations of various fuel types as offered by the vendors,

and to determine the long-term impact of the fuel's performance on the overall reactor economy.

But, in order to ensure unbiased judgement, the fuel manager must not be tied to the fuel vendor's

organization, he should be independent of the fuel vendor and his interests. That is ensured either

by installing a corresponding internal expert group within the operator's organisation, or by using

the services of an experienced external engineering company. In general, the assistance of an

external expert appears more effective and efficient: the external company can share resources
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among several operators and, by the same token, accumulate experience from a greater number

of reactors. Only for very large utilities this advantage applies also for an internal group.

Some utilities are, however, not willing to discontinue their historical ties to the (plant and) fuel

vendor. In those cases, a discussion of the utility with the fuel vendor about details and

alternatives of the proposed core design or about technical problems with the fuel are sometimes

difficult due to lack of qualified information on the side of the utility. Engaging an independent

expert / reviewer to check the official core designs with respect to the physics and economy of the

reactor might facilitate a solution to such a situation.

Scope of ICFM

The full-scope in-core fuel management encompasses a whole range of tasks in order to secure

a safe and economic operation of a nuclear reactor and to meet the demands of the utility and the

regulatory bodies:

- strategic studies (e.g. use of highly enriched fuel, in-out vs. low-leakage loading strategy, use

of recycled uranium and MOX etc.)

- detailed reload planning (determination of the optimum loading pattern including MOX fuel,

evaluation of core properties and safety parameters, licensing reports, support for the operator's

licensing activities)

- evaluation and delivery of process computer data

- continuous operating cycle evalution (comparison of measured and computed parameters)

- assisting the utility physics staff before startup and during the cycle

- fuel assembly layout (Gadolinia, MOX) to meet specific requirements of the utility.

Review activities, on the other hand, concentrate merely on independent re-calculation and re-

evaluation of the official reload designs, on proposing modifications on the loading scheme and

even on the amount of fresh fuel to be inserted, checking short-term and long-term consequences*

assistance in technical or legal problems with fuel (warranty questions), etc.

In any case, suitable (PWR, BWR, VVER etc.) advanced core-analysis codes must be available

for neutronics calculations, and be continuously adjusted to the state of science, technology and
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regulatory demands. They must be compatible with auxiliary codes that are accepted and used

world-wide to generate necessary data bases, e.g. CASMO, or to further evaluate computed

results, for example ORIGEN.

Thermal hydraulics core analyses must also be carried out including fuel-rod analyses, waterside

fuel-cladding corrosion studies etc. Even transient analyses are sometimes requested by the

regulators to be included in the licensing documents.

In order to utilize the competitive situation on the fuel market, core designs with a mix of fuel

from various vendors should be feasible. The fuel manager's contribution besides the actual core

design will be to develop fuel designs that are optimal for the planned reactor operation, compare

fuel offers submitted by various vendors, and monitor the fuel manufacture quality.

In fuel design studies, the fuel assemblies are optimized or checked with respect to their physical

properties, their performance and economy compatible with the operator's strategy. Fuel with

burnable poison, for example, must be adjusted with respect to the gadolinium enrichment and the

geometry of its distribution. The aim is to optimize the peak-power behaviour and the neutron

economy in a low-leakage environment. Assuming typical equilibrium core scenarios, consistent

with operating boundary conditions as defined by the reactor operator, this ensures maximum

long-term fuel utilization. MOX assemblies, another example for related tasks, must be optimized

with respect to the enrichment profiles and the positions of water-filled cladding tubes. The aim

here is to develop a design that would allow for a smooth power distribution and minimize the

local power peaks.

If fuel is being purchased on the free market, bids from several vendors must be evaluated. This

is not an easy task given the fact that only in very few cases the data supplied with the

corresponding offers are complete and directly comparable with each other. In such cases the

utilities need assistance by carrying out the following tasks:

- check the completeness of the vendors' data and request missing information

- generate independently the necessary data base for neutronics and thermal hydraulics for each

fuel assembly design and calculate the fuel performance parameters

- compare the designs with respect to fuel performance, handling and mechanical properties, take

into account existing experience and test results, eg from demo assemblies
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- evaluate fuel economy on the basis of maximum burnup under identical equilibrium conditions

- issue recommendations.

In general, it is also helpful if the fuel manager's organisation is capable to support the reactor

operator in all aspects of operation, i.e. when developing concepts, when special software is

needed, when discussions on technical issues with vendors and licensing authorities are taking

place, or when unforeseen or very special demand for expertise and/or manpower arises. That

support encompasses besides the general field of reactor physics also issues concerned with spent

fuel problems, health physics and radiation protection, QA in project and procurement activities,

installation of special software (e.g. on-line and off-line core monitoring, neutron fluence on

control rods, decay power per fuel assembly or of the entire core after shut-down, automatic

optimization of the assembly reload shuffling, fuel administration tools) and on-site services (e:g.

support for physical protection activities, fire protection concepts, document management

systems, sub-criticality monitoring during core reloading) etc.

Examples from NIS Practice

For the past 20 years NIS has been the responsible fuel manager for RWE's nuclear power

stations. NIS's engagement in this area has begun at the smaller pilot plant VAK in Kahl and in

Gundremmingen, unit A. Both plants have been decommissioned in the mean time. Currently, NIS

carries out this task for four large reactors owned by RWE Energie AG, namely the BWRs at

Gundremmingen, units B and C, and the PWRs in Biblis, units A and B (total of more than

5 GWe).

NIS was and is among the pioneers to introduce various novelties in the fuel management practice

in Germany, like gadolinium fuel, MOX fuel, low-leakage and recently the "super low-leakage"

loading patterns.

Support for the fuel management groups of other utilities and plants is given continuously as well,

several German PWRs using 18x18, 16x16 and 17x17 fuel assemblies. Notice that currently in the

Gundremmingen BWR units 9x9 and 10x10 uranium fuel and 9x9 MOX fuel is employed.

In several cases, independent re-calculations and modifications of the official fuel managers' core

designs by NIS has helped two German utilities as follows:
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On-going quality assurance of official fuel manager's calculations for a PWR is carried out by

NIS leading to revisions of the reports by the fuel manager.

NIS is assisting another utility in discussions with the fuel vendor/manager in cases when

technical problems occur. This assistance facilitates proposals for solutions, evaluations of

warranty-related incidents (for example for cladding tube corrosions, spacer problems),

financial assessment for fuel that failed to reach the target burnup guaranteed by the vendor,

etc.

An alternative core design was proposed by NIS after reviewing the fuel manager's work for

a second PWR, and accepted by the operator. Its implementation by the fuel vendor led to

savings of four fuel assemblies in a single cycle, and a simultaneous improvement of the power

distribution, of the power-peak behaviour and the fuel economy (a few key parameters are

listed below in Table 1).

Table 1

cycle length [EFPD]
without stretchout

peak power density/
avage power density

BOC

MOC

EOC

No. of reload assemblies

Fuel manager's
proposal

333

1.97

1.99

1.72

68

NIS proposal
as realized

332

2.07

1.88

1.76

64

The NIS proposal included a model calculation confirming also the long-term advantage of that

modification.

The fuel economy was further improved in subsequent cycles when additional modifications

proposed by NIS were realised. After enhancing the low-leakage degree ("super low-leakage"

core design) and so improving the operating parameters in the next cycle, NIS's changes to the-

core design in the cycle thereafter helped to increase the energy production by several FPd.
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ABSTRACT
The present paper deals with the discussion of results obtained from the application of

Relap5/Mod2 code to the OECD/CSNI NEA "BWR Benchmark".
The Relap5 is a well known code, widely utilized at the DCMN University of Pisa for investigating

transient scenarios in Light Water Reactor. The BWR Benchmark aims at investigating the stability
characteristics of the BWR plant of Ringhals (Sweden).

The NEA proposed activity has been split into two parts: an open one and a blind one. For both
cases neutron noise analysis has been used to characterize the stability of the core.

The application of Relap5 code essentially demonstrated the feasibility of using such a code, having
as main limitation a 0-D neutronic model, for boiling stability problems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Boiling channels and systems may oscillate owing to the behaviour of the liquid-steam mixture used

for removing the thermal power, which may be unstable under particular operating conditions. The
interactions with neutronics, linked with the thermal-hydraulic quantities through void fraction and heat-
transfer mechanism, makes the problem more complex in Boiling Water Reactors HI.

Design parameters, like nominal pressure and pressure losses in single and two phase regioas, can
be properly selected to reduce the impact of the problem on reactor operation. However, the large variety of
situations expected during the life of the core, also depending on the range of fuel bumup, requires a
prudent analysis and the evaluation of a set of design parameters preventing the instability occurrence in
most of possible BWR plant operating conditions.

So, there is the need to understand the effect of relevant parameters upon the involved physical
phenomena, to detect these phenomena and to mitigate or suppress the eventual instability occurrences,
using the safety margins adopted in the design.

The problem is well known since the design of the first BWR system. However, it is important for
the technical and scientific community to achieve a generalized view about the various aspects of the
stability behaviour of a BWR plant.

Oscillations in two phase systems may he connected with different mechanism related to pressure
and dcasity wave propagation, change in the flow regime, interaction between conduction and convection
heat transfer, coupling between themial-hydraulic and neulronic parameters, presence of different parallel
channels and of loops in parallel or in scries with the boiling channel.
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A number of modalities of oscillations, of static or dynamic nature, can be identified. Different
causes and types of oscillations may exist at the same time, leading to a great complexity in some instability
occurrence /2. 3,4/.

As a result of the performed activity, a few ways for classifying instabilities have been identified:
classifications can be based upon consideration of: a) fundamental mechanism; b) pattern of core
oscillations; c) system interactions /I/.

Almost thirty planned or unplanned stability events have been recorded and reported in BWR plants
so far. The number of events per year increased in the last few years also due to the introduction of new fuel
(mostly due to the increased power) and the operation of reactors cores with different fuel types at the same
time.

The LaSalle occurrence (1988) was the most noticeable event, essentially because the high level
scram set point (118 % of nominal power) was reached by the APRM signal /5/.

AU the documented events remained within the classes "0" or "1" of the IAEA-INES proposed
classification; no safety concern was raised in any of the involved situations.

In this framework, recently a benchmark exercise has been proposed by OECD/NEA that is based
on measurements carried out in the Swedish Ringhals BWR plant. These involve specifically data
concerning fuel status (and then bumup history) of each fuel element of the reactor.

The present activity consisted in calculating stability status with the use of the 0-D neutronics, 1-D
thermalhydraulic system code Relap5/Mod2 and comparing results with data coming from neutron noise
analyses related to the same plant status. Pan of this comparison has been of open type: plant data have
been compared with code results and code results have been improved up to achieve a satisfactory
comparison by tuning the input deck. The tuned input deck has been applied to the prediction of blind
stability situations and again the results have been compared with subsequently available data, coming from
noise analyses.

A special procedure has been developed to this aim, which is essentially based on the consideration
that stability status is strongly affected by parameters like NSUB and NPCH and by axial power
distribution in the core. The consideration of these parameters brought to a good agreement between blind
predictions and reactor test data.

The purpose of the present paper is to document the performed activity, by describing the involved
reactor scenario, showing the capabilities of the Relap5/Mod2 code with the original (0-D) neutronic model.

2. STEPS IN THE ACTIVITY
On the basis of the data available from the host organization through the NEA/OECD [6, 7], the

Relap5/Mod2 [8] nodalization for the Ringhals BWR has been set up (see also below). Standard criteria
followed at DCMN for nodalization development have been used.

Two separate steps were required for qualification of the thermalhydraulics and neutronics parts of
the input deck.

In relation to the former step only part of the criteria defined in ref. [9] could be used owing to lack
of the data. A steady state condition for 110 % core power was assumed as reference: at high power, the
influence on the results of errors or 'limitations" in boundary conditions is lower.

A special, not comprehensive, procedure was developed to accomplish with the latter step and is
outlined below: this is consistent with the limitation of the 0-D model and with the current applications of
the whole code to planl scenarios (e.g. ATWS) requiring neutronic calculations. The following sub-steps or
items are included:
a) reference was made to the "case 9 of cycle 14" [6,7]: radial and axial power distributions were imposed

constant and equal to the supplied data;
b) four active core regions were distinguished (regions 1 A, IB, 2 and 3, including 256, 244,72 and 76 fuel

bundles respectively) in the radial direction; a single bypass region is an additional radial zone; each
region has been subdivided into 16 axial nodes;
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c) for ihe sake of simplicity and for reasons connected with code use and limitations, only the
thermalhydraulic data related to the core bypass region and one of the central core region (region IB)
are used as input to the neutronic model;

d) all the required code input data were fixed in a "standard" way with the exception of the Doppler and
the void or moderator coefficient values;

e) the Doppler coefficient was obtained from the available data, ref. [7] (i.e. adopting formula for infinite
reactor multiplication factor on pag. 4/17 with sample data in App. 1 of the same document, assuming
fresh fuel);

0 a linear dependence was assumed for the reactivity as a function of moderator density in the two
channels at the item c);

g) a steady state corresponding to conditions in "case 9 of cycle 14" (core power, core flow, etc.) was
obtained starting from 110 % power by varying external reactivity;

h) a standard perturbation was adopted consisting in a triangularly shaped pressure variation downstream
the simulated steam line (0.1 s width at half height and 0.2 MPa peak value);

i) the slope of the function at item 0, i.e. the density reactivity coefficient, was adjusted imposing that the
decay ratio, evaluated following ref. [10], had the same value in the calculation and the plant
measurement (i.e. 0.57, roughly).

Different series of calculations were carried out changing one input parameter (or condition) per
each series. In this way functions or diagrams were obtained including:
- DR vs core power (e.g. constant core flow);
- DR vs core flow (e.g. constant power);
- DR vs pressure;
- DR vs feedwater temperature;
- DR vs input perturbation;
- DR vs linear power distribution;
- Dr vs void reactivity coefficient

In some cases, a limited (in the sense of unrecognized validity) comparison with plant data was
obtained. The last function was used for determining the most suitable void reactivity coefficient to be used
in the calculations.

3. CODE AND NODALIZATION

3.1 Relap5/Mod2 code
Relap5/Mod2 is a generic transient analysis code for thermal-hydraulic systems using a fluid that

may be a mixture of steam, water, one non-condensible specie and a non-volatile solute. The fluid and
energy flow paths are approximated by one-dimensional stream tube and conduction models. The code
contains system component models peculiar to pressurized water reactors. In particular a point neutronics
model, pumps, turbines, generator, valves, separator and controls are included. The code also contains a jet
pump component and has been used for modelling Boiling Water Reactors.

The code is based on a non-homogeneous non-equilibrium set of 6 partial derivative balance
equations for the steam and liquid phase. A fast, partially implicit numeric scheme is used to solve the
equations iaside control volumes connected by junctions.

3.2 Ringhals plant and nodalization
The Ringhals-1 is a BWR plant designed by the ABB and owned and operated by Vattenfall AB.

The rathed thermal power is 2270 MWth corresponding to 110 % of nominal power. The reactor is of
external pump type and includes six recirculalion loops, taking each one with pump and piping. Pumps
suction in the downcomer delivery is located directly into the lower plenum. The reactor core consists of
300 fuel channels of different design. Themiahydraulic and geometric information is given in Tab. 1.

The nodalization has been developed following a standard procedure proposed at the University of
Pisa. Specifically four parallel active channels and a by-pass channel coastitutes the core region. The
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subdivision into parallel channels is consistent with the thcrmalhydraulic information supplied in ref. 161 and
PI. The six recirculation loops have been lumped in a single loop for limiting the needed computer
resources. Additional information is given in Tab. 2.

3.3 Nodalization qualification
Calculated and measured relevant thermalhydraulic parameters corresponding to 110 % power are

reported in Tab. 3: code predicted values are taken after 200 s of steady state using the 0-D kinetics model.
The same quantities as above, but related to "case 9 of cycle 14" can be found in Tab. 4.

Reference flow area (m2)
SVEA-64

0.009713
8*8

0.010437
Loss coefficient at channel inlet and outlet
Flow resistance coefficient for bottom plate
Flow resistance coefficient for top plate
Core support plate:
central channels
semiperipheraJ channels
peripheral channels

5.2
1.0

40
63.4
92.9

0.8
0.7

60
100
140

Loss coefficient at each Fuel-rod spacer
Number of spacers per fuel assembly
Axial location from the bottom of active core (m)
Flow resistance coeff. for each spacer
Friction pressure drop:
pin domain Hydraulic diameter (m)
pin domain flow area (m2)

6 6
0.55.1.12. 1.69.2.26,2.82,3.39
0.65

0.01114
0.009713

0.60

0.01409
0.010437

Fuel rod dimensions (m, at 20 °C)
Number of fuel rods per channel
Fuel rod length:
length of uranium section of fuel assembly
length of non-uranium inlet section
length of non-uranium outlet section
Cladding outlet radius
Fuel pellet radius
Fuel pellet radius, corner rods
Clad thickness
Pellet effective density (g/cm3)

64

3.68
0.23
0.26
0.006125
0.00522
-
0.0008
10.5

64(63)

3.68
0.23
0.26
0.006125
0.00522
0.00497
0.0008
10.5

Tab. 1 - Core thermalhydraulic data and fuel rods data.

ITEM
NUMBER OF NODES
NUMBER OF ACTIVE CORE PARALLEL CHANNELS
NUMBER OF CORE NODES INCLUDING BYPASS
NUMBER OF STRUCTURES MESH POINTS
NUMBER OF MESH POINTS IN THE CORE ACTIVE REGION

VALUE
168
4
90
1689
900

Tab. 2 - Main dimensions of the adopted Relap5/Mod2 nodalization for Ringhals NPP.
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ITEM

Core Power
Steam Dome pressure
Lower plenum temperature
Fccdwaicr iun|>crature
Feedwater Flowrate
Total Core Flowraie

UNITS

MW(%)
MPa
K
K
Kg/s
K.e/s

MEASURED DATA

2497(110)
7.01
-
-
-
-

CALCULATED
DATA

2497
7.01
551.8
483
1334
12100

Tab. 3 - Comparison between measured and calculated trends related to the steady state situation
at 110% core nominal power.

It is quite well know that changes in node iengths and number, time steps, "dimensions" of
perturbation, type of perturbation, user choiches (e.g. reference channels for feedback), etc. may
significantly affect the code response especially in stability analyses. Being assigned all the above
parameters (best estimated values are considered), the relationship between "slope of the moderator
coefficient vs core void" and DR was obtained and is shown in Fig. 1. The measured value is also reported.
The two different values for DR supplied by the planr owners (Fig. 1) also testify of the uncertainties in
predicting this quantity /11/.

Considering the model limitations outlined above (i.e. basic model inadequacies including lack of 3-
D capabilities, nodalization inadequacies, user effects which can be hardly quantified, lack of data,

ITEM

Core Power
Steam Dome pressure
Lower plenum temperature
Feedwater temperature
Feedwater Flowrate
Total Core Flow
Core power axial distribution

UNITS

MW(%)
MPa
K
K
Kfi/s
Kg/s
-

MEASURED DATA

1646(72.6)
7.01
533.5
435°
790°
3694

CALCULATED
DATA

1649
6.91
533.9
435
790
3666

as in case 9 of cycle 14

° oscillating quantity

Tab. 4 - Comparison between measured and calculated trends related to the steady state situation at
72.6% core nominal power.

1 .0 0

o.ss

0.9 0

o.as

0 BO

0 . 7 S

0 . 7 0

0 . 6 5

0 . 6 0

O.SS

O.SO

- i • 1 • i • 1 ' r-

OR

Final plant measured data

figinal plant m eatured data

.0 -3.S -J.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1 .5 -1.0 -0.S 0.0
Void reactivity coefficient (% void)

Fig. 1: Void reactivity coefficient versus decay ratio
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experimental uncertainties in the measured data, etc.) it was necessary to set-up another procedure before
applying the nodalization to the prediction of the "blind" cases.

More than 30 calculations of the Decay Ratio (DR) were carried out in the domain of the "open"
cases (cycles 14 and 15).

The results, for 20 of these calculations, are given in Tab. 5a, where the parameters "Phase change
number, NPCH" and "Subcooling Number, NSUB" are introduced. The corresponding values of the same
parameters for the open cases in cycles 14 and 15 are shown in Tab. 5b. The phenomenological areas
approach, already utilized in a previous analysis [12], was adopted to arrive at a selection of data
sufficiently close to the point corresponding to "case 9 of cycle 14"; this is shown in Fig. 2. Limit values for
the phenomenological area were fixed as 0.265-0.315 for NPCH and 0.077-0.089 for NSUB.

The comparison between decay ratios obtained from experiments and calculations belonging to the
above phenomenological area, was made and the results are given in Tab. 6; "sub-areas" are also introduced
considering the measured and calculated values that are the closest to each other.

It is assumed that the error obtained, in terms of decay ratios, is representative of the absolute error
expected by this code in predicting the same quantity inside the phenomenological area.

A maximum error and an average error were defined for each sub-area in the following way:
— max. error = maximum difference between measured and calculated value;
- avg. error = difference between the measured (calculated) value and average of the calculated

(measured) values.

Case

REA5
STSU')
SPR1
SPR2
SPO1
SPO2
SPO3U

SGC1
SGC2
SGC3
SGC4
SGC5
SGC21
SFW1
REA6
REA7U

REA8
SAPlW
SAP3^>

Core
flow
kg/s

3666
3666
3628
660
3574
3780
3749
3505*
3907*
2922*
2702*
4714*
3907*
3703
3815
3630
3877
3583
3630

Core
power
MW

1649
1649
1649
1649
1319*
1976*
1809*
1649
1649
1649
1649
1649
1800*
1649
1705
1596
1705
1649
1649

L.P.
temp

K
533.9
533.9
535.0
532.3
538.0
530.0
535.0
533.0
536.0
528.0
527.0
539.5
535.7
543.5
534.2
534.8
534.6 ,
533.5
533.8

S.D.
pres
MPa

6.91
6.91
7.11*
6.71*
6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91

NSUB
(°)

0.085
0.085
0.082
0.091
0.072
0.098
0.082
0.088
0.078
0.105
0.108
0.067
0.053
0.054
0.084
0.082
0.083
0.087
0.086

NPCH
C)

0.299
0.299
0.302
0.300
0.245
0.347
0.321
0.313
0.281
0.375
0.406
0.233
0.306
0.296
0.297
0.292
0.292
0.301
0.302

(+) NPCH = CORE POWER/COKE FLOW/HFG
•Main varied parameter
§ Feedwater temperature was 435 K in all cases wiih the exception of test SFWI when it was 493 K.
u Unsteady run
1I) Input lime step has been changed (decreased of a factor 5) with respect to the previous run.
(2) same as REA5 but with axial power distribution top peaked
(3) same as above but uniform power distribution

Tab. 5a - Relevant boundary conditions for selected calculations.
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Case

14/1
14/3
14/4
14/5
14/6
14/8
14/9
14/10
15/1
15/2
15/3
15/4
15/5
15/6
15/8
15/9
15/10

Core
flow
kg/s

4216
4105
3666
3657
3868
4126
3884
3694
4104.. '
4138
3881
3649
4165
3945
3775
3994
3633

Core
power
MW

1475
1475
1589
1589
1593
1705
1546
1764

1469
1480
1478
1591
1591
1596
1707
1614
1755

L.P.
temp

K
539
536
534
536
537
534
534
535
538
537
535
537
536
534
535
533
536

S.D.
pres
MPa

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.01
7.01
6.99
7.01
6.99
7.09
7.08
7.08
7.08
7.08
7.08
7.08
7.08
7.08

NSUB
(°)

0.068
0.078
0.085
0.078
0.075
0.085
0.085
0.082
0.072
0.075
0.082
0.075
0.078
0.085
0.082
0.088
0.078

NPCH
(*)

0.239
0.267
0.289
0.273
0.257
0.292
0.296
0.286
0.236
0.253
0.269
0.254
0.268
0.281
0.284
0.295
0.276

ONSUB =
(+) NPCH =

DHSUB/HFti
: CORE K)WER/CORE FLOW/HFG

Tab. 5b - Relevant boundary conditions related to the open cases of cycles 14 and 15.
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A

a

AA°ka °
D

A

A

A

A
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0.1 0.11

Fig. 2: Phenomenological approach in the NSUB/NPCH plane

4 APPLICATION TO BLIND CASES
Before making calculations, it was necessary to select the cases of cycles 16 and 17 belonging to

the phenomenological area defined in the previous section. Nine cases were selected coasidering the
thermalhydraulic parameters only. These are: 16/6. 16/8. 16/9, 16/11. 17/3. 17/6. 17/8. 17/9 and 17/10 (the
first of the above numbers identifies the cycle, ilie second one the "case"). The consideration of the
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Sub-
area

A

B

C

D

E

F

G*

H

Open
case

15/9
SGC1
SAP1*
SAP3
14/9
REA5
REA6
SAP3
14/4
REA&
REA7
REA8
15/6
REA5
14/10
SPR1
REA7
REA8
15/8
SPR1
REA7
REA8
15/3
SPR1
REA7
14/3*
15/5
15/10
SGC2

NSUB

0.088
0.088
0.087 .
0.086
0.085
0.085
0.084
0.086
0.085
0.084
0.082
0.083
0.085
0.085
0.082
0.082
0.082
0.083
0.082
0.082
0.082
0.083
0.082
0.082
0.082
0.78
0.078
0.078
0.078

NPCH

0.295
0.313
0.306
0.302
0.292
0.299
0.297
0.302
0.289
0.297
0.292
0.292
0.281
0.299
0.286
0.302
0292
0292
0.284
0.302
0292
0.292
0269
0.302
0292
0.267
0.268
0.276
0.281

DR

0.74
0.69
0.28
0.64
0.72
0.71
0.69
0.64
0.63
0.69
0.74
0.66
0.55
0.71
0.67
0.72
0.74
0.66
0.69
0.72
0.74
0.66
0.14
0.72
0.74
0.36
0.50
0.65
0.65

Max.
err.

0.1
-
-
-
0.08
-
-
-

0.11
-
-
-

0.16
-

0.07
-
-
-

0.05
-
-
-
-

-

0.15
-
-
-

Avg.
err.

0.075
-
-
-
0.04
-
-
-

0.07
-
-
-

0.16
-

0.04
-
-
-

0.05
-
-
-
-
-
-
0.08
-
-
-

Corresponding
"blind" cases

16/9, 17/9

16/9°

17/10°, 16/6°

17/10°, 16/6°

16/6°. 16/8°

16/6, 16/8°

16/1 r 17/3°
17/6°, 17/8

* = Not considered owing to large uncertainties and/or non-equilibrium ° = Is close to the area
*=Noi considered owing to neutronic parameters that are far from the ranges in other tests
Tab. 6 - Comparison among measured and calculated decay ratios in each phenomenological sub-area

and selection of "blind" cases.

"neutronic" parameters (i.e. Xe concentration and insertion of control rods) led to the exclusion of the case
16/11. The thcrmalhydraulic parameters related to all the tests in cycles 16 and 17 are given in Tab. 7.
where the selected cases are identified too.

DR predicted and measured [13] for the mentioned cases in cycles 16 and 17, are given in Tab. 8
and also include maximum and average expected errors defined in sect. 3.3.

The largest contribution to the error is due to the test 15/9 that is included in the sub-area "A" and
is characterized by a large DR: this is not predicted by runs in the same sub-area. An in-depth investigation
of the reasons for this discrepancy could lower the value of the maximum error. Additional, contributions to
the errors in predicting DR reported in Tab. 8 arc due to:
a) difference in pressure between code runs and experimental data;
b) effect of time step;
c) differences between measured and calculated values of NSUB and NPCH that can be drawn from

comparing data in Tabs. 7 and 8;
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d) effect of axial power distribution that has been taken as fix in all the reported code runs and
corresponding to that measured in the case 14/9.

1 Case

16/1
16/2

16/3
16/4
16/5
16/6*
16/7
16/8*
16/9*
16/10
16/11*
eqO
e q l
eq2
eq 4
17/2
17/3*
17/4
17/5
17/6
\in
17/8*
17/9*
17/10*

Core
flow
kti/s

4 1 1 2

3925
3698
4165
3932
3673
4081
3907
3678
4217
3653
9831
6588
6034
3815
3954
3680
4166
4015
3758
4140
4020
3739
4058

Core
power
MVV

1460
1466
1466
1594
1587
1578
1689
1700
1693
1725
1500
2152
1757
1716
1305
1489
1489
1578
1587
1582

1700
1705
1712
1773

L.P.
temp

K
539.2
538.3
536.1
538.3
536.7
534.9
536.6
535.5
533.8
536.7
536.1
551.3
546.4
545.9
539.4
538.0
536.5
538.0
536.8
535.8
536.6
536.1
533.3
535.2

S.D.
pres
MPa

7.03
7.03
7.03
7.03
7.03
7.03
7.03
7.03
7.03
7.03
7.02
7.03
7.034
7.03
7.03
7.02
7.02
7.02
7.02
7.02
7.02
7.02
7.02
7.02

NSUB
(°)

0.068
0.071
0.078
0.071
0.076
0.082
0.076
0.080
0.086
0.076
0.078
0.0265
0.044
0.045
0.067
0.071
0.077
0.071
0.076
0.079
0.076
0.078
0.088
0.081

NPCH
(*)

0.239
0.248
0.263
0.254
0.268
0.285
0.275
0.289
0.306
0.272
0.273
0.145
0.177
0.189
0.227
0.250
0.269
0.252
0.263
0.280
0.273
0.282
0.304
0.290

(•) cues seleaed for the eviluuionoT Ihe OR

(°) NSUB «1)1 ISUB/HFG

(+) NPCH » CORE POWER/CORE FLOW/HFG

Tab. 7 - Relevant boundary conditions related to the blind cases of cycles 16 and 17.

Case
16/6
16/8

17/3

17/6

17/8
17/9
17/10

NSUB calc/exp
0.0082/0.0083
0.0082/0.0083
0.0087/0.0090
0.0077/0.0079

0.0080/0.0082

0.0081/0.0079
0.0088/010089
0.0082/0.0082

NPCH calc/exp
0.286/0286
0.289/0290
0.308/0.306
0.268/0.269

0.282/0.280

0.285/0.282
0.308/0.304
0.293/0.290

Exp. DR
0.79
0.82
0.87
0.22

0.34

0.41
0.57
0.49

Calc. DR
0.75*
0.65*
0.72*
1.12*
0.57+
0.73*
0.576+
0.65*
0.62*
0.63*

Max. err.
+/-0.16
+/-0.16
+/-0.16
+/-0.16
+/-0.16
+/-0.16
+/-0.16
-+/-0.16
-+/-0.16
-+/-0.16

Avg. Err.
+/-0.16
+/- 0.07
+/-0.10
+/-0.15

+/-0.15

+/-0.15
+/-0.10
+/-0.16

* using ihe fixed power profile
+ using the experimental power profile
Tab. 8 - Calculated and experimental values of NSUB, NPCH and decay ratio with the expected

error bands.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The performed activity essentially demonstrates the capabilities of the Relap5/Mod2 code in

reproducing the main phenomenology of the instability in a BWR core; this is valid at a system level.
Uncertainties in this kind of activities are of three main types:

a) measurement of decay ratio;
b) possibility to characterize the code behaviour with the decay ratio quantity;
c) way of calculating decay ratio-by the system code.

Each of these items also implied the use of subjective choices in the present analysis. However the
choices are reproducible; a further application of the overall procedure is considered necessary to confirm
definitively its validity.

The achieved results, including the elaboration of measured data, and especially the prediction of
the blind cases, allows three kinds of conclusions:
1) related to phenomenology

- the system stability is strongly affected by thermalhydraulic parameters: NPCH, NSUB and
average linear power distribution are of outmost importance;

- the effect of local fuel related parameters (fuel type, bumup status), that are relevant to
stability, may be overshadowed by system effects (subcooling in the lower plenum);

2) related to the code capabilities
- the Relap5/Mod2 code and any other advanced code having the same peculiarities (e.g. recent

version of Relap5), have clear limitations as far as two phase stability prediction is concerned;
however proper tuning is necessary and sufficient for reproducing the relevant phenomena;

- the use of simpler codes and models is suitable for analysing the effect of single parameters in
the stability, but the application to a compex system reveals impossible (or problematic);

3) recommendations for future development
- the need to simulate each channel outcomes from the analysis. Considering the necessary level of

nodalization (e.g. axially 10/15 nodes at least) and the number of channels in a large commercial
BWR (up to 900), the need of having up to 15000 nodes follows. This is beyond the present
capabilities of system code installations on actual computer.
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Abstract
The present paper deals with the results of best estimate

calculations carried out with reference to the WWER-1000 Nuclear Power
Plant, utilizing a qualified nodalization set-up for the Relap5/mod3.2
code.

The nodalization has been developed based on data of the
Kozloduy Bulgarian Plant. Steady state and transient qualification has been
achieved, considering the criteria proposed at University of Pisa,
utilizing plant transient data from the Kozloduy and the Ukrainian
Zaporosce Plants.

The considered transients are important in the licensing
process, and range from Large Break LOCA, to Small Break LOCA, to Steam
Generator Tube Rupture, to 'Transients'.

1. INTRODUCTION

The safety of muclear power plants constitutes a global concern on
the planet. This justifies interchanges of competences and information
between Western and Eastern Countries in the nuclear technology area.
Specifically, applications of advanced best estimate system codes to the
evaluation of safety margins of Russian type WWER plants, are part of such
a context.

Considering the experience gained in the validation and use of the
Relap5 and Cathare codes, e.g. refs. [1] to [3], including applications to
WWER related phenomena, e.g. refs. [4] and [5], and the scientific
cooperation with Energoproekt of Sofia (BG), the decision was taken to
develop a WWER-1000 detailed nodalization. In the initial stage of the
activity, Relap5/m3.2 (ref. [6]) code was selected. The reference plant
hardware information is included in refs. [7] to [9]; nominal operating
conditions and Emergency Core Cooling Systems are also described into
detail in the same reports.

The nodalization was set up in the frame of a cooperation also
involving the Italian Licensing Authority (ANPA), the Vendor Ansaldo and
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the University of Roma 'La Sapienza', e.g. refs. [10], [11] and [12], the
last one also including the qualification of the Kozloduy transient data
(see ceiow).

The resulting nodalization consists of more than one thousand
nodes; among the other things, each of the four loops of the plant is
modelled independently. The qualification of the nodalization was attained
in the frame of the activity documented at ref. [13], utilizing previously
defined criteria, ref. [14], and the plant transient data described in
refs. ;i2] and [15].

The purpose of the present paper is to show the results of the
application of the qualified WWER-1000 Relap5/Mod3.2 nodalization. A matrix
of bcur.dary conditions, i.e. assumed sequences of events for the accidents,
has ceen proposed including Large Break LOCA, Small Break LOCA, Steam
Generator Tube Rupture and 'Transients'. Selected time trends obtained from
the performed calculations are shown in this paper, see also ref. [13].

2. OUTLINE OF THE WWER-1000 PLANT

The Kozioduy WWER-1000/320 plant, shown in Fig. 1, basically
consists of, refs. [7] to [10]:
* a oressurized water reactor vessel of 3000 MWt rated power with 163

hexagonal fuel assemblies, which are open (ventilated type) to permit
cross flows among the bundles. The fuel is U02 in annular pellet form,
clad in zirconium-niobium alloy. There are 10 banks of control rods
without fuel followers, located in 61 fuel assemblies;

* four primary loops equipped with horizontal tubes steam generators (Fig.
2) and main circulation pumps of centrifugal type;

*

*

one
ar.
In;
thr
two
gen
ccr.
ger.
Icc

1-reactor pressure vessel; 2-steam generator;
3-primary coolant pump; 4-pressurizer; 5-quench tank;

6-emergency core cooling accumulators

Fig. 1 - WWER-1000 NPP: Primary system.

turbogenerator with 1500 rpm and 1000 MW electric power;
emergency core cooling system including three High Pressure

ection Pumps, four accumulators (SIT = Safety Injection Tank) and
ee Low Pressure Injection Pumps;

independent feedwater loops ' connected v/ith the four steam
erators; each loop includes a turbine driven pump and piping
necting the feedwater line to four different locations in each steam
erator; several valves are part of the system. The two feedwater
DS feed a common header upstream the four steam generators.
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3. RELAP5 NODALIZATION

A detailed nodalization was developed considering the guidelines of
the code User Manual and the criteria in ref. [14]. The sketch of the
noding scheme can be seen in Fig. 3; information about adopted code
resourced ca:: '.>-• era1--1 from Tab. 1.

The vessel and the piping do not represent any particular challenge
for the code being quite similar to the corresponding ones in the Western

P A R A J M E T E R

Number of nodes
Number of junctions
Number of heal slruclurcs
Number of mesh points
Number <>f core iiclivc
structures

NPP

Kozloduy

1102
1148
1028
5590

42

I i Tab. 1 - Nodalization resources.
PtllUiKI COOLANT IN PRIMARY COOtANT OUT

Fig. 2 - WWER-1000 NPP: Steam Generator
detail.

I T

Fig. 3 - WWER-1000 NPP: Noding scheme for Relap5/mod3.2
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type PWR. However, the bypass flow paths configuration inside the vessel
is different: in the case of the WWER-1000 the upper part of the downcorr.er
is not directly connected with the upper head; instead, a bypass flow path
exists from the lower plenum to the upper head through the control reds
housing and guide tube.-The active core has been modelled adopting four
parallel stacks (three core regions and one hot rod) characterized by
different linear power.

Steajn generator geometry imposes drastic changes in noding
philosophy with respect to what is suitable for the U-tubes steam
generators. As "symmetry axis" for the secondary side (and consequentely
for the primary side), a line was taken connecting the center between the
two collectors with the average (virtual) position of the centers of the
horizontal tubes with the aim to separate (in the nodalization) the hot and
the cold sides of the tubes. In this way, the secondary side of the steam
generators was divided into three zones: a) the hot zone including the hot
collector, and the hot 1/2 parts of the tubes; b) the cold zone including
the cold collector and the cold 1/2 parts of the tubes; c) the downcomer
region gathering different zones of the secondary side: essentially, the
regions where downflow is assumed (e.g. the boundaries and the location of
feedwater nozzles). Fours positions were distinguished for the feedwater
nozzles as results from Fig. 3. The nodes subdivision in the primary side
was a consequence of the above: more nodes are placed on the hot side of
the tubes; six axial levels lumping six groups of tubes, can be noted.

The Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) consists of three High
Pressure, four Low Pressure Injection Systems (HPIS and LPIS, respectively)
and four accumulators (SIT, Safety Injection Tank). These are directly
connected with the downcomer and with the upper plenum of the main vessel.
All the ECCS have been modelled together with the AFK (Auxiliary Feedwater
System) and the relief valves at the top of the pressurizer and in the
secondary side of steam generators (PORV and SRV).

3.1 Nodalization qualification
The nodalization qualification process consists of two main steps,

concerned with the steady state and the transient level, respectively. In
the former, two sub-steps can be identified, ref. [14]: development of the
nodalization and achievement of the steady state.
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Fig. 4 - Nodalization qualification at
steady state level: calculated and
measured volume/height curve for SG.

[VVER1000 Plant

Primary Side Pressure

Hoi Leg Temperature

Cold Let Temperature

Primary Side Mass

PRZ Level

Core power

Reactor Flow

SG Power

Secondirv Side M»ss

Feedwater Temperature

S>cond2ry side pressure

UNITS

MPa

C
eC

Kg

m

MW

Kg/s

MW

Ks
CC

Mpa

EXP

15.7

320.1-^3.5

289.S+2

240000

8.77

3000

15704

750

160000

220

6.28

VEW NOD.

15. •'

322

2S7.2

235100

8.75

3000

15-: 50.6

7-JS

159900

::o
6.27

Tab. 2 - Nodalization qualification at
steady state level: calculated and
measured boundary condition values.
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a) steady state level
Criteria like those recommending the maximum node length, the

number of mesh points necessary to simulate the conduction heat transfer in
the fuel rods and across the steam generators tubes, the connection between
neighbouring nodes, etc. have been used. The first sub-step concludes with
the check that various dimensions of the nodalization coincide, within an
acceptable error, ref. [14], with the design or reference values. An
example of this is given by Fig. 4 that shows the correspondence between
the volume and the height of the secondary side of one steam generator.

The second sub-step deals with the achievement of the steady
sta~e. Typically 100 s are considered sufficient, running the code in the
transient mode. Again, criteria dealing with the time derivative and the
absolute values, of relevant time trends are available and have been matched
(in the last case, design or reference values are used for defining the
acceptable error). Some results are shown in Tab. 2.

b) "ransient level
The NPP transients adopted for qualifying the nodalization at the

'on-transient' level are outlined in Tab. 3. It can be noted that the
Kozloduy transients were operational transients ('planned', ref. [8]),
while an unplanned event occurred in Zaporosche (April '95, ref. [15]). In
this last case, the intervention of three High Pressure Injection Systems
and the accumulators was sufficient to recover the NPP in a few tens of
minutes. The available NPP data were qualitatively and quantitatively well
predicted by the nodalization, ref. [13].

The nodalization was also qualified through the comparison of
resuits from the same (i.e. same sequence of events and properly scaled
boundary conditions) small break LOCA transient in a Western type PWR and
in related experimental facilities. Tab. 3, see also ref. [11].

TRANSIENT PLANT

KZ-1
KZ-2
KZ-3

ZAP

PWR

Kozloduy-5
Kozloduy-5
Kozloduy-5

Zaporosche

Krsko

TYPE

planned
planned
planned*

unplanned

calc.°

DESCRIPTION

1 Pump trip
2 Pumps trip
Partial loss
of feedwater
PORV stuck

open
Small Break

LOCA

INITIAL
POWER

(%)

72.
54.
72.1

1.0**

100.

INITIAL
PRESSURE
(MPa)

15.7
15.7
15.8

18.8

15.

* unplanned sequence of events
** estimated
° with the support of experimental data in Test facilities

Tab. 3 - Transients utilized for the 'on-Transient' qualification of the
Reiap5/mod3 WWER-1000 nodalization.
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4. NODALIZATION APPLICATION TO ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

The main purpose of system codes is to perform accident analyses,
in order to confirm the design choices also in relation to emergency
pler.r-ed guidelines, e.g. see refs. [16] and [17].

A matrix of accidents was fixed, essentially consisting of



simplified sequences of events, without having in rnind the results of
probabilistic safety studies. Rather, the selected events, put a challenge
to the code and the hodalization, include a wide range of phenomena, and
make possible the comparison with the results of similar transients in
Western PWR. Almost all the selected scenarios can be classified as "beyond
DBA - before core melt"; namely "beyond DBA" testifies that not all the
Emergency Systems (ECCS) were assumed to operate as from the respective
design, and "before core melt" indicates that the analysis is stopped,
eventually, when any fuel cladding surface temperature reaches the
licensing limit.

On these bases, the matrix in Tab. 4 was built up. Different
sensitivity studies were performed in almost each case; only in the case of
the scenario PORV Stuck Open, these are reported in the same table.

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9a

9b

9c

9d

NPP TRANSIENT

W-LBL-01

W-SBL-03

W-SGT-02

W-SBL-01

W-SBL-02

W-SGT-01

W-LFW-01

W-PTR-01

W-SBP-00

W-SBP-01

W-SBP-02

W-SBP-01

TYPE

LB-LOCA
AR = 2x80*
SB-LOCA

AR = 10*
SGTR

Hot Coll.
100* br.

SB-LOCA
AR = 1*
SB-LOCA

SIT line br.
SGTR
1 tube

LOFW

LOFA
4 punps
PORV

Stuck Open
PORV

Stuck Open
PORV

Stuck Open
PORV

Stuck Open

SG SIGNIFICANT
CONDITIONS

-Isolation at scram
-AFW off
-Isolation at scram
-AFW off
-Isolation at scran
-AFW off
-SGI isolated 120 s
after scran
-Isolation at scram
-AFW off
-Isolation at scram
-AFW off
-Isolation at scram
-AFW off
-SGI isolated 120 s
after scram
-Isolation at scram
-AFW delayed
-Isolation at scram
-AFW off
-IS K/hr after scram
-AFW off
-15 K/hr after scraa
-AFW off
-15 K/hr after scram
-AFW off
-SG SRV opening
after dryout
-AFW off

HPIS

off

off

off

off

off

off

off

off

at
8.9 HPa
off

off

off

ECCS
LPIS

in CL at
2.15 HPa
in CL at
2.15 MPa
in CL at
2.15 MPa

in CL at
2.15 MPa
in CL at
2.15 MPa
in CL at
2.15 MPa

off

off

in CL at
2.15 HPa
in CL at
2.15 HPa
in CL at
2.15 MPa
in CL at
2.15 MPa

SITS

4 at
5.9 HPa
4 at
5.9 MPa
4 at
5.9 HPa

4 at
5.9 HPa
2 in DC at
5.9 HPa
4 at
5.9 HPa

4 at
5.9 MPa
off "

4 at
5.9 MPa
4 at
5.9 MPa
4 at
5.9 HPa
4 at
5.9 HPa

(•) N2/H2O ratio changed from 1/5 to 7/5.

Tab. 4 - Test Matrix (sequences of assumed main events).

4.1 Analysis of results
A detailed analysis of the results of each calculation is well

beyond the purpose of the present paper (this is reported in ref. [13]).
Some significant results are summarized hereafter that are relevant to the
scaling problem (i.e. some similarity with PWR behaviour can be derived),
to possible Accident Management (AM) or are connected with possible
improvements of the ECCS.

Large break LOCA
Primary system pressure, core level and rod surface temperatures/

are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The system behaviour appears very similar to
that of a PWR; early rewet due to accumulators allows a fast recovery of
the plant that reaches the pressure set point of the LPIS (Low Pressure
Injection System) with the majority of rods. The hot rod does not' show
quenching at the end of the calculation. However, this happens in a
situation of increasing core level; in addition the design radial and axial
power distributions (i.e. the peak factors) were not available and a small
error in fixing these quantities may largely affect such a result.
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Small break 1%
Primary system pressure, one accumulator mass and rod surface

temperatures are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. It appears that without the
availability of HPIS the plant may not be recovered without Accident
Management procedure: this is due to the operating conditions of the
accumulators. Owing to a large ratio (liquid volume/gas volume) their
discharge is slow and is not enough to cause condensation and further
depressurization of the primary system as can be seen from Fig. 7. Rod
surface temperature reach unacceptable values.

Loss of Feedwater (LOFW)
The LOFW scenario was extensively studied in the case of PWR, e.g.

ref. [18], also on the basis of the availability of experimental data. The
studied transient is originated by a complete loss of feedwater without the
availability of AFW when requested. HPIS is also assumed to fail. In these
conditions primary and secondary sides pressures reach the PORV and the SRV
set points causing emptying of Steam Generators and mass depletion in the
primary loop, respectively (Figs. 9 and 10). AFW is assumed available more
than one hour after the transient beginning (a different AM action might
have the same effect); its intervention is required following extended core
dryout. AFW actuation causes cooling of steam generator tubes, void
collapse of primary side, pressurizer liquid draining that is effective for
the top-down core cooling and, definitely, leads to pressure decrease in
the primary loop. The last effect brings the pressure to the actuation set
point of the accumulators causing further pressure decrease down to the
LPIS set point.

PORV stuck open
The original considered transient was used for the nodalization

qualification (case W-SBP-00 in Tab. 4). Sensitivity studies include
hypothetical scenarios without the HPIS. In this case the transient
evolution looks similar to the 1% Small Break LOCA, with rod surface
temperature reaching unacceptable values. AM possibilities were
investigated including different initial conditions for two of the
accumulators and secondary side depressurization (cases VV-SBP-02 and -03).
Both the AM actions made milder the accident consequences (Figs. 11 and
12). However, the latter (secondary side depressurization) led to a
complete recovery of the plant.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

A qualified WWER-1000 plant nodalization suitable for
Relap5/rr.od3 .2 was developed in the present framework: steady state and
transient level qualification criteria were adopted and matched. The
application to the analysis of selected transients led to the following
main results:
* the Large Break LOCA behaviour of the WWER-1000 appear good from the

safety viewpoint with low value for the Peak Cladding Temperature (PCT <
1000 K); the hot rod represents an exception possibly originated from
inadequate knowledge of core power distribution;

* Small Break LOCA without HPIS cause unacceptable rod surface
temperatures (see below);

* operating conditions for accumulators appear well suited for Large Break
LOCA; in the case of small break LOCA the small gas volume prevents
complete liquid discharge into the primary loop;

* increase in the gas volume space of accumulator largely improves their
performance, though an optimization process for selecting this quantity
has not been performed;

* AM procedures based on delayed actuation of AFW (secondary side feed)
and steam generator depressurization (better secondary side bleed) are
very effective and should be considered for the Emergency situations in
WWER-1000.

The achieved conclusions should be verified on the basis of a
proper uncertainty analysis (e.g. adopting the methodology at ref. [17]); a
better knowledge of all relevant boundary conditions would also improve the
reliability of the results.
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ABSTRACT
The overall objective of reactor safety is to protect the public and the environment against

dangerous releases of radioactive materials from nuclear power plants. A nuclear power plant
is designed to cope with a set of events including normal conditions, anticipated operational
occurrences, external events and accidents. Station blackout is a severe accident that might
produce core melt and major releases of fission products from the reactor core. This paper
shows the results of station blackout (SBO) analysis of NPP Krsko model, by using MELCOR,
a computer code that models the progression of severe accidents in LWR nuclear power
plants. MELCOR was developed by Sandia National Laboratories for US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission as a successor to the Source term code package.

Calculations were realized at Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
Department of Power Systems. The main goal of this analysis was to investigate the
possibilities and the operation of MELCOR and to develop a model of NPP Krsko for further
calculations. Therefore, at this stage, modeling is rather simplified and requires more detailed
study of code packages and code itself. The results of SBO analysis show that, depending on
initial conditions, SBO accident is a serious threat to safety barrier's integrity and in this case
leads to the damage of containment building, but they also show that MELCOR enables
detailed calculations of long-term accident progression.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) activities have been focused on
individual plant examinations (IPE) of nuclear power plants. Important part of this activities
are deterministic analysis of severe accidents, with the emphasis on the plant behavior
beyond design basis, where exists a potential of a loss of all safety barriers and significant
radioactive releases. Since large number of calculations with various scenarios have to be
analyzed in the IPE, it is important to use fast running analytical tool with comprehensive
modeling capabilities like MAAP or MELCOR. This type of analytical tools are also used for
various simulations of plant behavior in process of preparing plant emergency plan.

Recently, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing has obtained latest version of
the MELCOR computer code from the USA NRC. The basic purpose of the activity described
in this paper was to organize the data base, create and validate the NPP Krsko model for
MELCOR calculations, which could be later extended and upgraded.
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2. MELCOR DESCRIPTION

MELCOR is a fully integrated, engineering - level computer code that models the
progression of severe accidents in light water reactors. It was developed by Sandia National
Laboratories for the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission as the successor to the Source
Term Code Package. An entire spectrum of severe accident phenomena is modeled in
MELCOR including the thermal - hydraulic response in the reactor coolant system, reactor
cavity, containment and confinement buildings; core heatup and degradation; radionuclide
release and transport; hydrogen production, transport and combustion; core - concrete
attack; heat structure response and the impact of engineered safety features on thermal -
hydraulic and radionuclide behavior.

MELCOR has been designed to facilitate sensitivity and uncertainty analyses through the
use of sensitivity coefficients. Many parameters in correlations, which are constants in most
codes, are implemented as sensitivity coefficients and can be changed by the user.

MELCOR is executed in two parts. The first part is called MELGEN, in which the majority
of input is specified, processed and checked. The second part is the MELCOR program itself
which advances the problem through time based on the input to MELGEN and any MELCOR
input. Graphics post processing is provided by the HISPLT program.

MELCOR is composed of a number of different packages, each of which models a
different portion of the accident phenomenology or program control. Most of the packages
may be either active or inactive during a calculation. The default for most of the packages is
that they are inactive. Usually, all packages are activated in the analysis of a full plant
accident. The status of each package is given in the MELGEN output. Figure 1 shows the
connections between basic phenomenological packages.

Figure 1 Basic packages interaction
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PHENOMENOLOGICAL PACKAGES

BH - Bottom Head (BWR) FDI - Fuel Dispersal Interactions

BUR - Combustion of Gases FL - Flow Paths

CAV - Core - concrete Interactions H2O - Water Properties

CF - Control Functions HS - Heat Structures

COR - Core Behavior MP - Material Properties

CVH - Control Volume Hydrodynamics NCG - Non-Condensable Gas Equation of State

CVT - Control Volume Thermodynamics PROG - Part of EXEC

DCH - Decay Heat RN - Radionuclide behavior

EDF - External Data Files SPR - Containment Sprays

EOS - Equation of State TF - Tabular Functions

ESF - Engineered Safety Features TP - Transfer Process

EXEC - Executive Package UTIL - Utility Package

3. MELCOR MODEL OF NPP KRSKO

MELCOR modeling is general and flexible. No strict nodalization of a system is forced on
the user except the reactor core modeling. There are two basic models of BWR and PWR
core but the wide range of modeling detail is possible. The same models are used for all
volumes. Primary, secondary and containment volumes are treated equally and solved
simultaneously. There are no predefined components such as pipes, pressurizer, SGs,
reactor vessel, etc. They are built from control volumes, flow paths, heat structures, core and
control logic is introduced through control functions. The complexity of components depends
of user's input.

Formulation of control volumes and flow paths is similar to RELAP, CONTAIN, HECTR
and it is convenient for relatively coarse nodalization with arbitrary connections.

The main goal of this analysis was to investigate the possibilities and the operation of
MELCOR rather than precise calculation of the accident. Therefore the nodalization of NEK
model is relatively coarse, in some inputs default values were used and not all the packages
were activated.

This model includes CVH, FL, HS. CAV, COR, TP, CF, MP, NCG, TF and DCH packages.
BUR and RN packages were not used, so at this stage, calculation of hydrogen combustion
and radionuclide releases and behavior has not been carried out.

Nodalization of NEK is shown on Figure 2. There are relatively fewer control volumes
(coarser nodalization) what simplifies the mathematical model and shortens the CPU time for
accident calculation. That is also the reason why there is a slight difference between NEK
and MELCOR model steady state data (Table 1). Containment volume is significantly
simplified, presented only as a control volume without heat structures. Core model is
represented by a cylinder divided axially and radially into 48 cells (4 radial rings, 12 axial
nodes). Core itself is divided into 6 axial nodes, lower plenum and core support plate into the
other six. Each cell contains intact components such as fuel (UO2), cladding (Zr), control.
poison (Ag-ln-Cd), supporting structures (steel, Inconel) and ZrO2, steel oxide formed after
the oxidation of these materials. Intact components may collapse and form particulate debris,
which is treated as a separate component. Such core modeling demonstrates the melt
progression and relocation of core materials within the core and lower plenum.

Distribution of fission power is specified axially, radially and among components
(materials) and total amount is calculated by a control function. Decay heat power is
presented in a tabular function using ANS 79 decay curve option.
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Figure 2 - MELCOR nodalization of NPP Krsko

Parameter

PR2 pressure

SG 1 sec. pressure

SG 2 sec pressure

Core power

PRZ level

SG 1 sec. mass

SG 2 sec. mass

Primary system mass

Core inlet temperature

Core outlet temperature

Core AT

Core mass flow

Hot leg 1 flow

Hot leg 2 flow

unit

MPa

MPa

MPa

MW

m

kg

kg

kg

K

K

K

kg/s

kg/s

kg/s

NEK

reference

15.513

5.6

5.6

1876.0

15.346

39418.0

39418.0

113482.0

560.3

597.8

37.5

8499.5

4450.0

4450.0

MELCOR

15.485

5.25

5.25

1875.96

14.826

42961.0

42964.0

118551.0

558.15

594.7

36.55

8857.4

4595.0

4595.0

Table 1- Initial conditions for SBO calculation
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4. RESULTS OF SBO CALCULATION

Based on the following assumptions, this SBO scenario is extremely conservative and
very unlikely to occur. Emergency core cooling systems and containment safety systems
(High Pressure Injection System, Low Pressure Injection, Fan Coolers, Spray System) are
not available (except accumulator tanks), as well as reactor coolant pumps, feedwater and
auxiliary feedwater supply, and no operator actions are assumed during this period. So,
because they are presumed unavailable HPIS, LPIS and AFW were not modeled. Loss of
coolant is supposed to occur through the shaft seals on the reactor coolant pumps (due to
loss of seal injection coolant), letdown line (isolation valve remains open) and pressurizer
valves.

Station is in steady state at 100% power. Reactor (& turbine) trip is initiated at 100 s when
the leakage of coolant occurs through the let down line and shaft seals on the main pumps
(Figure 4). Loss of coolant leads to pressure drop until SGs no longer act as heat sinks (water
on secondary side boils down, steam is discharged through the steam line safety valves).
Heat removal is no longer possible, the primary coolant starts to heat up and pressurizer level
to rise by thermal expansion of the water. When pressure reaches the setpoint value
pressure, relief valves (PORVs) discharge steam through the pressurizer so the pressure is
kept approximately constant (additional loss of coolant, Figure 3). Core begins to uncover
and melt after 5000 s, (Figure 7). Melt and debris accumulate on the core support plate which
collapses after 10000 s (Figure 10). Melt falls onto the vessel bottom and is ejected at high
pressure through the bottom when it fails at 15000 s. Pressure decreases rapidly and at
22000 s water is injected from accumulator tanks which are actuated during the
depressurization (Figure 5).

Loss of containment cooling (fans & sprays) causes the constant increase of containment
pressure and temperature mainly due to steam discharge from primary system. The design
pressure (415 kPa) is reached after 5000 s, but this early pressure build-up is widely because
of simplicity of containment model (containment structures & heat removal not modeled).
Besides, outflow from the letdown line and pressurizer is modeled directly into containment
atmosphere, while in reality it would be first into the relief tank and then (after the break of
isolation disk) into the containment. It is evident, from the facts mentioned above, that this
model overestimates the containment pressure increase, but the phenomenology of accident
remains the same. In, probability assessments, such as IPE (Individual Plant Examination),
the containment failure pressure of NEK is estimated at 790 kPa. That value is reached after
20000s but increases further because the failure of containment integrity hasn't been
considered in this model (Figure 6).

When the water level in the reactor vessel drops so that the core is uncovered, the clad
temperature begins to rise due to the decay heat in fuel. Metal-water reaction between
zirconium (in the fuel cladding) and steam begins to produce hydrogen and generate heat
(Zr+2H2O -> ZrO2+2H2). The heat-up of the fuel is accelerated, the metal-water reaction
becomes more violent and the rate of hydrogen production increases rapidly. The production
rate is reduced when the core relocates in the cooler lower regions but increases again when
temperature reaches its previous values (Figure 9). Due to inefficient decay heat removal,
core temperature increases and core begins to melt. The-melting process starts in upper core
regions, and then, as water level drops, continues in lower. During the process, molten core
relocates to lower levels until it collects on the reactor vessel bottom and eventually breaks
through (Figure 10). Failure of coolant make-up (ECCS not functioning) causes the water
level to drop rapidly (Figure 8). Water from accumulators is injected after the core has melted.
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Calculation results correspond to the results from Ref. 3. According to these results, steam
generators degradation occurs after 2700 s and core uncovers after 5600 s. Further
comparison was not possible because RELAP5/mod2 does not model the accident
progression after core melting. So, this obtained results confirm MELCOR's accurate
thermohydraulic modeling of NEK. It should be emphasized that the outcoming results
depend largely on input data. As default values being used, it's obvious that the molten core
has threaten the reactor integrity in a relatively short amount of time, what does not really
have to be the case in NEK. According to other calculation models and TMI experience the
core melt progression could be significantly longer.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper gives the analysis of station blackout accident in NE Krsko. The main purpose
was the development of NEK model for MELCOR calculations and examination of its
possibilities. Therefore, the nodalization of NEK model is relatively coarse and the emphasis
is on the phenomenology of the accident, not the precise calculation. So, to get more precise
view into the accident progression, detailed model should be made and the
phenomenological packages which have not been used (BUR, ESF, SPR, RN etc.) should be
modeled and tested.

Attained results show that MELCOR enables complete analysis of the accident,
particularly the core melt progression. It is obvious that the SBO accident is a serious threat
to safety barrier's integrity, especially containment integrity, and the importance and necessity
of restored AC power to prevent and mitigate the effects of accident.
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ABSTRACT

The paper describes the use of system code RELAP5/mod2 in analysis of inadvertent
closing of the main steam isolation valve that happened in NPP Krsko on September, 25
1995. Three cases were calculated in order to address different aspects of the modelled
transient This preliminary calculation shoivs that, even though the real plant behaviour
isn 't completely reproduced, such kind of analysis can help to better understand plant
behaviour and to identify important phenomena in the plant during transient The result of
the calculation for the case no. 3, indicates that, with better understanding of status of the
plant systems, calculated results could be very similar to the plant data.

INTRODUCTION

The computer codes for nuclear power plant safety analyses are verified and validated using
the results of the transients performed on experimental facilities, and/or using results calculated
by more accurate computer codes. The most appropriate way to adjust the model to the
specific plant is comparison with the transient that really happened, so the model can be
applied for the analyses of similar transients. That is the reason why, when certain transients
happened, it is important to use the opportunity to evaluate the model of the plant.

The paper describes the use of system code RELAP5/mod2 in analysis of inadvertent
closing of the main steam Isolation valve that happened in NPP Kr§ko on September, 25 1995.
Transients of this type do not lead to the extreme plant conditions, but can be used to check
the model of control and protection system. Unfortunately, the data recorded on the plant
information system were not available and only rough sequence of event was known, so we
performed 'blind1 calculation. The final analysis and the comparison will be done in the future.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE PLANT

For the purpose of this analysis, the models for pressurizer level and pressure control, steam
generator level control and turbine bypass (steam dump) system are included into already
existing RELAP5/mod2 nodalization for NPP Krsko. The standard RELAP5/mod2
nodalization for NPP Krsko.is shown in Figure 1. Total number of used control volumes is 250
(167 on the primary side and 83 on the secondary side). The volumes are connected using 190
junctions on the primary side and 83 junctions on the secondary side (total number of junction
is 273). Total number of active heat structures on the primary side is 191 and corresponding
number of the heat structures on the secondary side is 51. Of the total number of heat
structures 12 heat structures are active heat structures (with heat input) and they are used to
model reactor core. The heat input is table defined, taking into account change of the heat
power during scram and decay heat generation after reactor scram. The model of the
pressurizer level and pressure control system, as well as model of the steam generator level
control system, are introduced in existing standard nodalization. Two additional trips are
introduced to model SI actuation on low steam line pressure.

The steady state transient lasting 200 s is performed using new input deck. The results of
the calculation are verified against standard criteria for initial conditions accuracy:

- error in net heat power exchanged in the system <1%,

- error in system pressure <0.5%,

- coolant temperature error <1%,

- error in primary water flow and in steam flow in SGs <1%,

- error in heat losses calculation <5%.,

- error in total water mass in the system <1%.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT

The inadvertent closing of the main steam isolation valve happened in NPP Krsko on
September, 25 1995 at 10:22. The NPP was at full power. Due to the different SG plugging
level, steam mass flow from the SG 2 and corresponding steam pressure were slightly higher
than in the SG 1. After malfunction in control circuit of the main steam isolation valve (MSIV)
1, the flow from the steam generator was stopped and steam pressure increased up to 0.778
MPa. In the same time, due to the higher steam flow from the steam generator 2, the steam
pressure decreased and SI signal was initiated at 0.54 MPa. Reactor scram, turbine trip and
main feedwater isolation were actuated on SI signal. Due to the very short time (1.2 to 1.4 s)
that passed between MSIV closure and reactor trip initiation, heat balance in the primary
system was only temporarily disturbed and there was no heatup of the coolant. In the meantime
the MSIV was closed on low steam pressure signal in steam line 2 and steam pressure in SG 2 .
started to increase. The pressures in both SGs were stabilised bellow SG PORV set point
around 50 s after transient initiation. All conditions in the plant were stable. Only first part of
the transient was analysed.
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Figure 1. NPP Krsko nodalization
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RESULTS

The calculation started after 200 s of steady state, from 100 % power, with the same
conditions in both steam generators (18 % U-tube plugging in both steam generators). MSIV 1
was closed and 500 s of transient was calculated.

The following cases were calculated in order to address different aspects of the modelled
transient:

1. Main steam isolation valve 2 closes at the beginning of the transient,

2. Main steam isolation valve 2 does not close at all,

3. Main steam isolation valve 2 closes at the beginning of the transient with the
assumption of leak through the both main steam isolation valves.

SI signal was registered around 1.5 s after MSIV 1 closure. In the first case the MSIV 2
was closed on low steam pressure around 2.4 after transient initiation (closure time is between
3 and 5 s). Steam pressure in both SGs is shown in Figure 2. The pressure increases after
closure of the valves till SG PORV set point. The combined capacity of the PORV and safety
valves is large enough to stop the pressure increase and cool the primary side. Characteristic
cycling of the valves can be identified on Figure 2 and corresponding steam flows from steam
generators are shown in Figure 3. The reactor scram was initiated early in the transient but
combined effect of the decreasing reactor power and accumulated heat was resulted in PORV
opening in order to establish heat balance in the plant. In real situation there were no actuation
of the valves and that suggest that our calculation wasn't able to reproduce real data.

The next case was started with assumption that there was no closure of the MSIV 2. This
assumption was used to define two bounding cases for this transient and to explore possible
deficiencies in the mathematical model and to explain difference between measured data and
calculation. In this case the pressure increase in both steam generators started after MSIV 1
closure, like in the previous case, but due to fact that MSIV 2 was opened the primary side
was cooled and power imbalance was smaller. Due to the smaller power imbalance pressure
increase reached the point where one steam generator is enough to transfer heat power from
the primary side after reactor scram. The maximum pressure is higher in isolated steam
generator, but both pressures are more or less constant after 200 s of transient (Figure 4).
Steam flow from the steam generators is shown in Figure 5. Almost constant steam flow from
the steam generator 2 was established after auxiliary feedwater flow initiation.

Behaviour of the steam generator pressure in the real case was somewhere between
pressures calculated in the first and the second case. In the real case there was no PORV
actuation and MSIV was closed. The pressure increase was limited with both pressures staying
close together after initial transient (measured value of the pressure in SG 1 was slightly
higher). The heat balance, calculated in the mathematical model, indicates that such kind of
behaviour was possible only if some additional mechanism of steam generators cooling, not
addressed in the original model, exists. The third calculation was started with working
assumption that there is a leakage in the steam generators after MSIV isolation. Assumed.
values of the leakage was 15 kg/s for first steam generator and 5 kg/s for second steam
generator. The greater mass flow in the first steam generator was used because that was the
only way to have smaller pressure in steam generator 1 which was isolated first. The calculated
pressure and steam flows are shown in Figures 6 and 7. These results show that it is possible to
reproduce real pressure behaviour if the real values of the flow outside steam generators are
known, that means if the real boundary conditions in the plan are known. In that case, the
model will be able to calculate accurate values of the plant parameters.
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CONCLUSION

This preliminary calculation shows that, even though the real plant behaviour was not
calculated, such kind of analysis can help to understand plant behaviour and to identify
important phenomena at the plant during transient. In normal analysis of the event, performed
by the plant staff, such things are usually not addressed because of lack of adequate analytical
tool. In most cases main goal is only to answer if there were any safety problems and if systems
and equipment performed as requested.

It could be concluded that the behaviour of the transient depends on the time of low steam
line pressure signal initiation and corresponding SI signal generation, as well as on the time of
MSIV 2 closure and possible loss of the steam from isolated steam generators. The control and
protection system of the plant performed as designed and the plant is brought into the safe
shutdown operation without any consequences. The result of the calculation for the case no. 3
is very similar to the plant data.
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Abstract : Plane sources with slab shield are frequently encountered in gamma-ray attenuation

problems. In the realm of the Point Kernel Integration Method, plane sources with slab shield

are often used, as an approximation for more general source-shield geometry in the preliminary

reactor shield design and related radiation safety analysis. Recently, the point source buildup

factor data approximation in the form of an expanded polynomial set was successfully

introduced. The introduced function has the form :

3
B(x,Eo)=l+ exp[/f x]xa ^^AjX1, where x represents shield thickness (in mfp),

i=O

a and P are constants for selected shield material and At are independent parameters of the

function. In this paper, it is demonstrated that the above function fits into the integrand of the

Point Kernel, for the circular disk source with general cosine emission, in such a fashion that

the modified integrand is still as easily integrated as before. The result is expressible in terms of

incomplete gamma-function. Furthermore, this result can be used as the basis for the solution

of various infinite slab source-shield geometry problems that lead to the similar integrable

kernels.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a quest for an adequate functional representation of new point isotropic gamma-ray

buildup factor data (ANSI/ANS 6.4.3 standard data [1]) a function based on an expanded

polynomial set was recently introduced (Michieli 1994. [2]). The approximation function has

3
the form : B(x,Eo)=l+exp[/3x]xa ^A/X1 , where x represents shield thickness (in

/=o
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mfps), a and P are constants for selected shield material and A,- are independent parameters

of the function. This function was validated as a possible choice (besides the well known G-P

function [3] that was adopted by ANSI/ANS- 6.4.3), for Point Kernel calculations.

The function was tested on the new set of point isotropic exposure buildup factors for

iron, water, concrete, beryllium and lead. Independent parameters A,- of the function were

determined following Chebyshev approximation approach (Rice 1964. [4]), that is, by

minimization of the relative error (Remes algorithm). Results of the approximation showed

that, regarding the precision of the approximation and interpolation for arbitrary source

energy, the new function fully complies with the necessary conditions for a "good"

approximating function (Chilton at al. 1984. [5]). The maximum error of approximation was

within 4 % for all five materials over the standard data domain. Interpolation error was

generally within 10 % , even in the vicinity of the K-edge energy in lead.

Besides to the aforementioned necessary approximating criteria it is desirable that the

formula is simple and of type that lands itself well to inclusion in the integrand of point kernels

for standard source-shield geometries, so that the integration over the source could be done as

easily as before.

In this paper it is demonstrated that new function satisfies this last criterion for disk and

infinite plane source geometries with general cosine emission shielded by infinite slab shields.

The results are expressible in terms of incomplete gamma-function. Furthermore, these results

can be used as the basis for the solution of various infinite slab source-shield geometry

problems that lead to the similar integrable kernels.

II. EXTENSION OF POINT KERNEL TECHNIQUES TO INCORPORATE BUILDUP

Within Point Kernel Integration Techniques the solution for total detector response in

point r of given monoenergetic source-shield configuration, could be presented by the

equation (Wood 1982. [6]) :

.r\Eo)<$i{Eo) e-**'*/lx\r -r\2 j s(r)dV,{
where xy are respective shield components thickness (in the line from differential volume

source element dV to the detector), ^{Bo) is appropriate flux to detector response conversion

factor and S(r") is the source strength. The integrand in brackets is by definition the Point

Kernel function.

The use of buildup concept for heterogeneous media is of dubious merit except for

simple two-layered shields where various approximate expressions based on single layers
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buildup are used (Jaeger 1968. [7] ). Even for such configurations further simplifications are

often adopted as follows:

- use of infinite single medium buildup factor (last layer) with the total shield

thickness in mfp's as its argument (valid if Zj < Z-j)

- neglecting the buildup effect in the source

- use of surface source with cosine emission instead of isotropic volume source

- general surface source to infinite plane source transformation

Due to this simplifications it becomes apparent that simple plane source with slab shield

is a commonly used geometry for an approximate solution of more complex configurations.

1. General cosine emitting disk source with slab shield

Standard source-shield geometry is presented in Figure 1. The general cosine emitting

source strength can be presented as :

S - Sg cos7" (p / lit , where S* presents number of photons [cm"2 s"1] emitted in

the right half- space.

Figure 1. - Disk source with slab shield

Differential detector response at point P with the buildup in the form of an expanded

polynomial set is given as :
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dRd=— ^ 2 e m(Eo)B(Mtsec<p), where B(|itseccp) after
V.7CX

substitution seccp = x/a is given by :

y=o

If the detector response of interest is the absorbed energy in the material or the

absorbed dose rate it is common practice to approximate the first with kerma" rate, and the

second with closejy related quantity called "exposure" that is proportional to kerma in air

(Chilton at al. 1984 [5]).

For kerma calculations the appropriate flux to kerma conversion factor is
<>R{EO)=EO Men/P> where Men/P >s l i n e a r m a s s energy absorption coefficient for given

material and source energy [5]. It depends only on material and source energy and

consequently doesn't influence on Point Kernel integration process. Of course, for each

particular choice of detector response, respective buildup factors must be used. For integration

purposes it is sufficient to use 9t(i?o)= 1, for which detector response becomes total flux

density Oj . With substitutions rdr=xdx and p =A/a2 + R* , total flux density is given as :

+ '' dx

y=o '

Above equation can be split in two parts ; O d = Oj + <E>2 where Oj presents

unscattered and O2 scattered component of total flux density :

After integration and using the definition of incomplete Gamma function [8];

oo

T{a,y)= \e u ua du , (y > 0), these components can be presented as :

y

( 1 - ,

kerma - kinetic energy released in matter
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For pure cosine emission m=l. For isotropic emission m=0 with 5^ = 5^/2 where Sd

is total source strength over the An solid angle. Following above remarks, for infinite plane

isotropic source (p -> oo) total flux density becomes :

( 1 )
(\-p)a

In the above equation Ei(jut) is Exponential Integral function [5, 8] defined as

En{y)=yn-l]e-uu-ndu =yn-1T(l-n,y) for n= 1, 2, 3, .... n (y>0)
y

The values of Exponential Integral function En\y) and incomplete Gamma function

F{a,y) can be easily obtained from tabulated values or known rapidly convergent series

expansions [8, 9] .

2. Infinite slab source-shield geometry

This geometry that is presented in figure 2. is often used as an approximation for

similar finite configurations frequently encountered in radiation shielding practice [7, 10].

Figure 2. - Infinite slab source-shield geometry
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2.1 Using buildup with the total attenuating thickness as it's argument

For Z s o u r c e < Zshigjd the differential flux density at point P according to the equation

(1) can be presented as :

2

2

f=0
ds.

where coefficients a, p and A, pertain to the shield material.

Using the relation En(y) = En+l{y) the solution for unscattered component of

total flux density is [5] :

Sv

The scattered part can be evaluated using the relation [8], —— T{a,y )=-e x xa 1

y

and accordingly T{a,y)=—\yV{a,y)-T{a + \,y)\, as follows :
dy

(1 f

8=/i t(l - p) and" e=(ju t + Ms^i1 ~ P) • &&& integration [8] the final result is

i=0 (l -

It is worth mentioning that if the source strength is varying exponentially i.e.

Sv =SO e^ the solution is easily obtained using integration by parts [8].

2.2 Neglecting the buildup in the source

If the conditions for previous approximation are not fulfilled, common approach is to

neglect the buildup in the source and to take into account only the buildup in the shield.

For that approximation the differential flux density at point P is given as :
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Sv Inrdrds -{jit+n^ ( x
e a B\ ut—

\ a)

sv

The unscattered component is the same as in the previous example i.e. :

: t)-E2\Ju t + /J.sS) L while scattered part can be presented as

5
a+i

q a+i

S CI lit i
= —— Y.A * — r\a + i,b]ds , where b- at- But + LL.S .

Changing the integration limits for the new variable b and applying integration by parts

with dv = b~^a+l'db and u - T\a + i\b], the final result is :

where S=/it{l-P) and £=

III. CONCLUSION

Plane and slab sources are frequently encountered in gamma-ray attenuation problems.

Furthermore, they are often used as an approximation to more complex source-shield

geometries. Using buildup data in the form of an expanded polynomial set proves suitable for

inclusion in the integrand of Point Kernel for circular disk, infinite plane and infinite slab source

- shield geometries. Final mathematical form of the modified integrands allows solutions that

are expressible in terms^f incomplete Gamma function.

Solution originates from the fact that incomplete Gamma function is by definition a

generalization of the Exponential integral functions. Such result is especially suitable for

everyday engineering applications of Point Kernel integration techniques where Point Kernel

computer codes are not always available. The application of this result is not limited to

presented examples. Various other source-shield geometry problems (such as truncated cone

or spherical volume source with slab shield) can be solved in similar approximate manner.
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Abstract

The RSYST calculational sequences for generation of NPP Krsko group constants
have been established as the first phase results of bilateral project between Germany and
Croatia on improvements of in-core fuel management calculational capabilities. The
obtained cross sections based on 1-D cell models have been checked by comparison of NPP
Krsko global core calculation using these group constants with reference results. The
comparison showed the adequacy of the established RSYST calculational sequences to
generate cross sections for scoping in-core fuel management and safety calculations. In the
next phase of the project we intend to use the RSYST calculational sequences based on 2-D
assembly calculations to obtain group constants suitable for design in-core fuel management
and safety calculations.

1. Introduction

A bilateral project (involving scientists from IKE on German side and FEEC and
RBI on Croatian side) has been started to improve and verify both sides capabilities in in-
core fuel management calculations. The objective of the bilateral project was to develop
more efficient simulation and optimization methods to be used for the modern PWR in-core
fuel management calculations. This paper describes efforts and results achieved in the first
phase of the bilateral project. In this first phase of the project we have used established
calculational sequences in RSYST environment for the generation of two group constants
using one dimensional transport model. A part of the sequences was changed to allow .
modelling of fuel assemblies containing integral fuel burnable absorbers (IFBA) which are
regularly used in NPP Krsko. We describe in the second section the main characteristics of
RSYST code package with emphasis on its reactor physics modules involved in group
constants generation and discuss structure and applicability of generated libraries. Cell
depletion calculational sequences for generation of NPP Krsko group constants are
described in a third section. Preliminary results in application of the generated group
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constants for the simulation of global core depletion are presented in a fourth section.
Finally, we discuss possible further improvements and applications of this methodology.

2. RSYST code package

The RSYST (Reaktor SYSTem) code package'1*2' has been developed as an open,
extendible, flexible, and modular application tool in which problems are solved by a
combination of small tasks (modules). The reuse of existing modules and their flexible
combination reduces the effort to setup new simulation tasks. The development of RSYST
started at The Institute of Nuclear Engineering and Energy Systems, University of Stuttgart
in 1969. The objective of RSYST was the integration of a set of different programs of
nuclear reactor design and reactor physics. The huge amount of data, generated by the
simulation of nuclear reactor operation, required a suitable hierarchical structure of the
objects stored in a database. Existing database systems have not been able to meet the
demands of the applications that are used to calculate nuclear reactor analysis and reactor
safety. The main advantage of this hierarchical structure of data objects are the possibilities
to make symbolic links between data objects and to order objects belonging together. This
hierarchical arrangement of data was an early first step to modern object oriented data
modeling. The RSYST architecture has been redesigned after a new generation of
computers have become available. The existing components of RSYST have been enriched
by an interactive user interface and distributed computation between different hardware
architectures. The RSYST was also extended by a class concept, a graphical user interface
and some graphical plot tools. All kinds of application programs are realized as functional
modules. A functional module is a closed functional unit, which communicates with its
environment and some other modules via application programming interfaces managed and
supplied by RSYST. Each programming interface, which is available for functional module,
is realized as abstract data type module. The work flow of functional modules to be called
can be controlled by the RSYST monitor. It enables the definition of the work flow with a
simple but powerful command language. An overview of the system architecture of RSYST
is given in Figure 1. The main purpose application of RSYST is the development of
integrated systems, both from scratch and by integration of existing programs written in
FORTRAN, C and C++. The highly sophisticated integration technology of RSYST offers
an environment that supports the rapid development and efficient software solutions of
engineering problems. The present development of RSYST is continued by University of
Stuttgart Regional Computer Centre and The Institute for Computing Applications.

The first application of the RSYST code package to engineering problems has been
performed in a field of reactor physics. A large number (more than 80) of reactor physics
modules have been introduced into RSYST for neutronics calculations covering a broad
spectrum from cross section calculations to full 3 dimensional core depletion simulation. The
most important reactor physics modules which are used in generation of group constants are
given in Table 1, indicating the purpose of each of the modules.

3. Generation of group constants for NPP KrSko

In the first period of bilateral project our goal was to redesign existing calculational
sequences for the generation of two group cross sections for the PWR fuel assemblies, to be
able to treat lattice with an integral fuel burnable absorber made of ZrB2 (IFBA). As a first
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step, however we needed a multigroup cross sections library for all the materials that were to
be used in these sequences. We have decided to produce a library having a 45 neutron

Table 1.

Module
ABBRAND
CGM
ICM2D
DIFF1D
ISOMUE
MITHOM
MITTEL
MIXBI

Purpose
solution of burmi£ equations
spectral code
approximate solution of 2-D transport equation
solution of 1-D diffusion equation (finite difference)
solution of 1-D transport equation for cells
homogenization and/or collapsing of cross sections
collapsing of multigroup coss sections
generation of macroscopic cross sections

energy group structure as it is used at IKE for PWR simulation. The CGM module133 from
RSYST was used to collapse material cross sections from 93 fast, 7800 resonance and 131
thermal groups, using geometry, isotopic content and conditions of a typical cylindrical fuel
cell of NPP Krsko VANTAGE-5 fuel. The basic libraries for these calculations were derived
mainly from JEF-1 evaluation^41. Calculated pin-cell spectra in 224 energy groups for 15000
MWd/tU burnup, that were used for collapsing nuclide cross sections into 45 group structure
are depicted in Fig. 2. As a major effort we have designed a new calculational sequence
which produces a cross section library for fuel assemblies containing EFBA.

Monitor
(Control Unit)

^Functional Modules
Tools

i Abstract T)»t» , j 5

Fig 1. Architecture of RSYST
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A basis of a calculational model for both fuel assemblies containing IFBA and those
without burnable poisons is a typical fuel pin cell of PWR. In the first step of the calculation
a fuel cell homogenization is performed on the basis of 45 group flux calculation.
Homogenized cross sections are then put into a separate region of a so called supercell. This
supercell represents a fuel assembly in an average sense. Dimensions of regions of such a cell
are determined so as to preserve total volumes of materials in a fuel assembly. A new flux
calculation is performed and using this flux distribution a homogenization and subsequent
condensation to two group cross sections is performed. After depletion calculation a new
isotopic vector is determined and a new step of calculation is started.

1 -
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0.1 -
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I,., 
1
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,

I;
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Water

10"1 10° 101 102 103 104

Neutron energy (eV)
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Fig. 2 CGM 224 group spectra-NEK fuel cell

For fuel assemblies containing IFBA first part of the calculation is the same as for the
previous sequence, i.e. fuel pin cell flux calculation is performed. In the second step an IFBA
cell is constructed that contains fuel pin in the center, IFBA region surrounding the fuel pin,
and moderator region around. Surrounding area of this IFBA pin is, formed from two
regions, one representing homogenized fuel pins, and second - outer zone representing
guide tubes and interassembly water and construction material. Flux distribution obtained in
1-D transport calculation of the IFBA cell is used to calculate two group cross sections, and
one group microscopic cross sections for the depletion of each separate region - IFBA pin
cell and pure fuel pin cell homogeneized region.

In Fig. 3 boron-10 fraction left vs. burnup of the IFBA fuel assembly cell is depicted.
The rate of depletion does not depend significantly on the number of IFBA rods since the
IFBA zone is very thin. In Fig. 4 a change of k» with burnup is depicted for fuel assemblies
containing different number of IFBA rods.

The reflector constants were obtained by flux volume weighting, using 45 group
homogenized fuel cross sections for the core region. The fluxes at the core/baffle interface
and in reflector regions were calculated with fine mesh, one dimensional, finite difference
calculation (DIFF1D module): For the determination of diffusion coefficients we have used
so called leakage weighting of transport cross section.
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Fig. 3 Boron-10 fraction remaining in EFBA zone of fuel assembly cell vs. burnup
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Fig. 4 1c, of NPP Krsko fuel (4.3 w/o U235) with different number of IFBA rods

4. Testing group constant libraries in 3D core depletion simulation

To verify correctness of the generated cross section library test calculations
comprising a quarter core, three dimensonal calculations have been performed. Two
consecutive NPP Krsko cycles, 11 and 12, containing a different number of fresh fuel
assemblies with diverse number of IFBA rods, were chosen for comparison. The relevant
data for these two cycles are shown in Table 2. Fuel vendor design results are taken as
reference results.
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Table 2

Cycle No.

11
12

Cycle length
(MWd/tU)

15400
12300

Fresh fuel
assemblies

48
36

Total number of
EFBA
3472
1696

For the two group, three dimensional flux distribution calculation we have used the
Green's function nodal code GNOMER15'61. The GNOMER code provides means for the
coupled neutronic and thermal-hydraulic calculation with critical boron concentration search
option. Following parameters are determined: spatial nodewise power distribution, fuel
temperatures, moderator densities and temperatures. In order to have complete and
automated depletion sequence we have introduced several routines that have various control
and data management tasks. The flowchart of the complete core depletion sequence is
shown in Fig 5. The depletion calculational sequence is governed by the batch/script file
which provides necessary flexibility in this development and testing phase.

XS

i

RECONSTRUCT
ROUTINE

GifOM£8 CODK

I O N

ES

Fig. 5 Core depletion sequence for testing 2 group cross section library

A comparison between design calculations results and results obtained with core
depletion calculational sequence reveals some deviations which are most probably due to the
simple model used in cross section generation procedure, particularly for the reflector
region.

In Fig. 6 the difference in fuel assembly normalized power distribution is given on
the 1/8 of core level, for the begining and end of cycle 11. It is important to note that the
biggest difference is obtained on the periphery, which is in accordance with our expectations
related to simple modeling of reflector group constants. We expect to improve these-results
in future using more advanced models based either on equivalence theory corrections or
response matrix method.
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Fig. 6 Relative difference in normalized power between core depletion sequence and
reference results, for cycle 11, at BOC and EOC.
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Fig. 7 Relative difference in normalized power between core depletion sequence and
reference results, for cycle 12, at BOC and EOC.

The difference in critical boron concentration is given in Table 3. for both cycle 11
and cycle 12. We expect to improve our cross section generation sequences in future, using
more advanced RSYST modules (like 2 dimensional transport module ICM2D) and
equivalence theory techniques. Using information from 2 dimensional transport calculations
of the fuel assembly we expect to get proper depletion of IFBA assemblies, which might be
one of the contributions to the difference in the the critical boron concentration estimation
during the cycle. Some part of this difference might be caused by other assumptions on a
fuel assembly level. One of them is caused by the lack of information on starting axial
bumup distribution of already burnt fuel assemblies. To determine this distribution, we have
performed several cycle depletions in order to approximately model its dependence on
average fuel assembly burnup. We also assumed flat node assembly burnup throughout
cycle.
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Table 3

Cycle bumup
(MWd/lU)

0
150
1000
2000
3000
4000
6000
8000
12000
15400

Cycle 11
Reference Calculated

1843
1414
1361
1335
1285
1214
1029
819
388
19

1793
1392
1347
1313
1247
1164
969
755
319
-32

Cycle burnup
(MWd/tU)

0
150
1000
2000
3000
4000
6000
8000
10000
12300

Cycle 12
Reference Calculated

1751
1323
1213
1129
1037
935
734
509
288
39

1731
1325
1232
1143
1042
933
705
476
252
7

5. Conclusions

The RSYST calculational sequences for generation of NPP Krsko group constants
have been established as the first phase results of bilateral project between Germany and
Croatia on improvements of in-core fuel management calculational capabilities. The
obtained cross sections have been checked by comparison of NPP Krsko global core
calculations using these group constants with reference results. The comparison showed the
adequacy of the established RSYST calculational sequences to generate cross sections for
scoping in-core fuel management and safety calculations. In the next phase of the project we
intend to improve the RSYST calculational sequences to obtain group constants suitable for
design in-core fuel management and safety calculations.
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Abstract

A preliminary analysis of the concrete cask for the intermediate dry storage of the
spent fuel of NPP Krsko should include an estimation of the effective multiplication factor.
Assuming 16x16 fuel elements, 4.3% initial enrichment, 45 GWd/tU burnup and 10 years
cooling time, a concrete spent fuel cask capacity of 10 spent fuel assemblies is proposed. Fuel
assemblies are placed inside inner cavity in a "basket" - a boron (1%) doped steel structure.
Heavy concrete (25% Fe), 45 cm thick, is enclosed in a carbon steel shell. There is also a
stainless steel (SS304) lining of the storage cavity. Isotope inventory of the spent fuel after a
10 years cooling time is calculated using ORIGEN-S functional module of the SCALE-4.2
code package.

The effective multiplication factor keff of dry (helium filled) and wet (water filled)
cask for fresh and used fuel is calculated using CSAS4 Monte Carlo method based control
module of the same SCALE-4.2 code package. The obtained results of k ^ of the dry cask for
fresh and spent fuel are well below the required 0.95 value, but those for the water filled cask
are above this value. Therefore, several additional calculations of the keff varying the
thickness of a boral basket structure which had replaced the stainless steel one were done. It
turned out that at least a 1.5 cm thick boral wall was needed to meet the required 0 95 value
for

1. Introduction

In the paper |1| presented at the 2nd Regional Meeting "Nuclear Energy in Central
Europe" in Portoroz, Slovenia, we assumed that a intermediate dry storage could consist of
steel lined concrete cylinders containing 10 PWR fuel assemblies placed upright on concrete
pads in a storage facility, i.e. concrete building whose walls would provide additional
shielding. The main shielding and thermal parameters of such a cask were calculated. In this
paper we present an estimation of the effective multiplication factor for the same concrete
cask.
As the starting point of our calculations we agreed to choose steel lined heavy concrete cask
with the capacity of 10 fuel assemblies of NPP Krsko, 4.3% initial enrichment, burnup of 45
GWd/tU and 10 years cooling time. The fuel assemblies are placed inside inner cavity in a
"basket" - a boron doped steel structure. Heavy (25% Fe), boron doped (1% boron) concrete
is enclosed in a carbon steel shell. There is also stainless steel (SS304) lining of storage
cavity. The sketch of the cask is depicted on Fig. 1.
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1. Cask lid (reinforced concrete)
2. Fuel assembly basket (borated steel)
3. Inner shell (2cm thick stainless steel)
4. Cask wall (reinforced concrete)
5. Outer shell (2cm thick carbon steel)

Fig. 1. Cask layout

Using functional module SAS2 of SCALE-4.2 modular code package |2|, isotope
inventory of the spent fuel, single reactor assembly thermal power, neutron and gamma
angular fluxes and dose rates at two points outside the concrete shield (wall) were calculated.
The SAS2 module performs both depletion (to generate source terms) and an one
dimensional radial transport shielding calculations of a cask (cylindrical) type geometry. The
required maximum surface dose rate of 2 mSv/h was obtained with 40 cm of heavy (boron
doped) concrete shield. To comply with the other condition, i.e. that the maximum dose rate
at 2 m distance from the cask surface must be lower then 0.1 mSv/h, at least 45 cm of heavy
concrete shield was required. Therefore, in the further calculation we were dealing with this
thickness. The inner cavity diameter of the assumed cask was 92 cm, the diameter of the
outside steel liner was 180 cm. The approximate mass of the loaded cask was 40 tons.

2. The CSAS4 control module of the SCALE-4.2 code system

The CSAS4 control module provides criticality safety analysis sequences available in
SCALE-4.2 - a modular code system for Standardized Computer Analyses for Licensing
Evaluation developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. SCALE-4.2 the improved version
of SCALE-4 was released in 1994. This version has been installed in the Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and Computing, Zagreb on an IBM workstation under the UNIX operating
system. CSAS4 is designed to perform a search utilizing the Monte Carlo Criticality code
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KENO-V.a. Related sequences can bypass the search and provide kcfT for the system being
analyzed. The effective multiplication factor ken- for the concrete cask has been calculated
using one of them - CSAS25. It runs BONAMI, N1TAWL and KENO-V.a functional
modules, generates a working format cross-section library, a MORSE/KENO mixture cross-
section library and executes KENO-V.a to calculate ^ for the system.

3. The effective multiplication factor calculation

The effective multiplication factor keff of helium filled and water filled cask is
calculated. The calculation is performed for two options - without and with burnup credit.

The Latticecell geometry description is used, with a fuel assembly and surrounding
element of boron doped stainless steel basket as a unit of the lattice. Latticecell, is used when
the geometry can be described as a lattice.The cross section of the cask, a fuel assembly and a
unit representing a fuel rod (or water hole) is depicted in Fig. 2. Each assembly is a PWR
16x16 array of fuel rods with water holes. Each assembly is contained in 1% borated SS304
stainless steel basket structure. Each fuel rod is clad with zircalloy. The main relevant
dimensions and parameters used in calculations of k f̂ are presented in Table 1. The
composition of fissile material in the fresh (4.3% enriched) and in the spent (45 GWd/tU) fuel
are presented in Table 2. and 3. There are 4186 grams of plutonium isotopes per fuel
assembly in the spent, ten years cooled fuel.

Table 1. Main fuel and fuel assembly parameters

Fuel assembly
Number of fuel rods

Number of water (helium) holes
Number of instrumentation holes

Fuel pellet diameter (cm)
Zircalloy clad thickness (cm)

Lattice pitch (cm)
Inner diameter of a fuel rod (cm)
Outer diameter of a fuel rod (cm)

Active height of fuel (cm)
Width of a fuel assembly (cm)

SS304 basket wall thickness (cm)
Fresh fuel temperature (K/°C)
Spent fuel temperature (K/°C)

PWR 16x16
235
20
1

0.8192
0.0572
1.232

0.8356
0.95

365.76
19.72
0.5

293/20
368/95
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A. Fuel rod or water hole unit
cell

B. Fuel assembly
C. Cask
1. Fuel rod
2. Fuel clading
3. Fuel assembly basket
4. Water (or helium)
5. Inner shell

6. Cask wall

7. Outer shell

Fig. 2. Cross-section of the cask, fuel assembly and the unit cell

Table 2. Fresh fuel (4.3% enriched) composition of Uranium

Uranium isotope

*5U
236U

Weight fraction (%)
0.036
4.304
0.002
95.658

Among the five different SCALE cross-section libraries the 27-group ENDF/B-IV library
was chosen for the keff calculation. The library has 14 fast groups and 13 thermal groups
below 3 eV. It is conceived as a general purpose criticality analysis library and has been
extensively validated against critical experiments.
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Table 3. Composition of Uranium and Plutonium isotopes in spent fijel (45 GWd/tU burnup)

Isotope

234U

2 3 5 u
H6U
238U

238Pu
239Pu
240Pu
241Pu
242Pu

Relative weight
fraction (%)

0.022
0.975
0.606
98.397

2.96
58.3
19.1
12
7.6

Effective multiplication factor calculation was started with a series of CSAS runs with 103
neutron generations varying the number of neutrons of each generation and observing
standard deviations associated to each calculated keff. With the increasing number of histories
they have been decreasing, reaching a practical minimum at about 2100 histories per
generation. That number of histories was chosen for all further calculations.
Results of keff calculation for all four cases are presented in Table 4. Standard criticality
criterion for transport or storage casks requires keff < 0.95. As could be expected, both
helium filled systems have keff well below that value.

Table 4. Results of CSAS25 calculations of keff (water and helium filled casks, SS304 - 1%
borated, 0.5 cm thick basket structure)

Cask
Water filled

Helium filled

Water filled

Helium filled

Fuel
fresh, 4 .3%

enriched
fresh, 4 .3%

enriched
used, 45 GWd/tU

burnup
used, 45 GWd/tU

burnup

keff

1.242

0.514

1.011

0.324

Standard deviation
0.0031

0.0032

0.0050

0.0032

But, both water filled cask are critical. The most practical way to reduce keff is to increase
boron component in the system. Obviously, SS304 steel 1% boron enriched fuel assembly
basket material did not contain enough boron for that purpose.
Amongst several possibilities to increase boron content in the cask, replacing stainless steel
basket structure with a similar one made of boral, seemed very convenient |3|. Boral,
containing 33% B4C (boron carbide) and 67% Al (aluminum) has a high boron content. It is
necessary to provide a protective stainless steel layer on outer surfaces. Therefore, we in our
additional calculations supposed fuel assembly basket made of boral lined with 1 mm stainless
steel layer on both surfaces. Several calculations with increasing boral thickness had been
made, until the obtained kcir value for fresh fuel was below 0.95. This required boral basket
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wall of 1.5 cm thickness. Results of kcfr calculation for water filled cask loaded with fresh
(4.3% enriched) and spent (45 GWd/tU burnup) fuel are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Results of CSAS25 - ken- calculations (boral basket structure)

Cask
Water filled

Water filled

Fuel
fresh, 4.3%

enriched
spent, 45 GWd/tU

keff

0.9298

0.7414

Standard deviation
0.0016

0.00455

4. Conclusion

The effective multiplication factor keff for helium and water filled spent fuel storage
cask is calculated using the CSAS4 Monte Carlo control module of the SCALE-4.2 code
package. Calculation were made for fresh (4.3% enriched) and spent (45 GWd/tU) fuel.
Capacity of the reinforced concrete cask was 10 16x16 PWR fuel assemblies placed inside
borated (1%) stainless steel basket. The results showed that supposed cask when filled with
water would be critical with and without bumup credit. One way to reduce keff below 0.95
value was replacing stainless steel basket with stainless steel coated boral basket. Additional
calculations showed that to comply with the keff < 0.95 request in the most conservative case
(water filled cask without burnup credit), the thickness of the boral basket structure should be
1.5 cm.
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Abstract

The design of steam generators (SGs) in VVER-440 plants is different from western type, but
similar type of accidents may happen. An experiment, known as the International Atomic Energy
Agency Standard Problem Exercise no.3 (IAEA-SPE-3), simulating the event initiated by a rupture
in the horizontal steam generator hot collector, performed on the PMK-NVH integral test facility,
a model of VVER-440 nuclear power plant, has been analyzed using the latest released version
MOD3.2 of the RELAP5 thermal-hydraulic computer code. Main goals of the analysis were to
study the adequate modelling of the PMK-NVH facility and gain experiences for modelling VVER-
440 plants with the RELAP5 code. The particular emphasis was given to the. modelling of the
secondary side, since this has been recognized as a deficiency in RELAP5 code.

Introduction

In mid 1980's International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) sponsored the construction of
PMK-NVH integral test facility [1], a model of Hungarian Paks NPP, VVER-440 type, and started
an international research program on safety of VVER-440 plants. Among other experiments
performed on this facility, some were SGTR type, with the rupture located in the SG hot collector.
An experiment initiated by a rupture corresponding to 19.4 % of the SG hot collector cross-
sectional area was chosen as IAEA-SPE-3 [2].

The presented work deals with RELAP5 simulation of the above mentioned hot collector
rupture experiment. RELAP5/MOD3.2 [3] is one-dimensional, six-equation, non-homogeneous,
non-equilibrium computer codes, primarily developed to analyze thermo-hydrodynamics during the
transients in Western type nuclear power plants. Main goals of the analysis were to study adequate
modelling of PMK-NVH and gain experiences useful for modelling VVER-440 plants with
RELAP5 code by assessing if the RELAP5 code is appropriate for predicting the course of the
transient, initiated by a hot collector rupture, with emphasis on steam generator secondary side heat
transfer.

PMK-NVH facility description

PMK-NVH is a 1:2070 volumetrically scaled down, full height (except for the lower plenum
and pressurizer), full pressure and full scaled power integral test facility (Figure 1). The reference
plant, Hungarian Paks NPP is a 6-loop PWR (VVER-440), but the model is only 1-loop. The
PMK-NVH integral test facility consists of a reactor vessel model with an external downcomer, a
hot leg with a pressurizer vessel, a horizontal steam generator, a cold leg and a cold leg bypass
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with a pump. The reactor core is
simulated by an electrically heated
19-rod bundle with uniform axial and
radial power distribution, implanted
in a hexagonal ceramic insertion.
High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI)
system is connected to the cold leg,
with the possibility to simulate one or
two HPSI pumps in operation. Two
passive hydro-accumulators are
installed on the facility, one
connected to the upper plenum and
the other to the reactor vessel external
downcomer.

Steam generator model, depicted
in Figure 1, may give an impression
as if it was vertical, but the flow
regimes on the primary and secondary
sides are in fact similar to those in the
VVER-440 plant, which has
horizontal SGs. Steam is separated
from liquid only by gravity. No steam
separators are installed neither in the
PMK-NVH facility nor in the real
VVER-440 plant SGs.

Experiment description and facility
model development for RELAPS
calculations

The experiment started from full
scaled power and full primary
pressure. The rupture between the
primary and secondary side, represented by a 3.8 mm orifice in the rupture line, connecting the
top of hot collector (primary side) and secondary steam dome from the outside, was opened in the
beginning of the transient. From the more detailed description in [4] it could be understood as that
the break size was chosen so that the timing of the events and the phenomena should correspond
to the transient initiated by a rupture in the real NPP hot SG collector with the opening of 11.9 %
of the cold leg cross-section. However, another document [5], issued by the organizers of the
IAEA-SPE-3 described the experiment to be initiated only by a 4.7% break (2 mm orifice). The
performed analyses at US snowed much better agreement of the RELAP5 prediction with
experimental results if 2 mm orifice was assumed in the rupture line. The most important initial
conditions, compared to the experimental values, are shown in Table 1.

A certain discrepancy could be observed in the difference between hot and cold leg coolant
temperature, comparing experimental and calculated initial conditions. According to the steam
tables [6] and hot and cold leg temperatures from Table 1, the power extracted by SG was

Figure 1: Axonometric view of the PMK-NVH facility
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parameter

primary pressure

primary loop flow

cold leg temperature

hot leg temperarure

core power

pressurizer level

SG pressure

SG level

feedwater flow

feedwater temperature

unit

bar

kg/s

K

K

kW

m

bar

m

kg/s

K

EXP

125.2

5.24

534.8

559.3

700.5

1.18

45.9

2.11

0.38

491.8

MOD3.2

125.2

5.24

534.8

561.5

700

1.18

43.9

2.11

0.373

491.8

calculated between 645 and 650 kW.
The experimental value for core power
of 700.5 kW with 18.5 kW heat addition
by the pump and the suggested steady
state primary heat losses around 24 kW,
results in 695 kW SG power at initial
steady state, which was the value used in
RELAP5 calculations. It implies around
1.5 K higher hot leg temperature as
measured in the experiment. The
reported uncertainties from the
measurements of core power (±3 kW),
primary temperature (±1 K i.e. ±25
kW) and ± 0.06 kg/s at 5.24 kg/s
primary flow, giving around ± 8 kW
uncertainty, sum to around 35 kW
uncertainty in the power extracted
through the SG tubes. Since the hot leg
temperature was not in the set of original initial conditions, given for the blind calculation, it was
assumed subject to adjustment within RELAP5.

The facility input model for RELAP5 simulations was previously developed for the SPE-1
[7] and SPE-2 [8J analyses, which were SB LOCA experiments performed on the same test facility.
Since the facility was slightly modified on the secondary side for the SPE-3 test, the mentioned
model was changed only on the secondary side. The input model in Figure 2 consists of 102
hydrodynamic volumes, connected with 112 junctions and 99 heat structures [9].

The main difficulty during the model stabilization was that the initial secondary pressure could
not be matched at the given cold leg temperature. The heat transfer across the SG tubes depends
on the heat transfer coefficient on the primary side of the SG tubes (apfin), tube thickness (5), tubes
thermal conductivity (X) and heat transfer coefficient on the secondary side ( a j :

Table 1: Initial conditions for the IAEA-SPE-3 test

1
(1)

Introducing the steady-state values for the given quantities, as achieved during the stabilization
process with RELAP5, the equation could be rewritten (k [W/m2K]):

1 1 1 1

27000 20000 25000 - a 7870 (2)

Typical values for heat transfer coefficients in vertical steam generators, as calculated by RELAP5,
are above 30000 W/m2K for the primary side and above 50000 W/m2K for the secondary side. A
simple consideration leads us to the conclusion that heat transfer coefficients could be very similar
also in horizontal steam generators. The experimental value of AT = T,Vf(prim, - T.,,. for IAEA-
SPE-3 is 19.2 K, while RELAP5 could only achieve AT = 15.7 K. Assuming the same amount
of heat transferred from primary to secondary side through the same surface for heat transfer the
experimental value for heat transfer coefficient a^p should be:
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hot leg
loop seal

cold leg
loop seal

pump
Figure 2: RELAP5 model of PMK-NVH integral test facility for IAEA-SPE-3 calculations

A 7,
EXP

KEIATS

AT,EXf

w
m2K

(3)

This value could be achieved with the values for the primary side heat transfer coefficient between
27000 and 30000 W/m2K and between 50000 and 60000 W/m2K for the secondary side heat
transfer coefficient.

Results

The secondary pressure could be matched with the experimental value for steady state
calculation with three approaches. Either thermal conductivity of SG tubing material or the heat
transfer area between primary and secondary could be increased. The third possibility could be
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changing heat structure "o
hydraulic diameters. The first
two alterations affect the middle
term, while the last affects crK

in (1). Further findings during
the simulation of the initial 50
seconds of the IAEA-SPE-3
transient showed, that none of
this approaches could be
satisfying for this type of
experiment simulation. The
experimental values of hot and
cold leg t e m p e r a t u r e s
(Figure 3) clearly show that
heat transfer coefficients on the
secondary side of the SG tubes
were higher as calculated by
RELAP5, since the same heat
flux was achieved at smaller primary AT=Tho(-TcoW. The difference between experimental and
calculated heat transfer coefficients on the secondary side even increased after the first 4 seconds
when the steam generator secondary side was isolated (steam and feedwater flow were stopped).
RELAP5 could not preserve am after the feedwater flow stopped, since it uses Chen correlation,
altered for subcooled nucleate boiling on the secondary side of horizontal bundle, which
macroscopic (convection) part depends strongly on Reynolds number, that is liquid velocity:
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Figure 3: SG primary temperatures

convection where <teomtctlon = 0.211 -Re0651 Pr0M •
0.744

(4)

Here Re and Pr are Reynolds and Prandtl numbers respectively and a is local vapor void fraction.

A sharp pressure rise was
observed on the secondary side,
as shown in Figure 4 after the
secondary side isolation at the
beginning of the transient.
Secondary relief valve was
opened in a few seconds, but its
capacity was not enough to
prevent further secondary
pressure rise. Another few
seconds later secondary safety
valve opened and reduced the
secondary pressure enough that
the relief valve could close. The
secondary safety valve was
assumed not to close any more,
when once was opened. The
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Figure 4: Secondary pressure
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Figure 5: Primary pressure

opening of the safety valve was of crucial importance for the further transient course. When later
the relief valve closed, facility cooling proceeded via steam discharge through the safety valve. The
important contribution to the facility cooling contributed primary heat losses, which were greater
than the core power (decay heat), already about 200 seconds after the reactor trip.

Usually main course of
the transient can be explained
observing primary pressure
evolution. During the initial
period of the critical single-
phase rupture flow, before the
reactor trip, primary pressure
decrease was fast, as can be
seen on Figure 5, and almost
instantaneously decreased to 65
bar after the reactor trip, which
occurred when the primary
pressure dropped below 100.5
bar. The pump coastdown
simulation started at 90 bar.
When after about 70 seconds of
the transient time primary
pressure decreased to the
saturation value of about 60 bar, rupture flow turned to two-phase. Further the primary pressure
was governed by accumulator pressure. Primary and secondary pressure almost equalized at about
300 seconds of transient time. Since then the break flow turned to non-critical.

Below 60 bar primary
pressure hydro-accumulator
d i s c h a r g e s t a r t e d ,
simultaneously from both
hydro-accumulators, so called
Safety Injection Tanks (SITs).
The SIT-1 (the one injecting
into upper plenum), liquid level
is shown on Figure 6. Since the
rupture flow in the first 50
seconds was overpredicted by
the code, discharge from SIT-1
started earlier than in the
experiment. The discharge
remained almost constant in the
calculat ion, as in the
experiment, which can be
concluded from similar slopes

of both curves in Figure 6. It can also be observed that the discharge rate was slower in the
calculation than in the experiment, so the accumulator low level setpoint was reached (and the
discharge stopped) 100 seconds later than in the experiment.
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Figure 6: Accumulator no. 1 level
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Figure 7: Reactor vessel collapsed liquid level

In spite that other
parameters from the calculation
are in good agreement with
experimental values, reactor
vessel level, shown in Figure 7,
was not predicted very
accurately by the code. A ^
speculation was made, that a^
during that period cold hydro-
accumulator water escaped
through the hot leg loop seal
and stayed more in the loop seal
and in the steam generator
t u b e s . U n f o r t u n a t e l y
experimental data about
behaviour in loop seals are not
sufficient for more detailed
analysis. Only collapsed levels
were measured and the transducer measuring cold leg loop seal level on the SG side failed before
the experiment. All the rest transducers showed 100 % levels in both loop seals during the first
1200 s of the transient. No quantities were measured in the SG tubes on the primary side. The level
measurement transducer in the reactor vessel upper plenum was also failed, so only total vessel
level and vessel upper head level measurements were available.

Conclusions

It can be concluded that the RELAP5/MOD3.2 is capable of predicting the processes during
a SG hot collector rupture in the PMK-NVH facility satisfactorily. There are no significant
discrepancies from the experimental data in the major part of the transient.

Certain problems were encountered already in the process of initial steady state calculation.
Adjustments in the model were necessary to tune the heat transfer between primary and secondary
side. MOD3.2 includes some heat transfer correlations which should be suitable for modelling
horizontal steam generators (modified Chen correlations), but the desired effect on the secondary
side heat transfer was observed. While the RELAP5 code was shown to be reasonably acceptable
for modelling the primary side of PMK-NVH or VVER-440, it would need to be improved for
modelling horizontal steam generators. In general the development of the secondary parameters was
matched satisfactorily by both code versions. Problems were encountered more in the initialization
process and in the initial 50 seconds of the transient, since flow patterns, heat transfer regimes,
void fractions and mass of the secondary side were unknown.

The problems with modelling VVER-440 or PMK-NVH steam generator arose more clearly
in the IAEA SPE-3 experiment, where steam generator was active during the whole transient, then
in SPE-1 and SPE-2 experiments, which modelled SB LOCA events with isolated steam generator.

It would be recommendable, that facility would be equipped with some more instrumentation
on the primary side (void probes, more differential pressure and flow meters). More
instrumentation would be beneficial on the secondary side (local voids, temperatures, flows). In this
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way insight into thermal-hydraulic phenomena could be more realistic and computer code
assessment much more efficient.
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Abstract
Medium break loss of coolant accident is in probabilistic safety analysis typically

defined as break size for which high pressure injection system with single failure criteria is
sufficient to mitigate consequences of the accident, e.g. to maintain rod temperatures bellow
damage criteria. Consequently, break sizes for whose mitigation low pressure injection
system is essential, are assumed to fall in large break loss of coolant category. In this report,
best-estimate thermohydraulic code RELAP5/mod2 has been used to determine the role of
accumulators on the system response for different break sizes. Outcome of the analysis has
shown that most severe break sizes, with respect to the rod temperature are:

• 5 in equivalent break size for medium break
• 12 in equivalent break size for large break

The results of RELAP5/mod2 analysis have been compared with MAAP results from
NEK (Nukleama Elektrarna Krsko) IPE (Individual Plant Examination) Ievel1/level2
integration and major differences in the results were discussed.

1. Introduction
LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident) is defined as the leakage from the RCS (Reactor

Coolant System), that is large enough, so that CVCS (Chemical and Control Volume
System) is unable to maintain the RCS inventory. In PSA analysis, it is usual to categorize
LOCA into three groups: Small Break LOCA (SBLOCA), Medium Break LOCA (MBLOCA)
and Large Break LOCA (LBLOCA). The range of each group break sizes is plant specific
and depends on the power rating and equipped safety systems. For the purpose of NEK IPE
level 1 analysis the following functional requirements for each group were established:

• LBLOCA is defined as ioss of coolant that is large enough to remove decay heat
through the break, but the HPIS (High Pressure Injection System) is not sufficient to
maintain the core inventory, so the LPIS (Low Pressure Injection System) is required
for the cooling of the core.

• MBLOCA is defined as loss of coolant that is large enough to remove decay heat
through the break, but the HPIS is sufficient to maintain the core inventory.

• SBLOCA is defined as loss of coolant that is small enough for the HPIS to maintain
RCS inventory, but not large enough to remove decay heat without additional heat
sink.

Deterministic tool used for the IPE level 1 analysis was MAAP 3.0B Rev. 18 code.
MAAP analysis from NEK IPE level suggested that accumulators, as a part of ECCS
(Emergency Core Cooling System), are not needed to mitigate MBLOCA and LBLOCA
accidents and due to that they were not considered in the NEK IPE level 1 analysis. Namely,
the success criteria (temperature of average rod is bellow 1348 K and the average rod
temperature is above 923 K for less than 30 min.) was met without accumulators. Since
previous best-estimate analysis suggested that accumulators play important part in- the
mitigation of these accidents, this scenarios were recalculated in order to find out whether
the success criteria can be met even with more mechanistic mathematical model, such as
RELAP5/mod2.
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2. RELAP5/MOD2 model of NEK
"Best estimate" code used for the analysis of the MBLOCA/LBLOCA was

RELAP5/mod2 cycle 36.05, adopted for the PC by the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing in Zagreb. RELAP5/mod2 is code developed at the Idaho National Laboratory,
USA, for the modeling of complex thermohydraulic systems and is primarily intended to be
used for the prediction of nuclear power plant behavior in the case of transients/accidents,
Ref. 1. For the purpose of NEK transient/accident analyses such model has been developed
in compliance with Ref. 1 and qualified on the steady-state level, Ref. 2. The model of the
plant has been established with the predefined fidelity of the plant physical parameters
(geometry, thermohydraulic parameters, control and protection system set points, etc.). NEK
nodalization is presented in the Figure 1.

3. Transient Evaluation
Basic difference between the MBLOCA and LBLOCA successful criteria is that HPIS

system is assumed to be available for MBLOCA successful path, while LPIS is available for
LBLOCA successful path. Successful path is defined if neither of the core damage criteria
are met, Ref. 3:

•core is damaged if maximum core temperature exceeds 923 K for consecutive period
longer than 30 minutes (1800 sec);

•core is damaged if maximum core temperature exceeds 1348 K.

Following the break occurrence, depending on the size of the break, single-phase
blowdown to the containment is initiated, causing pressure decrease, leading to the reactor
scram, turbine trip, initiation of SI and FW isolation. Since the steam dump system is
assumed to be unavailable, SG secondary pressure rises to the SG PORV/SV setpoints
value, and produced steam is released through the valves. Fast decrease of pressure
causes void formation in the upper (warmer) parts of primary system. Produced steam, once
it reaches break location, turns break flow to two-phase and drastically reduces the rate of
primary system depressurization. Soon primary and secondary pressures approach one
another and remain coupled for some time. By this time, RCPs are usually tripped, and after
pumps coast-down, natural circulation is developed in the primary loops.

Larger LOCA break sizes, Ref. 4, are, due to large depressurization, characterized by
significant void production and complete phase separation in the SG U-tubes. Water level in
the RPV is gradually pushed downwards by hydrostatic head of water column in ascending
parts of SG U-tubes, causing core uncovery. This is dynamic process that can be
characterized by oscillations in the water level for the various parts of the primary system.
Described situation will last until the steam from the U-tubes is allowed to vent around loop
seals to the break. Once sufficient amount of vapor is discharged through the break, so
called loop seal driven core uncovery finishes. Larger steam flow through the break
increases depressurization rate of the primary system that causes decoupling of primary and
secondary pressures. Continuous loss of primary inventory can cause, depending on the
ECCS effectiveness, secondary core uncovery. HPIS injection can obviously retard the core
uncovery process at the lower end of the spectrum, (especially if loop seal clearing is
calculated before RPV inventory is significantly reduced) but its effectiveness is questionable
for larger sizes. It is clear that accumulator injection could help in the situation where large
quantities of water are needed, e.g. to refill lower plenum or even prevent its depletion. For
larger LOCA break sizes, primary pressure will be reduced bellow LPIS actuation setpoint.
By then, if the core is not overheated over the limits, LPIS is providing flow for core reflood
and long-term cooling purposes.
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Figure 1 NEK nodalization for RELAP5/mod 2
Base deck ID: NEK18R0O

Table 1 Summary of MBLOCA/LBLOCA success criteria calculations

Calculation ID

MCLCB1A

MCLCB1A1

MCLCB1A2

MCLCB1A3

MCLCB1A4

MCLCB2A

MCLCB3A

LCLCB1

LCLCB2

LCLCB3

LCLCB4

LCLCB4A

LCLCB4A1

Break Diameter cm (in)

12.7 (5)

12.7 (5)

12.7 (5)

12.7 (5)

12,7 (5)

15.2 (6)

10.2 (4)

15.2 (6)

20,3 (8)

25.4 (10)

30,5 (12)

30,5 (12)

30.5 (12)

EC

HPIS pumps

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2V

1/2

1/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

:CS systems availa

ACC

0/2

1/2 (intact loop)

1/2 (broken loop)

2/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

1/2 (intact loop)

0/2

bility

LPIS pumps

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

0/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2C

v HPIS pump flow vs. pressure taken from MAAP parameter file
® LPIS pump flow vs. pressure taken from MAAP parameter file
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4. RELAP5/MOD2 MBLOCA/LBLOCA Analysis

4.1 Initial and Boundary Conditions
Initial conditions for the calculations can be found in the Table 1. Initial equivalent

break diameter for MBLOCA parametric calculations has been defined as 12,7 cm (5in) and
was coarsely altered 2,54 cm (1 in); for LBLOCA parametric calculations initial equivalent
break diameter has been defined as 15,24 cm (6 in) and was coarsely increased by 5,08 cm
(2 in). Table 1 summarizes main differences between cases that have been analyzed (MCLC
- Medium Cold leg break LOCA, LCLC - Large Cold leg break LOCA]. Additionally, for the
qualitative comparison with NEK IPE MAAP results, most severe break sizes for each group,
5 in for MBLOCA and 12 in for LBLOCA have been recalculated with SI pumps vs. pressure
data taken from MAAP parameter file.

4.2 Analysis and Results of RELAP5/mod2 calculat ions

4.2.1 Analysis and Results of MBLOCA RELAP5/mod2 calculations

Rod surface temperature, Figure 2 and Figure 3, clearly identifies MCLCB1A (break
diameter 5 in) as most severe case. Case MCLCB2A (break diameter 6 in) is less severe,
while for case MCLCB3A (4 in) peak rod temperature is significantly reduced. Pressure
decrease, Figure 4, and inventory loss, Figure 5, is the fastest for the 6 in case, because
break size is the largest, but in this case, loop seals, Figure 7, are also cleared before any
core dryout occurred. Following loss of inventory from the core, rod temperature excursion
occurs. Core reflood, Figure 6, starts after initiation of HPIS injection to the downcomer. At
the end of calculation, trends for primary system residual mass, Figure 5, and total loss of
fluid are quite close for all the cases. The most severe is 5 in case, loop seal driven core
heat-up is the deepest, and following relocation of water is not sufficient to rewet the core,
thus causing prolonged core uncovery due to an inventory loss. Reduced ECCS capability
(only 1 HPIS pump) is capable of rather slow reflood, that finally results in the severe peak
rod temperature.

This break size has been additionally analyzed, with different combinations of the
accumulator availability. Positive effect of accumulator injection is clear from cases
MCLCB1A1 and MCLCB1A3 (available accumulator in intact loop and both loops
respectively) where core is quickly reflooded following accumulator injection. Average and
hot rod surface temperature, Figure 8, show excessive excursion in the cases without the
accumulator injection in the intact loop (for the case MCLCB1A peak average rod
temperature is 1422,8 K and case MCLCB1A2 failed with water property errormessage
when peak average temperature was 1537,3 K).

4.2.2 Analysis and Results of LBLOCA RELAP5/mod2 calculations
The results of LBLOCA calculations show that peak cladding temperatures, Figure 2

and Figure 3, calculated for 6 in and 12 in break sizes are significantly higher than for the 8
in and 10 in cases.

Core dryout for the 6 in case starts earlier than for 8 in case, a fact that suggests that
this dryout is not induced only by inventory loss, since for larger break sizes core should be
emptied earlier. However, core dryout, as it has been already discussed, could be triggered
also by loop seal effect, and this is the case in the LCLCB1 (6 in break) calculation.
Recovery following loop seal clearing, Figure 9, is insufficient to rewet rods, so rod heat-up
continues with the loss of inventory from the core. Core remains uncovered until the LPIS
refloods the core. Since 6 in break size is on the lower end of the LBLOCA break sizes,
pressure decrease, Figure 10, is slower than in other cases, and LPIS injection (only
available ECCS system according to the transient assumptions) is delayed since it is
effective when primary pressure falls bellow 1 MPa. This is the reason for higher peak
temperature than in the 8 in and 10 in break cases (LCLCB2 and LCLCB3 respectively), for
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which LPIS is operable approximately 200-300 sec earlier. Also, no loop seal induced core
dryout has been predicted in this two cases.

Largest break size analyzed, 12 in equivalent break size (case LCLCB4), experiences
early core dryout due to an inventory loss, Figure 11. Pressure decrease is fast, so LPIS is
relatively quickly operable after the transient initiation, but also, due to a large break size,
amount of water needed to refill lower plenum and reflood the core, is higher.

Same break size has been reanalyzed with available accumulator in intact loop, case
LCLCB4A. In this case, large amount of injected water from accumulators has been lost
through the break due to a phenomena also known as ECCS bypass (difference between
integral of break flow for LCLCB4 and LCLCB4A cases is comparable to the difference
between integral of ECCS injected fluid for the same cases). Bypass flow of accumulator
injected liquid around the downcomer annulus has stopped loss of inventory from lower
plenum and so prevented replenishment of lower parts of reactor vessel, and finally
enhanced refill and reflood of the core by LPIS. Part of the accumulator flow has started
reflood of the core, and prevented further rod temperature excursion. Complete rewet of the
hot rod structure has been calculated 200 sec after the rewet of the average rod structure at
the same elevation. Reason for this result is in RELAP5 post-critical heat transfer model that
switches back to nucleate boiling depending on the boundary thermohydraulic conditions
and produced linear power of the heat structure.

4.3 Qualitative Comparison Between RELAP5/mod2 and MAAP calculations
The results of RELAP5/mod2 parametric study have been qualitatively compared to

the outcomes from Ref. 3. Significant difference has been identified in the core
temperatures:

• MAAP results show no temperature excursions
• RELAP5/mod2 results show that IPE limiting criteria has been exceeded for

hot rod in the cases of 5 in MBLOCA and 12 in LBLOCA

Peak cladding temperature of hot rod surface in RELAP5/mod2 model is not directly
comparable with the maximum temperature of the MAAP two-dimensional model (but only in
terms of linear power distribution). This discrepancy should not be considered important for
the outcomes of the analysis. Following this outcome, important boundary conditions have
been compared, with respect to the RELAP5/mod2 input file and MAAP parameter file. It has
been found that HPIS and LPIS flow vs. pressure tables, that has been utilized in the
RELAP5/mod2 assume approximately 30% lower values than in MAAP parameter file. Thus,
two most severe cases, 5 in MBLOCA and 12 in LBLOCA, cases MCLCB1A4 and
LCLCB4A1, have been recalculated by simply replacing HPIS and LPfS flow vs. pressure
tables in the run input decks with the tables from MAAP parameter file. Increased SI
capacity, was in this cases sufficient to practically prevent core dryout in the case of 5 in
MBLOCA, and significantly reduce rod temperature excursion in the case of 12 in LBLOCA
calculation, preserving them bellow NEK IPE success criteria. This has identified sensitivity
of the transient scenario to the certain boundary condition, that can should be evaluated for
best estimate calculations by parametric study within the uncertainty of important input
parameters.

Conclusion
RELAP5/mod2 analysis of the MBLOCA and LBLOCA success criteria has been

performed according to the NEK IPE definition. Outcome of the analysis has shown that for
certain break sizes, limiting criteria as defined for the IPE MAAP analysis has been
reached.

Most significant temperature excursions have been identified for two break sizes:
• 5 in equivalent break size for MBLOCA
• 12 in equivalent break size for LBLOCA
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MBLOCA scenario for 5 in break has been found critical because loop seal triggered
core uncovery is prolonged by inventory loss producing lasting temperature excursion due to
a low HPIS capacity for core reflood. LBLOCA scenario for 12 in equivalent break size has
identified loss of inventory as critical for core dryout.

The role of the accumulators in the accident scenario has been evaluated for the
limiting break sizes and has been found that accumulator in the intact loop is beneficial in
reducing consequences of the accident. In the terms of cladding temperature, accumulator
can reduce peak temperature by few hundreds degrees K. Large flow from the accumulator
in the case of MBLOCA can significantly speed up reflood of the core, while in the case of
LBLOCA can reduce loss of inventory from the lower parts and partially refill them.

The results of RELAP5/mod2 analysis show disagreement with MAAP results from
NEK IPE Ievel1/level2 integration. Namely, MAAP results indicate that no temperature
excursion is expected without accumulators, but as identified, SI pumps flow vs. pressure
tables in the MAAP parameter file assume 30% higher flows than in RELAP5/mod2 input file.
Two most severe cases, 5 in MBLOCA and 12 in LBLOCA have been recalculated with
MAAP SI pump data as input in RELAP5/mod2 model, and outcome was that with higher SI
pumps capacity, rod temperatures excursions were significantly reduced, but not eliminated,
like in MAAP calculations.

Abbrevation List

ACC
AFW
BE
CL
CVCS

DC
EOP

FW
HPIS
IPE
LBLOCA

LOCA
LPIS
MBLOCA
MSIV

Accumulator
Auxiliary Feedwater
Best Estimate
Cold Leg
Chemical and Control Volume
System
Downcomer
Emergency Operating
Procedures
Feedwater
High Pressure Injection System
Individual Plant Examination
Large Break Loss of Coolant
Accident
Loss of Coolant Accident
Low Pressure Injection System
Medium Break LOCA
Main Steam Isolation Valve

NEK
PORV
PRZ
PSA
RCCA
RCP
RCS
RPV
RWST
SBLOCA
SCLC
SG
SGTP
SI
SV
UH
WR

Nuklearna elektrana Krsko
Power Operated Relief Valve
Pressurizer
Probabilistic Safety Analysis
Rod Cluster Control Assembly
Reactor Coolant Pump
Reactor Coolant System
Reactor Pressure Vessel
Reactor Water Storage Tank
Small Break LOCA
Small Cold Leg LOCA
Steam Generator
Steam Generator Tube Plugging
Safety Injection
Safety Valve
Upper Head
Wide Range
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Figure 2 Average rod surface temperature (MBLOCA/LBLOCA)
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Figure 3 Hot rod surface temperature (MBLOCA/LBLOCA)
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ABSTRACT

Mossbauer spectra (MS) and Electron-Positron Annihilation (EPA) spectra at room
temperature have been measured on the samples from Reactor Pressure Vessel(RPV). Both
types of measurements showed that the changes associated with the effects of neutron
irradiation , as well as thermal treatment, can be detected by Mossbauer and Electron-Positron
Annihilation spectroscopy. On base of a positive results achieved in MS and EPA
measurements the complementary surveillance specimen program for the Reactor Pressure
Vessel Materials Study of the 3™ and 4 t n units NPP Jaslovske Bohunice has been prepared.
The complementary surveillance specimen program has started in May 1995. The samples with
proper design from basic and welded RPV materials were measured by MS and EPA before
placing into the reactor. After neutron irradiation the samples become radioactive because of
S^Co content. To eliminate the influence of ^ C o gamma radiation on the EPA angular
correlation and time spectra a three detectors spectrometer has been introduced.

1 INTRODUCTION
Resistance against neutron embrittlement is the most relevant parameter to be considered

when selecting materials for a reactor pressure vessel (RPV). The V-230 type RPV features a
rather specific design with relatively small diameter. Neutron fluxes in reactor walls must be
taken into account in this respect. Neutron embrittlement causes changes in the microstructure
of material and, consequently, mechanical properties of the RPV steel deteriorate. Neutrons
with the energy En > 0.1 MeV initiate collision chains by scattering with atoms of the crystal
lattice. At the same time, vacancies and interstitial created recombine and, depending on
temperature, grow to clusters and dislocations.

2 REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL V-230
Unit 1 and 2 RPVs of the nuclear power plant Jaslovske Bohunice have been manufactured in

the former Soviet Union from the 15CH2MFA steel with an anti-corrosion austenitic cladding.
They belong to the first generation of VVER-440/230 reactors with high content of residual
elements in the vessel steel as listed in Table 1 [1].
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The vessel has six circumferential and one longitudinal weld in the bottom part. The highest
neutron fluxes appear in the belt segments located nearest to the active core (Tig. 1). As a con-
sequence, pronounced structural changes are expected in the welded part which is situated
between the fourth and fifth RPV segments.

Mechanical properties of the construction materials and influence of neutron radiation
damage on them are routinely investigated by macroscopic methods. Hardness, strain of
fraction, etc. are measured using surveillance specimens. We think, however, that microscopic
methods yielding information on the origin of structural changes on atomic and/or nuclear level
should be also employed.

TABLE I CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF A RPV
STEEL NUMBER IN THE BRACKETS
REPRESENTS AN ERROR IN 'THE LAST
FIGURE

Element

C
Si
Mn
Cr
Ni
Mo
V
S
P
Co
Cu

basic
material
[%1
0.140(1)
0.31(2)
0.37(2)
2.64(1)
0.20(1)
0.58(2)
0.27(1)
0.017(2)
0.014(1)
0.019(5)
0.091(1)

welded
material
[%]
0.048(1)
0.37(2)

1.11(2)
1.00(1)
0.12(1)
0.39(2)
0.13(1)
0.013(2)
0.043(1)
0.020(2)
0.103(1)

FIG. I THE REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL
WER 440/230 (BROAD ARROWS
INDICA TE PLA CES WHERE FROM THE
MATERIAL FOR SAMPLE PREPARATION
HAS BEEN COLLECTED)

3 METHODS
In the present study, structural changes in a RPV steel which result from irradiation processes

are investigated by non-destructive nuclear methods - namely by Mossbauer"effect (ME) and
electron-positron annihilation (EPA) spectroscopy. The main goal was to verify the feasibility
of both techniques in assessing the effects of radiation damage caused to an RPV during
routine operation.

3.1 Electron-positron annihilation in metals
The utility of positron annihilation studies of metallic substances relies on the fact that the

characteristics of the annihilation process depend almost entirely on the initial state of the
positron-many-electron system. Since energetic positrons are rapidly thermalized after entering
condensed matter, if they are not bound to electrons, the characteristics of the annihilation
process in most cases depend on the initial state of the many electron system where positrons
annihilate. The energies, momentum, and time of the gamma rays emitted during the
annihilation may be measured with high precision with modern detector systems. Therefore,
the state of electrons in metallic substances can be identified by studying the positron
annihilation process characteristics [2,3].
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The annihilation lifetime can be determined by lifetime measurement. Momentum distribution
of the annihilation gamma rays can be measured using the method of angular correlation of the
two collinear annihilation gamma rays, and energy distribution using the method of Doppler
broadening.

Hence, the lifetime method yields information regarding the electron density in the region of
electron-positron overlap through the determination of positron decay rates from various states
in the metal. The method of angular correlation and Doppler broadening (momentum technique
) gives information regarding the electron momentum in this overlap region through the shape
of the angular (0) and energy (E) distributions of the annihilating y-rays. These shapes are
usually characterised by one or more "lineshape parameters". The most commonly used ones
are the normalised peak-counts determined in an interval around 0 = 0 (in angular correlation)
or E = 0 (in Doppler broadening). These measure in various, but qualitatively equal, ways the
change of annihilations with electrons of low momentum relative to those with high momentum
[5,6]. These changes in the annihilation characteristics yield information whether the positron
annihilates in
a defect free region of the crystal or from a defect site.

As a method the positron annihilation technique has several advantages in the study of crystal
defects. The most important feature is its selectiveness, i.e. it is only sensitive to defects of the
vacancy type, vacancies, vacancy loops, vacancy clusters, and, to some extent, dislocations. It
does not react to self-interstitials or impurities in diluted concentrations. The second point is,
that it is very sensitive and the range of vacancies covers the concentration from 0.1 to 500
ppm. The largest sensitivity is, of course, in vacancy clusters.

3.2 Mossbauer spectroscopy in metals
The structural lattice defects (SLD) are defects in the regular construction of a crystal or

crystalline grain. They may be point defects, as vacancies and interstitial atoms. We shall deal
mainly with the production of SLD by irradiation (radiation damage), since radiation defects
are those SLD which are by far the most frequently interacting with Mossbauer spectroscopy
(MS) investigations.

The MS is very suitable for the investigation of microscopic defect properties [8,9], By
microscopic we mean, that the hyperfine parameters to be determined from a Mossbauer
spectrum are particularly sensitive to local conditions at the Mossbauer atom site and its
immediate environment. The Mossbauer effect is therefore also capable of providing
microscopic information about defects in this region. Such information is not obtainable by
integral "macroscopic" methods as e.g. electrical resistivity, optical absorption or EPR changes
of mechanical properties, length and lattice parameter changes of stored energy, microscopic
study, scattering y- rays measurements, strength, fracture etc. But all of the integral methods
can hardly give information on what is going on at the defects site on a microscopic scale.
Up to now we have regarded the defects as being frozen into their place immediately after

production. We will now study defect migration at increased temperature after the end of the
irradiation.

We think therefore, that in metal where other microscopic methods are still not powerful
enough, a method like the MS has a wide range of applications on SLD.

A Mossbauer spectrum can show different components belonging to various sites of
Mossbauer atom with different neibour-hoods. From the parameters of Mossbauer spectra it
can be defined, which is the Mossbauer atoms site undisturbed by SLD and which are the
defect-correlated sites.

There are other microscopic methods for the investigation of SLD originating in the same
way as the ME. We think it very important to combine Mossbauer measurements with other
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TABLE 2 REFINED VALUES OF THE MOSSBA UER
PARAMETERS CORRESPONDING TO THE
BASIC MATERIAL

Sample

unirradiated
(1)

irradiated
(2)

irradiated and
annealed in
vacuum (3)
Accuracy

B
(T)
33.4
30.7
28.0
33.4
30.8
•28.3

33.4
30.7
28.1
±0.1

r
(mm/s)

0.25
0.35
0.41
0.27
0.34
0.38
0.25
0.32
0.37

±0.02

Arel
(%)

57
36
7

61
32
7
57
36
7

±1

rnr
FIG. 2 ROOM TEMPERA TURE MOSSBA UER

SPECTRA OF THE BASIC MATERIAL
SUBJECTED TO DIFFERENT
TREATMENTS

T ]=120 ps and Ij=8% corresponds to annihilation in nickel foil, t2 corresponds to the mean
lifetime of positrons in pure crystalline lattice and vacancies and X3 corresponds to annihilation
in air with the intensity I3 of about 2% [8].

The results obtained from positron lifetime measurements are summarised in Table 3.
Decrease of the mean lifetime %2 corresponds to a decrease in the number of vacancies and

dislocations in samples due to annealing.
Typical positron lifetime spectrum of basic material after annealing can be seen in Fig.3.

Decrease in lifetimes for both the basic and the welded material implies a release of structural
defects after annealing

Angular correlation spectra of the irradiated basic material before and after annealing are
shown in Fig.4. These spectra were measured using a home made correlation spectrometer
with two 3 m long arms, trinity lead slits and Nal(TI) detectors. The measurement time in each
arm position was 6000 s.
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methods, preferably methods sensitive to totally different defect properties. Promising attempts
have been made by combining MS and EPA. Simultaneous measurements with various
methods on the same samples are optimal.

The effort (also experimental and theoretical) is rewarding, since the illumination of the
microscopy of lattice defects serves a field which is not only interesting in itself but it is also of
great technological importance for the future nuclear reactor development where severe
radiation damage problem ai ised.

4 RESULTS
We have studied samples of a VVER-440 reactor steel taken from:

(1) the original, i.e. unirradiated material,
(2) the material which was irradiated for 15 years

(taken from the RPV ofNPP V-l Jaslovske Bohunice unit 2 ),
(3) the material from (2) subsequently thermally annealed in vacuum in our laboratory,
(4) the material taken from RPV of the 2.unit after annealing in NPP Jaslovske Bohunice in

1993,
(5) the material from (4) subsequently thermally annealed once more in vacuum in our

laboratory
Using a milling machine, sawdust-like pieces have been taken from the original material and

directly from the reactor vessel to prepare the samples (1), (2) and (4), respectively. The latter
was heat treated at 450° C for 168 hours in a vacuum to obtain the samples (3) and (5). Two
batches of the samples comprising the basic material of the vessel and material from the welded
part have been prepared. The welded material was not available in its original, i.e. unirradiated
form.
Room temperature ME measurements were carried out in transmission geometry on a

standard constant accelerator device working with a 57Co source in Rh matrix. EPA spectra
have been taken by home made equipment with 22Na sources. The source for lifetime
technique (activity cca. 0.4 MBq) was closed in a 3-u.m nickel foil. In angular correlation
measurements, a 46 MBq Amersham source deposited on a Pt substrate was used.

Mossbauer spectra in Fig.2 which correspond to the basic material samples (1), (2) and (3)
show typical behaviour of dilute iron magnetic alloys which can be described by three sextets.
Their relative areas are close to the theoretical values calculated from a random distribution
model of impurities in a bec structure (5% of 12 elements in total). All corresponding hyper-
fme parameters were free during the fitting procedure. The spectrum parameters of the
original, irradiated and post-irradiation annealed samples are listed in Table 2.

Slight increase of the hyperfine magnetic field values, B, in the third component as well as an
increase in the line-width, I", and the relative area, Are], of the first sextet after the irradiation
can be interpreted as a consequence of increased structural disorder due to neutron
bombardment. After annealing, B and Arei values resumed almost original values. Decrease in
F for the second and third components in the annealed samples with regard to their original
unirradiated values is due to annealing out of the defects which leads to improved
structural ordering. The same trends were observed when the irradiated sample has been taken
from the welded part of the RPV.

For the EPA measurements we have used samples (2), (3), (4) and (5) obtained from basic
material as well as from welded part of RPV.

Lifetime spectra were measured using a home made lifetime spectrometer with the resolution
of 320 ps and evaluated by the program POSITRONFIT emolaying a 3 component model. The
first component
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FIG. 4 ANGULAR CORRELATION SPECTRA OF
THE BASIC MATERIAL (2) ZMI0MAX (•)
AND (4) 210A (O)

Because the experimental conditions including sample dimensions, their placement as well as
time of the measurements have been preserved in both cases the spectra can be displayed in
absolute counts. Decrease of the peak intensity in the annealed sample with respect to the
irradiated one can be associated with a decrease in the number of low momentum electrons
which can be interpreted in terms of improved structural order after the annealing. In addition,
broadening of the annealed spectrum, which can be revealed from normalised curves, is also in
favour of this assumption.

TABLE 3 PARAMETERS OF THE POSITRON LIFETIME SPECTRA CORRESPONDING TO THE BASIC
AND WELDED MA TERIAL

Sample

Basic
material

Welded
part

(2)ZM10max
(3)ZM10max
(4)210A
(5)21OA
(2) ZK202max
(3) ZK202max
(4) 20B
(5) 20B

11 (PS)
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

t ? (PS)

44016
383+6
385+6
37416
40115
38415
374+5
38715

X3 (PS)

30601230
30601230
30601230
30601230
27171230
2717+230
2717+230
27171230

il(%)
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

I2(%)
89.67
89.67
89.67
89.67
89.51
89.51
89.51
89.51

I3l%)
2.33
2.33
2.33
2.33
2.49
2.49
2.49
2,49
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//I ULE 4 WIDTH OF CORREIA TlON SPECTRA 01- BASIC AND WELDED MA TER1ALS

Samples

(2) ZMlOmax
(4) 210A
(2) ZK202max
(4) 20B

Width T
(mrad)

11.3 ±0.7
15.3+0.7
12.9 ± 0.7
18.7 ±0.7

5 SURVEILLANCE SPECIMEN PROGRAM
Transmission Mossbauer spectroscopy and electron-positron annihilation spectroscopy was
applied in nuclear reactor pressure vessel steel type 15Ch2MFA investigation in framework of
Extended surveillance specimen program, started in the Slovak nuclear power plant Bohunice
V-2 (1994). This methods were chosen as an additional non-destructive test methods with the
aim to unravel the complex of microscopic mechanisms responsible for RPV steel
embrittlement.
Results confirmed MS sensitivity to detect also small differences in chemical composition or
preparing technology of RPV steel samples. In comparison with western types of RPV steels
such as A533 Cl.l and A508 C1.3, the doublet fraction ascribed as Mn and/or Cr- substituted
cementite is completely absent in 15Ch2MFA. Here are formed probably mainly Cr23C6,
CnC3 and VC carbides.
The only possibility to reduce irradiation embrittlement and increase the safety margin of RPV
steel is thermal annealing. Room temperature MS spectra obtained from isochronal annealing
experiments (15Ch2MFA specimen) are compared with MS spectra of in real operating con-
ditions irradiated specimen (1-year into the nuclear reactor NPP Bohunice unit-3 and unit-4).

In order to study some micro structural changes in irradiated nuclear reactor pressure
vessel steel samples using a positron annihilation technique [12], a new three-detector set-up,
suitable for a positron 1-Dimensional Angular Correlation of Annihilation Radiation (1D-ACAR)
study of ^OCo - containing materials, was developed. Design of the equipment as well as
results from test-measurements are shown in the figures 5,6.
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FIG. 5 ANGULAR CORRELATION SPECTRA OF BRASS
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Hve ; HV3 psa

FIG. 5 BASIC DESIGN AND ELECTRONICS SCHEME OF 1D-ACAR SPECTROMETER

1 - fixed arm, 2 - movable arm , 3 - shielded source-specimen chamber,! - ^Na radioactive source,.
5 - specimen. 6 - cover, 7,8,9, 10- scintillation detection units SP1, SP2, SP3, SP4, 11, 12- lead covers of
scintillation detectors, 15, 14, 15-vertical lead shades with gaps of 2 mm, 16-driver, 17 - carrier frame

DRV- driver. SCA1, SCA2, ... SCA5 - single-channel amplitude analysers. HV1, HV2, HV3 - high-voltage ,
27, 12 - summary units, AMPS -fast linear amplifier, PS1. PS2, PS3 - shape circuits, COINC - 3-input
coincidence unit. Cl. C2. ... C6 - impulse counters. C0NTR1 - control unit ofNP426, C0NTR2 - control unit
oflD-ACAR spectrometer, 2x8255 - universal parallel port, PC - computer PC XT/AT

The equipment is based on the simultaneous registration of starting positrons (by
detection of y-photon with energy 1274 keV) and its annihilation with an electron in the
studied material, accompanied by emission of 2 y-photons with the energy of 511 keV emitted
mainly at the 180°- angle. Through this triple coincidence the disturbing ^ ^ c 0 _ contribution
(yphotons with the energy of 1,17 and 1,33 MeV) can be effectively separated from the
annihilation spectra of irradiated reactor pressure vessel steel specimens.
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The measurement of one correlation spectrum takes in our conditions (activity o
source was about 3 mCi) approximately 160 hours. Therefore the resistance against all non-
stability's in the power net or other influences from outside is very important.

Fig.6 shows spectra of a brass sample measured in 3 different regimes. Spectrum A was
obtained using 1D-ACAR in so called "classical way". Points of spectrum were obtained after
the coincidence registration of impulses (caused by y-photons accompanied annihilation in
sample) in two 511 keV detectors set up in defined position around the angle of 180°.

Spectaim B was obtained from the same sample and under the same conditions as in
case A, but we placed a ^^Co source (13 mCi) into the shielding chamber, directly on the brass
sample. This way we simulated measurement of radioactive samples containing 6^Co.

For spectrum C measurement the new set-up was used. Into the shielding chamber the
source was placed as in the previous case. Instead of double coincidence from two 511

keV detectors we used a triple coincidence of simultaneous detection of "starting" 1274 keV
y-photons in fast detection unit placed on the cover of shielding chamber and two pairs of
"annihilation" 511 keV y-photons placed at the end of the arms at an angle around 180°.

6 CONCLUSION
Interpretations of the results obtained from positron lifetime and angular correlation EPA

techniques are in agreement with the findings from the Mossbauer effect experiments. It has
been shown that the combination of both methods yields promising results regarding
identification of structural changes which are taking place in an RPV steel due to neutron
irradiation and subsequent heat treatment.
Based on the experience obtained in NPP V-l a project named "Extended Surveillance

Specimen Program" was prepared for NPP V-2 in Jaslovske Bohunice. This program, which
uses samples with proper geometrical design, is already running. After preliminary
measurements of the original material by MS and EPA in total 24 special Mossbauer foils with
the thickness from 25 to 40 jam and 12 samples for EPA with the thickness of about 1 mm
have been placed inside the reactor units 3 and 4 in NPP V-2 Jaslovske Bohunice and will be
inspected after certain operation times (1,2,3,5 and 10 years).

Fig. 6 shows an increase of background count rate in the case of B spectrum caused by
1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV y-photons registration and a significant good agreement between A
and C spectra confirming the reliable elimination of the disturbing "^Co-contribution using our
three detector set-up. This triple coincidence can be effectively used in applications of EPA
technique to nuclear industry.
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ABSTRACT The analysis evaluates the consequences of the removal of the autoclosure interlock
(ACI) on the Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) suction/isolation valves at the nuclear power
plant.
The deletion of the RHRS ACI is in part based on a probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) which
justifies the removal based on a criterion of increased availability and reliability.
Three different areas are to be examined in PSA: the likelihood of an interfacing system LOCA,
RHRS unavailability, and low temperature overpresswization control.
The paper emphasises particularly the RHRS unavailability and the likelihood of an interfacing
system LOCA evaluation utilising the current control circuitry configuration and then with the
proposed modification to the control circuitry.

1. INTRODUCTION

Deterministic Analyses and the Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) have become a very
powerful tool to identify possible failure modes, reveal weak points in the design of nuclear
power plant and give a "measure" of nuclear safety. The numerous PSAs carried out have
clearly shown the importance of the nuclear reactor safety systems in both the success and
the failure of operating or accident conditions; they also have identified the shut down state
as an important contributor to overall risk due to fact that many systems are not in their
normal operating state. However, the use of PSA for improving nuclear power plant
operations is still in its infancy. Namely, the problems in using PSA for operations
improvement are different from the use of PSA for safety since operation tends to have
little redundancy; today there is a very loud "cry" for simplifications in operation as well as
in design and maintenance. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the possibility for
simplification in design and operation of a safety system and to demonstrate that such a
simplification may enhance the safety system availability. The paper analyses the
acceptability of removing the nuclear power plant "Kr§ko" AutoClosure Interlock (ACI) on
the Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) suction/isolation valves. A rather complex
analysis has to be performed. A part of such an analysis addresses these three questions:
1. would operation without the RHRS ACI involve a significant increase in the probability

or consequences of an accident previously evaluated?;
2. would operation without the RHRS ACI create the possibility of a new or different kind

of accident from any accident previously evaluated?; and
3. would operation without the RHRS ACI reduce the margin of safety as defined in the

basis for any technical specification?

In addition, three different areas were examined by the PSA:
• the likelihood of an interfacing system LOCA;

• RHRS unavailability; and
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• low temperature overpressurization control.

The paper answers the questions and emphasises particularly the RHRS's unavailability and
the likelihood of an interfacing system LOCA evaluation utilising the current control
circuitry configuration and then with the proposed modification to the control circuitry. At
the end the sensitivity analysis has been performed to make sure whether or not is the
proposed simplification an improvement in safety operation of a nuclear power plant.

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
An interest has been expressed in the acceptability of removing the ACI on the RHRS
suction/isolation valves [1]. This interest is in response to growing concerns about the loss
of residual heat removal capability during cold shutdown and refuelling operations due to
inadvertent isolation of the RHRS caused by failure of the ACI circuitry. Namely, two
motor operated gate valves are provided in each RHRS inlet line from the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS). These valves are normally closed except when the RHRS is in operation
during plant cooldown. Each of these valves is interlocked with the RCS pressure
transmitter. This interlock prevents inadvertent opening of the valve when the RCS
pressure is above definite fixed setpoint value and also closes the valve automatically when
the RCS pressure becomes higher than the setpoint value. In other words that means that if
the RCS has been depressurized and the valves are open, they will close automatically if a
pressure excursion causes the RCS pressure to rise above the particular setpoint value.
Inadvertent isolation of the RHRS while operating will result in a loss of decay heat
removal capability and it is also a potential [1] contributor to overpressurization of the
RCS.

The RHRS operation analysis has recognised that corrective actions are necessary to
minimise the risk associated with loss of decay heat removal capability caused by the
inadvertent actuation of the ACI, but also has highlighted concerns associated with
intersystem Loss-of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA) and RHRS relief capacity. Therefore, in
order to prevent inadvertent RHRS suction/isolation valve closures (during RHRS
operation), it has been recommended to consider either the removal of the ACI to the
RHRS suction/isolation valves during RHRS operation (the open permissive interlock will
remain intact), or the removal of power to those valves when valve motion is not required.
However, removing power from the suction/isolation valve motor operator is a
questionable method of avoiding inadvertent valve closure, since such action compromises
the ability to quickly isolate RHRS suction from the RCS in the event of an RHRS LOCA.
Also, prior to implementing the removal of the ACI, it is necessary to ensure that there is
adequate relief capacity to prevent overpressurization of the RHRS and, if the plant that
implements the RHRS ACI removal will require procedural changes, to insure that the
RHRS valves are closed during start-up.

It was shown in [1] that the RHRS relief valves should have adequate capacity to mitigate
pressure transients that occur during RHRS operation because, while it is true that the
interlocks provide an automatic closure to the RHRS suction/isolation valves on high RCS
pressure, overpressure protection of the RHRS should be provided by the RHRS relief
valves since the slow acting suction/isolation valves that isolate the RHRS from the RCS
cannot protect it from overpressure. The purpose of the interlocks could be therefore to
assure that there is a double barrier (two closed valves) between the RCS and the RHRS
when the plant is at normal operating conditions (hot and pressurised) and not in the RHRS
cooling mode. Thus, the interlock safety function is to preclude conditions that could lead
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to a LOCA outside of containment due to an operator error and not to isolate the RHRS
from the RCS when the RHRS is operating in the decay heat mode. The sequence that
concerns most, if the RHRS ACI has been deleted, is that case in which the operator closes
one of the isolation valves and not the other, since if both valves were left open, the
operator would not be able to pressurise the plant. An alarm should be added therefore to
each RHRS suction/ isolation valve which will actuate if the valve is open. (The setpoint
for the alarm is a plant-specific concern.) In that case there would be several levels of
defence which would assure that there is a double barrier between the RCS and RHRS
when the plant is at normal operating conditions. The first level would be the plant
operating procedures which instruct the operator to isolate the RHRS during plant heatup.
The second level would be the installation of an alarm that sounds given a "valve not fully
closed" signal in conjunction with a "RCS pressure high" signal. The intent of the alarm
would be to alert the operator that either of the RCS-RHRS suction/isolation valves is not
fully closed, and that double isolation is not intact. The third level of defence would be
revised alarm response guidelines and operator training. (It should be noted that the open
permissive interlock is not changed and it would still function to prevent opening of RHRS
suction/isolation valves when the RCS pressure is above RHRS design pressure.) However,
as a minimum, any proposal to remove the ACI should be substantiated by proof that the
change is a net improvement in safety.

3. PSA AND ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS

The PSA was performed to justify removal of the RHRS suction/isolation valve ACI.
Three different areas were examined: 1) the likelihood of an interfacing systems LOCA; 2)
low temperature overpressurization concerns; and 3) RHRS unavailability. Each of the
three areas was analysed utilising the current control circuitry configuration and then with
the proposed modification to the control circuitry. The net change in each area was
estimated and the overall detriments and benefits were weighed to determine the
acceptability of removal of the ACI from a probabilistic standpoint.

The probabilistic analysis performed to determine the change in the frequency of an
interfacing systems LOCA due to removal of the ACI shows that the deletion of the ACI
and the inclusion of a control room alarm to alert the operator of an improperly positioned
the RHRS suction/isolation valve will decrease the frequency of an interfacing systems
LOCA, Table 1.

The overpressurization analysis is an extensive analysis which uses event trees to model
the mitigating actions (both automatic and manual) following the occurrence of low
temperature overpressurization events. The analysis is divided into two parts: 1)
determination of the frequency of cold overpressure events and 2) the effect of mitigation
on the transients.

The qualitative results of the overpressurization analysis show that removal of the ACI
feature will have no effect on the heat input transients and will result in a Slight increase in
frequency of occurrence for some categories of the mass input transients with a decrease in
others. The net effect of the ACI feature removal can be considered to be a net
improvement in plant safety. Such conclusion is logical since the RHRS suction/isolation
valve closure time of approximately two minutes, and the ACI setpoint which is above the
RHRS design pressure, prevent the ACI from being an effective system for low
temperature overpressure mitigation. Low temperature overpressure mitigation capability is
therefore provided by the pressurizer PORVs and/or the RHRS relief valves. Removing the
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ACI helps ensure that the RHRS relief valves are available to mitigate potential
overpressure transients. In addition, removing the ACI reduces the potential for the
inadvertent isolation of the RHRS that can cause a low temperature overpressure transient.

The fault trees (FTs) were developed to model the likelihood of interfacing system LOCA
and RHRS unavailability. The RHRS suction/isolation valves were modelled down to the
control circuitry level to explicitly show the change in unavailability due to removal of the
ACI. Parts of the FTs are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1 Fault Tree "MOV open (with ACI), (part)

The result of FTs probabilistic analysis enables to conclude that the availability and
reliability of the RHRS will increase with the deletion of the ACI because the
suction/isolation valves are less likely to spuriously close, Table 1. The: unavailability of
the RHRS was considered during long term decay heat removal (six weeks- the average
refuelling outage time period).

Table 1. Interfacing system LOCA frequencies and RHRS unavailability results

LOCA
FREQUENCY

RHRS
UNAVAILABILITY

WITH ACI

1.51E-06/yr

0.038

WITHOUT ACI

1.16E-06/yr

0.0096

Percent change

-23

-74.7

Computer code "PSA-PACK" ver. 4.2 has been used for FTs quantification.
Finally, the answers to the three questions put in 1. are:
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1. the deletion of the RHRS ACI will not pose a significant hazard in the sense that it
would involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated;

2. the deletion of the RHRS ACI will not pose a significant hazard in the sense that it
would create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident previously evaluated;
and

3. the answer depends upon the plant's particular technical specifications, however, the
conclusion can be made that, since the PSA indicates an increase in RHRS availability
and reliability due to the RHRS ACI removal, the margin of safety will actually
increase.
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Figure 2 Fault Tree "MOV open (without ACI), (part)

4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The sensitivity analysis was performed to determine whether or not it would be an
improvement in safety operation if the automatic function of closing the RHRS valves was
removed and left to operator to close the valves if necessary. It reveals the functional
dependence of the probability of the MOV being open on the probability of human errors,
as well as the relation between the corresponding probabilities of the valve being open with
and without ACI (Figures 3, 4 and 5). The ranges of values over which the human error
probabilities were varied were from 9.81E-01 to 9.8E-02 and 2.66E-04 to 2.66E-03. The
results of sensitivity analysis performed to evaluate the consequences of the removal of the
ACI on the RHRS suction/isolation valve on the probability that this valve is not closed
during the startup of the Nuclear Power Plant reveal the strong impact of human (operator)
reliability (error) on this probability. However, in the range of examined values the deletion
of the ACI will decrease the probability of the top event: "MOV is open during startup of
the Nuclear Power Plant".
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5. CONCLUSION

The PSA proposes to remove the ACI function from the RHRS suction/isolation valves
because the deletion of the ACI function will reduce the number of spurious closures of the
RHRS suction/isolation valves, and thus increase the availability and reliability of the
RHRS, as well as it is beneficial in reducing the frequency of an interfacing system LOCA.
On the other hand the deletion of the RHRS ACI will not pose any hazard in the sense that
it would involve increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated or that it would create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
previously evaluated.

The open permissive interlock should remain intact however and the alarm should be
added to each valve to alert the operator that either of the RCS-RHRS suction/isolation
valves is not fully closed.
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Figure 4 Sensitivity analysis of the TOP EVENT: "MOV is
open (with ACI)11
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ABSTRACT - INTRODUCTION - Since 1976 the Austrian Research. Centre Seibersdorf
has the task to collect, treat and store radioactive waste (Radwaste) arising-in Austria. Within
the Department of Waste Management a variety of appropriate treatment systems are installed.
For storing unconditioned and conditioned waste proper storage-halls are available. The
collection of Radwaste is carried out using 100 1 drums, for the conditioned waste the 200 1
drum concept is used. The interim storage of conditioned waste is done at Seibersdorf until a
final repository is built. The present plan foresees one to be in operation at the year 2012.

1. Radioactive Waste Management

In Austria there are in total about 600 producers of Radwaste. Sources of Radwaste in
Austria are medicine, research and industry. Only low level and intermediate level waste arise
from those sources. Spent fuel elements from research reactors are returned to the country of
origin.

The department of Waste Management serves as centralised facility to treat all types of
low level and intermediate level Radwaste arising in Austria. These are solid burnable, solid
non burnable, liquid burnable and liquid non burnable waste. The task is to collect, to control
the documents on the incoming waste, to reduce its volume if possible, to condition and to
store (Figure 1).

2. Treatment Systems

Various types of waste require different methods of treatment The following treatment
systems are established at Seibersdorf.

Excess air incinerator: With a total height of about 5 m, an outer-diameter of 2 m and
an inner diameter of 1 m a n incinerator is installed in a three-floof-building. A simplified
diagram of this incinerator including the off-gas cleaning system is shown in Figure 2. The
incinerator is a shaft type which can be feed either batchwise from top at a capacity of 40 kg/h
for solid burnable waste or continuously in the lower part of the unit at a capacity of 70 kg/h
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for powdery burnable waste (for instance ion exchange resins). The combustion chamber is
heated up by a gas burner and operates between 800 °C and 1100°C. The gas burner is
supplied with an installation to inject organic liquid waste at a capacity of up to 180 1/h,
dependent on viscosity and calorific content. The off gas cleaning system installed includes hot
gas filters, two step wet scrubber and HEPA-filters. A quench is placed in front of the wet
scrubber. 20 m3/h of water circulate continuously by 4 nozzles to cool down the off-gas from
700 °C to 70 °C before entering the wet scrubber. There are an acid - and an alkaline stage
where sodium hydroxide is injected. This stage is also supplied with a demister on the top. At
the end of the filter system four HEPA-filters are arranged. A low-pressure of 10 mbar in the
combustion chamber is maintained by a fan at a rate of about 600 m3/h. The off-gas is mixed
with 30.000 m3/h of building exhaust air.

Water treatment facility: Laboratories of the Research Centre, wet scrubber, thin film
evaporator, conical dryer, heated drum vacuum chamber and some other sources produce
contaminated water, which has to be treated. Chemical precipitation is applied and a filter
apparatus for dewatering is used to separate water and sludge. Four tanks having a capacity of
80 m3 each are installed for that purpose.

Thin film evaporator: This equipment was part of a bituminization system which was in
use for research during 1975 - 1980. This possibility for conditioning was not selected at
Seibersdorf, so the project was abandoned. The equipment was later on used for treating
contaminated liquids i.e. drying of liquids. It has a capacity of 401/h. At the moment it is out of
operation, since higher drying capacity was needed for a special project

Heated conical dryer: This special project is the treatment of contaminated ion
exchange resins. These resins have to be dried at a moisture content of 30 % before
incineration. The water content of ion exchange slurry is up to 80 %. As usual for that
technique, all surfaces of the equipment in contact with the product are heated so the water
evaporates into a cooler supported by vacuum. The capacity of this equipment is about 1000
kg/8 hours resulting into about 500 kg of dried resins. A throughput of more than 800 tons
could be obtained within the last three years (Figure 4).

100 t compactor: It is used to press waste into 100 litre drums. A lot of contaminated
glass in the form of vials, bottles and similar waste is separated out and pressed in such drums.
The bottles are empty but not dry. So a quantity of remnant liquids sums up with the volume in
the drum which has to be removed. For this procedure a heated vacuum chamber is used.

In combination with the 100 t compactor a device has been constructed which allows to
reduce the size of filters in such a way, that they fit into a 100 1 drums. This Cs-137
contaminated filters where collected all over the country after Tschernobyl-accidenL Due to
the quantity of about 1000 m3 of these air filters, we are still working on them. For this waste
volume reduction factor of 13:1 is reached using this compactor.

1200 t high force compactor: At the beginning of 1995 a high force compactor was
installed in a newly erected multi purpose hall for treating Radwaste. After licensing according
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to the radiation protection regulation by the regarding authority a test run with precompacted
air filters was performed. The waste is pressed in a sheet metal cartouche. A very satisfactory
additional volume reduction of better then 2,5:1 could be reached. Till now 300 pellets would
be compacted routinely containing airfilters, scrapmaterial and dried slurry at a volume
reduction of 2:1 (Figure 5).

Cementation equipment: An In-drum-mixer is used to mix ash/cement and water or
the homogenize sludge inside a 200 1 drum. A gear-box is driving two eccentrically positioned
mixers which fit tightly into the drum.

To improve the quality of cemented ash or cemented slurry a mix-dryer was supplied in
May 1995. This equipment can be used either for cementation of batches up to 1000 litre or
homogenisation and drying. A horizontal cylinder of a volume of 2 m3 with a rotating mixer
inside ensures a homogeneous batch. Since Sept. 1995 - 650 drums (2001) with ash and slurry
could be homogenized and cemented (Figure 6).

Intermediate storage facilities: Depending on the type of waste, i.e. burnable, not
burnable or liquid different halls are available for storage. Most of the segregation work is
already done by the producers of waste. Strict incoming controls (transparent bags) and if
necessary penalty prices have led to a good discipline regarding separation. All incoming waste
has to be stored before treatment

For the conditioned waste, most of it in 200 1 drums, two engineered storage halls are in
use for interim storage.

Conditioning method: At Seibersdorf only cementation is applied for conditioning.
Most of the conditioned waste is stored in 200 1 drums, which contain cemented waste in two
ways: either ash is mixed up in a homogeneous cement matrix, or a 100 1 drum containing
waste is placed within a 200 1 drum and surrounded by cement mortar. A comprehensive
quality assurance program ensures and maintains constant quality of the product (Figure 3).

A special case of treatment is the conditioning of Radium sources. They are kept
retrievable for the next future. For safety they were encapsulated in stainless steel tubes using
appropriate shielding for the acting person during this work. Additional lead shielding is used
for a specially precemented 200 1 drum were the sources are placed during interim storage. Up
to 500 mg of Radium is stored in one package.

During the last years we gathered experiences on decontamination work. For that
purpose a lot of equipments are available, i.e. an unconditioned release limit better than 0,4
Bq/cm2 could be reached in the old Radium-Institute in Vienna.

3. Documentation

A detailed recording process was developed in order to include all informations available on
the radioactive waste to be recorded. During the incoming inspection the regarding documents
are checked and completed if necessary. Each incoming drum receives a number which
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together with all other information is fed into a computer. From that point all movements of
the content of such a drum can be followed through the regarding treatment stages until the
preliminary last step of interim storage in conditioned form.

4. Transportation

The transportation of radioactive waste is carried out on road or rail according to the
international regulation ADR/RID [1] which are implemented into the Austrian national regu-
lations [2]. Producers of Radwaste have the possibility to send their waste directly to
Seibersdorf or they take advantage of a service and have their waste to be collected by vehicles
of Seibersdorf on demand.

The normal routine work of collecting including incoming control is under permanent
consideration with respect to sorting. On one hand the producer of waste will be supported for
his task by providing proper drums, transport forms, informations and advises on radiation
protection problems, regulations and laws in particular on latest developments. On the other
hand, however, he is being reminded on increasing discipline in sorting the waste into the
appropriate categories and quantities so that reselection and requantifying into suitable batches
(for combustion) is avoided.

5. Disposal

At present there is no final repository available for the Radwaste in Austria. There are
plans to define a suitable site where the repository should be installed and operated. Investi-
gations covering this topic are still going on. Main problem for a solution is the lack of public
acceptance.

References
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Simplified Diagram of the Exess Air Incinerator at Seibersdorf7Austria
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ABSTRACT

There is a certain number of radioactively contaminated sites in the Republic of Croatia, one
of them being known as Power Plant Plomin site, which contains radioactive slag and ash.
Due to a relatively high quantity of the deposited material, as well as a relatively high
population density of the neighbouring area, it is very important to assess the impact of the
site on human health and environment.

Using RESRAD computer code and PATHRAE method a preliminary assessment of doses
and radiation risks for the workers who spend most of their working day at the pile has been
performed. PATHRAE method has also been used for the assessment of radiation risks for the
neighbouring population. The assessment is preliminary in its character due to the lack of
input data. On the basis of assessment results, recommendations are being given comprising
measurements to be taken with a view to coming up with the final risk assessment, as well as
protective measures which should be undertaken in the meantime.

INTRODUCTION

When it comes to impact on human health and environment, radioactively contaminated sites
represent an important problem today. A certain number of such sites can be found in the
Republic of Croatia.

Aware of the above fact and seeking to speed up the clean-up process of radioactively
contaminated sites, in March 1993 Hazardous Waste Management Agency (APO) joined an
international project entitled "Technical Co-operation Regional Project for Countries in
Central and Eastern Europe on Environmental Restoration", initiated and co-ordinated by the
IAEA. The final goal of the project is to reduce the level of radiological contamination in such
sites, and thus to avoid possible adverse effects on human health and environment [1]. The
project has been divided into three main stages:

1. identification and categorisation

2. preparations for clean-up and

3. clean-up of radioactively contaminated sites

During the first stage a total of 35 sites suspected to be radioactively contaminated were
identified. All available data on each particular site were collected. Thereupon, the suspected
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sites were prioritised according to a set of predetermined criteria. Power Plant Plomin site was
identified as one of the three top priority sites.

The project is in the second stage at the moment. The available data for the three top priority
sites identified during the first stage are being systematised and completed by newly collected
data, with the aim of assessing possible health risks, and thereupon, on the basis of cost-
benefit analysis of each particular radiological remediation option, coming up with relevant
proposals in the form of reccommendations. It is expected that these recommendations will
represent a starting point in making final decisions on the best possible remediation options. It
is at that point that the project will come to its final stage, which is clean-up of radioactively
contaminated sites.

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF POWER PLANT PLOMIN SITE

Power Plant Plomin pile is situated in the western littoral area of the Istrian peninsula, some
ten kilometres north-west to the town of Labin, within the complex of Plomin Power Plant.
The site contains 700.000 m3 of radioactively contaminated slag and ash, covering the area of
120.000 m . Slag and ash have been accumulated continuously since 1971 as a result of
burning coal with naturally elevated radioactivity level in the boiler plant. In its bigger part
(70% of the total area) the site is covered by a layer of soil whose thickness is up to 60 cm.
Lateral parts and recent accumulation remain uncovered.

The pile site is provided by a drainage system and a retention pool which contribute towards a
considerable lowering of erosional, derasional and proluvial processes. Ash and slag are
transported to the pile by a conveyor. In the northern part of the pile, at the place where the
material conveyed from the power plant reaches the pile, there is a little house serving as a
"sentry box" for the worker supervising activities at the pile. The house is made of concrete
and mounted on an iron construction [1].

Multiple measuring of slag and ash radioactivity have shown that concentrations of
radioactive potassium (K-40) and thorium (Th-232) are such that their impact on human
health and environment can be considered negligible, which cannot be said for U-238 and Ra-
226 nuclides. Namely, the same measurements have proven their concentration values to be
relatively high. Average specific radioactivity values of U-238 and Ra-226 range from 882 to
3.431 Bq/kg and 796 to 2.972 Bq/kg respectively [2,3,4,5].

BASIC FEATURES OF THE APPLIED METHODS

RESRAD computer code

In 1986 the US Department of Energy (DOE) published their "Manual on Implementation of
Recommendations on Residually Radioactive Materials." Closely following its publication,
Argonne National Laboratory came up with their computer code "RESRAD" (RESidual
RADioactivity) to assist calculations of allowed concentration of radionuclides in the soil and
the doses.

The version used in the preliminary risk assessment of Power Plant Plomin site was the
version 5.0, completed in 1993. In addition to doses and allowed concentrations of
radionuclides in the soil, this version also enables calculation of cancer risks. Calculation of
doses and allowed concentration of radionuclides in the soil is based on the analysis of
migration pathways, called "Concentration factor method". As for risks, they are calculated by
EPA method based on the so called "Cancer Risk Slope Factor" concept. RESRAD computer
code version 5.0 is limited to the calculation of so-called "on-site" doses and risks [6].
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PATHRAE method

For a few years now US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has been very actively
involved in dealing with the issue of NORM waste (NORM is an abbreviation standing for
Naturally-Occurring Radioactive Materials). As a result of that involvement a document
entitled "Diffuse NORM Wastes - Waste Characterisation and Preliminary Risk Assessment"
was published in May 1993. Amongst other things, the document presents a so called
"PATHRAE" method for preliminary assessment of doses and risks.

When it comes to slag and ash piles, as in the case of Power Plant Plomin site, PATHRAE
method enables dose and risk assessments for (1) professional personnel, (2) immigrants and
other persons residing temporarily at the site, (3) critical population group and (4) generic
population. Since doses and risks are calculated from simplified equations (for the most part
those are simplified "PRESTO" computer code modules), PATHRAE method is primarily
used for preliminary assessments. However, the results obtained by that method are said to
differ by not more than factor three from those obtained by more sophisticated procedures [7].

DESCRIPTION OF EXPOSURE SCENARIOS

Taking into consideration relevant characteristics of Power Plant Plomin site and its broader
area on one hand, and characteristics and potential of the applied methods on the other hand,
two exposure scenarios have been defined: "Pile supervisor" and "Neighbourhood
population".

The "Pile supervisor" scenario serves as the ground for evaluation of impact exerted on the
worker supervising the conveyor operation and unloading of material at the slag and ash pile.
The worker spends 6 hours at the pile, out of which 4 hours in his "sentry box" supervising
the conveyor and 2 hours at the place of unloading. According to this scenario, the worker
comes to his work-place 5 out of 7 days a week, 48 out of 52 weeks a year. The relevant
migration pathways in the 'Tile supervisor" scenario are: (1) direct gamma radiation of the
material on the pile and (2) inhalation of contaminated particles. Doses and risks will be
calculated by RESRAD computer code and PATHRAE method.

The "Neighbourhood population" scenario takes into consideration the population residing
100 metres to up to 10 kilometres from the pile and the negative impact exerted upon them.
The migration pathways relevant to this scenario are: (1) particles carried by wind and (2)
radon carried by wind. Calculations for the "Neighbourhood population" scenario will be
carried out by PATHRAE method (RESRAD computer code can be used for "on-site" doses
and risks only), whereas doses and risks are represented as collective doses and collective
risks. The most important data for the selected scenarios are given in the Table 1.

Table 1 Description of the exposure scenarios

TITLE

Pile supervisor

Neighbourhood
population

PATHWAYS

Direct radiation

Inhalation of particles

Particles transported
by wind

Radon transported by
wind

DESCRIPTION

The worker spends 6 hours daily at the site, out
of which 4 in his "sentry house", supervising

the conveyor, and 2 hours at the unloading site.

The population taken into consideration are
locals living 100 m to 10 km from the pile. The

pathway "Particles transported by wind"
involves impacts of direct radiation of particle

sediments, inhalation of particles and
consumption of contaminated foods.

METHOD

RESRAD,
PATHRAE

PATHRAE
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RESULTS

The authors of this study used results of four measurements of specific radioactivity of slag
and ash from the Power Plant Plomin site [2,3,4,5]. Since the obtained values varied within a
very broad spectrum, it has been decided to perform dose and risk assessments for each result
separately.

Results for the Pile supervisor scenario

The Figure 1 shows total doses for the "Pile supervisor" scenario, obtained by RESRAD
computer code and PATHRAE method. Since the "Concentration factor" method is more
detailed and comprehensive than PATHRAE method, RESRAD code results should be
accorded more weight.

Total annual doses, obtained by RESRAD code, range from 0,436 to 1,64 mSv. In this case
the threshold allowed annual dose, as defined by ICRP, is 1 mSv. Comparing this dose with
the obtained values it can be seen that in the case of calculation results using the highest
measured radioactivity values the obtained dose is higher than the allowed one by 0,64 mSv.
In other cases the doses obtained fall under 1 mSv per year, i.e. are within the allowed
spectrum. The obtained doses can be compared with the dose of background radiation which
for the Plomin Power Plant and its broader area amounts to 0,9 mSv annually. Therefore, the
"Pile supervisor", performing his duties at the site, will be receiving an additional dose,
amounting to 50 to 150% of the doses he is receiving from the background radiation.
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Figure 1 Doses for the Pile Supervisor scenario

Starting from a conservative assumption that the specific radioactivity values are equal to the
highest measured values, it is possible to calculate how many hours a day on average should
the "Pile supervisor" spend at the site so that the dose does not surpass the stipulated limit of
1 mSv per year. The duration of daily stay at the site resulting in a dose of 1 mSv per year is
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about 4 hours. Should the "Pile supervisor" spend shorter hours at the site, the annual dose
will be less than 1 mSv.

Relative aberration of PATHRAE method results is from -15,0 to -15,2%. If the obtained
doses are simply qualified as allowed or not allowed (higher or lower than the stipulated 1
mSv/year). than there will be no difference between the results of RESRAD computer code
and PATHRAE method: values surpassing the allowed values are obtained by using the
highest measured values of specific radioactivity for the calculation, whereas in all the other
cases values obtained are under the allowed limit.

Figure 2 shows risks for the "Pile Supervisor" scenario, obtained by RESRAD computer code,
PATHRAE method and in keeping with the ICRP recommendations. In this case, like in the
case of comparison of doses, RESRAD code should be accorded most weight. Relative
aberrations of PATHRAE method range from -29,3 to -29,9%. Relative aberrations obtained
according to the ICRP recommendations range between 30,4 and 30,5%. If we compare the
results obtained according to ICRP recommendations with the value of 5 x 10"5 defined by the
same institution as the upper limit of acceptable risk, then we shall see that in the case of
calculation using the highest measured values of specific radioactivity the risk is not
acceptable, whereas in other cases it falls below 5 x 10°, and is therefore acceptable.
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* Risks are calculated by means of multiplying total annual doses obtained by RESRAD code with the factor of
5 x 10"2 Sv"1, as defined by ICRP.

Figure 2 Risks for the Pile Supervisor scenario

Results for the Neighbourhood population scenario

Results obtained by PATHRAE method for the "Neighbourhood population" scenario are
presented in the Figure 3. These are collective risks after one year of exposure to the negative
impact of the site. Their range is between 2,25 x 10"6 and 8,41 x 10"6.
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Figure 3 Risks for the Neighbourhood population scenario

RECOMMENDATIONS

Preliminary character of this assessment is due to the lack of particular input data, especially
those referring to the concentration of radionuclides in slag and ash and in drinking water
from the local water supply. The performed measurements were for the most part incomplete,
and their results varied within a very wide range. That is why this study does not propose
recommendations for the radiological remediation, but only the prerequisites required for the
final risk assessment. Protective measures, which should be undertaken in the meantime, are
also proposed.

Measurements

Measurements to be taken prior to performing the final risk assessment and proposing
recommendations for the radiological remediation are as follows:

1. Measurements of the concentrations of radionuclides in the pile slag and ash
samples

2. Measurements of the concentrations of radionuclides in the drinking water samples

3. Measurements of the concentrations of radionuclides in the samples of sediment
taken from the Plomin bay seabed

Protective measures

While measurements are being taken and till the final risk assessment is made available, there
are certain protective measures which should be carried out. They are based on the results
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obtained for doses and risks, with the conservative assumption that the specific radioactivity
values are equal to the highest obtained by measurement. Bearing upon such an assumption,
the following protection measures are proposed:

1. Limiting the duration of time spent at the pile to an average of about 4 hours per
worker daily and monitoring the doses received

2. Covering the bare areas of the pile

3. Continuous surveillance or fencing of the pile

CONCLUSIONS

A preliminary assessment of doses and risks for the workers at the pile has been performed
using RESRAD code and PATHRAE method. The latter has also been used for the
assessment of radiation risks for the neighbouring population, brought about by the
contaminated particles and radon transported by wind. The results point out to the following:

1. Workers who spend a longer time at the pile may, under certain conditions, receive
doses in excess to the stipulated ones.

2. Harmful effect of the slag and ash pile on the neighbouring population is relatively
low.

On the basis of such results, recommendations are being given as to (1) measurements to be
taken with a view to providing the final risk assessment and (2) protective measures which
should be undertaken in the meantime.

The results of the final risk assessment will provide an indispensable incoming data for the
cost-benefit analysis. It is the analysis of that type, bearing upon the quantitative indicators,
which will provide grounds for the selection of an optimal radiological remediation option.
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ABSTRACT

The development of the safety related valve class IE electric motor is described. The
design changes implemented in order to satisfy the IE requirements, and a way in which
related IE standards are addressed, are shown. The development was realized in three
stages. In the first stage eight motorettes were made and the insulation system was tested.
In the second stage the motor was produced in accordance with producer's prototype QA
program. In the third stage part of the testing of the produced motor was made.

The results of the testing, finished until now, show that produced motor, as well as
similarly produced motors, is able to perform its safety function in the design bases
accident conditions as requested by class IE requirements.

The rest of the testing (LOCA test) can be made on the same or similar motor in the
future.

INTRODUCTION

The intention of the valve IE electrical motor development has been the design of the
electrical motor of higher technology level than it is now, which can be used as a part of the
class IE electric valve operator unit suitable for NPP purpose.

To satisfy IE requirements of the electric motor some design activity was done and the
special production procedure and testings on the produced motor were made.

The electric motor is a part of the electric valve operator.

THE DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURE

The quality of the developed electric motor had to be such as it is proposed for the class IE
electric motor. Its realization is carried out in the following steps:

As the first step the stator coil of the motor was investigated, namely its insulation,system.
The requirements of the IE class must be satisfied for the motor insulation system. ...

According to the IEEE Std. 334-74 the electric motor insulation system has been tested on
motor model - motorettes. Eight motorettes were made according to the IEEE Std. 117-74.
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The motorettes have the coil properties usual for the stator winding of the electric motor (class
H, insulation type RH). The motorettes were tested according to the IEEE Std. 275-81 for the
motor insulation systems and evaluated according to the IEEE Std. 429-72.

As a result of the qualification testing the values of the insulation resistance were given. The
insulation resistance between the coils and the insulation resistance between all coils to the
ground were up to 106 Mohm. The value is acceptable according to the requirements for the
class IE electric motor insulation system. Figure 1 shows the change of the insulation
resistance to the ground during ten testing cycles, as a representative test result.

The test procedure consists of series of heat exposures to represent cumulative effect of
long service. After heat treatment motorettes were subjected to mechanical stress (vibration)
and moisture to establish the end point of insulation life (electric failure). The testing was
completed by repeating the test procedure in ten cycles. Four of eight motorettes were
irradiated before testing cycles (2.7 107Gy).

The results of the motorettes' testings show that all components of the insulating motor coil
system, except the conductor insulation, satisfy the requirements of the IEEE standard. As a
result, the new conductor insulation on the polyamideimide basis was used for motor insulation
system. The other components of the motor insulation system remained the same.

In order to give the better results, some tests have been made only on the conductor
insulation to prove radiation and thermal resistance of the used conductor. The new
motorettes1 testings should not have to be performed.

The qualification aging program for motorettes and test results are given in ref. 1.

Lubricating grease for the developed motor was irradiated at the same time as four
motorettes.

Remark: The newest literature recommends ten motorettes for electric motor insulation
system testings.

The electric motor was produced at the second step, satisfying the QA requirements for
class IE electric motor during its production. We considered that the electric motor can satisfy
minimum IE requirements if it can be produced as a prototype model in the motor production
process. The producer has its own prototype QA procedure which can assure the high quality
of the motor.

The data of the developed electric motor are:

Technical characteristics:

1.2kW, 2800 rpm, 50 Hz,
high starting torque cca 6 Mn (Mn=4Nm)

(valve opening and closing cycles are load for the motor)

The electric motor outer dimensions:

length 338mm
stator flange diameter 220mm
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Construction characteristics are:

frame B5
mechanical protection IP56

The electric motor has two ball bearings lubricated by grease resistant on high temperature
and on radiation. Also, the electric motor has one slip bearing.

The electric motor has the 'O' ring, the seal and the seal spring.

Bearings and the seal are covered by the manufacturer maintenance and replacement
program.

Irradiated grease is used to lubricate bearings according to the qualification requirements
for test electric motor.

The design, construction and the production solutions are given in ref.2:

Ref.3 presents QA requirements analysis for IE electric motor production.

Remarks: The motor producer has its own OA program which can be adapted to the
requirements of the OA program for class IE motor (ANSI N45.2 and 10 CFR
SOApp.B).

The qualification testing has been made according to IEEE Std. 323-74(Rev.83). in the
third step. Testings are made in the following sequence:

functional testing,
operating cycling (60 cycle with loads Mn, 4.5Mn),
insulation resistance measurements(500VDC),
voltage testing (1200 VeClmin),
radiation testing (2.2 10*7Gy),
insulation resistance measurements,

thermal aging testing (180 C,100h, 2 C),
insulation resistance measurements,
voltage testing,

natural frequency search testing,
insulation resistance measurements and

motor vibration and seismic analysis using NISAIIFEM program package.

Results of the testing demonstrate satisfactory motor behaviour. Motor has been in the
functional state and no failure has appeared to threaten the functionality. The insulating
resistance of the motor coil was unchangeable.

The computer analysis of the motor shows that.there are no resonant frequencies near 100
Hz region, in which motor must be functional. The electric motor tests on vibrator table show
that the electric motor hasn't resonant frequencies at lOOHz in the vertical position. In the
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horizontal position relative to the vibrator table resonant frequency exists, but it is caused by
the testing device. According to the IEEE 323 there is provision to use the analytical methods
instead of testing for the motor qualification assessment. According to that the analysis method
was adopted to prove that the appearance of the resonant frequencies during the testing have
been caused by the testing device alone. We can conclude that the motor will remain functional
in the vibration and seismic events because it hasn't resonant frequencies in the region defined
by standards.

Due to the lack of founding of the IE electric motor developing project, the rest of testing,
like seismic and LOCA testing, requested by the IEEE standard, has not been performed.

According to the literature data, very small electric motors aren't often subjected to the
seismic test because its natural frequencies are very high compared to the critical frequency at
33Hz for seismic events bellow lg.

For the time being we can consider that, according to the qualification procedure (IEEE
Std. 323), the functional testing is not absolutely necessary, because the motor insulation
resistance didn't changed and the motor is still in the functional state. Also, the test results
from cycle testing (60 cycles) show that the electric motor can withstand large number of
cycles because its heating curve ends at the temperature which is lower then the motor
insulation temperature class (H). To verify all these claims and to satisfy the requirements of
the standards all these testings would have to be performed on test motor.

The change of the insulation resistance during qualification testings is shown in the Table 1.

Table 1: The motor insulation resistance change during performed testings

U,V,W-ground
U-V
U-W
V-W

Motor insulation resistance (Mohm)

before testing

6.5xlO3

2.2xlO5

2.2xlO5

2.9x10s

after
irradiation
1.4xlO5

2.4xlO5

2.5xl05

2.8xl05

after thermal
testing
3.4xl05

3.7xlO6

4.0xl06

3.4x106

after vibration
testing
29.9xlO6

29.9x10*
29.9xlO6

29.9x106

Anyway, very useful results are acquired from the testings performed on the produced
electric motor.

The change of the motor insulation resistance (between coils to the ground) is given in the
Fig. 2. The Fig. 3 presents the motor torque characteristic and the heating curve of the motor
is shown in the Fig. 4.

Ref. 4 and ref. 5 describe the qualification program for electric motor testing and results of
the qualification testings.

Remarks: The newest literature propose usage of the two test motors in the qualification
procedure. Minimum three measurements must be carried out to prove the
correct test results. The number of cycles is ustially proposed by electric motor
manufacturer. Usually 2000 cycles should be used as it is given in the literature
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data. OA requirements for the testing organization must be analyzed before
motor testing. The cpialified organization for performing all IE motor testings
does not exist in Croatia. Some testings (like radiation testing) can be
performed.

CONCLUSION

The produced valve class IE electric motor can satisfy the requirements of the design basis
conditions. The produced motor can be used for electricai class IE valve actuators mounted
outside the containment. The electric motor to be mounted in the containment has to pass the
LOCA testing. According to the current praxis, LOCA testing must be carried out on the same
motor or on the other new motor of the same technology. The technology and the procedures
used in the development of this motor can be applied to all electric motors with power up to 50
kW.

Results of the testing for motorettes:
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Figure 1. Insulation resistance to the ground after 48 h moisture exposures
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Results of the testing for the test motor:
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Figure 2. Insulation resistance betweent the coils U,V,W to the ground during qualification
testing
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Figure 3: Torque characteristic of the motor before aging (baseline functional testing)
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Abstract: // is known that Probabilistic Safely Assessment (PSA) can provide safely status
information for a plant during different configurations; but additional effort is needed to
do this in real time for on-line operation. This paper describes an approach to use PRA to
achieve these goals.

Equipment Out Of Service (EOOS) tool was developed to monitor nuclear power plant
safety from the probabilistic point of view. EOOS is using model developed from a full-
scope PRA, and incorporates a user friendly program interface approach.

Results from EOOS can be used by planners or operations to effectively manage the level
of risk by controlling the actual plant configuration.

Keywords: Probabilistic Safety Assessment, on-line risk monitoring, maintenance

This paper will present approach used for development of the On-Line Risk Model for the
Seabrook NPP inside the Equipment Out of Service (EOOS) Monitor software tool, and
discuss obtained results and special EOOS Monitor capabilities.

The EOOS Monitor is a PC based tool, providing accurate and fast calculations of risk, in
order to monitor nuclear power plant safety from the probabilistic point of view. The
EOOS Monitor is designed for three types of users with separate distinct needs. Scheduler:
user concerned with scheduling equipment outages, Operator: user concerned with current
plant status, and Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) Analyst: risk assessment analyst
whose mission is to support scheduler and operator.

The EOOS software is developed by Science Application International Corporation (SAIC)
to use and integrate available modules from EPRI's Risk and Reliability Workstation, PSA
results could be included through minimal cut sets representation, complete model or a
combination of these two approaches.
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An advantage of EOOS is the easy transformation from an initial PSA model to an EOOS
environment. EOOS can support different approaches in PSA: small event trees with big
fault trees, or big/moderate event trees with small fault trees (support state approach). This
means that all fault tree formats are supported (e.g., CAFTA, Riskman, Grafter, etc.). For
the big fault tree approach, EOOS is designed to easily build the initial model, and to do
recalculation directly. EOOS can also receive and include operational and scheduling
information (i.e., events and activities).

Basically EOOS model is constructed from hierarchically structured data base relationships
between different plant items. Types of items are: activity, test, system, train, clearance,
component, and basic event. This is the base for evaluating a specific plant event with PSA
model.

Figures included in this paper presents some important EOOS capabilities. Figure 1 shows
EOOS screen for operators. With this safety panel EOOS can help operators to focus on
safety. Operators panel shows: a numerical measure of plant safety that reflects changes in
equipment status; the maximum time allowed in a particular plant configuration based on
the plant safety value; the status of plant systems affected by various test and maintenance
activities (i.e., provides "defence-in-depth" information); a list of current activities.

File Options Help

Component CV-CCV1 -FC
Component CV-CCV4-CL
Component DG-DG1B-FS
Component FN-SWFN40A-FH
Environmental Variance TT (increase)

Primary Comp. Cooling

System status information

AC Power System (DG s]

Tram A Train B

Figure 1. EOOS Screen for Operators.
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Figure 2 shows how user can see more informations about components currently out of
service. This graphical interface works also for entering informations about components
out of service during operations.

Component
Component
Component
Comi

CV-CCV1-FC
CV-CCV4-CL
D6-DG1B-FS

Figure 2. Connection between HotSpot P&ID and Operators Panel.

Results from proposed schedule of test and maintenance activities are visible on separate
screen. Figure 3 shows all informations from schedule activities and influence to the plant
safety. User can see proposed schedule of activities, separate impact of these activities to
the plant systems, and final impact on the plant safety.

All these EOOS capabilities have serious request regarding effort for model preparation.
We were able to transfer complete PSA model results for the Seabrook NPP to EOOS
model. This includes following group of activities: initial PSA model changing, mapping
database tables building, connecting P&ID with relevant basic events and fault trees gates,
creating specific fault tree added for the operator panel purposes.

For the scheduling part it is also needed to make additional PSA model changes and build
relevant mapping database tables (that is, activities, testing).
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281.2 Days SI 8/22/35 06:284;
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CBS-B
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RC
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1—1

PCC-A
PCC-B
SW-A
SW-B
EFW Molor
EFW Turbine
EFW Startup
DC Train A
DC Tram B

m
m m
B

Figure 3. EOOS Scheduler's Display

Experience with EOOS is continuing with more complete model preparation and results
testing. First results are promising.
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ABSTRACT

The Ministry of Economic Affairs has for six years now been monitoring the
operation of the KrSko NPP (NEK) and its impact on the environment. A bulletin titled "NEK
- Energy and Environment" is being issued every three months. It contains information on
operation of the Kisko NPP for the previous three months, a grapli of duration of temperature
increase of water in the Sava river (delta T) in that period, an assessment of the radiological
impact of KrSko NPP on the environment through an equivalent dose cumulatively
throughout the calendar year, and a short current text related to KrSko NPP. The Ministry of
Economic Affairs organises a press conference on every issue of the bulletin, as an attempt of
introducing this subject to the media and to the public.

This paper contains a review of information given in the NEK bulletin from 1990 to
1995 with a special emphasis on the contribution of the KrSko NPP to the artificially caused
radiation on the border between the Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Slovenia.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Ministry of Economic Affairs has for six years now been monitoring the
operation of the KrSko NPP (NEK) and its impact on the environment. A bulletin titled "NEK
- Energy and Environment' is being issued every three months. It contains information on
operation of the Kisko NPP for the previous three months, a graph of duration of temperature
increase of water in the Sava river (delta T) in that period, an assessment of the radiological
impact of KrSko NPP on the environment through an equivalent dose cumulatively
throughout the calendar year, and a short current text related to KrSko NPP. The Ministry of
Economic Affairs organises a press conference on every issue of the bulletin, as an attempt of
introducing this subject to the media and to the public.

This paper will contain a review of information given in tlie NEK bulletin from 1990
to 1995 with a special emphasis on the contribution of the KrSko NPP to the artificially
caused radiation on the border between the Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Slovenia. .
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2. CONTENTS OF THE BULLETIN

During the past six years, through which the bulletin has been issued, the contents and
the design of the bulletin changed, but the basic data remained the same: a table containing
data on the operation of the Krsko NPP, a chart of duration of temperature rise in the Sava
river, a short current text related to the Krsko NPP and a radiological impact of the Krsko
NPP on the environment. Up to now (July 1996) there have been 24 issues of the "NEK:
Energy and Environment" bulletin, and the latest issue (24 ) is enclosed to this paper.

2.1. TABLE CONTAINING DATA ON THE OPERATION OF THE KRSKO NPP

The table on the first page of the bulletin shows data per month on the operation of the
Krsko nuclear power plant for the period of the past three months. These are:

• netto generated electricity in megawatt/hours (MWh),

• maximum average warming up of the Sava river in kelvins (K),

• emission of radioactive liquids (tritium etc.) in percentages compared to the
permitted annual releases,

• contribution to the dose dvie to emission of radioactive gases in percentages
compared to the permitted annual dose,

• number of containers of radioactive waste, with a volume of 208 litres with the
newly processed and low-radioactive waste, the total number of those containers
and the total number of supercompacted containers with a volume of 864 litres,

• number and duration of outages of the NPP expressed in hours.

Explanations are very important for this table: there is a dayly limit for additional
warming up of 3 K of the water in the Sava river because of the operation of the Krsko NPP,
limits for releases of radioactive liquids and gases from the Krsko NPP, explanation about
filling of solid radioactive waste into standard containers with a volume of 208 literes, and
some is through a process of supercompacting stored in containers with a volume of 864
litres, and explanation of terms outage as forced (not planned) or planned outage of the NPP.
All data are regularly received from the Krsko NPP.

2.2 CHART OF DURATION OF TEMPERATURE RISE OF WATER IN SAVA
RIVER

On the bottom of the first page of the bulletin there is a chart of duration of
temperature rise of water in Sava. Temperature rise in kelvins from 0 to 3.1 K with an
interval of 0.1 K is shown on the horizontal axis. Duration of that rise in days is shown on the
vertical axis. The chart shows the distribution of temperature rise of water in Sava river and
frequency of occurrence of a certain rise in the period of the past three months. For instance,
if a temperature is above 1.4 K for 4 days, it means that an average dayly rise of temperature
of water in Sava of 1.4 K occured 4 times in the previous three months.
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A short text below the chart contains information on how many days in the observed
period of three months the Krsko NPP has been in operation, what were the general
hydrological circumstances in that period, what were the minimum, maximum and medium
flow of the Sava river at the NPP, and the number of days in that period in which the
temperature rise in Sava exceeded 2 K. All data are regularly received from the Krsko NPP.

2.3 TEXT ABOUT THE KRSKO NPP

On top of the second page of the bulletin there is a current text about the Krsko NPP.
It covers issues that cannot be found in standard information, or themes that need to be more
extensively discussed. In six years of issuing of the bulletin, numerous issues were discussed,
among these the following:

• repairs and changing of fuel,

• supercompacting of waste,

• project of replacement of steam generators,

• international assessments and special analyses of safety,

• radiological surveillance,

• succesful periods in operation and special accomplishments.

The author of this text is usually a member of the staff in the Krsko NPP and a guest
at the press conference organized by the Ministry of Economic Affairs with every new issue
of the bulletin.

2.4 RADIOLOGICAL IMPACT

Radiological impact of the Krsko NPP on the environment is presented in a text and
two pie-like charts. The first pie presents the total equivalent dose of radiation in Jesenice na
Dolenjskem as a part of a permitted dose that a person may receive in one year according to
the limit stated in regulations on permitted irradiation of population.

The second pie shows the contribution of Krsko NPP to the total measured artificially
induced/caused radiation in Jesenice pri Dolenjskem cumulatively throughout the year. That
contribution amounts to a few percents, so it can be said that the radiological impact of the
Krsko NPP is practically negligible.

It is stated in the text that this assessment applies only to the equivalent dose that a
person would receive through water in the Sava river. However, contribution to the measured
equivalent dose on the site Jesenice pri Dolenjskem would be slightly increased if we added
an equivalent dose received by a person through the air.

Data for this part of the bulletin are given by the coordinator of the radiological
monitoring of the Krsko NPP for the Republic of Croatia.
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CONTRIBUTION

(% and nSv)

4 (0.14)

3.6 (0.09)

1.6(0.12)

2.5(0.17)

3.03 (0.09)

2.8 (0.06)

OUTAGE

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

3. COMPARISON OF CONTRIBUTION OF THE KRSKO NPP TO
THE ARTIFICIALLY CAUSED RADIATION 1990 - 1995

Contribution of the Krsko NPP to the artificially caused radiation in Jesenice pri
Dolenjskem from 1990 to 1995 amounts to:

YEAR

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

It is clear from the stated facts that there is no rule of rising or falling of the
contribution of the Krsko NPP to the artificially caused radiation on the border of the
Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Slovenia. An outage in the nuclear power plant is the
time when increased amount of controlled emissions of radioactivity is expected/anticipated.
The year 1991 is the only one in which there was not an outage in the Krsko NPP in the
observed period, and the contribution (in %) of the Krsko NPP to the artificially caused
radiation in Jesenice pri Dolenjskem is bigger than in the following observed years. It can be
concluded that the cause of the increase or decrease of that contribution is outside the Krsko
NPP (such as flow of the river Sava, other sources of radioactivity, excluding natural etc.).

4. CONCLUSION

In the end it can be concluded that the radiological impact of the Krsko NPP on the
environment is practically negligible, since the contribution of the Krsko NPP to the total
measured artificially caused radiation in Jesenice pri Dolenjskem cumulatively throughout the
year amounts only to a few percents (on average, it is 2.9% for the observed period 1990 -
1995).

The significance of issuing the bulletin "NEK: Energy and Environment" is not only
in the monitoring of the operation of the Krsko NPP and its impact on the environment, but
specially in bringing that subject closer to the media and the public.

E N C L O S U R E : "NEK: Energy and Environment", No. 24, July 1996
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ISSN 1330-5077

NEK: energija i okoliš
Bilten o radu NE Krško i njenom utjecaju na okoliš

Broj 24 Drugo tromjesečje 1996. godine Zagreb, srpanj 1996.

PODACI O RADU NUKLEARNE ELEKTRANE KRSKO

Proizvedena električna energija (netto) MWh

Maksimalno prosječno zagrijavanje vode Save1

Ispuštanje radioaktivnih tekućina (% od dopuštenog godišnjeg)2

Ispuštanje radioaktivnih plinova - doprinos dozi (% od dopuštene
godišnje)3

Radioaktivni otpad : 4

- novoobradeni srednje i nisko radioaktivni (bačve 208 litara)
- ukupno bačava (208 litara)
- ukupno superkompaktiranih bačava (864 litre)

Broj ispada:
- trajanje u satima

travanj 1996

448 620 MWh

1,5 K

tritij 15%
ostali 0,04%

8%

21
1502
1753

0
0

svibanj 1996

250752MWh

1,3 K

tritij 3,5%
ostali 0,094%

2%

54
1556
1753

REMONT

lipanj 1996

-

-

tritij 3,1%
ostali 0,06%

0,06%

83
1639
1753

REMONT

OBJAŠNJENJA:
1 Prema Vodnogospodarskom dovotjenju Ministarstva za okolje in prostorbr. 3SS-07-G2/93 od20.OZ1996. NEKiiko može raditi tako da u 24 sata dodatno

zagrije vodu rijeke Save prosječno za 3 K
Ispaštanje radioaktivnih tekućina iz NE Kliko dvojako je ograničeno:
a) ograničenom dopuštenom koncentracijom radioaktivnih tvari u ispuštenim tekućinama u Savu
b) dopuštenjem da se ispuste samo tekućine čija godišnja aktivnost tritija ne premašuje 20 TBq, a aktivnost ostalih radioaktivnih tvari 200 GBq
Ispuštanje radioaktivnih plinova dvojako je ograničeno:
a) ograničenjem koncentracije radioaktivnih tvari u zraku na granici "isključivog područja NE Krško" (500 m od središta zaštitne zgrade)
b) dopuštenom ukupnom godišnjom efektivnom ekvivalentnom dozom od 50 mikrosiverta što je pojedinac iz okolice NEKsmije primiti u godinu dana

4 Kruti radioaktivni otpad puni se u standardne bačve volumena 208 litara. Više njih superkompaktiranjem se smjesu u bačve volumena 864 litara.
Prisilni (neplanirani) i planirani prekidi rada elektrane i ukupno trajanje u satima

TRAJANJE PRIRASTA TEMPERATURE VODE SAVE
TRAJANJE (DANA)

0 0.1 0.2 0 J 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 \ 1.1 1.2 13 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3 ; 3J

PRIRAST TEMPERATURE (K)
U drugom tromjesečju 1996. godine je Nuklearna elektrana Krfko radila 47 dana. HidroloJke prilike bile su u lom razdoblja povoljne. Minimalan protok rijeke
Save kod NEK bio je 1 SO m3/j. maksimalan 522 m /s, a srednji 309 ra /s. Prirast temperature vode rijeke Save u lom razdoblja nije ni jedan dan bio veći od 2 K..
Podaci su dobiveni iz NE Krifco.
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INSPEKCIJSKI NADZOR NUKLEARNE SIGURNOSTI

Sektor za inspekcijski nadzor u Upravi Republike Slovenije za nuklearnu sigurnost (URSJV) u skladu sa
svojim ovlaštenjima i postojećim zakonima, pravilnicima, standardima i tehničkim uputama nadzire
korisnike nuklearnih objekata od kojih je najveći Nuklearna elektrana Krško. U Sektoru za inspekcijski
nadzor URSJV zaposleno je pet djelatnika.

U 1995. godini u NE Krško je provedeno 97 inspekcijskih pregleda nuklearne sigurnosti od čega 81
redovni inspekcijski pregled, 5 izvanrednih inspekcijskih pregleda i 11 inspekcijskih pregleda s ovlaštenim
organizacijama u svezi sa zbirnom stručnom ocjenom na kraju remonta u 1995. godini. Redovni
inspekcijski pregledi u NE Krško uključivali su aktivnosti od uticaja na nuklearnu sigurnost, radiološki
nadzor, održavanje i nadzorna ispitivanja, pripremljenost za djelovanje u slučaju izvanrednog događaja,
inženjering i osiguranje kvalitete.

Pri izvođenju inspekcijskih pregleda u NE Krško, Sektor za inspekcijski nadzor URSJV surađuje s
Republičkim energetskim inspektoratom, Upravom Republike Slovenije za zaštitu i spašavanje,
inspektoratom Republike Slovenije za požarnu sigurnost i Zdravstvenim inspektoratom Republike
Slovenije. Isto tako postoji i međunarodna suradnja u okviru koje su inspektori iz američke Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, iz Belgije i Španjolske, sudjelovali u inspekcijskim pregledima NE Krško. Nalazi
inspekcijskih pregleda publiciraju se u godišnjem izvješću o nuklearnoj i radiološkoj sigurnosti Ministarstva
za okoliš i prostor Republike Slovenije.

RADIOLOŠKI UTJECAJ

Radiološki utjecaj NE Krško na okoliš i dalje je
praktički zanemariv - prema podacima dobivenim od
koordinatora radiološkog monitoringa NE Krško za
Republiku Hrvatsku dr. Stipe Lulica iz Centra za
istraživanje mora-Zavod Zagreb, Instituta "Ruder
Bošković" iz Zagreba. U prvom polugodištu 1996.
godine tzv. "najizloženiji pojedinac" (praktički
nepostojeći, koji bi tijekom godine trebao popiti 730
litara vode iz Save i pojesti 16 kilograma ribe ulovljene
u toj rijeci) primio je 0,82 mikrosiverta zračenja - a to
je tek 0,08% od dopuštene doze što je "najizloženiji
pojedinac" smije primiti u godinu dana, prema
ograničenju (1000 mikrosiverta) iz propisa o
dopuštenom ozračivanju pučanstva. Od ukupno
izmjerenog umjetno prouzročenog zračenja u
Jesenicama na Dolenjskem, tek je 2,29% posljedica
ispuštanja iz NE Krško.

Prema podacima dobivenim od Odjela za zaštitu od
zračenja Instituta za medicinska istraživanja i medicinu
rada (lokacija Pušća), doprinos izmjerenoj
ekvivalentnoj dozi na lokaciji Jesenke na Dolenjskem
(kritični put putem vode rijeke Save) bio bi nezamjetno
povećan ako bi dodali ekvivalentnu dozu koju bi
pojedinac primio putem zraka.

Ekvivalentna doza zračenja u Jesenicama
na Dolenjskem

Ukupno
0.82 uSv * 0.08%

o
1000

Doprinos NEK
0,02 uSv * 2.29%

0,82

Ekvivalentna doza (|iSv) zračenja za prvo
polugodište 1996. godine

U ovom broju biltena "NEK: energija i okolif surađivala je gospoda Stanka Bračić iz Ministarstva gospodarstva Republike Hrvatske i
gospoda Ljiljana Cepulić iz Instituta "Ruder Bošković".

NEK: energija i okoliš
Izdaje Ministarstvo gospodarstva

Republike Hrvatske
Ulica grada Vukovara 78
10000 Zagreb

Uredio mr Ivo Valčić
Pripremila Ncvcnka Novosd
Oblikovanje i izvedba Institut "Ruđcr Bošleović"
Naklada 500 primjeraka
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ABSTRACT

This paper is describing establishment of the requirements for the development and execution
of the Internal Audit and Quality Assurance Surveillance Program in the NPP Krsko, to
identify relevant regulatory commitment and other documents, and to exhibit different
functional areas, levels and work categories and factors that impact selecting and scheduling
an audit or surveillance. It is not intention of this paper to explain how and by whom an audit
or surveillance has to be done.

INTRODUCTION

Internal Audit Program

o This program establishes the requirements for a comprehensive system of scheduled
and unscheduled audits to verify compliance with all aspects of the quality assurance
program, Technical Specifications, and other governing programs and plans.

o The system provides for the reporting and review of audit results by appropriate levels
of supervision and management.

o This comprehensive system is intended to conform with the requirements of
ANSI/ASME N45.2.12-1977 "Requirements for Auditing of Quality Assurance
Programs for Nuclear Power Plants".

Quality Assurance Surveillance Program

The act of observing real-time activities and/or reviewing documentation to verify
conformance with specified requirements and industry good practices, and to evaluate their
adequacy and effectiveness!

Relation of Quality Surveillance to two other Quality Verification Activities - Inspection
and Audit

o An audit uses a wide-angle lens (QA activity)
o An inspection uses a closeup lens (QC activity)
o An quality surveillance uses a standard lens (QA and/or QC activity)
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These three activities are, in fact, a snapshot at a particular point in the product, activity, or
program. We have to think of the differences between the three as the size of the camera lens
taking the snapshot. i

LIST OF REGULATORY, COMMITMENT AND OTHER DOCUMENTS USED FOR
PERFORMING AN INTERNAL AUDIT OR QA SURVEILLANCE

Regulatory requirements (NRC)

o Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
o NRC NUREGs and Regulatory Guides
o NRC IE Bulletins, Notices, and Generic Letters

Plant-specific license and documents

o Safety Analysis Report (SAR)
o Technical Specifications
o Quality Assurance Manual
o Emergency Plan
o Security Plan

o Fire Protection Plan

NRC inspection manual (appropriate modules)

National codes and standards

o National Fire Protection Association
o National Electric Code
o American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
o American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTME)
o American Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)
"good practices" and guidelines

INPO operating experience

o Significant Operating Event Reports (SOER)
o Operating Experience Records (OER)

Other licensee-specific commitments to regulatory agencies

o Federal
o State
o Local
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Plant-specific implementing procedures

o Administrative procedures
o Plant operating procedures (GOP, SOP, AOP, EOP)
o Surveillance test procedures
o Maintenance procedures
o Calibration procedures
o Radiochemistry procedures
o Emergency plan procedures
o Security instructions
o Controlled work procedures, etc.

AUDITING BY 10CFR50 APPENDIX B CATEGORIES

I. Organization
II. Quality Assurance Program
III. Design Control
IV. Procurement Document Control
V. Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings
VI. Document Control
VII. Control of Purchased Material, Equipment, and Services
VIII. Identification and Control of Materials, Parts, and Components
IX. Control of Special Processes
X. Inspection
XI. Test Control
XII. Control of Measuring and Test Equipment
XIII. Handling, Storage and Shipping
XIV. Inspection, Test, and Operating Status
XV. Nonconforming Materials, Parts, or Components
XVI. Corrective Actions
XVII. Quality Assurance Records

XVIII. Audits

Applicability of those r8 Quality Assurance Criteria to functional areas is.showen in Table I.

AUDITING BY DIVISION (DEPARTMENT)

o Production Division
o Engineering Division
o Quality System Division
o Purchasing Department
o Stores Department
o Substation Department
o Meter Calibration Department
o Maintenance Department
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AUDITING BY SUB-DEPARTMENT OR SECTION

o Production Division

a Station Functions
a Radiation Protection Functions
D Technical/Administrative Services Functions

o Engineering Division

D Licensing Functions
D Engineering Functions

o Quality System Division

• Operations Quality Assurance

• Quality Assurance Services, etc.

AUDITING BY WORK CATEGORIES

o Reactor Plant Operation
o In-plant Core Management
o Nuclear Fuel Procurement
o Refueling
o Fuel Storage
o Fuel Shipping & Receiving
o Water Chemistry
o Gas Chemistry
o Radio Chemistry
o Health Physics
o Environmental Monitoring
o Surveillance Testing
o In-service Inspection
o Nuclear Material Safeguards
o Nuclear Material Accountability
o Procurement (Spare & Replacement Parts & Materials)
o Material Receiving & Qualification
o Instrument Calibration
o Tool Calibration & Qualification
o Maintenance and Repair
o Modification
o Radioactive Waste Treatment and Disposal
o Security
o Emergency Preparedness
o Fire Protection
o Administrative Controls
o In-plant Contractor Control
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TYPES OF THINGS AUDITED FOR TYPICAL WORK CATEGORIES

Nuclear Fuel Plant Operation Maintenance

Procurement
Fabrication
Inspection
Packing
Shipping
Receiving
Inspection
Accountability
Safeguards
Transfer
Refueling
Spent Fuel Storage
Spent Fuel Packaging
Inspection
Shipping
Reporting

Personnel Qualifications
Personnel Training
Procedures
- Administrative
- AOP's
- SOP's
-EP's
- Operations Orders
- Surveillance Test Procedures
Procedure Compliance
Tech. Spec. Compliance
Documentation
- Performance Data
- Compliance Data
Trouble Reporting
- Safety Related
- Non-safety Related

Personnel Qualifications
Personnel Training
Procedures
Procedure Compliance
Tech. Spec. Compliance
Documentation
Trouble reporting
Corrective Action
Inspection
Calibration

Table II is showing present NPP Krsko Internal Audit Program.

FOR SURVEILLANCE QA PURPOSES, DISCIPLINES ARE GROUPED AS
FOLLOWS:

o Operations - typical areas may include conduct of operations during shift turnover,
normal operations, startup, shutdown, tech. specs, adherence, administrative practices,
reduced inventory, post transient recovery, and operator training.

o Testing and Miscellaneous programs - typical areas may include site Reactor
Engineering, routine Tech Spec surveillance, ISI, 1ST, Fire Protection, Security, storage
control, consumables control, and material handling equipment.

o Maintenance - typical areas may include Electrical, Mechanical, Pipe Fitting, welding,
Instrumentation and Control, steam generator, planning and scheduling, maintenance
training, corrective maintenance and preventive maintenance.

o Configuration Control - typical areas may include Nuclear Safety and Licensing,
Equipment Qualification, Design and Configuration Control, Modification Control,
vendor manuals, drawing control, records control, software control, procurement
activities, commercial grade dedication and other item acceptance activities.

o HP/Chemistry - typical areas may include radioactive waste, ALARA, contamination
control, dosimetry, environmental monitoring, primary chemistry and secondary
chemistry.
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FACTORS THAT IMPACT SELECTING AND SCHEDULING SURVEILLANCES
ARE:

The Activity or Process Undergoing Surveillance-Importance to nuclear safety,
frequency or repetitiveness of performance, consequence of a noncompliance, training
and niifllifir.atinn nf nprsnnncl invnlvpH

i j r — r —

and qualification of personnel involved

o Operating Schedules - availability of plant Technical Specifications surveillances, plant
start-up testing, system lineups, failed tests, system startups, component isolations,
tagging, fuel loading, and other Operations activities or evolutions.

o Maintenance Planning Schedules - availability of routine preventive and corrective
plant maintenance activities, unscheduled maintenance activities, refueling outage
maintenance activities and maintenance support activities.

o Plant Operation Support - availability of activities performed in support of plant
operation such as effluent releases, radioactive shipments, crane testing, chemistry
sampling, temporary modifications, training, procurement, testing and inspection.

o Identified Deficiencies and Concerns - Identified Deficiency Reports, Corrective Action
Reports, Nonconformance Reports, Audit Finding Corrective Action Reports, Quality
Assurance Observation Reports, INPO and NRC findings and other deficiency or
quality concern reporting systems.

o Industry Experience - NRC inspection results, INPO good practices, ANSI, ASTM,
ASME, ANS, NUREGs, Bulletins, Letters, ASQC Guidelines and other industry
standards.

o Surveillance Requests -Line management requests for surveillances to look at areas of
concern or to provide assessment of the reliability and efficiency of activities or
processes.

o Audit Program Schedules and QC Inspection Coverage - efforts to avoid or eliminate
overlap or redundant coverage.

o Followup Surveillance - Previous surveillance has indicated a need for a followup
surveillance to check such items as new program implementation, use of newly revised
procedures or other spinoff concerns.
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Table I - APPLICABILITY OF QUALITY ASSURANCE CRITERIA
TO FUNCTIONAL AREAS
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Table II - PRfiSfeNT NNP KRSKO INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRAM

1. CORRECTIVE ACTION
o CORRECTIVE ACTION SYSTEM AUDIT
o NONCOMFORMANCES SYSTEM AUDIT

2. NUCLEAR EMERGENCY RESPONS PLAN
o EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AUDIT

3. FIRE PROTECTION
o FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM AUDIT

4. SECURITY
o SECURITY PROGRAM AUDIT

5. TRAINING/QUALIFICATION
o TRAINING PROGRAM AUDIT

6. ENGINEERING
o DESIGN CONTROL AUDIT
o CONFIGURATION CONTROL AUDIT
o LICENSING ACTIVITIES AUDIT
o COMPUTER CONTROL AUDIT

7. PROCUREMENT
o PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT CONTROL AUDIT
o MATERIAL CONTROL AUDIT
o COMERCIAL GRADE ITEMS DEDICATION PROGRAM AUDIT
o HANDLING, STORAGE AND SHIPPING AUDIT

8. INSTRUCTION. PROCEDURE, DOCUMENT CONTROL AND OA RECORDS
o PLANT MANUAL PROCEDURE AUDIT
o DOCUMENT CONTROL AUDIT
o QA RECORDS AUDIT

9. ISI/IST
o INSERVICE INSPECTION (ISI) PROGRAM AUDIT
o BASELINE PRESERVICE INSPECTION (PSI) PROGRAM AUDIT
o INSERVICE SYSTEM PRESSURE TESTING AUDIT
o INSERVICE PUMP AND VALVE TESTING (1ST) PROGRAM AUDIT
o SNUBBER SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM AUDIT

10. SPECIAL PROCESSES
o PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES AUDIT
o WELDING PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
o NONDESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION (NDE) AUDIT
o CHEMICAL CLEANING AND FLUSHING AUDIT

11. MA1NTANANCE
o CORRECTIVE MAINTANANCE AUDIT
o PREVENTIVE MAINTANANCE AUDIT
o PREDICTIVE MAINTANANCE AUDIT
o TOOL CONTROL AUDIT
o MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION AUDIT

12. OPERATION
o CONDUCT OF OPERATION AUDIT
o OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE ITEMS REVIEW AUDIT
o TEMPORARY CHANGE AUDIT
o POST-MAINTANANCE TESTING AUDIT
o T/S SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM AUDIT

13. RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION
o ALARA PROGRAM AUDIT
o CONTAMINATION CONTROL AUDIT
o DOSIMETRY AUDIT
o SURVEYS AUDIT

14. CHEMISTRY
o CHEMISTRY LABORATORY PRACTICES AUDIT
o PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CHEMISTRY AUDIT
o POST-ACCIDENT SAMPLING SYSTEM (PASS) AUDIT

15. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
o ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AUDIT

16. RADWASTE MANAGEMENT
o RADWASTE MANAGEMENT AUDIT

17. OUTAGE
o REFUELING AUDIT
o SHUTDOWN OPERATION AUDIT
o MODIFICATION 1NSTALATION AUDIT
o ON-SITE CONTRACTOR CONTROL AUDIT
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Abstract
ANSI/IEEE standards 323-1974, 344-1975 and 382-1980., [1, 2, 3], define basic
requirements and recommended practices for seismic qualification of class IE electric
equipment and safety-related valve actuators for nuclear power plants. This qualification can
be done with appropriate combination of vibration and seismic tests and analysis methods.
Under certain conditions, for the equipment and assemblies that can be easily modeled to
correctly predict its response, finite element method can support qualification by analysis in
many ways.

Introduction
Seismic qualification of class IE electric equipment should demonstrate that the structural
integrity of the equipment is maintained during the appropriate number of Operating Basis
Earthquakes (OBE). Additionally, the equipment's ability to perform the required class IE
function must not fail during and after the time it is subjected to the forces resulting from the
Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE).

Methods used for class IE safety qualification of electric equipment and systems include
testing of the equipment under simulated seismic conditions, prediction of the equipment's
performances by the analysis, or the combination of both tests and analysis. Each of the
mentioned methods may be adequate to verify the ability of the equipment to meet the seismic
qualification requirements. The choice of the method depends on the type, size, shape and
complexity of the equipment. It should be noted that an analysis without any testing may be
acceptable only if structural integrity alone can assure the design-intended function. It means
that the analysis method alone is not recommended for complex equipment that cannot be
modeled to correctly predict its response. The main purpose of this article is to notify where
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) can support (or replace) vibration and seismic tests in IE
seismic qualification of a small low-voltage electric motors.

Vibration Tests and NISA FEM Support
Exploratory resonance vibration test is an investigation test used only to identify critical,
natural, resonant frequencies of the equipment and should be carried out before the
resistance tests. A resonance frequency is found when the amplification of input motion (the
ratio between the measured and the excitation level ) is higher or equal to 1.5 . Little
experiences with NISA computer program package [4, 5], show that in the case of a small
electric motors test resonant search can be supported or even replaced with corespondent
finite element analysis.
Figure 1. shows an example of FE modeling of the electric motor in the meridional plane.
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Meridional plane

Back lid

Shaft with rotor coil

Figure 1. 2D-FE model of electric motor in the meridional plane.

With the appropriate rotation of all 2D-axisymmetric meridional plane elements, NISA II
Display III pre/post-processing program is used for the definition of 1728 linear 8-nodes 3D-
solid elements for all motor parts (fig. 2): 264 elements for the shaft (steel, DIN St.50-2),
1128 elements for the casing (St.35.4) and both lids (RSt 37-2), 144 elements for the rotor
coil (dynamo steel sheets / aluminium electric wire) and 192 elements for stator coil (dynamo
steel sheets / copper wire). Both front and back shaft bearings can be roughly approximated
with symmetrical order (3 x 120°) of 3D-general spring elements. So, the mathematical FE
model of the motor is mainly based on the actual motor geometry and materials, with the
exception of spring-modeled bearings.

Figure 2. 3D-FE model of electric motor : sections through all motor components.

Figures 3 and 4 show elements of the shaft with rotor coil, front lid and casing with stator coil.
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Fig. 3. 3D-FE approximation of the shaft and
rotor coil.

Fig. 4. Sections through front lid, casing and
stator coil.

The results of NISA II eigenvalue calculations presented on the left side of fig. 5 show
typical "S" bending of front and back lid that happens at 332.4 Hz, bending of lids caused by
bending of the shaft at 1002 Hz, double "S" bending of front lid at 1135 Hz, the torsion of the
casing at 1241 Hz. The results at the right side show four rotor's bending modes at 1054,
3067, 8262 and 10710 Hz. At 5394 Hz the front part of the rotor bends over front bearing. At
6484 and 8753 Hz there are two rotor's torsion modes, and at 9890 Hz rotor's radial and axial
stretching mode. It should be noted that is very hard (or even impossible) to detect all of these
complex motor's shapes (forms) on the vibration shake table with one or few pick-up sensor
devices ! The results of calculations show that this small commercial motor don't have any
resonant frequency below 330 Hz, it can be assumed rigid and analyzed statically.
Nonexistence of a low-frequency resonance ( < 33 Hz ) was proved with preliminary vibration
tests.

332.4 Ha

Figure 5. Mode shapes of the motor casing and shaft.
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Flexible Equipment
Nuclear power plant structures, systems and components important to safety have to be
designed to withstand the effects of earthquakes. To demonstrate that flexible equipment will
remain functional in the event of an earthquake, suitable seismic dynamic analysis, such as a
time-history or spectral response analysis can be performed.

In U.S. AEC Regulatory Guide 1.61 [6] modal damping values, expressed as a percentages of
critical damping, for OBE/SSE earthquakes are given. With defined damping values
document R.G. 1.60 [7] can be used to define the design horizontal and vertical response
spectra, scaled to lg of ground acceleration (tables I, II, figures 6 and 7). Together with the
results of an eigenvalue analysis (natural frequencies and mode shapes!), frequency response
and also shock spectrum or transient dynamic analysis can be prepared for flexible
equipment.

Percent of Critical
Damping

d(%)

0.5
2.0
5.0
7.0
10.0

Amplification Factors
for Control Points,

Acceleration,
A (33 Hz)

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0

Amplification Factors
for Control Points,

Acceleration,
B (9 Hz)

4.96
3.54
2.61
2.27
1.90

Amplification Factors
for Control Points,

Acceleration,
C(2.5Hz)

5.95

4.25

3.13
2.72

2.28

Amplification Factors
for Control Points,

Displacement,
D (0.25 Hz)

3.20
2.50
2.05
1.88
1.70

Maximum ground displacement is taken proportional 10 maximum ground acceleration, and is 36 in. Tor ground acceleration of 1.0 gravity.

Table I: Horizontal Design Response Spectra; Relative Values of Spectrum Amplification
Factors for Control Points.

Percent of Critical
Damping

d(%)
0.5
2.0

5.0
7.0
10.0

Amplification Factors
foi Control Points,

Acceleration,
A (33 Hz)

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Amplification Factors
for Control Points,

Acceleration,
B(9Hz)

4.96
3.54
2.61
2.27
1.90

Amplification Factors
for Control Points,

Acceleration,
C (3.5 Hz)

5.67
4.05
2.98
2.59
2.17

Amplification Factors
for Control Points,

Displacement,
D (0.25 Hz)

2.13
1.67
1.37
1.25
1.13

Maximum ground displacement is taken proportional to maximum ground acceleration, and is 36 in. for ground acceleration of 1.0 gravity.

Table II: Vertical Design Response Spectra; Relative Values of Spectrum Amplification
Factors for Control Points.
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The requirements defined in the tables I and II can be simplified to table III. Instead of table
III, with mixed amplifications of vibrational accelerations and displacements, table IV for
control points of vibrational velocities (in Si-units) can be used.

Percent of Critical
Damping :

d(%) = 0.5to 10.0;
Orientation :

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL

Amplification Factors
for Control Points,

Acceleration,
A (33 Hz)

1.00

Amplification Factors
for Control Points,

Acceleration,
B (9 Hz)

4.25 -2.35 log d

Amplification. Factors
for Control Points,

Acceleration,
C (2.5 Hz) / C (3.5
Hz)

5.10-2.82 log d

4.86-2.69 log d

Amplification Factors
for Control Points,

Displacement,
D (0.25 Hz)

2.85- 1.15 log d

1.90-0.77 log d

Table III: Horizontal and Vertical Design Response Spectra; Relative Values of Spectrum
Amplification Factors for Control Points.

Percent of Critical
Damping:

d(%) = 0.5tolO.O;
Orientation :

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL

Control Point A
(33 Hz)

Velocity, m/s

0.04731

Control Point B
(9 Hz)

Velocity, m/s

0.7373 -0.4077 log d

Control Point C
(2.5 Hz) / (3.5 Hz)

Velocity, m/s

3.185- 1.761 logd

2.168 -1.200 log d

Control Point D
(0.25 Hz)

Velocity, m/s

4.094- 1.652 logd

2.729- 1.106 logd

Table IV: Horizontal and Vertical Design Response Spectra; Values of Spectrum Velocities
for Control Points A to D.

The calculations of artificial spectral velocities in frequency intervals between control points
D to A can be based on linear logarithmic function \og\Q v = L + K log]o / , in which v is an
amplitude of vibrational velocity,/is frequency, L and K are interval parameters, dependent
on the interval boundary values (0D, DC, CB, BA, Aoo) of frequencies and amplification
factors and on the specific percent of critical damping d (%).

Rigid Equipment
In accordance with [2], the equipment with all natural frequencies above the high-frequency
asymptote of the RRS (Required Response Spectrum, nominal cutoff value of 33 Hz) is
considered rigid and analyzed statically. In this case the seismic loads (forces corespondent
to mass distribution and appropriate maximum floor acceleration) are combined with
operating loads to determine the resulting stresses and deflections (losses of clearances) of
the rotor, which values are then compared with conservative allowable limits (OBE/SSE
allowable response levels). Operability of the motor during and after a seismic event can be
proved with the determination of the positive gap (radial clearance, no contact zone) between
the rotor and stator coil and with resultant stresses below the allowable stress limits. An
example of a typical 2D static seismic analysis of rigid electric motor can be found in [8].

Preliminary 3D Seismic Analysis of the Motor Casing
Instead of typical "rotor-only" 2D static seismic analysis, full 3D motor seismic analysis can
be performed on the PC with the use of NISA STATIC and DYNAMIC packages. A short
description of preliminary 3D static seismic analysis of the motor casing are given below.
At first, front and back bearings, with static (ID-linear) stiffness of 4.50 10& N/m; were
remodeled by tubular cylinders with 2 x 12 3D-solid elements (Young's modulus of
elasticity Ex = 1.00 109 N/m2 ). At four points on the front lid (4 x 90° at «f> = 0.1715 m),
where the whole motor is fixed on the supporting structure, all three translations along x, y
and z axes are constrained. All parts of electric motor are subjected to hypothetical SSE
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event, with simultaneous occurrence of inertial gravitational and seismic body forces (two
horizontal acceleration components of 5.5 "g" and one vertical component of 3.0 "g", g = -
9.81 m/s2 ). The influence of nominal operating load (total torsional moment of 4.1 Nm at
293.2 rad/sec, equally distributed over inner area of the stator coil) is neglected.
In FE "static" analysis the maximum resultant displacements of 25.4...30.2 10 ~6

 m w e r e

calculated at the shaft back end and on the back lid area (fig 8.). Shaft's maximum loss of
radial clearance is approx. 6.5 1(H> m. This is far below admissible value ( < 350.0 10"6 m ) .

DISPL. CONTOURS, RESULTANT-DISPL, UI EW : 0. 00E+00 , RANGE: 3 . 02E-05. Band

Figure 8. Resultant displacement contours
(SSE ace. -5.5g / -5.5g / -2g , grav. 0 / 0 / - l g )

Von Mises equivalent stress distribution is given on the figure 9. The maximum stress value
of 8.13 106 N/m2 (8.13 MPa) appears at the back side of the front lid. This is far below
front-lid admissible stress level of 180 MPa.

STRESS CONTOURS, UON-MISES STRESS, UIEW : 4.34E+03, RANGE: 8.13E+06. Band

Figure 9. Von Mises Equivalent Stress Contours
(SSE ace. -5.5g / -5.5g / -2g , grav. 0 / 0 / - lg )
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Conclusions
Seismic qualification of class 1E electric motor should determine the capability of the motor
to withstand a seismic event and perform its intended safety-related functions during and after
the postulated event. This is usually done through expensive seismic tests - experiments.
Another alternative qualification method is qualification by analysis, specially by finite
element method. This is acceptable for electric motors because they have simple and massive
construction and their functional capabilities are strongly stress and displacement related.
In this article 3D-FE modeling of a small electric motor is described, and the results of the
NISA computer eigenvalue and preliminary static calculations are given. Final seismic
analysis for this motor will be prepared and the results will be analyzed, reported and
discussed in the future.
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ABSTRACT

In the dismantling process of nuclear power plants a large amount of metal
residues are generated. The residues of interest are stainless steel, copper and
aluminium and can be reprocessed either for restricted or unrestricted use.
Although there are many questions about the further use of these materials it
should be convenient to recycle them. This paper discusses the complexity of the
management of these metals.

The radiation protection requirements are the most important principles. For
these purposes great efforts in the decontamination have to be made. Regulatory
aspects, clearance levels as well as characteristic of steel recycling industry,
radiological impact and new developments are discussed.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The first major nuclear power plants are over thirty years old, and are reaching
the end of their useful life. Several power plants have been shut down, and have
to be decommissioned. During the dismantling of nuclear power plants a large
amount of metal scrapes is generated. This is mainly a radioactive waste disposal
problem, but a considerable quantity is only slightly contaminated. Recycled the
metal scraps would save natural resources and would minimize the amount of
radioactive waste.

The radiation protection requirements are established at a national level. While a
great number of codes and standards relate to the commissioning and operation,
there are no specific criteria for the exemption from the regulatory control. These
criteria should be established in such a way that they would be accepted in most
countries as a standard. Metal scraps are traded among countries. Different
countries have different regulations. In the European Union the relaxation of the
export-import restrictions could lead to further controls (e.g. at the border, at the
final destination of the metal) what is extremely undesirable.

The criteria should be prepared very carefully not only because of radiation
protection reasons but also for the reason of public adversity. The US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission withdrew the Below Regulatory Concern Policy Statement
in the 1993 just due to the unfavorable public opinion.
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2.0 DEVELOPMENT ON RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION
CRITERIA FOR EXEMPTION

In 1988 IAEA (1) proposed two basic criteria for exemption:

1. The individual risk must be sufficiently low that is not of the regulatory
concern. IAEA suggested the appropriate annual individual effective doses
were in a range of few tens of mSv.

2. The radiation protection as well as the costs of regulatory control must be
optimized. IAEA suggested that if the generic study indicated that the
collective dose commitment resulting from one year of unregulated practice
would be less than about one manSv, it might be concluded that the total
detriment is low enough to permit exemption without more detailed
examination of other options.

In 1988 the Commission of the European Communities recommended the criteria
which were directly applicable to the recycling of steel scrap from nuclear power
stations (2). The recommendations were based on the information that was
available in the 1985 and the surface contamination criteria were based on the
IAEA transport regulations (3).

In 1990 ICRP published its recommendations (4) where it recognized the concept
of exempting a practice from regulatory control on the basis of low individual
effective doses and collective doses. ICRP didn't provide numerical values for
doses but suggested that, in some circumstances, optimization studies could aid in
determining whether the practice could be exempted from regulatory control.

In recent years a number of studies have been conducted by the Commission of
the European Communities, by the International Atomic Energy Agency and by
individual countries on the recycling of materials from nuclear facilities. These
studies relate to steel as well as to other materials such as aluminium, copper
and concrete.

The new information from the studies and the ICRP recommendations led the
Commission of the European Communities to revise its Basic Safety Standards.
The revision is in progress. Among other things activity levels and concentrations
below which the requirement for reporting and prior authorization need not apply
are revised.

3.0 GENERAL RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION CRITERIA APPLICABLE
TO RECYCLING MATERIALS FROM THE DISMANTLING OF
NUCLEAR FACILITIES

Radiological protection criteria

The IAEA Recommendations, laid down in Safety Series No. 89, refers to a "few
tens of mSv" as a basis for exemption. Furthermore, IAEA suggests that in order
to take account of exposures of individuals from more than one exempt practice,
the critical group exposure from one such practice should be of the order of 10
mSv/y. ...

For comparison, the average exposure from a medical chest X-ray is roughly 50
mSv.
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Collective dose criteria

The second exemption criterion laid down in the IAEA recommendation is that,
if the estimated collective dose commitment per year of practice is lower than
one manSv, the total detriment is low enough to permit exemption without more
detailed examination of other options.

In conclusion, collective dose criteria are regarded of minor importance in the
context of steel recycling. Nevertheless collective doses to the general public could
be further reduced if steel is recycled to nuclear industry, e.g. for the production
of radioactive waste storage containers. This option is preferential also from the
viewpoint of public acceptance.

4.0 CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS ARISING FROM
DISMANTLING

Large volumes of concrete and significant quantities of steels are used in
construction of nuclear facilities. Depending on its radioactivity level, concrete may
be recycled, disposed of in landfill, or disposed of in a radioactive repository.
Recycling possibilities exist but they depend on local needs for granulates. In
contrast, steels and other metals will have a scrap value and thus, there is an
economic and practical incentive for recycling. For all materials the potential
implications of recycling or reuse should be considered. Depending on their
precise use in the nuclear installation being dismantled, the steels and other
materials can have varying contamination and activation levels. For nuclear power
reactors the dominant material is steel, a high proportion of which is stainless
steel. However, the quantities of steel will vary depending upon the type of
reactor. In other installations, such as enrichment plants, aluminium can be the
main constituent of recyclable materials from dismantling, and this has a higher
scrap value than steels.

The areas where materials with low levels of radioactivity may arise are not only
confined to controlled areas. In a PWR nuclear power plants, for instance parts
of the secondary side of the coolant system may not be within a controlled area.

Nuclear Power Plants

Carbon steel is often the most abundant metal used in nuclear power plants
construction. It is normally the main constituent of the secondary cooling system,
the major structural features and equipment housings. Stainless steels are used in
smaller quantities, mainly in the more critical areas of the plant, such as the
primary cooling system, liners and tanks. Depending on the precise location and
function of the steel in the power plant, it will, on decommissioning, contain
varying amounts of activation and contamination products. Furthermore
radionuclide composition will change, depending on the time of dismantling after
plant shutdown, due to radioactive decay and the decontamination processes
undertaken.

Extensive studies have been made for power reactor decommissioning in the US
and Europe (5) and nuclear countries are gathering practical experiences. These
studies show that the total quantity of steel in the active areas of a large (1000
MWe) pressurized water reactor or boiling water reactor is approximately 10,000
tons, of which about half has a potential for recycling with currently available
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techniques.

Other Nuclear Installations

Other nuclear installations, especially uranium enrichment facilities and nuclear
fuel reprocessing plants, can contain significant quantities of steels and other
metals. For example, an enrichment facility utilizing gaseous diffusion techniques
will contain thousands of tons of steel and aluminium. In general, the materials
will be contaminated by uranium isotopes and their short-lived daughters.
Depending on the extent to which uranium recycling has occurred in the nuclear
fuel cycle, the contamination may include fission products and actinides. Materials
from decommissioned reprocessing plants will be contaminated by fission products,
some activation products and the full spectrum of actinides could be present.

Finally, there are also other practices associated with nuclear installations, which
could produce significant quantities of scrap metals ..and items on
decommissioning. For example, irradiated fuel flasks, used to transport fuel from
power stations to reprocessing plants, can reach the end of their life after 30
years or so. These are substantial items, presenting low contamination with a
range of fission products and actinides, and having a potential scrap worth.

5.0 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STEEL RECYCLING INDUSTRY

Furnace Types and Capacities

Three main types of furnaces are commonly used for melting scrap. These are
electrical furnaces which can be arc furnaces, induction furnaces, and converters.

In arc furnaces the energy necessary to melt the steel charge is delivered by
arching between carbon electrodes and the charge. Electric power is supplied by
a high capacity three-phase distribution transformer.

In the induction furnace the heating is generated by an induction coil made of
rectangular section copper tube.

In the conversion process oxygen blows through liquid cast iron and changes it
into steel. Molten iron is poured into the converter with a controlled amount of
lime and scrap. The oxygen causes the combustion of impurities., what raises the
temperature from 1250°C (molten iron) to 1800°C (molten steel). The amount of
scrap in the charge is an important factor in controlling the temperature.

The three types of furnaces can use different proportions of scrap in the charge.
Converters use a proportion of up to 35 % scrap whereas substantially higher
proportions may be used in arc and induction furnaces.

Steel scrap may be used in the production of different types of steel what means
that different types of steel plant may be considered.

There are large differences in the capacities of steel plants. Those that produce
special steels, stainless steel included, are generally smaller than carbon steel
plants. The sizes of furnaces are related to the capacities of the steel plants.
Converters are used in large steel plants and have large capacities, arc .furnaces
have medium capacities and are used in medium capacity steel plants, induction
furnaces have medium or low capacities and are used in medium or low capacity
steel plants.
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By-Products

Some additives are introduced with the charge in the furnace to help oxidize the
impurities; however they increase the quantity of the byproducts, slag and dust.

The characteristics of the furnaces are different regarding the dust and slag
production.

The content of radionuclides in the produced steel and in the by-products such
as slag and dusts will depend upon several factors.

The first factor is the proportion of contaminated scrap steel versus the total
quantity of scrap steel processed in the plant.

The second factor is the proportion of scrap steel in the melting charges which
will in turn depend upon the type of steel being produced. In this respect, the
quality of steel scrap is important in the production of stainless steel but is
relatively less important in the manufacturing of carbon steel where a mixed
charge of scrap from several different origins and qualities is often used. As a
typical example a mix charge may comprise scrap of around ten different
qualities.

The third factor is mixing with steel produced from other foundries, either in the
manufacture of items or during any further steel production process.

6.0 POTENTIAL RADIOLOGICAL IMPACT

After the scrap is cleared from regulatory control it is typically sold to a scrap
dealer who processes, sorts and sells it. Before the scrap is melted the surface
activity can be resuspended and inhaled or transferred to the worker leading to
an incorporation of the activity or an external contamination of the skin. Working
near the scrap will lead to external irradiation from gamma emissions.

After melting the radioactivity is assumed to be homogeneously distributed
throughout the product materials and the doses are calculated using the activity
concentration in the substance. To calculate the concentration in the steel or the
byproducts another critical factor, the distribution of the radioactive isotopes, is
needed. For example the cobalt, iron and nickel isotopes tend to be found in the
steel after melting, while the uranium and plutonium isotopes are found in the
slag and zinc and cesium in the dust fraction.

Figure 1 shows the schematic flow of radioactivity and the exposure scenarios for
ferrous metal scrap cleared from nuclear facilities.
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Cleared scrap
from nuclear

facilities

Scrap processing (scrapyard)
• handling scrap (skin contamination and ingestion)
• segmenting scrap (inhalation and irradiation)
• transportation (external irradiation and inhalation)
• exposure to scrap heaps

Steel mill or foundry
• workers (inhalation and ingestion of dust)
• discharge to environment (ingestion by surrounding

population)
• product manufacture (irradiation and inhalation)

i
Use of steel (irradiation)
• large machine
• kitchen
• processes vessel
• ship
• reinforcement rods
• heating radiator

By-products
Disposal of dust and slag
(irradiation, inhalation
and ingestion)
• Landfill site operator
• Occupancy of landfill after

closure
Use of slag as ground cover
• football player (inhalation)
• football spectator

(inhalation)

Figure 1

7.0 COPPER BASED METALS

Copper scrap is significantly more valuable than steel scrap, which along with an
energy savings of between 80 and 92% compared to refining primary copper,
leads to a recycling rate of roughly 80%. In nuclear installations copper metal
comes primarily from electrical components like motors, although some power
plants use brass in the heat exchangers which after decontamination may be
clearable.

Recycling copper scrap

Refining copper scrap is significantly more complicated than recycling steel. The
classic recycling process produces, after the electrolysis, a copper quality
indistinguishable from grade A primary copper. New and production scrap is
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ideally suited for direct u§e in foundries. It is not possible to use mixed scrap or
unknown alloys in foundries so that such scrap is always passed through refining
works, the number of steps it passes through depends on the desired purity. It is
possible, however to melt old copper and copper alloy components directly in
foundries, given that the metal is well characterized.

During the refining of copper most of the accompanying metals are removed. In
the first two steps (in the smelter and converter) volatile metal oxides like tin,
zinc and lead are separated out into the dust and ash fractions while less
precious metals like iron, aluminium and cobalt are bound into the slag. These
by-products are recycled within the refinery or sold as raw material, for example
the slag as building material and the dust to tin alloy and zinc refineries. During
the further processing, especially in the electrolysis step, the precious metals are
removed from the copper. From the production of 1 ton of copper about 1 to 2
kg of silver can be recovered. Other metals of interest include, gold, selenium,
tellurium, arsenic, antimony, nickel and bismuth. Most of the precious metals are
in the copper ores and enter the process via black and red primary copper so
that the content varies drastically depending on where the ore was mined. The
purification and separation processes lead to a 1000 fold and more increase in
the concentration of certain metals so that it is important to consider the
radiological consequences.

Radiological consequences of recycling radioactive copper scrap

Surface contamination limits for metal scrap are largely independent of the metal
type since the transport and handling are similar regardless of the metal.
Comparing copper to steel scrap the expected clearable quantity is significantly
lesser and therefore can be processed in less time, leading to lower exposures to
the radioactive copper scrap. For bulk activity the doses depend on the metal
type.

The majority of copper which is potentially clearable comes from electrical
equipment and is in the form of cables. Cables are usually coated with an
insulating material, very often PVC, which must be separated from the copper
before smelting. The remaining insulating material will most likely be disposed of
at a landfill but recycling options are being investigated and pilot projects already
exist.

Figure 2 shows the schematic flow of radioactivity and the exposure scenarios for
recycling of copper scrap cleared from nuclear facilities.
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Cleared scrap
from nuclear

facilities

Scrap processing (same as steel scrap)
• handling scrap (skin contamination and ingestion)
• segmenting scrap (inhalation and irradiation)
• transportation (external irradiation and inhalation)
• exposure to scrap heaps

Copper refinery and foundry
• workers (inhalation and ingestion)
• discharge to environment (ingestion by surrounding

population)
• product manufacture (inhalation and irradiation)
• electro-refining (irradiation)

1 1
Copper products
Irradiation
• brass laboratory fittings
• brass lavatory fittings
• decorative object
• musical instrument
Ingestion
• livestock feed additive

By-products
• dust treatment and zinc

recovery (inhalation)
• football field covered with slug

player and spectator
(inhalation)

Disposal of slag and dust
(ingestion, inhalation, irradiation)
• handling (also skin dose)
• landfill worker
• occupancy of landfill after

closure

Figure 2

8.0 ALUMINIUM BASED METALS

An active policy of aluminium recycling is pursued since recycling uses up to
95% less energy than refining Bauxite. Aluminium and its alloys are used in
nuclear power plants primarily for electrical components and in ventilation ducts.
For security reasons the use of aluminium is restricted in power plants. Large
amounts of aluminium are used in uranium enrichment facilities, especially in
gaseous diffusion plants.

Recycling aluminium scrap

In contrast to steel production, aluminium scrap is not used in the production of
primary aluminium from Bauxite. Three types of furnaces, rotary, reverberators
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and induction, are used to produce secondary aluminium, the rotary being the
most important. The furnace capacities vary from 0.5 to 20 tons and use as input
aluminium scrap, which is sorted into about 25 categories. The product metal is
typically composed of a number of different scrap types which are held in stock
piles at the plant and mixed depending on the desired aluminium quality. With
present technology it is possible to recycle aluminium without a loss in quality.
Nevertheless secondary aluminium is used primarily for casting and primary
aluminium for formable aluminium (e.g. cans, sheets, etc.).

The reactivity of aluminium with oxygen requires that it be melted under a liquid
salt covering, which leads to a large amount of salt slag which is poured off and
forms blocks. The boundary between the aluminium and salt cover (scraper)
contains 20 to 50% aluminium and can be recycled after a separation process.
Per one ton of aluminium about 300 kg of slag and 3 kg of dust are produced.
The possible uses for these by-products are limited what means that the majority
is disposed of at landfills, although the slag can be used as an additive in
cement. Reprocessing the salt slag within the aluminium smelting works is
increasing as disposal costs rise and environmental laws become stricter.

Radiological consequence of recycling radioactive aluminium scrap

The secondary aluminium smelting process nearly guarantees that the scrap will
be mixed with a number of other scrap types. During aluminium smelting a
nuclide separation among the dust, slag and metal fractions occurs, which is
accounted for in the radiological assessment.

Figure 3 shows the schematic flow of radioactivity and the exposure scenarios for
recycling of aluminium scrap cleared from nuclear facilities.
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Cleared scrap 1
from nuclear 1

facilities 1

Scrap processing (same as steel scrap)
• handling scrap (skin contamination and ingestion)
• segmenting scrap (inhalation and irradiation)
• transportation (external irradiation and inhalation)
• exposure to scrap heaps

Secondary aluminium smelter
• workers (inhalation and ingestion of dust)
• discharge to environment (ingestion by surrounding

population)
• product manufacture (inhalation and irradiation

Aluminium products
Irradiation
• office furniture
• fishing boat
• aluminium ceiling
• car engine
• heating radiator
Ingestion
• aluminium fry pan

By-products
Use of slag
• metal recovery (inhalation and

irradiation)
• additive to cement (irradiation)
Disposal of slag and dust
(ingestion, inhalation, irradiation)
• handling (also skin dose)
• landfill worker
• occupancy of landfill after

closure

Figure 3
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Abstract

Nuklearna Elektrarna KrSko was constructed as a turnkey plant, entering commercial service
in 1981. NEK operates the plant with a unique management philosophy which has adapted
well to the demands of today's business environment. Contributing to this success has been
the NEK Management Information System (MIS) that has assisted NEK in "making more
with less". A key element of the MIS is the Technical Document system, which includes the
DCM (Document Control Module) and QRM (Quality Records Management), enabling the
successful retrofit of the existing document management and "turnkey" plant records
environment to a new, thoroughly integrated system controlling plant operation and
configuration management. The system integrates the Engineering Equipment and
Configuration Management data systems, providing immediate, realtime cross-reference of
plant equipment and plant modifications with technical documentation.

/. Introduction

The concept of a lean, integrated generation company is alive and well at Slovenia's one and
only nuclear power plant. The NEK plant is well-regarded in the nuclear power industry for
its operation and safety record. The plant has been cited by world regulatory and inspection
agencies for excellence, as well as high capacity and availability factors. NEK has also set
an example for the industry with its innovative construction and management paradigm; NEK
was constructed in a unique "turnkey" agreement with builders Westinghouse and
Gilbert/Commonwealth, which rigidly defined NEK's role in construction of the plant and
certainly contributed to the record construction time, efficient utilization of resources, and
relatively low cost for its size and era of construction.

In addition to the technical organizations incumbent to a nuclear plant site, NEK's
organization includes complete corporate financial, commercial procurement, human
resources, design engineering, information systems, warehouse, corporate records and other
functions normally associated with a parent utility. There is no "office downtown", no
"electric building": "corporate" is inside the fence ...
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NEK is possibly the original, and certainly the best-known, Type " 1 " utility, operating for
over 10 years as an autonomous, integrated "storefront" G&T utility serving the local electric
utilities directly from the switchyard. NEK operation is regulated by the Uprava Republike
Slovenije za Jedrsko Varnost (XJRSJV) (Slovene Agency for Nuclear Safety). Due to the
physical location of the plant, Slovenia has always exercised licensing and legal responsibility
for the Krsko plant. Slovenia regulates NEK as an "agreement state", where all applicable
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) and International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) regulations are "passed-through" to NEK Quality Assurance and licensing
organizations.

The best description of this phenomenon is Rightsizing: determining a corporate strategy that
conserves resources and capital in a rapidly changing economic and social environment while
meeting corporate goals, which in turn "tunes" utilization of resources at.each level and for
each function in the company on an individual basis.

//. NEK at the Crossroads

The year 1991 marked a crossroads; NEK had already embarked upon an ambitious program
to improve information management with a suite of integrated, standardized Oracle-based
client-server management information system modules. NEK recognized the challenge to
better quantify, document and demonstrate the quality of plant operation in the face of an
increasingly stringent regulatory environment and austere economics by taking advantage of
affordable, cost-effective information technology that has rapidly become available
everywhere. Several reasons may be offered for this commitment to management
information systems by NEK:

1. The transition of public companies and industry in Slovenia to a market economy is
relatively passive because of the independent and decidedly enterprise-oriented "self-
management" philosophy already practiced by most Slovenian companies and the
anticipation of changing times. This is particularly true with NEK, and no profound
economic or management philosophical barriers were faced; the management changes
going on with NEK may be characterized more as refinement.

2. A familial, intimate work environment has provided efficient communication
information among plant staff; truly, one of NEK's "secrets of success". Increased
mobility and rising economic prosperity, however, may introduce demographic and
social changes that are likely to increase the turnover of plant employees in the
future. The decision by NEK management to develop and implement a corporate-
wide, integrated information system has been made at least in part in anticipation of
this potential change in NEK's fundamental business culture. Integrated management
information systems are deemed to be the best way to homogenize technical talent and
information at NEK while reducing reliance on corporate knowledge.
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3. NEK is challenged to meet the increasingly rigid regulatory and licensing
requirements imposed upon nuclear plant operations and management around the
world (including document control and records management) with its traditional sober
thoroughness and attention to detail, while simultaneously faced with the dilemma of
increasing plant cost obligations vis-a-vis current financial and revenue uncertainties
and dynamics. NEK management is committed to integrated management information
systems as a primary means of mitigating the effects of these new forces on its
corporate strategic goals.

4. NEK has traditionally outsourced most major plant projects and upgrades to
Westinghouse or other vendors, in keeping with the "turnkey" philosophy. Recently,
though, NEK has assumed a much greater role in managing and controlling projects,
primarily through greater company participation at all project levels and formal
establishment of the Engineering Services Division. The ability to directly manage
and control projects and procurement of materials through in-house information
systems gives NEK a substantial advantage in commercial dealings as well as the
potential for significant reductions in costs of doing business.

So, NEK is a prototype for electric utilities in the "rightsized" 90's and beyond, in ways
other than its organization and autonomous corporate structure. NEK is relying heavily on
management information systems to "make more with less".

///. Jnfonnation Systems for Rightsizing

Data generated and collected in the process of operating a commercial nuclear power plant
are, to a great extent, interrelated and associated through the processes that generate them;
the software applications that are used to record and manage them are conventionally divided
into MIS software applications. The NEK Plant Management Information System (MIS) is
organized into an integrated Equipment/Component, Document/Records Management, Work
Management, and Materials system aimed at plant configuration management. The ability
to integrate these applications eliminates data redundancies (which introduce error and
compromise quality), as well as permit system users to take advantage of the inherent
relationships all of these applications share with each other through commonality of data;
over 70% of MIS application traffic addresses data shared between two or more applications.

More so than other MIS applications, the Technical Documentation program serves to
provide to drive the process of document and records control, as well as provide data to the
entire MIS to "tie together" plant functions with documentation. The system supports an
organization and processes that manage control and distribution of over 80,000 plant
documents, over 1.8 million pages of quality records, 2 controlled vault storage sites and 3
document satellite stations. NEK designed, built and implemented the required databases for
electronic technical documentation management through the DCM (Document Control
Management) and the QRM (Quality Records Management).
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These two components of the MIS integrate with each other and the other components of the
MIS to provide "total solution" information resources to NEK staff and satisfy the strategic
MIS goals as well as departmental "workday" responsibilities. Procedures controlling the
Technical Documentation process are classed as Safety-Related; software is classified as
Augmented Quality, ensuring appropriate levels of user- and owner-review.

The development of the document management systems involved a 4-step process:

Assessment - The effort of assessing the scope and requirements of NEK document
management was compounded by the legacy records from a "turnkey" construction
environment, where documentation responsibilities for the plant were frequently assumed by
the constructor or vendors prior to commissioning. The document assessment:

• defined the document/quality records inventory at NEK for use in the DCM/QRM.

• established the procedural requirements for system users to ensure system suitability-
to-task and regulatory compliance.

• have, additionally, assisted the Engineering Services Division in establishing the plant
design basis and those modifications made since construction, to describe the current
configuration of the plant and provide a baseline for configuration management and
future plant modifications and design changes.

• determined the quality requirements for document and records management.

• evaluated and defined the interfaces and data relationships required to fully integrate
the documentation program with plant processes and MIS.

Design - Once the nature of the document and records inventory was better known, the
software and its functions could be better defined:

• Management, tracking and timely retrieval of document and record inventory.

• Control of document distribution, review, revision, and supersede/replacement
management.

• Procedure development, review, and inventory control.

• Quality records turnover, receiving, review, archiving, and release control.

• Integration of document and equipment systems.to match documents and records with
specific plant components.

• Defined the "Document Owners" at NEK responsible for identification, submittal,
review, and revision (as required) of plant documents. • • '*• -
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System Development - The software was developed to satisfy:

• Industry standards and regulatory mandates as determined from NQA-1, ANSI N45.2,
EPRI NR-series advice, and USNRC mandates and regulatory guides controlling the
creation and use of document and quality records and nuclear generation facilities.

• Requirements and wishes of NEK staff determined during the assessment, as well as
management of a large volume of vendor-based and NEK-generated controlled
documents.

• NEK MIS requirements for total integration with Equipment, Work Management,
Materials Management, Commercial/Purchasing, and other mission-critical plant
applications.

• Future accommodation of storage, quality requirements, and mandates (such as GL
88-18) and new storage media technologies such as digitizing/optical storage/retrieval
and distributed imaging information and display.

Data Acquisition - In order to populate the database:

• The (then) 70,000-count document and 1.2 million-count records inventory at NEK
was located, identified, evaluated with Document/Record Owners for plant relevance
and applicability.

• The Data Acquisition team subsequently reviewed captured, reviewed and entered
document data into the system. This "ground-zero" data collection and evaluation
project examined the NEK document inventory from active and "turnkey" plant
documents and records.

• The data was then reviewed by records analysts and validated/corrected as necessary
in accordance with the quality requirements established for the project.

IV. Results of "Rightsized" Technical Documentation

Configuration Management

Other than pure statutory requirements, the principal objective for document and quality
records control is to establish, along with the NEK Master Equipment/Component List
tracking system (MECL), a snapshot of NEK plant configuration on demand. This in turn
permits the correct documents and quality records to be related to a particular plant
equipment item or plant event to support plant design changes, operations, safety, or event
analysis.
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This document and record inventory is fluid and changing; documents and records are
constantly being created, changed, and even deleted as the plant and its configuration change
through design modifications, component replacements, procedure reviews, license and
quality commitments, etc. By integrating Engineering Equipment and Configuration
Management data systems, Equipment, Plant Modifications, and the affected plant controlled
Documents are electronically co-managed to provide online cross-reference of plant
equipment and plant modifications with controlled documents, change documents and interim
drawings and their revision/distribution status and location.

Quality Assurance and Operating Commitments

With a system to immediately access plant quality documents, NEK is continuously able to
demonstrate plant quality and license compliance on demand through documents and quality
records, with the ability to relate them directly to plant safety and quality commitments. The
traditional method for compliance verification by regulators is inspection of documents, and
NEK relies upon the Technical Documentation system to furnish a relevant and accurate plant
design, operating and quality history in a timely manner. The ability to locate and retrieve
documentation quickly and accurately has no small effect on the perception of NEK
credibility and competence for examiners and regulators for whom documents and records
are often the principal means to judge the quality of NEK operations and safety, as well as
management and betterment programs.

Living Plant Design Basis

The NEK plant Design Basis is continuously updated and verified through the document and
record management programs. An essential component of NEK's greater responsibility for
plant design, modification, and betterment programs includes an up-to-date and reliable plant
design basis on which nearly all design, modification and operating decisions are made. This
includes the ability^to store and access those design documents, essential drawings, studies,
specifications, calculations, materials, compliance and quality decisions, licensing
requirements, operating criteria and other design input used to determine the requirements
and limitations of plant design changes to meet the goal of plant betterment within the safety
and license compliance commitments of NEK. When plant documents and quality records
are created, maintained, reviewed and discarded as necessary in a controlled manner, the
plant design basis is automatically reflected in the plant technical documentation system.
This, in turn creates an efficient environment for ascertaining current design basis and
recording plant changes and modifications to create a living design basis record.
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V. The Future

NEK represents, for many electric utilities in the de-regulated 90's, the paradigm for power
generation in the future. Many nuclear generation facilities in Europe and the USA are
already finding themselves targets for reorganization into stand-alone companies to relieve
their corporate parents of regulatory and liability (not to mention political) concerns.
Operating as a credible, self-managed autonomous electricity provider with no "corporate
parent" to fall back on has been "business as usual" for NEK since 1974, and power
generation executives from all over the world have turned the path to Slovenia to see for
themselves. A world where powerful new information technologies seem to reach
commodity-level economics practically overnight has arrived just in time for NEK to acquire
the information technology it needs to "make more with less" - as it has for over 20 years
while garnering the world's attention as an example for nuclear operators everywhere.
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Abstract: Beside a referent code examination requirements, appearance of the service
induced flaws on the Reactor Vessel Head (RVH) penetration tube welds forced development
of remotely operated examination tools and techniques. Several systems were developed for
examination of RVH PWR type while only one system for examination of W E R - 440 type
RVH has been developed by Inetec. In this article the most advanced RVH WER-440 type
examination techniques such as ultrasonic, eddy current and visual testing techniques as well
as remotely operated tool are described.

1. INTRODUCTION

VVER-440 Pressurized Water Reactor Vessel Heads (RPVH) are equipped with carbon steel
penetration tubes (PT) which are fitted into RPVH penetration. The lower parts of the PT are
welded to the inner clad surface and base material of the RPVH. Penetration tubes are
equipped with corrosion protecting tube made of stainless steel (SS). Another stainless steel
tube (heat protecting tube) is inserted into PT and centered into it. The designed distance (gap)
between SS corrosion protecting tube and heat protecting tube is three millimeters.

In order to detect any abnormality in the areas of PT and RPVH intersection as well as inside
surface of the heat protecting tube the five different end effectors and examination techniques
have been developed. . .

2. SCOPE OF INSPECTION

For the volumetric examination of PT circumferential welds at RPVH intersection, a system
which employs contact ultrasonic technique has been developed. Ultrasonic Data Recbrding
and Processing System (UDRPS 2) is used to record, enhance and analyze ultrasonic (UT)
data. UDRPS is fully integrated with the Inetec Reactor Vessel Head Inspection Tool to
record all ultrasonic and position data as well as to assess indications.
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The eddy current technique is applied to examine the surface of the weld and adjacent clad
material in order to detect surface abnormalities on the inner part of a RPVH. Another
application of the eddy current method is examination of the inner surface of the corrosion
protecting stainless steel tubes. The surfaces of a corrosion protecting stainless steel tubes
placed into PT are examined by specially designed eddy current probe inserted into a gap. A
new end effector is engineered in order to drive inspection probe on an examination required
path. A MIZ-18 system is used as frequency generator and data acquisition station for eddy
current examinations while data analysis is performed on the HP series 700 computer(s).

Visual testing (VT) of the whole interior of the RPVH and heat protecting tube is performed
by using specially designed camera and software which accompanies video signal from the
camera and tool positions from the tool controller. The composite signal obtained from the
processing board (TARGA+) is recorded on a standard video recorder tapes.
Similarly, visual testing of circumferential PT weld is performed from inside of the RPVH.

3. POSITIONING MANIPULATOR AND INSPECTION PRINCIPLES

3.1. POSITIONING MANIPULATOR DESCRIPTION

The positioning manipulator is based on concept of SM-22, ZETEC's eddy current
manipulator. This manipulator consist of arm and pole which are attached to the spacer over
the base frame. The pole and arm provides rotation around two vertical axes. The end of the
arm is equipped with vertical carriage carrying end effectors. The carriage provides vertical
movements (up - down) and rotation around its axis. FIG.l. presents the positioning
manipulator and main axes.

3.2. UT SERVICES DESCRIPTION

The Inetec's access to inspection of the PT circumferential weld has been determined in
accordance with all mandatory NDE technical requirements and ALARA principles. The
examination techniques are defined to provide reliable inspection in the reasonable time
interval.

In order to improve and verify designed examination technique and tool the research and
experimental works were accomplished on the RPVH mockup situated at Inetec lab.

The main goals of these research works were as follows:

to detect, locate, characterize and accurately size defects

to minimize personnel radiation exposure

to minimize inspection time
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The volumetric examination of PT circumferential welds at RPVH intersection is performed
by use of simplified ultrasonic equipment designed for reactor vessel inspections which is
fully integrated with positioning manipulator and end-effector (EE) controller.

Penetration Tube Weld Ultrasonic Examination

For the PT weld ultrasonic examination a system which employs contact ultrasonic technique
has been developed. Due to the acoustic properties of these welds ultrasonic examination is
performed by use of longitudinal wave transducers. The primary detecting and sizing
transducers to be applied will be 70 degree and creeping wave transducer. The ultrasound
beams will be oriented in the three directions - two directions parallel to the weld (clockwise
and counterclockwise) and one direction perpendicular to the weld (radially towards the
penetration center). A creeping wave, dual element transducer is applied, for examination of
the material volume close to the weld surface while a dual element, transmit - receive,
focused, 70 degree transducer will provide examination coverage of weld root and material
between root and surface. The principle of creeping wave probe and examination volume
covered by use of these transducers is presented on FIG.2.

With intent to direct ultrasound beam perpendicularly to the crack, transducers are equipped
with rotating probe holder. In this way it is enabled that, by using proper skew angle,
ultrasound beam attacks particular examination area perpendicularly. The idea of differently
positioned defect detection is presented on FIG.3..

UT End Effector

The PT ultrasonic EE is designed in the way that its mounting and disassembling on the
positioning manipulator is performed remotely. Thus personnel radiation exposure is reduced
to a minimum level.

The UT EE is designed to ensure centering into a PT and scanning motions parallel and
perpendicular to the weld as well as follow the shape of the inspection surface. The transducer
rotary systems are integrated into a vertical linear motion system together with water supply
tubing and transducers wiring. The UT EE examination position is presented on FIG.4.

Ultrasonic Data Recording and Processing System (UDRPS 2) is used to record, enhance and
analyze ultrasonic (UT) data. UDRPS is fully integrated with the Inetec Reactor Vessel Head
Inspection Tool to record ultrasonic and position data as well as to assess indications.
FIG.5.presents equipment positioning and interconnection schematic.
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3.3. EDDY CURRENT TESTING (ECT) SERVICES DESCRIPTION

3.3.1. INSPECTION OF THE STAINLESS STEEL CORROSION PROTECTING
TUBE I.D. SURFACE

ECT inspection of the stainless steel corrosion protecting tube inner diameter (I.D.) surface is
performed by using rotating eddy current probe in a following manner : probe body is
designed in shape of cylinder (FIG.6.), so probe body can be inserted into gap between heat
and corrosion protecting tubes. Three ECT 'pancake' coils are mounted on a probe body.
Inside tube's gap probe body rotates around tubes axis. Corrosion protecting tube I.D. surface
can be examined 290 mm from bottom of the inner tube. After probe is inserted into gap, it is
rotated and pulled out. Inspection is provided using 3-coil rotating probe i.e. 3 'pancake' coils
are mounted on probe body, separated 120° in circumference. Coils are designed as low-
frequency probe. This gap-scanner rotation probe provides required sensitivity and resolution
so it is possible to detect, locate and measure both circumferential and axial cracks.

Applied probe has efficient frequency range 30-200 kHz. A standard depth of penetration
while operating at frequency of 30 kHz is 2.5 mm. If operating frequency is 200 kHz, depth of
penetration is approx. 1 mm, so surface breaking defects are easily detected.
Four surface breaking notches are presented on FIG.7. All displayed notches are 0.5 mm deep
and 1.27 mm wide. The length of notches varies between 3 - 1 0 mm as it is visible from C-
scan display.

Experience with steam generators tube inspections has showed that eddy current method
quickly provides reliable information about existence of even the smallest defects. For surface
defects detection an eddy current inspection is preferable in comparison to other
nondestructive examination techniques.

INSPECTION LIMITATIONS :

Possible limitations during inspection may be deposits inside tube gap and ovality of tubes
resulting in locally decreased gap width. The final result is resistance to probe motion in both
axial and circumferential direction. If gap is restricted to probe motion due to deposit
existence, tube is cleaned by use of specially designed cleaner while in the case of tube ovality
"blade" probe will be used.

INSPECTION SCHEME:

Using positioning manipulator, probe is positioned to area of interest. Eddy current data are
generated using "MIZ-18" Remote Data Acquisition Unit and recorded on an optical data
disks where also data evaluation results will be permanently stored.
Data evaluation is provided using appropriate analysis software for rotating probe data, i.e. C-
scan while analysis result data base is generated in Data Management System.
The simplified scheme of inspection organization and data flow is given on FIG.8..
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3.3.2.INSPECTION OF THE PENETRATION WELD SURFACE

The penetration weld surface inspection is performed using eddy current probe designed for
weld testing. Probe operates in differential mode and it is designed to minimize undesired
features affecting this scan area, as probe lift-off, permeability variations and conductivity
changes. Probe frequency range of interest is 30-200 kHz. Standard depth of penetration while
operating at frequency of 30 kHz is approx. 2.5 mm. Weld is scanned on it's whole
circumference starting on a minimum radius, than radius is incremented and scanning is
repeated until whole weld surface is tested. FIG.9. represents end effector position while
testing weld surface.

The two surface breaking notches detected by weld scan probe are shown on FIG. 10. The
notches are 1 and 0.5 mm deep.

INSPECTION SCHEME:

Inspection scheme and data flow are the same as during inspection of the stainless steel
corrosion protecting tube ID surface, chapter 3.3.1. with differences in specific routine of data
collection and data evaluation.

3.4. VISUAL INSPECTION

VT SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Visual testing of RPVH will be performed on three areas of interest:

interior of RPVH

interior of inner stainless steel heat protection tubes

PT circumferential welds

Remote visual testing technique will be applied as is presented on FIG. 11.- Sample VT
inspection drawing.

HEAT PROTECTION TUBES VISUAL TESTING

The inner surface of heat protection tubes will be visually tested by camera equipped with
radial viewing head and integral light.

The RPVH positioning manipulator with attached visual testing end effector will be
positioned under the penetration to be inspected. The camera, mounted on vertical carriage,
will be driven into penetration up to the top of flange. The scan will be performed by camera
rotation from 0 to 360 degrees. When the scan is finished, vertical carriage will be
incremented down for next scan and camera will be rotated back to initial position. After that,
camera will be incremented again.
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Described steps will be repeated until the whole surface of heat protection tube will be
visually tested. The increment value will be set to provide 10% overlap.

PT CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS AND RPVH VISUAL TESTING

The surface of PT circumferential welds will be visually tested by camera equipped with
prismatic viewing head and integral light.

The RPVH positioning manipulator with attached visual testing end effector will be
positioned under the penetration to be inspected. The camera will be driven by vertical
carriage near the PT circumferential weld. The scan will be performed by means of prism
rotation in camera viewing head. The increment will be performed by means of camera
rotation around PT axis (camera will rotate around center line of penetration in horizontal
plane).

Described steps will be repeated until the whole surface of PT circumferential weld will be
visually tested. The angle of increment will be set to provide 10% overlap.

VISUAL TESTING EQUIPMENT

Visual testing equipment consists of:

REES R93 Mk3 B/W camera
REES radial viewing head with light
REES prismatic viewing head with light
REES camera control unit
PC with TARGA+ video processor board
VHS video cassette recorder
B/W video monitor
visual standard 1/32" black lines on 18% natural gray card

B/W camera is used because it has better life time in the high irradiated areas and it has better
resolution. To make sure that video system with camera and light provide required resolution
visual standard is used.
The camera control unit provides remote control of following camera functions: focus, iris,
light intensity and prism rotation.

In order to record position data and video signal accompanied, the video composite signal.
from camera control unit is overlapped with real time coordinates by PC with TARGA+
board. The real time coordinates are being obtained from the tool control system. Overlapped
picture is recorded on the video cassette recorder in PAL video standard.

Before inspecting of RPVH penetration the header picture containing all significant data will
be used for announcing. The operators voice could be recorded on the tape as well as video
signal.
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4. EQUIPMENT SETUP

The equipment is preferably set up prior the RPVH is positioned on its stand. Assembling of
the manipulator is provided through a manway placed in the floor for the case that RPVH is
positioned on its stand. The manipulator is connected to remote acquisition system. Electrical
and mechanical functions are tested afterwards. Therefore there is need to enter the RPVH
only during the disassembling of the manipulator.

Following actions with tooling such as changing the end effector or other maintenance
activities during the inspection take place from outside.

5. INSPECTION SEQUENCE

Reactor vessel head inspection consists of visual testing, eddy current testing and ultrasonic
testing. The inspection sequence is as follows:

1) The camera for inside tube VT is mounted to manipulator carriage. The manipulator is
aligned with the penetration to be inspected. The camera is driven up and entered the tube.
When camera is reached the PT flange the scanning sequence is started. The camera is rotated
around its axis for a one whole tum 360° scans the completely tube.

2) The camera for VT of welding surface is mounted to vertical carriage. The
manipulator is aligned with the penetration to be inspected. Scanning is performed with
rotating the camera around the vertical axis.

3) The MRPC probe is mounted to manipulator carriage. The manipulator is aligned with
the penetration to be inspected. The probe is driven up to the maximum inspection height
(about 300 mm above the tube end). After probe is placed at required position, it starts to
rotate and moves down at the same time. During performance of this scanning motions EC
data recording is performed.

4) The weld surface EC inspection probe with its drive system is mounted to
manipulator carriage. The manipulator is aligned with a penetration to be inspected and the
probe is driven up to the surface to be tested. The EC data are collected during rotation of the
probe around PT. After complete cycle, a small horizontal movement of the probe drive
system is performed.
The sequence started again until inspection plan for this penetration is completed.

5) After positioning manipulator is reached desired penetration tube position, the
centering device of UT EE is inserted into a penetration tube. Entrance of the centering device
into a PT is monitored via video system applied. After centering in the tube, transducers are
placed into a contact with an examination surface. The information about contact between
transducers and examination surface is controlled by non-contact sensors. The couplant
recovery system controlled by sensors starts to operate and supplies transducers with water. At
this moment the preprogrammed scanning sequence is started. When scanning sequence is
finished all activities are stopped automatically. An operator is lifted down the UT EE and
examination sequence may be started again to finish the inspection plan.
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FIGURE 2.
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FIGURE 3. CIRCUMFERENTIAL SCANNING
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FIGURE 4.
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